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This course surveys the major works and methods of rabbinic midrash, both halakhic and
aggadic. We will discuss the historical background of Midrash, inner-biblical exegesis,
exegesis in Second Temple literature, the schools of R. Ishmael and R. Akiva, the
hermeneutical rules, the petihta and parable forms, literary theory, and the concepts of
exegesis, eisegesis, omnisignifigance, polysemy and intertextuality. After this course,
students should be able to find and understand a selection of midrash on their own,
understand it methodology, appreciate the motivating force behind it, compare parallel
sources, and navigate relevant methodological issues.
Grades will be determined based on a midterm (30%) a final (30%), attendance,
participation and preparedness (10%), and assignments/presentations (30%). Students
will be expected to prepare readings and primary sources for each class and be ready to
discuss them.
Assignment 1 – due on class 10
Write a translation and comprehensive commentary of Mekhilta d’R. Ishmael, Bahodesh, 8: “You shall not steal” (Exod 20:13). You should consult as many editions and
commentaries as you can (quote them so I know you saw them). Your analysis should
address the following: what hermeneutical method is the midrash using? What is the
peshat of the pasuk? Compare the midrash’s interpretation to that of the Talmud and
Rishonim. Cite any other source that might be relevant.
or
Choose one of the hermeneutical rules and find an example of it in Tannaitic midrash or
in the Talmud. Find all manuscript variants, parallels, and related material. Address the
following, if relevant: What exegetical problem does the midrash face? What is the
peshat? Is this a  מדרש יוצרor a  ?מדרש מקייםDoes the midrashic argument make sense or
does it seem forced? If the latter, what may be motivating such forced interpretation?
Does this fit the methodology of R. Ishmael or R. Akiva? Are there significant
differences in parallel midrashim? If so, which version is original? Always cite relevant
material from the course readings.

Assignment 2 - Every student will choose one Thursday on which to present a midrash to
the class relating to Parashat Hashavua. This is only an oral presentation. The presenter
should make the text of the midrash available to the class (either using powerpoint or
making copies – I can make copies for you if I have it in advance). The presenter should
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explain the midrash and what is interesting about it. Use the tools we learned in class and
feel free to be creative.
Assignment 3 – due on class 24 – Write a translation and comprehensive commentary of
Eicha Rabbah, petihta 24. Include an introduction that discusses the main features of
Eicha Rabba. Read Shaye Cohen, “The Destruction: From Scripture to Midrash” for
relevant data. Address the following in your analysis: What is the significance of this
midrash both in terms of content and method? Cite relevant points from class readings.
What is the structure of the midrash? What exegetical problems does the midrash face? Is
this a  מדרש יוצרor a  ?מדרש מקייםWhat hermeneutical rules or other rhetorical devices are
used in the midrash? What is its overall message?
All readings are available in the course packet, which you can buy at The UPS Store 105 E 34th St or download from the course website: midrash.rabbinics.org.
Office hours will be on Tuesdays, 12:00-4:00PM in room 523.
Please bring a Tanakh to every class.

Unit I – Early Midrash
1. Tuesday, August 28 - Definitions, Books and History
Reading: Moshe David Herr, “Midrash” in Encyclopedia Judaica
Suggested Reading: Lawrence Schiffman, From Text to Tradition, pp. 177-200 and 220239.
Texts: Qayin and Hevel, Yibbum, Incline after majority
2. Thursday, August 30 - Inner-Biblical Exegesis
Reading: James Kugel, The Bible as It Was, pp. 1-23.
Texts: Resolving contradictions: Cooking Passover - Ex 12:8-9, Dt 16:7, 2Chron 35:13,
Mekhilta d’R. Ishmael Piskha 6; Passover Animal - Ex 12:5, Dt 16:2, 2Chron 35
7-9, Mekhilta d’R. Ishmael Piskha 4. Narrative: Samuel and Chronicles. Daniel 9.
Nehemiah 11.
3. Tuesday, September 4 - Early Midrash in Second Temple Sources
Reading: James Kugel, The Bible as It Was, pp. 23-42.
Texts: Dead Sea Scrolls, Pesher, Rewritten Bible, Targum
4. Thursday, September 6 – Early Midrash in the Dead Sea Scrolls
Reading: Moshe Bernstein and Shlomo Koyfman. "The Interpretation of Biblical Law in
the Dead Sea Scrolls: Forms and Methods." In Biblical Interpretation at Qumran,
edited by Matthias Henze, 61-87. Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2005.
Suggested Reading: Steven Fraade, “Rabbinic Midrash and Ancient Jewish Biblical
Interpretation,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Talmud and Rabbinic
Literature, eds. Charlotte Fonrobert and Martin Jaffee, pp. 99-120.
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Texts: Septuagint to Megilat Esther, Reuben and Bilhah

Unit II – Midrash Halakha
5. Tuesday, September 11 – Introducing Midrash Halakha
Reading: Menahem Kahana, “Midrash Halakha” in Encyclopedia Judaica.
Suggested Reading: Gary Porton, Understanding Rabbinic Midrash, pp. 1-16.
Text: Death Penalties
6. Thursday, September 13 – Midrash Yoser or Midrash Mekayem
Reading: David Weiss Halivni. Peshat and Derash. New York: Oxford University Press,
1991, 3-22.
Suggested Reading: Jay Harris, How Do We Know This?: Midrash and the
Fragmentation of Modern Judaism, pp. 251-263.
Moshe Halbertal. People of the Book: Canon, Meaning, and Authority. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1997, 50-72.
Texts: Rambam Sefer haMisvot, Shoresh 2 and Ramban’s commentary.
7. Thursday, October 11 - Hermeneutical Rules  – מידות שהתורה נדרשת בהםKal vaHomer
Richard Hidary, “Talmudic Topoi: The Hermeneutical Methods of Midrash and GrecoRoman Rhetoric.”
Suggested Reading: Saul Lieberman, “Rabbinic Interpretation of Scripture” in Hellenism
in Jewish Palestine, pp. 47-82.
Text: Sifra 1 and examples
8. Tuesday, October 16 - Hermeneutical Rules – Gezerah Shavah, Binyan Av
Towner, W. Sibley. “Hermeneutical Systems of Hillel and the Tannaim: A Fresh Look.”
Hebrew Union College Annual 53 (1983): 101-35.
Suggested Readings: Yitzhak Gilat. Studies in the Development of the Halakha.
Jerusalem: Bar-Ilan University Press, 1992, pp. 365-73.
H. L. Strack and G. Stemberger. Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash. Translated by
Marcus Bockmuehl. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992, 15-30.
9. Thursday, October 18 – Two Schools of R. Ishmael and R. Akiva
Reading: Abraham Joshua Heschel, Heavenly Torah as Refracted Through the
Generations, pp. 29-64.
Suggested Reading: Azzan Yadin, Scripture as Logos: Rabbi Ishmael and the Origins of
Midrash.
Text: Kelal u-Perat, Ribbui and Mi`ut
10. Tuesday, October 23 – Midrash and Ethics
Assignment 1 due.
Reading: Moshe Halbertal, "Halakhah and Morality: The Case of the Apostate City,"
S'vara 3 (1993), 67-72.
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11. Thursday, October 25 – Updating Torah to Address New Realities
Reading: Richard Hidary, Dispute for the Sake of Heaven: Legal Pluralism in the
Talmud, pp. 297 -333.
Text: Sifre on Rebellious Elder
12. Tuesday, October 30 - Updating Halakha to Address New Realities - Priests
Steven Fraade, “Shifting from Priestly to Non-Priestly Legal Authority: A Comparison of
the Damascus Document and the Midrash Sifra,” Dead Sea Discoveries 6, 2
(1999), pp. 109-25.
13. Thursday, November 1 – Midterm

Unit III – Midrash Aggadah
14. Tuesday, November 6 – On Interpreting Aggadah
Reading: Abraham Joshua Heschel, God in Search of Man. New York: Ferrar Strauss and
Giroux, 1976, pp. 336-340.
Hananel Mack, The Aggadic Midrash Literature, pp. 7-29.
Texts: Rambam - Introduction to Perek Helek, III:43, Letter on Astrology
R. Abraham ben ha-Rambam, Introduction to Aggadah. Printed as an introduction
to Ein Yaakov. Translation from S.H. Glick, En Jacob (1916).
15. Thursday, November 8 - Three Year Cycle and the Synagogue Derasha
Reading: Mack, pp. 30-56.
Text: Bavli Shabbat 30a-b
16. Tuesday, November 13 - The Petiha Format
Reading: Mack, pp. 57-87.
Suggested Reading: Joseph Heinemann, “The Proem in the Aggadic Midrashim – A
Form-Critical Study,” Scripta Hierosolymitana 22 (1971), 100-122.
Text: Beresheet Rabbah, Lekh Lekha
17. Thursday, November 15 – Midrash Rabbah
Reading: Mack, 88-118.
Suggested Reading: Heinemann on Lev Rabbah
Text: Vakikra Rabbah
18. Tuesday, November 20 – Methods of Aggadah
Reading: Mack, 119-144.
Suggested Reading: Yitzhak Heinemann, Darkei ha-Aggadah.
Text: Vayikra Rabbah cont.
19. Tuesday, November 27 – Midrash and Literary Theory
David Stern. Midrash and Theory: Ancient Jewish Exegesis and Contemporary Literary
Studies. Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1996, ch. 1.
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Text: Vayikra Rabbah cont.
20. Thursday, November 29 – Passover Haggadah
Reading: Joseph Tabory, The JPS Commentary on the Haggadah: Historical
Introduction, Translation, and Commentary, pp. 25-37.
21. Tuesday, December 4 – The Four Sons, Arami Oved Avi
Reading: Joseph Tabory, The JPS Commentary on the Haggadah: 37-46.
22. Thursday, December 6 – The Sea Resists
Daniel Boyarin. Intertextuality and the Reading of Midrash. Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1990, pp. 93-104.
23. Tuesday, December 11 – Pinehas vs. Zimri
Text: Bavli Sanhedrin 82a-b.
24. Thursday, December 13 – Eicha Rabbah
Assignment 3 due.
Reading: Shaye Cohen, “The Destruction: From Scripture to Midrash” in The
Significance of Yavneh and Other Essays in Jewish Hellenism (Mohr Siebeck, 2010).
25. Tuesday, December 18 – Mashal
David Stern, Midrash and Theory, ch 2
26. Thursday, December 20 - Why Are there Lawyers in Heaven?
Richard Hidary, “Why Are there Lawyers in Heaven?”
Final – Thursday January 3 at 9:30AM

Students with disabilities who are enrolled in this course and who will be requesting
documented disability-related accommodations are encouraged to make an appointment
with the Office of Disability Services, (917-326-4828) during the first week of
class. After approval for accommodations is granted, please submit your
accommodations letter to me as soon as possible to ensure the successful implementation
of those accommodations.
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midler, bette
Abramsky, ibid., 118–9; Y. Kutscher, Ha-Lashon ve-ha-Reka ha-Leshoni
shel Megillat Yeshayahu (1959), 82; G.W. van Beer, in: BA, 23 (1960),
3, 70–95; A. Grohman, Arabien (1963), 21, 38–92. IN THE AGGADAH:
Ginzberg, Legends, 7 (1938), 313; A. Rosmarin, Moses im Lichte der
Aggadah (1932), index.

MIDRASH (Heb. ) ִמ ְד ָר ׁש, the designation of a particular genre
of rabbinic literature containing anthologies and compilations
of homilies, including both biblical exegesis (see *Hermeneutics) and sermons delivered in public (see *Homiletics) as well
as aggadot (see *Aggadah) and sometimes even halakhot (cf.

*Midreshei Halakhah), usually forming a running commentary on specific books of the Bible.
The term Midrash itself derives from the root drsh ()דרש
which in the Bible means mainly “to search,” “to seek,” “to examine,” and “to investigate” (cf. Lev. 10:16; Deut. 13:15; Isa. 55:6;
et al.). This meaning is also found in rabbinic Hebrew (cf. BM
2:7: “until thou examine [tidrosh] thy brother if he be a cheat
or not”). The noun “Midrash” occurs only twice in the Bible
(II Chron. 13:22 and 24:27); it is translated in the Septuagint by
βίβλοs, γράφη i.e., “book” or “writing,” and it seems probable
that it means “an account,” “the result of inquiry (examination,
study, or search) of the events of the times,” i.e., what is today
called “history” (the word history is also derived from the
Greek root ίστορὲω which has a similar meaning). In Jewish
literature of the Second Temple period the word Midrash was
first employed in the sense of education and learning generally
(Ecclus. 51:23), “Turn unto me, ye unlearned, and lodge in my
house of Midrash,” which the author’s grandson translated into
Greek, “house of instruction or of study”; compare the similar development of the Latin studium which originated in the
verb studeo which means “to become enthusiastic,” “to make
an effort,” “to be diligent,” etc. and only in a secondary sense,
in the post-Augustan era, in the sense of learning (with diligence and the noun studium passed through the same stages
of meaning; cf. Ger. studium; Fr. étude, etc.).
Darosh both in its nominal and verbal forms is sometimes found in the literature of the *Dead Sea sect as the designation for a certain method, a special technique of learning
things – in halakhah and in aggadah – through rigorous study
and painstaking, searching inquiry into the verses of the Bible.
This method of Midrash was both ideologically and halakhically one of the fundamentals of the life of the sect: “and that
his deeds appear in accordance with the Midrash of the Torah
as followed by the holy upright men” (Damascus Covenant
8:29–30; cf. the Manual of Discipline 8:25–26: “If his way is
perfect in company, in Midrash, and in counsel”; cf. also ibid.
6:24 and 6:6). The nature of this Midrash is testified to by the
explicit words: “When these become a community in Israel
with such characteristics they separate themselves from the
company of the wicked men to go thither to the wilderness to
make clear there the way of the Lord, as is written [Isa. 40:3],
‘and in the wilderness clear ye the way… make plain in the desert a highway for our God,’ that being the Midrash of the Torah
[which] he commanded through Moses, to do in accordance
with all that is revealed in every era and as the prophets revealed through his holy spirit” (Manual of Discipline 8:12–16);
i.e., the Midrash of the Torah is the lesson derived from the
verse (4:21–5 5:11). A different method of interpretation is the
*pesher, although the Midrash could also contain pesharim
(see 4Q 174 Florilegium, 1–2, I 14–19, in: J.M. Allegro, Discoveries in the Judean Desert, V: Qumran Cave 4, I (1968), p. 53f.).
This technique of biblical exegesis which is largely similar to
that customary among the Greek grammarians, the students
of the classical texts of Homer, and among the Roman rhetoricians, the exponents of Roman law, is found among the Jews
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MIDLER, BETTE (1945– ), U.S. singer, entertainer, and actress. Born in Honolulu, Midler entered show business as a
member of the Fiddler on the Roof cast on Broadway in 1964.
She gained notoriety as a popular performer in the Continental Baths cabaret, a meeting place for homosexuals, and
then scored a hit single with the frequently recorded “Do You
Wanna Dance?” (1974). She followed this success with her topselling album The Divine Miss M. and a popular film of her
live act called Divine Madness (1979). Midler turned actress
in a movie loosely based on the life of Janis Joplin, The Rose
(1981), which earned her an Academy Award nomination for
Best Actress. Midler, who was named after legendary film
icon Bette Davis, starred in subsequent films such as Down
and Out in Beverly Hills (1986), Ruthless People (1986), For the
Boys (Oscar nomination for Best Actress, 1991), The First Wives
Club (1996), Drowning Mona (2000), Isn’t She Great (2000),
and The Stepford Wives (2004).
Over the years, among other TV guest spots, Midler appeared on Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show 24 times, starting in
1970 and including the final program in May 1992. She also
appeared in the TV movie Gypsy (1993) and produced and
starred in the sitcom Bette (2000–1).
On the Broadway stage, Midler appeared in Fiddler on
the Roof (1964–72), Bette Midler Special Concert (1973), Bette
Midler’s Clams on the Half Shell Revue (1975), Bette! Divine
Madness (1979), and Short Talks on the Universe (2002).
For her multiple talents as an actress, writer, singer, and
performer, Midler won a host of awards. In 1974 she received
a special Tony Award “for adding luster to the Broadway season.” She won four Grammy awards, including the 1973 Best
New Artist and the prestigious Record of the Year in 1989 for
her rendition of her #1 hit “Wind Beneath My Wings” from the
movie Beaches. She won three Emmy awards and was nominated for another four. In 1987 she received the American
Comedy Awards’ Lifetime Achievement Award in Comedy, as
well as the American Comedy Award in 1988, 1989, 1993, 1996,
and 1998. Her writings include A View from a Broad (1980)
and the fable The Saga of Baby Divine (1983).
Bibliography: M. Bego, Bette Midler: Still Divine (2003);
A. Waldman, The Bette Midler Scrapbook (1997); G. Mair, Bette: An
Intimate Biography of Bette Midler (1995); A. Collins, Bette Midler
(1989); M. Bego, Bette Midler: Outrageously Divine (1987); J. Spada,
The Divine Bette Midler (1984).
[Jonathan Licht / Ruth Beloff (2nd ed.)]
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midrash
for the first time in the Dead Sea sect (see particularly Book
of *Jubilees). Nevertheless these earlier forms of exegesis must
be distinguished from rabbinic midrash as a fully developed
literary form (cf. *Midreshei Halakhah: Literary Nature and
Relation to Early Midrash). Suggestions to the effect that the
Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum (pseudo-Philo) is a Midrash
are without foundation.
Midrashic Literature
It is very possible that the earliest Midrash to come down
is the Passover *Haggadah, the earliest and chief element of
which is a Midrash to Deuteronomy 26:5–8 (cf. Sif. Deut. 301).
A great part of the midrashic aggadah of the tannaitic period
is included side by side with the midrashic halakhah in the
halakhic Midrashim (cf. *Midreshei Halakhah: The Aggadic
Material). On the other hand there are no independent works
devoted only to midrash aggadah from the tannaitic era (see
however *Seder Olam Rabbah and the *Baraita de-Melekhet haMishkan). All the extant literary works devoted primarily to
midrash aggadah were apparently compiled originally in Ereẓ
Israel during the amoraic and post-amoraic periods. While the
Babylonian Talmud contains a vast amount of aggadic midrash
(cf. the Midrash on the Book of Esther in Meg. 10b–17a, and on
Lamentations in Sanh. 104a–b), it’s literary structure follows the
earlier tannaitic model, including both midrash halakhah and
aggadah (as in the midreshei halakhah), and integrating both
of them into an appropriate context following the order of the
tractates of the Mishnah, as was done in both the Mishnah and
the Tosefta (see *Mishnah: Aggadah in the Mishnah).
From the point of view of the period of their arrangement and collection the aggadic Midrashim can be divided
into three groups: early, middle, and late. The determination
of the time of the editing and arranging of the various Midrashim is by no means a simple matter. It is nearly impossible
to determine with even approximate certainty the period when
a Midrash or aggadic work was compiled (see *Pirkei de-R.
Eliezer). However, it is possible to arrive at a relative date, that
is, to determine the relation of a particular Midrash to others
(see Table: Midreshei Aggadah). To do this one cannot rely on
the historical allusions alone or merely on the names of the
sages mentioned in the Midrash, nor can one rely on the first
mentions of the Midrash and its first citations, since all the Midrashim contain much material from different and extended
eras. The lack of historical allusions after a definite period do
not suffice to testify to its compilation immediately after that
period, just as the lack of mention of a Midrash and of its citation until a certain period does not prove that it was edited
at the date nearest to the beginning of that period. In neither
case can one rely on the argumentum a silentio. A more reliable method for determining priority and lateness among Midrashim is the relationship between the various Midrashim –
the use one makes of another – as well as their relationship to
other sources. This procedure, however, involves a number of
very complex issues, and no consensus has yet been reached
on how it should be applied in practice (see *Genesis Rabbah:
ENCYCLOPAEDIA JUDAICA, Second Edition, Volume 14

The Redaction of the Midrash). Moreover, even after one arrives by use of this method at a provisional determination regarding precedence, other additional factors must be taken
into account (literary forms, language, style, etc.).
The Early Midrashim (the Classical Amoraic Midrashim)
This period, from which it seems only seven Midrashim have
come down, is the golden age of the aggadic Midrashim. The
most developed and perfect literary forms and constructions
are already found in the oldest aggadic Midrash, Genesis Rabbah, proving that many generations of development preceded
the literary crystallization. Since in general such perfect and
developed literary constructions and forms are found neither in the halakhic Midrashim nor in their aggadic section
(although here and there mere beginnings can be found), it
is probable that the main development of the literary forms
came in the amoraic era. Toward the close of this period the
assembling, collecting, and editing was begun.
Among its most perfect forms, one should mention the
classical proem at the beginning of a complete Midrash or of
a chapter, which served fundamentally as the introduction to
a homily delivered in public. The classical proem is a prelude
to a homily on a certain verse by citing a verse from another
source (in most cases from another book, or even from a different section of the Bible, usually the Hagiographa) and connecting it with the chief verse of the homily, the proem concluding
with the verse with which the homily itself begins. Thus, for
example, the proem to Lamentations 1:1 begins with a verse
from the Pentateuch, while the proems to the Pentateuch Midrashim open with a verse usually from the Hagiographa. The
proem, scarcely found in the tannaitic literature, was greatly
developed and perfected in the time of the amoraim, in order
to attract, stimulate, and rouse the curiosity of the audience and
to emphasize the unity of the biblical books. When gathering
and assembling the material the compilers and editors of the
Midrashim followed the method of the actual preachers of the
homilies and placed the proems at the beginning of the Midrashim and of the various sections. They did not always have
proems readily available and in consequence created artificial
proems themselves (combining different sayings and a number
of homilies together). Sometimes they greatly enlarged the proems so that a simple proem became compound, i.e., it included
a number of homilies independent in themselves. Classical
proems in their pure form are almost wholly confined to the
early Midrashim: Genesis Rabbah; Leviticus Rabbah; Lamentations Rabbah; Esther Rabbah l; *Pesikta de-Rav Kahana; Song of
Songs Rabbah; and Ruth Rabbah. These Midrashim all consist
of a collection of homilies, sayings, and aggadot of the amoraim
(and also of the tannaim) in Galilean Aramaic and rabbinical
Hebrew, but they also include many Greek words.
It seems that all these Midrashim were edited in Ereẓ
Israel in the fifth and sixth centuries C.E. Two types can be distinguished: exegetical and homiletical. The exegetical Midrash
(Genesis Rabbah, Lamentations Rabbah, et al.) is a Midrash to
one of the books of the Bible, containing comments on the
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midrash
whole book – on each chapter, on every verse, and at times
even on every word in the verse. The homiletical Midrash is
either a Midrash to a book of the Pentateuch in which only
the first verse (or verses) of the weekly portion is expounded
(in accordance with the early *Triennial cycle that was current in Ereẓ Israel, e.g., *Leviticus Rabbah), or a Midrash that
is based only on the biblical and prophetic reading of special

Sabbaths and festivals, in which, also, only the first verses are
expounded (eg., Pesikta de-Rav Kahana). In both cases, in contrast to the exegetical Midrashim, the homiletical Midrashim
contain almost no short homilies or dicta on variegated topics, but each chapter (or section) constitutes a collection of
homilies and sayings on one topic that seem to combine into
one long homily on the specific topic.

Midreshei Aggadah According to Types and Periods
Aggadic Works

Apocalyptic and Eschatological Midrashim

Megillat Antiochus
Midrash Petirat Moshe (“Death of Moses”)
Tanna de-Vei Eliyahu (“Seder Eliyahu”)
Pirkei de-R. Eliezer
Midrash Agur (Called “Mishnat R. Eliezer”)
Midrash Yonah
Midrash Petirat Aharon
Divrei ha-Yamim shel Moshe
Otiyyot de-R. Akiva
Midrash Sheloshah ve-Arba’ah
Midrash Eser Galuyyot
Midrash va-Yissa’u

Throne and Hippodromes of Solomon
Midreshei Ḥ anukkah
Midreshei Yehudith
Midrash Hallel
Midrash Tadshe

Midrash Aseret ha-Dibberot
Midrash Konen
Midrash Avkir
Alphabet of Ben Sira
Midrash va-Yosha
Sefer ha-Yashar
Pesikta Ḥ adta
Midrash Temurah

Midrashim

Date C.E.

The Era

Genesis Rabbah
Leviticus Rabbah
Lamentations Rabbah
Esther Rabbah I
Pesikta de-Rav Kahana
Songs Rabbah
Ruth Rabbah
Targum Sheni
Midrash Esfah
Midrash Proverbs
Midrash Samuel
Ecclesiastes Rabbah
Midrash Ḥ aserot vi-Yterot
Deuteronomy Rabbah¹
Tanḥ uma¹
Tanḥ uma (Buber)¹
Numbers Rabbah II¹
Pesikta Rabbati¹
Exodus Rabbah II¹
Va-Yeḥ i Rabbah ¹
The Manuscripts of the Tanḥ uma
Yelammedenu Midrashim¹
Midrash Tehillim I
Exodus Rabbah I
Aggadat Bereshit
Aggadat Shir ha-Shirim (Zuta)
Ruth Zuta
Ecclesiastes Zuta
Lamentations Zuta
Midrash Shir Hashirim
Abba Guryon
Esther Rabbah II
Midrash Tehilim II

400–500

Classical Amoraic
Midrashim of the
Early Period
(400–600)

500–640

640–900

The Middle Period (640–1000)

(775–900)

900–1000

1000–1100

Panim Aḥ erim le-Esther (version 1)
Lekaḥ Tov (c. 1110)3
Midrash Aggadah²
Genesis Rabbati²
Numbers Rabbah²
Yalkut Shimoni3
Midrash ha-Gadol3
Yalkut Makhiri3
Ein Ya’akov3
Haggadot ha-Talmud3

The Late Period
(1000–1200)

1100–1200

1200–1300
1300–1400

The Period of the Yalkutim
(anthologies)
1200–1500

1400–1500

1. Tanḥ uma Midrash (Yelammedenu). 2. All based on the work of Moshe ha-Darshan. 3. These are anthologies
Note: Names in Italics are homiletical Midrashim; the rest are exegetical.
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midrash aseret ha-dibberot
The Difference Between the Early Midrashim and Later
Midrashim
In the Midrashim of the middle period a decline is already
discernible in the developed literary constructions and forms,
especially in the proem, which is not the classical proem but
merely an inferior and artificial imitation. After the Muslim
conquest there is a gradual strengthening in the influence of
the pseudepigraphic and the apocalyptic literature of the Second Temple era (see *Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha), which
had been disregarded by the talmudic rabbis (particularly because of the controversy with Christianity; see *Church Fathers). This influence is apparent both in content and form. In
content, there is an increase not only in homilies which refer
to angels and demons, the garden of Eden and hell, but even
complete topics from apocalyptic literature. In form, there is
an increase in the type of aggadic work which does not belong to the genre of Midrash at all. This type is not a compilation but a unified work impressed with the seal of the author,
who is a narrator but chooses to attribute his words to the
ancients and to ascribe to them statements which they never
made (see *Tanna de-Vei Eliyahu). The increase of pseudepigraphic matter can also be seen in authentic Midrashim. In
contrast to the early Midrashim there was also an increase of
Midrashim and aggadic works in which the aggadah is connected with halakhah in a variety of forms, some of which are
merely transferred from Second Temple literature (e.g., Pirkei
de-R. Eliezer) and some are the result of internal development
by the sages (e.g., Tanḥ uma Yelammedenu). In addition there
is also a difference in language. The Galilean Aramaic of the
early Midrashim progressively disappears, as does rabbinical
Hebrew. Instead there is progressive use of artificial Hebrew,
apparently pure and polished and becoming freer from the
influences of Aramaic or the admixture of Greek words.
The Middle Period
To the period from the Muslim conquest (c. 640 C.E.) to the
end of the tenth century belong many variegated midrashic
and aggadic works. In addition to the exegetical and homiletical types of Midrash, the above-mentioned composition
by a single person belongs to this period. The most important
group of Midrashim of this period – all of which are homiletical – are those of the Tanḥ uma Midrash (*Tanḥ uma Yelammedenu) group in which the old and the new are used indiscriminately. Of the exegetical Midrashim, particular mention
may be made of Ecclesiastes Rabbah, Midrash Samuel, Midrash
Proverbs (greatly influenced by the apocalyptic and Heikhalot literatures), Midrash Tehillim I, Exodus Rabbah I, and the
series of smaller *Midrashim (Midreshei Zuta) to four of the
five *scrolls. In all these too, marks of the old and the new,
both in content and in form, appear together. Among the aggadic works the most important are: Seder Eliyahu Rabbah
and Seder Eliyahu Zuta; Pirkei de-R. Eliezer (compiled apparently close to 750); Midrash Agur, also called Mishnat R.
Eliezer; and a further series of smaller compositions. In most
of them external influences from the Muslim (Pirkei de-R.
ENCYCLOPAEDIA JUDAICA, Second Edition, Volume 14

Eliezer) or Byzantine (The Throne and Hippodrome of Solomon, etc.) eras can be seen.
The Late Period
To the period of the 11t and 12t centuries belong the very latest Midrashim. Of these special mention should be made of
Midrash Abba Guryon, Esther Rabbah II, Midrash Tehillim II,
and the series from the school of *Moses ha-Darshan that already border on the anthologies with regard to their period of
composition as well as to content. In these Midrashim there
is hardly a trace of even an imitation of the classical proem,
the Hebrew is completely medieval, and the pseudepigraphic
influence both in content and form is still more pronounced.
Among the aggadic works of this period particular mention
must be made of the Sefer ha-Yashar (see *Midrashim, Smaller
in supplementary entries, vol. 16) where the Muslim influence
is most recognizable.
The Yalkutim (Anthologies)
From the beginning of the 12t century, scholars in various
countries assembled anthologies from various Midrashim and
aggadic works. To these belong such works as the *Midrash
Lekaḥ Tov (or the Pesikta Zutarta) to the Pentateuch and the
five *scrolls (of Tobiah b. Eliezer); the *Yalkut Shimoni to the
whole of the Bible (assembled in Germany at the beginning
of the 13t century); *Midrash ha-Gadol to the Pentateuch and
scrolls; and the *Yalkut Makhiri to various biblical books. Anthologies of the aggadot in the Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmuds were also collected, especially close to the beginning of
the age of printing. Most of the anthologies quote their sources
with the original wording and indicate them (an exception being the Midrash ha-Gadol).
Bibliography: Zunz-Albeck, Derashot; H.L. Strack, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash (1945), pt. 2; A.G. Wright, The Literary Genre Midrash (1967); J. Bowker, The Targums and Rabbinic Literature, and introduction to Jewish interpretations of Scripture (1969);
G. Vermes, Scripture and Tradition in Judaism (1961); Ginzberg, Legends; S.M. Lehrman, The World of the Midrash (1961). Add. Bibliography: J. Fraenkel, Darkhei ha-Aggadah ve-ha-Midrash. (Heb.;
1996); idem, Midrash ve-Aggadah (1996); idem, Sippur ha-Aggadah –
Aḥ dut shel Tokhen ve-Ẓ urah (Heb.; 2001); Stemberger, Introduction
(1996), 233–46, 276–325; M. Bregman, The Tanḥ uma-Yelammedenu
Literature (Heb.; 2003).
[Moshe David Herr]

MIDRASH ASERET HADIBBEROT (Heb. ִמ ְד ַר ׁש ֲעשֶׂ ֶרת
“ ; ַהדִּ ְ ּברוֹ תMidrash of the Ten Commandments”), a collection
of stories, occasionally connected by short homiletic passages,
from the geonic period. Various scholars have ascribed different dates to it, ranging from the seventh century to the 11t. The
collection cannot be dated later than the 11t century because
in that century both Rabbi *Nissim of Kairouan and later the
anonymous collector of the legends published by M. Gaster
as Sefer ha-Ma’asiyyot, The Ancient Collections of Agadoth. The
Sefer ha-Ma’asiyyot and Two Facsimiles (1894) made use of stories included in it. The work was apparently composed at the
beginning of the geonic period, but later stories were added
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in this period was virtually unfettered. The latter restriction
seems to have been often compromised. Under the Severan
dynasty (193-225 C.E.) Jewish fortunes improved with the
granting of a variety of legal privileges culminating in full
Roman citizenship for Jews. The enjoyment of these privileges
and the peace which Jewry enjoyed in the Roman Empire were··
interrupted only by the invasions by the barbarians in the West
and the instability and economic decline they caused throughout
the empire, and by the Parthian incursions against Roman
territories in the East.
The latter years of Roman rule, in the aftermath of the Bar
Kokhba Revolt and on the verge of the Christianization of the
empire, were extremely fertile ones for the development of .
Judaism. It was in this period that tannaitic Judaism came to its
final stages, and that the work of gathering its intellectual
heritage, the Mishnah, into a redacted collection began. All the
suffering and the fervent yearnings for redemption had culmi
nated not in a messianic state, but in a collection of traditions
which set forth the dreams and aspirations for the perfect
holiness that state was to engender. As prayer had replaced
sacrifice, Torah, in the form of the Mishnah, had now replaced
messianism. A different kind of redemption was now at hand.
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The Roman period in Palestine brought a series of disappoint
ments for the Jews. Two attempts to throw off the yoke of
Roman rule and to return the nation to independent statehood
were doomed to failure by Rome's superior military might. The
first revolt, that of 66-73 C.E., was seriously undermined by the
inability of the various groups of rebels to stand together. To
some extent, these differences may have reflected the still
unresolved conflicts of Second Temple times. At the same time,
the failure of both revolts led to further advances in rabbinic
influence. The necessary conditions were created for the pro
found development of the religious tradition that was eventually
enshrined in the great corpus of rabbinic literature.

SUMMARY
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Inherent in the later traditions, and indeed, in most modern
scholarly treatments, is the assumption that the Pharisees
bequeathed their traditions to the tannaim. The terms "Phari
sees" and "tannaim" overlap chronologically. We speak of Phar
isaic Judaism as emerging in the early Hasmonean period,
around 150 B.C.E., and continuing up to the destruction of the
Temple in 70 C.E., when it was succeeded by tannaitic Judaism.
Yetthe transition was not an immediate, sudden break. In order
to understand how the development from Pharisees to tannaim

FROM PHARISEES TO RABBIS

The period beginning with the destruction (or rather, with the
restoration in approximately 80 C.E.) saw a fundamental change
in Jewish study and learning. This was the era in which the
Mishnah was being compiled and in which many other tannaitic
traditions were taking shape. The fundamental change was that
the oral Torah gradually evolved into a fixed corpus of its own
which eventually replaced the written Torah as the main object
of Jewish study and guide for religious practice, at least for
rabbinic Jews. This process may be seen as the culmination of
the' attempts of the tannaim (the teachers of the Mishnah) to
make their traditions the way of the future. The redaction
(collection and editing) of the Mishnah, and the subsequent
tannaitic and amoraic compositions, ultimately made possible
the expansion of Rabbinic Judaism to virtually all of the world's
Jews in the early Middle Ages.
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took place, we must ask what typified the Pharisee and what ~
more organized schools replacing the informal circles of Phari
typified the tanna. In what ways were they the same, and in
saic times was encouraged to some extent by the new status
what ways were they different?
which the tannaitic academy was granted by the Roman over
The Pharisees were lay sages of the Torah who were only
lords. The rise of a bureaucracy and the role of tannaim as
informally organized. Even before the days of the preeminent
judges
throughout the land resulted from the new political
sages Hillel and Shammai, the Pharisees had made the transi
situation. Finally, the desire to collect and preserve traditions
tion from being a political force in the Hasmonean coalition to
is
always strengthened in periods after wars and catastrophes,
being a group of religious leaders, loosely joined together by
pattern
which can be observed repeatedly in the ancient Near
a
the same interpretation of Judaism, who sought to teach their
East.
approach to the people at large. They did not see the collection,
arrangement, or passing on of traditions as their function, nor
were they an organized bureaucracy.
WRITTEN AND ORAL TORAH
The tannaim, on the other hand, involved themselves in the
One of the basic premises on which the tradition of the
systematic collection and transmission of traditions, and their
tannaim
was based was the concept of the two Torahs, oral and
efforts eventually culminated in the redaction of the Mishnah.
written, which, the rabbis believed, had been given by God to
(The very name tanna is Aramaic for a memorizer and reciter
Moses on Sinai. According to the rabbinic view, the two Torahs
of traditions.) The tannaim belonged to schools (sometimes
were
complementary. The oral Torah provided the interpreta
called academies) that were more formalized than those of the
tions
and
explanations which made possible the application of
earlier Pharisees, and they sought to expand and to organize
t h e m . " the written Torah as a way of life. Therefore, the two Torahs
were of equal status and authority with one another. Further,
A final, fundamental difference has to do with the concept of
the,accuracy
of the transmission of the teachings of both Torahs
an oral law. Pharisaism traced its nonbiblicallegal and exegeti
was
seen
to
depend
not only on the correctness of the contents,
cal traditions to the "tradition of the fathers" or "unwritten
but
also
upon
the
mode
of transmission. The tannaim make clear
laws." Yet nowhere do we find the Pharisees asserting that these
that to be considered authentic, a tradition must be transmitted
traditions came from Sinai. The tannaim, as we will soon see,
the same way it was given at Sinai. Therefore, the written
in
asserted that their extrabiblical traditions, many of them inher
Torah
had to be taught from a scroll, and the oral law had to be
ited from the Pharisees, were part of the oral law, a second
recited
orally by a tanna.
Torah given by God to Moses at Sinai along with the written
law.
The history of the oral law concept is complex. Its earliest
The evolution from the era of the Pharisees to that of the
attestation
is found in Josephus. He asserts that the Pharisees
tannaim, like the later transition from tannaim to amoraim (the
possessed
ancient
traditions which they had inherited from past
teachers of the Talmud [Gemara], ca. 200-500 C.E.), required
generations. These traditions, combined with ancient customary
time to allow for the necessary innovations as well as for organic
law as well as with the emerging midrashic exegesis which was
development. Various external causes helped to foster the
developing in the Second Temple period, provided the basic
change. The desire to gather traditions and standardize JUdaism
content of what the rabbis later called the oral law. At some
was brought about by the Great Revolt of 66-73 C.E. and by the
point between the late first century B.C.E. and the first century
notion that the defeat was partly the result of the sectarian
C.E., the notion began to be expressed that the oral law, along
strife that had plagued the Jewish people in the years leading
with the written, had been given at Sinai. This development has
up to the revolt and even during the war. The tendency toward
been explained by some modern scholars as the result of a
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desire on the part of the Yavnean rabbinic authorities to solidify
their authority by claiming divine origin for their own tradi
tions. Actually, however, such ideas were developing naturally
as the various approaches to Judaism in the Second Temple
period strove to provide the written law with an appropriate
supplement to make it possible for the Torah to serve as a
genuine way of life in the Greco-Roman period. In Pharisaic
Rabbinic Judaism, this was accomplished by the oral law.
This idea allowed Pharisaic Judaism, and, later, the rabbinic
tradition, to develop organically. It provided the basis for the
assertion of continuity in Talmudic Judaism, an assertion main
tained even in the face of numerous adaptations and adjust
ments, for in the view of the rabbis there had been no changes
all later developments had already been commanded as part of
the Sinaitic revelation.
Talmudic tradition has always assumed that the notion that
two Torahs were given on Sinai went all the way back in time.
Modern scholars have come to question this assumption. In any
case, firm evidence shows that the concept was fully developed
by the aftermath of the revolt. By that time, appeals to the
Sinaitic origin of laws were made, although the notion of a dual
Torah and dual revelation was not nearly as evident as one might
expect. Clearly, then, the idea was developing in Pharisaic
times, and the unwritten laws of the fathers were an earlier
stage in its development. The concept became more important
in the period leading up to the destruction. In the difficult years
after the revolt, when the support of the people at large (the
'am ha-'are$) was so important, the rabbis, in order to guaran
tee the authority of their teachings, occasionally appealed to the
divine origin and nature of the oral law. It was only in amoraic
times, however, that the full midrashic basis for these ideas was
worked out, with the rabbis asserting that the oral Torah and
its authority were mentioned in the written law. In this case,
though, the transition cannot be understood as the result of
external political influences. It resulted from an organic trend
in Judaism which developed in a manner consistent with the
needs of the times. Indeed, this is the manner of most develop
ments and changes in Judaism, the unique contribution of the
Pharisaic heritage.

THETANNAIM
(all dates are C.E.)

Second Generation, ca. 90·-180 C.E.
Gamaliel II
Tarfon
Eliezer ben Hyrcanus
Yose the Galilean
Joshua ben Hananiah
Hananiah ben Teradion
Eleazar ben Zadok I
Judah ben Batyra
Ishmael
Ben Azzai
Akiva ben Joseph
Ben Zoma
Eleazar ben Azariah

Fifth Generation, ca. 200-225
Simeon ben Halafta
Levi bar Sisi
Huna

Fourth Generation, ca. 140-200 c.s.
Judah the Prince
Ishmael ben Yose
Symmachus
Simeon ben Eleazar
Eleazar ben Simeon
Nathan
Eleazar Ha-Kappar
Yose ben Judah

Third Generation, ca. 120-140 e.E.
Meir
Nehemiah
Simeon ben Yobai
Eleazar ben Shammua
Yose ben Halafta
Simeon ben Gamaliel II
Judah ben Ilai
Eliezer ben Yose
Eliezer ben Jacob II
Joshua ben Qarha
Yohanan Ha-Sandlar
Eleazar ben Zadok II

Gamaliel III
Hiyya the Elder
Bar Kappara
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First Generation, ca. 10-90 e.E.
School of Hillel
Simeon ben Gamaliel I
School of Shammai
Yol:J.anan ben Zakkai
Akaviah ben Mahalalel
Hanina ben Dosa
Gamaliel I
Eliezer ben Jacob I
Nehuniah ben Ha- Kana
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In order to understand how this transition took place, and
how the tannaitic corpus developed, some explanation of the
history and function of the tannaitic academies is necessary. Yet
we must caution that the term "academies" may be anachronis
tic. It conjures up an image of institutions in which there is an
academic bureaucracy, a system of funding, and physical prem
ises of some kind, but we cannot be sure that the tannaim always
worked under such ideal conditions. Although the patriarchate
sponsored the high court (Sanhedrin), it is not totally certain
how the academies were organized and who funded them. It is
also not clear whether they had specific premises. They may
have met in synagogues or other facilities. At the same time, it
should be noted that tannaitic sources mention houses of study
along with the synagogues. This tends to support the claim that
specific buildings and more organized institutions existed in the
mishnaic period. Among the duties of the patriarch (nasi') was
the maintenance of the academies; and he designated an 'av bet
din, "head of the court," to lead them. The power of the two
officials was not constant, however, and there is occasional
evidence of disagreement and even strife between them.
A generational scheme has traditionally been used since the
Middle Ages to classify the tannaim and trace their history. The
actual tannaim were preceded by a series of Pharisaic sages
known as pairs (Hebrew zugot), one of whom, in each instance,
is reported to have served as patriarch (nasi'), and the other as
head of the court ('av bet din), during the Hasmonean and
Herodian periods. These culminate in Hillel and Shammai, said
to be the last pair.
The last of the zugot were followed by the first generation of
tannaim, consisting of the Houses of Hillel and Shammai, the
two major schools, which were made up of the followers of these
two great sages. The figures of the first generation were promi
nent immediately before and after the Great Revolt, and among
the most notable were Rabban Gamaliel I, mentioned in the
New Testament, Simeon ben Gamaliel I, who probably died in
the revolt, and Rabban Yol)anan ben Zakkai, credited with
organizing the academy at Yavneh after the destruction of
Jerusalem.

THE TANNAI'l'IC ACADEMIES
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The second generation functioned after the revolt, from about
~)O to 130 c.a., at Yavneh. Among these sages were Rabban
Gamaliel II, who led the academy at Yavneh after Yohanan ben
Zakkai, Rabbi Eliezer ben Hyrcanus, and the slightly younger
Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Ishmael. The second generation took
the lead in reconstituting Jewish life in Palestine and in gather
ing together the traditions of their pre-70 c. E. Pharisaic and
tannaitic forebears.
The third generation spanned the Bar Kokhba period and its
aftermath, functioning from about 130 to 160 C.E. They were
primarily the students of Rabbis Akiva and Ishmael of the
previous generation. Prominent before the Bar Kokhba Revolt
were Rabbi Meir, Rabbi Simeon ben Yo1)ai, and Rabbi Judah
ben Hal. It is probable that Rabbi Meir began the editing of the
Mishnah based on subject divisions he had learned from Rabbi
Akiva. The leading rabbinic figure in the restoration of Jewish
life after the Bar Kokhba Revolt was Rabban Simeon ben
Gamaliel II, the patriarch. These scholars functioned primarily
at Usha, in the Galilee, to which the patriarchal court had moved
after the Bar Kokhba Revolt of 132-135 C.E.
The fourth generation covered the period of from about 160
to 200 C.E. This was the generation of Rabbi Judah the Prince
(Hebrew nasi' = prince, i.e. patriarch), the majestic patriarch
who edited the Mishnah. His court was at Beth Shearim in the
Galilee, and among his contemporaries were Rabbi Eleazar ben
Rabbi Simeon (ben Yohai), Rabbi Simeon ben Eleazar, and
Rabbi Nathan.
The members of the fifth generation, from about 200 to 225
C.E., are said to be semi-tannaim, as they were primarily
younger contemporaries of Rabbi Judah the Prince, who contin
ued their work after the Mishnah was redacted. Among them
were Rabban Gamaliel III, the son of Rabbi Judah the Prince
and himself also a patriarch, Rabbi Hiyya the Elder, and Bar
Kappara. By this time, the center of the patriarchate and the
court had shifted to the Galilean city of Sepphoris, the economic
and social climate of which made it an ideal home for the sages
of the Sanhedrin.
While the system of generations provides a useful chronolog
ical framework for the development oftannaitic judaism, it does
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There were two forms of study in the tannaitic period, respec
tively termed mishnah and midrash. There is a long-standing
and important debate about which method of study came first.
Mishnah is the study of abstract, apodictic principles of law
(apodictic laws are unconditional legal prescriptions unaccom
panied by reasons or biblical sources) which only later were
organized into collections according to either literary form,
attribution (the name of the sage reported to have said it), or
subject. Ultimately, the method of organization by subject be
came most prominent and led to the organization of the text
known as the Mishnah. Some remnants of earlier systems of
organization are still visible in the Mishnah, however. In the
mishnaic method, scholars are assumed to have stated their
legal principles and the decisions of their predecessors without
making reference to their scriptural or traditional basis or
explaining, in most cases, the reasons behind them.
The midrashic method is a technique of scriptural exposition.
It concentrated primarily on the Torah, which was the supreme
authority for the midrashic method and was studied as the basic
text. Scholars and students explained how specific laws derived
from biblical verses or words and how the laws were to be
applied.
Can we determine which of these methods actually came first?
There is evidence from the very end of the biblical period, i.e.,
the Persian period (Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles), that mid
rashic exegesis for legal purposes (midrash halakhah) was

MIDRASH AND MISHNAH

not adequately portray the great diversity of the tannaitic
teachers, the complex, interlocking student-master relation
ships, or the geographic diversity. Yetthese are the very factors
which made for the richness of the tannaitic legacy. Genera
tional schemes are ultimately based on a linear view of history,
an approach considered normative in the Middle Ages, but
outmoded in modern times. Modern scholarship is only now in
the process of building' up a more complete picture that will
take these other factors into account, and it is certain to enrich
greatly our understanding of this period and its literature.
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Archaeology of the Hebrew University.

CATACOMBS OF BETH SHEARIM. In the second century C.E. the patri
archal family and many aristocratic families from Palestine and the
Diaspora were buried in the catacombs of Beth Shearim, south-east of
Haifa. Among those buried there were Rabbi Judah the Prince and
members of his court. Photo A shows the entrance to the burial place
of the patriarchal family. Inside the catacombs (photo B) were found
numerous sarcophagi decorated with Greco-Roman motifs and inscrip
tions in Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek. Courtesy of the Institute of
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already becoming popular and being used for arriving at legal
decisions. Non-rabbinic sources, including material from the
Qumran sect and some other groups, give evidence that scrip
tural interpretation was used as the basis for law in the Second
Temple period. Finally, while it is possible to suggest a logical
progression from the midrashic method to the mishnaic, no
sufficient explanation can be offered for how the reverse would
have occurred. For all these reasons, the view that originally
the study of the Bible was the primary method and then,
secondarily, the method of mishnaic, apodictic formulation de
veloped, is most likely to be historically correct.
The history of these methods of study may be traced as
follows. After the close of the biblical period, the midrashic
approach found in the later biblical books was taken over by the
Pharisees. Other Second Temple groups used similar methods
of biblical exegesis, as we know from the Dead Sea Scrolls. As
the midrashic approach developed in Pharisaic circles, the
amount of material supplementary to the Bible itself became
greater and greater until at some point the laws themselves
were formulated independently and concisely. These mishnah
like, apodictic laws began to be studied as a separate subject
side by side with midrashim as the tradition developed. By the
time Pharisaism gave way to tannaitic Judaism, the two were
coexistent, and the tannaim practiced both methods.
Both methods of study were utilized in the tannaitic acade
mies, and, hence, the materials which emerged from the acade
mies all bear a common mark, that of accretion over a long
period of time. Each generation of scholars began with the work
of its predecessors and augmented and modified it. The amal
gamation of the old tradition with the new was then passed
down, so that constant development was taking place. Further,
as the generations continued this chain, midrashic and mishnaic
materials intermixed so that one influenced the other, and each
sometimes quoted the other. Later mishnaic formulations
emerged from continued study of the Bible, and even in the
Mishnah one finds midrashic expansion.
Often, instead of the original pattern in which the midrashic
method yielded laws or at least legal statements, entire mid
rashic sections of our texts are sometimes built retrospectively
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In tannaitic literature, two terms are employed which signi
fied two aspects of the emerging tradition, halakhah and agga
dah. The word halakhah was used to denote Jewish law as it
was understood and determined by the tannaim and later by the
amoraim. This term has been explained in two ways. Many have
seen it as emerging from the root hlk, "to go," metaphorically
suggesting the concept "a way of life." Another view derives the
word halakhah from an ancient Mesopotamian tax on land called
ilku in Akkadian, and halakh in biblical Aramaic.
In contrast, the second category, aggadah, known also as
haggadah (a term later used to denote the Passover Seder text)
is that part of rabbinic teaching not considered obligatory.
Aggadah, derived from the verb higgid (from the root ngd),
meaning "to tell," consists of interpretations, stories, and leg
ends, all of which are designed to attract followers to Rabbinic
Judaism and to explicate its teachings and principles. Since in
many areas the aggadah provides differing positions on the
same issues, no one position can be obligatory. Originally, this
was also the case with halakhah, but a long process of decision
making eventually resulted in a normative set of laws by the
Middle Ages. The practical aspects of the need to determine the
authoritative ruling led more and more toward standardization.
Such a process never occurred in regard to the non-legal aspects
of rabbinic tradition, the aggadah. Hence, aggadah continued to
demonstrate greater variety than did halakhah.
These two aspects of talmudic tradition demonstrate the
creative tension in Rabbinic Judaism between the fixed and the
flexible. The fixed body of law and practice is offset by the more

HALAKHAH AND AGGADAH

on mishnaic selections. With time, each corpus was filled out by
the other, until they began to conform to a common, consistent
tradition. By the close of the redaction of the tannaitic texts,
the midrashic and mishnaic collections were, therefore, largely
in agreement. Whereas mishnaic tradition was eventually dis
tilled and redacted by the end of the second century C.E. by
Rabbi Judah the Prince, the results of midrashic inquiry were
not collected until much later, in fifth-century Palestine.
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ca. 150 B.C.E.-ea. 70 C.E.
ca. 50 B.C.E.-ea. 200 C.E.
ca. 200 c.s.-ca. 500 C.E.
ca. 500 C.E.-ca. 700 C.E.

Pharisees
Tannaim (note overlap)
Amoraim
Savoraim (Babyloniaonly)

THE PERIODIZATION OF THE ORAL LAW

Scholars have long debated the exact nature and history of
the process that led to the redaction, arrangement, and selec
tion of the Mishnah, the first major document to emerge from
and to represent the tannaitic tradition. The Mishnah was the
only major text to be redacted in the tannaitic period, although
other texts, edited afterwards in the amoraic period (200-500
e.E.), depended heavily on tannaitic materials. The Mishnah
became the formative document in the shaping of Talmudic
Judaism. The redaction of the Mishnah by Rabbi Judah the
Prince (ca. 200 c.n.) represented the end of a process, although
the extent of his contribution should not be minimized.
Most modern scholars agree that the Mishnah originated in
discrete statements, some attached to specific named authori
ties. Only a small part of the mishnaic material is attributed to
the period before the Roman conquest of Palestine in 63 B.e.E.
Between then and the period leading up to the Great Revolt of
66-73 e. E. are attributed materials relating to Hillel and Sham
mai and to the Houses of Hillel and Shammai, the schools of
tannaim consisting of the students of these two preeminent
sages. Yet it must be recognized that the material preserved in
the earliest strata of tannaitic literature was originally in forms
different from those in which the material is preserved from the
post-destruction period.

THE REDACTION OF THE MISHNAH

Mo'ed
Shabbat
Eruvin

Bikkurim

Orlah

Zera'im
Berakhot
Pe'ah
Demai
Kilayim
Shevi'it
Terumot
Ma'aserot
Ma'aser Sheni
I:Iallah

Holy Occasions, Festivals
Sabbath
Extension of Sabbath Limits

Agricultural Laws
Benedictions
Gleanings of the Field
Doubtfully Tithed Produce
ForbiddenMixtures
SabbaticalYear
Priestly Portions
Tithes for Levites and the Poor
Tithe to Be Eaten in Jerusalem
DoughOffering
Fruit of Young Trees
First Fruits

ORDERS AND TRACTATES OF THE MISHNAH,
TOSEFTA, AND TALMUDS

With the destruction of the Temple and the shifting of the
activity of the tannaim to Yavneh, Usha, Beth Shearim, and
Nepphoris, profound changes occurred in the manner by which
tannaitic material was transmitted. A process began of bringing
together divergent views on issues into disputes and shaping
the statements so as to reflect the divergence of opinion. Fur
ther, mnemonic formulations became more common, as students
and teachers were expected to be familiar with an increasingly
large body of oral material.
It is difficult to determine at what point in the history of the
mishnaic material the process of redaction began. By redaction,
we mean the bringing together of diverse materials into blocks
of material, assembled from disparate sources by a compiler.
Among the earliest principles for the assembling of such mate
rials, usually no larger than a chapter of the present Mishnah,
were either the recurrence of a general formulary, such as
"there is no difference between X and Y except Z," or attribu
tion to a particular sage. There is evidence in the existing
Mishnah text of earlier arrangements of small corpora of mate
rial which were ordered in this manner, rather than according
to the dominant system of subject classification.

open and nonobligatory teachings regarding which the rabbinic
Jew is free to disagree. This characteristic is an important
principle in the later development of traditional Judaism, since
it allowed the eventual standardization of most of the halakhic
norms while leaving open to debate the theological underpin
nings, all within certain limits which emerged from the rabbinic
consensus at the end of the talmudic period.
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Nashim.
Yevamot
Ketubot
Nedarim
Nazir
Sotah
Gittin
Qiddushin

Rosh Ha-Shanah
Ta'anit
Megillah
Mo'ed Qatan
Bagigah

Be~ah

Pesahim
Sheqalim
Yoma
Sukkah

190

Damages and Civil Law
Damages
Civil Law
Property Law
Courts and Penalties
Flagellation
Oaths
Legal Traditions
Idolatry
Ethics of the Fathers
Erroneous Court Decisions

Sacrifices
Animal Offerings
Meal Offerings
Slaughter of Food Animals
Firstborn Animals
Vows of Valuation
Substitution of Offerings
Penalty of Excision
Misappropriation of Offerings

Qodashim
Zevahim
Menahot
Bullin
Bekhorot
Arakhin
Temurah
Keritot
Me'ilah

Women, Marriage Law
Levirate Marriage
Marriage Contracts
Vows
Nazirites
Suspected Adulteress
Divorce
Marriage

Passover
Half-Shekel Offering
Day of Atonement
Festival of Sukkot
Festival Laws
New Year
Fast-Days
Purim and Tora Reading
Intermediate Days of Festivals
Festival Sacrifices

FROM TEXT TO TRADITION

Neziqin
Bava Qamma
Bava Mesia
Bava Batra
Sanhedrin
Makkot
Shevu'ot
Eduyot
Avodah Zarah
Avot
Horayot

17

Purification Rituals
Impurity of Vessels
Impurity Through Overshadowing
Skin Diseases
Red Heifer
Ritual Purification
Ritual Baths
Menstrual Impurity
Liquids Rendering Food Susceptible to Impurity
Bodily Fluxes
Ritual Impurity Between Immersion and Sunset
Impurity of the Hands
Impurity of Parts of Plants

Daily Sacrifices
Dimensions of the Temple
Bird Offerings
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Sometime after the destruction, the approach of organizing
the materials by subject became prominent. This opened the
way to the development of large-scale "essays" on topics of law.
Later tradition and many modern scholars ascribe the basic
subject classification into orders (Hebrew sedarim) and tractates
(massekhtot) to Rabbi Akiva, who flourished at the Yavneh
academy around 80-132 e.E. Whether he was responsible for
this concept is impossible to determine with precision. Yet the
large number of highly developed treatises which remain embed
ded in, or which even constitute, mishnaic tractates from the
period between the Great Revolt (66-73 e.E.) and the Bar
Kokhba Revolt (132-135 e.E.) proves that this approach, at least
on the level of individual tractates, was evolving in his day. It
was left for those who came after Rabbi Akiva at the academy
at Usha to bring many tractates to a well-developed state.
After the Bar Kokhba Revolt, the process continued with
renewed vigor. Attempts were made to gather together tradi
tions, as often happens after a tragedy of great proportions.
Thus, many more tractates began to move toward completion
while halakhic concepts developed over the years served as the
basis for new organizational and redactional approaches. By the
time Rabbi Judah the Prince began his work of final redaction,

Tahoroi
Kelim
Ohalot
Nega'im
Parah
Tahorot
Miqva'ot
Niddah
Makhshirim
Zavim
Tevul Yom
Yadayim
Uqsin

Tamid
Middot
Kinim
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he had most probably inherited many almost completed trac
tates and a basic system of classification by orders. He com
pleted the compilation of the individual tractates and placed
them in the appropriate orders.
Rabbi Judah the Prince, known often as "Rabbi" in the
Mishnah, the rabbi par excellence, did not seek to create an
authoritative code of law. Had he, we would have to judge his
work a failure. After all, the amoraim, the teachers of the
Talmud (Gemara), set aside or modified so many of his rulings.
He provided variant rulings on many subjects, explaining that
his purpose was to keep options open for later courts of greater
authority and wisdom. He intended to create a curriculum for
the study of Jewish law. Yet he sought to point out which rulings
he favored by providing information on majority and minority
status of rulings, and by indicating the greater or lesser author
ity of individual tradents (transmitters of tradition) and decisors
whose statements he included. He even placed materials in his
text anonymously, though he was well aware of the tradents, in
order to indicate that the ruling was (in his view) to be followed.
These views, by and large, he reproduced anonymously, or with
the label "the opinion of the sages," where there was an individ
ual who dissented.
The material was organized into six orders: Zera'im (Agricul
tural Laws), Mo'ed (Holy Occasions, Festivals), Nashim (Women,
Marriage Law), Neziqin (Damages and Civil Law), Qodashim
(Sacrifices), and Tahorot (Purification Rituals). Each order com
prised several tractates. Today, these tractates are arranged
roughly in size order within each order, at least in Mishnah
texts. The same order was later used for the Tosefta, and for
the Babylonian and Palestinian Talmuds. Within the six orders
there are a total of sixty-three tractates.
Zera'im begins with a discussion of prayers and benedictions
(anomalous in this order) and then deals with produce given as
charity to the poor, tithing, priestly dues, Sabbatical years, and
first fruits. Mo'ed deals with the Sabbath and festivals, as well
as fast-days and other special occasions. In most tractates
emphasis is clearly on the aspects of Temple ritual associated
with the holiday. Nashim discusses marriage, divorce, adultery,
and vows. Neziqin prescribes the composition of the court and
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MISHNAH FRAGMENT FROM THE CAIRO GENIZAH. The Ben Ezra
Synagogue in Fustat, Old Cairo, served as a depository for old Hebrew
manuscripts throughout the Middle Ages. When these texts began to
come to light around the turn of the century, they led to profound
developments in the study of Jewish literature and history. Among
them were fragments of early manuscripts of the Mishnah. Above is
an example of such a manuscript of Tractate Yevamot. Courtesy of the
Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America.
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Tosefta
Tosefta, meaning literally "the addition," is a collection of
baraitot, "external traditions," which are not found in the Mish
nah but are attributed to tannaim. This collection is designed to
serve as a supplement to and commentary on the Mishnah,
following its arrangement of orders and tractates, and even, for
the most part, the sequence of the chapters. Only a few trac
tates of the Mishnah have no parallel in the Tosefta, which
represents the earliest sustained exegesis of the Mishnah as the
canonical collection of oral law.
The material in the Tosefta relates to that in the Mishnah in a
variety of ways. Some passages are exact parallels, or even
quotations, of material in the Mishnah. Others are restatements
of the very same views in different form or using different
terminology. Many statements in the Tosefta are actually sup
plements to the Mishnah and cannot be understood indepen
dently at all. Often, Tosefta passages contain traditions which
provide material germane to the subject matter under discus
sion in the Mishnah but which are in no way directly parallel.
Finally, there is material in the Tosefta which is at best tangen
tially related to the corresponding sections of the Mishnah.

The corpus of materials assembled in the Mishnah did not
exhaust the oral traditions of the tannaitic period. Other tradi
tions were intentionally excluded by Rabbi Judah the Prince,
and some were simply not known to him. At the same time, the
"tannaitic" tradition continued to developin early amoraic times,
so that materials continued to be collected and even transformed
as they were handed down and taught. These teachings eventu
ally were collected in a number of different collections.

OTHER TANNAITIC TEXTS

written Mishnah as an object of teaching, study, and exegesis
took place only at the end of the amoraic period or later. Rabbi
Judah the Prince, however, promulgated his Mishnah in oral
form. To the rabbis, what God had given orally had to be
transmitted orally, and so it was with the Mishnah, the consum
mate summary Of the oral law.

then deals with criminal sanctions, damage law, idolatry, and
incorrect rulings by the courts. The tractate Avot (known as
Pirqe Avot, or Ethics of the Fathers) comes near the close of
this order. It includes ethical teachings aimed at the rabbinic
class. Qodashim deals with animal sacrifices, meal offerings,
ritual slaughter, violations of sancta, daily sacrifice, and the
structure of the Temple precincts. Tahorot discusses laws of
purification pertaining to vessels for food, the impurity of the
dead, the skin diseases described in Leviticus, menstrual and
other impurities, and the construction of ritual baths for purifi
cation.
If there is anything to be learned from this survey it is that
the Mishnah reflects the full variety of the Torah's laws, and
that it is firmly anchored in a Temple-centered reality in which
priests, sacrifices, and purity remain as important as Sabbath
and festivals, civil law, marriage, and family. This does not
mean that the Mishnah was created in the days of the Temple.
Rather, it was edited in an atmosphere in which the restoration
of a Temple-centered reality was still a living hope, and in which
the conception of sanctity still flowed from that reality, even in
its absence.
We have already noted that the tannaim believed the oral law
to have been revealed to Moses by God at Sinai, alongside the
written law. This should have required that the oral law be
transmitted orally, and, indeed, so it was in the tannaitic period.
At the same time, evidence indicates that individual tannaim
kept notebooks in which they listed certain oral traditions.
There was a debate throughout the medieval period on the
question of when the Mishnah was written down. Some believed
that Rabbi Judah the Prince himself had recorded the Mishnah
in writing, while others believed that it had been written down :
in Babylonia at the end of the talmudic period, when the threat
of an Islamic invasion led to fears that the oral traditions might
be lost. The problem is best solved by realizing that the oral law
concept required that the publication of the Mishnah, its teach
ing, and its exegesis all be carried on in oral form. For this
reason, formal study in amoraic circles was based on oral tradi
tion. While individual amoraim had written texts of various
parts of the Mishnah, the formal transition to the use of a
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Although talmudic tradition attributes the redaction of a
Tosefta to students of Rabbi Judah the Prince, it is certain that
the Tosefta that has come down to us was not redacted so soon
after the completion of the Mishnah. Careful comparison of
baraitot in the Tosefta and the Talmuds of Babylonia and Pales
tine indicates that the Tosefta was most probably not redacted
until the end of the fourth century C.E. or later. This explains
why it was not available in its present form to the amoraim.
The dating of the individual traditions in the Tosefta is a
matter of greater complexity. We have already noted that "tan
naitic" activity continued into the amoraic period, and this is in
evidence in the continued development and redaction of Tosefta
traditions. At the same time, for many statements, careful
comparison of Tosefta material with mishnaic material shows us
that the Tosefta versions are earlier than those in the Mishnah.
This is sometimes the case where the Tosefta preserves a
tradition with an attribution and the Mishnah does not. In many
cases, this is because the redactor of the Mishnah removed the
attribution to present the statement as halakhah, whereas the
Tosefta preserved the original version. Elsewhere, divergent
opinions were reformulated as disputes in the Mishnah, whereas
the original formulations, as separate opinions, are preserved in
the Tosefta.
On the other hand, there are clearly many passages in which
the reverse process has occurred. In such instances statements
from the tannaitic period have been reworked in order to serve
as interpretations of the Mishnah or have been used as the basis
for entirely new, post-mishnaic formulations, designed to ex
plain the Mishnah. Where such views assume rulings not deter
mined until the redaction of the Mishnah, they are evidence of
the continuation of tannaitic activity beyond the redaction of
the Mishnah into the amoraic period.
Thus, the relationship of the Tosefta to the Mishnah is a
complex one, and, in fact, different situations prevail in regard
to different tractates. In general, however, we can say that the
Tosefta, as the earliest commentary on the Mishnah, preserves
evidence of tannaitic material not included in the Mishnah, on
the one hand, and, on the other, of materials which evolved after
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Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy

Exodus

Sifre on Numbers
Midrash Tannaim

Type A
(Ishmael School)
Mekhilta of Rabbi
Ishmael

TypeE
(Akiban School)
Mekhilta of Rabbi
Simeon ben Yo~ai
Sifra
Sifre Zuta
Sifre on Deuteronomy

TANNAITIC (HALAKHIC) MIDRASHIM

Tannaitic Midrashim
Dating to the same period as the Tosefta are the so-called
"tannaitic" Midrashim. These midrashic expositions of Scripture
were in reality redacted in the amoraic period, probably at the
end of the fourth century and the beginning of the fifth, in
Palestine. At this time, the same tendencies which led the
redactors of the Tosefta to collect their material, namely, a
desire to preserve the heritage of the tannaitic period and a
need to assert that the authority of the mishnaic rulings was
subject to challenge, also led those who collected the Midrashim
to bring them to final form. Because they preserve much more
halakhic material than do the later expositional Midrashim from
the amoraic period and early Middle Ages, these Midrashim are
also called halakhic Midrashim. This designation has the advan
tage of avoiding the anachronistic term "tannaitic" (up to 200
C.E.) for texts clearly redacted in the amoraic period (ca. 200
500 C.E.), but it has the disadvantage of veiling the fact that
some of these texts are primarily aggadic. Scholarly convention
has, therefore, chosen to use the term "tannaitic Midrashim,"
while remaining aware of its limitations.
The midrashic method of teaching had been in use since the
time of Ezra and Nehemiah. It lost prominence to some degree
in the tannaitic period as the mishnaic, apodictic method of
teaching became more popular. The redaction of the Mishnah
and the establishment of its authority was for the Midrashim a

the redaction of the Mishnah and are clearly dependent on a
redacted Mishnah similar to the text in our possession today.
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tinction has often been called into question, however, and its
usefulness is extremely limited. In fact, despite the parallels
that have been cited, the two groups of texts do not evidence
uniform redactional traits, to say the least.
The form of these works may hark back to the techniques of
scriptural study practiced in the tannaitic academies. The To
rah, as well as relevant laws, some aggadic homilies, and a
variety of related topics were discussed together. It was this
method which provided the form for the post-tannaitic redactors
of these materials. Yet here again, as is the case in the Tosefta,
we are confronted with a mix of material. Some is clearly of
tannaitic origin but not preserved in the other corpora. Other
materials are constructed out of a continuation of "tannaitic"
activity and tradition by later scholars in the amoraic period.
Only careful literary and textual analysis allows the separation
of the literary strata in these works. In fact, the Sifra adheres
most closely to the Mishnah, and its neatly set out redaction is
based heavily on the Mishnah. Yet even here much earlier
material has been incorporated, including pre redactional ver
sions of mishnaic material. Sifre to Deuteronomy is somewhat
less heavily mishnaic than Sifra but is still strongly influenced
by the redacted mishnaic tradition. Much more earlier material
is found in the two Mekhilta texts and in the Sifre to Numbers,
which in general are looser agglomerations of material collected
over a much longer period of time.
These Midrashim were intended to convey certain specific
messages by those who labored to redact them. Essentially, in
varying degrees, these texts argue strongly for the unity of the
written and oral laws. In an age when mishnaic, apodictic law
had become supreme, these texts sought to remind those who
studied them of the inseparable link between the two Torahs,
the oral and the written. Therefore, they derive many of the
laws found in the Mishnah from Scripture, claiming biblical
exegesis as their basis. At the same time, L: many cases, these
texts preserve the logical and exegetical argumentation which
was indeed the source for the determination of the halakhah by
the tannaim. In texts like the Sifra and 8-ifre to Deuteronomy,
in which the Bible is followed closely, the point is made over and
over that there is nothing superfluous in Scripture, and that

two-edged sword. On the one hand, it established for the rest of
Jewish history the superior status of the apodictic law and in
this way eclipsed, to some extent, the study of midrashic inter
pretation. On the other hand, the very existence of an apodictic
code made it necessary for the code itself, its authority, and its
regulations to be justified in light of the commandments of the
Torah.
Put otherwise, the existence of this digest of oral law led to a
renewed need to demonstrate the nexus of the oral and written
laws. There was now a need to show that the two were in reality
one, and this indeed was the main agenda of the tannaitic
Midrashim. Thus they present much of the same halakhic ma
terial that is found in the Mishnah and Tosefta, but arranged in
the order of the Torah. Whenever possible, the Midrashim seek
to tie each particular halakhah directly to its scriptural basis, or
to what the redactors argue is its scriptural basis.
The tannaitic Midrashim comprise five texts of central impor
tance and a number of smaller texts which will not be detailed
here. The major texts are the Mekhilta of Rabbi Ishmael and
the Mekhilta ofRabbi Simeon ben Yofw,i to Exodus, the Sifra to
Leviticus, the Sifre to Numbers and the Sifre to Deuteronomy.
These titles themselves need to be explained. Mekhilta is an
elusive term for a set of hermeneutical (exegetical) rules, or a
body of tradition. Sifra means "the book," as Leviticus was, in
priestly circles, the central book of the curriculum of study.
Sifre, meaning "the books," is most probably an abbreviation
for "the rest of the books of the house of study," a designation
for the Midrashim on Numbers and Deuteronomy (meaning
those other than Leviticus and Exodus, which are interpreted
in the Sifra and Mekhilta texts, respectively).
These books are sometimes classified into schools, some said
to stem from the school of Rabbi Akiva and some from that of
Rabbi Ishmael. This theory claims that the literary products of
each school, as they are now preserved, exhibit characteristic
exegetical and redactional traits. Assigned to the school of
Rabbi Ishmael are the Mekhilta of Rabbi Ishmael, the Sifre to
Numbers, and some other texts. To the school of Rabbi Akiva
are attributed the Mekhilta of Rabbi Simeon ben Yofw,i, Sifra,
Sifre Zuta (to Numbers), and Sifre to Deuteronomy. This dis-
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The development of the tannaitic corpus of learning and its
eventual redaction in the Mishnah, the Tosefta, and the "tannai
tic" Midrashim, placed Rabbinic Judaism on a firm literary
grounding. These texts, orally formulated and orally transmit
ted and taught, set forth the basic principles of the oral law and
argued for the integrity of the Torah, written and oral. These
documents served as the basis for the later development of
Judaism and, in the case of the Mishnah, set the agenda for all
future study of Jewish law. With the close of the tannaitic
period, and the production of its main classic, the Mishnah, we
can genuinely speak of the coming of age of Rabbinic Judaism.
It was left for the amoraim to interpret this document, redact
its sister tannaitic texts, and adapt this Judaism to the new
historical circumstances of the Byzantine period in Palestine and
the Sassanian period in Babylonia.

SUMMARY

each feature of the text, each apparent duplication, is designed
to reveal the will of God. On the other hand, the Mekhilta texts
tend to move much further away from these limited purposes,
collecting many aggadot and often dealing with side issues.
Nevertheless, the basic notion that Scripture and tradition are
intimately linked is carried through all these works.
Many of the traditions included in the Tosefta and the tannai
tic Midrashim found their way, in parallel versions, into the
Palestinian and Babylonian Talmuds. Such traditions are termed
baraitot ("external traditions"). While the process by which
they were incorporated in amoraic collections will be taken up
later, it should be noted that the versions of the traditions found
there are often different from those in the collections surveyed
here. This confirms the view that these collections were not
available to the rabbis of the Talmuds in their present, edited
form. Rather, the Talmuds drew their versions of the traditions
from the same unedited and unredacted sources as did the so
called tannaitic Midrashim and the Tosefta. To a great extent
medieval Judaism inherited a similar situation. For the tannaitic
Midrashim were destined to be stepchildren in the family of
rabbinic texts. Their contents were to be known largely from
parallels in the Babylonian Talmud.
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or HELLENISTIC JUDAISM
From the third century B.C.E. a Greco-Roman, Hellenistic
Judaism had existed alongside the Hebrew-speaking Judaism of
Palestine. This Greek-speaking Judaism had come to terms with
Greek literary forms and philosophies, had translated the Bible
into Greek in several versions, and had in many ways synthe
sized the culture of Israel with that of Hellas. Its success lay in
its having resisted isolationism, assimilation, and extreme Hel
lenization.
Testifying to the strength of Hellenistic Judaism was its
ability to attract widespread attention among pagans. The ex
istence of semi-proselytes and God-fearers (non-Jews drawn to
the synagogue and Jewish practice) shows that Hellenistic Jew

DECLINE

It is usual to speak of the passage of Rabbinic Judaism from the
tannaitic to the amoraic period as if it had taken place in a
historical vacuum, with some purely internal mechanism leading
to the changes in the method and content of learning, as well as
in the level of adherence to and popularity of the rabbinic
movement. In fact, this was not the case. Very specific develop
ments in the Greco-Roman Diaspora, Palestine, and Babylonia
contributed to an atmosphere which nurtured the development
of amoraic Judaism. These developments, themselves presaging
the onset of the medieval period, helped to propel formative
Judaism to the consensus that eventually enabled it to withstand
the challenges of the Middle Ages.

11
Formative Judaism Comes of Age

The Sea of the Talmud

12

During the fluctuations of Jewish fortunes in Palestine and
Babylonia, a loosely organized group of scholars, known collec
tively as the amoraim ("explainers" of the Mishnah) continued
to expound and develop the rabbinic tradition. From about 200
to 425 in Palestine and around 200 to 500 in Babylonia, they
were busy discussing and analyzing the Mishnah, as well as
baraitot (tannaitic traditions not included in the Mishnah) and
midrashic traditions, in a process which ultimately led to a
series of redacted documents, the Babylonian Talmud, the Pa
lestinian (Jerusalem) Talmud, and the amoraic, exegetical Mid
rashim.
Before analyzing this process, a word of definition is in order.
It is common practice to speak of the Talmud as consisting of
two parts, the Mishnah and the Gemara, the discursive amoraic
interpretation of the Mishnah. Indeed, if one purchases a volume
of the Talmud, whether the Babylonian or the Palestinian,
whether in the original language or in translation, it will include
Gemara as well as the Mishnah. Yet in fact, this use of the word
Gemara is very recent. Medieval Christian censors replaced the
earlier term, "Talmud," which had become objectionable to
them, with "Gemara," and only later did the term "Talmud"
begin to designate the combination of Mishnah and Gemara.
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The two Talmuds, the Palestinian and the Babylonian,
emerged after centuries of debate, study, and clarification. In

AMORAIC SCHOOLS
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2nd Generation, ca. 260-290
Babylonia
Palestine
Mar
Ukba II
Kahana
Huna
Yol,lanan bar Nappaha
Judah bar Ezekiel
Simeon ben Lakish
Adda bar Ahavah
I;Iilfa
Rabbah bar Avuha
Isaac ben Eleazar
Matnah
Alexandri
Jeremiah bar Abba
Simlai

1st Generation, ca. 220-260
Babylonia
Palestine
Shela
I;Iama bar Bisa
Abba bar Abba (father of
Hanina (bar Hama)
Samuel)
Zeira the Elder
Yannai ("the Elder")
Karna
Judah bar Pedaiah
Mar Ukba I
Oshaya Rabbah
Samuel bar Abba (Yarhinaah)
Judah Nesiah II
Rab (Abba Arikha)
Joshua ben Levi
Rabbah bar I;Iana
Zabdai ben Levi
Assi
Jonathan ben Eleazar

THEAMORAIM
(all dates are C.E.)

each country, groups of amoraim labored to understand and
develop the traditions they had received from their tannaitic
forebears. Even the most cursory examination of the Talmuds
will show that individual scholars did not work alone. Senior
scholars taught more junior scholars who eventually became
colleagues. The senior colleagues usually possessed res hut, the
authority to adjudicate legal cases, which was the Babylonian
equivalent of the Palestinian semikhah, rabbinic ordination.
Indeed, amoraim served the Jewish community as teachers and
judges and gave guidance on matters of Jewish practice and
faith. Scholars were often connected by shared discipleship, but
many of them studied with more than one master, beginning
with one teacher and on his death becoming the student of
another.
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srd Generation, ca. 290-320
Palestine
Babylonia
amuel bar Nahman
Huna bar Hiyya
saac Nappaha
I:Iisda
leazar ben Pedat
Ulla bar Ishmael
bbahu
Hamnuna
mmi (ben Nathan)
Sheshet
ssi
Rabbah bar Huna
Nahman bar Jacob
udah Nesiah III
Rami bar Abba
iyya II bar Abba
Rabbah bar bar Hana
imeon bar Abba
eira
Rabbah bar Nahmani
Joseph bar Hiyya
amuel bar Isaac
ela
bba bar Memel
bba bar Kahana
anina bar Pappai
ha bar Hanina
anhum bar Hiyya

Hiyya bar Joseph
Yose ben Hanina
easha
ani I
anhum bar Hanilai
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4th Generation, ca. .'J20-.'J50
Palestine
Babylonia
eremiah
Aha bar Jacob
jelbo
Rabbah bar Shela
ha of Lydda
Abba bar Ulla
bin I
Rami bar Hama
anan of Sepphoris
Idi bar Abin
udan
Abaye
una bar Abin
Rava
udah bar Simon
Adda II bar Ahavah
oshua bar Nehemiah
Nahman bar Isaac
anina ben Abbahu
havah ben Zeira
inbas bar Hama
imi
ibu
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At a minimum, then, it is certain that circles of teachers and
students, which, for convenience, we will call schools, existed
among the amoraim. These schools met often, perhaps daily,
and had an inner hierarchy. When the master died they often
dissolved, with the students going to other masters, unless a
senior student had attained enough status and learning to carry
on as the master. In such cases, some disciples would remain
with the new master. Many of the halakhic and aggadic interpre
tations found in the Talmuds stem from such circles or schools.
These teachings sometimes gained prominence in both Babylo
nia and Palestine because they were carried from circle to circle
as students moved and masters interacted. This interaction and
communication was responsible for some of the many parallel
passages in the Talmuds and other rabbinic texts, although in
the greatest number of cases redactional activity was the cause.
The existence of actual institutions, academies, in amoraic
times is difficult to confirm. More than likely, there were no
formal institutions in Babylonia, where central institutions of
learning did not develop because the exilarch's political author
ity was separate from the religious authority of the rabbis. On
the other hand, in Palestine, the patriarchal academy, located
for most of the amoraic period at Sepphoris or Tiberias, served
as the center of much of the amoraic activity. In Babylonia,
individual teachers occasionally had enough authority for their
schools to function as de facto central academies, but the circles
around them appear to have made no attempt to so constitute
themselves as to automatically continue into the next genera
tion. This is what distinguishes these schools from full-fledged
academies.
It must be stressed that the students of these masters were
often quite mature in their own scholarship. Many of the face

5th Generation; ca. 350-400
Babylonia
Palestine
Papa bar Hanan
Yonah
Bivai bar Abaye
Yose bar Zavda (Zevida)
Hama of Nehardea
Judah Hanasi IV
Dimi of Nehardea
Berekhiah Ha-Kohen
Yose bar Abin
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comparison and contrast with other tannaitic traditions, includ
ing Mishnah and baraita material. This in turn led to various
digressions, and to the comments and glosses of various amo
raim to the tannaitic texts under discussion. Some digressions
were rather extensive, and sometimes they included an aggadic
analysis of related (or even unrelated) biblical material. The
freewheeling character of many of the recorded discussions,
which often range beyond the specific topic at hand, is one of
the important indicators that they actually took place and were
not invented by the compilers.
Typically, an amoraic discussion of a rnishnah began by citing
a contradiction from another mishnah or a baraita and then
proceeded to resolve it. Indeed, in origin, the main activity of
"Talmud" was the resolution of contradictions in tannaitic ma
terials. It is in this sense that tannaitic sources (and one difficult
passage in the Dead Sea Scrolls) can speak of "Talmud" even
before the redaction of the Mishnah and its acceptance as the
curriculum for the study of the rabbinic tradition. The resolution
of a contradiction between the Mishnah and a baraita often
serves as the jumping-off point for more extensive discussion of
the details of the law on the specific topic.
Inquiry into the scriptural source (or proof-text) for a partic
ular rule is another important aspect of amoraic analysis. The
Mishnah, virtually devoid of biblical proof-texts, had separated
the law from its biblical origins. The amoraim and the later
redactors of the halakhic Midrashim (the so-called tannaitic
Midrashim) sought to reintegrate law and Scripture, so as to
demonstrate that the written and oral laws constituted one
unified revelation of God.
Had the process stopped there, the structure of the Talmuds
would have been much simpler, but the process described here
continued over generations, even centuries. This led to the
gradual development of what are called sugyot, talmudic discus
sions, or essays, as it were, on specific topics. As discussions
were passed down, generation after generation, from one circle
of scholars to another, they were augmented with comments
and glosses. This process continued in both Babylonia and
Palestine into the fifth century. At this point, the development
of the Palestinian Talmud was virtually arrested by the anti

to-face discussions recorded in the Talmuds took place in such
circles before the scholars in question became independent
masters. Some modern scholars have suggested that there were
no face-to-face discussions, maintaining that the ones recorded
in the Talmud were virtually all constructed by its editors. That
such debates did really occur, however, can be demonstrated by
comparing their form with that of other disputes in which the
redactors of the Talmuds artificially constructed arguments out
of independent statements by individual amoraim. The artificial
debates can usually be detected by examining the literary style
of the text. In Palestine, however, much more of the activity can
be safely assigned to the central academies at Tiberias, Sep
phoris, and Caesarea and to other formalized institutions. It
was only later, in the gaonic period, after the redaction of the
Talmuds, that central institutions developed in Babylonia, to
some extent under the influence of the Islamic academies lo
cated there.
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The Talmuds (Gemaras) are complicated texts, originally con
structed orally as part of the study sessions of the amoraim.
These study sessions were organized around the formal curric
ulum provided by the mishnaic tractates. Different tractates
were selected for detailed study in Palestine and Babylonia, and
there were different emphases even within the various Palesti
nian and Babylonian schools. While the complex process
whereby the oral records (or better, fragments) of these discus
sions and debates have come down to us precludes making
definitive judgments about the discussion, it is certain that the
mishnaic tractates served as their basis. Only occasionally do
the amoraim base their discussions on a baraita (tannaitic
tradition outside the Mishnah) or on a mishnaic passage which
has been quoted incidentally. For the most part, the Mishnah
endows the Talmuds with their organizational framework.
The Mishnah was studied orally in amoraic times. A memo
rizer (known in amoraic times as a tanna, a teacher of the
Mishnah and baraitot) recited aloud the text to be studied.
Discussion and analysis of the text then ensued, followed by

FROM AMORAIC INTERPRETATION TO TALMUDIC TEXTS
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Semitic legislation and the difficult economic and social situation
faced by the Jews of Palestine under the sway of the Byzantine
Empire.
In Babylonia, however, the developing Talmud underwent an
additional process. It was at this time that the anonymous
discussions, the setam, which weave together and interrelate all
the earlier material, were intertwined in the text. In this way a
more prolix and more easily understandable Talmud was
achieved. This, indeed, was one of the several factors leading to
the greater popularity and authority of the Babylonian Talmud
in subsequent centuries. The redactors who inserted these
anonymous links and glosses also added some of the more
extensive digressions, and provided the formulary introductions
which allow us to identify Mishnah, baraita, and the statements
of individual amoraim. In essence, up through the early fifth
century, the vast majority of the statements preserved in the
Talmuds have attributions, i.e., the statement is cited in the
name of a particular rabbi. Thereafter, the bulk of the material
is anonymous, serving to fill in gaps and make the whole a
unified, sensible creation. There is only a limited amount of
anonymous material in the Palestinian Talmud because its amo
raim ceased to be active in the fifth century. In Babylonia,
however, where the activity of creating the Talmud was able to
continue, the anonymous redactors did their work and then
were followed by the savoraim, "interpreters", who added the
final touches, including the occasional halakhic rulings ("the law
is according to ...") and certain philological explanations. Their
work continued up to the seventh century.
While we know that some of the amoraim kept written notes,
the formal activity of the amoraim, like that of their tannaitic
predecessors, was conducted orally. There is little information
about the writing down of the two Talmuds-so little, in fact,
that it is impossible to speculate confidently about the process.
The best we can say is only that written manuscripts of the
Babylonian and Palestinian Talmuds are first mentioned after
the Islamic conquest (634 C.E.), and that the dissemination of
manuscripts continued through the Middle Ages until the inven
tion of printing.
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Although it is popularly known as the Jerusalem Talmud
(Talmud Yerushalmi), a more accurate name for this text is
either "Palestinian Talmud" or "Talmud of the Land of Israel."
Indeed, for most of the amoraic age, under both Rome and
Byzantium, Jews were prohibited from living in the holy city,
and the centers of Jewish population had shifted northwards, in
the aftermath of the two revolts, to the Galilee and Golan
regions. The Palestinian Talmud emerged primarily from the
activity of the sages of Tiberias and Sepphoris, with some input,
perhaps entire tractates, from sages of the "south" (Lydda,
modern Lod) and the coastal plain, most notably Caesarea.
In these centers, the output of which included the exegetical
Midrashim as well as the Palestinian Talmud, the activity of
studying and transmitting the traditions of the tannaim occu
pied rabbis and their students from about 200 C.E. until the
early fifth century. From that point on, because of anti-Semi
tism and economic difficulties, as well as abolition of the patri
archate, Jewish scholarship in Palestine played a secondary role.
In form, the Palestinian Talmud is arranged, essentially, as a
commentary on the Mishnah. The Mishnah text which serves as
its basis diverges in some ways from that used in the Babylonian
Talmud. Exactly why this is the case is difficult to determine,
and several theories have been advanced. More than likely the
divergences resulted from the process of oral transmission and
do not constitute evidence for separate recensions of the Mish
nah, as has been suggested by some.
By far the greater part of the Palestinian Talmud emerged in
the north, but the redaction of several tractates seems to have
occurred in Caesarea, where the material was hurriedly and
incompletely redacted. All told the Palestinian Talmud includes
only thirty-nine of the sixty-three tractates of the Mishnah
the orders of Zera'im, Mo'ed, Nashim, and Neziqin, plus the
first part of tractate Niddah of the order Tahorot, In view of
the difficult circumstances under which it was compiled, it is
unlikely that it ever included any other Mishnah tractates. The
supposed Palestinian text of the order Qodashim, published only
in 1905, has proven inauthentic.

THE PALESTINIAN TALMUD
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Authority.

REI:IOV INSCRIPTION. This mosaic inscription wasfound on a synagogue
floor at Rehav, 7 km. south of Beth Shean. The inscription, dating
most probably to the 5th century c. E., is a series of laws pertaining to
the tithing of agricultural produce and the areas of the Land of Israel
in which these laws applied. It was fixed into the floor of the syna
gogue, most probably becausethe applicability of these lawshad to be
emphasized in areas adjacent to the borders. The inscription closely
parallels various rabbinic sources and may be considered the earliest
written evidence of rabbinic texts. Courtesy of the Israel Antiquities
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The distribution of material in the Palestinian Talmud is often
said to accord well with its provenance. Thus, since the agricul
tural laws were still observed in Palestine, it has extensive
Gemara for tractates pertaining to agriculture, whereas such
material is not found in the Babylonian Talmud. That the no
longer relevant purity laws of most of Tahorot should be absent
in both Talmuds is understandable. Tractate Niddah is an excep
tion, since it deals with menstrual impurity and married life, an
area of Jewish law which remained operative even after the
destruction of the Second Temple. Yet it is difficult to explain
the presence of the sacrificial law of the order Qodashim in the
Babylonian Talmud and its absence in the Palestinian.
For the most part, the Palestinian Talmud was produced at
the academy at Tiberias, which was under the patronage of the
patriarchs. While the earlier patriarchs had been scholars, their
successors were primarily political leaders and administrative
officials. As the role of the patriarchs in the academies and the
study of the oral Torah lessened, the heads of the Tiberias
academy, beginning with Rabbi Yol).anan, became extremely
powerful and important in the development of the Palestinian
tradition. The Palestinian Talmud bears Rabbi Yol).anan's mark,
and that of his student and colleague Resh Lakish, on virtually
every page.
Other prominent Palestinian amoraim included Hanina bar
Hama at Sepphoris, Oshaya Rabbah at Caesarea, and Joshua
ben Levi at Lydda (ca. 220-260 C.E.). An important contempo
rary of Yohanan and Resh Lakish (both of whom flourished ca.
250-290 C.E.) was Eleazar ben Pedat of Tiberias. Ammi bar
Nathan and Assi at Tiberias, Abbahu at Caesarea (or, according
to some, at Qatsrin in the Golan) followed them (ca. 290-320
C.E.). Rabbi Yonah and Rabbi Yose then led the Tiberias acad
emy (ca. 320-350 C.E.). The Palestinian amoraic chain of tradi
tion came to an end not long afterwards, after the careers of
Mana and Yose bar Abin (ca. 350-375 C.E.). Scholars in Caesa
rea, in the middle of the fourth century, brought to completion
the initial tractates of Neziqin, Bava Qamma, Bava Mesia, and
Bava Batra. Since these tractates have a different literary and
linguistic form from that of the rest of the Palestinian Talmud,
and feature a somewhat different group of scholars, most mod
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ofArchaeology of the Hebrew University and Dr. Dan Urman.

LINTEL OF HOUSE OF STUDY. This lintel from a bet midrash (house of
study) was found at Dabbura in the Golan Heights. During the Byzan
tine period, the Golan wasdotted with Jewish villages and synagogues.
It reads "This is the House of Rabbi Eleazar Ha-Kappar." This late
second century tanna is known from many quotations in rabbinic
literature. The inscription indicates either that this was indeed his
house ofstudy, or that it was named for him. Courtesy of the Institute
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The Babylonian Talmud was produced by circles of Babylo
nian amoraim who were led in each generation by masters
whose schools constituted the center of amoraic activity. Al
though there was some tannaitic activity there, Babylonia did
not become a center of talmudic study until the time of Rav and
Samuel in the first half of the third century..
The most important centers of amoraic activity were Nehar
dea, Sura, Pumbedita, Mahoza, Naresh, and Mata Mehasya, The
amora Samuel functioned at Nehardea, and his colleague Rav is
said to have founded the center at Sura. After Samuel's death in
259 C.E., Nehardea was destroyed by Palmyrene marauders.
After Rav's death, the dominant figure at Sura was Rav Huna
(d. 297). (The title "rav," the Babylonian Jewish equivalent of
rabbi, indicated that the holder had been empowered to render
legal decisions.) Rav Huna was associated with several younger
scholars, Rav Judah, Rav Hisda, Rav Sheshet, and Rav Nahman
bar Jacob (d. 320). Rav Judah was said to have founded a circle
of scholars at Pumbedita. Rabba bar Nahmani (d. 320) and Rav

THE BABYLONIAN TALMUD

ern scholars have maintained that they were redacted sepa
rately. The rest of the Palestinian Talmud was somewhat hastily
redacted out of developing sugyot in the fifth century, completed
soon after the dismantling of the patriarchate. This final redac
tion took place at Tiberias. Because the Palestinian Talmud was
completed during the period in which the named amoraim
flourished, it lacks the last layer of anonymous material (setam)
that occurs in the Babylonian Talmud. This is one of the main
reasons for the difficulties encountered in studying the Palesti
nian Talmud.
The character of the Palestinian Talmud has often been mis
understood. At first glance it seems to be simply a collection of
baraitot, amoraic dicta, and aggadot, arranged with no internal
logic. However, the Palestinian Talmud does indeed develop
logical arguments in its discussions and is organized to indicate
this logic. It lacks the connecting terminology that was added to
the Babylonian Talmud during the last stages in its history
because no comparable stage took place in Palestine.
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FROM TEXT TO TRADITION

BABYLONIAN TALMUD, VILNA EDITION. In modern times, the stan
dard edition of the Babylonian Talmud is that printed in Vilna (pres
ently called Vilnius), Lithuania between 1880-86 (20 folio-sized vol
umes) and which has been reprinted numerous times. Included in this
edition, besides the Mishnah and the Babylonian Gemara, are the
commentaries of Rashi (1040-1105), the Tosafists (12th-14th centu
ries); and numerous marginal references and other commentaries. In
the back of each volume are additional commentaries, as well as the
codes of Isaac Alfasi (1013-1103) and Asher ben Yel).iel (ca. 1250
1327). Also included is the Tosefta. Shown here is the first page of
tractate Berakhot dealing with blessings and prayers.
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Joseph (d. 323) were both active in Pumbedita. Abaye carried on
his school there (from 323 to 338). Rava served there from 338
to 352, and afterwards relocated to Mahoza. Historians see the
Mahoza school as a continuation of that of Pumbedita. In any
case, the importance of the Mahoza circle was greatly dimin
ished by Rava's death in 352. Papa founded a circle at Naresh
which he headed until 371, and Rav Nahman bar Isaac then took
over at Pumbedita. The next generation of scholars included
Rav Ashi, the preeminent figure of the age, in Mata Mehasya,
near Sura. At the same time Amemar was active in Nehardea,
and Rav Zevid, Rav Dimi, and Mar Zutra were the leading sages
at Pumbedita, Amoraic activity continued thereafter for only
one final generation, with Meremar, Rav Idi bar Abin, and Mar
bar Rav Ashi in Sura. These scholars, as already mentioned,
most probably did not head formal academies, but rather schools
or circles of disciples organized along informal lines. From a
variety of talmudic sources it is clear that the leading amoraim
and their disciples also played a role in the public life of Babylo
nian Jewry, as homilists, judges, and teachers, seeking to
spread the Judaism of the rabbinic tradition to the Babylonian
Jewish masses, a goal in which they ultimately succeeded.
The Babylonian Talmud, like its Palestinian counterpart, is
not complete for the entire Mishnah. For the order Zera'im
there is only Berakhot. Virtually all of the orders Mo'ed, Na
shim, Neziqin, and Qodashim are covered. Of Tahorot, only
tractate Niddah is found. A variety of explanations is possible.
Most likely, this distribution reflects the curriculum of study in
Babylonia, in which agricultural laws did not apply and most of
the purification rituals were no longer practiced. Sacrifice was
studied to some degrep-, since study of its laws served as a
substitute for its performance. Another view holds that all
aspects of J-ewish law were studied but the redactor of the
Babylonian Talmud chose to include only those which were still
applicable. Finally, it may be that more material existed but
that some was lost to the vicissitudes of oral transmission and
then of written preservation.
Various attempts have been made to sketch and compare the
basic characteristics of the two Talmuds. Many of the compari
sons have turned out to be exaggerated and overdrawn. At the
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same time, it is true that the Babylonian Talmud, because of
the longer period of amoraic activity in Babylonia, abounds in
detailed logical debates, whereas material of this kind is less
often found in the Palestinian Talmud. The claim that the
Babylonian Talmud makes less use of tannaitic tradition cannot
be substantiated. Since it contains much amoraic material of
Palestinian provenance (and vice versa), attempts to look for
Babylonian (or Palestinian) social and economic conditions in the
amoraic traditions cannot be based on the collections in their
complete form. Such studies must be grounded rather on the
provenance and dating of individual statements and traditions.
One definite difference between the Talmuds, however, is the
use of different dialects of Aramaic. Since ancient times the
Aramaic language had been divided into western and eastern
dialects. The Jews of Palestine used the Galilean form of the
western one, close in many ways to the Imperial Aramaic of
biblical times, while those of Babylonia used the eastern, which
was similar to Syriac and Mandaic. Not surprisingly, the two
Talmuds reflect this pattern. Further, while they have many
linguistic features in common, they often employ different tech
nical terminology.
Medieval opinion held that the Babylonian Talmud had been
redacted by Ravina I (d. ca. 420) and Rav Ashi (d. 427), who
were among the last of the amoraim. While it is reasonable to
credit their generation with having collected and edited the
tannaitic and amoraic materials that had come down to them,
often in the form of sugyot, the final redaction must have
postdated these sages. In all probability the redactional process
extended well into the sixth century. The final redactors, who
left their mark in the anonymous (setam) layer of the Babylonian
Talmud, wove together the traditions they had received with
the anonymous discussions, the shaqla' we-tarya' ("give and
take"), and added the many formulary expressions that desig
nate the various types of material which make up the Babylo
nian Gemara.
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While it is certainly true that the great collections of so-called
halakhic or tannaitic Midrashim were redacted mainly in the
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775-900

640-900

500-640

400-500

Genesis Rabbah
Leviticus Rabbah
Lamentations Rabbah
Esther Rabbah, pt. I
Pesiqta De-Rav Kahana
Song of Songs Rabbah
Ruth Rabbah
Ecclesiastes Rabbah
Deuteronomy Rabbah
Pirqe Rabbi Eliezet
Tanna De-Ve Eliyahu
Tanhuma Midrashim
Exodus Rabbah, pt. II
Numbers Rabbah, pt. II
Pesiqta Rabbati

(dates of compilation are all C.E.)

AMORAIC MIDRASHIM

amoraic period, the content of these texts reflects the traditions
and ideas of the tannaitic period. In amoraic times, a different
type of aggadic Midrash, termed exegetical and homiletical, was
developed. Whereas the Midrashim of tannaitic times were
primarily a product of the schoolhouse, those of amoraic times
originated in the homilies of the synagogue, rapidly emerging
in this period as the central institution of Jewish life. The
exegetical Midrashim were a Palestinian product, as reflected in
their Galilean Aramaic dialect (like that of the Aramaic portions
of the Palestinian Talmud), and the constant allusions and attri
butions to Palestinian rabbis, many of whom are not known
from the Talmuds.
The earliest of these Midrashim, those actually dating to the
amoraic period, were edited in the fifth and sixth centuries. The
exegetical type are arranged in scriptural order and, usually,
proceed in a sustained manner verse by verse through the
biblical book they treat. They include Genesis Rabbah, Lamen
tations Rabbah, Esther Rabbah I (i.e., the first part), Song of
Songs Rabbah, and Ruth Rabbah. (Rabbah means, "the Great,"
signifying the primacy of these Midrashim over other such
collections.) The homiletical type of Midrash, made up of topi-
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We cannot leave the discussion of the great literary heritage
of Talmudic Judaism without discussing the development of
Jewish liturgy and the eventual emergence of canonized prayer

JEWISH LITURGY

cally organized discourses, includes Leviticus Rabbah and Pe
siqta de-Rav Kahana. The former provides comments on the
first verse of each section of the Torah according to the triennial
order of reading (a cycle by which the Torah is apportioned for
public reading in the synagogue over three years). In the Pesiqta
de-Rav Kahana homilies are provided for holidays and special
occasions.
The amoraic Midrashim typically include a literary form
known as the proem. A proem is an introduction to the mid
rashic exposition of a verse, usually the first verse of a specific
Torah portion. It begins by citing a verse from elsewhere and
then proceeds through a chain of interpretations until it arrives
at the very first verse of the Torah reading, which it then
identifies as echoing the notions derived in the previous exege
sis. This rhetorical technique was a favorite one in the homileti
cal discourses given in the synagogues of Byzantine Palestine on
Sabbath afternoons. As the midrashic collections were edited,
proems were often invented to fill out the needs of the redactor
where none had actually existed in the received tradition, thus
giving rise to their ubiquity.
The redaction of the remaining "Rabbah" Midrashim-Exo
dus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Ecclesiastes Rabbah,
and Esther Rabbah II (Le., the second part) as well as the texts
of the Tanhuma type-belongs to a later period, beyond the
scope of this book. Yet these works also preserve material from
the amoraic period which can be dated with some accuracy by
careful literary and historical analysis. These later aggadic
compilations were more influenced by apocryphal, pseudepigra
phal, apocalyptic, and mystical elements than those produced in
amoraic Palestine, and also diverged from them in literary form
and linguistic character. Indeed, Babylonian Jewry had a hand
in the later collections, and similar texts were still being re
dacted in Europe through the twelfth century.
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collections. Ultimately, it was the contribution of the rabbis
that provided the raw material for the early medieval attempt
to collect the prayers into texts which we call prayer books
(Siddurim and MalJ,zorim).
Tannaitic and amoraic scholars made essential contributions
to the development of Jewish liturgy, although it would be naive
and simplistic to claim a controlling role for them. Jewish liturgy
has its earliest roots in the individual prayers of the biblical
period. We cannot know for sure whether prayer had a regular
place in the Temple's sacrificial ritual, but it is quite certain that
individuals sometimes recited prayers while bringing sacrifices,
and it is also true that in both Temples the levitical choir chanted
psalms as an accompaniment to the sacrifices. Nonetheless, the
prayers of individuals and the psalms of the choir did not
constitute a fixed communal ritual or what we would describe as
an organized worship service.
The Second Temple period offers the first evidence of fixed
liturgical prayers. During this period the Jewish people was
gradually turning toward prayer, and it was slowly becoming
institutionalized even in the Temple. Indeed, various passages
in the apocrypha, pseudepigrapha, and, especially, the Dead
Sea Scrolls testify to the growth of fixed patterns of daily,
Sabbath, and festival prayer among at least some Jews. As a
result, when the Temple was destroyed in 70 C.E., and the
sacrificial ritual ceased, Judaism was prepared to make the
transition to prayer.
The destruction afforded the rabbis a unique opportunity to
develop a liturgical system. Soon after the destruction, the
tannaim at Yavneh began to standardize ritual practice. They
began by fixing a definite list of benedictions for the Amidah
prayer and, as well, by setting the times for prayer. The Amidah
(literally "standing" prayer), also known as the Eighteen Bene
dictions, is the central part of every service, according to
rabbinic practice. Further developments, regarding the recita
tion of the Shema ("Hear, 0 Israel," Deut. 6:5, etc.), the Grace
after Meals, and other benedictions, took place over the first
two centuries C.E. Nonetheless, tannaitic sources preserve few
actual liturgical texts because prayer remained so fluid in this
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The amoraic period bequeathed a rich literary heritage when
the Palestinian and Babylonian Talmuds, the Midrashim, and
the various liturgical texts were eventually committed to writ
ing. It is in the amoraic materials that much of the application
of tannaitic tradition was explained and amplified. Yet the amo
raim made their own unique contribution to Judaism by begin
ning the exegesis of the oral law, recovering ancient traditions
on mysticism and messianism, and formulating the basis of the
Jewish liturgy. The products of their scholarship provided the

SUMMARY

formative period. It was during the amoraic period that the
liturgy began taking on a more fixed nature.
No fixed prayer collections are known to have existed in
talmudic times. Although there was a basic sequence of obliga
tory prayers, the text of the liturgy had not yet been standard
ized, but different versions of the various prayers were available
and some of these had attained written form in private notes.
The liturgy was standardized much less quickly in Babylonia
than in Palestine, where the patriarchate and the centralized
academies made the process easier. The Jewish masses, espe
cially in Babylonia, were sometimes not very receptive to the
new liturgy being introduced by the sages. It took a long time
to win their acceptance, and sometimes the rabbis had to fight
against popular custom and superstition. In due course, how
ever, forms of worship and liturgical texts became more and
more standardized throughout the amoraic period.
Meanwhile, highly significant developments were taking place
in Palestine. Alongside the statutory prayers instituted in tan
naitic times, the tradition of piyyut (liturgical poetry) devel
oped. Based in large part on midrashic teachings, this poetry
sought to expand the traditional prayers for various occasions.
The composers of piyyutim (liturgical poems) followed a long
standing pattern of literary and poetic expansion of existing
material. The new poetry, alongside the increasingly standard
ized prayer service, served as the model for the great liturgical
collections of the gaonic period, which set the pattern for all
future Jewish worship.
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greatest literary models for Jewish intellectual striving, and
opened a new world to the Jewish people, that of the Talmud.
The collections of traditions which the amoraim created would
serve as the basis for Jewish life, thought, and scholarship for
the next millennium and a half. Countless generations of Jews
would dedicate their lives to learning to navigate the sea of the
Talmud.
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in one copy of the Qumran Community Rule. It could be extended to
e severa! other important motifs in the text. 50, for example. the fact
le community considered itself a sanctuary in the wilderness may also
1to reflection on and intentional modeling after the same biblical base,
Igh we have lio reason to think that the Qumran group erected a sacred
ure like the tabernacle. Many of the same motifs would emerge from
1er copies of the Community Rule, but there is reason to believe that the
lur columns were lacking from sorne of them; hence it was more conveto use the fuller fùrm of 1QS.
3efore conc!uding, we should note that the Qumran community was
e only one in ancient Judaism that aliowed its self-image to be shaped
lel at Mount Sinai. In the New Testament the earliest Jerusalem church,
:ured in Acts, exhibits a number of the same traits. That community
l11stituted in a new way at the Festival of Pentecost, the Greek term for
stival of Weeks. On that day many new members were welcomed into
lowship. Those tlxst followers of Jesus also established a unity, an ideal
{ in which property was heId in common. meals were eaten together,
'ayers were offered in community. It too was a community that received
:ion in this state in a dramatic divine manifestation. As a matter of fact,
ire series of traits in the Pentecost story (such as the tongues of fire, rev1 in the languages of the world) also have their origin in retlection on
lai event. an event that was central in the Hebrew Bible and continued
rcise influence for many centuries.
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Portions of this essay appear in slightly different form in Koyfman's honors thesis at Yeshiva College. "Legal Biblical Exegesis in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Its Implications for Jewish Intellectual History.)) written under the supervision of Bernstein. We should like ta
thank ProfessaI' Matthias Henze for inviting us to participate in this volume (and for patiently awaiting our contribution). Dr. Shani Berrin, Professor Yaakov Elman, Mr. Aaron
Koller. and Dr. Michael Segal for their comments on earlier drafts of this essay, and Mr.
Michael S. N. Bernstein for stylistic and editorial remarks.

1. L. Ginzberg, Ail Unkllowll }ewish Sect (New York: Jewish Theological Seminary of
America, 1976); it is the English translation of Eille Urzbekannte Jüdische Sekte,.originally
published in 1922. There is no distinct treatment of CD as an exegetical document, but discussions of the interpretations that underlie the laws are pervasive.

Legal interpretation in the Dead Sea ScroIls, as a subdivision of biblical interpretation at Qumran, has been the subject of academic discourse since even
before the Qumran scraIls were discovered. Louis Ginzberg, in his still signiflcant An Unknown Jewish Sect, already attempted to characterize the biblical interpretation in the legal portion of the document we now know as CO.l To this
day, most discussions of biblical interpretation at Qumran focus on nonlegal
texts such as the pesharim, or the portion of CD called the "Admonition," or
the Genesis Apocryphon. Legal interpretation nevertheless gets its due, although usually not systematically and often peripherally, in discussions of
texts which happen to contain legal material. There is no room, in an essay of
this scope, for a review of the scholarship on the subject of legal interpretation,
so passing references in the notes will have to suffice. From those allusions, it
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2. See for example, ). M. Baumgarten, Studies in Qumran Law, SjLA 24 (Leiden:
Brill, 1977), and subsequent articles;). Mi/grom, "The Scriptural Foundations and Deviations in the Laws of Purity of the Temple Sc roll," in Archaeology and History in the Dead Sea
Serails: The New York University Conference in Memory ofYigael Yadin, ed. L. H. Schiffman,
)SOT/ASOR Monographs 2 (Sheffield: )SOT Press, 1990), 83-99; and Milgrom, "The
Qumran Cult: Its Exegetical Princip!es," in Temple Seroll Studies, ed. G. J, Brooke, )SPSup 7
(Sheffield: )SOT Press, 1989), 165-80; 1. H. Schiffman, The Halakhah at Qumran (Leiden:
Brill, 1975); Schiffman, Seetarian Law in the Dead Sea Serails: Courts, Testimony, and the Peliai Code (Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press, 1983); Schiffman, Reclaimillg the Dead Sea Serails:
The His/ory of ]udaism, the Background of Christiallity, the Lost Library of Qumran, ABRL
(New York: Doubleday, 1994), 218-22, 275-87; and a series of articles on specifie laws in the
Temple Serol/; Y. Yadin, The Temple Serol/ (Megillat haMiqdash), vols. 1 and 2 (Jerusalem:
Israel Exploration Society, 1978 [Hebrew] and 1984 [English]) (ail references in this essay
to "Yadin" are to this English edition unless specified otherwise). More recently, Steven
Fraade, Menahem Kister, and Aharon Shemesh have made significant contributions ta the
discourse in this area. After this article had been completed and submitted, there appeared
two significant contributions to this discussion that could not be taken into consideration
in our essay: A. Shemesh and C. Werman, "Halakhah at Qumran: Genre and Authority:'
and A. Yadin, "4QMMT, Rabbi lshmael, and the Origins of Legal Midrash," DSD 10:1
(2003) 104-29 and 130-49, respectively.
}. Many contemporary students of early biblical interpretation have made this
point. For example, G. Vermes employs as his examples of juridical texts which lack sufficient detail "Thou shah do no work on the Sabbath day" and the law of divorce in Deut.
24:1-4, and discusses the latter in detail ("Bible and Midrash: Early Old Testament Exegesis:' in Cambridge History of the Bible [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970],
1:65-67).).1. Kugel stresses the question in his aptly titled second chapter of Early Biblical
Interpretatioll, "The Need for Interpretation" (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986),27-39, and
discusses Sabl?ath law and other legal examples on pp. 31-33.
4. For discussion of the history of such traditions, cf. the section on "Legal Exegesis"

'._

should be cIear to the reader that without the groundbreaking work in this
field of scholars like Joseph Baumgarten, Jacob Milgrom, Lawrence Schiffman,
and Yigael Yadin our task would have been considerably more difficult. 2
The text of the Hebrew Bible often does not furnish sufficient detail regarding the ways in which the laws contained in it were to be carried out. Often the mere principles of a law are expressed without any details at al1.3 Any
Jew or group of Jews observing Jewish law during the Second Temple era
would have needed a way to supplement the legislation of the Hebrew Bible
in order to determine how to lead their lives. Scripture did not cover adequately aIl the issues which arose in everyday life. Changing historical, cultural, and religious situations, furthermore, raised new legal questions which
had no explicit answers to be found in the Bible. Even if we grant the existence of older oral interpretive legal traditions which may have pointed the
way to clarifying
sqme of them,4 numerous cases still probably emerged in
.'"
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in M. Fishbane, Bibljcal Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon, 1985), 91-277,
and his conclusions, 525-43.
5. This is not to suggest, of course, that alllaws in the Qumran system needed ta be
derived from the Bible, despite Schiffman's assertion, The Halakhah at Qumran, 19, that
"we can state with certainty that the Qumran legal traditions are derived exclusively
through exegesis." J. Maier, "Early jewish Biblical Interpretation in the Qumran Literature:' in Hebrew Bible/Old Testament: The History of Its Interpretation. I!J: Antiquity, ed.
M. Saeb0 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1996), 113, criticizes weil such a "biblicist"
approach to Qumran law. His remarks, although somewhat overstated, are weil taken.
Kister's formulation ("Some Aspects of Qumranic Halakhah," in The Madrid Qumran
Congress. Proceedings of the International Congress on the Dead Sea Serails, Madrid, 18-21
MardI 1991, ed. J. Trebolle Barrera and L. Vegas Montaner, SrDj 11 [Leiden/Madrid:
BrilllEditorial Complutense, 1992], 2:575-76) is more nuanced: "The Qumran sect ... attempted to base ail religious observance on the written law, wherever possiblè' (italics
ours). ln "Nominalism and Realism in Qumranic and Rabbinic Law: A Reassessment;'
DSD 6 (1999): 157-83, a response to D. R. Schwartz's characterization of the dichotomy between Qumranic and rabbinic law, ). L. Rubenstein emphasizes the significance of the
exegetical factor in the Qumran legal system, and we believe that further close study of the
relationship between Qumran law and Scripture will substantiate that position further. It
is certainly clear, nonetheless, that sometimes sorne other "Iogic" alone is sufficiently compelling, such as the well-known case of ni??oq (4QMMT B 55-58), where it is reasoned that
a column of liquid joining two vessels unites them for the purpose of transmitting impurity and renders the upper vessel unclean, or the law that grasshoppers.must be killed either by water or by tIre "for that is the nature of their creation" (CD 12:14-15). ln neither of
these cases does there seem to be any effort to evoke scriptural support for the law.
6. Cf. S. Fraade, "Looking for Legal Midrash at Qumran:' in Biblieal Perspectives:
Early Use and Interpretation of the Bible in Light of the Dead Sea Scralls. Proceedings of the
First International Symposium of the Orion Center for the Study of the Dead Sea Serails and
Associated Literature, 12-14 May 1996, ed. M. E. Stone and E. G. Chazon, STDj 28 (Leiden:
Brill, 1998), 75 n. 56, who correctly cautions, "we have little way of knowing which of the
sectarian laws found in the serolls were the product of the Qumran community and which
had been inherited from previous, pre-Qumranic contexts, or were shared with other )ewish groups." Since in this survey we are examining biblical interpretation as it appears in

the course of time which needed to be resolved. It is c1ear that by the time of
the Second Temple period a variety of traditions and methods had developed
for the expansion of scriptural foundations to support novel legislation
which had not been explicitly delineated in the Bible. 5 The most fully developed form of such a system is to be found, of course, in later rabbinic literature, but there is little doubt that in this case, as often, the rabbinic system was
only one manifestation of broader religious and intellectual currents.
We cannat be certain of how or under what circumstances the Qumran
group (or the authors responsible for the production of the Qumran scrolls)
produced their various legal interpretations of the biblical texts, nor of the oral
traditions which may underlie those readings. 6 Our focus shaH be almost ex-
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clusively on the ways in which the biblical texts appear to have been read and
understood by the composers of the documents available to us - a method
similar to the one James Kugel has aptly termed "reverse engineering" - and
we acknowledge the caveat that we are witnesses only to the final result.? We
must acknowledge, as weil, that this study, as a survey, makes no daim to a11inclusiveness, although we believe it incorporates the major forms and methods which can be observed in the corpus. We shall not, furthermore, treat the
significant theme of interpretive authority to the degree it deserves to be
treated, attempting to ascertain whence the authors of these texts claimed to
derive the right to read the texts in the way they do and to promulgate these
readings. In our view, the methods of reading ean be, and should be, studied
independently of that very central issue in the social and intelleetual history of
the Qumran group. Finally, we shall also not taekle the somewhat disputed, yet
very significant, topic of the interplay between revelation and interpretation
within the Qumran community.8 Such discussions would take us far beyond
the bOllndaries we have set for this essay, and the methodological focus we
adopt forces us ta leave these important issues for another occasion.
Which Qumran texts are most likely to furnish us with usefuI data for
this endeavor? The most obviollS, of course, are texts such as CO (Damascus
Document; certainly a Qumran text although the MS was not found at
Qumran) and its Qumran ancestor 4QD (4Q266-273), 4QMMT (the socalled "Halakhic Letter"; 4Q394-399), and llQT (Temple Seroll), all of which
are well-known repositories of Qumran laws. 9 These three texts differ considerably among themselves generically. CD, a combination of legal and nonlegal material often divided into "Admonition" and "Laws," presents in the
form of mini-codes much of the legal material it contains, while 4QMMT ap-
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the texts in their final forms, we shall not distinguish between pre-Qumranic and Qumranic texts. In a more extensive study, such distinction might be a desideratum.
7. Kugel, III Potiphar's House: The lnterpretive Life of Biblical Texts (San Francisco:
Harper and Row, 1990), 251-53. Fraade, "Legal Midrash," 62, demurs from this methodology because of "an uncomfortable circularity in employing rabbinic midrash halakhah to
uncover the midrashic methods by which Qumran rules can be said to have been
exegetically created, and then to claim from the resuIts proof that these methods were
there ail along." Fraade's point is valid against the claim that specific rabbinic hermeneutic
methods, as such, were available at Qumran, but, in our view, does not carry weight
against our proposed methodology.
8. For reçent studies of these issues seeFraade's "Looking for Legal Midrash at
Qumran" and "lnterpretive Authority in the Studying Community at Qumran;' ffS 44
(1993): 46-69, as weil as earlier studies by Baumgarten and Schiffman.
9. Where appropriate, less well-known, more fragmentary legal texts will be introduced where they are particularly germane to our discussion.
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10. We employ the term "rewritten Bible" in the strict sense it had when introduced
by G. Vermes, Scripture and Tradition in fudaism (Leiden: Brill, 1961), 95, over forty years
ago, rather than in the broad sense which has been given to it by many contemporary
scholars. Our only departure from Vermes' category is that we acknowledge the existence
of a legal, as opposed to narrative, form of the genre in the case of the Temple SeroU, a document then not available to VerOles. The broader usage of the term which includes much
Bible-based and para-biblical material under this rubric renders it virtually useless as a
meaningful category. At the Thirteenth World Congress of Jewish Studies in Jerusalem in
August 2001, we (Bernstein) addressed the issue in <"Rewritten Bible': A Generic Category
Which Has Outlived Its Usefulness?" a paper which will appear in Textus 22 (2004).
11. Legal interpretation in the Reworked Pentateuch texts (4QRP: 4Q158, 40364-367)
is virtually nonex.istent, and we shall not discuss those tex.ts in our analysis. There is virtually no material included in those documents that is not found in the Pentateuch, although
we do find some rearrangement of legal material (e.g., in 4Q366) which is probably interpretive on some level. What should be emphasized is that the 'example of the
non-pentateuchal material on the Wood Festival, including an allusion to the New Oil Festival, in 4Q365 234-12, is very much the exception to the handling of legal ~laterial in those
five texts.
12. Schiffman, Sectarian Law, 17, contrasts the Temple Serail and other texts from
Qumran, claiming that the latter "see the e>..1rabiblical material as derived From inspired biblical exegesis;' while "the author of the Temple Serail sees it as inherent in the biblical text."
But those differences have to do with the interpretive stance of the different documents and
the way they formulate law, and not with the way thèir authors read the Pentateuch.
13. Fraade, "Legal Midrash," 60, makes the observation that "for aIl the midrash and
halakhah found within the scrolls, textually they evidence very little midrash halakhah: the

Before engaging in the more significant analysis of the methods or types of legal interpretation found in the seroIls, let us examine brief1y sorne of the variety of forms in whieh exegesis is presented. 13 By form we rnean the way the in-

Forms of Interpretation

pears to be a letter which summarizes a series of sectarian positions regarding
halak.hic disputes, sorne, but not all, of whieh are based on biblical interpretation. The Temple Seroll, which is an extended and perhaps unique example of
the genre legaJ "rewritten Bible;'10 is so biblical in style and formulation that
it is easy to forget that it contains interpretation of the Bible as well. I l The fact
that the Temple Seroll presents its laws as "Scripture" does not mean that we
eannot see pentateuehal interpretation at work in it, even if the author of the
scroll did not present it that way and wrote his text employing pseudepigraphie devices. 12 These generic differences among the documents point toward differences in the forrns in which interpretation is expressed within
them, even when they share an interpretive conclusion.
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The stance of an interpreter may be "inside" or "outside" the biblical text, depending upon the genre of interpretation. It is easier to recognize "external"
interpretation because the interpreter standing outside the biblical text expresses his understanding of the text in ways that are more overt. But one of
the most significant documents of legal interpretation at Qumran, llQT
(Temple SeroU), is characterized by what we would call "internaI" interpretation because its genre is "rewritten Bible." The author of the Temple Seroll is
often able to grant his reader access to his understanding of how various legal
units of the Bible relate ta each other by mere arrangement of the pieces of legal material, without the need ta impose his own "extrabiblical locution"
onto the original texts. In doing so, he ailows the Bible to speak for itself, as it
were. It is to this form of interpretation - "interpretation by organization"
- that we tum first, for its shape remains closest to that of the biblical texts
themselves. We shaH examine two categories of this form of interpretation. ls

Organization as Interpretation: Internai Interpretation

terpretation is articulated; by method we mean the way the interpretation is
arrived at. 14 Categorizing by form and categorizing by method are not mutually exclusive: different methods of interpretation often share certain forms,
while a variety of forms may sometimes express a single method of exegesis;
the form of the interpretation, at times, is linked to the form or genre of the
document in which it appears. A study of the relationship between form and
method is perhaps a desideratum, but goes far beyond the boundaries we
have set down for this essay. For our purposes, it is important to bear in mind
the fact that the interplay between the two is not clearly defined.
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explicitcitation and interpretation of Scripture as a source of or justification for law. Instead, the vast majority of legal teJets from Qumran (as e1sewhere in Second Temple Judaism) adapt a form of 'rewritten Bible,' or paraphrase." AJthough, as indicated above, we
wOlild disagree strongly with Fraade's characterization of most legal texts from Qumran
(with the exception of the Temple Serail) as "rewritten Bible," his remark on the stark formai differences between Qumran "interpretation of biblical law" and rabbinic midrash
halakhah is fundamentally correct, provided that our foeus is only on form. When it
cornes to the met/lOds of reading the biblical text, as we shall see, the dichotomy between
Qumran and the rabbis may be much narrower.
'
14. We acknowledge that "form" is far from a perfect term for that which we intend
by it. Wc employ "form" for ail external aspects of the presentation of the interpretation:
its shape, its mode of presentation, its arrangement and the disposition of its material; in
short, for everything other than the method of interpretation.
15. Our use of the term "interpretation" is consciously quite broad and includes
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even the way the biblical text is handled, arranged, and manipulated, even when no actual
interpretive material is added. Cf. G. Vermes, "Bible Interpretation at Qumran:' ErIsr 20
(1989): *185, ed. A. Ben-Tor et al., who defines the class "implicit exegesis of an editorial
type" as consisting of "a rearrangement of biblical teJets by means of harmonization, conflation, supplementation, etc., resliiting in a clarified, improved or altered meaning, without entailing, as a rule, any added interpretation." The Temple Seroll is, of course, the prime
example of such interpretation. Vermes' terminology differs somewhat from ours, aIthough we are certainly observing some of the very same phenomena. It should be
stressed, however, that our respective usages of the term "implicit" exegesis (see "Implicit
Interpretation" below) differ considerably.
16. Since so many other texts containing law from Qumran are fragmentary, it is
dif-ficult to ascertain very much about their structure or its logie. It might very well be
that if more integral portions of works Iike 4QD and 4QHaiakha A had survived, we
might see such collocation in documents of less broad scope than the Temple Seroll. In
June 2004, Aharon Shemesh presented a convincing paper at the third AmlUal Meeting of
the Haifa Workshop for Research in the Dead Sea Serolls on "4Q251: Midrash
Mishpatim," arguing that this text is systematically based on Exod. 21-23. It will appear in
Meghillot 3 (2005).
17· Yadin, 1:73-74, distinguishes between "merging commands on the same subject"
and "unifying duplicate commands (harmonization)." The former is rcally part of the author's broad compositional technique and not his exegetical arsenal, if we rnay distinguish,
for the moment, between them. Milgrom, "Exegetical Principles:' 170-71, has already
faulted Yadin for confusing "unification" (our "collocation") with "haqnonization." He
concedes that true harmonization is to be found in three cases, two of which (rape/seduction and division of the spoils), following Yadin, we shaH discuss under the rubric "Harmonization and Reconciliation," and the third (covering the blood) wc shaH discuss as an
example of binyan ab under the subheading "Binyan Av (Homogenization)." We feel that
the term "harmonization" can be employed even for passages where there is no contradiction between the teJets when the author has chos~n to integrate the passages literarily.
Vermes, "Bible Interpretation," *185-*186, speaks of "grouping and collating parallel teJets:'
with the integration in llQT 51:19-52:3 of the idolatrous practices prohibited in Deut.
16:21-22 and Lev. 26:1 serving as his example.

One of the most characteristic ways in which the legal "rewritten Bible" of the
Temple Seroll sets out its interpretation of the Bible is by collecting within a
narrow compass laws which deal with the same or similar topics. On the most
basic level, these juxtapositions need not entail any rewriting or modification
of the original text; the mere linking together of passages with common
themes is an act of interpretation. 17 llQT 48:7-11 provides an excellent exampIe of this phenomenon in a very brief compass. loto the context of the
mourning customs of Deuteronomy 14:1, 1':1 ;,n,p '7J'Wn l't 7' "'llnn l't7
n7J7 C:J')'31 ("You must not gash yourselves or shave the front of your heads
for the dead"), the scroll introduces a virtual citation of Leviticus 19:28, U'W,

Collocation/Integration (nQT)16
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18. llQT reads W!lJ '31 no,w, and ;'7.:~:J ':J,n:m 1(" ("you shall not inscribe
upon yoursc1ves"). See Yadin's commentary ad loc. for discussion.
19. Yadin, 1:75, writes that this pericope is "another typical example of harmonizing
three similar commands," claiming that it combines Lev. 21:5 pertaining to the priests with
Lev. 19:28 and Deut. 14:1-2 which apply to all Israel. But, other than the lexeme no,w replacing O'W, there is no mark of Lev. 21 on the language of the Temple Seroll.

In addition to juxtaposing the various biblical texts that deal with a particular
law, the author of the Temple SerolI also had to address the problem of vary-

Harmonization and Reconciliation

O:J:J U1"11"1 t't' 31p31p 1"1:J1"1:J, O:J'W:J:J 'Jn1"1 t't, W~J' 18 ("You shaU not make
any gashes in YOUf flesh for the dead or make any tattoo marks upon you"),
before returning to Deuteronomy 14:2a,;'1';) ;':J';',t't ';" ;,mt W"p 031 ':J
[siej ("For you are a people holy to the Lord your God"). The Pentateuch itself presents an integration of the prohibitions of;,n,p (baldness) and nu,w
(gashes) in Lev iticus 21:5, and the author of the scroU (perhaps following that
scriptural example) sews together the verses on a single theme from Deuteronomy 14 and Leviticus 19 in the context of the former. The result is (with the
section from Leviticus underlined): "'~1"1n t't" :1~:>';"'t't ';" ;'l';)nt't O'J:J
;'l';):J'W:J:J 'J1"1n t't" W~J '31 1"1U'W, 1"11';)' ;'~:>'J'31 1':J ;,n"p 'l';)'lV1"1 t't",
;"II';) :1:J';'"t't ';" ;"I1"1t't W"p 031 ':J :11';):J:J ':J,n:J1"1 t't" 31p:s7p 1"1:Jn:J' ("You
are children of the Lord your God. You must not gash yourselves or shave the
front of your heads for the dead. You shall not make any gashes in your flesh for
the dead or inscribe any tattoo marks upon you. For you are a people holy to
the Lord YOUf God").19
The disposition of the laws pertaining ta vows furnishes an example on
a grander and more complex scale. Taking its cue from Deuteronomy 12:26,
the command to bring vows and saneta to the "plaee which the Lord shaH
choosc," llQT 53:9 proceeds to a discussion of vows on a broader plane, concluding its paraphrase of Deuteronomy 12:26 with ;"l:J'~:J ;"I1"1"J 't't ("or
vowed with your mouth"; 53:10), language borrowed from Deuteronomy
23:24. This enables the scroU to introduce the equivalent of Deuteronomy
23:22-24 (53=11-14), which deals with the gravity of vows and the serious
penalties involved in not fulfiUing them. From there the scroU moves to
Numbers 30, the pentateuchal pericope on personal vows and the rights of
fathers and husbands to annul those made by daughters and wives
(5P4-54:5). Having integrated the pentateuchal passages on vows, the seroU
returns to Deuteronomy 13:1 (54:5), at the approximate point where this large
topic began.
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ted to him by the law") is not germane ta our issues.
22. Yadin, 1:369.

v,n;,

Conference on the Dead Sea ScrolIs: Technological Innovations, New Texts, and Reformulated
Issues, ed. D. Parryand E. Ulrich, STDJ )0 (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 480-96 (483).
21. The significant addition of
17.: " ;,i" 1(';" ("provided that she is permit-

20. While harmonization is often employed to resolve contradictory biblical passages, Schiffman has pointed out that certain biblical contradictions are preserved in the
Temple Seroll, such as what is done with the offerings of the firstborn animais. Cf. L. H.
Schiffman, "Priestiy and Levitical Gifts in the Temple Scroll," in The Provo International

ing, and sometimes contradictory, biblical laws. 20 The Pentateuch contains
two similar laws regarding virgins who have been engaged "unwillingly" in
sexual activity before marriage. Exodus 22:15-16 employs the word ;"I1"1!)" "seduee," to describe the action of the male involved, and DeuteronomY'22:28- 29
uses ;,w~m, "seize (her)." The former passage requires that he pay the bridepriee (';'1';)) for her as a wife, and if her father refuses the marriage, to pay the
bride-priee for a virgin. The latter text demands that he pay fi ft y silver pieees
to her father and marry the woman with no right to divorce her, without indicating any right of the father to prevent the match. In uQT's rewriting
(66:8-11) of the section of Deuteronomy where the latter law occurs, a single
subtle change is made which indicates that the author is treating the two laws
as one; the section begins with the language of Exodus, W't't ;"In!)' ':J
("should a man seduee"), and omits any equivalent of ;"IlV!)m ("seize"), the
description of the act in Deuteronomy. Beyond that, the passage is completely
modeled on the biblical text in Deuteronomy.21
It appears that the author of the Temple SeroIl identified these two passages with each other and therefore blended or homogenized them in his rewritten Bible. Seduction and rape are to be considered as identical offenses
and carry the same penalty in the eyes of the author of the scroll. The one
question we ffiight pose is: Does the author of the seroU maintain the right of
paternal refusaI of the marriage (which appears in Exodus but not in Deuteronomy)? Yadin asserts that the Temple SeroIl denies the father the right to refuse in either case, and notes that rabbinic halakhah harmonized the texts in
the other direction, permitting refusaI both in the case of seduction and in
the case of rape on the basis of an a minore ad maius (qal vabomer) argument. 22 We believe it is dangerous to argue confidently from silence, as Yadin
does here, that the Temple SeroIl would compel snch a marriage against the father's will, although it is eertainly coneeivable that it rnight.
The treatment of the law of the division of war spoils in the Temple
SeraIl is an example of "harmonization" which is particularly unusual. There
appears to be a contradiction between the pentateuchal description of how
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the spoils captured in the war against Midian (Num. 31:27-28) were to be allocated and the recounting of David's division of his captured booty in 1 Samuel 30:24-25.23 Numbers orders the booty to be divided equally between the
warriors, who then give 1/500th of their half of the booty to the priests, and the
rest of the nation, which is obliged to give 1/50th of their half of the spoils to
the Levites. However, 1 Samuel attests to David's initiating a policy ofhalving
the spoils equally between the warriors and those who remain with the baggage, without the mention of any tax whatsoever.
nQT 58:13-14 records a practice which differs, on the surface, from bath
biblical accounts. From the total booty, llIoth is ta be given ta the king, 1/1Oooth
ta the priests, 11100th to the Levites, and the remaining spoils are ta be divided
equally between the warriors and the people. How are we to explain the
amounts awarded to the priests and Levites? Yadin suggests that this aspect of
the law is composite, the result of harmonization of the passage in Numbers
with that in Samuel. He explains that the author of the Temple Serail harmonizes the biblical texts by viewing each of them as referring to a different stage
in the overall process. First, the shares of the king, the priests, and the Levites
were taken from the total boaty, as described in Numbers, and only afterward
were the remaining spoils halved equally between the warriors and the noncombatants as mandated by 1 SamueJ.24 The law in the Temple Seroll is then a
harmonization of the law in Numbers and the narrative in 1 Samuel 30. 25
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for prescribing that the king is to be given one tenth of the booty, a likely source seems to
be the section on the ways of the king which prescribes that the king is to be given one
tenth of the grain, of the vineyards and of the flocks" (1 Sam. 8:15-17). The author of the
law has extended the rights of the king from a tenth of the produce to a tenth of the war
booty as weil. Yadin also suggests that tithing in the context of war booty might be suggested by Abram giving a tithe to Melchizedek in Gen. 14:20.
26. Cf. M. J. Bernstein, "Introductory Formulas for Citation and Re-Citation of Biblical Verses in the Qumran Pesharim: Observations on a Pesher Technique," DSD 1 (1994):
30 -7 0, for a discussion of the use of these formulas in nonlegal material. 'l'à the best of our
knowledge, no thorough survey has been done of their employment inlegal passages.
4QMMT presents a unique usage of formulas in legal contexts in that it employs :l1M:J
("written") even in situations where the Bible is paraphrased and not quoted. Elisha
Qimron, in Qimron and John Strugnell, eds., in consultation with Y. Sussmann and with
contributions by Y. Sussmann and A. Yardeni, Qumran Cave 4. V: Miq?at Ma'ase HaTorah, DJD 10 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1994), 140-41, insists that the term never introduces a
citation in 4QMMT, but cf. M. J. Bernstein, "The Employment and Interpretation of
Scripture in 4QMMT: Preliminary Observations:' in Reading 4QMMT: New Perspectives
on Qumran Law and History, ed. John Kampen and Moshe J. Bernstein, Symposium 2 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1996), 38-46.

At times, the law is conjoined with its interpretation through the use of a citation, almost always with a formula, such as :1111;:' 'W~;:', "as it is written;' or
,~~ 'W~;:', "as it states."26 This employment of a formula constitutes the
clearest evidence that a given law relies on a specifie biblical text. Such use is
found in several passages in CD. The Sabbath code in CD (10:14-11:18) is
framed by biblical citations; that is ta say, the first and last laws in the list are
"justified" by explicit scriptural texts:'~ ;,;:,~,~ 'W'IZm C,':J W'~ W31' ,~
"~W ,~~ 'WN: ~,;, '::J ,~,,~ '31W;' ,~ pm, W~W;' '"'" ;";" 'W~ 1131;'

Legal Interpretation with Citation

When we turn to mast other forms of Qumran legal interpretation, found in
texts which do not take on the shape of "rewritten Bible;' and in which the
stance of the interpreter is outside the biblical text, a further significant distinction can be drawn from a formai standpoint between "explicit" and "implicit"
interpretation. In the former, the biblical text which gives rise ta the law is cited,
and we can observe the connection between the biblical verse and its Qumranic
reading. In the latter, which is perhaps more common in Qumran "codes," the
biblical verse which underlies the law is not cited explicitly, and the relationship
between the law and the verse must be inferred by the reader, often based on the
imitation of the biblicallanguage by the Qumran interpreter.

External Interpretation

The Interpretation of Biblical Law in the Dead Sea Serails

23. This example differs from the others involving legal exegesis of prophetie texts
that we shall discuss below, because it is only the implications of the narrative which stand
in contrast with the pentateuchallaw. Nevertheless, it should be added to the others introduced la ter in the section on non-pentateuchal sources for law. Rabbinic literature treats
the Midianite narrative as not establishing precedent for the future (b. Mena~. 77b).
24. Note that the groups are termed ;,~nln~:1 'tL'!:llM ("the warriors") and :1~:1'n~
;'?:l;",j/:l 1n':1:1 'tL'~ ("their brothers whom they left in their cities"). The former is the
term employed by Numbers, and the latter is more analogous to :1117:1 ("the congrega::ltL":1 ("the one who stays by the baggage") of 1 Sam.
tion") of Numbers than to C',::l;'l
30:24. Y. Yadin, The Temple SeroU: The Hidden Law of the Dead Sea Sect (New York: Random House, 1985), 77, writes that the author ofTS "used the text of the situation in Numbers, with its provisions for the priests and Levites, but altered the stages at which those
were to be allocated, so that their shares came 'off the top: as fractions of the total booty.
Thus, the scroll gave one thousandth of the total to the priests, which is the equivalent of
one five-hundredth of the half as in Numbers, and one hundredth of the total to the Levites, equalling one fiftieth of the half. Thereafter, the balance was divided evenly between
the warriors and the others, as prescribed by David in the Book of Samuel."
25. There is one aspect of this law on the division of the spoils which cannot be explained on the basis of "organization as interpretation" - the assigning of one-tenth of
the spoils to the king. ft is the result of some analogical form of midrash (see further below). It is likely, as Yadin has suggested, 1:360, that "Although there is no clear biblical basis
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29. Cf. Encyclopedia Ta/mudit [Heb.J, s.v. :1?:J" ',:J, (Jerusalem: Talmudic Encyclopedia Publishing, 1956), 7:106-14. especiaHy 112-14. Another formulation may be 1'K
;"1mn~ ,:J, 1Zlin? '~11l' l(':JJ (b. Meg. 2b). Ginzberg; An Unknown Jewish Sect, 184-90,
who is committed to the basic identification of the group in which CD arose as Pharisaic,
struggles to show, on the one hand, that in rabbinic Judaism, too, laws are actllally linked
with non-pentateuchal passages, and on the other, that the passages we shaH discuss belong ta the rabbinic category ~n)~Ol(, "supports" for the law, rather than its midrashic
source. The latter portion of his position is probably lIntenable.
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The other aspect of Qumran legal exegesis whieh the Isaiah verse highlights is
significant for the way it differs from later rabbinic interpretation. It is wellknown that rabbinic literature was reluetant to rely on non-pentateuchal passages for legal exegesis, with the Babylonian Talmud indicating this tendency
with expressions like lJ'~" ~? :1?::1p "::1'~ :1"n "::11 (b. l:fag. lOb and
b. B. Qam. 2b) and :1"n "::11 1'J1 l'~' :1"n "::11~ :1"n ',::1, l'J1
:1'::1P "::11~ (b. Nid. 23a).29 At Qumran, on the other hand, there appears to
have been no such unwillingness to link legal praetices to pàssages in the
Prophets and Hagiographa, although there does not appear to be a substan-

Non-Pentateuchal Legal Interpretation

tation whieh points ta a particular reading of a biblical text, even though the
text is not cited verbatim. Some of these, like the CD formulations based on
Isaiah, indicate by the closeness of their formulation to the biblical original
that they are "reading" the biblical text, while others do not manifest such
overt connections. One example from 4QMMT is worth noting. Leviticus
22:16, C:1'tzl1p n~ C'::l~::1 ;"I~tzl~ "31 cm~ '~'tzl;'l' (Ucausing them ta bear
iniquity requiring a guilt payment, when they eat their sacred donations"),
can be interpreted in more than one way, depending on the subject and
meaning of '~'tzl;'l' ("causing to bear") and the referent of cn'~ ("them").
4QMMT B 11-13 asserts that certain offerings are ta be eaten on the day they
are brought, adding ~"tzl 'tzl::1 ;"lm '::11::1 ,':1m, ,~, [C' ]J:1,:m ['J::1' ':1]
",:11 C:I1:1 n~ CP]~'O~ [":1]\ "[for] it is proper that the [sons of] the
priest[s] be careful in this matter so that they [should] not cause the people to
be [a] r guilt." Leviticus 22:16 is not eited with ::1 ,n::1 'W~::l ("as it is written")
or ,~~ ,tzl~::l ("as it says") as the basis of the law, but there is no doubt from
MMT's formulation that it is the biblical source for this sentence, warning the
priests not ta cause laypersons to ineur guilt. MMT has applied the passage to
the law regarding the proper time for the consumption of offerings because
of the words "when they eat of their holy things" in Leviticus, even though
those words themselves are not eited in the formulation of MMT.

The Interpretation of Biblical Law in the Dead Sea SC/'oils

28. On occasion, biblical verses are employed explicitly, with citation formulas, ta
justify regulations which we would probably describe as sectarian rules. Thus we read in
IQS th<lt non-members of the community are ta be kept at a distance based on 0' ~"
:l1n,; '·for th us it is written") Exod. 237, pn,n 'P1Zl ,:J, ('nJ)~, perhaps interpreted as
"l'rom cvery speaker (,:J,,) of falsehood stay away" (where MT lacks ?" "every," but LXX
has a word for "every"). Nor shaH free gifts be taken l'rom them based on (:Jm) '1Zl~')
lsa. 2:22., ;"1~';"1 :J1ZlnJ ;"1~:J ~'::l '!:l~:J ;"1~11lJ '1Zl~ C'~;"1 1~ C)? '?1n ("Tl1rn away l'rom
mortals, who have only breath in their nostrils, for of what account are they?"), althollgh it
is not clear why the nonmember of the group should be defined as "the one whose breath
is in his nostrils," or why this biblical verse shollid be employed in a legal interpretation.

binic text.

sanctify it." He stresses the ways in which CD's formulation diverges l'rom that of the rab-

27. Fraade, "Legal Midrash:' 73 and n. 50, notes that Mekhilta de-Rabbi Yishmael,
Babodesh 7, cites this verse in its remarks on Exod. 20:8, "Remember the Sabbath day ta

The last-cited passage from lsaiah in CD leads us ta two further issues on
which we must touch, at least briefly. The first is the kind of implicit interpre-

Implicit Interpretation

,tzl,p' n::1tzl;"l CP n~ (10:15-17; "No one should do work on the sixth day,
from the moment when the sun's disk is at a distance of its diameter from the
gate, for this is what it says, 'Observe the Sabbath day to sanctify if"), and
C::1'nl1"l::1tzl '::1'~ ::1'1"1::1 J::1 '::1 n::1tzl:1 n"31 C~ '::1 1"I::1tzl::1 n::1m' tzl'~ '31' ,~
(11:17-18; "No one should offer anything upon the altar on the Sabbath, except
for the bumt offering of the Sabbath, for thus it is written, 'Except your [offerings of] the Sabbath"'). Bath interpretations could be open to question; "keeping the Sabbath ta sanctify it" (Deut. 5:12) need not refer ta the cessation from
prohibited activities some length of time before the actual onset of the Sabbath, nor need "apart from your Sabbaths" imply that only the Sabbath offerings were to be placed on the altar on that day. Aceording ta the exegesis of CD,
howevcr, those are indeed the intentions of those verses. More striking, however, is the fact that none of the intervening laws regulating behavior on the
Sabbath is explicitly justified by eitation.lsaiah 58:13, ,::1" '::11 ':lit~n ~,:lit~~
("serving your own interests, or pursuing your own affairs"), seems ta underlie 10:19- 20 , ':lit~n n"::1Y n~ nltzl31' ... :1::l~'~:1 ',::1,::1 '::11' ,~ ("He is not
to speak about matters ofwork ... to do the work which he wishes"), and n:2,
n:Jtzl:1 C,'::1 ':lit~n n~ nltzl31' ("ta do what he wishes on the Sabbath day"),
but it eould be argued that the usage is stylistic and not exegetical, since the
verse is not explicitly cited in support of the law.27 Thus the code reflects bath
explicit and implieit biblical interpretation, while aIsa eontaining laws whieh
have no discernible scriptural foundation whatsoever. 28
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tial number of such instances. \Alhat is quite interesting, however, is the manner in which these texts are "cited" and employed. CD 11:19-20 prohibits the
sending of offerings to the altar via an impure emissary and "cites" as the
prooftext Proverbs 15:8, ,'::1 f37' ;'J,::1" ;,nm, ;"'37 n:m~' W'~ n,w' ,~
n::1 T :1111:J ':J n::1 T~;' 11~ ~~~, ,mw,;" m~~~;, l~ l1n~::1 ~~~ W'~
l'~' l1nJ~:J cpn "!:lm ;'::137'.n C'37W' ("No one should send to the altar a
sacrifice, or an offering, or incense, or wood, by the hand of a man impure
from any of the impurities, so allowing him to defile the altar, for it is written,
'The sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination, but the prayers of the righteous
are like an agreeable offering").30 What appears in the original biblical context to be a contrast between the sacrifice of the wicked and the prayers of the
righteous is turned by CD into logical support for a prohibition.
The section of CD dealing with oaths, ~, ,~~ 'W~ ;'37'JW;' '37'
" '" ,37'W'.n (9:9; "Concerning the oath, as for what it says, 'You shall not
do justice with your own hand .. .'''), paraphrases 1 Samuel 25:26, '37J~
" '" 37W';" C'~'J ~'::1~ ';' ("the Lord has restrained you from bloodguilt
and from taking vengeance with your own hand"), which is a narrative statement implying divine disapproval of acting on one's own behalf without judicial process, and turns the verse into a prohibition, reformulating the citation as an apodictic statement. Finally, in a passage which remains somewhat
obscure, a prooftext is brought for the prohibition against "dedaring the food
of [one's] mouth holy [to G]od," from Micah T2, 11~ W'~ ,~~ 'W~ ~l;' ':J
c,n "[']~' ';"37' ("This is what it says, 'They hunt each other with nets''').
The exegesis of c,n, which means "net" in its biblical context, in the sense of
"vow" is a good example of midrashic exploitation at Qumran of potential
multiple meaning in the biblical text. 31

32. We have already discussed the category of "organization as Interpretation;'
which relates to the way interpretation is expressed.
33· Schiffrnan, The Halakhah at Qumran, 3 and 76 respectively.
34· We did not set out our initial classification to employ Schiffman's terminology.
After we had established categories and were searching for nomenclature, it became clear
to us that this distinction supplied the very rubrics for which we were looking.
35· For text and commentary, cf. J. M. Baumgarten, Qumran Cave 4, XIII: The Damascus Document (4Q266-73), DJD 18 (Oxford: Cla~endon, 1996), 152-53. As Baumgarten
notes, Sifre Numbers 7 contains the same exegesis, including the employment of the term
;'O'JN, "forced."
75

30. MT reads 'J'1'i C'iW' l'17!ln1 ';' l'1J3I1l'1 C'31Wi nJ i ("The sacrifice of the
wicked is an abomination to the Lord, but the prayer of the upright is his delight"); nevertheless, it is clear that this verse is being referred to by CD. There is a need for further study
of "inaccurate" or "variant" citations from biblical teJets at Qumran preceded by words like
'~N and J1l'1::l to determine whether we should really expect verbatim quotations in such
cases. It is known that MMT furnishes an exception to such expectations, as do this text
from Proverbs and the verse from 1 Samuel cited below. For this phenomenon in the
pesharim, cf. Bernstein, "Citation and Re-Citation;' 53-54 nn. 67 and 70, and 57.
31. For other examples of legal exegesis of non-pentateuchal texts, cf. the interpretation of Isa. 2:22 in lQS cited above (n. 28) and our earlier discussion of the integration of
Numbcrs and 1 Samuel in the law of dividing the booty. Ezek. 45=11 is cited in three different passages as evidence for the equivalence of the ephah and the bat as a tenth of a ~omer:
4Q159 (4QOrdinances a ) 1 ii 13; 4Q271 2 2, and 4Q513 (4QOrdinancesb ) 1-2 i 4·
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There are passages in the Pentateuch which, despite the fact that the words
they employ are not unusual, are open to more than one reading. Thus Numbers 5:13 describes the woman who is to be put to the sotah ordeal with the
~';" ;'J p~ '37', "there being no witness against her and
words ;'W:lnJ
she was not ;'W:lnJ." The final word can be translated either "caught (in the
act)" or "seized;' i.e., raped. A fragmentary copy of 4QD (4Q270 4 3) reads
'11';' :10mt :1i~l't [Cl't, "if] she says, '1 was forced,"'implying that the word
;'W:lnJ, "seized," was given the latter interpretation, and perhaps also that a
woman who defended herself with such a daim was exempt from the ordeal. 35

Definition and Limitation

Perush

There are several fundamental distinctions that we can draw between and
among different methods of legal exegesis through which we can better appreciate the broader framework of interpretation as well as its details. 32
Schiffman distinguishes between perush and midrash as the two most important terms for legal interpretation at Qumran, defining perush as "an exegesis
based only on the analysis of the text in question, without recourse to other
passages from Scripture," and midrash as "an exegesis in which a corroborative passage in Scripture plays a part" and "an exegetical form in which a Passage is interpreted in light of a second passage."33 In other words, while midrash deals with sorne intertextual hermeneutic technique, perush represents
the way in which the authors of the scrolls read the biblical texts straightforwardly. Our first division, then, of the "methods" of interpretation will employ Schiffman's distinction. 34
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36. Tex! according to E. Larson, M. R. Lehmann, and L. H. Schiffman, "4QHalakhah
A," in Qumran Cave 4. XXV: Halakhic Texts, ed. J. Baumgarten et al., DJD 35 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1999),34, with our addition of the definite article before w,,'n and 1=1' in the restorations. The editors, p. 35, translate "for [wine] is the choice part of the flow [and] grain
is the best part." Our suggested translation emphasizes the definition which we believe is
the import of the language.
37. Admittedly in those passages the biblical word is followed by the identification,
whereas here, if we are correct, the identification precedes the biblical term. Nevertheless,
we see them to be functionally equivalent.
76
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The laws regarding the number of witnesses required for testimony in court
are found in two places in the Pentateuch, Deuteronomy 17:6 and 19:15. 39 The
former passage demands "two or three witnesses" for a capital crime and explicitly excludes a single witness for the imposition of the death penalty. 19:15
denies a single witness any standing at all1"lK~n ?:J?'I 1'117 ?:J? ("regarding
any crime or wrongdoing"), and asserts that facts can be established (C'IV'
i::l1) only on the basis of two or three witnesses. 40 The exegetical problem is

. Specificity of Detail

38. Lev. 19:16 is employed in a third passage as weil, and we see how Qumran legal
interpretation need not be completely consistent. lQS Tl5-17 reads ,':l, " , 'WK W'K;'1'
,':l, 1" C':l1:1 tll'K' ... ';'131':1 ("And whoever goes round slandering his fellow ...
whoever goes round slandering the Many"). The biblical 1'/:)31:1 ("among your people")
appears to be read in two slightly differing ways: (1) "against [one within] YOUf people;' or
"among your people;' and (2) "against YOUf people." The former, of coursé, is probably the
intention of the biblical passage, while the latter reads the bet of 1'/:)31:1 the.same way llQT
does, but without restricting the "defamer" to the traitor described there. The rabbis referred to the multiple application of a single scriptural text as ;'1/:):l' N1" ,nK K'im
C'/:)31~, "a single verse goes forth to several meanings."
39. Num. 35:30 indicates that a murderer is to be executed C"31'~', with no number specified, and denies to a single witness the right to have the death penalty imposed
based on his testimony.
40. For discussion of the meaning of the biblical text, as opposed to the history of its
interpretation, see B. S. Jackson, "'Two or Three Witnesses;" in Essays in jewish and Comparative Legal History, SJLA 10 (Leiden: Brill, 1975),153-71.

U

;'Yi ;'W'I17'1 i:JJ ("If a man passes on information against his people or
betrays his people to a foreign nation, or does evil against his people"), where
the biblical phrase is explicitly quoted (as is unsurprising in this "rewritten
Bible") and then interpreted in the foHowing two clauses. Whereas in the Bible the ?':Ji (slanderer) is one who defames another individual, in the Temple
Serail he is one who betrays his people and acts against their best interests.
The law is foHowed by the condemnation of one who, already under sentence
of death, '~37 1'1lot "V''I C'K''';' 1'11"l ?K "i::l' (9-10; "he flees among the nations and curses his people"). When 4Q270 (4QD e ) lists among its offenders
['~171"l]lot "V' 'IK C'K'I"? 'I~Y Ti 1"lK ;,?'" iWK (2 ii 12; "who reveals the secret of his people to the nations, or curses h[is people]"), the formulation is
unbiblical, but clearly based on the kind of interpretation of the verse in Leviticus which we saw in the Temple Serail. Note the juxtaposition of "revealing
secrets" and "cursing" which is likely to be parallel to the two cases in the
Temple SeralpB

At times in legal passages the Bible employs terms which were no longer current in the Second Temple era, and one of the responsibilities of a
biblical interpreter at that time was to make the Bible meaningful ta his audience, by "translating" the term into language his audience understood. An
interesting example of this feature of Qumran legal interpretation may be
found in 4Q251 (4QHalakha A). Despite its fragmentary nature, it is quite
clear that we have an interpretation of Exodus 22:28, K? '37~''I '1"lK?~
'? 11"l1"l 1'J::l i':J::l inK1"l ("You shaH not delay the fullness [of your harvest] and the outflow [of your presses]. The firstborn of your sons you shaH
give me"), in which both of the underlined terms are obscure. The Qumran
text reads C1"l'WKi [F'I'I:J;' l'J'J;'] C~ ':J i;':i''I tv'l[i'n'I P' W'K ?:J~' ?K]
lÀ'!;''I] ;'K?~;' 11'WKi ;'K'I;' [tv'li'1"l;'] ':J W'K inK' ?K ;'K?~;''I C'i'l:J::l;'
31~';' K'I;' (4Q251 9 1-2).36 It appears that the Qumran legal text defines
(note the use of ;'K'I;' and K'I;') ;'K?~ as referring to the wine and 37~' as
referring to the grain, which are subject to being brought as firstfruits. We
should translate [No one is to consume grain, wi]ne or oil until [the priest
has waved] their first part. Let no one delay the firstfruits or the ;'K?~, for the
first part of the ;'K?~ is {the wine}, {and} the 31~' is the grain." From a formai standpoint, this formulation of the exegesis is strikingly similar to that
which is already familiar from nonlegal material at Qumran: e.g., K':J
,n';, 1"l~Y lot'l;' l'1J::l?;' (lQpHab 12:3; "For Lebanon is the council of the
Community"), ;'i'l11;' tvi'l' K'I;' VV'ln~;,'I (CD 6:7; "And the staff is the interpreter of the law"), and the series Wi'l' K'I;' ::l:J'I:J;''I ... ?;,v;, K'I;' 1?~;'
;"31;' 7:J K'WJ K'I;' ~::lW;' ... ;'i'l11;' (CD 7:17-20; "The king is the assembly ... and the star is the interpreter of the law ... and the scepter is the
prince of the whole congregation")Y
Another sort of clarification of an obscure phrase is to be found in the
Qumran interpretation of Leviticus 19:16, 1'~Y::l ?':Ji 1?1"l K? (uYou shaH
not go around as a slanderer among your people"), which, in its biblical context, prohibits talebearing or gossiping about a fellow Israelite. In llQT 64:6-7
this law is reformulated as ''l''? 'I~Y 1"llot C'?W~'I 'I~37::l ?':Ji W'lot ;";" ':J
'I~Y::l
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quite clear: If two witnesses suffice, why does the Pentateuch demand three?41
Sorne of the Qumran regulations for the acceptance of testimony are found in
CD 9:16-23, and they include implicit interpretation of the verses in Deuteronomy.42 In a capital crime, if a man is reported to have "sinned against the
law" three separate times, with only one witness testifying to each event, the
testimonies are accepted and "his judgment is complete." In monetary matters, however, two tmstworthy witnesses are acceptable. Sandwiched in between these two laws is an ambiguous formulation within the capital punishment category. "And if they are two, and they testify on a different matter;' the
testimony is only sufficient to exclude the suspect from the pure food, but not
to incriminate him fully.43 The law is a result of the reading of the words "two
or three witnesses" in the biblical text. Under normal circumstances two witnesses are effective even in capital cases; under unusual circumstances,
namely, the repetition of an offense three times with a single witness each
time, three witnesses are needed. There is thus no superfluity in the biblical
text; the Qumran text does not need to go formally through the elaborate
rabbinic presentation of the problem and its resolution, but resolves it implicitly by laying out the mies in the different cases. 44

45. Gen. Rab. 92:7, induding such pentateuchal examples as Gen. 44:8; Exod. 6:12;
Num. 12:14; and Deut. 31:27.
46. We owe this characterization of qal va~omer to Rabbi Jeremy Wieder.
47. Ginzberg, An Unknown Jewîsh Sect, 182-83 and n. 125, is the only other treatment
we are familiar with which refers to this passage as ~ qal va~omer, but he could not see the
possibility of legal reasoning l'rom the two verses cited from Genesis since they were not
quoted with citation formulas and since in his view CD followed the rabbinic principle of
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Qal val;l.Omer (a minori ad maius)
Rabbinic tradition daims that this mode of argumentation from the less significant to the more significant appears already in Scripture. 45 Fundamentally, it is an argument from analogy supported by logic. 46 Although qal
va~omer is quite common in later rabbinic law, we know of only one (or perhaps two) possible example(s) of it in the scrolls. At CD 4:20-5:2 the sin of
taking more than one wife is delineated and supported by three verses: Genesis 1:27 regarding the creation of humankind in the person of one malefemale couple, Genesis 7:9 regarding the animais entering the ark two by
two, and Deuteronomy 17:17 regarding the king who is not permitted to multiply wives for himself. Regardless of the relative function of the three cited
texts as prohibitions, it appears dear to us that the citation of Deuteronomy
In7, C'lVJ " :1:11' K" ("and he must not acquire many wives for himself"), argues that even the king, who might be thought to have special privileges, is not permitted to marry more than one wife, and therefore the passage is likely to be a good example of a qal va/:lomerY

When characterizing the forms of analogical reasoning that we believe are
found in the serons, it is convenient to employ the terminology which is utilized later in rabbinic literature for similar techniques. We are fully aware that
such usage mns the risk of anachronism as well as of giving the misleading
impression that the authors of the Qumran texts themselves thought in just
these terms. Even if they did, it is clear they did not formulate their interpretations in language which makes the methodology obvious, and, it must be
admitted, our observations are therefore largely inferential. Nevertheless, by
using "rabbinie" terminology we obviate the need to invent new terminology,
and underline what in our opinion is the very significant phenomenon that
Qumran and rabbinic legal interpretation are ultimately not unrelated to one
another. Many of the dassic rabbinic middot are forms of analogy, based on
similarities of laws in location, circumstance, language, or logic.

Varieties of Anaiogicai Reasoning

Midrash
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41. The question, of course, is predicated on the assumption that Scripture does not
contain extraneous language, and that apparently superfluous terminology must be explained. For the mishnaic response to the question, cf. m. Mak. 1:7-9. Although Qumran
does not manifest the rabbinic tendency to "omnisignificance," the attribution of meaning
to every aspect of the text, a case such as this one dearly begged for Interpretation far more
than the "extra" vavs which sometimes generate rabbinic exegesis.
42. This passage engendered a series of studies by B. A. Levine, J. Neusner, L. H.
Schiffman, N. L. Rabinovitch, and B. S. Jackson in the mid-1970S in RevQ (8 and 9). They
focused on its legal significance, rather than the exegetical issue in which we are interested.
43. Reading in~, "another," with the MS of CD, and not with the emendation to
'Tnl:t (one) accepted by many scholars. According to the unemended text, two witnesses
testifying to the same capital offense on two different occasions suffice to predude the offender from the rohorah of the community. Among contemporary scholars, B. S. Jackson,
"Testes Sîngulares in Early Jewish Law and in the New Testament," in Essars în Jewîsh and
Comparative Legal Hîstory, 176-77, and Yadin, 1:380, also accept the MS reading.
44. Schiffman, Sectarîan Law, 74-81, does not accept the dichotomy between two and
three witnesses as referring to a single or repeated act(s), and daims that this Qumran text
always demands three witnesses for capital offenses and two for others. In his reading, too,
the apparently superfluous terminology carries exegetical significance. He notes correctly,
74, "that from the point of view of hermeneutics, the sect maintained that in groups of
numbers, each had to have its own significance." The parallel he adduces is the assignment
of significance to each of the numerical terms in the case of the duallimit of 1,000 and
2,000 ammot outside the levitical cities in CD 10:5-6 and 21.
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not deriving law from pre-Mosaic narratives! It is unsurprising that uQT 57:17 interprets
:"IJ1' X, as "not take more than one," in full agreement with the exegesis in CD. If our
analysis is accepted, the general implications of Milgrom's remarks in his appendix ta
Yadin, 1:161, "the Qumran sectarians did not resort to hermeneutical principles like this argl/nlclltum a fortiori, but based themselves solely on Scripture," need ta be modified. In
fact, Milgrom himselt: "Laws of Purity," 94-95, furnishes another possible example of this
hermeneutic technique, although he avoids use of the terminology: if minor impurities require ablutions and sunset for purification, certainly major impurities should require
them as well. According ta our view, this is probably a qal va~omer.
48. Milgrom, "Exegetical Principles;' 171, noting that Yadin does not deal with this
technique. Milgrom, 175, goes sa far as to suggest that "the Temple ScroU's technique ofhomogenil.ation is the forerunner of rabbinic binyan 'ab." He furnishes one example each of
homogenization of objects, animais, and persons. In "Qumran's Biblical Hermeneutics:
The Case of the Wood Offering," RevQ 16 (1993-95): 449, Milgrom asserts "that Qumran
exegesis can be broken down into four types: canflation, harmonization, homogenization
and application."
49. Milgrom, "Exegetical Principles;' 175. He cites Sifrei on Num. 15:27, which camments on the command to bring a she-goat in her first year (:"InJ11l nJ 137) for a sin offering:
"this is a binYlln 'ab: any place that it says 'a she goal' it must be a yearling." Cf. JX 1'1J in Encyclop~dia Talml/dit [Heb.], 4:1-11 (ET with slighlly less ùocumentation, S.v. :ll< l'J:J/Binyan
Ab, EfJcyclopedia Talmudica [Jerusalem: Talmudic Encydopedia Institute, 1992], 4:410-20).
There are a number of principles based on analogical reasoning in the rabbinic exegetical arsenal, and we should note here that despite significant similarities, this exegetical tool differs
from the one called heqesh. The last mentioned article (p. 418) formulates the difference as
follows: "If the comparison between the source and the derivative is derived From their proximity, then it is a heqesh, not a Binyan Ab." The narrowest sense of heqesh is "the comparison
of two things which are mentioned in the same verse" (11lp:"l, Encyclopedia Talmudit [Heb.],
10:558), equating the laws of two different legal topics based on their juxtaposition. The only
example of heqesh in the narrow sense of which we know in the Qumran corpus was noted
by Y. Elman, "Some Remarks on 4QMMT and the Rabbinic Tradition, Or, When Is a Parallel
Not a Parallel?" in). Kampen and M. J. Bernstein, eds., Reading4QMMT: New Perspectives on
Qumran Law and History (Symposium 2; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1996), 101-2. The "human
limb" of Num. 19:18 is taken by llQT 50:5-6 to be a limb from a corpse, and not from a living
person, because the rest of the verse deals with "one slain by the sword, or a corpse:'

Binyan Av (Homogenization)
Milgrom has dubbed one of the exegetical techniques used in the scrolls "equalization or homogenization;' defining it as an interpretive process in which "a
law which applies to specifie objects, animaIs or persons is extended to other
members of the same species."48 He points out that the "exegeticai technique of
homogenization most closely resembles the later rabbinic hermeneutical rule
of binyan 'âb, lit. a structure (emerging out) of the father."49
When the Temple Seroll draws together from different portions of the
Pentateuch legal rnaterial which is or appears to be contradictory, it needs to
synthesize and harmonize the texts so that the laws are in agreement or, at
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50. Yadin, 1:75, overstating more than a little, calls this resolution "an extreme exampie of the author's method of harmonization by merging two variant commands." Vermes,
"Bible Interpretation," *186, calls this technique "harmonizing expansion." The solution
differs, of course, from that of the rabbis, who distinguish the verses in Leviticus and Deuteronomy from one another, reading the former narrowly to refer only to fowl and nondomesticated animaIs and the latter to domesticated animals.
51. CD 57-11; nQT 66:15-17; 4Q25117 2-5. Although the context in the last instance is
fragmentary, it appears that the prohibition is expressed twice, once forbidding a man to
marry his brother's or his sister's daughter, and once enjoining a woman from marrying
.
her father's or mother's brother.
52. We have translated the last phrase awkwardly because its syntax is virtually intractable in the Hebrew. Is it possible that the text should read :"l'.:m "~, for :"l,"n C~l,
"How can a brother's daughter uncover ... seeing that she is ... ?"
53. This example may be especially significant when considering Milgrom's daim
that "though some of the rabbinic middot are attested in the Qumran documents, homogenization, the forerunner of binyan 'ab, is am ply and exdusively represented in the Temple
Scroll" ("Exegetical Principles;' 175). The prohibition of unde/niece relationships, which is
found in CD as well, seems at least to mitigate his contention. Ginzberg, An Unknown Jew-

least, noncontradictory. In such instances, the Temple SeroU responds to
exegetical/interpretive difficulties which are created by the Pentateuch itself.
By omitting, rephrasing, limiting, and otherwise modifying the integrated passages, it offers resolutions for the difficulties. In Leviticus 17:13 the Bible
charges a person who hunts and slaughters an animal or bird ,/:), mt '~lll'
'~:il:l ,;'O:J" "ta spill out its blood and coyer it with dust." In Deuteronomy
12:23-24 and 15:23, however, we read regarding one who slaughters an animal:
C'/:):J 'J:J~llln Y'lt:1 ?:il, "spill it [the blood] out on the ground, like water."
The requirement of covering the blood is absent in the two verses in Deuteronorny. llQT 52:11-12 and 53:5-6 "resolve" this discrepancy by introducing into
the paraphrase of Deuteronorny's instruction to spill the blood the commandment from Leviticus to coyer the blood with dirt ('~:il:l ,n'0:J,).50
Another sort of analogical reasoning is the basis for the consistent ruling
in the scrolls which forbids rnarriage between uncle and niece. This prohibition is found in the Damaseus Document (CD), the Temple Seroil, and
4QHaiakha A. 5 1 While no explanation is given in Temple Seroll, CD, due to its
polemical character, provides an extrernely insightful elaboration: "And each
one of them takes as a wife the daughter of his brother and the daughter of his
sister. But Moses said: 'Do not approach YOUf mother's sister, she is a blood relation of YOUf mother.' The law of prohibited marriages is written for males,
and like them [applies equally) to females; and if the brother's daughter uncovers the nakedness of her father's brother, and she is a blood relation."52
Here, too, we see another clear illustration of extending the biblical regulation
to an analogous circumstance, something like homogenization. 53 While the
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biblical text specifies only the illicit relationship of an aunt and a nephew, CD
extends this law to the case of an uncle and niece. In this case, CD provides a
sort of logical justification for its position, an explanation of its legal reasoning. In accounting for the problem of the absence of uncle-niece relationships
within the biblical listing of illicit relationships, the author of CD appears to
argue that the text "'las written for males but should be applied equaIly to females. How does he know this? It may be the simple observation that the degrees of kinship of the two cases are identical that forces the logical conclusion
that the law must be applied to the one not mentioned in Scripture as well.
It is possible that analogical reasoning of this sort operates on a much
larger scale as weIl in the scrolls. The Qumran calendar included several festivals which were not listed in the Pentateuch (cf. uQT 19-21 and 43, as weIl as
4Q36523 [above, n. u]). The Bible associates only one festival explicitly with
new grain. A fifty-day counting period beginning with the Day ofWaving the
Sheaf ('~31) culminates in the Feast of the Firstfruits of Wheat (= Festival of
Weeks), on which a new cereal offering (~W'n ~nJ~) is to be brought (Lev.
23:9-22 and Num. 28:26-31). Yadin assumes quite reasonably that the author
of the Temple SeroU, along with aU other Jews in late antiquity, identified the
sheaf as an offering from the new barley and the new cereal offering as coming from the new wheat. 54 Fifty days later was the Feast of the Firstfruits of
Wine, and after another fifty days, the Feast of the Firstfruits of ail. Milgrom
suggests that the motivation for the calendrical innovation is homogenization based on the cornmon obligation to bring new oil, wine, and grain as
firstfruits (Num. 18:12).55 To employ our formulation, analogical reasoning
demands that if new grain has a festival, new oil and new wine should have
one as weIl, sin ce the three items are associated with each other several rimes
in the Pentateuch. The author of the Temple Serail posits via homogenization
the existence of new wine and new oil festivals, and further "homogenizes"
them by placing them at fifty-day intervals from each other. 56
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ish Sect, 183, caBs the rule involved here a 1Ili';"J. It is also possible that this is an even stranger exegetical technique than harmonization because the biblicallaw and the Qumran addendum are virtually mirror images of each other.
54. Yadin, 1:102.
55. Milgrom, "Exegetieal Principles;' 172-73.
56. The New Wood Festival is a complicated tapie that we shaH not deal with here.
For the present, see Yadin, 1:122-31, and Milgrom, "Qumran's Biblical Hermeneutics;' pp.
449-56. It is certainly worth noting that the wood offering festival does not seem to share
the same properties as the New Wine and New Oil festivals. This is best reflected in the lack
of a fifty-day interval between the New Oil and New Wood festivals, a detail we would expeer lo see if the New Wood Festival was also derived from the same "homogenization" as
the olher festivals.
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57· Qimron and Baumgarten disagree as to whether it is a question of intermarriage
between priests and laypersons or Israelites and foreigners. Cf. Qimron and Strugnell,
Qumran Cave 4.' V: Miq~at Ma'aie Ha-Torah, 55.
58. Dr. Shani Berrin pointed out to us that Ben Sira 25:8 contains the antecedent of
this correlation of incompatible marriages and plowing with mixed breeds. Rabbinic literature observes that the marriage of a Jew to a Gentile woman violates al! the laws of mixed
kinds and compares that ofHamor to Dinah (Gen. 34) to plowing wirh ox and donkey together (Yalqu! Shim'oni 931 ad Deut. 22:10 and Tan~!ima Vayishla~ 7, respectively). For another example of metaphorical analogy employing the same biblicallaw, but in a wisdom,
as opposed to a legal, context, cf. 4Q418 C4QInstruction d ) 103 ii 6-9.

",:J "31

Another fascinating variation of the analogieal approach to exegesis can be
seen in laws recently published in sorne of the 4QD fragments and in
4QMMT. In the former, in a passage which survives sufficiently in four copies
(4Q2677 12; 269 9 1-2; 270 5 14-15; and 271 3 7-9) to be restored virtually to
completeness, we read of the responsibility of a father toinforrn his prospective son-in-Iaw regarding aIl his daughter's physical blemishes: "why should
he bring upon himself the judgment of the curse which says 'whoever leads a
blind man astray from the path'?" Deuteronomy 27:18 reads ~lW~
("cursed be anyone who misleads a blind person on the road"),
whose simple sense is indisputable as a prohibition against misdirecting the
blind. But in the exegesis of 4QD the essence of the curse is divorced from its
literaI context and applied to a case in which a similar injustice is being perpetrated. On the surface, the situations are not, strictly speaking, the same;
the literaI commandment is being read metaphoricaIly in 4QD. But, once
again, analogical reasoning indicates that misleading a prospective son-inlaw by not informing him of the potential bride's defects is of the same nature
as leading a blind person astray.
The same text in 4QD (4Q267 713; 269 9 2-3; 270 515-17; 27139-10) continues with a second example of this method of biblical interpretation. The
father is warned not to give his daughter to one who is not fit for her, "for that
is two kinds (O'N?~), an ox and an ass, and woolen and linen clothing together;' a reference to two biblical injunctions against mingling species (Deut.
22:10-11). 4QMMT B 75ff., in a section dealing with improper marriages, alludes to aIl three types of forbidden mixtures: animaIs, fibers, and sowing. 57 It
is clear that, in the view of the Qumran legists, the biblical texts dealing with
mixing diverse kinds (in addition to their literaI interpretations) are to be
taken metaphorically as the equivalent of the union of inappropriate couples.
While this interpretive technique is significantly different from "homogenization," ii is still fundamentally a form of analogical reasoning. 58

A1etaphorkalAnalogy
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Gezera Shava (Argument from Analogous Expressions)

MOSHE J. BERNSTEIN and SHLOMO A. KOYFMAN

We have seen analogical reasoning which appears similar to the rabbinic
binyall av, where broad similarity in sorne details of the law is the onlyanalogical feature. There are, in addition, other kinds of legal exegesis where the
analogy is not to be found in the circumstances of the laws, but in sorne other
factor such as linguistic similarities in their bib1ical formulation. This methodology appears most similar ta the later rabbinic hermeneutic technique of
gezera shava. 59 There are severallikely illustrations of gezera shava in the Temple SeroU. In nQT 51:11-18 the author collocates material from Deuteronomy
that deals with honest judgments and the prohibition to accept bribes, conflating the verses from Deuteronomy 16:18-20 with those from Deuteronomy
1:16-17. The latter passage contains the phrase 11rK 'J~7:l "'''1'1 K~ ("you shan
not fear anyone"). In ernploying this phrase at the conclusion of the homogenizcd text, the author writes p'~ ~~W7:l ;'1~" ,mw np' 'WK W'N;'1'
'1'1'7:l;'1~ m~7:l ""'1'1 N~ 1'17:l,' (51:17-18; "the person who takes a bribe and
perverts righteous judgment shall be put to death; you shall not fcar him to put
him ta death"). Yadin notes quite correctly that the scron imposes the death
penalty because the phrase "'Ul N~ ("you shan not fear") has only one
other pentateucha1 occurrence, that in the law of the false prophet (Deut.
18:22, ,m7:l ''''1'1 N~; "You shan not fear him"), a case in which the death penalty is imposed. The author of the Temple SeroU apparently extrapolates,
based on the cammon linguistic usage, that the law must be identical in the
case of accepting bribes. 60 Although Yadin does not employ the term gezera
shava, this is a very likely example of that hermeneutic, especiany since the
words appear exactly twice in the Pentateuch. It should a1so be noted that the
author of the scron draws his language from Deuteronomy 18 and not Deuteronomy 1 when he writes '1'1'7:l;"1~ ,J7:l7:l ""'1'1 K~, rather than "'''1'1 N~
'1'1'7:l;"1' "J~7:l, thus making his exegetical process clearer to us.
Another likely occurrence of gezera shava invo1ves the age of the participant in the consumption of the paschal sacrifice. It is not completely clear
from the language of this passage which pentateuchal passage about the pas-
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59. For rabbinic gezera shava, see S.v. ;'IlW ;"T"/G'zeyrah Shavah in Encyclopedia
Talmudiea [Eng.J, 6:304-16, and M. Chernick, Gezerah Shavah: Its Various Forms in
Midrashie ami Talmudie Sources (in Hebrew) (Lod: Haberman Institute for Literary Research, 1994). What is significant for our first example is Chernick's remark that "the basic
formai mIe for 'plain' gezerah shavah [sic] is that its source is a word or phrase repeated
only twice in the Penta1euch" (p. 1 of unpaginated English abstract; cf. "The Types of the
'Plain' Gezera Shava;' 12-37)·
60. Yadin, 2:229·
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the term in the narrow sense or not, his language still seems imprecise.
63. Unfortunately, that portion of the Temple SeroU which deals with the Second
Passover has not survived.

61. Yadin, 1:97.
62. Whether Yadin's description of this techntque as heqesh was meant ta connote

chal offering forms the mode! for its composition. The author of the Temple
SeraIl (llQT 17:6-8) records an age restriction of twenty years Oine 8, 1:J7:l
;"1~377:l' ;'1JW [C]"W37) for those who may participate in the offering. Although
the Pentateuch does not stipulate, either in Exodus 12 or in Deuteronàmy 16,
the age at which an individual may participate in the paschal meal, it is likely
that the Temple Seroll finds an exegetical source for the number. Numbers 1:1-3
specifies that the census is to include C"W37 1:J7:l
~N'lll' 'J:J 1'1'37 7:l
;'1~377:l' ;"1)W ("the whole assembly of the Israelites
from twenty years upward"); of the paschal sacrifice it is written ~N'W' 1'1'37 ~~p ,:l 11'1N '~nlll'
("the whole assemb1y of the congregation of Israel shall slaughter it"). According to Yadin, "The analogy [WP';'1 in the Hebrew version] is obvious."61 But
why should there be an analogy between the census and the paschal offering
without any external connecting feature?62 Therefore we are inclined to believe
that, if this legal detail is dependent on exegesis and is not a free addition ta the
text, it is more likely to belong to some category of what rabbinic exegesis cails
gezera shava, rather than ana10gy of a 1ess specifie sort. It is interesting that the
book of Jubilees (49:17) records a sirnilar age restriction for performing the
pascha1 sacrifice.
As we noted earlier, one of the needs of legal exegesis is the specification
of terms. The expression ;'1p,n, " ' , "far away (lit., ca distant way');' is a classic example of such a case. One is permitted ta avail himself of the opportunity to bring the "Second Passover" (cf. Num. 9:9-14) ifhe is ~pn' ",:J; the
right to redeem second tithe crops for money and spend that money in "the
place which the Lord has chosen" is permitted C'P7:l;'1 '7:l7:l pn,' '::J (Deut.
14:24; "should the place be tao distant for you"); the latter phrase also furnishes the criterion for the availability of non-sacral slaughter of animaIs in
Deuteronomy 12:21. In the two surviving paraUels to these three instances, the
Temple SeroU replaces this biblical pM' with the precise distance of three
days.63 Living a distance of three or more days' journey from the temple allows the 1andowner to bring the monetary value of the second tithe produce
to Jerusalem (llQT 43:12) and permits the slaughtering and eating of meat
without having to bring it to the temple as an offering (52:14).
The obvious question, of course, is what prompts the equiltion of "distance" with "a three days' journey"? Yadin has suggested that the source is
verses like Exodus 3:18, (;'1~ ;"1n:JTJ1 ,:J,7:l:J C'7:l' nW~llJ " , ~J ;'::J~J ;"11'137'
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While there exist in the legal material in the serolls many examples of "technical" midrash, deriving from variaus types of analogieal reasoning and often
paralleling hermeneutical taols of the later rabbis, not all Qumran midrash fits
this characterization. Sorne midrash satisfies our initial requirement, borrowed
fi'om Schiffman, of "an exegesis in which a corroborative passage in Scripture
plays a part;' but does not exhibit any definable hermeneutic technique. A good
example is CD's treatment of the "Sabbath limits." CD 10:21 forbids a man from
walking outside his city ;'~lIot:J ~?lIot ?37 ("more than a thousand cubits").
Schiffman writes, "This law is clearly the result of midrash halakhah. Ex. 16:29
was understood by means of perush ta apply not only in the desert period but ta
all time. However, the verse does not define the limits of ta~tawor meqomo. The
process of midrash was used ta define these terms."67 Like their tannaitic counterparts, the sectarians used the description of the boundaries of the levitical
cities recorded in Numbers 35:2-5 ta clarify the ambiguous terms in Exodus.
They applied bath of the measurements of 1,000 and 2,000 cubits found in
Numbers in defining the Sabbath limits (rabbinic n:JTV t:n"n). No man was
allowed ta walk 1,000 cubits outside of the camp, unless he did so while pastur-

"Nontechnical" Midrash

17"'

17"';' 17'

1J';'?~ ("let us travel three days in the desert and sacrifice ta the Lord our
God").64 This is a very loose sort of "analogical reasoning," since there is no
particular reason to compare the two passages. Schiffman, on the other hand,
has suggested quite convincingly that the author of the Temple Seroll used
gezera shava ta identify the precise meaning of the biblical term. 65 He points
ta Exodus 8:23-24 where Moses asserts that the people will travel mV?TV "1
C'~, Ca three days' journey") into the desert ta sacrifice, and Pharaoh replies,
n::l?' 'p'",n lIot?
("onlydo not go tao far away").66 The use of
(go away) in conjunction with "three days" furnishes a gezera shava for other
places where
is employed ta mean "a three days' journey."
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64. Yadin, 1:317. Vermes, "Biblical Interpretation," *186, does not seem to envision
any exegetical reason for the specification, categorizing it under "Clarifying Additions:'
65. L. H. Schiftman, "Sacral and Non-Sacral Slaughter according to the Temple
Seroll," in Time to Prepare the Way in the Wilderness, ed. D. Dimant and L. H. Sehiffman,
STDJ 16 (Leiden: Brill, 1995), 77.
66. Schiffman's suggestion seems much more plausible than that of Yadin mentioned above and that of A. Shemesh, '''Three Days' Journey from the Temple': The Use of
This Expression in the Temple Seroll," DSD 6 (1999): 126-38, who believes the term is
meant to denote the halakhie boundaries of the Land of Israel.
67. Schiffman, The Halakhah at Qumran, 91.
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68. i1?jN::J C'!l7N: eN: ':l '"1'37r.l l',n i111137"17. i1r.li1:Ji1 "1nN: lV'N: 17' 7N: ("No one
should go after an animal to pasture it outside his city more than two thousand cubits").
As Schiffman points out, the parallels between the formulations ofboth of the laws in CD
and the limits detailed in Numbers are indisputable.

As we noted earlier, ta date there has been no systematic study of legal biblical
exegesis at Qumran, and the work which has been dedicated ta this tapie has often been non-systematic and frequently treated legal exegesis as a marginal subject under the larger rubric of biblical interpretation at Qumran. In this initial
foray into the subject, we have attempted ta bring together, categorize, and examine sorne of the fundamental ways in which the sectarians, and/or their predecessors, approached the legal portions of Scripture. We hope this paper will
encourage further investigation into the hows and whys of legal interpretation
per se, as well as sorne of the crucial issues that unfortunately remained beyond
the scope of the present study. The further study of topics such as interpretive
authority, "biblical" and "extrabiblical" legislation, and the relative roles which
inspiration and exegesis played in the interpretation oflegal texts will not only
deepen our understanding of the group of Jews whom we refer to as the Dead
Sea sect, but will also undoubtedly provide insight into the relationship between them and other groups of Jews in late antiquity. As we hope to demonstrate in future studies, we believe that the conclusions derived from such investigation will prove to be indispensable to an analysis of what different groups of
Jews in late antiquity held in common and what set them apart. The overall result is likely ta shed light bath on the Jews who produced the Qumran writings
in the late Second Temple period and on those who produced the mishnaic, talmudic, and midrashic corpara during the rabbinic period.

Conclusion

ing his animaIs, in which case the limit was extended ta 2,000 cubits (CD
11:5-6).68 Several centuries later, R. Akiva (m. Sotah 5:3), asserting, against the
majority view among the tannaim, that the Sabbath limit is a biblical rather
than rabbinic injunction, understood the 1,000-cubit limit as descrioing the
levitical pastureland (TV'''~), and applied only the 2,000-cubit limit to defming
the te~um shabbat. This Qumran ruling is a clear illustration of the use by the
sectarians of midrash which does not conform ta any familiar hermeneutic
technique. On the one hand, the interpretation is not based on the verse in Exodus alone, but on the other, there is no device to which we can point which links
ta it the verse in Numbers. This represents one of many instances of midrash
that cannot be classified among the other types of midrash we have detailed.
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midreshei halakhah
MIDRESHEI HALAKHAH (Heb. “ ; ִמ ְד ְר ׁ ֵשי ֲהלָ כָ הHalakhic
Midrashim”), the appellation given to a group of tannaitic
expositions on four books of the Pentateuch. This body of
tannaitic literature will be discussed below under the following headings: (1) Characteristics of Halakhic Midrash: (a) The
Collections; (b) The Term Halakhic Midrash; (c) Literary Nature and Relation to Early Midrash; (d) Authority of the Bible;
(e) Development of Exegetical Methods. (2) The Schools of
R. Ishmael and of R. Akiva: (a) Distinct Exegetical Methods;
(b) The Division into Schools; (c) Redaction of the Material
from the Schools. (3) The Aggadic Material. (4) Traces of Early
Halakhah. (5) Relation to Other Works: (a) Aramaic Targumim on the Torah; (b) Mishnah; (c) Tosefta; (d) Talmuds.
(6) Time and Place of Redaction. (7) History of Research and
Future Challenges.
1. Characteristics of Halakhic Midrash
(A) THE COLLECTIONS. Halakhic Midrashim (Ḥ m) contain
both halakhic and aggadic (i.e., nonlegal) material from the
tannaitic period, arranged according to the order of verses in
the Torah, in contrast with other major compositions of this
period – Mishnah and Tosefta – in which the material is arranged by subject. (See: *Mishnah: The Mishnah as a Literary
Work; Halakhah in the Mishnah; Aggadah in the Mishnah.)
Ḥ m were composed on four of the five books of the Torah:
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. There is only
a single whole extant Ḥ m on each of these four books: *Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael on Exodus (MY), *Sifra on Leviticus,
*Sifrei on Numbers (SN), and *Sifrei on Deuteronomy (SD).
Three other midrashim have been partially reconstructed from
Genizah fragments, and from citations by rishonim (medieval
authorities): *Mekhilta de-Rabbi Simeon ben Yoḥ ai on Exodus
(MS), *Sifrei Zuta on Numbers (SZN), and *Mekhilta on Deuteronomy (MD). Passages from an additional tannaitic midrash
on the book of Deuteronomy, known as *Sifrei Zuta on Deuteronomy (SZD), were recently discovered.
In his fundamental study of Ḥ m, Hoffmann drew a clear
and persuasive distinction between the midrashic schools of
R. *Akiva and R. *Ishmael, that differ from one other in their
homiletical methods, midrashic terminology, the names of the
major sages mentioned in them, and in the body of the exegeses. Hoffmann similarly demonstrated that the midrashim
Division of Midreshei Halakhah According to Types
Type A
(“de-vei R. Ishmael”)

Type B
(“de-vei R. Akiva”)

Exodus

†Mekhilta (of R. Ishmael )

Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy

(fragments?)
† Sifrei on Numbers
Deuteronomy = Midrash
Tannaim

Mekhilta of R. Simeon
ben Yoḥ ai
† Sifra
Sifrei Zuta
† Sifrei Deuteronomy

The Midrashim that were known in the middle of the 19th century are marked
with a †.
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on each of the Pentateuchal books that have come down to us
represent, in fact, these two schools, with one midrash from
the school of R. Akiva and a second, from the school of R.
Ishmael, extant for each of the books of the Torah (except for
Genesis). MS, the major portion of Sifra, SZN, and SD belong
to the school of R. Akiva, while the school of R. Ishmael is represented by MY, several additions that were appended to Sifra,
SN, and MD. Other scholars, the most prominent of whom was
J.N. Epstein, developed and expanded upon the distinctions
between these two schools, while at the same time defining the
unique character of each of the specific tannaitic Ḥ m.
A reexamination of the Ḥ m, taking into consideration additional passages from the three lost Ḥ m that were discovered
in the Genizah and the new passages from SZD, teaches that,
alongside the common elements of the midrashim belonging
to each school, the differences between the midrashim are to
be afforded greater prominence. The four midrashim from the
school of R. Ishmael are marked by a relatively high degree of
uniformity. Those from the school of R. Akiva, in contrast, are
not homogeneous, and are to be divided into two subcategories that differ from each other in many realms: (a) MS, Sifra,
and SD represent the classic midrashic school of R. Akiva, and
bear a marked proximity to the Mishnah; (b) SZN and SZD exhibit a number of unique characteristics, both linguistically
and with regard to their content, and have only very tenuous
ties to the Mishnah of R. Judah ha-Nasi. This division, by itself, raises the possibility that the two groups of Ḥ m from the
school of R. Akiva are merely representatives of the literary
product of two academies, that originally included two parallel
midrashic redactions for each of the Pentateuchal books from
Exodus to Deuteronomy. Aside from the unlikelihood that the
redactors of a school for the exegesis of the Torah would begin
their activity with the Book of Numbers, or would be satisfied
with midrashim on the Books of Exodus, Leviticus, and Deuteronomy, support for the existence of additional Ḥ m that have
not been preserved may be brought from exegeses that were
transferred verbatim from one midrash to another. Thus, for
example, SZN and SZD contain exegeses that have their source
in midrashim from the school of Sifrei Zuta on the books of
Exodus and Leviticus. Remnants from other homiletical redactions of the tannaitic Ḥ m can also be discerned in many
Ḥ m baraitot that are preserved in other compositions, most
importantly, the Tosefta and the two Talmuds.
The above evidence teaches that the literature of the tannaitic Midrashim was originally much more extensive and
richer than the extant written works. Such a perception requires us to beware of the drawing of unequivocal conclusions on the basis of the partial data that we possess, that are
merely the tip of the iceberg. However, an awareness of our
limitations does not exempt us from attempting to evaluate
in considered fashion the body of data known to us regarding
the details and rules of the Ḥ m.
(B) THE TERM HALAKHIC MIDRASH. The accepted name in
scholarly literature for the tannaitic midrashim on the Torah,
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“midrashei ha-halakhah,” is somewhat misleading, since these
midrashim also contain aggadic material, a fact that is especially striking in MY and in SD, half of whose exegeses are of
an aggadic nature. Nonetheless, the name “midrashei ha-halakhah” is defensible, since almost all the legal material mentioned in the Torah is included in Ḥ m, while only scant nonhalakhic material, such as narratives, genealogical lists, ethical
exhortations, and the like, are the subject of orderly midrashic
exegesis in Ḥ m. Criteria have not been formulated that would
explain why certain aggadic passages were included in Ḥ m,
while others are not subject to such exegetical treatment. The
clear linkage of the tannaitic midrashim to the halakhic material, specifically, can be learned from the fact that three out
of the eight extant Ḥ m (MY, SN, and SZN) start with the first
halakhic topic appearing in the appropriate biblical book, and
not with the beginning of the book itself. This also explains
the absence of any tannaitic midrash on the Book of Genesis, that is mostly concerned with nonlegal topics. It is worth
noting in this context that a majority of the aggadic material
incorporated in the Ḥ m seems to reflect an independent common source, and may not originally have derived from the two
schools of halakhic exegesis. This strongly suggests that the
midrashic material that was redacted by the sages from each of
the two schools primarily contained passages that were fundamentally halakhic (see 3. The Aggadic Material below).
(C) LITERARY NATURE AND RELATION TO EARLY MIDRASH.
Ḥ m literature draws a sharp distinction between the biblical
text, on the one hand, and its interpretation by the rabbis, on
the other. Every passage opens with a lemma consisting of the
quotation of one or more words from the biblical verse, followed by a presentation of the exegetic interpretation of the
words quoted. The quote and its interpretation comprise an
independent literary unit known as a midrash. Generally, the
order of the interpreted biblical passages precisely follows the
order of the verses in the Bible, and only on rare occasions do
the midrashim diverge from the biblical order.
The midrashim are written in Mishnahic Hebrew, and
are formulated concisely, in a reserved and focused style. These
works occasionally contain fairly simple and straightforward
interpretations of the language of the Bible, that are formulated in accordance with the vocabulary and terminology
of rabbinic language and paraphrases of the language of
Scripture. Generally speaking, however, the midrashim go
far beyond the simple interpretation of the biblical passage
to derive laws and ideas from Scripture, or find support in it
for them, employing exegetical methodology. Additionally,
at times the midrashim tend to append to the narrow interpretation of the verse expanded and extensive discussion of
halakhic matters and aggadic topics that only indirectly bear
on the verse.
Most of the midrashic interpretations are unattributed,
but the name of the rabbinic author of the midrash is often
mentioned at its beginning or end. Frequently, a number of
anonymous midrashic interpretations are offered for a single

biblical expression, or are presented with an explicit tannaitic
disagreement regarding the meaning of a verse. In many instances, reasons and proofs are appended to the exegetical
interpretation to reinforce the rabbis’ understanding of the
passage. Some of the reasoning is formulated as a dialectic
dialogue, during the course of which several alternative interpretations are suggested, and explanations are presented as to
why a certain interpretation is to be accepted, and not others.
Other verses are frequently cited as proof texts in the course
of the midrashic interpretation of the specific verse under discussion. At times, these proofs are themselves based on the
midrashic understanding of the proof text as it was interpreted
elsewhere, and not on its simple meaning. Other verses are
brought to resolve contradictions between different verses or
to clarify some new teaching that is understood to be implied
by the repetition of verses and expressions that are mentioned
in the Bible more than once. The midrashic interpretations are
usually founded on fine distinctions drawn with regard to the
general content of the biblical text, its individual words, and, at
times, even its letters. All this is rooted in certain fundamental assumptions regarding the absolute authority of the Bible
and its sacred text as a divine source, and in a profound belief
in the exclusive legitimacy of the interpretation of Scripture
that accords with rabbinic halakhah.
The above literary qualities are unique to the tannaitic
midrashim. The earlier exigetical literature contains glimmerings and beginnings of this sort of midrashic method, but
such a consistent and developed body of work appears for the
first time in Ḥ m. Signs of the attempt to resolve the seeming
conflict between the authority of the Torah, on the one hand,
and its actualization and harmonization, on the other, can
already be found in the Bible itself, especially in Chronicles,
where these attempts were made by a paraphrastic reformulation of the verses of the biblical verses themselves. The same
is true of the Temple Scroll, in which the passages that discuss
the same topic in a number of places in the Torah are concentrated, along with their interpretation and completion in
the spirit of the laws and views prevalent among the Judean
Desert sect. All this, however, was done in a rewriting of the
Torah’s words, as the direct, first-person, command of God,
in sharp contrast with the differentiation in the tannaitic literature between the quoted verses and their interpretation.
The Qumran Pesher literature provides an example of quoted
verses in lemmas alongside their interpretation, but this is only
for subjects pertaining to philosophic, ethical, or political actualization of the books of the prophets, and not of halakhic
topics that appear in the Torah, as it is in the Ḥ m. A rare trace
of an early rabbinic midrash, that apparently consists solely
of quoted verses and their adjoining interpretation, by means
of other verses, can be found in the homiletical expansion of
“My father was a fugitive Aramean” (Deut. 26:5) in the Passover Haggadah. A few instances of the quotation of a verse
and the presentation of its halakhic interpretation-exposition,
along with the mention of alternative interpretations and their
rejection, exist in the New Testament, but, obviously, these
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could hardly be compared with the systematic exegeses of the
Torah in Ḥ m literature.
In comparison with the literature of the Judean Desert
sect, Ḥ m literature exhibits a distinctly independent nature,
that fundamentally differs from biblical literature: (1) unlike
the Judean Desert scrolls, it does not present its interpretation as the absolute and unequivocal word of God, but rather
as reasoned human interpretation of the verses of the Torah,
that exposes the philological and theological difficulties that
emerge from Scripture; (2) in contrast with those scrolls, that
offer a consistent and uniform conception, the Ḥ m openly
presents differing views and disagreements by rabbis from
various generations, that are concentrated in a collective redaction; (3) the Ḥ m are written in pithy rabbinic language,
while the Judean Desert scrolls employ language that more
closely resembles that of the Bible, both in its grammar and
in its lofty and dramatic style; (4) the great halakhic detailing of the Ḥ m, in comparison with the Bible, is vastly more
developed than that in the scrolls; (5) in many instances the
content of the halakhot set forth in the tannaitic literature is
more removed from the simple meaning of the biblical halakhah than that of the Judean Desert scrolls. It is noteworthy, in
this context, that in the second branch of the tannaitic literature, the Mishnah and the Tosefta, the halakhah is ordered in
a completely new structure, that does not follow the sequence
of the corresponding passages in the Torah.
The literary independence of the writings by the tannaim, in comparison with those of the Judean Desert sect,
may be explained both by the relative lateness of the former,
and by the overall worldview of the Sages regarding their own
authority and power. We have not as yet uncovered written
halakhic documents of proto-rabbinic orientation from the
earlier period in which the Judean Desert scrolls were composed, thereby impeding our search for the main reason for
these differences. Whatever the cause, it seems that the literary formulation of the Ḥ m in the tannaitic period was the result of several factors: (1) the canonization of the biblical literature and the conception that no books were to be added to
the biblical canon bolstered the need to produce other compositions that clearly distinguished between the Bible per se,
on the one hand, and its interpretation by the rabbis, on the
other; (2) the consolidation of a more uniform version of the
Bible and its sanctification, specifically, constituted a necessary condition for the composition of the exegetical interpretation of this text that would be based, inter alia, on a close
reading of details in the accepted version; (3) the multiplicity
of halakhic details that had no basis in the simple readings of
Scripture, and the increasing gap between the early biblical
law and the later rabbinic halakhah, furthered the need to create an updated compilation of halakhot and halakhic biblical
exegesis; (4) the external polemics directed against the legitimacy of rabbinic halakhah, and the argument that it was only
a human interpretation, led to an elaboration of the exegetical
methods that had the potential for weakening these claims,
while at the same time reinforcing the necessity of presentENCYCLOPAEDIA JUDAICA, Second Edition, Volume 14

ing the close link between the halakhot and the verses in independent compositions; (5) the internal debate between the
different exegetical schools of the tannaim themselves also
intensified the need for the redaction of midrashim by each
of these schools. Another possibility is that external governmental prohibitions against Torah study, and the fear that this
would result in the Torah being forgotten, spurred the process of a new summation of the halakhot, whether redacted
by subject, as in the Mishnah, or in the order of the verses in
the Torah, as in the Ḥ m. The general explanations cited above
are applicable to a relatively long period; better knowledge of
the time of the redaction of the Ḥ m might possibly enable us
to gain a more correct understanding of the circumstances
surrounding their redaction.
(D) AUTHORITY OF THE BIBLE. The Pentateuch, including all its verses, is perceived in Ḥ m as the authoritative and
obligatory word of God. The belief in the divine source of the
Pentateuch, and in the reliability of its transmitted and accepted version, constituted the necessary pre-conditions for
the composition of Ḥ m, that in many instances are based on
close readings of the minutest details of the words and even
letters of the biblical text. The sages of Ḥ m openly do battle
with the argument that Moses forged the Torah, or that he
wrote certain verses of his own volition, while the tannaim
concurrently reject the Samaritan version of the Torah on the
grounds that it is a corruption of the original.
In no instance in Ḥ m or in other talmudic sources do we
find the rabbis arguing among themselves as to the version of
the Bible that is the subject of their exegesis, with one rabbi
upholding a certain version, and another authority championing a different wording. Despite, however, the absence of
overt disagreements between the rabbis concerning the versions of the Bible, Ḥ m contain indirect echoes of the awareness by the tannaim of more than a single version for some
Scriptural passages, both in a number of explicit testimonies,
and in several expositions that instruct: “Do not read x but y,”
when the second version does in fact exist in another textual
tradition (and this is therefore not to be viewed as mere wordplay); and possibly also in midrashim that incorporate two
alternative versions.
The (apparently intentional) absence of open disagreements on this issue is all the more striking given the clear indications of rabbinic cognizance of the existence of biblical textual variants brought above. This should come as no surprise,
because controversies regarding the text of the Bible were liable to have undercut the very basis of the tannaitic exegetes. It
should be emphasized, as regards the biblical text underlying
Ḥ m, that it is not absolutely identical with Masoretic Text, the
details of which were finally formulated only in the medieval
period. Here and there Ḥ m cite verses in a version that differs
from Masoretic Text and that, at times, accords with other versions, such as LXX, the Samaritan Torah, or the Peshitta. We
also find interpretations based on the non-Masoretic Text version, that prove that this was the commonly accepted text of
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the Bible possessed by the tannaim-exegetes. An awareness of
this phenomenon is of importance, both for an examination of
the textual versions of the Bible, and for a proper understanding of the midrashic interpretations themselves.
(E) DEVELOPMENT OF EXEGETICAL METHODS. The first
testimony in the tannaitic sources relating to the methods by
which the Torah is expounded (middot) describes the principles employed by Hillel (Sifra, chap. 1, p. 9). These rules comprise, in practice, seven simple exegetical principles for the
clarification of a given verse aided by an examination of other
verses that contain (1) a law either more of less severe than that
in the verse under discussion (“kal va-ḥ omer [a minori ad majus]”); (2) a law equivalent to that in this verse (gezerah shavah
[comparison of similar expressions]”); (3) a law that is specified in another place, but may be utilized elsewhere (“binyan
av [prototype]”); (4) two verses that contradict one another
(“shenei ketuvim”); (5) a verse that includes a general formulation along with one or more individual cases (“kelal u-ferat
[general and particular]”); (6) a rare word or phenomenon
that is explicated by other instances in other places (“ka-yoẓ e
bo be-makom aḥ er [similarly, in another place]”); (7) a verse
that is understood by its context (“davar lamad me-inyano”).
A later list of 13 exegetical methods by which the Torah
is expounded appears in the beginning of Sifra, in the name
of R. Ishmael. In addition to their greater number, the methods of R. Ishmael are characterized by their extended explanation, their detail, and their distance from the relatively simple
and straightforward principles of Hillel. For example: Hillel’s
“shenei ketuvim” is given an interpretation: “Two texts that refute one another, until a third text comes and decides between
them”; davar lamad me-inyano, the method of “understanding from context,” was supplemented: “ve-davar ha-lamed misofo [and something that is learned from a later reference in
the same passage].” Additional methods were specified, such
as Hillel’s “binyan av,” that R. Ishmael developed into “binyan
av mi-katuv eḥ ad, u-binyan av mi-shenei ketuvim [a prototypical inference from a single verse, and a prototypical inference from two verses].” The method of “kelal u-ferat” was
the subject of especially extensive development, as it was divided into subsections, with an accompanying explanation of
their meanings: “kelal u-ferat; perat u-khelal [particular and
general]; kelal u-ferat u-khelal [general, particular, and general] – [the law] is discussed only in accordance with the subject of the particular case; […] everything that was in the general statement that is specified, that does so to teach [a law],
is not specified only to teach of itself [i.e., the specific case],
but rather to teach of all that is encompassed by the general
statement,” and many more.
Furthermore, at times we witness a development of the
meaning of exegetical methods that were formulated in the
same fashion in the lists of Hillel and R. Ishmael. An outstanding example of this phenomenon is the method of “gezerah shavah [analogy],” whose primary meaning, as proposed by Lieberman, is a comparison between two identical matters. It was

already related of Hillel himself that he learned out a gezerah
shavah before the elders of Bathyra, based on a single word
that appeared in two similar matters, with this word bearing
directly upon the law learned from it (T. Pesaḥ im 4:13, p. 165
and parallels). Later on, in the tannaitic period, the gezerah shavah became an almost arbitrary comparison between halakhot
taught on two different matters, based on the same or proximate word that appeared in both laws – for the most part, without any relation to the literal meaning of these words. By means
of the new transformation of this method, it was now possible
in effect to prove anything, therefore compelling the rabbis to
employ various measures to limit its possible uses.
An additional baraita containing specific midrashic interpretations illustrating the use of each method was appended to the baraita in the beginning of Sifra of R. Ishmael’s 13 exegetical methods. Most of the traditional interpreters
of the methods based their clarifications on this explanatory
baraita. It would seem, however, that the explanations given
in this baraita for several of the methods were elucidated in
a manner at variance with their original meaning in the first
baraita of R. Ishmael, one that reflects more fully developed
methods, as they were formulated in the late tannaitic period.
The method of “kelal u-ferat” is an outstanding example of
this change. According to the initial meaning of this baraita,
“ke-ein ha-perat [similar to the particular statement]” is to be
employed for diverse instances of generalizations and specifications, without regard for their order of appearance in the
verse: a generalization followed by a specification; and a specification followed by a generalization; and a generalization followed by a specification once again followed by a generalization. In contrast with this understanding, reflections of which
can be found in a number of locations throughout the talmudic literature, the explanatory baraita in Sifra regards each of
these three possibilities to be a different rule, as is more common in the talmudic literature: “kelal u-ferat – when there is
a general and a particular statement, the general statement
includes only what is specified in the particular statement”;
“perat u-khelal – the general statement is made an addition to
the particular statement”; “kelal u-ferat u-khelal – you discuss
only similar to the particular statement.” This explanation facilitates an almost certain reconstruction of the original count
of the 13 methods, that the explanatory baraita sets at fifteen
or sixteen. The development of the exegetical methods was
paralleled by the formation of a school headed by R. Akiva,
who preferred to base midrashic interpretation on close readings of certain words and letters in the verse under examination itself, and not to rely upon general exegetical rules, thus
resulting in a widening of the gap between the exegeses and
the simple meaning of Scripture.
This gradual process of the formulation of complicated
and developed hermeneutical methods that were ever more
distant from the initial interpretive rules that were characteristic of the early exegetical methods, continued in the amoraic
period. For example, in most of their exegeses, the amoraim
applied the kelal u-ferat method to verses in which the “kelal”
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no longer represents a biblical word of general content, and
the “perat” does not denote a word that details the generalization. The main reason for this apparently can be traced to
the ongoing attempt to find biblical proof texts for increasing
numbers of laws, even though these halakhot had not initially
been derived from Scripture, specifically. This tendency, of
finding support in biblical verses for many diverse halakhot
that had developed over the course of long periods of time,
therefore gave rise to the need for a parallel development of
the methods by which the Torah is expounded, and of the
other exegetical methods.
(2)The Schools of R. Ishmael and of R. Akiva
(A) DISTINCT EXEGETICAL METHODS. One of the important achievements of Ḥ m research consists of the delineation
of the methodological disagreement between R. Ishmael and
R. Akiva concerning hermeneutical methods, and in its wake,
the drawing of a distinction between the two chief types of
Ḥ m: the midrashim that belong to the school of R. Ishmael,
on the one hand, and those from the school of R. Akiva, on
the other.
Some of the methodological differences between these
two rabbis are already mentioned in tannaitic sources, and
their consistent disagreement on a number of topics is also
mentioned in amoraic sources. Only modern scholars, however, methodically collected the disagreements between these
two rabbis concerning hermeneutical methods that are dispersed throughout the talmudic literature. The reconstruction
of the differences between R. Ishmael and R. Akiva and their
schools was made on the basis of four types of testimonies:
(1) testimonies concerning dicta transmitted in the name of
R. Ishmael or R. Akiva; (2) testimonies regarding views attributed by the talmudic sources to the schools of the two tannaim, such as “tanna de-vei Ishmael” or “tanni R. Simeon bar
Yoḥ ai” of the school of R. Akiva; (3) disagreements implicit
from an analysis of the differences between Ḥ m belonging to
each school: (4) reconstructions of disagreements between
R. Ishmael and R. Akiva proposed by the Talmuds. These different types of testimony generally complement one another.
Based on a careful analysis and comparison of these various
testimonies, scholars have reached well-founded conclusions.
At times, however, the evidence concerning the disagreements
between R. Ishmael and R. Akiva that emerge from the different types of testimony are inconsistent, and we should be cautious regarding generalizations and harmonizations, some of
which were voiced by the talmudic sources themselves.
R. Ishmael’s exegetic method is generally more moderate
than that of R. Akiva, and the expositions by the former are
less distant from the simple meaning of the biblical text than
the far-reaching exegeses of R. Akiva. R. Ishmael also relies
upon more middot, interpretive rules, and comparisons between different verses, in contrast with R. Akiva, who tends
to focus upon the individual verse and draw conclusions regarding its exegetical meanings from its specific words and letters. These two tannaim frequently employ different exegetiENCYCLOPAEDIA JUDAICA, Second Edition, Volume 14

cal methods to reach identical halakhic conclusions, while in
some instances they differ regarding both the hermeneutical
method and its halakhic significance. The following few examples will aid us in clarifying the differing approaches of R.
Ishmael and R. Akiva to the exposition of “superfluous” words
and particles, and the duplication of verbs, nouns, verses, and
even of entire passages.
In one instance (TB Sanhedrin 51b) R. Akiva learns out
a halakhah from the exposition of a letter vav that he considers to be superfluous, a legal conclusion that is vigorously opposed by R. Ishmael. As regards another exposition based on
a seemingly unnecessary vav, according to R. Eliezer (Sifra,
Negaim, chap. 13:2, 68b): “R. Ishmael said to him, ‘My master, why, you tell Scripture to be silent until I expound(!).’ R.
Eliezer replied: ‘Ishmael, you are a mountain palm,’ ” i.e., just
as the palm that grows in the mountains bears no fruit, you,
too, do not have the ability to expound. R. Akiva, in the footsteps of his teachers, also consistently expounded the particles “akh” (but) and “rak” (only) as exclusionary, on the one
hand, and “et” and “gam” (also) as inclusory, on the other; R.
Ishmael, as well, esteemed R. Akiva’s erudition in these expositions (See Gen. R. 1, ed. Theodor-Albeck, p. 12). At times R.
Akiva was even more adept at this than his teachers (See TB
Pesahim 22b and the parallels).
R. Ishmael and R. Akiva similarly dissented regarding the
interpretation of the combination of a finite verb with its infinitive, a standard grammatical form that commonly occurs
in the Bible. R. Akiva expounds this literally, as referring to a
specific and distinct halakhah, while R. Ishmael, in contrast,
argues that “the Torah spoke in the language of man” (See, e.g.,
SN, piska 112, p. 121). It should be stressed that the expression
“the Torah spoke in the language of man” appears in the tannaitic and amoraic sources only in relation to the rejection of
exegeses based on verb-infinitive repetition, and on the repetition of the biblical phrase “man man” at the beginning of a
topic. A similar situation is created by the concluding verses
that come at the end of biblical passages, which R. Ishmael
regards as literary repetitions, that are not to be expounded
(See his view in SN, piska 152, p. 197; piska 157, p. 212). He also
adopted a similar approach, in contrast to R. Akiva, regarding the repetition of entire passages.
R. Akiva’s extreme methodology in his far-reaching expositions might possibly also explain the assertion by the
Mishnah (mSot 9:15): “When R. Akiva died, the exegetes
ceased.” Noteworthy in this context is the aggadic tradition
in TB Menahot 29b that the Holy One, blessed be He, said to
Moses: “At the end of a number of generations there will be a
man, Akiva son of Joseph by name, who will derive from every
tip [of the letters in the Torah] mounds and mounds of laws.”
In practice, we do not know of any laws that R. Akiva derived
from the tips of the letters, and this was most likely an extreme
characterization of his hermeneutical method.
R. Ishmael, who opposed the overly precise exposition
of biblical verses practiced by R. Akiva, based his own exegeses primarily on general hermeneutical rules and the com-
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parison of different verses, as is demonstrated by his use of
the 13 middot by which the Torah is explained, as described
above. In addition to these rules, additional principles also
were prevalent in the school of R. Ishmael, one of which relates to topics that are repeated in the Torah: “This is a rule
for expounding the Torah: Every passage that was stated in
one place but lacks one element, and was taught again in another place, was repeated only for the element that was omitted. R. Akiva says, Every place in which “le-’emor [saying]” is
stated must be expounded” (SN piska 2, p. 4). This apparently
indicates that the school of R. Ishmael maintained that expositions are not to be founded on the duplication caused by the
repetition of the other similar verses in the two passages. The
problem with this is that on occasion the Ḥ m of R. Ishmael,
as well, employ such repetitions as the basis for exegeses, and
it may reasonably be assumed that there was no unanimity
within the school of R. Ishmael regarding this hermeneutical rule. At any rate, the incompleteness of our information
regarding the opinions of both R. Ishmael and R. Akiva on
this cardinal issue graphically illustrates the extent to which
our knowledge regarding the conceptions of the tannaim are
partial and imprecise.
Another hermeneutical rule of R. Ishmael relates to the
tension between the simple meaning of the biblical text and
what seemed logical and correct to the rabbis. R. Akiva resolves the contradiction by means of an extreme exegesis that
removes the verses from their literal meaning and interprets
them in accord with an opinion that seemed fitting to the tannaim. R. Ishmael, in contrast, candidly presents the inconsistency between the interpretation of the verse in accordance
with his regular hermeneutical rules, on the one hand, and
logic, on the other, and presents a compromise that allows
both to coexist (See SN, piska 8, p. 14–15).
The tension between the simple meaning of Scripture and
the halakhah is the subject of a similar disagreement between
R. Ishmael and R. Akiva. The latter, as is his wont, explains the
Torah in a manner that conforms with the halakhah. R. Ishmael, in contrast, pointedly indicates the instances in which
there is a disparity between the two and says: “In three places
the halakhah supersedes the biblical text” (Midrash Tannaim
on Deut. 24:1, p. 154, and parallels). It nonetheless should be
stressed that in many instances R. Ishmael, as well, uses his
hermeneutical method to expound the Torah and harmonize
it with the halakhah.
Another area in which we find a significant difference
between R. Ishmael and R. Akiva relates to the bounds of the
applicability of the middot, which R. Ishmael limits, while
R. Akiva expands. A few examples: R. Ishmael permits the
use of the gezerah shavah rule only if one of the two words
on which it is based is free, i.e., it has not been used in other
expositions. R. Akiva, in contrast, maintains that this hermeneutical method may also be used for two words that
have already been put to other exegetical use. According to
R. Ishmael, everything that is not specified in the Torah, but
rather is learned by exegesis, cannot serve as the basis for an

additional exposition. R. Akiva, on the other hand, permits
founding a new exposition on a previous one; R. Ishmael is
of the opinion that “punishments are not derived from logic”
(in other words, a person is not punished for violating a law
that is learned by a kal va-ḥ omer), while other rabbis, including R. Akiva, according to one tradition, assert that punishments may be so derived.
R. Ishmael and R. Akiva also differ regarding the permissibility of expounding certain topics in public. R. Ba, in the
name of Rav Yehuda (TJ Hagigah 2:1, 77a), attributes the law
in M. Hagigah 2:1: “The forbidden sexual relationships may
not be expounded before three persons” solely to R. Akiva,
and as opposed to the opinion of R. Ishmael. Sifra (from the
school of R. Akiva) accordingly did not include expositions
regarding the forbidden sexual relationships in the portions
of Aḥ arei Mot (Lev. 18:7–23) and Kedoshim (Lev. 20:10–21),
while the second midrash on Leviticus (from the school of R.
Ishmael) does contain in these portions expositions of this
subject, some of which were artificially included in several
manuscripts of Sifra. Several explanations were offered for the
reason behind this disagreement. I maintain that R. Akiva’s
position is to be understood in light of his extreme exegesis
and his fear that the publicizing of such expositions on the
subject of forbidden sexual relationships, that human nature
craves, was liable to result in licentious behavior “and may
come to permit that which is prohibited,” in the words of TB
(Hagigah 11b) on this mishnah. In contrast, R. Ishmael, who
adopted a more moderate exegetical method, did not fear publicly expounding the passage of forbidden sexual relationships,
presenting its prohibitions and concessions based on his hermeneutical rules. The halakhah in M. Hagigah loc. cit that “the
Story of Creation is not expounded before two” is similarly
attributed by R. Ba in the name of Rav Yehuda in TJ idem as
following the view of R. Akiva exclusively, in opposition to the
opinion of R. Ishmael. This dispute is reflected in the disagreement between the two tannaim concerning the legitimacy of
the exposition in Gen. R., p. 12, of the word “et” in Gen. 1:1.
R. Akiva explains his position that the word is intended to
prevent an erroneous Gnostic interpretation, that “we would
say that the heaven and earth also are divinities,” and therefore nothing can be derived from it, while R. Ishmael has no
qualms in expounding the word et in this problematic verse
of the act of Creation. Gen. R. p. 206 and p. 574 also contains
a similar disagreement between these tannaim concerning the
exposition of the word “et” in two other verses that are likely
to be understood as supporting the view of the heretics; here
as well, the dispute between R. Akiva and R. Ishmael is based
in the different nature of the hermeneutical method of each
Tanna. R. Ishmael was not wary of expounding these verses,
while R. Akiva was apprehensive that the public exegesis of
such sensitive verses in accordance with his extreme expositional method would be liable to serve as justification for the
extreme interpretations of the heretics, following their methodology, and he therefore refrained from expounding them in
public. In light of the above, we cannot accept the opinion of
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Heschel that R. Ishmael was a rationalist who vigorously opposed esoteric expositions of the Torah and matters that cannot be attained by the intellect. More generally, the drawing of
unnecessary connections between simple and literal interpretation and religious rationalism should be avoided.
(B) THE DIVISION INTO SCHOOLS. The discovery of the
differing exegetical methods of R. Ishmael and of R. Akiva
led scholars to divide Ḥ m into two schools: that of R. Ishmael and that of R. Akiva. This classification was based on
the differences between the midrashim in the following areas: (1) The use of the exegetical middot that are prevalent
in the midrashim from the school of R. Ishmael: Both midrashic schools make frequent use of several of the straightforward hermeneutical methods, such as kal va-ḥ omer and
gezerah shavah (although the emphasis that the word of the
gezerah shavah is “free,” as we could expect, appears only in
the school of R. Ishmael). Other methods, such as kelal u-ferat, perat u-kelal, and kelal u-ferat u-kelal, appear only in midrashim from the school of R. Ishmael. (2) The terminology
of the midrash: Some of the terms and introductory formulas that appear in Ḥ m are shared by all the midrashim, while
additional midrashic terms are specific to each of the two
schools. Some of these special terms are essentially related
to the differing hermeneutical methods of the two schools,
while others are merely alternative terms in which the redactors of each of the schools apparently were accustomed to
use. (3) The names of the central rabbis: The midrashim from
the school of R. Ishmael cite many dicta by R. Ishmael himself and by students from his school, headed by R. Joshia, R.
Jonatan, R. Nathan, and R. Isaac, who receive scant mention
in Ḥ m of R. Akiva and in the Mishnah, that also belongs to
the sources of the school of R. Akiva. Conversely, Ḥ m of the
school of R. Akiva make particular mention of R. Akiva himself and his students, headed by R. Judah and R. Simeon. In
other instances, the midrashim are distinguished by the name
each gives to the same rabbi (The most outstanding example
of this practice is the use by Ḥ m of the school of R. Akiva of
the name “R. Simeon,” while the midrashim from the school
of R. Ishmael cite “R. Simeon ben Yohai.”). (4) Parallel expositions, appearing in a number of places in each school, whose
content is virtually identical, or whose exposition employs a
similar interpretive principle that is characteristic of each of
the two schools. (5) Anonymous dicta whose attribution to
the heads of the two schools is indicated by the parallels in
the talmudic literature (Although this criterion was considerably amplified by Hoffmann, and after him, by Epstein, we
should register a reservation, since Ḥ m also contain unattributed midrashim that the parallels ascribe to the rabbis of the
opposing school. Scholars have not compiled orderly lists of
this phenomenon, thus impeding an assessment of the relative weight of the unattributed dicta.). As was noted above, the
fundamental division by early scholars, based on these criteria,
between the schools of R. Akiva and R. Ishmael remains valid.
A comprehensive and more precise examination, however, of
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the material based on these criteria themselves indicates that
the midrashim from the school of R. Akiva are to be further
divided into two subgroups, that are distinct from each other
as regards their terminology, the names of the central rabbis
who are cited, and their internal parallels.
(C) REDACTION OF THE MATERIAL FROM THE SCHOOLS.
The redactors of Ḥ m did not limit their works to the teachings
by the rabbis clearly identified with their respective school,
and they frequently cited the views of rabbis from the other
school. The redactors generally first included the material belonging to their own school, to be followed, in dialectical fashion, by the opinions of rabbis from the other school, adding
the name of the author of the exposition, or without attribution, as “another interpretation [davar aher],” thus, precedence
was given, for the most part, to the material from the school of
R. Ishmael in Ḥ m of this school, to be followed by the teachings from the school of R. Akiva, while Ḥ m from the school
of R. Akiva first present the dicta from their own school, and
only afterwards the dicta from the school of R. Ishmael. The
opinions of rabbis from the other school are usually presented in the terminology of the school to which the redactors
belonged, and only in very rare instances is the terminology of the other school employed. Furthermore, at times we
discern the tendentious redaction of the material in Ḥ m, with
the redactors of each midrash presenting the views of the
rabbis from the other school in a partial and fragmentary
manner, in order to tip the scales toward the position that
they favor. In conclusion, the redactors of Ḥ m are not to be
considered “objective” editors of the sources they possessed.
These redactors most likely belonged to the schools themselves, as can be learned from the exegetical methodology
employed in their works; from the midrashic terms that they
use, some of which are intrinsically linked to their exegetical methodology; from their system of ordering the material,
with precedence given to the rabbis belonging to their own
school; and from their tendentious adaptations of exegeses
from the other school.
(3) The Aggadic Material
The major differences described above between Ḥ m belonging to the school of R. Ishmael and those from the school of
R. Akiva find marked expression in the halakhic material that
forms the core of this literature. The differences, however, between the midrashim from the two schools are considerably
narrower in their aggadic passages, and the latter apparently
originate in shared early material. The two parallel midrashim
frequently contain aggadic expositions of extremely similar order, content, and style. Notwithstanding this, the differences
between the two midrashim clearly indicate that these are two
different redactions of early material, and not a division resulting from copying by different scribes. The two midrashic
schools often differ in their specific interpretations of expressions and words, they sometimes adopt differing approaches
to a certain biblical passage, and more comprehensive differences of opinion between the two are not unknown.
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Despite the high degree of similarity in the aggadic material in the midrashim of both schools, most scholars have
sought to apply to this material as well the accepted division
of midrashim into the schools of R. Ishmael and R. Akiva.
Although various signs supporting such a division appear at
times, clear-cut differences between the schools in hermeneutical methods, exegetical terms, and names of rabbis are usually
to be found only in the halakhic portions of the midrashim,
and are hardly discernible in the aggadic sections. Accordingly,
the common aggadic material of Ḥ m was quite probably not
produced in the schools of R. Ishmael or of R. Akiva, but it is
highly plausible that during the course of the appending of
this material to the various Ḥ m, the later redactors of the two
schools occasionally left their mark on this material, as well.
As regards the relation between the midrashim, concerning their shared aggadic material, the aggadic material
appended to MY and MD (from the school of R. Ishmael) is
notably lengthier than the parallel material that was added to
MS and SD (from the school of R. Akiva). Additionally, the
aggadic material incorporated in the former two midrashim,
from the school of R. Ishmael, is frequently superior in style
and content to the parallel material in Ḥ m from the school
of R. Akiva. On the other hand, the reader is struck by the
considered thought invested in the aggadic material by the
redactors of SD, and especially of MS, who sought to reformulate the deficient material that they apparently received.
The two Ḥ m on the Book of Numbers contain similar aggadic material, but there are no extant direct textual witnesses
from Genizah fragments of SZN, thus hindering the conducting of any reliable comparison between them. A preliminary
examination of the fragmentary aggadic citations from SZN in
Yalkut Shimoni and in Midrash ha-Gadol indicates a relatively
major distinction between them and the aggadot of SN, and
the characteristic features marking the relationship between
them differ from the common features exhibited by the dual
midrashim on Exodus and Deuteronomy. The aggadic material appended to SZN (from the school of R. Akiva) is often
more detailed than its parallels in SN (from the school of R.
Ishmael). These initial findings are therefore not surprising,
because SZN represents an independent midrashic branch of
the school of R. Akiva, and it is only natural that the aggadic
material appended to it possesses unique features, that do not
necessarily resemble the aggadic fragments added to MS and
SD, that represent the other branch of this school.
Finally, it should be noted that our characterization of
the aggadic material in Ḥ m relates solely to the large units of
entire Torah portions that are of an aggadic nature, and not
to aggadic expositions of a certain verse that are incorporated
within the halakhic sections, that are an integral part of the
classical midrashim from both schools.

from later tannaim than does the Mishnah. At the same time,
Ḥ m also preserve opinions from, or allusions to, halakhot that
differ from the prevalent rabbinic halakhot, as the latter were
transmitted in most of the talmudic sources. Some of these
opinions reflect the views of tannaim that, for whatever reason, have not come down to us in the other traditions, while
another portion is representative of early or rejected halakhot
that were observed in the Second Temple period.
The reasons for the preservation of these early halakhot
in Ḥ m are to be found mainly in the following elements: (1) the
highly developed dialectic deliberations in Ḥ m, including methodical discussions of several possible interpretations of the
Bible, including a reasoned acceptance of one interpretation
over another, with this alternative (rejected) interpretation
occasionally representing the early halakhah; (2) the diverse
sources used by the redactors of Ḥ m, some of which, such as
the Mishnah that was used by the school of R. Ishmael or that
used by the subschool of Sifrei Zuta, have not reached us in
an orderly form through other transmission channels; (3) the
incorporation of early interpretations and midrashim in Ḥ m,
at times as part of the attempt by the later redactors to adapt
them to the accepted halakhah of their time; (4) the inferior
standing of Ḥ m in comparison with the Mishnah, a fact that
paradoxically led to the more faithful preservation of their
original versions and traditions. On the other hand, the halakhic authority of the Mishnah and its orderly interpretation
by the amoraim and later authorities often resulted in the
emendation and adaptation of its versions and traditions, under the influence of the reigning halakhah in a later period.
The traditional commentators of Ḥ m generally sought to
obscure the remnants of non-normative halakhah in Ḥ m, in
order to adapt it to the more common and well-known halakhah brought in the Mishnah and the Talmuds. A. Geiger was
the first scholar to systematically reveal the early halakhah in
Ḥ m. L. Finkelstein devoted discussions in a number of studies
of this topic, in the attempt to prove that Sifra contains many
remnants of an early, Second Temple period, midrash on Leviticus, and that many early halakhot following Beit Shammai
are retained in SD, along with more ancient fragments from the
Second Temple period, and possibly even from the time of the
Prophets(!). While Geiger and Finkelstein have certainly made
significant contributions to the scholarly research in this field,
both by raising the proper questions and by providing many
fertile insights into these difficult issues, a not inconsiderable
portion of their brilliant and far-reaching conclusions are not
sufficiently based on a literal interpretation of the language of
the midrash, nor are they supported by the direct evidence of
the Dead Sea Scrolls that was published only recently.

(4) Traces of Early Halakhah
The decisive majority of the halakhic material cited in Ḥ m resembles parallel tannaitic material in the Mishnah, Tosefta,
and baraitot in the Talmuds. Moreover, Ḥ m quote more dicta

(5) Relation to Other Works
(A) ARAMAIC TARGUMIM ON THE TORAH. The Aramaic
Targumim on the Torah, which were read in public, incorporated a considerable amount of midrashic material that corresponds to the teachings included in Ḥ m. At times the Targumim assist in the interpretation of the midrashim, both for
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the literal interpretation of the midrashim, and for an understanding of content of passages in which the exegesis alludes
to a subject that is explicated in the Targumim.
Each Targum must be examined separately in order to
answer the question of which came first, Ḥ m or the Aramaic
Targumim. Early material that influences the language of the
exegeses in Ḥ m is sometimes embedded in the Targum in MS.
Neofiti, the Fragmentary Targum, and Onkelos. On the other
hand, the Neofiti and the Fragmentary Targum occasionally
contain homiletical expansions that would clearly seem to
originate in Ḥ m. Although Pseudo-Jonathan is closely and
consistently linked to Ḥ m, it would appear that the author of
this Targum did not possess early midrashic material (as maintained by Geiger and other scholars), but rather made use of
several of the currently extant Ḥ m, in order to complete the
foundation of the Neofiti and the Fragmentary Targum, that,
as is known, were available to him. Proofs of this use of Ḥ m
by Pseudo-Jonathan can be brought from a number of corruptions in Pseudo-Jonathan that most likely were due to the
errors made by the redactor of the Targum during the course
of the rendition of Ḥ m. We would be hard-pressed to find a
strong connection to Ḥ m and the other ancient Bible translations, such as the Septuagint, the Peshitta, and the Vulgate, and
their primary contribution to the study of the midrashim lies
in the versions of the Bible that they present, that are equivalent here and there to the accepted Bible text of Ḥ m.
(B) MISHNAH. The order of the halakhot of Ḥ m follows that
of the biblical citations, which serve to demonstrate the close
connection between the tannaitic halakhah and the verses.
In addition, Ḥ m also interpret many aggadic passages. The
Mishnah, in contrast, orders the tannaitic halakhah by subject, with the connection of the latter to the Bible generally
not presented; moreover, the aggadic material in the Mishnah
is very limited, in comparison to that in Ḥ m. Notwithstanding these differences, there is a clearly mutual relationship
between Ḥ m and Mishnahic literatures; along with exegesis,
Ḥ m contain a not inconsiderable number of quotations from
mishnahyot and baraitot, that are frequently cited in Ḥ m after set terms such as “[ מיכן אמרוFrom here they said],” “מיכן
[ אתה אומרFrom here you say],” “[ אמרוThey said],” and other
such introductory formulas. In other instances, however, this
material is brought in Ḥ m without a prefatory expression. On
the other hand, every so often midrashic reasoning for laws is
incorporated in the Mishnah, as well as short midrashic units
that are characteristic of the school of R. Akiva. In other instances, the abstract halakhic formulation of the Mishnah is
adapted from early midrashic material.
An examination of the mishnahyot and baraitot in Ḥ m
teaches of an important distinction between MS, Sifra, and
SD (from the central school of R. Akiva), on the one hand,
and the midrashim from the school of R. Ishmael, on the
other. The former make frequent use of the extant Mishnah:
they often seek to link the verses and their exegeses with the
Mishnah, and they generally cite our Mishnah verbatim. In
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MY and SN (from the school of R. Ishmael), on the other hand,
the term “From here they said” is not so common, and when
the Mishnah is cited, it is not brought in its actual language,
but rather paraphrased and in abbreviated form; nor do these
midrashim contain many instances of “from here they said”
from baraitot and the Tosefta. This difference emerges quite
strongly from a comparison of SN and SD, both of which are
represented in the same important manuscript, Vatican 32. The
abbreviation “[ וכולה מתניתיןetc. from the Mishnah]” is quite
prevalent in SD, in which the Mishnah is quite frequently cited
verbatim, but is totally absent from SN, in which the Mishnah
is generally not cited in its original language. The disparity between the midrashim from the school of R. Ishmael and the
Mishnah is also pronounced regarding the names of the rabbis
who are clearly identified with this school, who are not mentioned in the Mishnah. To these indicators we should perhaps
add the interesting finding that the term “mishnah” itself appears only in Ḥ m from the school of R. Akiva, and is totally
absent from those of the school of R. Ishmael. It would therefore appear that the redactors of MS, Sifra, and SD (from the
school of R. Akiva) related to the extant Mishnah, that also is
founded in this school, as an authoritative source, while the
editors of MY and SN (from the school of R. Ishmael), did not
recognize the supreme authority of our Mishnah. An exception is the branch of SZ, that belongs to the school of R. Akiva,
but is notedly singular in a number of realms: the decisive majority of the mishnahyot that it cites are considerably different
from our Mishnah, and it has already been suggested that this
is to be viewed as reflective of opposition by its redactors to
Rabbi’s court and teachings.
(C) TOSEFTA. The Tosefta, that was redacted following the
Mishnah, also was based in great measure on halakhic sources
from the school of R. Akiva. It contains a bit more midrashic
material on halakhic and aggadic topics than the Mishnah,
and a portion of it was even taken from midrashic sources
from the school of R. Ishmael (Such as two large fragments
in T. Shevuot). In contrast with the Mishnah, the Tosefta occasionally mentions rabbis who are prominent representatives
of the school of R. Ishmael (R. Nathan, R. Josiah, R. Isaac and
R. Jonathan). Additional study of each of the separate Ḥ m is
required to determine whether all Ḥ m that we possess had
knowledge of the extant Tosefta, or whether they made use of
other collections that included similar baraitot.
(D) TALMUDS. The amoraim drew upon collections of tannaitic Ḥ m on the Torah, as we learn from thousands of quotations from the latter in TB and TJ (see their listing, by their
order in the Pentateuch, in Melamed, HM in the Babylonian/
Palestian Talmud). Most of the citations in the Babylonian
Talmud are from the school of R. Akiva, but there are also a
large number of passages from the school of R. Ishmael, and
additional sources. About forty percent of the quotations in
the Talmud are of new material that does not appear in the
extant Ḥ m, some of which was unquestionably taken from
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other collections of the schools of R. Ishmael and R. Akiva
and additional nonextant sources. The remaining 60 percent
of the citations that are common to the Talmuds and Ḥ m apparently indicate that the amoraim possessed collections akin
to the extant Ḥ m. The parallels for this material are not completely congruent, with the dissimilarity between the Ḥ m and
TJ smaller than the difference between Ḥ m and TB Exceptional
in this respect are Sifra, which is frequently cited by TB in its
original language, and MS, with a not inconsiderable number
of its expositions cited by TB Some of the differences between
the otherwise similar parallels in Ḥ m and the Talmuds ensue
from differing traditions and transmissions of the same basic
or raw material, while in other instances various interpretive
glosses and additions, along with numerous abridgements and
adaptations, were attached to the baraitot in the Talmuds, notably in TB, but also in TJ We nonetheless may conclude with
certainty that the baraitot in Ḥ m generally reflect the teachings of the tannaim in a manner better and more faithful to
the original than their parallels in the Talmuds.
The amoraim often appended their explanations and
clarifications to the baraitot of Ḥ m; needless to say, these ancient interpretations are of incalculable value for a full understanding of the tannaitic dicta. The midrashim were not, however, always given a literal interpretation by the amoraim, and
several of the general perceptions in the Talmuds concerning
the methods of the schools of R. Ishmael, R. Akiva, and other
rabbis are inconsistent with the original views held by these
tannaim themselves. In addition to the various concrete interpretive and halakhic considerations, that frequently influenced the nonliteral interpretation of the midrashic baraitot in
the talmudic discussions, the amoraim also disagree with Ḥ m
regarding several general principles concerning hermeneutical methods. This is especially true concerning the common
tendency of redactors from both schools to base various halakhot on a single biblical expression, on the one hand, while, on
the other, they find support for a single halakhah in a number of verses. One of the central assumptions prevalent in the
Talmuds, in contrast, is that each biblical expression contains
the foundation for a single halakhic derivation, and that the
same halakhah is not to be derived from more than one biblical expression. The consistent application of this exegetical
assumption in both Talmuds (which the Talmuds also ascribed
to the tannaim themselves) led to the interpretation of many
tannaitic midrashim in the Talmud in a manner which is not
consistent with their literal or original sense. In addition to
the growing belief in the unique halakhic significance of each
and every biblical expression, the biblical exegesis of the amoraim themselves also represents a new direction in the development of midrashic methodology. Generally speaking, the
latter took another step forward in developing the exegetical
method of R. Akiva and his school, with increasing focus upon
the details of the verse, and by basing ever-growing numbers
of laws and their particulars on Scripture, while at the same
time further distancing them from the simple meaning of the
biblical text.

(6) Time and Place of Redaction
We probably should accept the predominant scholarly view
that the final redaction of Ḥ m was conducted in the Land of
Israel, in the first or second generation following the redaction
of the Mishnah, that is, by the middle of the third century CE.
An earlier dating cannot be proposed, because the latest rabbis mentioned in a majority of Ḥ m are from these generations.
Nor, however, should a significantly later date be assigned to
this editorial activity, placing it at the end of the amoraic period sometime in the fifth century, as has been suggested by
several scholars, on the basis of quite weak evidence, and we
certainly should reject the thesis of Wacholder that dates the
redaction of several Ḥ m to the eighth century. The Mishnahic language of Ḥ m closely resembles that of the Mishnah,
without influences of the Galilean Aramaic that was the predominant language of the bet midrash in the fifth century, at
least in Galilee. The internal character of Ḥ m reinforces the
theory that regards them as a transitional period between the
Mishnah (that several quote verbatim) and the Talmuds. This
transitional aspect is especially pronounced in the element of
dialectic reasoning that is more fully developed in Ḥ m than
in the Mishnah, but had still not reached the peak of its development that would come in the Talmud (even in the PT).
Furthermore, the better preservation of tannaitic views in
Ḥ m, in a form closer to the original, than in their emended
and adapted parallels in the Talmuds, poses a very major obstacle for the conjecture that Ḥ m were redacted close to the
redaction of the PT, after a lengthy period of “hibernation,” in
which they underwent no change. This same conclusion is also
indicated by the fact that the more developed hermeneutical
method of the amoraim is not discernible in Ḥ m.
Nor is it to be assumed, and this should be stressed, that
the various Ḥ m were redacted at the same time, rather, a separate discussion must be devoted to the time of each individual
midrash’s redaction. For example, we should probably assign
a slightly earlier date to the redaction of SN, which makes no
mention of sixth-generation tannaim, except for a single narrative that speaks of R. Hiyya. Such a hypothesis is somewhat
strengthened by the brevity and relative scarcity of associative expositions, in comparison with the other Ḥ m. It would
appear, though, that after its initial redaction an additional
stratum, from the “school of Rabbi,” was incorporated in SN.
On the other hand, while most scholars maintained that MS is
the latest of Ḥ m, basing this estimate on its expansions, the use
that it, in their opinion, made of other Ḥ m, and the developed
nature that they found its halakhot and exegeses to possess,
such a conclusion seems to lack a firm basis.
Most scholars properly think that all of the tannaitic Ḥ m
were redacted in the Land of Israel, a conclusion that is supported by the similarity of the language of Ḥ m to that of the
Mishnah and Tosefta, which were also redacted in the Land
of Israel; and by the stronger affinity between the baraitot in
Ḥ m and their parallels in the PT and the Palestinian midrashei
aggadah, as compared to the frequent differences between them
and the baraitot in the TB. Even more compelling evidence is
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provided by internal indicators, such as the phenomenon of
transferring literary units from one place to another, usually
unaccompanied by any attempt to adapt them to their new position, corresponding to the common strategy of the literary
redactors of the tannaitic and amoraic literature in the Land of
Israel. The redactors of the TB, in contrast, frequently sought
to have their displaced sugyot conform to their new position.
The division of the Pentateuch into portions following Land of
Israel practice is also noticeable in the redaction of Ḥ m.
All this also applies to the midrashim belonging to the
school of R. Ishmael, that some scholars thought were redacted in Babylonia, an opinion resting on the assumption
that most of the leading tannaim from this school, headed by
R. Josiah, R. Jonathan, R. Natan, and R. Isaac were Babylonians. A re-examination of the subject revealed that several
of these rabbis, such as R. Josiah, were not Babylonians at all,
and that some of them seemingly immigrated to the Land of
Israel. Especially impressive is the statement in MD by R. Jonathan – who was (unjustifiably) considered in the past to be
a Babylonian tanna – that is incorporated in a passage that
extols the importance of the obligation to reside in the Land
of Israel, and vehemently opposes leaving the Land, even for
the purpose of Torah study: “I vow [noder] never to leave the
Land [of Israel]” (MS Oxford Heb. c 18.5). All the above evidence therefore points in the direction of the Palestinian redaction of all Ḥ m.
At present we do not possess sufficient data for a more
precise determination of the location within the Land of Israel
of the batei midrash of R. Ishmael and R. Akiva, nor of settlements or regions in which the various Ḥ m were redacted. This
question is obviously related to the difficulties involved in the
identification of the last redactors of each of the midrashim, a
subject to which most scholars have devoted lengthy inquiries,
without reaching convincing or commonly accepted conclusions. It is to be hoped that new archaeological and future literary finds will aid in solving these knotty questions.
(7) History of Research and Future Challenges
The first steps in the systematic research of Ḥ m were taken in
the late eighteenth and early the nineteenth centuries by scholars of the Wissenschaft des Judentums: A. Geiger, L. Zunz, Z.
Frankel, J.H. Weiss, M. Friedmann, and others. They focused
on three main areas: (1) a historical description of the development of the talmudic and midrashic literature as a whole;
(2) the manner in which halakhah and midrash were learned
in antiquity and developed; and (3) a reinterpretation of the
various Ḥ m.
In the late 19t and early 20t centuries the study of Ḥ m
intensified, with works by I. Lewy, D. Hoffmann, S. Schechter,
H.S. Horovitz, and others, who focused on three other spheres:
(1) the schools of R. Ishmael and R. Akiva and the classification of Ḥ m by this criterion; (2) the publication of critical editions of the major Ḥ m based on mss.; (3) the reconstruction
of lost Ḥ m, based on *Yalkut Shimoni, *Midrash ha-Gadol,
*Genizah fragments, and other sources.
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Modern Ḥ m scholars, the most prominent of whom were
J.N. Epstein, Ch. Albeck, S. Lieberman, and L. Finkelstein,
continued the publication of Ḥ m while conducting up-to-date
studies in a diverse range of related subjects. Except for Finkelstein, however, these scholars devoted most of their energy
in the study of tannaitic literature to the Mishnah and Tosefta,
causing them to somewhat neglect the Ḥ m.
Continued progress in Ḥ m research depends, first and
foremost, on vigorous effort to discover their lost portions in
the libraries throughout the world, accompanied by the publication of new critical editions of all Ḥ m. Since the publication of the first editions, scholars have uncovered new manuscripts for most of the midrashim, Yalkutim and additional
midrashim that quote passages from Ḥ m, and several previously unknown commentaries by rishonim and aḥ aronim,
whose versions and interpretations cast further light upon the
subject of our scholarly inquiries. Eastern textual versions are
of especial importance, primarily the many fragments from
the Cairo Genizah, whose existence was not known to the editors of the early editions. The methodology of the critical editing of the talmudic sources has also advanced by great strides
in determining the text and presenting textual variants.
Based on more authoritative editions of Ḥ m, a detailed
commentary should be composed for each collection. New
editions accompanied by critical interpretation will provide
the foundation for a renewed discussion of all the basic issues pertaining to these midrashim. They will also facilitate
an overall clarification of the formal and substantial character
of Ḥ m and the meaning of the specific halakhot and ideas they
contain, in comparison with the other strata of the talmudic
literature, on the one hand, and other works, spanning a broad
range of periods, both Jewish and non-Jewish.
Preparatory work in several of these realms has been
undertaken in recent years, such as the production of a CDROM of tannaitic literature by the Historical Dictionary Project of the Academy of the Hebrew Language in Jerusalem;
the systematic collection of extant Ḥ m fragments in libraries throughout the world, most importantly, substantial fragments from the Genizah; the publication of transcriptions of
all the Genizah fragments (apart from the Sifra); preparations
for the new scientific publication of several midrashim; the
linguistic examination of good Ḥ m mss.; the development of
a literary approach that will aid in the analysis of the halakhic
and aggadic passages in Ḥ m; and an orderly and detailed commentary of several passages from Ḥ m. It is to be hoped that
these will yield fruits that will continue to meet the scholarly
challenges that we have listed.
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Billing itself as “the leading intellectual Zionist magazine
in the world,” it then became an opinion magazine covering
political, social, and religious topics that are relevant to Jewish communities around the world. In 2004, Midstream had
a subscription list of 6,500 readers.
[Ruth Beloff (2nd ed.)]

[Menahem I. Kahana (2nd ed.)]

MIEDZYRZEC PODLASK (Pol. Międzyrzec Podlaski;
called Mezhirech or Mezrich by the Jews), town in Lublin
province, E. Poland. An organized Jewish community existed in the town from the middle of the 17t century. Between
1689 and 1692, the parnasim of the community of Miedzyrzec
Podlaski waged a stubborn struggle against the leaders of the
community of *Tykocin (Tiktin) for the hegemony over the
Jewish communities in the vicinity of *Mielec. A magnificent
synagogue, which was still standing in 1970, was erected in
Miedzyrzec Podlaski at the beginning of the 18t century. The
owners of the town during the 18t century, the Czartoryski
family (see Adam *Czartoryski), encouraged Jews to settle
in order to develop the town. At the fair held twice a year in
the town, local Jewish merchants, as well as those from other
towns, played an important role. In 1714 the community of
Miedzyrzec Podlaski and the Jews of the surrounding villages
which were under its jurisdiction paid 1,000 zlotys as poll tax.
In 1759 a compromise was reached between the communities
of Miedzyrzec Podlaski and *Lukow: the Jews living in the surrounding villages and townlets would pray in Miedzyrzec on
the High Holidays and would also bury their dead there; they
would pay their taxes one year to one community and the next
year to the other. In the 19t century, during the period of Russian rule, there were no residence restrictions in Miedzyrzec
Podlaski. Around the middle of the 19t century, the influence
of Ḥ asidism spread among the Jews there. At the time of the
political agitation in Poland (1861), a Hebrew manifesto on the
contemporary problems was circulated among the Jews of the
town. In 1863 a number of the local Jewish craftsmen assisted
the Polish rebels supplying them with equipment and food.
During the second half of the 19t century, a Jewish working
class emerged which found employment in the sawmills, the
tanneries, the production of ready-made clothing, and hauling. The organized Jewish proletariat and youth participated
in the 1905 revolution. At the end of 1918, a Jewish self-defense
group was active in the town. Between the two world wars,
branches of all the Jewish parties were established, as well as
Jewish educational institutions (*Tarbut, CYSHO, Beth Jacob).
During the 1920s a weekly, Podlashier Lebn, was published.

MIDSTREAM, U.S. Jewish monthly. Midstream was founded
as a quarterly in 1955 by the Theodor Herzl Foundation with
the object of creating a serious Zionist periodical that would
have an intellectual impact upon American Jewish life. Under the editorship of Shlomo Katz, the magazine published
articles and fiction of merit on various aspects of U.S. Jewry
and Israel. In 1965 it became a monthly.

Holocaust Period
Before the outbreak of World War II, there were about 12,000
Jews in the town and they constituted 75 of the total population. During the first year of Nazi occupation, about 4,000
Jews from other places were forced to settle there. In December 1939, 2,300 Jews from Nasielsk, Pultusk, Rupiń, and Serock were deported to Miedzyrzec Podlaski. In April 1940
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The realization that the rabbis of the Talmud in their interpretation
of the Bible occasionally deviated from the "simple" literal meaning
of the text provoked condemnation from those outside the rabbinic
tradition and puzzled insiders. Spinoza' criticized Maimonides for
sanctioning deviation from the literal meaning and called such a
practice "rash and excessive." Two hundred years later, A. Geiger'
chastised the rabbis of the Talmud for having ahandoned "the
natural meaning" of the text; he attributed this lapse to their
"deficient sense of exegesis." Insiders since the time of SaadyaJ
(882-942), one of the most important Jewish scholars of the early
Middle Ages, have agonized over the conflict between what the text
seems to say and the way it was understood by the rabbis of the
Talmud. The discrepancy was particularly pronounced when it
affected a matter of law, when a mode of behavior was demanded
on the basis of an interpretation that was not congruous with the
literal meaning of the text. An aggadic, nonlegal passage could
easily be converted into a metaphor or an allegory,' blunting the
troublesome edges of the literal meaning. In legal matters, however,
conversion into metaphor or allegory is inappropriate, indeed forbidden. One faces the dilemma of choosing, in the words of a recent
traditional scholar,' between "assuming that the Torah expressed
itself-God forbid-in an unsuitable manner and accepting the
binding result of the rabbinic interpretation, or accepting the literal

Reading In and Allegorizing
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death for the children, nor shall the children be put to death for the
fathers; every man shall be put to death for his own sin." The rabbis
interpret the phrase "fathers shall not be put to death for the
children" to mean that fathers cannot testify (pro or con) in a case
involving their children nor can children testify (pro or con) in a
case involving their father.!O To the rabbis, not to kill parents
because of crimes committed by their children, or children for their
parents, is implied in the second half of the verse: '''every man shall
be put to death for his own sin." The superfluous exhortation
"fathers shall not be put to death for their children" conveys additional information that relatives cannot be witnesses. The simple
meaning here is already included in the sccond part of the verse.
To be sure, the rabbis of the Talmud were not the only ones ll who
on occasion abandoned the plain meaning of a text (the meaning
that scrupulously follows the tenor of the words and tbe thrust of
the context).!' A similar criticism may be leveled against Christian
theologians whenever they have extracted christological predictions
from the Old Testament, or when during the medieval period they
regarded the writings of pagan authors like Homer and Vergil as
Christian allegories. The wavering attitude of the church throughout the ages regarding the divine nature of the Old Testament (so
ably documented by J. S. Preus),1J was due to its vacillation in
deciding the proper exegetical posture to be adopted vis-a-vis the
Old Testament. What ultimately defeated Marcionism and saved
the Old Testament for the church was the willingness of the church
fathers to interpret the contents of the Old Testament in a manner
spiritually edifying to a Christian. They could do so-though not
without quarrels and differences of opinion-only because they did
not adhere to simple meaning, although they protested all the while
that they were following the sensus Iitteralis.!4 When the fifteenthcentury chancellor of the University of Paris, Jean Gerson (d. 1429)
asserted!' (with ostensible support from Thomas Aquinas) that
sensus Iitteralis is only what the church, as the official, authoritative
interpreter of Holy Writ, declares' it to be, he was not living up to
the standards of textual exegesis later systematized by Spinoza.
However, rabbinic exegesis is distinct from the church's method
of interpretation. The church, for instance, when confronting texts
that it wanted to utilize or even adopt and integrate into its system
but whose surface meanings were not truly consistent with its

meaning of the text and rejecting the rabbinic tradition"-neither a
very comforting alternative to the traditionalist. 6
Several examples will suffice to indicate the frequent disparity
between the meaning of a scriptural verse and its rabbinic interpretation. The simple, literal reading of Exod. 21:24 is "an eye for an
eye," implying physical compcnsation; the rabbis changed it to
mean monetary compensation. 7 In another case, biblical law enjoins a woman whose husband died without children to marry one
of the deceased husband's brothers (levirate marriage):' "And the
first son whom she bears shall succeed to the name of his brother
who is dead, that his name may not be blotted out of Israel" (Deut.
25:6). The simple, literal meaning of the verse implies that thc living
brother is a surrogate father for the deceased. He lends his seed to
thc deceased brother who is considered the "real" father of the
firstborn of the levirate marriage. The rabbis changed the meaning
of the verse to refer not to the firstborn child, as the literal meaning
suggests, but to the firstborn brother, that is the oldest brother of
the deceased, who shall perform the levirate marriage. 8 A third
examplc is Exod. 22:6-12, which deals with the obligations of
custodianship. Literally understood, the Bible distinguishes between giving "silver or chattels for safekeeping" and giving "an ass,
an ox, a sheep or any beast into his neighbor's keeping" with respect
to culpability if the object is stolen. If the object that was stolen was
inanimate (such as silver or chattels) the keeper is absolved from
payment; if it was animate, he is responsible. The rabbis totally
ignored the distinction of the simple, literal meaning, and instead
distinguished between one who is a "gratuitous bailee" and one who
is a "bailee for hire. "If he does not get paid for safekeeping and the
object was stolen he is absolved from payment; if he was paid to
watch the object and then it was stolen, he is responsible.' In these
instances the rabbis negated both the meaning and the content of
the verses: you never extract an eye for an eye; there is no father
other than the biological father; and there is absolutely no difference whether the object given for safekeeping was animate or inanimate. There are instances where the rabbis' changes did not affect
the practical outcome implied by the simple literal meaning. However, that was because another versc fulf.. .lled that function, allowing the verse in question to convey other, nonliteral information.
For example, in Deut. 24: 16, we read: "Fathers shall not be put to
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What were the reactions to the charges against the rabbis? They
were generally of two kinds: one, put forward most forcefully by
what can best be termed apologists," denied that the rabbis violated the simple, literal meaning of the biblical text; the other
response was the denial by certain exegetes of the Middle Ages 26
that the Rabbis intended to do away with simple, literal meaning.
The former claimed that the rabbis, more than any other exegetes,
were committed to the simple literal meaning, called peshal in later
Hebrew, which they perfected and studied systematically and comprehensively. What appears to us as applied (in the sense of "forced,
worked') meaning is actually "peshat-in-depth," based on rules of
grammar known to the rabbis of the Talmud and subsequently
forgotten. Not all apologists subscribe to this extreme position, nor
do they all reduce the problem of peshat and derash to matters of
knowledge of syntax and grammar. Yet all of them maintain that
fundamentally the rabbis of the Talmud did not violate the simple,
literal meaning (i.e., the peshat) except in a few instances where
they say so themselves. It is because of an inability of the critics of
the rabbis to comprehend properly the divine text of the Bible that
many an exposition of the rabbis, called in later Hebrew derasha,
appears inconsistent with the simple, literal meaning, while in fact it
is not. Most apologists lived in or close to the modern era, a period
whose "interpretive state of mind" encourages adherence to the
simple literal meaning. Their own commitment to peshat is there-

Interpretive States of Mind

to the "natural" meaning of a text.

present climate of opinion and the ethnicity of most of those who
are awaiting the death penalty, that no due process of law is
possible." This argument does not read into the text. It does,
however, add to it, giving new meaning to "due process" that most
likely was not intended by its framers. Adherence to any system of
written law may on occasion stimulate reading in. When that
system is justified as an expression of the will and desire of a higher
being, like the Bible, reading in is almost endemic. That is why
rabbinic exegesis, centered as it is on law, is more exposed than any
other kind of exegesis to the charge that it does not strictly adhere

theology, allegorized their meaning (or turned them into metaphors, figures of speech, etc.). The rabbis of the Talmud, in contrast, wben confronting a legal text whose surface meaning needed
to be revised, changed it, read in a different meaning."
The difference between reading in and allegorizing is crucial.
Allegorization or metaphorization preserves the surface meaning;
reading in displaces the surface meaning. In allegory and the like
the simple meaning is retained, albeit transformed; in reading in,
the simple meaning is rejected. Allegorization burdens the text,
strains it; reading in changes the text. Allegorization adds 10 the
text (superaddilio). 17 ln the celebrated example of the four senses of
meaning given by the medieval Christian exegetes," Jerusalem
stands for both the physical city of Jerusalem (the simple, literal
meaning) and the church (the allegorical meaning). Its tropological
meaning is the soul, and its anagogical meaning is the heavenly city.
These meanings are not mutually exclusive. Reading in, however,
excludes the simple, literal meaning. The rabbis also allegorized the
nonlegal sections of the Bible (or metaphorized or treated them as
figures of speech). An entire book, the Song of Songs, was interpreted by some rabbis as an allegory of man's love for God. I ' They
also added to texts, indeed quite frequently. They are the distinguished authors of that fascinating, rich and multifaceted genre
called aggada,20 whose legitimacy2l-though not its reliability" as a
mode of interpretation-was never questioned. Aggada contains all
the means and modes of interpretation employed by the church
fathers, and scholars have duly noted that it is similar to the way the
church fathers interpret the Bible. 23 However, in law in general and
in rabbinic law in particular, aIIegorization and the like are inadmissible. When modification is called for, there is often no choice
but to "read in," changing the simple meaning. Since law is so
dominant in rabbinic thought and dependence on the Bible so
fundamental, the process of reading in is more pronounced and
prominent in rabbinic literature. But it is not entirely unique to it.
Those who claim that capital punishment is unconstitutional because it violates the Eighth Amendment's guarantee against Ucruel
and unusual punishment" are reading into the constitutional text
which says: "no person shall be deprived of life or liberty without
due process of law," clearly implying that with due process of law a
life may be deprived. One may still argue, however, given the
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of an eye for an eye, the simple meaning and the applied meaning,
the peshat and the derash, are mutually exclusive. You cannot
logically have both a physical eye for an eye and an eye in pecuniary
compensation. There the derasha replaces the simple meaning. In
those instances, the medieval exegetes, like the apologists, were
desperately trying to elevate the applied meaning to the rank of
simple meaning.
I would like to suggest a different approach: to recognize that
rabbinic deviation from simple meaning is a historical fact, and to
see it as a stage in the development of the interpretation of texts in
general, without assigning either praise or blame. This shifts the
focus of the debate from concentrating on rabbinic violation of
pes hat to the development of rabbinic altitudes towards peshat.
The view presented here denies the two assumptions made by the
aforementioned schools, that is, that our sense of peshat is universal, and that the rabbis shared this valuation. It is my contention
that the rabbis did not share our devotion to the simple literal
meaning. Exegesis is "timebound." Each interpretive state of mind

ever, their view cannot explain those instances where, as in the case

fore understandable. What is problematic, however, is the transference of this conviction retroactively to talmudic times, making the
rabbis experts in peshat.
Medieval exegetes, on the other hand, claimed that the scriptural
verses which the rabbis cite in cases of applied meaning (derash) are
merely an asmakhta, a support, a kind of Biblical ornament for
laws (or beliefs) whose authority was not actually the verses quoted,
but either a tradition or a rabbinic ordinance. Unlike the apologists,
tbey admit that many talmudic derashot (expositions) are not in
line with the simple, literal meaning. They claim, however, that the
rabbis never intended with these derashot to replace the "natural"
meaning of peshat. The derashot come only to add richness and
texture to the text, and reciprocally to endow the laws (or beliefs)
with greater authority by associating them with the Bible. Association, however, should not be confused with derivation. If a verse is
to function as a true biblical source, it must flow from the simple,
literal meaning. Laws and beliefs that do not emerge from the
peshat are not entitled to be designated as scriptural, and must be
classified as either traditional or rabbinic. The medieval exegetes'
position assumes that derashot do not contradict the peshal. How-

8
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First we have to establish when a preference for simple, literal
meaning over applied meaning, peshat over derash, first emerged in
rabbinic literature. If it can be shown that this preference existed
already in the early talmudic period, any deviation from it must be

Miscellaneous Objections

we hold that the commitment to the literal meaning of a text is a
product of historical development. This development will be more
fully appreciated after one has read chapter 2, which traces the
history of rabbinic exegesis and which, together with chapter 3,
constitutes the major proof for this position. The remainder of this
chapter will be devoted to removing possible objections that may
occur to a learned reader upon hearing the notion of time bound
exegesis for the first time (in the course of which material from
these two chapters will be utilized, hence, the slight duplication)
and to making this notion intellectually more palatable. Only after
the reader has overcome his natural resistance to this notion will he
be susceptible to evidence.

ours.
We are thus necessarily more historically conscious, inasmuch as

has its own system of exegesis, and the rabbis' interpretive state of
mind did not dictate to them that the simple, literal meaning was
inherently superior to the applied meaning. Although they generally began their interpretations of the Bible with the simple, literal
meaning of the text, they did not feel committed to it. The slightest
provocation, most often an apparently superfluous word or letter,
moved them to abandon it.
This position is difficult for a modern exegete to grasp. The
modern state of mind demands a greater faithfulness to the simple,
literal meaning (to the peshat), and a greater obligation to preserve
it. Only in the face of virtually insurmountable problems is this
approach abandoned. The presence of an extra word, letter, or even
an entire phrase can be easily seen as a stylistic peculiarity. Peshat,
from this point of view, is synonymous with exegetical truth, and
one does not abandon truth lightly. But to the rabbis of the Talmud, deviation from peshat was not repugnant. Their interpretive
state of mind saw no fault with an occasional reading in. It was not
against their exegetical conscience, even though it may be against
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to Lev. 19: 14: "Thou shall not put a stumbling block before the
blind." Nowhere in the Talmud, observed these scholars, does it say
that to put a physical stumbling block before a physically blind
person is a violation of this injunction. The Talmud does say in
several places J2 that if anyone knowingly gives false advice to
another person, the giver violates the above injunction. It goes even
further and says" that if a person abets the wrongdoing of another
person, the abettor violates the above injunction. It is putting a
spiritual stumbling block before a spiritually blind man. But it does
not say that the same is true if a person has put an actual stumbling
block before a physically blind man. This silence is not due to the
rabbis' ignorance of the literal meaning of the injunction, as if it did
not occur to them that when the law says "Thou shall not put a
stumbling block before the blind" it means a physical stumbling
block before a physically blind man. Maimonides himself, in his
book on the commandments, surprisingly seems to say just that,
that the simple meaning of this injunction is not to give false advice
(commandment no. 299). However, the rabbis of the Talmud knew
very well what the literal meaning of this injunction was. They
explicitly say (b. Nid. 57a) that the Samaritans (and the Sadducees), who do not believe in the oral law as the authoritative
interpretation of Scripture, and who explain every verse in the Bible
literally, understand the above injunction to refer only to a physical
stumbling block put before a physically blind man. Giving false
advice or abetting wrongdoing is not included in the literal meaning. The rabbis of the Talmud, for reasons unknown, rejected the
simple, literal meaning of the phrase and preferred the applied
meaning. Not that putting a physical stumbling block before a
physically blinded man was permitted, according to the rabbis of
the Talmud. There is another verse that forbids it: "Cursed be he
that makes the blind go astray in the way" (Deut. 27:18). (By
relegating it to the other verse in Deuteronomy, they made it less of
a crime, only a curse. Removing redundancy, therefore, is not the
motive. When the rabbis perceived a redundancy, it was usually the
less severe that is exposited.)
What makes this example unique is not the abandonment of the
simple meaning as such-there are many instances where the rabbis
of the Talmud abandoned the literal meaning-but thai they did so
in a case where the abandonment was least expected. And what is

attributed to negligence or knowing violation of that principle. On
the other hand, if it can be shown that the rabbis of the Talmud
were aware of the distinction between peshat and derash, yet at the
slightest provocation switched from simple meaning to applied
meaning, one must conclude that they simply did not have the
absolute aversion to reading in that is so characteristic of the
modern exegete. A widespread and pervasive resort to reading in
cannot be attributed to ignorance, but to a collective interpretive
state of mind that had not conceded absolute superiority to simple,

A striking example of the rabbis' not honoring our modern sense
of peshat is the observation made by two rabbis, one from the
sixteenth century and one from the nineteenth century," pertaining

time.

Of critical importance in proving that rabbinic exegesis did not
subscribe to the modern scnsc of literal meaning is the analysis of
the famous dictum in the Babylonian Talmud," ein mikra yotze
middei peshuto (No text may be deprived of its peshm). The crux of
the matter is the meaning of the word peshat, both in this dictum
and in other places (in different inflectional forms) where the context indicates that the term is being used as a mode of interpretation. Is it-as it has been understood at least since thc time of
R. Samuel ben Chofni (d. 10 13)29-similar or equivalent to the
simple, literal meaning, in contrast with derash, which generally
designates applied meaning? In that case, the rabbis of the Talmud
themselves, by asserting the permanency and inviolability of the
simple meaning, made it superior to the applied meaning; and their
occasional abandonment of the simple meaning could not be explaincd as renecting a state of mind. If, however, peshat means
"context"-as I hope to prove in chapter 3-then all this dictum
asserts is that any meaning ascribed to the verse must cover the full
text, including what is said before and what is said after it. Etymologically, the root p-sh-t means extension, continuation, context. If
this is the word's meaning, there is no evidence that the rabbis of the
Talmud gave precedence to literal meaning. Indeed, from some
places 30 in the Talmud where the root p-sh-t is not employed, it can
be proven that the rabbis of the Talmud did not always prefer
simple over applied meaning. They possessed no built-in sense of
the superiority of peshat. Peshat did not take hold of them at their

literal meaning. 27
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simple, literal meaning. For the rabbis, the Samaritans (and Sadducees) were the representatives par excellence of the simple literal
meaning. Yet, on the same page where the Talmud transmits the
Samaritans' (and the Sadducees') interpretations of the verse in
Lev. 19: 14 (with respect to the stumbling block), it also attributes to
them in a slightly different context an exposition of Deut. 19:14
that even by rabbinic standards is farfetched. Thus the rabbis did
not equate peshat with simple, literal meaning as we know it, but
with a wider scope of expositions. Indeed, most, if not all of the
rebuttals offered (in the b. Menach. 65a-66a and parallels) against
the Sadducees' interpretation of "the morrow of the Sabbath" (Lev.
23: 15) do not coincide with our sense of what constitutes the simple,
literal meaning." That could be said also about other biblical

have a narrower definition of, and a greater commitment to, the

One ought not, however, deduce from the above example that the
rabbis of the Talmud were aware of the simple, literal meaning as
we understand it, and always attributed such a view to the Samaritans (and the Sadducees). Our sense and the rabbis' sense of what
constitutes simple, literal meaning do nol always agree. Their sense
of the simple, literal meaning was more inclusive." They felt less
committed to our limited sense of peshat, seeing it instead as larger
and wider in scope. To the rabbis, there was less of a distinction
between simple and applied meaning with respect to both scope and
primacy of peshat than there is to us. Scope, too, is subject to the
respective differences in the interpretive state of mind between the
rabbis and the modcrn exegete, and it is reflecled accordingly. We

in this instance, not even explaining its absence. 34

more, lhey did not even find it necessary to explain why, unlike the
Samaritans (and the Sadducees), they did not subsume the placing
of a physical stumbling block before an actual blind man under the
biblical injunction. We would have expected them to include all
three categories under this injunction: placing a physical stumbling
block, giving false advice, and abetting wrongdoing. They were
completely silent about this. In the other instances an explanation,
usually based on a redundancy of a word or a letter, is given for the
abandonment of the simple, literal meaning. Here, it is simply
ignored. The attachment to the simple, literal meaning, which is so
unflinching in the modern exegete, held no special allure for the
rabbis of the Talmud. They easily dispensed with it, sometimes, as
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They were cited either to add authority to the tradition by showing
that it was already vaguely hinted at in the written law or to
facilitate memorization. (Later laws are more easily remembered
when they are studied and remembered together with the Bible.)" If
this is true there is no need to posittimebound barriers between the
rabbis of the Talmud and the modern exegete. The mindset remains
more or less the same, but now that the oral law is also written and
visibly separated from the written law, the need to "ornament"
rabbinic (or traditional) ordinances with biblical verses (the condiment of authority) or to facilitate memorization through some
connection to the Bible is not as urgent or pressing. The modem

verses quoted are not the sources of content. only their "support."

Aside from understanding the meaning of peshat, one also has to
reconcile the thesis that rabbinic exegesis is time bound, that the
rabbis of the Talmud viewed peshat differently than we do today,
with the history and employment of the concept of asmakhta (support), found frequently in the Talmud. Some medieval scholars"
applied this term to the relationship between peshat and derash,
asserting that the rabbis of the Talmud knew, if not in all cases, at
least in most of them, that reading in does not represent the genuine
meaning of the text, that the content occasioned by reading in is
either rooted in tradition or is rabbinically instituted. The biblical

Asmakhta: Biblical Support for Rabbinic Law

expositions attributed to the Samaritans (and the Sadducees) in
other places in the Talmud (particularly in b. Hor. 4a). The rabbis
clearly do not conform to our sense of the simple, literal meaning.
If one assumes that the rabbis subscribed to our sense of peshat,
then these examples may cause us to view the rabbis as inconsistent
in their perception of Samaritan (and Sadducean) laws. In fact,
however, they were quite consistent. Those laws that the rabbis, not
necessarily we today, considered explicitly stated they thought
ought to be binding even on the Samaritans (and Sadducees);
whereas those laws that they considered derived from reading in (or
adding to), though equally binding on themselves, were nevertheless treated as nonexplicit and therefore not binding on the Samaritans (and Sadducees).
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the performance of a biblical commandment, namely: "Blessed be
Thou, 0 Lord our God, King of thc universe, who has sanctified us
with your commandments and bid us to...." Biblical and rabbinic
ordinances are both divine commandments. The origin of thc blessing is pretannaitic, and it was equally applied to both, biblical and
rabbinic. The difference in severity between a biblical injunction
and a rabbinic ordinance most likely emerged d\lr.ing the tannaitic
period. The first clear distinction we hear made 'between biblical
and rabbinic is by sages contemporaries of R. Joshua (m. Yad.3:2),
a late fust century Palestinian scholar. Subsequently, the number of
rabbinic ordinances increased not only because the rabbis added
new ordinances,40 but also because gradually a great many laws
previously considered biblical (with prooftexts) now. became rabbinic. For a while it looked as if some rabbinic ordinances were
both biblical and rabbinic, rabbinic in nature and biblical in their
scriptural justification.
Ultimately, the question arose how can a rabbinic law be accompanied by a biblical prooftext and remain rabbinically ordained. It
took approximately three hundred years from the time of
R. Joshua until R. Ashi (d. in 427)41 to suggest the term asmakhta.
He in turn most likely was influenced by Rava (died c. 353) who is
quoted in three places in the Babylonian Talmud (Sukk. 28b,
Kid. 9a, Nid. 32a-b) to the effect that certain laws, though contained within biblical expositions, are traditions (presumably given
to Moses on Mount Sinai, not yet rabbinic) which the rabbis later
attached to verses of the Bible. It is mentioned in the Talmud only
once (YI!v. 52b) that R. Ashi used the term asmakhta. The term
spread, however, quite rapidly; for the srammaim-the anonymous
authors of sections of the Talmud, who flourished soon after
R. Ashi-utilized it close to twenty-five times. By the eleventh
century the notion of asmakhta had come to mean any biblical
exposition that did not live up to current standards of exegesis. This
meaning is medieval, not talmudic. Nowhere does the Talmud use
the word asmakhta in connection with an exposition that has
overstepped the boundaries of interpretation and violated what
seems to be the genuine meaning of the text. Nowhere in the
Talmud" do we find the word asmakhta (or any other word or
phrase for that matter) used as an apology for reading in. 41 The
rabbis of the Talmud, unlike their colleagues of the Middle Ages,

exegete may avail himself less of the asmakhta than the rabbis did
in halakha. In principle, however, he understands it. In a similar
situation he might even duplicate it. In fact, modern preachers do
much the same in aggada, using Scriptural verses for ornamental
purposes in their sermons. The rabbis may have overdone it;· they
did not misdo it.
I do not belicve that the rabbis considered reading in extraneous
to the "true" meaning, nor were the verses of the Bible they used
intended to be a merely decorative support. The word asmakhta
(first used relatively late, in the fifth century) is never employed in
talmudic sources as a means of explaining the repugnance of reading in, since the rabbis of the Talmud, unlike the rabbis of medieval
times, did not consider reading in offensive. The word is exclusively
used in a situation where a law contains a biblical prooftext, yet is
trcated as though it were rabbinically instituted. There are differences with respect to severity of observance between a law which is
biblically commanded and a law which is rabbinically ordained."
When practical behavior (based on respected authority) treats a law
as being of the second category, while the official formulation of the
law attaches it to a biblical verse, the rabbis may declare that the
verse is asmakhta, implying that the verse is not really the source of
the law and that the law rightly behaves as a rabbinically instituted
one. Asmakhta arose in the early fifth century because of the
increasing number of rabbinic ordinances having biblical prooftexts. Prior to that time rabbinic ordinances or their equivalent
were considered biblically charged since, according to the interpretation prevalent throughout Jewish history, the Bible (Deut. 17:812) gave the sages the right to institute new laws. In effect, the sages
were acting on behalf of the Bible. Sectarians knew no difference
between what was later called de-araita (biblical) and de-rabbanan
(rabbinic). The list of prohibitions in Jubilees 49-50, for instance,
contains both laws that are written in the Bible and laws that were
added later (presumably by the scholars) without a discernible
difference. The Babylonian Talmud (YI!vam. 90b, Sanh. 46a) reports that during the Hellenistic rule (pre-Hasmonean) a man was
put to death by stoning for having ridden a horse on the Sabbatha rabbinic prohibition. There was no difference between biblical
and rabbinic. The blessing recited to this day before the performance of a rabbinic ordinance is the same as the one recited before
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nances having biblical prooftexts an indication that the process of
reading in was gradually weakening during the talmudic period?
Were it in full force, rabbinic ordinances with biblical prooftexts-

asmakhta to resolve the contradictory nature of rabbinic ordi-

But, the perceptive reader may wonder, is not the very need for an

Talmudic Attitudes Toward Reading In

not R. Yochunan say that the ruling that one must present the knife
to a sage for examination was laid down only out of respect to the
sages? The rule is actually rabbinic, and the verse adduced is an
asmakhta, merely a support.

be examined by a sage? [And that is from the verse: "And slaughter
with this (the knife examined by the sage) and eat. '1 But surely does

not a knife with a notch most certainly perforate and tear the gullet,
asks the Slam, the anonymous author, and answers:] We mean,
whence do we learn from Scripture that it is essential that the knife

since if the gullet is perforated the animal is terefa, unkosher? [will

"And slaughter with this and eat" ("with this" means the knife
examined and checked). But is it not obviously necessary to do so

to examine lhe slaughtering knife? from the verse (in I Sam. 14:34):

R. Hisda said: Whence do we learn from Scripture that it is necessary

Preferability of peshat over derash is implied. Are we to assume
that already in the first century reading in was in a state of irresolution?
No. Neither the need for an asmakhta nor the increase of rabbinic
ordinances in the ftfth century nor the use of the word vadai in the
sense of simple, literal meaning at the end of the first century
constitute a break with the past. They represent intimations of what
was to come, stirrings of new ideas. R. Joshua and those that
followed him in the use of the word vadai in the sense of simple,
literal meaning continued their biblical exposition in a manner
undifferentiated from their predecessors. Despite the implication of
the word vadai when used in that sense, they remained unaffected
by it. Their biblical expositions did not change because of it. They
remained the same expositors. This explains why Rava, the father
of asmaklua (who in criticizing his colleague Abaye's interpretation

ing is truer, more certain, more real than any other meaning.

literal meaning, it conveys the notion that the simple, literal mean-

Vadai means "certain, real." When used as a synonym for simple,

I?

The simple, literal meaning of "and slaughter with this" has
nothing to do with examining the knife by the sage or by anybody
else. It means slaughter the animal here on the stone (referred to in
I Sam. 14:33). Nevertheless, the stammaim were willing to accept
R. Hisda's exposition of that verse in I Samuel, even though it is
against the simple, literal meaning. They categorized it as asmakhta
only because R. Vochanan declared the examination of the slaughter knife by a sage to be rabbinically ordained. The discrepancy
between the text and the exposition did not bother them.

Timebound Exegesis

at least some of them-would have been integrated into the text
through reading in and would have constituted a bona fide biblical
exposition. And, is not the tendency toward a sharp distinction
between what is biblical and what is rabbinic a sign that a greater
consciousness of what the text really says was slowly emerging?
Because the text is no longer saying what was attributed to it, the
law that was derived from the text is no longer part of the text, and
hence no longer biblical. If so, reading in was'ilOt so prevalent
during the talmudic period and the rabbis' interpretive state of
mind with respect to peshat was not after all much different from
our own, at least not in the fIfth century when asmakhla arose and
rabbinic ordinances proliferated.
My answer to this is: similar signs and indications can be found
already at the end of the first century. When R. Joshua, a first
century Palestinian scholar, used the Hebrew word vadai44 in the
sense of simple, literal meaning, when he is purported to have said
that a certain biblical verse ought to be understood bevadai (literally), against the view of his colleague, R. Eleazar of Modi'im who
interpreted the verse nonliterally, R. Joshua attached a value judgment to the simple, literal meaning. The word vadai in rabbinic
literature overWhelmingly appears in contrast to salek (doubt).

ON MATfERS OF EXEGESIS

did not consider reading in a violation of the integrity of the text as
long as the whole verse was involved and no part of it was taken out
of context. That may not suit our exegetical sensibilities, but it
cannot be denied.
A good illustration is the passage in b. Chul. I7b. It reads as
follows:

16
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of Num. 27: 11 expresses [b. B. Ba. III b) a modern sentiment
against rabbinic midrash in general, namely that they "take a sharp
knife and dissect biblical verses') is offering an alternative interpretation of the verse in a way that is jarring to a modern ear." The old
and new intermingled. Among the rebuttals offered (in b. Menach.
65b-66a and parallels) against the Sadducees' interpretation of "the
morrow of the sabbath," Rava does not choose the one that is to
our taste, the closest to the simple, literal meaning." Rava sensed
what was coming in the future but remained anchored in the past.
And it continued that way until medieval times.
This is not to say that the rabbis' interpretive state of mind
remained static, until medieval times. The entirety of chapter two is
devoted to proving the contrary, that there was a linear development stretching from the late biblical books to our own times in the
direction of greater respect for the integrity of the text. This respect
can be partially equated with the simple, literal meaning. I say
partially only because staying closer to the integrity of the text does
not necessarily imply also staying closer to authorial intention,
which is commonly identified with the simple, literal meaning.
"Integrity of the text" means no violence to the substantive meaning
of the text, no twisting of the text. A certain type of adding to the
text, for example, may not be congruous with authorial intention,
yet not violate the tenor of the text. Making earlier texts refer to
later events may run counter to authorial intention but not necessarily to the words and context of the text. In the following chapter,
we also state that reading in, in the more technical sense of displacing the simple, literal meaning as a mode of interpretation, was
discontinued in the third century if not earlier. From the third
century on, rabbinic exegesis displays a noticeable trend away from
reading in (used here as an inclusive term for any interpretation that
requires straining the words or the context of the text). Rabbinic
exegesis was far from being static.
What I have been saying up to this point is that neither the need
for asmakhla nor the increase of rabbinic ordinances (certainly not
the use of the word vadai, which took place in the first century)
indicates that the rabbis of the Talmud emphasized peshat to the
extent of retroactively interpreting earlier expositions (derashot) to
make them compatible with their sense of the value of peshat. This
was done only during the Middle Ages. In talmudic times, even as

18
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I ought to remark that throughout I am using the word Iileral as a
synonym for peShOI (plain meaning). It is not intended to exclude
metaphors or allegories, etc. from beingpeshal. Sometimes, in fact,
a metaphorical or allegorical interpretation is the plain meaning,
the peshat, borne out by the text. Rather, the terms literal and
peshal exclude an interpretation which is not implied by the extant
literature, an interpretation which is extraneous to the text, which
is being read into it from the outside. An interesting example is the
putting on of the phylacteries. The rabbis and apparently also the
sectarians Were convinced that the verses in Exod. 13:9 ("This shall
serve you as a sign on your hand and as a reminder on your
forehead') and in Deut. 6:8 ("Bind them as a sign on your hand and
let them serve as a frontlet on your forehead') command the
placing of actual boxes, containing certain biblical passages, on the
forehead and on the hand." They interpreted the verSes "literally,"
not metaphorically. However, the plain meaoing, the peshat, supports the contention that the verses, particularly the verse in Exodus, ought to be understood metaphorically." Here the rabbis
deviated from the peshat by being literal. They, on the other hand,
did not even find it necessary, either in the tannaitic Mekhi/la on
Exodus or in the tannaitic Sifrei on Deuteronomy, to raise and
reject the possibility of a metaphorical interpretation. It is characteristic of midrash to posit untenable expositions and reject them.
In connection with the putting on of the phylacteries, the possibility
of a metaphorical interpretation was not even offered as an exposition, so convinced were the rabbis of the literal meaning of these
verses. Only in medieval times, when the exegetical temper had

Melaphor as Plain Meaning

late as the fIfth century, the simple, literal meaning had not yet
acquired such an authority. Instead, the rabbis of the Talmud
sanctioned earlier derashol that were not in line with their own
sense of interpretive priority." They recognized the validity of such
derashot only if they were composed in the past. The authority of
the past overcame their internal opposition and they accepted these
derashot without trying to explain them away. The exegetical policy of explaining away the Deroshol of the past became a hallmark
of medieval interpretation.
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Unlike the conventional view, the periods remain distinct, each one

not assume radical breaks. Some level of continuity remains, allowing the intelligent person from any period to comprehend the
intellectual activity of another period. Applied to the realm of
exegesis, that would mean that an interpretation of a text offered in
an earlier period should be comprehensible to a person of a later
period, though he may not necessarily agree with that interpretation. He at least should be able to conceive of the earlier exposition
as an exegetical possibility. However, if we accept the notion that
the rabbis of the Talmud occasionally considered reading in as
reflective of the true meaning of the text, we are positing a distinct
discontinuity in exegetical tradition. A modern exegete cannot
comprehend reading in as conveying the intention of the author. In
order to understand the rabbis' mentality, the modern exegete must
accept that what is exegetically impossible for him and his contemporaries was actually quite possible two thousand years ago. Moreover, he must both posit and overcome distance. Recognizing that
he is far removed from the rabbis' mode of exegesis, that he is, so to
speak, operating on different interpretive wavelengths, he must yet
try to grasp their state of mind, appreciate their exegetical flavor.
To do this is not easy. Paradoxical relationships are not accepted
easily. Direct explanation will not help, since the terms that go into
the explanation, the components that are supposed to make the
explanation intelligible, are not transferable from period to period.

trends, permanent changes, newly emergent qualities. etc., they do

Conventionally, historians allow for a broad intellectual understanding of earlier periods. Even when they posit irreversible

Changing Mindsets: A Homeric Analogy

changed, was the possibility of a metaphorical interpretation seriously considered. The Karaites" advocated it; and even some
Rabbanites, like the Rashbam, thought that the peshat favored a
metaphorical interpretation. With the new state of mind closer to
what we today call peshat, the'tendency was more toward a metaphorical interpretation, the literal being ruled out as not according
with the pesha\.

20

21

to those ancient Greeks. Their state of mind did not necessitate the
concept of unified wholes. They saw everything as aggregates, as
constituents, not unity-a phenomenon incomprehensible to a
modern man. Therein lies the analogy to the reading in into a text

larger, more inclusive, an abstract unifier, an organic whole. Not so

from another period.
An analogy may help explain this difference between periods. By
showing that there are more instances like the one I posited in
connection with reading into a text, drawn from totally different
subjects, but sharing similar intellectual patterns, the modern exegete may become more credulous. Admittedly, analogies do not
elucidate the inner reason of the object under question; they do,
however, make it more believable, undermining the logical objections. For retaining paradoxes as paradoxes, that is without dissolving their contradictory content, nothing is as efficacious as
analogy. It keeps the paradox intact, protects it from objections.
Analogy is anchored in fact, whereas the logical objections are
based on reason. Therefore, the formcr always has the right of way.
To support the notion that reading in was once considered to be the
true, more palpable meaning, I will quote an analogy from Homeric
studies. The subject is distant enough yet demands a similar exertion on the part of the exegete to abandon his present mode of
thinking in order to grasp the state of mind of an earlier period. I
am referring to Bruno Snell's thesis that the Greeks of Homer's day
had no conscious idea of a unified human self or a unified human
body.S!
For a modern man, it is difficult to conceive of someone who
describes in great detail the different human limbs and tbeir multiple functions without being aware of the body as a whole; or of
someone who depicts with depth and insight various intellectual
activities without being aware of the intellect as such; or of someone
who know life's intricacies but not the soul. Yet that is what Homeric man was, according to Snell. The Iliad and the Odyssey never
refer to, nor even have words for, the soul, the intellect, or the body.
This trio's disparate actions flJl the pages of these epic poems, but
they themselves are never mentioned as such. To us parls must add
up to a whole; limbs, functions and activities imply something

with its own mode of cognition, not necessarily accessible to people
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single interpretive state of mind uniting all periods. This, however,
does not necessarily imply that the criterion of a particular generation is entirely arbitrary. Exegesis from one generation to the next
has inexorably evolved in one direction-that of diminishing textual yield. As time marcbed on, tbe text per se seems to have yielded
less and less. That process is far from being concluded.

our aversion to it today. There is no single exegetical criterion,. no

due not to a lack of information, nor to not knowing all the
pertinent facts, but to a chronological, timebound barrier. Were tbe
ancient Greeks asked (given all the relevant evidence) to explain
how they can ignore the unified body, unified intellect, and the
unificd soul; or were the rabbis asked (given all the relevant evidence) to account for their acceptance of reading in as reflecting the
genuine intention of the author, they would respectively answer
that they do not feel these tensions, that they do not see them. What
separates modern man from the Homeric lack of a concept of the
whole and from the exegesis of the rabbis is not the higher degree of
knowledge accumulated in the course of generations, or a more
complete set of reliable data, but the inexorable clock of universal
time. Little can be done to change it other than to try to empathize,
to lift oneself out of one's contemporary mindset, if only for a
while, in order not to cavalierly dismiss the thoughts of an earlier
period, or, what is worse, to distort them apologetically, denying a
priori that people could have had such conceptions."
It should be noted that according to our approach, the choice is
not between acceptance or rejection of rabbinic exegesis. It is both
acceptance and rejection. It is rejection because for a person today
to read into a text is tantamount to falsifying that text. It is
acceptance because on our account, we do not attribute falsification
to the rabbis. Their reading into the text was as authentic then as is

of the rabbis. In both instances, modern man's incomprehension is

22
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The process of reading in, in the sense of diplacing the content of
the simple meaning (the case of "an eye for an eye" serves as a
paradigm),' has its origin in antiquity. Perhaps even in late biblical
times,' this way was employed to solve contradictions found, for
instance, in 2 Chr. 35:13' "and they cooked the Passover (lamb)
with fire." This unusual combination of cooking with fire (cooking
is usually done with water) is the result of a harmonization of Exod.
12:9 ("Do not cat it [the Passover] raw or cooked in water'') and

Reading In: From the Bible to the Third Century

Biblical Exegesis: Historical Survey

The history of rabbinic exegesis consists of biblical exegesis (as
practiced by the rabbis of the Talmud) and talmudic exegesis (the
way the rabbis of the Talmud interpreted the Mishnah and other
authoritative rabbinic texts). Rabbinic biblical exegesis and talmudic exegesis overlap in time but are distinct in nature, each with
its own momentum of change, each with its own course of development. Their constitutive parts display different modes of assumption, different inner creative forces. Yet both, over time, tended
toward a greater preference for less interference with the actual
wording of the text, a greater preference for peshat.

The Direction of
Rabbinic Exegesis

2

Talmudic Topoi:
The Hermeneutical Methods of Midrash and Greco-Roman Rhetoric

Richard Hidary

Scholars have long noted an affinity between midrashic hermeneutics and Greco-Roman
rhetoric, affirming that the rabbis participated in their surrounding intellectual culture. Although
the rabbis employed these exegetical rules extensively, however, we will argue in this chapter
that they also express a deep skepticism about their use—especially since they can threaten the
authority of traditional teachings. This chapter will first review the parallels between GrecoRoman and midrashic methods of exegesis, then discuss the historical context for their adoption
into the rabbinic legal system, and will finally analyze the rabbis’ apprehension about their
application. This will provide us with yet another window into the rabbinic encounter with the
Greco-Roman rhetorical tradition. The midrashic hermeneutical rules1 are introduced in T. San
7:11:2
Hillel the Elder expounded seven methods before the elders of Betera:
[1] a minori ad maius (qol va-homer3),
[2] comparison of equals (gezerah shavah),
[3] a principle (binyan av) derived from one passage,
[4] a principle derived from two passages,
[5] a general category followed by a specific instance,4

1

These rules are called middot, i.e. characteristic styles of the Torah. Establishing that the Torah’s language follows
certain conventions allows the reader to properly interpret and derive laws from it. See Wilhelm Bacher, `Erkhe
midrash (Jerusalem: Carmiel, 1969), 1.70; and Azzan Yadin, Scripture as Logos: Rabbi Ishmael and the Origins of
Midrash (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 2004), 120-21.
2
Translation follows ms. Vienna, unless otherwise noted. See parallels at Sifra, Baraita d’R. Ishmael, perek 1.7, and
Avot d’Rabbi Natan A 37.
3
Literally, “lightness and heaviness.” Popular pronunciation is kal va-homer. However qal (light) is an adjective and
does not match homer (heaviness), which is a noun. Most manuscripts indicate that it should be read qol. See further
at E. Weisenberg, “Observations on Method in Talmudic Studies,” Journal of Semitic Studies 11, no. 1 (1966),1819; and Bacher, `Erkhe midrash, 1:118.
4
The Tosefta in both ms. Vienna and ms. Erfurt reads “kelal u-frat u-frat u-kelal.” The parallel in the Sifra, however,
includes only “kelal u-frat” in all mss. except for Vatican 31 which has only “u-frat u-kelal.” Menahem Kahana,
"Kavvim le-toldot hitpathutah shel midat kelal u-frat bi-tkufat ha-Tannaim," in Mehqarim ba-Talmud uva-Midrash:
sefer zikaron le-Tirza Lifshitz, ed. Moshe Bar-Asher, et al. (Jerusaelm: Mossad Bialik, 2005), 210, suggests that the
version in the Tosefta, which includes both, was influenced by R. Ishmael’s thirteen middot. I have therefore
translated only “kelal u-frat” in accordance with the Sifra.
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[6] something similar in another place,
[7] and something derived from its context.
These are the seven rules that Hillel the Elder expounded before the elders of
Betera.5

Already medieval writers have linked these hermeneutical methods to Greek rhetoric and
interpretation.6 David Daube and Saul Lieberman have similarly confirmed that many of the
rules are directly related to parallels found in the Greco-Roman rhetorical tradition.7 The most
obvious are the first two, which relate to what Greek writers call comparison of lesser, greater,
and equal. Beginning with Aristotle, we find among his list of topoi,
From the more and the less (ek tou mallon kai hētton); for example, “If not even
the gods know everything, human beings can hardly do so”; for this is equivalent
[to saying,] “If something is not the fact where it would be more [expected, it is
clear that it is not a fact where it would be less.”8
The next topic in Aristotle is “from analogy or precedent”:
Further, [there is a related form of argument] if [something is] neither more nor
less. This is the source of the statement…that if Theseus did no wrong [in
abducting Helen], neither did Alexander [i.e., Paris, who abducted her later].9

This schema is copied by Cicero:
From comparison all arguments are valid which are devised in this way: What
holds in a wider sphere, should hold in a more restricted one (quod in re maiore

5

For a clear explanation of each rule see, W. Sibley Towner, “Hermeneutical Systems of Hillel and the Tannaim: A
Fresh Look,” Hebrew Union College Annual 53 (1983), 101-35.
6
See the citation of Judah Haddasi at Saul Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine (New York: The Jewish
Theological Seminary, 1962), 55, and further below p. 3 n. 14.
7
Ibid., 47-82.; and David Daube, “Rabbinic Methods of Interpretation and Hellenistic Rhetoric,” Hebrew Union
College Annual 22 (1949): 239-64.
8
Translation from Aristotle, On Rhetoric: A Theory of Civil Discourse, trans. George A. Kennedy (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2007), 2.23, p. 174.
9
Ibid. Aristotle then continues with yet another topic similar to the more and less. Aristotle elaborates on these
categories in his Topics, 3.6, 119b, 17-35.
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valet valeat in minore), e.g., if boundaries are not regulated in the city, neither
should water be excluded in the city.10
Again, conversely: What holds in the more restricted sphere, should hold in the
wider one. Here one can use the same example in reverse.
Again: what holds in the equivalent sphere, should hold as well in this case, which
is equivalent; e.g. Because use and warranty of a piece of land run for two years,
it should also be two years for a house. Yet in the law a house is not mentioned,
and it is (evidently) treated as belonging with the category ‘all other things’ for
which use is one year. Let equity prevail which requires equal rights for equal
cases.11

Cicero derives the law of usucapion of houses from the law regarding land vs. all other things
using an analogy.12 In his progymnasmata, Aelius Theon combines these three forms of
comparison into the title synkrises:
Then from synkrisis, and this is threefold; for we compare what is charged to
something greater or lesser or equal (GREEKmeizoni eautou sugkrinomen, h
elattoni, h isw).…When we make a comparison to the lesser we shall speak as
follows: “If the thief is punished for taking men’s money, how much the more
will this man be punished for looting the possessions of the gods?”13
10

Actions regarding boundaries as well as damage caused by diversion of water were generally limited to the
country. See further at Cicero, Topics, 43; Justinian’s Digest, 10.1.4.19 and 39.3.1.17; and Tobias Reinhardt,
Cicero's Topica (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 249-50. DG209 .T36 gottesman (not there), DG209 .T36
nyu, watson 1972 Limits, anrw 1 2 215-25. Cicero’s argument assumes that regulation of water flow is less
applicable in the city than regulation of boundaries.
11
Translation from ibid., 4.23, p. 125. See also paragraph 84. See further elaboration at 18.68-71. These categories
of comparison are also discussed in Quintilian, Institutes of Oratory, 5.10.86-88 and 8.4.9-11. For more on analogies
between law see also Cicero, On Invention, 2.50.148-53.
12
Although it seems quite clear from the Twelve Tablets that immovable property, including houses, would require
two years, Cicero re-interprets the law by analogizing houses with all other things besides land. For a comparison
with Talmudic law, where three years is required for all property, see Boaz Cohen, Jewish and Roman Law: A
Comparative Study (New York: The Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1966), 1.19. Sifra, Behar, 6,
similarly derives the use of hazaka for slaves from its use for land, although hazaka there means usus (T. Kidd. 1:5),
not usucapion (as in M. BB 3:1). Cf. Y. Kidd. 1:3 and B. Kidd 22b where this is called heqesh. See further at ibid.
1.290-91.
13
Translation from George A. Kennedy, Progymnasmata: Greek Textbooks of Prose Composition and Rhetoric
(Leiden: Brill, 2003), §108, p. 44. See also the progymnasmata of Hermogenes, ibid. §13, p. 80, and §18-20, pp. 834, those of Aphthonius, ibid., §19R, p. 107, and those of Libanius in Craig Gibson, Libanius's Progymnasmata:
Model Exercises in Greek Prose Composition and Rhetoric (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2008), pp. 14953. One of the standard exercises in the progymnasmata is “synkrisis,” wherein the student is to compare two people
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The link between the qol va-homer and the Greek comparison of lesser to greater was made
explicit in the early nineteenth century by Rabbi Isaac Samuel Reggio:
It is evident that our holy rabbis, authors of the Mishnah and Talmud, were fluent
in [philosophical] knowledge for it is well known that the 13 rules of R. Ishmael
and the 32 rules of R. Eliezer the son of R. Yose the Galilean, which are the key
to understanding all of the oral law, behold most of them are founded on the
principles of logic. For example the first rule called qol va-homer is regularly
referred to by the logicians in the name argomentatio a minori ad majus.14

Saul Lieberman explains that the strange term gezerah shavah derives its etymology from
synkrisis, which means both comparison and decision.15 While gezerah does not itself mean
comparison, it could likely have been the translation of synkrisis in the sense of legal decision16
and would have then been applied as a term for analogy since the Greek uses the same word.17

or things to show that what is usually considered the lesser is actually the greater. This comparison is typically
epideictic whereas judicial comparisons form part of the earlier stage of progymnasmata called “topos.” For a good
example of epideictic synkrisis in rabbinic literature see the comparison of sacrifices and righteousness at
Deuteronomy Rabbah 5, 3.
14
Isaac Samuel Reggio, Ha-Torah ve-ha-filosopiah: hovrot 'isha 'el 'ahota (Vienna: 1827), 30. See also Aviram
Ravitsky, "Aristotelian Logic and Talmudic Methodology: The Commentaries on the 13 Hermeneutic Principles and
Their Application of Logic," in Judaic Logic, ed. Andrew Schumann (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2010), 131; and
Daube, “Rabbinic Methods,” 251.
15
See Genry Geroge Liddel and Robert Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1940), s.v.
σύγκρισις II and III.2.
16
Synkrisis translates Hebrew mishpat whenever the Targum translates it as ( דחזיrather than the more common דינא,
which the Septuagint renders as κρίσις), as in Num 9:3, 29:6, 11, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 37. In these cases, is carries
the sense of “proper interpretation.” Synkrisis also translates mishpat in Jud 18:7 where the sense is “decision” or
“law.” Synkrisis is also the standard word in the Septuagint for dream interpretation, as in Gen 40:12, 18, Jud 7:15
and many times in Daniel.
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Solomon Zeitlin, “Hillel and the Hermeneutic Rules,” The Jewish Quarterly Review 54, no. 2 (1963), 166-67,
rejects Lieberman’s hypothesis because  גזירהonly means decree or law, not comparison. Zeitlin prefers the standard
explanation of  גזירה שוהas “equal laws,” i.e. cases that are analogous and therefore require the same decision. This is
also how Bacher, `Erkhe midrash , 1.10, explains the term. Lieberman counters that this idea would better be
expressed in rabbinic Hebrew by גזירה אחת, as in Tanhuma, Vaethanan, 1.
Louis Feldman, Jew and Gentile in the Ancient World: Attitudes and Interactions from Alexander to
Justinian, vol. Princeton (Princeton University Press, 1993), 35, objects that the phrase σύγκρισις πρός ἴσον occurs
for the first time in Hermogenes in the second century CE while Hillel used the Hebrew in the first century BCE.
However, much Greek literature has been lost and the phrase could easily have been used by earlier writers; each
work of progymnasmata mostly copies from those before it with very little innovation. In any case, it is very
possible that the  גזירה שוהwas termed only in the second century CE and then put into Hillel’s mouth; see Zeitlin,
“Hillel and the Hermeneutic Rules,” 161-73. Feldman objects further that the Greek analogy is generally conceptual
while the rabbinic  גזירה שוהis a verbal comparison. However, there is sufficient evidence showing that the gezerah
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Lieberman concludes: “Hence we unhesitatingly translate the term  גזירה שוהσύγκρισις πρός
ἴσον.”18 The first two rules in Hillel’s list thus correspond to the three types of analogy synkrisis:
from greater, from lesser, and from equal. Lieberman summarizes: “The Greek rhetors counted
them as three rules, while the Rabbis considered them two norms.”19
One could argue that deriving laws using analogies is a part of natural reasoning and so
one cannot posit any borrowing by the rabbis of these rules. Indeed, Lieberman only claims to
explain the terminology of Hillel’s rule, not the origin of the method itself.20 David Daube,
however, goes further and argues that the rabbis’ very modes of reasoning and the explicit
awareness of their hermeneutics do derive from Greek thought.21 First, examples of analogies are
not usually popular, as one might find in every day conversation, but can be rather technical.
Second the project of naming, listing, and systematizing one’s modes of exegesis goes beyond
natural popular reason and most likely borrows from the rhetorical tradition. He cites further
support for a genetic connection between Hillel’s principles and Greco-Roman thought by
showing parallels to the next three rules.
The third and fourth rules are “a principle derived from one passage” and “a principle
derived from two passages.” With the former, the midrash applies a detail of one law to others
like it. For example, Sifra, Ahare Mot, parasha 4.4, states: “Aaron shall lay both of his hands
upon the head of the live goat (Lev 16:21): This teaches that laying of hands is with both hands.
This is an archetype (binyan av) for all the layings that they must be with both hands.” Since Lev
16:21 specifies explicitly that both hands must be laid upon a sacrifice before slaughter, the
midrash derives that all laying of hands for all sacrifices must use both hands, even when the
verse uses “hand” in the singular, as in Lev 1:4.22 The “principle derived from two passages”

shavah was first used as a basic conceptual analogy and only later came to be applied exclusively to verbal
analogies; see further below, p. 29 n. 105.
18
Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine, 59.
19
Ibid., 60. Notably, Aristotle counts them as two parts of one topos in On Rhetoric, 2.23, topic 4.
20
Burton Visotzky, "Midrash, Christian Exegesis, and Hellenistic Hermeneutics," in Current Trends in Study of
Midrash, ed. Carol Bakhos (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 122-24, suggests various reasons for Lieberman’s “excess of
caution” on this issue.
21
To be sure, Daube does make a statement along the same lines as that of Lieberman in his earlier essay: David
Daube, "The Civil Law of the Mishnah: The Arrangement of the Three Gates," in The Collected Works of David
Daube, ed. Calum Carmichael (Berkley: University of California, 1992), 269. However, his later essays emphasize
the Hellenistic influence on both the terminology and the content of the midrashic hermeneutical rules. See below, n.
33.
22
See also B. Men. 93b and Ibn Ezra to Lev 1:4.
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works the same way except that one uses the common denominator between two passages as an
archetype from which to derive a general principle.23
Daube points out an example of similar reasoning in Roman Law.24 The first chapter of
the Lex Aquila establishes that one who kills the cattle of another must pay the highest value that
animal had during that year.25 The third chapter of the Lex Aquila legislates compensation for
non-lethal damage to cattle as well as to all other animals and property including, “not only
burning and breaking, but also cutting, bruising, spilling, and all kinds of damage, destruction, or
spoiling.”26 Here, however, the requirement to pay the “highest value” does not appear. While
some jurists say that it is up to the judge to decide whether the litigant must pay its greatest value
or an inferior value, “Sabinus held that we must interpret as if here too the word plurimi had
been inserted, the legislator having thought it sufficient to have used the word in the first
chapter.”27
The Mekhilta deals with almost the exact same problem. Exod 22:4 requires that
someone whose livestock grazes in another person’s land must make restitution with the best of
his land. However, this requirement to pay with the best land is not mentioned in the next verse
where a person starts a fire that spreads and destroys another’s field, nor in other laws of
damages. Mekhilta d’R. Ishmael bar Yohai, 22:4, teaches:
“The best of his field and the best of his vineyard he shall pay (Exod 22:4). This
teaches that we assess him only from the best land. I know only this case; what is
the source for anyone who pays a fine that we assess it only from the best land?
Therefore the verse comes to teach, “the best of his field and the best of his
vineyard he shall pay.” This is an archetype (binyan av) for anyone who pays a
fine that we assess it only from the best land.28
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See, for example, Mekhilta d’R. Ishmael, Nezikin, 9; and further at Encyclopedia Talmudit, s.v. binyan av. On the
similarity between this form of induction and J. S. Mill’s “method of agreement,” see Louis Jacobs, Studies in
Talmudic Logic and Methodology (London: Vallentine, Mitchell, and Co., 1961), 9-15.
24
David Daube, “On the Third Chapter of the Lex Aquila,” Law Quarterly Review 52 (1936), 265.
25
Cited in Institutes of Gaius, 3.210, and Justinian’s Digest 9.2.2.
26
Institutes of Gaius, 3.217. Translations are from Francis De Zulueta, The Institutes Gaius (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1946), 225. See also Justinian’s Digest 9.2.27.5.
27
Institutes of Gaius, 3.218. See similarly Cicero, On Invention, 2.50.151: “Many provisions have been omitted in
many laws, but nobody thinks that they have been omitted, because they can be inferred from the other cases about
which rules have been laid down.”
28
See also M. BQ 1:1.
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The fifth rule governs passages that list both a general category and specific examples of items to
which a law applies.29 For example,
When a man gives to another an ass, an ox, a sheep” (Exod 22:9) – these are
specific instances; “or any other animal to guard” (ibid.) – this is a general
category. When a specific instance is followed by a general category then the
general category adds to the specific instance.30

The verse introduces the law about an animal that dies or is injured while in the care of a second
party. Although the verse specifies three types of animals, the midrash explains that the law in
fact applies to any animal, in accordance with the general category that follows. Similarly, in the
citation from Lex Aquilia above, a list of various types of damage is followed by the more
general category, “destroying.” Celcus comments on this that “burning” and “breaking” are also
included in the category of “destroy” but: “It is not unusual for a statute first to enumerate a few
cases specially and then to add a comprehensive term by which to embrace any special cases.”31
These parallels between the midrashic rules and Roman legal interpretation can certainly
be mere coincidence and a natural result of trying to interpret and apply any legal code.
However, Daube argues for a genetic connection considering the very naming and listing of
these rules. The project of distilling general rules of reasoning from specific instances and the
awareness that any given interpretation is an application of that rules is not found among any
previous group of Jews32 but rather has a distinctly Greek flavor.33
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While Hillel’s list of seven rules includes only “kelal u-frat” (see above, n. 4), it seems clear that this includes all
combinations of general categories following or preceding specific instances. Kahana, "Kavvim," suggests that
originally, all such cases would be interpreted to include items that are in some essential respect similar to the
specific instance. By the time of the scholion to the Baraita d’R. Ishmael in the Sifra, however, this interpretation
was limited only to kelal u-frat u-kelal. See also Michael Chernick, Le-heqer ha-midot "kelal u-ferat u-khelal" ve"ribui u-mi`ut" ba-midrashim uva-talmudim (Lod: Habermann Institute for Literary Research, 1984).
30
Sifra, Baraita d’R. Ishmael. See also Mekhilta d’R. Ishmael, Nezikin 16, cited below p. XX.
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Justinian’s Digest 9.2.27.16. Translation from Daube, “Rabbinic Methods,” 253.
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See Moshe Bernstein and Shlomo Koyfman, "The Interpretation of Biblical Law in the Dead Sea Scrolls: Forms
and Methods," in Biblical Interpretation at Qumran, ed. Matthias Henze (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2005), 6187.
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Daube, “Rabbinic Methods,” 254. For further analysis of foreign influence on rabbinic modes of exegesis, see
idem, "Alexandrian Methods of Interpretation and the Rabbis," in Essays in Greco-Roman and Related Talmudic
Literature, ed. Henry Fischel (New York: Ktav, 1977): 239-64; and Stephen Lieberman, “A Mesopotamian
Background for the So-called Aggadic 'Measures' of Biblical Hermeneutics,” Hebrew Union College Annual 58
(1987): 157-225.
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Another Tosefta provides more details as to the circumstances in which Hillel
introduced these exegetical methods:
Once the fourteenth [day of Nisan] fell on the Sabbath. They asked Hillel the
Elder, “Does the Passover [sacrifice] supersede the Sabbath?”
He said to them, “Do we have but one Passover [sacrifice] during the year that
supersedes the Sabbath? We have more than 300 Passovers during the year, and
they supersede the Sabbath.”
The whole courtyard [of the temple] congregated around him.
He said to them, “The regular sacrifice [offered each morning and twilight] is a
communal sacrifice, and the Passover is a communal sacrifice. Just as the regular
sacrifice is a communal sacrifice that supersedes the Sabbath, so the Passover is a
communal sacrifice that supersedes the Sabbath.
“Another proof: It [scripture] says in connection with the regular sacrifice,
[Present to me] at its appointed time (Num 28:2), and it says in connection with
the Passover, [Keep the Passover] at its appointed time (Num 9:2). Just as the
regular sacrifice, of which it says, At its appointed time, supersedes the Sabbath,
so the Passover, of which it says, At its appointed time, supersedes the Sabbath.34
“Moreover, it [can be deduced] qol va-homer. If the regular sacrifice, for which
one is not subject to [the punishment of] excision, supersedes the Sabbath, is it not
logical that the Passover, for which one is subject to [the punishment of] excision,
supersedes the Sabbath, is it not logical that the Passover, for which one is subject
to [the punishment of] excision, supersede the Sabbath?
“In addition, I have received [a tradition] from my masters that the Passover
supersedes the Sabbath. Not only the First Passover but even the Second
Passover, and not only the communal Passover but even the individual Passover.”
…On that very day they appointed Hillel patriarch [nasi], and he taught them the
laws of the Passover.35
34

See parallels at Mekhilta d’R. Ishmael, Pisha, 5 and Sifre Num, 65 and 142. This exegesis is there stated not in the
name of Hillel but in the name of R. Yoshiah. See analysis at Alexander Guttmann, “Foundations of Rabbinic
Judaism,” Hebrew Union College Annual 23 (1950-1951), 462-63.
35
T. Pes. 4:13-14. Translation from Jeffrey Rubenstein, Rabbinic Stories (New York: Paulist Press, 2002), 72-73.
On the relationship between this text and T. San 7:11, see Louis Finkelstein, Sifra on Leviticus, 5 vols. (Jerusalem:
The Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1983-1992) (Hebrew): 5.120-22.
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This chreia tells of a time when Passover fell out on Saturday night so that the sacrifices would
have to be prepared on the Sabbath. However, the leaders of the time, the elders of Bethayra,36
did not know whether they would be permitted to violate the Sabbath in order to prepare the
Passover sacrifices.37 They turn to Hillel who, sure enough uses three different analogies to the
daily burnt offering in order to prove that one is permitted to offer the Passover sacrifice on the
Sabbath.38 Hillel, however, does not stop there, but rather continues by adducing an oral tradition
from his teachers, Shemaya and Avtalion, confirming and even generalizing the same outcome
as the analogical derivations.
While historians cast doubt on various details of this story,39 we can at the very least
accept that towards the end of the Second Temple period, these exegetical methods began to
circulate among the Pharisees and early rabbis. It is furthermore very plausible that Hillel, an
important religious leader of the Pharisaic movement, was central in advancing the authority of
the Pharisaic oral law and the project of legal biblical exegesis. It is worth noting that Hillel is
depicted in Talmudic sources as someone well-educated in the science and philosophy of his
36

On the identity of the elders of Betera, see Gedalia Alon, Jews, Judaism and the Classical World: Studies in
Jewish History in the Times of the Second Temple and Talmud (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1977), 328-34. Louis
Finkelstein, Ha-Perushim ve-anshe keneset ha-gedolah (New York: Jewish Theological Seminary of America,
1950), 1-16.
37
Many have wondered how the Temple leaders could have forgotten such a law; surely Passover would have fallen
out on the Sabbath every few years under an empirical lunar calendar. Rubenstein, Rabbinic Stories , 71, writes that,
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information about this particular law.” However, Isaac Sassoon, Destination Torah (Hoboken, NJ: Ktav, 2001), 18692, suggests that the Second Temple followed a fixed calendar for most of its history until it was changed to an
empirical calendar during later Hasmonean times—perhaps as a renunciation of Greek influence. Under the fixed
calendar, the eve of Passover could have been preset never to fall on the Sabbath in order to avoid this very problem,
just as it was preset in Amoraic times when they reverted back to a fixed calendar in order that the shofar and the
ritual of the willow branches not fall on the Sabbath (Y. Suk. 4:1, 54a). It is therefore possible that during Hillel’s
time, Passover fell out on Sunday for the first time since the fixed calendar was replaced with an empirical calendar.
See also Sacha Stern, Calendar and Community: A History of the Jewish Calendar, Second Century BCE - Tenth
Century CE (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), who argues that a lunar empirical calendar was in use during
Hasmonean times, though evidence for this is only “sporadic “ (113). Some Jewish groups followed a solar calendar
during this same period. However, there is no evidence as to whether those groups following a lunar calendar in the
pre-Hasmonean period used a fixed or empirical system. While the months of the Babylonian lunar calendar were
decided empirically, by the Hellenistic period, astronomers already had tables that could predict the first visibility of
the new moon. See George Sarton, Hellenistic Science and Culture in the Last Three Centuries B.C. (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1959), 337.
38
Although the Tosefta only names the qol va-homer, the Yerushalmi plausibly matches up the other two with the
rules of heqesh and gezerah shavah. The main point here is not that Hillel used the names rules but that he turned to
exegesis at all rather than tradition.
39
See above, n. 37; Armand Kaminka, “Hillel's Life and Work,” The Jewish Quarterly Review 30, no. 2 (1939): 7879; and Henry Fischel, "Story and History: Observations on Greco-Roman Rhetoric and Pharisaism," in Essays in
Greco-Roman and Related Talmudic Literature, ed. Henry Fiscel (New York: Ktav, 1977), 452-53.
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day. In particular, many of his sayings parallel those of Seneca, the great Roman stoic.40 Hillel is
also storied as exemplifying the stoic virtue of remaining calm and never becoming angry even
in the face of great provocation.41 It is therefore of great interest that of all of the various
philosophical schools in the Hellenistic world, only the Stoics supported rhetoric and considered
it an art.42 This lends support to the possibility that the historical Hillel took steps to institute
midrashic hermeneutics in some form.
Even accepting that Hillel played an important role in the development of legal midrash,
however, it remains the case that norms of interpretation existed in some form before Hillel and
their systematization continued long after him.43 There is also no way to confirm that Hillel
formulated these particular seven rules nor the historicity of any of the details of T. Pes. 4:13-14.
We must therefore analyze this story less for what it teaches about the historical Hillel and more
for the light it sheds on the rabbis who authored and transmitted this story as the founding
narrative of their own exegetical project. In that spirit, we ask, what was the purpose in
introducing these exegetical rules? Why does Hillel figure so prominently in this connection?
Why does Hillel put so much effort into deriving the law exegetically when he had an
authoritative tradition on the matter all along. What was the significance of these details in the
minds of the story’s narrators?
Let us remember that the last two centuries of the Second Temple period were a time of
great sectarian strife. While the sects disputed some philosophical points, their primary focus of
contention was legal.44 Fundamental to their legal disputes was the reliance of the Pharisees in
unwritten traditions of their fathers. These seem to have been unconnected to scripture and the
subject of intense attack by the Sadducees. The Pharisees must have felt pressure to respond and
convince their adherents and the masses at large of their own authenticity. Heinrich Graetz
argues that Hillel accepted the Sadducean challenge and introduced the hermeneutical rules in
order to ground the Pharisaic oral law within Scripture.45 Hillel took the mass of traditions he
40

Kaminka, “Hillel's Life and Work,” 115-22.
B. Ber. 60a.
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Ruprecht, 2010), 32-35.
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Ma`ase Ha-Torah (4QMMT),” Tarbiz 59 (1990) (Hebrew), 36; and Richard Hidary, Dispute for the Sake of Heaven:
Legal Pluralism in the Talmud (Providence: Brown University, 2010), 33.
45
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learned from his teachers and “he traced them back to their first principles, and raised them out
of the narrow circle of tradition and mere custom to the height of reason…After this
demonstration by Hillel, no dispute amongst the schools could arise as to the binding power of
traditional law. By the introduction of seven rules, or Middoth, the oral law could be imbued
with the same weight and authority as that actually contained in the Scriptures.”46 Along the
same lines, Daube writes:
The greatest Pharisaic scholar of all times, Hillel, not without some difficulty,
convinced his party that the main Sadducean point had to be conceded: in
principle there could be not binding law independent of Scripture. But the way he
convinced them was by showing that nothing would be lost; and that by energetic
and systematic interpretation, the entire mass of traditional observances,
sanctioned over the centuries by the religious leaders and sages, could be derived
from the Pentateuch.47

It is for this reason that Hillel first proved from Scripture in various ways that the Passover
trumps the Sabbath and only afterwards did he relay the tradition he learned from his teachers.
He wanted to show that midrashic exegesis was a reliable method for deriving halakha and
therefore makes a good foundation as the source of Pharisaic oral law.48 Hillel and his followers
utilized rhetorical modes of reasoning common in Roman culture and jurisprudence in order to
persuade their current and potential adherents as to the legitimacy of their oral law. No longer
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could the Sadducees claim that only their laws had biblical basis. As a case in point, Y. Pes. 6:1,
33a teaches:
Over three matters did Hillel come up from Babylonia.
[1] “It is pure” (Lev13:37). Can it be that he can take leave and walk away [after
the skin has healed]? [Scripture] teaches, saying: “the priest shall purify him”
(ibid.). Since [the verse states] “the priest shall purify him,” can it be that if the
priest declares the impure to be pure then it will be pure? [Scripture] teaches,
saying: “it is pure” (ibid.) and “the priest shall purify it” (ibid.). For this did Hillel
come up from Babylonia.49
[2] One verse states, “You shall slaughter the Passover sacrifice for the Lord your
God, from the flock and the herd” (Deut 16:2). But another verse states, “You
may take it from the sheep or from the goats (Exod 12:5). How can this be? Flock
is for the Passover sacrifice. Flock and herd are for the festival sacrifice.
[3] One verse states, “You shall eat unleavened bread for six days” (Deut 16:8).
But another verse states, “You shall eat unleavened bread for seven days” (Exod
12:15). How can this be? Six [days you shall eat] from the new grain and seven
[days you shall eat] from the old grain.50
He expounded, he accorded [his interpretation with the tradition], he went up [to
Palestine] and received the tradition.

Hillel noticed three places where Scripture contains a contradiction and resolved each of them
through midrashic reasoning. He went up to Palestine in order to test his theories and found that
they accorded with the established traditional halakha as taught there. This story again proves
that derivations through biblical exegesis can successfully arrive at traditional Pharisaic halakha.
The third case here is especially significant because it is the subject of one of the most
important sectarian controversies. The Sadduccees and other sectarians understood Lev 23:11 to
prescribe the offering of the barley grain on the Sunday after Passover. The Pharisees, on the
other hand, interpreted “after the Sabbath” to refer to the day after the first day of Passover. This
49

See parallel at T. Neg 1:16. This text may relate to the question of the necessity for a priest to rule on akin
afflictions even when others are more learned, on which see Steven Fraade, “Shifting from Priestly to Non-priestly
Legal Authority: A Comparison of the Damascus Document and the Midrash Sifra,” Dead Sea Discoveries 6, no. 2
(1999), 109-25.
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controversy became especially heated when the first day of Passover fell out on Friday and the
Pharisees proceeded to cut the grain offering on the Sabbath, thereby needlessly violating the
Sabbath in eyes of the Sadducees. M. Men 10:3 recounts in detail how the Pharisees made a
public display of the cutting of the barley offering with great pomp precisely in order to
polemicize against the Sadducees. The Pharisees would have been greatly challenged to ground
their interpretation in Scripture. Hillel, however, ingeniously derives the Pharisaic position
through his resolution of Exod 12:15 and Deut 16:8. Since the new harvest may be eaten only
after the barley offering, the command to eat seven days must refer to unleavened bread made
from old grain, which is permitted on all seven days of Passover. The command to eat only six
days must therefore refer to the last six days of Passover on which one may eat of the new grain.
This proves that the barley offering must be held on the second day of Passover. From now on,
the Pharisees would be able to uphold their oral traditions and also be assured that they are in
accord with Scripture.
Alexander Guttman makes a further point that Hillel’s method would be effective not
only in defending Pharisaic traditions, but more importantly in developing them to meet the
challenges of new historical realities: “The principal way of molding Judaism, of harmonizing
changing conditions of life with hallowed ideas and practices was that of interpretation…The
endorsement of a practice or the introduction of a new practice could be made effective, usually,
by pointing to a basis in the Torah.”51 While the views of Shammai generally reflect an older
layer of halakhic development, the view of Hillel is often creative, representing a newly evolved
stratum.52 The methods of midrashic interpretation played a key role in the ability of Hillel and
his successors to direct halakha in a direction that could withstands the vicissitudes of the
coming wars and the Temple’s destruction.53

The Skeptical Turn
The rabbis’ use of rhetoric turned out to be very effective in advancing their movement
and their halakha ahead of the sectarians. The success of the hermeneutical rules, however,
51
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quickly became a problem in itself. Once one allows reasoned exegesis into the system as an
authoritative way to derive laws, then one must accept whatever outcome such exegesis may
generate. The very power and flexibility of the hermeneutical rules that made them able to
establish the basis of oral tradition now threatened that tradition itself. Just as one can apply a qol
va-homer or gezera shava to prove a transmitted law, one could use them to disprove the same
laws. How did the rabbis respond to this paradoxical challenge?
As we will see below, while the Tannaim and Amoraim apply the hermeneutical rules
throughout their literature, they also formulate limits to their application. They are aware of the
dangers to tradition inherent in relying on unbridled reason and are also conscious of the way
rhetoric can be used to arrive at opposite conclusions. They therefore introduce a large dose of
skepticism about the rules, though not so much that would nullify their use altogether. Consider
how the founding story we read above from the Tosefta is embellished in its Yerushalmi version:
[Narration]
This law [of M. Pes 6:1] was concealed from the elders of Betera. Once the
fourteenth [day of Nissan] fell on the Sabbath, and they did not know whether the
Passover supersedes the Sabbath or not. They said, “There is here a certain
Babylonian named Hillel, who served Shemaya and Avtalion. He knows whether
the Passover supersedes the Sabbath or not. Perhaps something good will come
from him.”
He said to them, “Do we have but on Passover alone throughout the whole year
that supersedes the Sabbath? Do not many Passovers throughout the year
supersede the Sabbath?”
…They said, “Thus we thought that something good would come from you.”

[Partition]
He started to expound [the law] for them based on [1] a heqesh, [2] a qol vahomer and [3] a gezera shava.

[Proof]
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[1] “From a heqesh: Since the regular sacrifice is a communal sacrifice that
supersedes the Sabbath, so too the Passover is a communal sacrifice that
supersedes the Sabbath.
[2] “From a qol va-homer: If the regular sacrifice, for which one is not subject [to
the punishment of] excision, supersedes the Sabbath, then the Passover, for which
one is [subject to the punishment] of excision, —is it not logical that it supersede
the Sabbath?
[3] “From a gezerah shavah: Just as the daily sacrifice, in connection with which
it says At its appointed time (Num 28:2), supersedes the Sabbath, so too the
Passover, in connection with which it says At its appointed time (Num 9:3),
supersedes the Sabbath.”

[Refutation]
They said to him, “Did we think that something good would come from a
Babylonian?
[1] “The heqesh that you stated can be refuted: What you say of the regular
sacrifice, which has a limit [of two per day], you cannot say of [=apply to] the
Passover, which has no limit [in the number that may be offered.]
[2] “The qol va-homer that you stated can be refuted: What you say of the regular
sacrifice, which is of the Most Holy [class of] sacrifices, you cannot say of the
Passover, which is of the Lesser Holy sacrifices.
[3] “The gezerah shavah that you stated—one may not infer a gezerah shavah on
his own [but only if he received it as a tradition from his masters].”
R. Yose b. R. Bon said in the name of R. Abba b. Memel: “If one should come
and reason based on a gezerah shavah on his own, he can make the reptile cause
tent impurity and a corpse cause impurity with the size of a lentil, for he can
interpret ‘clothing…skin’ (Lev 11:32) ‘clothing…skin’ (Num 31:20) as a gezerah
shavah…”
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R. Yose b. R. Bon said in the name of R. Abba b. Memel: “One may infer a
gezerah shavah in order to uphold his teaching [as received from tradition] but
one may not infer a gezerah shavah to nullify his teaching.”
R. Yose b. R. Bon said in the name of R. Abba b. Memel: “One may infer a qol
va-homer on his own but one may not infer a gezerah shavah on his own.
Therefore, we do refute based on a qol va-homer but we do not refute based on a
gezerah shavah.”

[Peroration]
Even though he [Hillel] was sitting and expounding for them the whole day, they
did not accept it [the ruling] from him until he said to them, “May [harm] befall
me if I did not learn thus from Shemaya and Avtalion.”
As soon as they heard that from him, they rose and appointed him patriarch over
them.

As soon as they appointed him patriarch over them he began to rebuke them with
words saying, “What caused your need for this Babylonian [=me]? Is it not that
you did not serve the two great men of the world, Shemaya and Avtalion, who
were dwelling with you?”
As soon as he rebuked them with words the law was concealed from him. They
said to him, “What will we do for the people—they did not bring their knives?”
He said to them, “this law I heard and forgot. But leave Israel be. If they are not
prophets, they are the sons of prophets.”
Immediately, he whose Passover was a lamb stuck it [the knife] in its hair. He
whose Passover was a kid tied it between its horns. It turned out that their
Passovers brought their knives with them.
As soon as he saw the event, he remembered the law. He said, “Thus I learned
from Shemaya and Avtalion.”54
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Y. Pes 6:1, 33a. Translation from Rubenstein, Rabbinic Stories, 77-79, with modifications.
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The Yerushalmi version of the story greatly expands upon and modifies the Tosefta version.55
The Yerushalmi is more dramatic and includes many satiric statements.56 Bnei Bethayra
repeatedly denigrate Hillel as a Babylonian, only to have the roles reversed at the end when
Hillel comes to power and he rebukes them in return. Most significantly for our purposes, the
Tosefta has Hillel present his midrashic proofs as well as his received tradition all at once and
Bnei Betera immediately accept his teaching. The Yerushalmi, however, introduces tension
between Hillel’s exegesis and his traditions. Bnei Bethayra rudely reject the former and proceed
to list detailed rebuttals of each of Hillel’s hermeneutical methodologies. This stands in stark
contrast with Bnei Bethayra’s enthusiastic embrace of Hillel’s apodictic tradition.
The Yerushalmi’s expansion of the Tosefta’s version follows the arrangement of
rhetorical oratory, as discussed previously. After narrating the circumstances of the case, the
storyteller introduces the three different proofs that Hillel will use. After presenting the details of
each proof, the elders reject each one in turn. In a typical monological declamation, the refutation
section serves to preempt any objections that the opposition may have or respond to arguments
they already presented.57 In this case, the refutation is expressed by the opposition and the
disproofs are accepted. The Yerushalmi thus ironically uses rhetoric arrangement as a tool to
reject rhetorical reasoning altogether. Finally, the peroration closes the narrative with the story of
Hillel’s inauguration as Patriarch.
Understandably, the Bavli version of the story,58 does not include the satiric denigration
of Hillel as a Babylonian. More importantly, the Bavli has Hillel simply present two midrashic
proofs, which are immediately accepted, and makes no mention of a received tradition about this
law. David Rosental has pointed to the difference between the Yerushalmi and Bavli versions of
this story as an example of a more general contrast between the Talmuds about the relative value
of tradition versus reason.59 Rubenstein has further elaborated on this, showing that the
Yerushalmi praises memorization of traditions as the highest value while the Bavli denigrates
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In the following analysis I follow Menachem Katz, “Ha-sipurim `al minui Hillel be-sifrut ha-talmudit: 'agadat
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B. Pes 66a, not cited here. See translation at Rubenstein, Rabbinic Stories, 74-76.
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David Rosental, “Mesorot Eres-Yisraeliyot ve-darkan le-Bavel,” Cathedra 92 (1999), 34-36; and see similarly at
Binyamin Lau, The Sages: Character, Context and Creativity (Jerusalem: Koren, 2010), 189-90.
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these skills as trivial. Rather, the Bavli celebrates dialectics, argumentation, and exegetical
dexterity.60
However, while I agree that the Yerushalmi and Bavli generally present contrasting
views about the value of tradition versus reason, I do not think that the Hillel story is a good
example of that difference. First, these stories do not address dialectical skill per se but rather the
legitimacy of midrashic hermeneutics. Second, the Bavli retains the description of Hillel as a
student of Shemaya and Avtalion, suggesting that his exegesis is derived from or was at least
inspired by his teachers.61 Most importantly, the Bavli, like the Yerushalmi, also contains a
rejection of Hillel’s proofs except that they are recorded after the story rather than in the
middle.62 The Bavli cites and analyzes Hillel’s proofs:
The master said: “Also, it can be deduced from a qol va-homer. If the regular
sacrifice, for which one is not punished with excision, supersedes the Sabbath,
then the Passover, for which on is punished with excision—is it not logical that it
supersedes the Sabbath?”
We can refute it: the regular sacrifice is brought more often and is completely
burnt.63
He [Hillel] first told them the qol va-homer and they refuted it and then he told
them the gezerah shavah.
But since he learned the gezerah shavah [from tradition], why was there a need to
tell them the qol va-homer?
Rather, he spoke to them in their terms: it is well that you do not learn the gezerah
shavah for one does not infer a gezerah shavah on his own. However, you should
learn from the qol va-homer, which one may infer on his own.
They told him, “It is a refuted qol va-homer.”64
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Jeffrey Rubenstein, The Culture of the Babylonian Talmud (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press,
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According to this analysis of the story, Bnei Bethayra did reject Hillel’s qol va-homer and they
accepted the gezerah shavah only because Hillel received it as a tradition from his teachers. The
Bavli is thus very close in perspective to the Yerushalmi.65 Both Talmuds value tradition over
hermeneutical rules, towards which they show great skepticism. Let us now examine the two
most frequently used rules, the qol va-homer and the gezerah shavah, in more detail.

Qol va-homer
Adolf Shwarz argued over a century ago that the qol va-homer was a type of Aristotelian
syllogism.66 Louis Jacobs, however, demonstrates that the types of reasoning are fundamentally
different.67 The major difference is that the Aristotelian categorical syllogism relates a genus and
a species. If the species falls within the category of the genus then it will have the same
properties that are common to all members of that genus. This is different from the qol va-homer
where two different categories are compared as long as they have an essential similarity that
reason would suggest relates the two.68 For example, Mishnah Hulin 12:5 teaches: “If regarding
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The Yerushalmi is not even that radically different from the Tosefta. The Tosefta does say that Hillel’s audience
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a light commandment (the prohibition against sending away the mother bird in Deut 22:6-7)
which is like an issar,69 the Torah says, ‘in order that you may fare well and have a long life’
(Deut 22:7) qol va-homer regarding weighty commandments of the Torah.” This is clearly not a
syllogism since weighty commandments are not a species of light commandments.
Rather, as discussed above, the qol va-homer is a rhetorical form of reasoning that is
listed as a type of analogy in the topics of Aristotle and Cicero. Quintilian provides an example
of analogy from lesser to greater in a legal context: “If it is lawful to kill a thief in the night
[when one is not sure if he threatens violence], how much more is it lawful to kill an armed
robber [who definitely threatens violence]?”70 The midrash includes a similar a fortiori
argument, except it deals with a thief who does not threaten violence who may not be killed and
teaches the contrapositive: “If when a person definitely comes to steal [without threatening
violence] and he [the victim] kills him [the thief], he [the killer] is liable, all the more so [qol vahomer] one about whom there is a doubt whether he comes to steal or whether he does not come
to steal [that his killer would be liable].”71
Having established the close affinity between the rhetorical comparison of lesser and
greater and the rabbinic qol va-homer, we can now analyze the rabbis’ use of and attitude
towards the qol va-homer as a window into their view of reason and rhetoric in general. We find,
on the one hand, that the qol va-homer is attested well over one thousand times throughout
rabbinic literature.72 This ubiquitous use shows that the rabbis are well entrenched within the
rhetorical tradition, or at least their version of it. On the other hand, as we will demonstrate
below, the rabbis also show a deep ambivalence and skepticism about the application of qol vahomer reasoning in many cases. They are apprehensive about qol va-homer arguments that
contradict tradition and recognize the qol va-homer reasoning can be used in mutually opposing
directions—thus casting doubt on its very reliability.
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As discussed in chapter xx, R. Yohanan demands that a judge who opens the deliberation
in a capital case must be able to argue that a reptile is pure and impure in one hundred ways. The
Talmud continues with an illustration:
R. Yannai said: If a snake, which kills [and causes impurity], is itself pure, then
all the more so a mouse, which does not kill, should be pure. Or the inverse: if a
mouse, which does not kill, is impure, then all the more so a snake, which does
kill, should be impure. R. Pinehas objected, “Behold a scorpion kills, yet it is
pure.” A tradition was found stating, “[The same reasoning that applies to] both a
snake and a scorpion.”73

R. Yannai here, by assuming that an animal which causes impurity by killing it must be
more impure itself than a non-lethal animal, is able to prove that the carcass of a mouse is pure—
a direct contradiction to Lev 11:29. R. Pinehas cites a counterexample but the Talmud quickly
upholds R. Yannai’s qol va-homer by subsuming the counterexample within the original
argument itself. If one can contradict the Torah using such reasoning, then that does not mean
that the Torah is incorrect but rather that the method of reasoning is not reliable.
Similarly, using a fortiori reasoning, one can prove that almost all marriages are
prohibited:
This is a question that R. Yose ben Tadai from Tiberius asked Rabban Gamaliel:
If my wife, to whom I am permitted, I am prohibited from her daughter, then a
married women, to whom I am prohibited, all the more so should I not be
prohibited to her daughter?” He replied, “Go out and provide for me [with an
answer regarding] a high priest concerning whom it is stated, ‘But he shall marry
a virgin from his nation’ (Lev 21:14), and I will provide you [with an answer
regarding] all the rest of Israel.” Another version: [Rabban Gamaliel replied,]
“We do not use reason to uproot a matter from the Torah.” And Rabban Gamaliel
excommunicated him.74
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ySan 4:1, 21d. See parallels at B. San 17a-b and B. Eruv 13b.
Derekh Eres, `Arayot, 6.
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R. Yose ben Tadai reasoned that since one is prohibited from cohabiting with his step-daughter,
even though he is permitted to her mother (his wife), then he should all the more so be prohibited
from cohabiting with any other married woman’s daughter considering that he is prohibited from
cohabiting with her mother. By focusing on the permissibility of cohabiting with a woman’s
mother as a factor in how permissible one might be to the woman herself, R. Yose ben Tadai
succeeded in prohibiting all women whose parents are married. This is obviously a ridiculous
conclusion but it does pose a logical challenge to Rabban Gamaliel. Rabban Gamaliel does not
question the reasoning behind the qol va-homer but simply points out that this contradicts the
Torah and therefore must be invalid. A high priest, after all, may marry a virgin even though he
is prohibited in every case from marrying her mother, even if she is divorced or widowed.
Rabban Gamaliel further excommunicates R. Yose ben Tadai for using such sophistic reasoning
to undermine the Torah.75
While in the two cases just cited it is a rabbi who proposes a fallacious qol va-homer,
other cases present the qol va-homer as a favorite method of rival sectarians. Daniel Shwartz
shows that of the twenty or so explicit controversies between the Pharisees and the
Sadducees/Boethusians mentioned in rabbinic literature, approximately half hinge on a qol vahomer.76 In some cases, the Rabbis use a qol va-homer to show the absurdity of the Sadducean
position. In most of these cases, the Sadducees present a qol va-homer to prove their position and
the rabbis reject it. For example:
The Sadducees say, “We complain against you Pharisees, for you say that I am
liable for my ox or ass that cause damage but I am not liable for my slave or
maidservant who cause damage. If my ox and my ass regarding whom I am not
responsible to ensure that they observe commandments, yet I am responsible for
their damage, all the more so my slave and my maidservant regarding whom I am
responsible to ensure that they observe commandments, I should be responsible
for their damage.” They said to them, “No. If you say [that I am liable] regarding
my ox and my ass, which have no intelligence, would you say [that I am liable]
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regarding my slave and my maidservant who have intelligence? If I make them
angry, they will go and burn another’s grain pile and I will be liable to pay.”77

The Sadducees here analogize two types of responsibility: the responsibility of an owner to
ensure that his property adheres to the commandments of the Torah and the responsibility of an
owner to pay for damage caused by his property. The greater the former, they reason, the greater
should be the latter. An owner is responsible to ensure that his slaves fulfill commandments but
regarding one’s animal, an owner may not work the animal on the Sabbath but he need not stop
the animal from grazing on its own on the Sabbath. Since an owner is liable to pay for the
damages of his animal, even though he is not responsible for its fulfillment of commandments,
then he should all the more so be responsible to pay for the damages of his slave, for whose
fulfillment of commandments the owner is responsible.78 The Pharisees successfully rebut this
argument by severing the analogy between the two cases considering that, unlike animals, slaves
have intelligence and it would lead to an absurdity if one held the owner responsible for a slave’s
actions.79
Schwartz argues that there is likely a degree of historical authenticity behind at least
some of these traditions and that the Sadducees used the qol va-homer extensively because it is
the most logical and fits with their legal realism.80 Schwartz further adds another possibility that
the rabbis cast the Sadducees as representing the heretical or amateur student who mocks
rabbinic halakha by applying qol va-homer arguments subversively. By placing such subversive
arguments into the mouths of the Sadducees,81 the rabbis attempted to silence those who would
use this form of reasoning against the rabbinic establishment.82 In either case, these debates show
the anxiety of the rabbis towards such reasoning, how skeptical they were of its ability to reach
valid conclusions, and therefore the need to limit its applicability.
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Several other cases show an individual rabbi using a qol va-homer to challenge the
majority consensus. For example, M. Yev. 8:3 teaches:83
An Amonite and a Moabite are prohibited [in marriage to a Jew] and their
prohibition is forever; however, their females are permitted immediately. An
Egyptian and an Edomite are prohibited for only three generations [after
conversion to Judaism], both males and females. R. Shimon permits [Egyptian
and Edomite] females immediately. R. Shimon said, “It is a qol va-homer. If in a
place where [the Torah] prohibits the males forever, it permits the females
immediately, in a place where it prohibits the males for only three generation
should we not all the more so permit the females immediately?” They told him,
“If it is a tradition we will accept but if it is based only on a deduction [from a qol
va-homer] then we have a response.” He said to them, “No, I am teaching a
tradition.”

As with the Yerushalmi version of the Hillel story cited above, the minority position is granted
legitimacy only because it is based on a received tradition. Qol va-homer reasoning alone is
insufficient. If the sage presenting the qol va-homer lacks a tradition, then his reasoning will be
rejected as in M. Naz 7:4, where R. Akiva uses a qol va-homer to challenge a law taught by R.
Eliezer in the name of R. Yehoshua. R. Eliezer responds: “What is this Akiva? We do not reason
here from a qol va-homer.” R. Yehoshua similarly rebuts R. Akiva, saying: “You have spoken
well; however, this is how they taught the tradition.”
The extent to which qol va-homer does not represent universal logic but rather subjective
reasoning is evident by the numerous examples where controversy erupts over the validity of a
qol va-homer. M. Makh 6:8, for example, records an extended debate over the validity of a qol
va-homer presented by R. Akiva and rejected by his colleagues.84 In the following controversy,
Rabbi and his colleagues utilize the very same aspect of a law to argue both for the stringency
and leniency of that law:
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“He shall bring his wife to the priest” (Num 5:15): The biblical ordinance is that
the husband brings his wife to the priest, but [the sages] said: Two disciples of the
sages are to accompany him on the way lest he have intercourse with her.
Rabbi [Yehudah] says, her husband is deemed reliable as may be learned by qol
va-homer. Since in the case of a menstruant the husband is deemed reliable, and
that is a transgression whose punishment is karet [cutting off], in the case of the
suspected adulteress, [intercourse with whom] is not punishable by karet, does it
not stand to reason that her husband be deemed reliable with regard to her?
They said to him, No, for if that is the case for a menstruant who is permissible
after the prohibition, then surely it is thus with the suspected adulteress who is not
permissible after her prohibition, and, moreover, since intercourse with the wife is
not punishable by karet, the husband is not deemed reliable with regard to her.85

The very same quality of the menstruant—that relations with her is punishable by karet—
is considered as a reason to deem the mentruant both more stringent as well as less stringent than
the suspected adultress. If one is able to argue a qol va-homer in diametrically opposite
directions, then it can hardly be considered as a foolproof method for deriving laws from the
Torah. It is true that R. Yehudah ben Beteira presumes that deducing laws by qol va-homer is a
simple matter when he excoriates Yohanan ben Bagbag by saying: “I was sure that you are an
expert in the depths of the Torah. Are you ignorant of how to reason from a qol va-homer?”86
But numerous cases of qol va-homer arguments that are contradicted by the Torah, by oral
tradition, or whose logical validity are contested, show that qol va-homer reasoning can be
complex and subject to rebuttal.
Considering the unwieldiness and untrustworthiness of the qol va-homer, Rabbinic
literature limited its use. It seems that there was a time during the Tannaitic period when a qal
va-homer could only be used to uphold a tradition but not to create a new law. That is the sense
one gets from M. Yev. 8:3, cited above. This may have been necessary at the height of
Sadducean polemics. At other times, however, perhaps after the Sadducean threat died down, qal
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va-homer was used even to derive new laws87 but still with three major limitations on its use.
The first is that one may not deduce a law that is more stringent than the very source of the
derivation.88 For example, Numbers 12:14 records an early example of a fortiori reasoning: “The
Lord said to Moses, ‘If her father spat in her face, would she not bear her shame for seven days?
Let her be shut out of camp for seven days.’” Sifre Num 106 comments:89
If her father, who is of flesh and blood, [requires her to be punished for] seven
days, then He Who Spoke and Created the World [should require her to be
punished for] fourteen days. It is enough that what is deduced should be like the
source of the deduction (dayo la-ba min ha-din lihiot ka-nidon). Just as her father,
who is flesh and blood, [requires her to be punished for] seven days, so too He
Who Spoke and Created the World [requires her to be punished for] seven days.

Although one might be tempted to apply a more severe punishment to one shamed by God rather
than by a human, God declares it sufficient to punish Miriam with the same seven day
banishment.90 Both the use of inference by qol va-homer as well as the limitation of dayyo are
exemplified in the Torah by God Himself. Azzan Yadin comments that the authority of the qol
va-homer “does not derive from human reasoning but from its explicit use in the Torah.”91
The second limitation confirms this reading. Mishnah Yadaim 3:2 teaches: “One may not
derive matters of Torah from matters of the Scribes, nor matters of the Scribes from the words of
the Torah, nor matters of the Scribes from matters of the Scribes.” The reason seems to be that
the Scribes legislated decrees and enactments according to the needs of the times and were not
necessarily consistent in being more stringent in weighty matters.92 The Bavli similarly rules:
“One may not infer using a qol va-homer from a tradition (halakha).”93 Rashi comments: “The
oral law was not given to be interpreted through the thirteen principles.”94 That is, the
See Y. Pes. 6:1, 33a, as cited above: “One may infer a qol va-homer on his own.”
Lysias, On the Murder of Eratosthenes, 1.31, also does not seem to abide by this principle.
89
See also Sifra, Baraita d’R. Yishmael and further analysis at Menahem Kahana, Sifre on Numbers: An Annotated
Edition (Jerusalem: The Hebrew University Magnes Press, 2011) (Hebrew), 1. 264-5 and 3.690-92. On the principle
of dayyo generally, see Encyclopedia Talmudit, s.v. “dayyo la-bba min ha-ddin lihiot ka-nniddon.”
90
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applicability of the exegetical principles to the Torah depends not on their logical reasoning but
on an explicit tradition that the Torah should be interpreted thus.95
A third limitation is that the rabbis will not impose a punishment on the basis of a qol vahomer (en `onshin min ha-din).96 Sifra, Kedoshim, perek 10.10, derives this rule from the Torah
itself:
“If a man marries his sister, the daughter of his father or the daughter of his
mother (Lev 20:17). I only know [he is prohibited to marry] the daughter of his
father who is not the daughter of his mother and the daughter of his mother who is
not the daughter of his father. How do I know [he is prohibited from his sister]
from his father and from his mother? Scripture teaches, “his sister”—in any way.
Even without Scripture teaching this, I can derive it by qol va-homer: If he is
liable for his sister from his father and not from his mother or [for his sister] from
his mother and not from his father, all the more so [he should be liable for his
sister] from his father and from his mother. However, if you say so, you have
punished based on a qol va-homer. Therefore it is stated, “his sister,” to teach you
that they do not punish based on a qol va-homer.
The verse adds the word “his sister” in order to teach that one is liable for marrying his
full sister and not only his half-sister. Although one could logically derive the liability for
one’s full sister from the liability for one’s half-sister, that the verse adds the word “his
sister” in order to teach that very law shows that logic alone would be an insufficient
basis for meting out punishment.97 The continuation of the Sifra teaches further that one
may also not derive a warning from a qol va-homer.98 Significantly, this limitation is
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Also related to this is the Ishmaelian rule that one may not make an inference from the result of another
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cited as a reason not to accept a Sadducean legal interpretation based on a qol vahomer.99
The reason for this limitation seems to be that, as Samuel ha-Nagid explains,
“Sometimes one is mistaken in his reasoning and the qol va-homer is invalid even though
we do not realize it.”100 The court cannot physically punish someone on the basis of
uncertain, even if convincing, reasoning. Susan Handelman similarly concludes from
these restrictions that the qol va-homer “is not a universal principle or an apodictic
premise” but rather can provide us with only “a relative conclusion based on a hypothesis
and subject to continual testing and scrutiny.”101
Howard Eilberg-Schwartz invokes the rabbinic qol va-homer as an example of a form of
reasoning that a Western mind cannot make sense of and therefore as proof that all rationality is
relative. The qol va-homer made sense for the rabbis because it functioned within a given set of
myths regarding the perfection of the Torah, just as modern science makes sense for moderns
within its given set of myths.102 What he misses is that the rabbis themselves recognize the
problematic nature of qol va-homer arguments and they are the first to criticism irrational
arguments presented by their colleagues. They never make the claim that a qol va-homer
furnishes syllogistic proof; instead, they work within the realm of rhetoric: “The tasks the rabbis
faced were not tasks that could be solved with mathematics, but instead tasks of finding the most
persuasive analogy in a world of infinite analogies.”103 The tenuousness and arbitrariness that we
often sense in qol va-homer arguments, and which the ancient rabbis sensed as well, is inherent
to the realm of rhetoric. The rabbis made extensive use of qol va-homer reasoning but were also
aware of its pitfalls and knew to proceed with caution.
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Gezerah Shavah

The gezerah shavah in rabbinic literature generally refers to an analogy between two
laws in the Bible when both laws share a common word. We already saw a good example of a
gezerah shavah above when Hillel argues that since the word “at its appointed time” occurs in
the context of the daily burnt offering as well as the Passover offering, we can analogize that just
as the daily burnt offering supersedes the Sabbath so does the Passover offering.104
The comparison of equals in Greek sources refers not to verbal analogies but to
conceptual analogies, such as Cicero’s comparison of houses to land regarding the law of
usucapion. The original rabbinic gezerah shavah also seems to have been a conceptual analogy,
as we find in M. Bes 1:6.105 Even when gezerot shavot include verbal analogies, it is most often
the case that there is a conceptual analogy as well. However, whereas in Greek and early rabbinic
analogies, the conceptual element is the focus, by the middle of the Tannaitic period, the weight
of the argument shifts to the verbal. One can witness this shift in the formula used numerous
times in Akivan midrashim “let us see to which it is similar.” Here is one example:
[After a period of] seven years [you shall practice remission of debts] (Deut 15:1).
Can this mean seven years for each and every individual? Behold you can reason:
There is a requirement of seven years regarding land Sabbatical and there is a
requirement of seven years regarding a debt. Just as seven years mentioned
regarding land Sabbatical is for the whole world, so too seven years mentioned by
a debt is for the whole world.
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Or go in this direction: There is a requirement of seven years regarding a Hebrew
slave and there is a requirement for seven years regarding debts. Just as seven
years mentioned by a Hebrew slave means seven years for each and every
individual so too seven years mentioned by a debt means seven years for each and
every individual.
Let us see to which it is similar (nir’eh le-mi domeh)? We derive something that is
not dependent on the Jubilee (debts) from something that is not dependent on the
Jubilee (land Sabbatical) and let not the Hebrew slave, who is dependent on the
Jubilee, serve as proof. Or go in this direction: We derive something (debts) that
applies both in the Land [of Israel] and outside the Land from something (Hebrew
slave) that applies both in the Land and outside the Land and let not land
Sabbatical, which applies only in the Land, serve as proof.
Therefore the verse teaches “seven years” “seven years” for a gezerah shavah.
Just as “seven years” (Deut 31:10) mentioned regarding land Sabbatical means
seven years for the whole world, so too “seven years” (Deut 15:1) mentioned
regarding a debt means seven years for the whole world.106

The Pentateuch includes three different laws that involve seven year periods: debts must
be remitted after seven years (Deut 15:1), the land must lie fallow in the seventh Sabbatical year
(Lev 25:4), and a Hebrew slave goes free in the seventh year (Ex 21:2, Deut 15:12). The seven
years for the Hebrew slave are counted individually for each slave starting from the time he or
she becomes a slave. The seven years for land Sabbatical, on the other hand, follow a collective
count such that the entire country leaves the land fallow all during the same year. The midrash
inquires whether the remission of debts should be counted individually from the start of each
loan, or collectively like the land Sabbatical. The midrash then attempts to make a conceptual
analogy. Remission of debt has in common with land Sabbatical that they both are practiced even
when the Jubilee is not in effect, unlike the law of Hebrew slaves which is dependent on the
Jubilee. On the other hand, remission of debt has in common with the freeing of Hebrew slaves
that both laws also apply outside the Land of Israel, unlike land Sabbatical. Since these
conceptual analogies are inconclusive, the midrash resorts to a gezerah shavah using the phrase
106
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“miqes sheva shanim…shemita,” which occurs only regarding debt remission and land
Sabbatical.
In this midrash, as in others of this form, we see the rabbis attempt to apply a conceptual
analogy, only to find that one can form analogies between most any given pair of laws by
focusing on some or other aspect that they share. Conceptual analogies are ambiguous and
inconclusive. The only reliable analogy is one that is not based on human reasoning but that is
sanctioned by the Torah itself. If the Torah uses a phrase in only two places, then we can be sure
that the Torah itself is directing us to compare the two verses.
In Akivan midrashim, gezera shavah was generally limited to comparing words or
expressions that occur only twice in the Pentateuch, as seen in the example above.107 Ishmaelian
midrashim, on the other hand, include gezerot shavot using words that occur more than twice in
the Pentateuch. However, they add a requirement that the words must be extraneous (mufneh) in
their own contexts and therefore free to be used for the gezerah shavah. For example, see the
version of the gezerah shavah regarding preparing the Passover on the Sabbath as it appears in
Ishmaelian midrashim:
R. Yoshiah said to him [R. Yonatan]:108 Since it says, “Command the Israelite
people and say to them: [Be punctilious in presenting to Me at its appointed time
(bemo`ado)] My offering…” (Num 28:1). If this comes to teach that the daily
burnt offering supersedes the Sabbath, this is not necessary, for it is already
stated, “On the Sabbath day: two yearling lambs” (Num 28:9). What does “at its
appointed time (bemo`ado)” come to teach? Rather it is free to be used to draw an
analogy and form a gezerah shavah. It is stated here “at its appointed time
(bemo`ado)” (Num 9:2) and it is stated below “at its appointed time (bemo`ado)”
(Num 28:1). Just as “at its appointed time (bemo`ado)” stated below supersedes
the Sabbath, so too “at its appointed time (bemo`ado)” stated here supersedes the
Sabbath.109
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The very same gezerah shavah found in the Tosefta and Amoraic sources cited above without
the feature of mufneh is here presented with this Ishmaeliam requirement.110 In nearly all
Tannatic gezerot shavot, there is a conceptual link between the two laws.111 However, the
conceptual analogy alone is insufficient to derive a law. Rather, the analogy must be validated by
a verbal parallel. For R. Akiva, the two phrases must be unique to the two laws being analogized.
For R. Ishmael, Scripture must provide an indication that a given analogy is valid by leaving at
least one of its occurrences extraneous (mufneh) in its own contextual work and therefore free to
act as a reference point for another law.
Azzan Yadin takes this point even further in his analysis of R. Ishmael midrashim. He
shows that these midrashim limit the role of the reader as interpreter and instead present
Scripture as being self-interpreting. Yadin locates this self-interpreting activity in the term “hakatuv,” which serves in these midrashim as the personified Scripture that actively teaches and
explains the words of the Torah. R. Ishmael advocates for a submissive reader who does not
impose his will or explanation onto the text but rather waits passively until Scripture itself, hakatuv, makes the meaning clear.
Yadin therefore proposes that by requiring that one of verses used in a gezerah shavah
must be mufneh, R. Ishmael “shifts the agency of the analogy from the reader to Scripture….The
reader cannot roam the biblical text in search of paired terms to interpret, but must carefully
attend to the language of Scripture, seeking out redundancies that free up words for gezerah
shavah. No independent interpreter, the reader carries out the exegetic instructions already
inscribed in the text.”112
Yadin shows that the list of thirteen middot in the Baraita of R. Ishmael—which has been
curiously transmitted as an introduction to the Akivan Sifra—should be read independently form
Ishmaelian midrashim, Mekhilta d’R. Ishmael and Sifre Num. These midrashim employ only six
of the thirteen and only refer to two of them as middot.113 The few occurrences of middah in a
hermeneutic sense in these midrashim, do not refer to logical methods of deriving new laws but
rather to a generalization about behavior characteristic of Scripture, which serves to limit the
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interpretive possibilities of various elements of biblical style.114 Yadin argues further that even
these principles are derived by the Ishmaelian midrashim not from human reason but from
Scripture itself. For example, Mekhilta d’R. Ishmael, Nezikin 16, teaches:
“When a man gives to another an ass, an ox, a sheep [or all animals to guard]…”
(Exod 22:9): I thus know only about an ass, an ox, and a sheep. How about any
other beast? [Scripture] teaches, saying: “Or all animals to guard.” I read, then,
“All animals to guard.” What does it teach by saying, “an ass, an ox, a sheep”?
Because if it had read only “all animal” I might have understood that the keeper is
liable only if all beasts have been put in his care. Therefore it says, “an ass, an ox,
a sheep,” to declare him liable for each one by itself. And what does [Scripture]
teach by saying, “all animal”? Ha-katuv comes to teach you that a general
statement that is added to a specific statement includes everything.115

Exod 22:9 contains a list of particulars followed by a general class, a potential source of
confusion as to what exact cases the law covers. The midrash explains that the law covers all
members of the class and that the particulars are also listed in order to teach that one is liable for
every single member of the class and not only the collective. This midrash, however, goes further
and derives from this example a general rule that anytime Scripture expresses itself in such a
format, it should be interpreted thus. This is the same as the fifth of Hillel’s rules and the sixth
rule in the Baraita d’R. Ishmael. As discussed above, this rule can be easily explained based on
parallels in Roman law. However, even if these origins are historically accurate, for this midrash,
the origins of this rule are not in human reason or external influence but rather derive from
within the Torah as a self-interpreting text. The mufneh requirement that one verse in a gezerah
shavah be extraneous, similarly functions as a Scriptural warrant for performing an analogy
between two Scriptural laws.
Moving past the Tannaitic era, we find a great expansion in the use of gezerah shavah
arguments in both the Yerushalmi and the Bavli as the definitions of and requirements for valid
gezerot shavot become looser. The distinctions between the schools of R. Akiva and R. Ishmael
faded, and verbal analogies that would have previously been considered illegitimate by either
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school now came to be recognized as bona fide gezerot shavot.116 With this increased in use and
decrease in limitations, the gezerah shavah had the potential to become unwieldy in its ability to
pair any two words in the Torah and thereby derive laws in almost infinite possibilities.117 The
early Amoraim therefore established the principle: “One may not infer a gezera shava on his
own”118 but rather can only repeat one that he has received from tradition. Similarly, “One may
infer a gezerah shavah in order to uphold his teaching [as received from tradition] but one may
not infer a gezerah shavah to nullify his teaching.”119 In effect, this principle does away with the
entire method of gezerah shavah since it is entirely subsumed under and dependent upon the
authority of received tradition.120 Ironically, the expansion of the application of gezerah shavah
led to its extinction.121

Conclusions
To summarize, many of the exegetical methods of the Rabbis have been found to parallel
similar topoi and hermeneutics of Greco-Roman rhetoric and law. This is especially evident in
the identification, naming and codifying of these methods in the lists attributed to Hillel and R.
Ishmael, activities found nowhere in Second Temple literature. These parallels can best have
their provenance in the shared cultural and legal milieu of the early sages in Palestine (and
perhaps Babylonia as well) who must have learned of such lists in their dealings with lawyers,
traveling sophists, or innumerable people who studied in the nearby schools of rhetoric.
As significant as the integration of these rhetorical methods into their program of
Scriptural exegesis is how the rabbis adapted, limited, and in some cases, ultimately rejected
these very methods. The reason for their apprehensiveness is made explicit by R. Yannai and R.
Yose b. R. Bon who demonstrate how the qol va-homer and gezerah shavah can be used to
derive obviously incorrect laws concerning reptile impurity. Human reason can lead to
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contradictions, conclusions that oppose tradition, and is simply too subjective and open-ended as
a basis upon which to explicate Divine law.
Yadin writes concerning Ishmaelian midrashim: “The refusal to accept a midrashic
conclusion as the basis for analogy is motivated by the ineluctable contingency of human
interpretation, a matter raised time and again by the midrashim themselves.”122 Instead, these
midrashim tend to limit the role of the reader and view Scripture as self-interpreting. Therefore,
even if modern scholars are correct in finding parallels to techniques of Greco-Roman rhetoric,
the midrash itself traces the origin of the rule as coming from within Scripture itself. These
midrashim do not repudiate the use of rhetorical methods; far from it, they use them successfully
throughout the midrash. Rather, they subsume the rhetorical methodology into their overall
system by integrating human reason into the scripturally led exegetical process.
Neusner similarly writes that the purpose of the authorship of Sifre Num. is to make the
point that “Reason unaided by Scripture produces uncertain propositions. Reason operating
within the limits of Scripture produces truth.”123 He makes the same claim for Sifra.124 Even
accepting Yadin’s hypothesis that Akivan midrashim allow for a more active role on the part of
the reader, these midrashim still significantly curtail that freedom and emphasize the authority of
tradition over human reason.
Precisely because the qol va-homer is not a genus to species syllogism but rather an
analogy between different categories, there is no clear criterion to decide the validity of the
comparison. Gezerah shavah is also an analogy between equals, often buttressed by verbal links,
but otherwise dependent on the subtleties of human reason. Having accepted that some analogies
are valid and necessary for interpreting the bible, the rabbis pushed the possibilities of this
analogical reasoning to their fullest, sometimes ad absurdum, to test its limits. This became
useful for grounding previous oral tradition, authorizing new legislation, and proving the
perfection of the Torah. However, it also became a double-edged sword wielded by sectarians
and dissidents alike, threatening to undermine the Torah through its powerful sweep. The rabbis
therefore had to limit its applicability and give highest priority to tradition. This analysis reveals
rabbis entrenched in the rhetorical realm, engaging in persuasive argumentation and reasoning
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through analogies; but at the same time, they also remained skeptical of the subjectivity and
volatility of human reason.
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essay is to describe and briefly ro inrerprer rhe
hermeneutical methods employed by the Phariseees and their rabbinic
successors in the first two centuries of the common era. However, in order
better to appreciate the issues which underlay the rabbinic quest for viable
hermeneutical praxis or "hermeneutics," some introductory words must
be addressed to the broader question of "hermeneutic."l The task of hermeneutic can be expressed very simply: it is to "re-present" the message of
the authoritative text in the language and thought-forms of the currenr

The purpose of this

thies of old must develop a "hermeneutic," a means whereby these fixed
standards can be kept in an elfective relationship with the ever-changing frontier ofday-to-day experience. In the two cenruries surounding the tirriofthe
era, six factors impelled RabbinicJudaism toward the elaboration of a hermeneutic far more self-conscious than anything previously known: the canon of
the Scripture was fixed; a body of authoritative Torah not part of that canon
had to be kept in fruitful relationship to it; the institurions of Bet-Kenesset and
Bet-Mil.lrash emerged as settings suitable for carrying on the hermeneutical
task; sectari:rn competition increased the urgency for an explicit hermeneutic;
Hellenistic culture offered models from its own inrerpretive tradition; and the
normative role of the Temple in religion ceased.
Out of this period crnerged a sophisticated system of ,.hermeneurics," or
praxis of interpretation. The essay reviews the traditional lists of seven and
thirteen middot, together with other methodological devices not part of the
lists, and
with the help of illustrations drawn from Mehilta de R. Ishmael
offers a logical and literary analysis ofeach one. A comparison ofthe results -of
these analyses with hermeneutical devices found in both Old and New Testaments and in the larger Hellenistic milieu leads to the conclusion thar the system of Rabbinic hermeneutics wassui generis, and was the indigenous response
of the 'fannaim and rheir immediate successors to their own urgently fek need
lor an effective hermeneutic.

Every community which regards as normative certain texts given by the wor-
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rgti3), p. 8o.
(3) Patte, olt. cit., p.4, citing p. Ricoeur.
(4) PaulJ.Achtemeier,AnlrlroduttiontotheNewHermeneutic(philaclelphia, r969),p.
r4.
(5) Similar analyses of the hermeneutical situation of cultures have been
Uy fug.
-ua.
smith'Jacques Barzun, and others. cf .patte,op. rir., p. g. The applicability of these observations to rabbinic midrash is shown by Geza Vermes inhis essay,;Iiible and Midrash,"
inpost_
Biblical Jezuish Srzdies (Leiden, r975), p. gg.

Y::t.r*9lt]'
L.l\{avs, Richrnond,

'Re-presenration' of the old restament in proclamation," in
ed., rssa;rs in old restamenr Hermeneutics (Engrish trans. edited by

(z) clf. M. Norh, "The

c.

contemporary meaning in ancient texts."a
A hermeneutical problem exists in any cultural context whenever two
factors are present. First, an authoritative text, a written document usually of some antiquity, must hold a place of esteem in the midst of the commu.ity. This text, often invested with the sacredness of Scripture, will be
the fixed point against which all the moving, changing .*p..i"rr." of the
comrnunity will have to be compared. second, the community must have a
living edge along which events take place which require interpretation in
terms of this fixed reference point. Those in society who make it their
busiress to interpret experience from the perspective of the authoritative
text may well allege that the "scripture" provides all the categories and
language necessary to cope with experience on the ever-changiig frontier
of day-to-day. In fact, however, where a living traditi.n exists, th-e rnoving
edge will itself be a context in which new norms and new auth<,rity are
generated. The institutions within the living community in which the
process of hermeneutic takes place will be de
facto loci of new revelation.
By virtue of the acceptable "re-presentation" of the authoritative word of
Scripture in and by them to new cultural contexrs, new light and truth can
be expected to break forth.5.
From the foregoing observarions it will be clear that the marter of herme'eutic is far more than a matrer of piety (wherein proof-texts are given
in support of contemporary acting and speakingy. Xo, in any ,oii.ty
which treasures fundamental documents held to have been given by God
or by ancient men of great esteem, a viable hermeneutic is essential to contemporary livi.g. only such a hermeneutic can draw our of rhe docurnents the necessary support fbr commonly held values and a framework
for interpreting experie'ce. since most societies do in fact treasure documents of this sort, the hermeneurical problem is absolutely ubiquitous. It
faced the Greek and Alexandrian grammarians in their effort to link the
writings of Homer to their own day; it faced the Roman jurists; it faced

sense of the text in its own terms ancl context, the task of hermlneutic
is to
"prolong in a new discourse the discourse of the text."B It is to fincl ..valid

gcneration.s In contrast to exegesis, the task of which is simply to make
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(6) For modern scholars of the Bible it is, of course, a matter of urmost importance, and
forms the basis ofall the literary-critical theories which have been developed io account for
the seams and fissures in the bibilical text. The exrent ro which rabbinic midrash is in fact an
extension of biblical literature itself was explored by LL. Seeligmann in his noted article,
"Voraussetzung der N{idraschexegese," Supplement to Vchrs Testamentum, vol. r (Leiden,
rg53), pp. r5o-r8r. Even the literary genre of mishnah can be shown to be linearly
descended from thejuridical processes which gave rise to biblical law, through rraces of
"rabbinic-type" legal formulations still preserved in the biblical text. cl. J. weingreen, "oral
Torah and Written Records," in hisFrom Bible to Mishru (Manchester, r976), pp. 7fug,
especially p. 82. An outstanding example of the new work being done in the area of innerbiblical exegesis is Michael Fishbane's book, Trrl and Textus (New York, r97g).

harmonizing devices, some of which must be regarded as hermeneutical
methods in their own right. However, except for some lingering questions
of canonicity affecting the hetuaim (questions which are definitely settled
by the Tannaim themselves), the unity and the authority of the Tanakh
were recognized by all, and the fixed pole of hermeneurical activity was
thus assumed.
The Torah was, of course, regarded as God's own word given to Moses
on Sinai. Theneai'im andketuaim,too, were words of the Almighty vouchsafed through his chosen spokesmen. It followed, therefore, that no
word, no particle, no dot or dash in the sacred text was meaningless or
redundant. The divine draftsman wasted nothing, made no mistakes, and
intended to communicate some truth even through an apparent pleonasm or a lacuna. upon these presuppositions would the rabbinic hermeneutic be constructed.
Alongside the Bible, the rabbis were heirs of a large body of extrabiblical but authoritative laws, customs, and precedents which already
before the turn of the era could be pointed to as a substantive oral Torah.
Whether or not these materials actually came ro Hillel, Shammai, and the

the biblical text, they had ro develop rext-critical methods and

For the Tannaim and their Pharisaic predecessors the fixed point of reference from which interpretation of experience had ultimately to be
derived was, of course, the Bible. The fact that the Bible \vas itself the
product of a long developmental process within which hermeneuticar
principles were clearly operative was not a marrer of significance to them.6
of course, the palpable remains of that growth-process posed difficulties
for the rabbis just as they have for interpreters ever since. To cope with
the lacunae, contradictions, anachronisms, and diverse literary styles of

THE CONSTITUTIVE

and constitutional lawyers in our own day.

Philo, the New Testament writers, the sectaries of eumran, the rabbis; it
faced the scholastics and the Reformers; it faces preachers, literary critics,
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a loan t<r the effect that the law <>f shemiltah, the cancellation of debts, did not apply to the
inrpcrrcling rransacrion. Hillel's ta4qanah was designed to protect the makers of loans from
losses and to ensure the availability of loan money to borrowers, even at the approach of the
scventh year. Cf. J.H. Greenstone, "Prosbul," JE, vol. x, pp. 2 rg-22<r.

(9) Theproslulwasadeclarationmadebeftrrethecourt(i.e.,p'r'osbruh)bytheexecutorof

isn in thc Mahing (Detroit, rg7o), p. r57, note 4, distinguishes the two by describing the
fornrer as an enactment of a prohibitive nature, and the latter as a supplement to or modihcation of the biblical law. See his list of the tagqanot and gezcrot of the Men of the Great
Assenrbly, pp. 6-7. Of course, the practice of issuing gazerot and laqqanot was continued by
the rabbis themselves, and in this way the scope of the corpus of authoritative extra-biblical
laws was continually enlarged. R. Yotranan b. Zakkai, for example, issued his famous
tagqanah pernritting the blowing of the shofar elsewhere than in the Temple (M.R.H. 4: t),
thus acljusting cultic practice to conditions as they existed after the Destruction. Cf..fE, vol.
-faqqanot of
xi, pp. 669176, fbr a long list of tn4qanot; also, J. Neusner, "Studies on the
Yavneh," H1'R ti3 (rg7o), pp. r83-rg8; and, more recently, M. Elon, Hamishpal ha'iari
(ferusalem, rg73), chs. xiii-xv, esp. pp. 4o2-4o3 on the terminology.

tive ordinance in contrast to the lqqanuh, a positive ordinance. A. Guttnrann, RaDbinic Ju.da'

tion that written records of extra-biblical legal discussions were kept and some eventually
lbund their way into the Bible iself. Cf. pp. 83-92.
(8) J. H. ()reenstone, "Gezerah," JE, vol. v, pp. 648-649, describes the geznah as a nega-

a useful discussion

(7) Patte,qp.cit.,ch.V,"TheUseofscriptureintheSchools.WrittenandOralToroth"is
of the issue, with bibliography. Weingreen,op. cit., is firm in his convic-

decisions made along the moving edge of Jewish history. It answered
questions which the Bible did not, and gave the detail necessary to fill out
cryptic biblical law. And yet, the fact remained that the decrees and traditions of the Oral Law were not found in Scripture, and some even seemed
to be in open conflict with it.
Of course, not all of the extra-biblical legal traditions which came down
to the rabbis from the last centuries B.C.E. carried the same claims of
authority. Sorne of these early "halakhot" were undoubtedly passed on
without any attachment to Scripture or named authority, and are still preserved in that form in the Mishnah or midrashim of the Tannaim. Others
came down on the authority of the "Men of the Great Assembly," or one of
the Zugot. 'fraditions of this sort are often identifred as gezerot, "decrees."
Other enactments of law from pre-rabbinic times are the taqqanot, which
differ from the gezerot in that they appeal to specific scriptural warrants
even when they effectively set aside the prescriptions of Scripture.s The
assignment of many taqqanot to ancient worthies must of course be
questioned, and most instances of probably early taqqanol come from
'I-annaitic times. Yet tradition remembers Hillel for his famous taqqanah
instituting thdprosbuls which effectively set aside the prescription of Deut.

first generation of the Tannaim in oral form is a much debated question
which need not detain us here.7 As far as the matter of rabbinic hermeneutic is concerned, the important fact is that the bifurcation of ancient
tradition into two Torahs, Written and Oral, held the potential for a crisis
of authority. The Oral 'Iorah was a precious and indispensable legacy of

lo4
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Patte, op. rit.,

pp. r02-ro3;Guttmann, op. cit., pp. 7 r-74.
A similar crisis confronted Islam as thesazna, the body ofaulhoritarive legal and
ethical traditions representing normative community usage, came irrto being alongside the
written scripture of the Koran. It was the insistence of Shaf i (ca. 767-8zo c.E.), the founder
of one of the four orthodox schools of Islamic law, that all authenticszzna is really the model
behavior of the Prophet which made possible the resolution of this crisis. Of course, various
interpretative and hermeneutical devices were necessary to establish the connection
between the Prophct, tris companions and Successors on the one hand, and the accepted
practiccs crf thc sunrt( ('n thc orher. cf. Joseph schacht, ?lra oigins of MuhanmadanJurisprud.cnce (Oxford, rgto), Pp. r-5, 58-tir passim.
(v) Op. cit., pp. o7-98.

(ro) M.Shevi'itro:3-4.Cf.A,.Z.MelamedMavo'lesifrathanlmud(Jerusalem,r96z),p.7.

During the two centuries of rapid social and religious change which
surrounded the turn of the era, all the factors which made imperative the
articulation of clear and dependable methods for relating Scripture to the
ongoing needs of the living community of the Jews came rogether. First,
as has already been noted, the process of canonization of certain writings
as Scripture was completed during this period. Second, a body of rules for
community living already existed. That these rwo Torahs, Written and
Oral, already belonged together was a conviction which the rabbis inherited with the two traditions. For them Torah was coextensive with life;
therefbre, traditional laws and interpretations could be seen as norhing
other than projections from that same Torah. As Patte puts it, "There
could be no more conflict between the Oral Torah and the Written than
between the Pentateuch and the rest of the Bible . . . Scripture had to be
interpreted in terms of the Oral Torah. And the discove ry of proof texts
for the halakhot was nothing but the rediscovery of the interprerarions
which gave birth to them."rz
Third, institutional life in Judaism had assumed new forms, two of
which were well-suited to be loci of legal and biblical interpretation. The
synagogue, which after 7o c.E. remained the exclusive liturgical institution
amongJews, had long since displaced the Temple as the principal focus of
the worship life of the community. In t};'e Bet-Kenesset the literary genres
of targr.un, tefill"ah,andderashah found their home and flourished. Each of
these literary activities provided a context in which biblical interpretation

arose.11

that all loans outstanding between Israelites be forgiven on the
sabbatical year.r0 In short, the corpus of extra-biblical but authoritative
legal traditions handed down ro the Pharisees and the rabbis after them
already showed the bi-polar tension between the fixed point of Scripture
and the moving point of a living community. Such a situation creates a
crisis of authority fbllowed by a demand for a viable hermeneur.ic; and it
was in such a situation that the hermeneutical sysrems of rabbinicJudaism

l5:l-3
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A fourth historical factor which contributed to the emergence of a conscious hermeneutic among the early rabbis was the high degree of sectarianism among the Palestinian Jews of the last century B.c.E. and the first
century c.E. Not only were the the well-known parties of Pharisees and
Sadducees engaged in controversy over the correct interpretation of
Scripture and the status of extra-biblical norms,15 but conflicting claims
about the meaning and proper application of Scripture were undoubtedly heard from other sources: from the Community of Covenanters at
Qumran who cherished the special interpretive tradition.of their Teacher
of Righteousness; from the old priestly groups and Hellenized ruling classes wh<;, at the beginning of our period at least, still sought to accommodate the biblical tradition to the philosophical systems which prevailed in
the broader Greco-roman world culture; from Zealots who were Prepared to enlist the Bible by means of hermeneutical applications to support their ultra-national cause; and, of course, beginning about 3cl C.8.,

sch<lol.

yshivah at Yavneh by R. Yohanan b. Zakkai, "schools" must have consisted
primarily of students gathered around a learned teacher and interpreter
of Scripture
much as the twelve disciples gathered around Jesus of
Nazareth. As the various small circles of Pharisees coalesced into the
larger rabbinical "academies" of the Tannaitic period, their principles
of juridical interpretation must have coalesced as well.la Halakhah was
the sub.ject matter of the discussion, and increasingly articulate
herrneneutical methods or middot were tools of the learned trade. Thus,
the "setring-in-life" of the systematic adjustment of biblical law and ethics
to the trew conditions of the first and second centuries of our era was the

Amidah and early elements in the liturgical tradition of "normative"
Judaism, and in the haggadic midrashim, reveal that informal
hermeneutical n-rethods were operative as tradition was generated in the
context of synagogue worship.13 The Academy or Bet-Midra.si came into
being after the l)estructior"r of 7cl c.E. Prior to the establishment of the

at a popular level, usually homiletical (haggadic) in character, was carried
on. 'fhe results, some of which are preserved in the extant Targums, the

l()6

XIII.x.6; XVIII.i.4).

in Sassanian Bobylonia (Leiden, rg75).
5) Discussion of the hernreneutical issue

(r

back as.Josephus (Azr.

tion

between these two parties goes at least

as

far

-fhe
( r q)
inrerpretive functions of simultaneous translation (&zrgzrz) andliturgy Qefillah)
irr relati<rrr ro preaching (dnashah) are summarized by Patte, op. cil.,ch^pters iii & iv.
( r4) A certain dcgree of tentativeness needs to be maintained in any discussion of the
exact institutional [<rrm oIthe Tannaitic "academies," Ibr the sources may project later strucr.urcs onto the rcporrs of rhe first and second centuries. David M. Goodblatt argues that,
when properly evaluated, rhe evidence of the Babylonian falmud will not support the existencc <-rf formal "ac:rdcmies" even among the Babylonian Amoraim. Cf . his Rabbinic lutruc-
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cdt., pp.8c>8r.
7) The contention of this article is, however, that Pharisaidrabbinical hermeneutical

must be acknowledged at this point that differences of opinion regarding proper

quently go with Bet Hillel, but, in the opinion of later tradition at least, so did the
hermeneutical method. (However, Guttmann, op. cit., p. 98 points our rhat the formal
hermeneutical middot actually play a very small part in the traditions about Hillel and
Shammai. On the one occasion when Hillel was able to introduce three of the formalmid.dat
into a single discussion, he was rebuffed. Cf. b. Pes. 66a). Out of later interpretive
controversies, e.g., between the Schools of Ishmael and Akiba, there arose on both sides
hermeneutical methods which came later ro be generally accepted.
(r8) David Daube, "Rabbinic Methods of Interpretation and Hellenistic Rhetoric,"
HUCA zr (rS4g), pp. z39re64; "Alexandrian Methods of Interpretation and the Rabbis,"
Festschrift H.Ltuald (Basel, r g53), pp. z7-44. See the discussion of the latter essay, and partic-

methods of biblical interpretation arose even among the rabbis themselves. In the exegetical
controversies between Bet Hillel and Bet Shammai, not only did the halakhah most fre-

It

circles.

principles were not collected into formal lists until after 7o c.r.(cf .infra, p. r8f). By that time
the motivation for identifying and systematizing methods of interpreration stemmed no
longer from competition between sects but rather from an increasingly sophisticated methodological consciousness and a felt need for clarity in exegetical discussion within rabbinical

(t

(16) Op.

from followers ofJesus of Nazareth who systematically applied Old Testament tradition by means of informal hermeneutical methods to the new
situation created for them by their conviction that the Promised One of
Israel had been among them. Such a highly competitive situation
demanded that every party give an adequate and convincing account of its
way of handling Scripture. Small wonder, then, that the Pharisees and
their rabbinic successors devoted serious artention to the problem of hermeneutic right from the beginning. As Vermes purs it, "Halakhic Bible
interpretation seems to have accompanied the rise of the religious parties,
and in particular of the Pharisaic movement . . . Its leaders were . . .
unable to claim authority by reason of hereditary sratus or professional
training as the older priestly and Levitical scribes had done and wherever
their doctrine departed from the accepted norm they were obliged to
defend it with argument solidly backed by Scripture. Out of this necessity
a technique of exegesis soon arose which conformed to well-defined rules,
the middot."t6 Their success in identifying their own tradition of hermeneutics with the solution to the problem of hermeneutic which faced all
the Jewish sects equally is attested by the fact that only their middot are
remembered and discussed among us today.rT
A fifth factor which should be linked to the appearance of an explicit
program of hermeneutical methodology among the rabbis is the influence of Hellenism and the intellectual traditions of Greek and Latin letters. Scholars are much divided on the extenr of this cross-cukural connection. D. Daube, for example, argues for the essentially Alexandrian
and therefore Hellenistic provenance of the sevenmidd.ot of Hillel.rE After

Iz)

\{r.
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device ofseres, "rearrangement," is borrowed

fiom

Palcstinc?", A. Altrnann, ed .,Biblical and Othn Studies [Cambridge, Mass., r 963], p. t 34). But
again the actual borrowing was, in in his view, confined to termirrology.
L<ruis Jacobs clevotes a chaptcr of his book, Sludixs in Talmu.dic Logtc and Methodologl
([.ondon, rgOl), pp. 3-ti, to a rcl-utation of A. Schwartz'contention that the rabbinic argument nl'gnl aalroner is identical with the Aristotelean syllogism. Seeinfra, pp. z5ff.

rhctors, ancl the art of rhctoric had a practical value" ("How Much Greek in Jewish

rneth<xlological nraterial. Most borr<>wing was confined to terms. As to the conventions of
rhetod< Lieberrnan remarks, "'I'he inhabitants of Palestine listened to the speeches of the

(:r<r)

Jeui^th Palestine2 (New York, 196z), pp. 56-68.
l,ietrrnran's posirion generally has been to recognize substantial contact with and knowlerlge of (ireek tradition by the rabbis, but without borrowing of substantive ideological or

(rq) "Rabbinic lUethods," p. eq,7.
S. Lichrnan, Hellcnisn in

rhc Alexarrdrian interpretive method of anc.r'trophe,in W. Sibley Towner,

ftabbinic "Enunoalion of Scnptural Examplei' (l,eiden, rgZ3), pp. 4g-5o, r<l3-t04. Guttmann makes a
swceping antl urrcritical application of Daube's ptoposals when he says, "Hillel was the first
in
.f crr ish sage officiallv to introduce a system of hermeneutic rules . . . all of them had been
use irrn()ng rhe learned mc"n of the Ronran Ernpire" (op. cil.,p.7$,

ularll lhube's proposal that the rabbinic

Roman hernreneutical methodology by the rabbis.
Whether this issue will finally be decided in favor of direct relationship
l>etrvecn Athens and Jerusalem on the matterof hermeneutics, or in favor

n<lt give creclence to any claims <lf whcllesale

appropriation of Greek and

was very sirnilar in outline, whether given at Rome, Jerusalem, or
Alexandria."te
S. Liebernran speaks fbr those who believe that the answer to Daube's
questi()n is "accidental" at the most. Although he acknowledges suggestive
parallels betrveen the hermeneutical methods of the rabbis and those
erttpkrved elsewhere in the Hellenistic milieu, he regards the equivalency
between two of the thirteeu mid.d,ot of R. Ishmael and two of the principles
of Hcrrnogenes as a matter of chance. 20 'I'hese are natural and primitive
logical clevir:es which can be found in use all over the ancient world.
Liebern.ran is rvilling to concede the possibility that the rhetnrical terminology by rvhich the hermeneutical principles were identified among the
rabbis might have been borrowed at some relatively late date from the traclitions of the Asiatic and Alexandrian rhetors. Such a position would
seem t() renr;rin oper) to at least part of the stand taken by Daube, namely,
that s<lme inrpetus toward a conscious effort of "isolation and organization" of rabbinic logical principles came from the Greek side. Yet it would

showing the sirnil:rrity betlveen the formal rabbinic patterns and examples
which he drarvs frorn Aristotle and Cicero, he asks, "Is the coincidence
betwcen Hillel's rhet<lrical norms ancl those of the Greeks and Romans
accidental or generic?" He answers the question in favor of the latter. "We
have before us a science the beginnings of which may be traced back to
Plato, Arist<)tle, and their contemporaries . . Philosophical instruction

l()8
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among those intellectuals of the Greek-speaking world who studied
Homer and the classics in the hope of extrapolating from them lessons for
their own time.
The last historical facror which contributed to the appearance of an
increasingly articulated hermeneutical method among the Tannaim was
the destruction of the Temple in 7o c.r. The destruction of the central
authority of the Jews inevitably was both a crisis and an opportunity. The
crisis lay in the fact that the Torah, universally regarded among theJews
as co-extensive with life, suddenly was threatened with irrelevancy as the
sacrificial cultus and Temple institutions to which Scripture devoted so
much attention came to an abrupt end. However, the rabbis who repaired
to Yavneh seized the opportunity and gave rhe furure shape of Judaism
their own distinctive stamp. They were equal to this task, partly because
they had arrived at preliminary agreement about the authority of Scripture and the validity of the methods by which Scriprure was to be tied to
nerv practices in their own day."After the destruction of the Temple and
the termination of the authoritative Sanhedrin, exegesis became of paramount importance. . . . -fhe limited power of the Nasi and the Bet Din
Hagadol was now supplemented by the unlimited realm of exegesis."2l
Before concluding this discussion of the morivating factors which
touch rabbinic hermeneutic in its formative phases, a brief examination of
the hermeneutical significance of a pair of rabbinic literary genres is
necessary, namely, mishnah and midrash.
Definitions are hardly necessary. The question confronting us here is
this: are the hermeneutical functions of mishnah and midrash aufond the
same, if one's perspective is broad enough? This issue hinges on the
degree of consciousness about the hermeneutical dimension that is present in mishnah. The Mishnah proper is a compilation of halakhic decisions organized topically mostly without reference to Scripture. Even traditional commentators have recognized that many <lf the halakhot of the
Mishnah arose independently of Scripture, as decisions made by the rec(: r) Guttmann, op. cit., p. 75.

of dcpendable hermeneutical methods was a struggle not performed in a
vacuum. It was carried on in a world in which others were engaged in the
same hermeneutical quest, all within the remarkably international, interdependent environment of the Roman Empire. [r seems highly probable
that the learned rabbinical interpreters of Hebrew Scripture were at least
aware that explicit interpretive methods similar to their own were in use

sacred text wirh the moving point of current experience through the use

of chance convergence of like logical f<rrmulae pcrforming like functions,
it remains self'-evident that the rabbinic struggle to link the fixed point of
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halakhot to create viable links with Scripture through the use of
hernreneutical methods reveals an ideological commitment at work:
rnishnah, tclo, is implicitly an effort to prolong the legal discourse of the
Torzrh within the Palestinian Jewish community of the first two cenruries
of the common era. Mishnah is not to be seen in conflict with Scripture,

the relationship of mishnah to scripture was originally explicit and that
that direcl relationship is recoverable. If midrash precedes mishnah in
this rvay, then the latter can be described as from the beginning an application of the meaning of Scripture to new human circumstances.2a
The lack of'evidence which faces rhose who argue the chronological
priority of midrash over mishnah has tipped rhe recent scholarly consensus if not toward the prioriry of mishnah, ar least toward the independent
development of midrash and mishnah during the same time period. 25
[,ven when this view is taken, however, it still seems quite evident that the
zeal of generations of rabbis subsequent to those who first issued the

ognized authorities were adclpted to facilitate the continued adaptation of
the cornmu.ity ro new conditions. 22 However, the possibility of ultimate
rootage in biblical language and thoughr even of the totally independent
halakhot remains. Often this discussion devolves upon the issue of chronological priority. Which came firsr, the scriptural derivation (midrash) or
the legal decision (mishnah)? If one used the pref'ex "re-" the way S.K.
Mirsky does in his remark about "the renewed acriviry in reattaching
halakhot to the written 'forah ar rhe time of Hillel . . ."23 one implies that

-

Ir948/49], pp. r-4o).

(

z

rr) .f acob Neusne r speaks more force fully than most, but clearly represents the position
rvhe n he writes, "'I'he authorities ol ll{ishnah-Tosefta do not derive their laws from Scripturcs. On occasion they do twist Scriptures to make them fit preconceived conclusions.'fhe
implicit qucstion of the exegedcal compilations on the law is, 'How do we know X from the
'Iorah,' with X the given law or belief, and the problem being tojustify it from Scripture, not
to llntl out what Scripture teaches abrout that subject. If we started with Scripture and asked

.aq

adopted methods of exegesis; 4) halakhot based on ordinary human reasoning; 5) legal rulings derived liom post-Ntosaic sources; 6) halakhot that bear no relationship to the aforenrerrtiorrcd (gezerol and taqqanot). Cf. the introduction by Jacob Schachter to the second editiorr o[ Chajes' The Student's Guille Through the Talmudz (Ncw York, r96o), p. xxv.
(:rr) S.K. lvfirsky, "Schools of Hillel, R. Ishrnael, and R. Akiba in Pentateuchal
Interpretati<rrr," in HJ. Zimmels, et al., ed.s., Essay Presented to Chief Rabbi Israel Brodie
(Lon<lorr, r967), p. 295.
(:4) A classic debate on this subject pittcd J.Z. Lauterbach (midrash precedes mishnah
cf. his "Midrash and Mishnah" I r g r 5,], reprinted in his Ra66nic Essays [Cincinnati, r 95 r],
-pp. rti3-:156) against S. Zeitlin (mishnah precedes or at least develops concurrently with
rni<lrash
cf. especially his "The llalaka: Introduction to Tannaitic Jurisprudence," JQR

have no basis in Scripture; 3) rulings which the rabbis inferred through the ordinarily

(g.r) Z.FI. Chaies, for example, divicled the halakhot into six categories: r) interpretatiorts traccable to Sinai and supported by biblical texts; z) halakhot of Sinaitic origin which
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what it taught, we should never, neL)er discover even rhe simplest datum of rabbinic law.
when we start with the answer
the rabbinic law
and ask how scripture can be made to
justify that law, the answers are -anything but perspicuous.
That the auihorities of MishnahTosefta understood these facts full well seems strongly implied by their mythic view of Two
Torahs, one writren, the other oral." ,4 History of the Mishrnir Ltw of purities, vol. v (Leiden,
r975), p. 238.
(26) The line of argument-is sketched by Chajes, op. cit., pp. zz, zg. lt was already
.
advanced by R. Ishmael himself- See also H.L. Strack,ln iroduttiin'to the f ilinuA and Midrash
(New York, r959), p. c88, nore 6.

were ancient already by his day. Traditional commentators naturally
defend the attribution to Hillel, but even they have a way of recognizing
the greater antiquity and ubiquity of the mosr common of tt.e rnidd,ot.
since they take the position that all of the orar rorah was revealed to
Moses on Sinai, they are obliged to argue that the middot, too, were given
to Moses, because these rules are mentioned in the midrashic texts which
preserve the oral rorah.26 The assumption which will be operarive here
is that the seven middot were original neither with Moses nor with Hillel,
but evolved through a long process of interpretation of Scripture. Much
the same can be assumed about the middot attributed to R. Ishmael and R.
Akiba. Hillel came to be regarded as the foremost of the early practitioners of the hermeneutics in the development of halakhah; R. Ishmael and
R. Akiba came ro be regarded as rhe principar eraborators of the method
among the Tannaim. whether they actually arriculared any or all of the
midd'ot in these lists cannot be known, though the sources suggest that the
Iink between these rabbinical figures and the lists of hermeneutical
devices which bear their names was made quite early. Therefore, it
remains convenient to treat themiddot in three blocks, even though it may
be possible to show an independent origin and development
in some
cases even outside of the lirerature of the rabbis
for each-and every
mi.ddah. The lists can be regarded as traditional -collections of existing
methods of interpretation, each of which was secondarily attributed as a

we turn now to an examination of the system of hermeneutics which the
factors discussed in the previous paragraphs did in fact call forth in rabbinic Judaism.
At Ieast some of the seven hermeneutical principles attributed to Hillel

THt Pnexrs oF HERMENEUTTcs

but rather as the aurhentic companion to a'd fuller statemenr of scripture: such is the meaning of Sifra on Lev. z6:46 when it places both written and "oral" Torah on exactly the same basis of authority, as revealed
"to Moses from Sinai."

Ir
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sons clservhcre.
\\'ith thcse caveats in mind, thc specific illustration now to be given for
each mifulah should be unclerstood neither :rs exhaustive of all variations

forrns, and variations. -I'his blurring of the theoretical distinctions in
actual practice nlay takc place in part because the scriptural material
being treatecl is itself of varying formal character and complexity.
H<>rvever, the chief rcason seel-ns to be that most ()f the halakhic niddot
r.rltinrately rest upon the same basis. 'I'hat basis is comparabili\. Whether
corrrparability is established by termin<llogy, juxtaposition, positioning in
a hierarchr' of institutions, or simple syntax, the ultimate f orrn and functi<ln of the c<lnrparison rvill ofien appear quite simil:rr to other conrpari-

whole to a pr'<lnrincnt interpreter. 'I-hc usual chron<ll<lgical sequence must
in part be a reflection of'the relation ol'thc contents of the lists to one
an()ther: cach <ll'the lattcr tlvo lists incorporatcs the previous one and
cxpands upon it.
\\'hen listcd, as they' traditionally are , as seven or thirteen or thirty-tw()
<listirrct he r-rrreneutical devices, the mitldot appear to be easily distinguishable fr<lm one another and very likely inclividually to give rise to characteristic literary f<rrrnulations. In actual practice, however, the middot often
blur into onc another. Any kind of "form-criticism" is difficult to employ
rvitlr thenr, filr each ntiddah gives rise to a number <lf literary forms, sub-

I l2

niddot artributed to Hillel,2? the first two

op.

cit.,pp.93-tt4, with copious rcf'crences to the secondary literature, pp. 285-287; M. Elon,
"lttterprctati<rrt,"inEtclc.Judaica,vol.viii 1r97r),cols. r4zz-:r3.Fullerdiscussionsof each
of thcsc rulcs are given byJ.Z. l.autertrach, "-I'alnrurl Hernrcneutics,"JE, vol. xii (rgoti), pp.
.tt-33: It. \tielziner, Introduttion to the Talmutl2 (Nerv York, rgo;3), Part II, "Legal Hermcneutics<rl'thc'lalrnud,"pp. rr7-r87; l-..!actbs,"Herrneneutics,"inEncyc.Judaica,v<>1.viii
( r97 r), cols.
3(i{i-37:; l\,[. Elon,Harnishpat hc'iuri,voL ii, pp. :r7e3o:r. Cf. also W. Bachcr,Dra
exegelische Tenninobgie dur jtulischen 'l-rulilionslitutttur, Part I, "Die Bibelexegetischc
-l'ernrinologic
der l'annaiten" (l.eipzig, r89g),arl loc., especially,nrD, pp. l()o-lo3; S. Zeitlin,
"Hillcl and thc Hernteneutic Rules," JQR l+ (r96.1/64), pp. r6r-r73.

alu'avs have priority'and appear to be the nrost ancient and deeply rooted.
('.rZ) fhctextofthcsevennulilotisprescrvetlin'lbs.Sanh.7:rr;Silra,Weissedition,3a;
Ab<rt tl'R. Natan 37 (L,nglish trarrslation bl Judah Goldin,'fhe Fathers Acconling to Rabbi
I'ri/lrzrn INew Haven, rg55l, p. 154).Bricf analyses of the scvcn niddot arc p;iven b1'Strack,

<>f

'l'he Sruen Hermeneutical Rules Attributed to Hillel.

\Vithin the traditional list

,-1.

rendered as distinctly discernible as possible.

<r{'

the niddah in question nor as absolutely distinctive frorn possible forrrrulirtions of other mitldot, but simply as a typical example. However, b1'
rrcar)s of the identification of kcy terms an<l fornrulae which seem to typify each ntitldah in operation, together with a brief logical analysis, it is
intentlccl that the several cornponents <lf rabbinic "hermeneut.ics" will bc
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this category Elon gathers the ten remaini:rgmid.d.ot of R. Ishrnael. These two classes of legal
reasoning Elon likens, in essenrial function, at least, respectively to thc categories of
interpretatio analogia andinlerprelatio grammalira of Roman law. Somewhere between "analogical" and "elucidative" rcas<;ning Elon also locates "logical interpretation" (akin to Roman
intnpretalio logrca, whereby scripture can be understood logically and applied ro new cases).
Thismidrash htthiggayn is not representcd arnong the thirteen hermencutical principles, but
it does give risc, ofcourse, to stcreotlped f<rrmulati<>ns and patterns ofdiscourse. Finally,
Elon speaks of "restrictive interpretadon," by vari<.rus means of which the applicability of a
law can be narrowed.
Although Elon's typology is useful, it will not be employed here for two reasons: r) In
actual practice, many middot have the capacity to function in more than one of rhe categories
which he identifies; z) the terms "logical" and "analogical" are misleading, at least in the
contcxt of the Western philosophical and legal tradition.'I'he rabbinic interpretative devices
are not patterns of scientific reasoning by which necessary conclusions are derived from
objectively verifiable pretnises, and in which no presuppositions are involved save the presupposition that arguments structured in the prescribed fbrm will inevitably lead to correct
conclusions. On the contrary, rabbinic hermeneutical principles structure argumenn which
become 'llogical" only when the unspoken presuppositions of the rcligious milieu are
accepted. These include the a priori that Scripture is immutable and utterly authoritative,
because it is the very word <lf God; that that word has direction to give later generations who
live akrng the moving edge of cxperience even when thcir experience goes beyond the
boun<ls ofany explicit address by Scripture; and that, bccause the divine draftsman wastes
nothing antl utters ncither error nor re<lundancy, every feature of the text, every
grammatical form, every doublet, evcry synonynr is significant.
As for the term "analogy," we are better served by resrlicting its usc more rrarrowly than
Elon's usage would suggest. An analogy <.rught ro bc rcgar<led as something more specialized
than sinrple comparison. Although lwqqesh ("analogy"; c[. irrfto,pp. rg&-3o and arnidlah
which must be regarded as one of its sub-types, datar shehu4qa^sh bishle middot, etc. ("Something is conrpared with two things and you attribute to it only the good rluality conrmon to

:l7o-3o:r) employs the distirtction betwcen "analogical" anti "elucidative" modes of interpretatiotr to orgatrize his discussion oI'the hermcneutical principlcs oIthe rabbis. In the former
categor)' (midruh hanekish) hc includes qal aohomer, gezerah shnaah, and binlan'au: rhese are
<levices "coltcernctl with thc drawing <lf analogous conclusions from one matter to another
with a view to widening the law and solving new problems."'I'he larrer caregory of principles
(midrash harneua'er), in conrrasr, is used simply to explain and elucidate scriptural texts. In

Bathyra (b. Pes. 66a).
r. Qa,l uahomsr (tDtnl )p). This is the principle of inference a minori ad
maius, "from the lesser to the greater." It is based on the assumption that a
rule which applies to somc minor marrer will be all the more applicable to
a comparable matter of major importance. -fhe converse is also assumed:
if a law is applicablc to a rnajor case, ir will certainly apply ro comparable
minor instances. When applied to issues of current experience, this rule
provided a rneans of building possiblc (though not necessary) connections
back to the biblical text; however, it could also be used for simple exegerical purposes to relate one biblical text to another.2s
In the following example, a discussion of the ordinance prohibiting
work on the first and last days of thc Passover festival (Exod. r z: r 6) leads
to this argument:
(r8) M.Elon(Ezc1c.3lzl.,vol.viii,cols. r4zo-r4rz;als<>hisHanishptt!ha'iuri,vol.ii,pp.

Hillel himself is reported to have used rhcm in argumcnt with the Bene
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a premise, which is, of course, subject to falsification), the laws
governing the general category of the :lD Dt!, "holiday" into which the
Passover falls, are lp:r, "not so rigorous . . . the less rigor<lus." 3) If one
then considers the Sabbath (on the unexpressed but obvious ground that
nf9 and flu D'l'are both "species" of a broader genus, "sacred days"), . . .vl
Nt;t l!'t, "it is but logical to assume that" the scriptural prohibition against
the work of a fellow Je w will apply to it as well. Why? 4) Because the laws
governing Sabbath obedience are always 'tDln;l, "the more rigorous."
Therefore , at least whatever is legally true of the "holiday" will be true for
the Sabbath.
th.,-"J R"l.no. z r of the 3zrniddol of R. Eliezer; cf. Strack,op. cit., p.97 and note thereto),
arc true analogical devices, the otherrzddot to which the term has been applied are not- if

introduces

In this particular example, the Iine of reasoning intrinsic to the simple
qal aahomer requires four steps. r) The given (not a hypothetical
proposition, but a scriptural institution), introducted by Dx;'tD'1, "il'or "if it
is the case that," is the biblical regulation governing the first and seventh
days of the Passover festival. This regulation prohibirs work by anyone in
the community of Israel on these days. z) However (and here t"he darshan

From this I know only with respecr to a holiday that you are warned
against the work of your fellow-Jew as you are against your own.
How about the Sabbath? It can be reasoned by using the method of
Kal uahorwr: If on a holiday in regard to which the law is not so
rigorous, you are warned against the work of your fellow-Jew as you
are against your own work, it is but logical to assume that on the Sabbath in regard to which the law is more rigorous, you surely are
warned against the work of your fellow-Jew as you are against your
own work.2e

l14

comparison-drawing, which really involves the fortuitous discovery of identical terms or
granrnratical features in disparate texts, often appears highly arbitrary to a reader of today,
the rnethod makes sense ifone accepts the underlying presupposition that the divine draftsman is free to subject the terms of his choice to an infinite number of permutations in a rich
array of legal and linguistic contexts.
(rg) Mekilta de R. Ishmael, tractate Pis[ra ix:48-52 (edition of J.Z l-auterbach
[Philadelphia, rg49], vol. i, pp. 7r-7r; henceforth Mel.). Other notable examples of
Tannaidc usage include MeA. Neziqin iii:3gr5o (vol. iii, pp. z r-zz); M. Avot r:5, Sanh. 6:5,
Sot. 6:9, Mak. 3: r 5, Qal aalomer is the most frequently used of all the herme neutical rules.
For example,it is used 83 times in N{ekilta de R. Shim'on b. Yohai alone!

ogy of Expressions" (Mielziner). Although interpretation based upon this sort of

by "analogy" we mean a subjecdve, arbitrary, but illuminating impression of the comparability of two events, ideas, expressions,or the like. Athough many of the hermeneutical principles involve comparisons between texts, as their very names indicate, these comparisons are
based on formal, verbal congruities between the texts (i.e., on "objective" criteria) and not
up<rn similarity of content (cf . Elon, Encyc. Jud., col. r4z r, and S. Lieberman, op. cit., p.6r,
whom Elon cites on this point). This even includes gezerahshaaah, which has been called
"Inference by Analogy" (Strack), "Inference from the Analogy of Words" (Elon), and "Anal-
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(gt) Ihitl., arguing against Adolf Schwarz, Dn hermeneutische Slllogismtu in der
talmu.d.ischmLithratur,EinBeitragzurceschichtederLogihimMorgenlande(Yienna, rgor),and
those who have followed hirn.

(3o) LouisJacobs,Studies inTalmudic Logic and Method,ology,ch. i, "The Aristotelean Syllogism and the Qal aalomn " pp. g-8, identifies a second type of argum enr a minoi d maius
which he calls the "complex" form. In it, the severity of the second term of the argument is
not self-evident, but must be proved by reference to another factor which operates in its case
but not in the case of the first term of rhe argument. Examples may be found in M.B.e. r:5
and Hull. r4a.Jacobs (p. 4) offers the following symbolic analysis of the simple and complex
qal aaltomn arguments (where A is known to be qal and B is lrzer):
"Simple: If A has x then B certainly has x.
Complex: If A, which lacks y, has x then B, which has y, certainly has x."

Louis Jacobs has shown convincingly why this argumenr is not a
Hebrew version of the Aristotelean syllogism, and why it cannot yield the
logically necessary conclusion of the latter.3t A syllogism is structured as
follows: All X is Y. But Z is X; therefore, Z is Y. If the premise of the first
clause is correct, namely, that Y is the genus of the species X; and if the
assertion of sentence two, which subsumes Z under the species X, is also
demonstrably correct, then the conclusion or inference of the last clause is
inescapable. Z must be Y.
In the case of the above-cited qal wa-homer, however, the conclusion
does not follow in the same necessary way because the two institutions
being compared are not of the same species (though they can legitimately
be compared because they belong to the same genus, "sacred days").
Therefore, the comparison must be made in general terms. If the Sabbath
laws are regarded as being in general more severe than the laws governing
holy days, then, when doubt exists about some point of law regarding
Israel's behavior on the Sabbath, at least wharever the law requires for a
holy day will apply to the Sabbath. This can be affirmed because the laws
for holy days are regarded as being irz general less severe than those applicable to the Sabbath. Such a conclusion, though possible, is not necessary,
for logic would permit parricular exceptions to general comparisons of
this sort. But the rabbis considered t"he qalaal.tomer convincing, perhaps in
part because they were prepared to considerpossible arguments as sufficient when the results accorded with what was in fact the halakhah; and
perhaps in part because they assumed.that the institutions which God had
ordained were enshrined in biblical law in such a perfect hierarchical
fashion that the general relations between them admitted of no exceptions. wthin the contexr of such an ideological outlook, the qal aaltorner

lows: if A, the laws governing which are known to be less rigorous,
requires Y, it makes sense that B, the laws governing which are known to
be more rigorous, will require Y.3o

HERN{ENEUTIC;AI, SYSTEIUS OF HII,LT,I, AND THE TANNAII\,7

Reduced to its most basic form, then, the silr'pleqalual.tomer runsas fol-
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Chajes, ay'. cit., pp.9rr6. Mielziner, op. cit., pp. r43-r49,
describes three caregories of use of this device: exegetical; consrructional (provisions given
in one place apply in the other); exorbirant (mostly Amoraic usage, which permits the comparison of two laws even if they have only one word in common).

(3r) Cf. JE, vol. xii, p. 3z;

could serve the purpose of reconciling biblical texts with one another and
of extrapolating from the fixed point of Scripture to the moving edge of'
community life quite as definitely as could the logically necessary syllogistic inference.
z. Gezerah shaaah (;11!t ;tt'tr). This principle of "inference by comparison" is based on the assumption that the similarity of expression of two
biblical laws implies that they may be interpreted similarly. -l'he rule can
be used to solve very basic lexicographical problems by comparing two
different instances of rare biblical terms (e.g., Sifra on Lev. r: t5). But, it
can also be used much more broadly to solve problems arising from
apparent contradictions within Scripture and to expand and apply the
law. In fact, the use of this rniddahbecame so widespread that certain safeguards regarding its use had to be set down.:]?
A go<rd example of the use of gezerah shaaah comes once again from
Meh. The context is a discussion of the freeing of Hebrew slaves on the
sabbatical year, commanded in the text, "When you buy a Hebrew slave,
he shall serve six years, and in the seventh he shall go out free, for nothing" (Exod. :rr:z). I'he plain meaning of the text is asserted to be that
"Scripture deals with a slave who is an Israelite." The question arises, however: "Perhaps this law is speaking not of Israelite slaves, but of slaves of
Israelites." The questicln is not one of semantics but of syntax. Is the word
"Hebrew" a modifier of the word "slave," as the plain meaning suggests,
or are the two in a construct relationship, i.e., "the slave of a Hebrew"?
The question is not inappropriately raised. It is, after all, a well-known
flact that the law forbids that an Israelite become a slave in the full sense,
for it requires the manumission at the sabbatical year of all "brothers" (fellow Israelitcs) who, because of poverty, have been forced to sell themselves into indentured servitude. (See Deut. r5: rz-r8; Exod. z r:z-r r. In
Lev. r5:39-43 the manumission takes place at the "year of the jubilee.")
f.ven more hangs on the question than this, however. As is noted in the
course of the discussion, if the phrase of Exod. zr:s is read "slaves of
Israelites," then one might think that even a gentile slave purchased from
a Hebrew (: Israelite) would be subject to manumission after six years.
This would not only cause financial hardship to the purchaser of a slave
from a fellow Hebrew but would violate the spirit (though not the letter)
of Lev. z5:44-46 which allows for the ownership in perpetuity of gentile
slaves who have been purchased from gentiles.
A gezerah shaaah comes to the rescue.

l16
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Mefr. Pisha v:93-r o5 (vol. i,

pp.4e4 r), xiii: G-8 (p.97); M. BeTah r:6, Sor. 6:3, Naz.9:5; Tos.
Yom 'Iov r : r 3. A lengthy list of "exegetical" uses <tf gezerah shavah is given by S. Rosenblatt,
The Interpretntion of the Bible in the Mishnah (Baltimore, r g35), pp. z&-zg. A relared trut more
literally "analogical" device is heqqesh, cf . infra, pp. r a8-..1o.

$$ Mek.Neziqini:35-4o(vol.iii,p.4).Orherclealexamplesin'I"annaiticusageinclude

gezerah shaaah

when exrracted from this parricular rext, the line of reasoning in the
runs as follows. First, a text other than the lemma which
deals with the starus of "Hebrew" slaves is called to mind. In that text
(Deut. r5: rz), the term "the Hebrew [man]," is set in apposition to..your
brother." The two are thus synonymous and, since ,'you" and ..your
brother" are obviously Israelites, so must "a Hebrew man" be. Now the
middah itself enters, establishing a basis of comparability between rhe rwo
passages because of the presence in both of them of a common term of
fixed meaning. (A presupposition becomes evident here
if a term, in
this case "Hebrew," can be precisely understood in one context,
the precise meaning will be the same in a comparable context. This presupposition can, of course, be challenged.) The argument then proceeds in a basically mechanical way: because the key term "Hebrew" appears in both
passages, the legal conclusion of the one can be extended to the other.
Four steps follow: a) "Here (lN)) the expression 'Hebrew'is used" (i.e., in
Exod. z r:z); b) so also "there" (1);t)) it is used (i.e., in Deut. r5: rz); c) .Just
as there (t);t);ln; when using the expressing'Hebrew' Scripture deals with
an Israelite"; d) the same intention is present when the term is used "here"
(tx:;'
As is evident, the comparative device rides upon a two-fold juxraposition of "here," ]N) , and "there," t);r). The purpose of the comparison is
not to argue about the meaning of the term "Hebrew," but is rather to
clear up any ambiguity about the applicability of the law of Exod. zr:z
which arises because of the double sense of the phrase "Hebrew slave/
slave of a Hebrew." This clarification is achieved by introducing the enrire
statement of the law of the Hebrew slave in Deut. r5:rz through the
formal medium of the common term. The conclusions reached are not

(lit., "Hebrew slave") Scripture deals with an Israelire.s3

used in formulating the followingGezerah shaaah: Here the expression "Hebrew" is used and there the expression "Hebrew" is used.
Just as there when using the expression "Hebrew" Scripture deals
with an Israelite, so also here when using the expression ..Hebrew"

Scripture says: "If thy brother, a Hebrew man . . . be sold unto thee"
(Deut. r5: r z). Now, after having said: "Thy brother," rhere seems to
be n<l purpose in saying: "A Hebrew man." Why then does Scripture
say: "A Hebrew man"? Merely to furnish an expression free to'be
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to make clear for Exod.

2 r : 2 as

well the precise

I rr the list of middot attributed to Hillel, these are treated as rwo separate
prirrciples, but (in rhis case following the tradition of the ry midd.ot) they
will here be reated as one. Binyan "au is another device for establishing
comparability between laws. It is based on the assumprion that the presence of a similar obligation in several laws of the Torah must derive from a
factor which all share in common, and that cases other than that specified
by the rext itself may be decided similarly, provided that they share that
cornmor) factor. By using thismiddah, the rabbis were able to regard as
merely illustrative the specific application of a legal principle reported in
Scripture. 'lhis gave them the freedom widely to apply the principle ro rhe
problems of their own age, and thus they "prolonged the discourse" of
Scripture.
'fhe following example of a Tannaitic application of binyan
'au is part
of a discussion of the text, "Every first-born of man among your sons you
shall redeent" (Exod. r3:r3). Earlier commenrs rry to prove that a son
whose father has not redeemed him should redeem himself. The argu-

3. Binlan'au mihatuu'eltad (lnx ttnlD fR l'lf).
4. Binyan'au mishene ketuaim (E':tn) 'lt D fN pl:).

- the Hebrew slave.
applicability of the law of
'I'his exanrple of agezerah shaaah
argument demonstrates the exegetical
function of the device, for it solves a problem arisng from an apparent
inconsistency in Scripture. But it also moves toward the broader
herrneneutical task of providing support for the ideology of the coherence of biblical law, and even clarifies the parameters of the applicability
of that law to more conremporary social practice. The example given
here, of course, represents only one formulation arising from the use of
the niddah. Numerous variations of this same patr.ern, some amounting ro
sub-types, can be found.
Moving norv into the balance of the list of seven hermeneutical rules
attributed to Hillel, we examine those which are not as common nor as
closely identified by tradition with Hillel himself.

the halakhah now purs it

birric interpreter is satisfied that the term in common between the two
texts signil-res the divine intention that the two be interpreted together. In
the process an additional presupposition is supported as well, namely, the
conviction that rhe divine draftsman would not, and, in the case of Deut.
I6,: l:., did not in fact utter a superfluous word. The word "Hebrew" was
juxtaposed to "your brother" in that verse f<rr the very purpose to which

necessary at all f rom a purely logical point of view since the construct of
I-xocl. :l r ::: r:ould still be inrerprered as "slave of a Hebrew." But the rab-

rru
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if the father

fails to do

it.3a

Meh.Pislra xviii: r<l4-rro (vol. i, pp. r65-r66). Other Tannaitic examples which
may be cited includeMe[. Neziqin ix:43-5e (vol. iii, pp.7z-73), M. Mak. r:3, Zeb.9:r. In
M.B.Q. l : r the device is used to generalize in a similar manner from as many as four separate
scriptural provisions.

gg

As employed in this text, the argument'of binyan 'ou runs as follows. r)
Having examined a series of biblical legal injunctions, the interpreter
seeks to deduce a "general rule" (:x lrtf) which is "common to all three
instances" (lnulu, ltlD). z) Afier ruling our rhe "peculiar aspecr" of each
injunction (and thus showing that no simple analogy between the three
commandments exists and that any generalization between the three cannot assume such an analogy), 3) "what is common to all three of them"
(1;1fu i11u;1 ll;t: lit. "the aspect that is comparable among them") is established: "each is a religious duty affecting the son which should be performed by the father." 4) At this point the interpreter makes the
hermeneutical move, a move which is neither logically necessary nor convincing unless one accepts the presuppositions that the divine intention
revealed in the Torah is one and unvarying; that ancillary considerations
which hold true for one commandment therefore hold true for comparable ones; and that the divine draftsman has here located three command-

himself

. . . Let me establish a general rule on the basis of what is common to
all these three instances: The peculiar aspect of the duty of circumcision is not like the peculiar aspecr o{'the duty of study, and the peculiar aspect of the duty of study is not like the peculiar aspecr of the
duty of circumcision. Neither have both of them the same peculiar
aspect as the duty of redemption, nor has the duty of redernption
the peculiar aspect of either. What is common to all three of them is
that each is a religious duty affecting the son which should be performed by the father. And if the father does not perform it, the son
himself must do it. So also any religious duty affecting the son which
should be performed by the father must be performed by the son

Torah, which is the premier command of the law, and the duty to
circumcise, neglect of which is a capital offense, the command to redeem
the first-born is of tertiary significance. Yet the three have a basis of comparability which permits the following argument:

discussion of these three commandments reveals how much they differin
fundamental importance. Compared to the father's duty to teach his son

namely circumcision (Exod. rz:48) and teaching (r3:8, r4-r5). The

already been mentioncd in the larger passage of which this text is a part,

ment involves comparison of this duty with <lther duties which have

lrsl
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as one

Reference" (P' 9).

formofargumentbyanalogycalled..SpecieslnductionReference''or..Genuslnduction

air.JJri.,n if qoloo4o*ncitedearlier,cf 'supra,pp'25-7)'JacobsseeksrodisprovetheconAristotelean l<-rgic and is a
tendon of Schwarz and others rhat this niddah'ii influenced by

(35)L.Jacobs,Slu]iesinTotmuditLogtc,p.13.lnhisdiscussionofbinlan'au(asinhis

..Thisistheordinanceofthepassover,''isageneralstatement.
..Thereshallnoalieneatthereof,''isaparticularStatement'Whena

implicaexpositors to make hermeneutical moves which had significant
the
limiting
as
tions for the practices and laws of their own times, such
scope of applicability of sweeping biblical legal maxims'
The text
furn. on iagain provides a good example of this rule in action.
Moses
to
said
Lord
the
"And
under consideration, Exod. t2:43, states,
.This is the ordinance of the passover: there shall no alien eat
and Aaron,
thereof."' The Tannairic commentator applie s the middah very directly:

in the elucidation

that
middahin the traditional list artributed to Hillel. The principle here is
"particular
do
as
another'
one
limit
"general and particular" stipulations
stateJrrd g.rr..ul" stipulations. Iiis based on the premise that if a general
of
application
meni of law is followed immediately by specifics, further
will
the law will be governed by the terms of those specifics' The opposite
applications
also be true.'fhis rule obviously could have special exegetical
be used by
fact
in
could
it
However,
of biblical texts.

b. Kelal ufnat ufera! ukhektl ()):t uror DrDr ))))
iwo variations of the same principle are in this case treated

tions.3s

them and deduction from that comparison. Generalizing from a corollary
already affirmed elsewhere in the case of the commatrdment that the
father teach his son Torah, the darshan deduces a second "comparable
do
aspect": "And if the father does not perform it, the son himself must
.,general
comthe
componentof
explicit
rule," which is not an
it.; 5) This
..redenrption" but has now by comparison and deduction
mandment of
unibeen shown to be implicit in it, is finally set forward as a principle of
.
which
versal application: so also an1 (): lx) religious duty affecting the son
should be performed by the father, etc' ' ' '"
In this example, binytan 'ou has been pressed into the dual service of
clarifying the precise intention of a biblical law (by collocation with two
by
othe rs) *trit. ut the same time "prolonging the discourse of Scripture"
to
applicable
but
Scripture
on
articulating a general legal principle based
the
out'
points
.rew situati,ons affecting f.th.tt and sons' As Louis Jacobs
device was in fact ofren used by the rabbis to provide scriptural support
for already acc€pted halakhah reflecting the practice of later genera-

ments in the same context precisely in order to permit companson among

r20

[,r

NIS OF H

does not include

r2r

the "general statement"

iff:).

z1

;10 R)N).37

in the particular" (5)::

1'x

gB) Mek. Pis[ra xv: 7-8 (vol. i, p. r r7). Other clear examples of Tannaitic usage of ielal
ufna! are found in Sifre to Num. 5:r5,6:r5, rg:z; Sifra to Lev. 18:6.
(37) Theprincipleoflelalufna!ufna!uhlwlaJinthelistofsevenrulesattributedtoHillel
undergoes considerable development and expansion into eight distinctmidd.ot in the list of
thirteen principles of R. Ishmael. The particular formulation of the rule given here is that of
the fourth rule of R. Ishmael, the first of the eight variations.

Therefore it says: "An ass, or an ox, or a sheep," to declare him liable
for each one by itself. And what does Scripture mean to teach by say-

Because

if it had read only: "All beasts," I might have understood
that the keeper is liable only if all beasts had been put into his care.

ship of a general statement and its exception of specification. The effect is
to give specificity to the matter introduced by the hnlal.
A second example will illustrate the use of the obverse of the rule,
namely,pera! uhhel.al. The text under consideration, Exod. zz:g (v. ro in
English), is one of the regulations of the Book of the Covenantconcerning
property damages and losses. It says that "if a man delivers to his neighbor
an ass or an ox or a sheep or any beast to keep, and it dies or is hurt or is
driven away . . .," the neighbor is not liable if he can testify under oath that
he did not misappropriate the property. The commentator notes the
presence in this text of a list of particulars ("an ass or an ox or a sheep")
followed by a general category ("or any beast"). Why is "any beast (or: all
beasts)" mentioned when a list of beasts has already been given?

In the example given here, generated by a series of clauses which are
syntactically connected but contain different information, the middah
does more than simply supply a general statement with exemplars. It
serves to create a putatively correct understanding of the proper relation-

u']Df[,

does not include more than is contained

An ensuing clause of scriptural law is then identified as a "particular" (DrD)
or qualifier of the general statement. 3) Now the hermeneutical move is
made, with the invocation of the principle of the rziddah.To one who asks
about the application of biblical Passover legislation, the answer is given:
faced with a general statement and a particular statement in that order in
Scripture, one must choose the second. There is no question of widening
the specific to the entire class indicated by the general; rather, the specific
is determinative. "When a general statement is followed by a particular, it

as

As employed in this text, the argument of helalufera! runs as follows. r)

it

ILLEL AN D'THE -I'AN NAINI

general statement is followed by a particular,
more than is contained in the particular.36

HERNII]NEUT'I(]AL SYSI'E

A sentence of Scripture is identified

r]

Iz,l]

ing: "All beasts?" It rnerely comes to teach you that a general statcment which is added to a specific statement includes everything.3s

!r'. slllt.t:Y 't ()wNt.R

6. Kayo5e' bo mimaqorn'aiar ('rnx D'IPDD lf Nvl)).
'l"his rule might literally be translated "like that which passes with it (in
the sarne class) in another place" (following Jastrow). It is based on the
ver)' natural and proper assumption that an exegetical problem which
arises with a text may legitimately be clarified by comparison with another
text affected by the same question but which has received adequate exegetical explanation .-fhismiddah see ms to be less fixed in the traditional list
of seven than the others. This is the only one of therziddot of Hillel which is

text can be made.3e

'f'he assertion that every "general staternent which is added to a specific
sraremenr includes everyrhing" ()):: ):;t D'lD;r )v I'olD Nl;]?, )):n ):; clearly
invokes the argument from the particular instance(s) to the general statement. In this case, the biblical phrases at issue do not have the character of
a general statement qualified by exceptions and specifications, but rather
the character of a list followed by its heading. The real purpose of this use
of perat uhhelal appears not to be to extend the discourse of Scripture t<r
new halakhic circumstances, but rather to ward off the false conclusion
that the phrase "all beasts" is redundant. The interpreter undertakes to
show that every component of the list, whether perat or helal, has an individual function separable from the components with which it is listed. By
judicious use of the mi ddah the perfect consistency of the divine draftsman
can be disclosed to the satisfaction of the rabbinic darshan, and the
dependably correct assessment of the function of each component of the

(138) MeA. Neziqin xvi: 5-r r (vol. iii, p. r z r). The formulation here is that o{'the fifth rule
of R. Ishmacl, which is the second of the eight variations of thc principle ol kelal ufnat which
are included in that list.
(39) Deducrions can also be rnade according to the principl e of kelal uferat uhhelnl. ln
such cases the particular is hekl to linrit the gencral statements on either side ofit, so that the
law applies <rnly to that which is similar to theperat. Such a principle would appear to be
cornparable to the Common law eiu.sdem genaris rule of statutory interpretation. Cf.
l-auterbach in JE, vol. xii, p. 33.
(4o) In its application to an exegetical problem this rule can give rise to an entire list of
analogous insrances. For a table o[ ten types of exegetical lists occurring in Tannaitic
literature, see W. Sibley 'fowner, The Robbinic "Enumeration," op. cit., p. 255.

purposes, frequently with the variant formula 'lDlN ilnN (1f1f) 1l Rtl').40

not incorporated into the traditional list of r3 rules of R. Ishmael;
furthermore, apart from its mention in the three complete texts of the
seven middor, the full title by which it is formally known is rarely if ever
given in the Tannaitic texts. Nevertheless, the principle to which this
mid.tlah points is commonly employed by the Tannaim for exegetical
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(4r) Meh. Pisha xvi: 38-4 r (vol. i, p. r3 r). The fonnula t: xrl'f occurs ar least r 5 times in
Meh.,ofren in lists which repeat it several times. It is used in both halakhic and haggadic
contexts. See also M.R.H. 3:8, Sifre to Num. 6: r3.

The structure of the application of kay;e' bo tnimaqorn'afer proves in
this example to be quite simple. r) The formula of the middah is given at
the very outset, serving notice that the ensuing bit of scriptural interpretation is to follow the same pattern as that which hasjusr gone before. z) The
problematical text is then introduced. In Lev. 6:5 the priest is commanded to "kindle wood" on the altar for the burnt offering, and the fire
is to be kept burning continually. Bur why should God require this? Is not
his transcendent power so great that, should he really demand his due,
"Lebanon would not suffice for fuel, nor are its beasts enough fbr a burnt
offering" (Isa. 4o: r6)? The suspicion at least of a redundancy, if nor an
inconsistency, in Scripture is raised. q) The solution is, however, already
at hand having been attained in the comparable case of Deut. r 5: r9. That
solution, that you are to obey the command to maintain a fire on the altar
of burnt offering "merely to enable you to receive reward for fulfilling it,"
is by n<l means self-evident from the text itself. However, given the presuppositions that Scripture is never redundant, and that every instruction
placed in the Torah by the divine draftsman has its independent signifi-

In like manner you interpret: "And the priest shall kindle wood on
it," etc. (Lev. 6:5). Why has this been commanded? Has it nor been
said: "And Lebanon is not sufficient fuel" (Isa. 4o: r6)? What then is
the purport of the commandment: "And the priest shall kindle
wood on it"? Merely to enable you to receive reward for fulfilling it.
In like manner you interpret. . . .4r

interpretation:

A good example of this principle at work can be seen in Meh.The context is a discussion of the commandment of Exod. r 3: r-2, "Consecrate to
me all the first-born; whatever is the first to open the womb . . . is mine." A
question is raised about Deut.. rb:rg, which in the light of Exod. r3:e
appears to be redundant in commanding, "All the firstling males that are
born of your herd and flock you shall consecrate to the Lord your God.
. . ." Does this repetition mean that the first-born is not consecrated unless
one deliberately consecrates it? If so, how can the Exod. r3:z phrase, "[it]
is mine," be accounted for? The answer: the Deut. statement is given, not
because God depends upon your act of consecrarion to know what is rightfully his, but rather so that you may receive a reward for doing it. The
expositor then uses the sixth rule to clear up a number of other apparent
inconsistencies and redundancies in Scripture along the same lines of

lzgl

w. sulLuY'towNt:R

lz+l

here?

uron tnh r:tt t:':'ya ra);r ("A matter explained from its context and a matter explained from
irs cnding"). The second clenrent provides for the explanation of a biblical passage from
further discussion of aspects of its content later in the passage.
(43) b. San. 86a. A truncated version of this same tradition is found in Mal. Bahodesh
viii:5 r-65, (vol. ii, pp. :r6o-:16 r), where an additional effort is made to show thar the apparently redundant "Ye shall not steal" in Lev. rg: r r refers to the theft of money. For other
l-annaitic examples see Sifra, lntro<luction zb; Sifre to Num. 7: r.

(4:.) SothetextinARN3T. Inthelistsofthe13mi.ddot,thisruleisstatedmorefully:r:r

middah proves to be very simple. r) The
hermeneutical principle is stated at the outset. The question as to the precise meaning of "steal" in E,xod. so: r3 can be answered from its context
because "a law is interpreted by its general context" (t:':'un:n);r tfl). 2) So,
"of what does the larger text speak" (11'Ib t]n)il ln:)? The prohibitions
against killing and adultery which precede the commandment are known
from other biblical legislation to carry the penalty of death. Therefore the
larger text speaks "of [crimes involving] capital punishrnent." 3) Accordirrg to the logic of the seventh middah: "hence this too (lNl lN) refers [to a
crime involvingl capital punishment." Since kidnapping is the only kind

'Ihe argument of the

Our l{abbis taught: Thoushaltnotsteal (Ex<td. zo: r3). Scripture refers
to the stealing of human beings. You say Scripture refers to the stealing of human beings, but perhaps it is not so, the theft of properry
I will tell you: Go forth and learn from
flit., 'nroney'] being meant?
the r3 principles whereby the Torah is interpreted, [one of which is
that] a law is interpreted by its general context: of what does the text
speak? of [crimes involving) capital punishment; hence this too
refers [to a crime involving] capital punishment.a3

of theft is prohibited

can be transf'erred from one textual situation to another by using this
middah, when the necessary conf;ruency exists.
7. Dauar halamed me'inyano (t:t:"D lD)n "lf'r).42
This final rule of Hillel establishes that "a marrer [is to be] explained
from its context." It is based on the observation that further clarification
of the meaning of a word or phrase of Scripture, whether obscure or selfevident, can be discovered through analysis of the modifiers or predicates
attached to it, and through attention to the literary structure or larger
narrative environment in which it stands. The rule is primarily exegetical
in function, although its hermeneutical effect can have ramifications for
contemporary legal practice, as is illustrated in the example which follows.
In this example, the very simple observation has been made that the
Eighth Commandment, "Thou shalt not steal," has no object. What kind

cance even though other teachings may appear to render the instruction
needless, the solution becomes acceptable if not necessary. That solution
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The Thirteen Hermeneutical Rules Attributed to R. Ishmael.

\

4- r

l.
2.
3.

r Amplifications

Both are treated as one rule.
and modifications of Hillel No. b.
(Omitted. Function assumed under
nos.2and3above.)

Same
Same

Ishmael

corrrnrandment in Bernard s.Jackson,Essals inJeukh arul comparatiue LegalHislory (Leiden,
r975), pp. 2o7-2o9, and especially nore 2 r.
(45) The text of the thirteen milldot is preserved in the so-called "Baraita d'R. Ishmael,"
printed as the introductory chapter of sifra. It is also. given in summary form in
Jewish
prayerbooks as part of the preliminaries to the morning service (n'rnu n)on) for Sabbaths
and weekdays. For recent discussion in secondary sources, cf. supra, note 27.
(46) For a derailed discussi.n of these rules, see Mielziner, op. cit., pp. r63-r73; also
supra, note 27.

of contemporary use of considerations of form to make precise the meaning of the Eighth

contextualjudgment along with the fact that they are both capiral crirnes. See the discussion

shaqer is

text." Why not? It might havc been chosen as another illustration of a capital crime, if 'ad
understood as'edim. zomemim (cf. Deut. rg: r8-rg). one can only ionclude that the
two-word apodictic..ifonz of the commandments of Exod. zo: r3 and r4 contributes to the

(44) A critical observcr might point out that the "contexr" at work in this instance has
been selectively chosen, and that the commandment which ensues in the Bible itself (..Thou
shalt not bear false witness against your neighbor") has not been used to help provide..con-

4. E'flnf t:!tD fN ltl: /
5. )):r e'ril urDr )b)
6. tnN Dti2DD'lf Nrrr)

2. itltrt ;'t']'ll
3. 'InN f'ln)D fN l':l

r. lDln'l bi2

Hillel

pare as follows:

related to particular, are then added.aG One completely new rule is added
a r3th. With other minor variations accounted for, the two lists com-

as

'fhe traditior-ral list of mi.ddot attributed to R. Ishrnael is expanded over
the list attributed to Hillel principally ar rwo points.as The fifth rule of
Hillel ()):t etDt DtDt )):) is sub-divided inro three rules (.)):t DrD .elDt ))l
))>t urot )):): five additional modifications of the same principle, general

B.

of thelt for which the penalty is death (Exod. z r : r 6), the precise meaning
of "Th<lu shalt not steal" must therefore be "'Ihou shalt rrot steal a man."44
Concern that the result of the argument may in fact be totally contrary to
the intention of the original framer of the Decalogue yields to the values
of exegctical clarity and the internal consisrency with which the divine
draftsman has set clown the laws of the Torah. The confidence that this
consistency is real made possible the formulati<ln of the seventh middnh to
begin with. Now here, in quite a circular but effective way, the application
of themiddai is made in such a way as to allow Scripture to demonstrate its
internal consistency!

Izs]

nN

ill

of of second

clause: 1D1OD'ID)il''ll'l

Sarne, with addition

13. DrUtn)D;'l Dtflnf !lll,
(see below) 'l)'l ilI

r?.

\\'. stBLt.\' ro\\'Nt.R

[26]

?.

Shene hetuvint

as

':u

{47) Sifre to Num. r5:3r; b. I}er. 3rb, Ned. 3a.
(48) rlfc&. Pisha iv:4r-4o (vol. i, p. 3r). Other Tannaitic examples include Mefr. Pisha
viii:q.1*,17 = xvii:5t>-5r (cf. lr{en. 66a), Bahodesh ix: rzg-r34; Sifre to Num. 7:89; Sifi'a to

interpretatiort of the Torah: 'I'wo passages opposing one another
and conflicting with one another stand as they are, until a third
passage comes and decides between thern. Now, the passage: 'Draw
out and take you lan'rbs according to your families, and kill the passover larnb' (Exod. rz:r r) decides in this case, declaring that from the
flock only and not from the herd may the passover sacrifice come.{8

thc passover-offering unto the Lord thy God, of the flock and of the
herd' (Deut. r6:a), and another scriptural passage says: 'from the
sheep or from the goats shall yet take it' (Exod. r r:5). How can both
these verses be maintained? You must say: This is a rule about the

R. Akiba says: "C)tre scriptural passage says: 'And thou shalt sacrifice

Accorclinq to this device f<rr recotrciling conflicting passages, "two
texts[may] contradict one another until a third text comes and harmonizes therr-r." The logic of the example which follows is largely self-evident,
and hinges on a distinction benveen lNv, "flock" (of sheep), and lp:,
"her<l" (of cattle).

Ellflnf

yavo' hahatua hashelishi

nN ;lt Erurn)D;l

she

fln)i N]f'!t ly it

hamahhhishin zeh'et zeh "ad

uw\ahhria' benehem (yt'])'l 'u!)ur;'l
B;1':!l).

r

Inasmuch

only the last of these rules is completely nerv, special attention will here be given to it alone.

R. lshmael" came in time to be the most authoritative statcment of
nrethod fbr rabbinic interpretation.

As in the case of Hillel's ntiddot, it is impossible to assert categorically
that R. Ishrnael orginatcd any of these niddot, or even assembled the present list. The hermeneutical principle actually nlost commonly associated
u'ith his name is none of the above, but is instead a broad guideline which
rvas taken seriously by subsequent generations of interprcters in all
schools: nlN ':f np') itln ;rtf't ("-I'he 'forah speaks in the [ordinaryl language of people").{7 Nevertheless, evcn early traditions know of a traditiorral list of'thirteen niddot (e.g., the passage from b. Sanh. 86a cited
above); so lve may assurle that a list of r 3, clevelclped out of au even earlier
list of'7 rules, and generally like the list which we now possess, was known
in 'fannaitic times. Certain it is that the "Tl-rirteen Hermeneutical Rules of

.tblil .]tT
7. ]t'J'yD

l?6
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example, the application
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of the principle of "reconciliation

HII-LEI- AN I)'I'IIr. l'ANNAI }t

The Thirty-Tuo Hermeneutical Principles of R. Fliezer b. Yose Hagelili.

Lev. r 6: r ; and the two examples given at the conclusion of the "Baraita d'R. Ishmael." C[.
Bacher, op. cit., pp.86-87.
(4g) A text of the 3z rules is now printed in B'f after Berakhot, but more fully in H.G.
Enelow, ed.,The Mishnah of R. Eliezer (Ncw York, r 933). For a brie f discussion of each rule
and older bibliography, see H.L. Strack, oy'. cdt., pp. 9518'

The list of thirty-two middot attributed to this Tanna of the third generation is mentioned neither in the Tannaitic corpus nor in the Talmud
itself
though R. Eliezer and his interpretive activity are identified with
haggadah (Hul. 89a).ae In fact, this collection of middot is itself
traditionally identified with haggadah, and some of the more playful
rules enumerated in it (e.g., parable, pun, gematria, notarikon) are found
largely in haggadic contexts. F'or this reason, further discussion of this list
Iies outside the scope of this article, although several of the individual

C.

order to make visible the apparent discrepancy between them. z) The
question to which this middah addresses itself is then stated: "How can
both these verses be maintained." (t));t D'lln) rlur tb*lrnr lrt))? 3) Next, the
text of the middah is given, followed by the introduction of the decisive
third text which decides the case. The relevancy of the third text may be
apparent on lexical grounds or by virtue of the similarity of its context to
the other two passages. It is not really a tie-breaker, for it is thought neither to defeat nor to falsify either of the previous two texts. In fact, in this
rather remarkable instance, the da,rshan even recognizes that the texts are
using slightly different data and are thus making partially antithetical
statements. However, beginning with the presuppositions that Scripture
is its own best interpreter, that discrepancies in the text are more apparent
than real, and that the divine draftsman will make available elsewhere in
the 'forah the words and sentences necessary to settle the issue between
the texts in question, he proceeds in the confidence that all three texts,
properly understood, can be reconciled to one another. In this particular
example, the phrase of Deut. r6:2, "and the herd," is simply dropped.
'Ihe "flock" and not the "herd" is the normative category. Thus is the reconciliation achieved, though with the tacit admission that a phrase of
Scripture is not functional. Srill, as R. Ishmael taught, "The Torah speaks
in the ordinary language of people," and the people, of course, roasted
lamb and not veal on Passover. It is better that a word of Scripture should
fall into disuse on the evidence of other Scripture than that the discourse
of Scripture with later generations should be interrupted.

between texts" stands forth clearly. r) Each verse is given at the outset in

In this
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Other HermeneuticaL Methods of the Tannctim.

Although the traditional lists of seven and thirteen hermeneutical
principles embody what may be regarded as the "normative" rabbinic
herrneneutics, the sources both mention and display a great many other
devices both simple and complex, which were employed to "prolong the
rliscourse" of Scripture to later generations. One group of these methods
is iclentified initially rvith R. Nalrum of Gimzo, but ultimately with his
pupil, R. Akiba. -I'he latter is pictured as engaged in methodological controversy with his contemporary of the second generation, R. Ishmael, precisely over the question of the interpretation of Scripture. f'hese nlethods
give substance to the Akiban principle of scriptural interpretation,
namely, that the language of Torah cliffers frorn human language in that
all the apparent redundancies, superfluities, or pleonasms are in reality
clues to deeper meaning.sr Quite naturally, the devices are exegetical, and
concentrate on features of grammar and textual structure; however,
these too rnay have great value in making applications of scriptural law to
contenrporary life. The most notcd among them are: (r) ribbui ('ll:),
"extension" (Eliez. nos. l,3), wherein the presence of a certain particle
such as ): ,ttx ,nN ,ol or a double wclrd, infinitive absolute, or other
grarnnatical feature was held to indicate that a supplementary teaching
fr<>rrr tradition should be introcluced at that point; (z)mi'ut (uly'D), "limitation" (Eliez. nos. ?,4), rvherein the obverse was held to be the case, in the
presence of such particles as lN ,lD ,P\i g) semuhhim (E'llDo), 'Juxtaposition"
(an analogical principle related to itlu, irittl), which held that a passage

D.

fi'onts the two genres in exactly the same w:ry.

middot are drawn frorn the lists of seven and thirteen and have already
been treatecl.s0 Let it be said, however, that no hard fast line separates the
hermeneulics of haggadah from that of halakhah. 'fhe nrajority of the
rnethods are employed in both, and the basic issue of henneneulic con-
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ri.regesir,while othe r scholars tricd to stay (sonrewhat) closer to the actual mcaning of the text,
as did R. Yishmael who maintained Drx':: ns): nrn ilr:r. . . . Frorn the scientific point of view
Ishrnael was right, but Akiba's grint of view rvas nrore useful and mostly prevailed."

nN...hasaspecificmcaning....Asarcsult,Akibabecametheforemostchampionof

(5<r) !i.g.,gclvahomermeforuh,Eliez.no.q,,includesgalr.,ahoner,Hillelandlshntaelno.r,
arr<l vice versa; gezerah shauah,Lliez. no. 7, rhe second milldah of Hillel and Ishmael; bdnloz
'aa, l-liez.n<r. 8, cf. Hillel nos. 3-4, Ishnrael no.3;shene hetuvimhanakhhishfin, c[. Ishmael no.
r3. Irr addition, [,liez. rules r lnd ,j, are both fbrms <tf ibbui, "exrension," while nos. z and 4
are both fornts ofmi"ur, "linritation." -I-hese latter rules have considerab{c play in halakhic
texts and are tliscussed in paragraph I) below.
(rrr) CI'. Lieberman, Hellen*il, pp.95-96.Gurtmann, op. cit.,pp. zz&-zrg, has some
felicitous renrarks on the subject ofthe exegetical method ofr\kiba: "Most potent and consequcntial is Akiba's rule that every seemingly'superfluous' text element of the Torah, such as
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discussion of gezerah sftauai, though he also acknowledges that it bears some similarity to
semuhhim, "iuxtaposition" (p. rZZ). He contends that the rabbis regarded arguments from
heqqesh asbeingusually more conclusive than th ose fromgezcrahshoaah.Bacher,op.cit.,p.
+5,
remarks, "The term p'Fit (i.e., the verbal form) may also be used for the comparison of two
biblical sentences accomplished on the basis of the deductive rule geznah shauclr." As examples he gives the series of analogies offered in Mel. Bahodesh viii: r3-:8 between the honoring of father and mother and the honor of God. He concludes that in the School of Ishnrael the term o'p;r? can be used to introduce arguments from geztrah shaaah.
$$ Meh. Pisha i: r3-r6 (vol. i, p. z). Among otber Tannaitic uses of the device can be
mentionedMe[. Neziqin viii:67-7:r; M. Shev. r:4, Yev. 3:6, Mak. r:7, Men. 7:6; b. (idd. 35a,
Sanh. 34b, 6ob. In b. Zev . 4gb the question is debated of whether a law which is derived by
heqqesh may be used for deriving another law by heqqesh
orby geznah shauch, qalaahoner,ot

(5a) Mielziner,op.cit.,pp. l5s-l65,forexample,discusseslregqeslrinanappendixtohis

The line of reasoning is very succinct. r) The combined object of the
preposition "unto" in Exod. re:r invites the creation of an analogy:

By saying here, "unto Moses and Aaron," Scripture teaches that
Aaron was _equal to Moses: just as Moses was a judge over Pharaoh
[cf. Exod. 7: r], so also was Aaron ajudge over Pharaoh: justas Moses
would speak his words fearlessly [cf. Exod. 4: r r-r2], so also would
Aaron speak his words fearlessly.5s

answer:

might be explained with reference to neighboring passages (cf. Sifre to
Num. r3r).
One principle of interpretation employed exrensively by both Tannaitic schools is a true analogical device. This rule, which came to be
known as heqqesh (up';r) "comparison, analogy," is not listed among the
seven midd,ot of Hillel even though ir was reportedly used by him in the
abortive debate with the Bene Bathyra (b. Pes. 66a; cf. y. Pes. g3ar4).
Sometimes called heqqesh hahntua, it starrs from an analogy drawn within
Scripture itself. It is based upon the basically synractical premise that to
both of the compound subjects of a single legal predicate (or compound
objects of the verb or preposition) will be applicable additional halakhic
rules known from elsewhere to adhere to just one of the subjects. In other
words, the syntactical collocation of terms creates an analogy between
them more fundamental than that identified in the immediate context of
the legal sentence. This kind of comparison exceeds the general comparabil ity between le ga I term s established by geze r ah slwa ah, w ith which he qqe sh
is frequently identified.52
The very first chapter of Meh.provides a good example of an argument
based upon the principl e of heqqesh. TIr.e lemma is Exod. r z : r , "And rhe
Lord spoke to Moses and Aaron in the land of Egypt. . . ." The interpreter
wants to know why both of the ancient leaders are mentioned here. The

lzgl
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the purpose of that text only. An analogy drawn here by the divine draftsman establishes a relationship of abiding validity available elsewhere for
exegetical and hermeneutical purposes.
Other interpretive devices f<lund in Tannaitic halakhic contexts and
not already urentioned here include the nrethod of revocalizing a word in
order to convey a difl'erent meaning (otten introduced by the formula
N-lPn )N, "Do not read. . . .");5{ that principle (later restated as the last two
of rhe 3z niddot) which allowed interpreters to telescope biblical materials
frorn widely differing time periods into a single discussion, E'rizlD IR
;l'llnf 'lnlNDl ("I'here is no former or latter in Scripture," i.e., the Torah
cloes not proceed in chronological sequence);55 and the axiom that N'IPD llx
lulUD !'IrD g31t l"Scripture does not transcend its plain meaning"), which
simply warns that the plain meaning of a text must not be forgotten no
matter how ingeniously it may be expounded through the use of various

"Aaron was equal to M<>ses" (iruD) l];lx t 'P;1
better translated "[The
text] compares Aaron to Moses"). z) The congruence
of the two terms of
this analogy having been established, the interpreter then applies to
Aaron predicates elsewhere assigned to Moses. The underlying presuppositi<ln of the consistency of the design <lf the 'forah eliminates, in the
mind of the 'fannaitic interpreter at least, the possibility that the likening
of Nloses to Aaron in Exod. l2: l was given by the Pentateuchal writer for

13C)

as R.

Ishmael's way of contradicting R. Akiba's principle of "juxtapo-

ciple oIhernreneutics in its own right, though space dose not permit extensive discussion of
ir here.'l'he terrn itself rnal' not have been used by the Tannaim (cf. Bacher, op. cit., p. r6z,

(56) b. Shab. 6qa. Weingreen remarks that this rule and others like it served "as a healthy
deterrentagainsttheover-indulgenceintheluxuryol'Derashinterpretation"(op.cil.,p. r8).
'f he conccpt of peshat, usualll' translated "plain meaning," should be consider-ed prina

xii, pp. 3 r-3..: regards it
sition."

(Sr) Cf..tIrA.Shiratavii:r-r6.Patte,op.cit.,pp.67-T4hasausefuldiscussionofthisprinciplc under the heading, "The Syntheric View of Scripture and oF Sacled History." Also
Ilacher,op. rit., pp. r67-168; l)aube,Neu'festament,erc., pp.4o&-4ro. Lauterbach,JE, vol.

seres or hefehh ("interpretation by transposition"), used by the Schoot of R.
Ishmael, als<.r itrvolves such manipulation of the biblical text itsclf. Cf. Daube, T'fte NeuTestonent and. Rabbinic Judaisln (Lieden, 1956), pp. 4r(F4rs.

'l'he principle of

of llliqra'vs. I\tasorah(b.Sanh.4a)arecloselyrelatedrothi.o.,..Cf.Chajes,op. cit.,p.zz.

(54) T'he observation of words written defectively and plene (b. Qid. 3oa), and the rule

One rnight go on to list literally hundreds of hermeneutical methods
operative in rabbinic texts. When Malbim (R. Meir Loeb ben Yehiel
Michael, r8og-r88<>) did in fact make such a list in his commenrary on
Sifra,Ayelct hashalrar, he arrived at the figure of 6 r 3! Nlany of these merhods can be identified by stereotyped introductory formulae or typical rhetorical patterns such as have been exhibited above. Others would have to
be placed in broad functional categories such as "logical interpretation"

niddot.56
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designating

a

teaching

as

"authoritative," either because it

is

propounded

Vermes, oP. cit.,

p. 79.

unnamed interpretive devices which are based on lexicographical, grammatical, and critical
observations.

(59) Louis Jacobs, op. cdt., pp. 3&-5o.
(6o) Yet another identifications and discussions of hermeneurical devices operative in
Tannaitic texts are given by Mielziner, op. cit., pp. i77-fi7; Epstein, op. cit., pp.5zr-536;
Towner, op. cit., pp. 2;r-2b4. Rosenblatt, op. cit., $ves lists of exarnples of named and

(r8)

literature, pp. r7&-r7g, note. r89.
(SZ) Cf. M- Elon, Enc1c. Jrul., vol. viii, cols. r4zz-r423.

by a recognized authority, or because it is "recognized by the pubtic as obviously
authoritative, since lamiliar and traditional" (p. r8r). Cf. his catalogue of the recent

best understood as

pp. 652-653.) Rosenblatt argues (ap. cit., pp. pp. r-O), however, that the Tannaim were
deeply interested in discovering the "simple meaning" of texts, as they understood that"simple nreaning." It was precisely the assumption that every Scripture has a basic underlying
meaning, and that no "plain meaning" of any Scripture is in fundamenul contradiction with
any other, that drove Tannaitic interpreters to ingenious methods flor reconciling texts.
In recent years, Raphael Loewe has contributed a useful clarificarion of the discussion of
pesha! ("The'Plain' Meaning of Scripture in EarlyJewish Exegesis," inPaPers of tfu ltlstitll.rr of
Jewish Stu.dics, Londnn, ed. byJ.c. Weiss, vol. i [Jerusalem, 1964], pp. r4o.r85). The term is

ix,

t; t" fra, tf Lauterbach is correcr, they may not have had a sharp sense of the distinc".,.
tion of derash (interpretation) anclpeshul (literal meaning). (Cf. his article,'?aslrat,"JE,vol.

The need to "prolong the discourse" of the Scriptures confronted Israel
even when the Scriptures were still being written. The traditions of the
fathers had to be "re-presented" to the sons and daughters in a way that
would claim their loyalty and obedience in the midst of new cultural situations. Evidence of that process of proclamation and expansion of the
received tradition is visible in the Pentateuch itself, particularly in the
Deuteronomic retelling of the story of Israel's covenant history into the

TRNNAI.rTc HERIUENEUTICS AND THE BIBLE

actually perform

in the texts.57 In fact, new identifications of
hermeneutical methods are still being made through analysis of,Tannaitic
midrashic, targumic, and mishnaic texts. "Allegory," for example, is nor
formally listed among the ancientmiddot (though the "parable," Eliez. no.
26, is next-of-kin); yet, Vermes can point out allegorical interpretations of
texts such as that of Lev. r 8 : z r reported in M. Meg. 4 g.58 Jacobs identifies
a pattern characterized by the formula llO'lf,]) I'N ("There is no end to the
matter;" cf. M. Pes. r:2, Yoma r:r). This he describes as reductio ad
absurdum, an argument which disproves another by showing that its conclusion is ridiculous.5s
In short, work remains to be done even yet in discerning the wide variety of devices employed by the Tannaim and their successors to forge the
link between normative Scripture and contemporary experience.Go

and "restrictive interpretation," simply on rhe basis of the tasks which they
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one. Glosses and comments which approach the midrashic genre more
narrowly construed can also be detected here and there in the text.61 But
rro system of hermeneutics at all comparable to that articulated by the
Tannaim was operative in the growth of the biblical text.
It is not surprising, therefore, that no biblical precedents exist for any
of the formal Tannaitic middol , save qal aal.rorner. Although not referred to
by that or any name, the argument a minori ad maius may be found in the
Old'I'estament as many as 40 times.62 Its use is purely logical and deductive, however, without exegetical intent.63 The presence of this type of
argurnent in the Hebrew Scriptures attests not to the beginnings of a system of hermeneutics in pre-rabbinic times, but only to the antiquity and
ubiquity of this simple logical device. Neither Hillel nor the Tannaim
invented it, though they may have named it;64 they simply brought it into
their collection of interpretive devices. In short, the roots of rabbinic hermeneutics are not to be found in the Hebrew Bible.
Nor does the New'festament shed much light upon the origin and
development of the m'fuldot.It does of course reveal a deep engagement
with the problem of hmneneutic , and, in its own way, stands very much in a

which older traditions were taken up and restated are elusive or commonsensical. 'Ihe authoritative received traditions were not yet treated as
canonical texts, fixed and immutable in every semantic detail and to be
utilized only through methods which would protect the integrity of the
texts themselves. No, older traditions were simply utilized typologically or
kerygmatically by later circles for their own purposes; indeed, the teaching of the later circles was sometimes simply substituted for the original.
In a broad se nse this process of growth can be described as a midrashic

history is subjected to re-proclamation by the post-exilic Chronicler.
There is, in short, ahenntnrutic at work in the Bible. It is a hermeneutic
with which that of the rabbis is in direct continuity.
But there is no defined, explicit henneneutics. 'fhe actual methods by

ears of a seventh-century B.c.E.Judean community. The Deuteronomistic

r32

(ferusalem, 1939), pp. 39Jio; cf. Strack, op. cil., p. r85, note 3.
(61) J.A. Sanders, "Hermeneutics," IDBS, p. 4o4, points to Ezek. 33:24 as a possible
example of a biblical qal vol.tmncr argument with exegetical intent.
(64) So S. Zeirlin, "Hillel and the Hermeneutical Rules," op. cit.,p. 165.

ment:Gen..14:8,Exod6:tr,Num. r:r:r4(cf.b.B.Q.z5a),Deut.3r:z7,Jer. rr:5(twice), I
Sam.t3:3,Prov. rr:3r,Estherg:r:r,andEzek. r5:5.Foradiscussionofthislistandasmany
as 3o other examples discerned in the Bible see H. Hirschensohn, Bmtre hannid'dot

cle <rn "Hisrnry of Interpretation. A. Within the Old 'I'estam ent," Interprctn's Dictimary of tlv
henceforth IDBS), pp. 436-438.
Bible, Supplemntary Volume (Nashville, r926
(62) Gen. R. g::7 gives a traditional list of- ten gal valtomn arguments in the Old Testa-

(6r) Cf.Weingreen,op.cit.,especiallythechaptersentitled"Rabbinic-typeGlossesinthe
Old'festament," pp. 3z-54, and "Oral Tora and Written Records," pP. 7il9g; also his arti-
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Old Testament, even though the case could be made that- given the literary devices available to first and second century writers generally, and the commitment to the aurhority of
Scripture in its very textual details held by the New 'festament writers and the Pharisees
alike-suchcommonalitieswereinevitable. Cf. Hay, op.cit.,p.446; Daube,Tfu NeuTestament and Rabhinic Judaism (especially his discussion of Matt. 5:17 ff ., in connection with the
ruleolhelalufnal, pp.6g-66); E. Earle Ellis,Pazl'szsa of thcOWTestament (Edinburgh, rg57)
especially his chapter in "Pauline and Jewish Literary Methods," wherein he states:
-"Hillel's principles of afortioi and analogy are
implicit in many Pauline passages, but here

(66) Many scholars have discerned the presence in both literatures of some of the same
informal interpretive moves
typology, allegory, construction of a series of texts around a
key word or theme, elucidation ofScripture by various types ofanalogies to other Scripture.
There is no intention here to deny these commonalities of hermeneutical approach to rhe

of the OT," IDBS, pp. 44I-444.

(6S) E.g., Gal. 4:z4, "This is an allegory," identifies the method being used to apply the
stories of Hagar and Sarah to the early Christian theological issue of law versus grace. In
Rom. 5: 14, Adam is spoken of as"atype of the one who was to come." Typology, the simple
historical analogy, is probably the single most commonly used hermeneudcal method in
-I'estaments.
Cf. E. Achtemeier, "-fypology," in IDBS, pp.g2Fg27.
both the Old and New
'Ihe New Testament "prophecy-fulfillment" scheme may also be broadly construed as a
hermeneutical method. Cf. David M. Hay, "History of Interpreadon. C. NT Interpretation

line of direct continuity with the Old Testamenr parrern of growth of theological tradition through re-presentation. By reason of this very
continuity, the New Testament also shares with the literature of the rabbis
a basic principle of hermeneutic, namely, that in the fixed point of Scripture are to be found the truths by which the moving point of the community's experience can be interpreted meaningfully. The Christ-event
could be understood by the early Christians only in terms of OId Testament imagery and theology, and their writings everywhere introduce and
allude to the authoritative Scripture of the Jews. Like the Pharisees and
the earliest of the Tannaim who were their contemporaries, the New Testament writers regarded Scripture as fixed and took its very textual
expression to be extremely significant. They were, in other words, dealing
with canon. The New Testament writings reflect this conviction in the way
they handle the Old Jq5hrngnl
quoting the text with great care, albeit
- identifying some exegetical devices as
from the Septuagint version, and
they are used.65 Inded, one can speak of the presence in the New Testament of an informal and unsophisticated but nevertheless definable system of hermeneutics.
However, New Testament hermeneutics bears almost no relationship
to the sophisticated and precise hermeneutical system of the rabbis represented by the formal lists of middot and the scores of other devices. Scholars have struggled to find evidence that theJews who wrote the New Testament were familiar with the middot of Hillel or Ishmael or Akiba.66
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()nc of'tlre nrost intercsting reccnt attcmpts to provc that one New 'l cstarrrent writer,
I'aul, krtew and enrployed at least {ive of the seven niddot of Hillel is that of .1. Jeremias,
" laulus als Hillelit," in E. l-llis and M. Wilcox, eds. ,Neolestatnentica et Semitica: Studies in Honor

'I'hc articlc b1 D. IUoody Snrith,Jr., "The Usc of the ()ld'festament in the New," inJ.M.
l-{ild, ed., Thc Use of the OId Testament in the N eu, and Olher Essa$ (Durhanr, N.C., r 972), pp.
q{i6, is a valuable summary of the recent discussion, with refe rences to thc works of -l-asker,
Ilarrctt, &rwers, I)oeve, Borrsirvcn, l)avies, [,llis, Lindars, Frced, Stendahl, and others. See
also the usef ul article and bibliography of Nlerrill P. N{iller, "'I argurn, I\Iidrash and the Use
'l
<rf the ()ld estament in the New Testanrent,"/ournal.for the Study of Judaism r (r97 r), pp.
agr8:r. In all of'this discussion, the success at explicating such subjects as the numbcr and
order o{'Oltl 'fcstament quotations used by New 'l'estament writers, New Testanrent
affinites tope.\hff exegesis and t<l Philo, ancl the sinrilarirl, of Nerv l'estament hermeneutical
practiccs to the inf<rrmal interprctive devices cnrpkryed in l\Iishnah an<l rnidrash, firr outweighs arrl' success at disclosing any Ncw 'festarnent purchasc on the fonnal ienrten"eutics <tf
'l-annaitic litcrature.

uafionrer.

affinitics can be too greatll stresscd" [p. +ti]. He then proceetls to illustratc

only Paul's use o[gal

t<xr the rabbirric

A mo rr g for mal argu ments, only qal a aho nrcr can be fou nd, and its presence
can be put down to the antiquity and the ubiquity of that simple form of
argument.r;7 Because of its early date and the farniliarity many of its writers probably had with Pharisaic tradition, the New Testament may be
regarded as a significant witness to rabbinic tradition in its formative

r34

of thcfiverziddol remainsunconvincing. Ronr.4: r-T,whichhe givesasthe loneexampleof a
Paulircgezerahshauah,doesin<leedproposeananalogybetweenAbraharninGen.
r5:6ancl
(he ntatr to whom God reckons righteousness aplrt from works, whom David blesses in Ps.
'l'he
.t:r: s.
arralogy hingcs upon the term elogisthE, "reckoned,"present in some form in both
text.s. But does the analogy realll'pcrfbrnr an exegetical lunction, clarifying the meaning of
the kcy tertn irt one text by an cxanrination of thc other? Or is it simply a line of reasoning
scize<l upon zrrl ioc for the purp<lse o( backing up an argument about Abrahanr with further
supp()rt lionr Scripture?'fhe latter seenls nl()re likely to be the case, especially because it is
<lillicult t() (liscern any fbrmal, stereotyped structure in the text similar to that which
:r< c<rnt parties the applicati<>n <tl dmi&lah in rabbirric sources. Similar criticisms oflack of stereotvpcd fornr antl o{'clearly courparable function can be made of .feremias'proposals that
I)aul rtscstheargunrentAekiluferatinRom. r.1:gandGal.5:r4;Aa-yo.rebomirnaqom'al.terinGal.
,1: r6; arrtl datar halamed ne'in1a,no in Ronr.
4: l(Fl la.
.f e rernias'discussion of Pauline hcrmeneutics h:rs becn attacked by Klaus Haacker from
arrother angle in his article, "War Paulus Hillelit?" Da^s lrutitutum Judaicurn der Uniuersitiit
-l'iibingen
it den Jahren rg7r-r972, pp. ro6-rro. Haacker centcrs his critiquc upon the
unreliabilitv o[ the attribution of the seven middot to Hillel. Why should Paul be linked to
Flillel on thc basis of his use of certain rniddol when even Hillel "hardy . . . made use of all, or
('vcn nr()st, ol'the rules" (p. r r8, note49,quoring.f . Neusner,T/leRubbirtic'l'raditionsAboutthe
Pharise es BeJore 7o ILeiden, r 97 r ], vol. i, p. z4 r ). Haacker suggests that contemporary Helletristic hermerreutical method was the common source fbr both Paul and the House of Hillel.
(67) Exarnplesinclude l\{att.6:3o = Lk. rz:28; Ir{att.7: r r : Lk. r r: r3;Jn.7:23(?); Rom.
5:r5, rZ, rr:r:;ICor.9:q-ro(-:);IIOor.3:7-8, rr;Phil.z:rr(?); Heb. rz:9.Cf.H.L.Strack
and P. Billerlt ck, Komnrcnlar zurtt Neuen Teslanent aus'l-almud und Midrosch, vol. iii (Munich,
r gz(i), pp. gz{-z s6
a discussion of gal tah,omer in connection with Rom. 5:gf. Examples of
hornuvaqal include Rom.5:9, ro;8:3:t (?), rr:14; I Cor.6::l-3.

of illattheu BlacA (Eclinburgh, r969), pp. 88-94. Aside fromqaluahomer, which Paul does use
rrtore frequcntly than any othcr New'I'estament writer,Jerernias'evidence for Pauline use
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therefore, the absence in the former of any knowledge of the
of rabbinic hermeneutics suggesrs that they had not as
fet come
into being as fbrmally articulated norms.
Because neither the old Testament nor the New Testament provides
sig.ificant evidence which mighr throw light upon the genesis and devel-

(68) This propositi.n is illustrated t. g..d effect by
J. ir-cusner, -.Firsr cleanse the
Inside': the 'Halakhic' Background of a conrrovcrsy safing," N(w 'I-estament studizs zz
(rg7fr-76), pp. 4|6-4gtr; also found in his purities, op. cit., vol. iii, pp.
374_3gr.
(69) CL supra, pp. ro7-ro9.

discussion has already been noted: in brief, it is inconclusive.6e some individual middot can cerrainly be compared with methocls ofjuridical interpretation in Roman law, as well as with methods of literary interpretaton
among the Alexandrian grammarians. some terminology may hive been
borrowed. However, the evidence is much too diffuse to'suggest that the
Tannaim simply learned their methods of interpretation from the Greek
rhetors or grammarians.
There being .o other likely external first ancl second century c.E.
sources from which the basic methods of rabbinic hermeneutics might
have been drawn, we are left with the inescapable conclusion that the
work of formulating their sophisticated sysrem of hermeneutics was done
by the rabbis themselves, largely after 7o c.8., in rhe acadernies of the
Tannaim and their successors-

the Hellenistic world in search of exrernal parallels. The resulting

opment of rhe rabbinic methods of hermeneutics, scholirs have rurned ro

middot

stages;68
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approaches to the legal problems, so we find different approaches in the field of
beliefs and opinions. Here we have literalists and here we have mystifiers. Clashes of
opinion everywhere-and the reasons for them are profound. It is our aim in this
study to demonstrate that these differences are based on two distinct systems of
thought as expressed in the two great rabbinic schools. the school of Rabbi Ishmael
and the school of Rabbi Akiva.£'02j

A ProfIle of Rabbi Ishmael
Rabbi ishmael and Rabbi Akiva, the two greatest Tannaim of the third generation,l'03]
were nicknamed "Fathers of the World."!104] 10' Each of them founded new
approaches to exegesis of the Torah and established in Israel schools that bear their
names. From these schools came the great haJakhic exegeses of the Torah. The
Mekhilta of Rabbi Ishmael on Exodus, the Sifre on Numbers, and part of the Sifre on
Deuteronomy came from the school of Rabbi Ishmael. And the Mekhilta of Rabbi
Simeon bar Yohai on Exodus, the Sifra on Leviticus, the Sifre Zuta on Numbers, and
part of the Sifre on Deuteronomy came from the school of Rabbi Akiva.'oS
The life of Rabbi Akiva and his profile became the subjects of many books and artic1es,'06 but about the life of Rabbi Ishmael our knowledge is scant.'07 Scholars have
PT Shekalim 3:1 (47b).
105 On these identifications, see J. N. Epstein, Mevo'ot le-Sifrut ha-Tannaim: Introduction to Tanl1aitic
Literature: Mishna, Tosefta and Halakhic Midrashim (in Hebrew) OerusaJem: Magnes, 1957), S01ff. The
"Midrash Tannaim" on Deuteronomy is also counted as a Tannaitic midrash and is associated with the
104

Akivan school.
106 Among these are Louis Finkelstein, Akiba: Scholar, Saint, and Martyr (Philadelphia: Jewish Theologi·
cal Seminary. 1936); J. S. Tsuri, Rabbi Akiva (Jerusalem, 1924); and Israel Konovitz, Rabbi Akiva: A Completc Collection of his Sayings in the Talmudic and Midrashic Literature Uerusalem, 1956).
107 There is some confusion about the identity of Rabbi Ishmael. It is likely that there were two Rabbis
named Ishmael ben Elisha. The first was a High Priest who served in the Temple, and the second was his
grandson. the colleague of Rabbi Akiva.

[1021 Despite these citations concerning Rabbi Ishmael's prowess and expertise in Aggadah. Heschel
does not mean to suggest that the Aggadah is to be identified with his school. On the contrary.
Heschel wants to demonstrate that Aggadah's seriousness already in classical times is signaled by the
(<lct that the two great schools disputed one another on aggadic matters, and that their different
approaches to the text showed up in aggadic disputes as well. The praise of Rabbi Ishmael given above
1\ useful to Heschel, however, because (as will be seen) he wishes to rehabilitate the memory and reputation of Rabbi Ishmael. and he will seem to be taking sides with Ishmael often during this long treaII\C.

New York: Rabbinical Assembly and

11 03 1Rabbi Akiva's martyrdom in 135 C.E. at the hands of the Romans is related in Jewish tradition
and accepted as historical fact. Although Heschel here in his original text tells us, per tradition. that a
..unilar death befell Rabbi Ishmael, recent scholarship debates whether Rabbi Ishmael also died a martyr's death in the same conflict or died a natural death somewhat earlier. See Encyclopedia Judoica
(Jerusalem: Keter, 1972). 9:83-86. s.v. "Ishmael ben Elisha:'
lHHI See n. 132] above.
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barely treated it, and for this reason we shall here point out a few details concerning
his life.
His family hailed from the "landholders of the Upper Galilee,"'0B and he was a son
of the High PriestJlOS] He experienced his father's service in the Temple, and he
recalled "the garments that Abba wore, and the diadem that he placed in the middle
of his forehead."'O' Concerning his childhood, it was related:
It happened that Rabbi Joshua ben Hananiah went to Rome. There he was told about a

,!

child from Jerusalem, with a ruddy complexion, beautiful eyes, handsome face, and curly

I

to the prison, he recited: IlWho was it gave Jacob over to despoilment and Israel to plun-

~.

I

I II
f

I

I

I
i

1

~

I

locks, standing in a pillory. Rabbi Joshua went to investigate. As he reached the entrance
derersl" (Isaiah 42:24). And the child responded: "Surely, the Lord against whom they
sinned, in whose ways they would not walk, and whose Teaching they would not obey"
(ibid.). Immediately, Rabbi Joshua began to weep, and he said: "I am certain that this
child would be able to give teaching in Israel. I call heaven and earth to witness that I
shall not budge from here until I redeem him at whatever price they shall set." And it was
related that he did not budge until he had redeemed him for a great deal of money. And
it was not many days before he was giving instruction in Israel. Who was hel Rabbi Ishmael ben Elisha. 110

Among his early masters was Rabbi Joshua ben Hananiah. '11 He also received
instruction from Rabbi Eliezer ben Hyrcanus. ll2 Likewise, he was a disciple of Rabbi
Nehunia ben Hakkaneh, from whom he learned his approach to exegesis of the Torah
(by means of generalization and specificatlon).[106] 113
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110

BT Gittin 58a; PI Horayot 3:4 (48b).

111

Mishnah Kilayim 6:2; Avodah Zarah 2:5.
Sifra Tazri'a 68b.
113 BT Shevu'ot 26a.

112

, I!

BT Bava Kamma BOa; see Dikdukei Soferim ad loc.
Tosefta Hallah 1:10; see also BT Hullin 49a and Ketubot lOSb.
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There has long been confusion surrounding the various places in rabbinic literature in which

114

Rabbi Ishmael is described as "the High Priest" (this is also so in the medieval liturgy about the ten

116

[105J

MI Nezikin 18.
11S Tractate
BT Sanhedrin 51h; Mishnah Val

martyrs that is recited on the Day of Atonement). Among some, Rabbi Ishmael is understood to be
the grandson of a High Priest who was also named Ishmael ben Elisha, whereas others take the title
"High Priest" in a non literal way (since Rabbi Ishmael lived several decades after the destruction ofthe
Temple). Heschel here adopts the first point of view, adding that he was also the son of a functioning
High Priest and thus is called a High Priest himself (as he would have been, had the Temple remained

[1071 The

translation given here is

of the Hebrew root 'nh ("a

in operation). Separating historical fact from mythic narrative is always tricky in such questions. See

doubling

Gershom Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism (Jerusalem: Schocken, 1941). 356 n. 3; and Ency·
dopediaJudaica, s.v. "Ishmael ben Elisha."
[106l Kelal u-(erat ("General and Specific") is a hermeneutic method associated with Rabbi Ishmael. It

that doubling, which is a standard gr
bol of the fact that even minimal mis
exegesis' itself is actually not in Rabt

makes significant but conservative inferences from the fact that the Scripture sometimes speaks in gen·

the suffering is a retribution that rna

eral categories, sometimes in specifics, and sometimes juxtaposes general and specific descriptions of
legal cases side by side. By contrast, Rabbi Akiva is associated with the method ribbui u-mi'ut ("Expan-

ment as an Ishmaelian approach in (
[lOB[ This is a play on words, for t~

sion and Exclusion"). This more radical method seizes on a variety of common words and nuances in
the Torah's language as invitations to expand and constrict the categories under discussion in a very

ing "to mistreat." But onah, which is
and that is how it is applied here, as

free and sweeping fashion. See Glossary. ribbui and mi'ut.

an attitude that may have led them il
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Rabbi Ishmael was apparently among those sages who inclined toward accommodation and adaptation and were opposed to rebellion and revolt against the Roman
government. Vet even he was touched by the deadly sword, for he was one of the ten
righteous men who were cruelly put to death during the Hadrianic persecutions, and
who became known as the "ten martyrs." When these righteous men were imprisoned and condemned to death, what did they say to one another? "The time came for
Rabbi Ishmael and Rabbi Simeon to be executed, and Rabbi Simeon said to Rabbi Ishmael: 'My master, my heart sinks, because I know not why I am being put to deathl'
Rabbi Ishmael said to Rabbi Simeon; 'Did it never happen that a man came to you for
a judgment or for religious instruction and you put him off until you had finished
drinking from your cup, or putting on your shoes, or donning your cloak?' And the
Torah says, 'if you afflict, afflict them .. .' (Exodus 22:22)[107J-that is, whether it be
a major or a minor affliction. And because of this answer, Rabbi Simeon said to him;
My master, you have comforted mel"'14 Or, according to another version, Rabbi Ishmael said to him: "Perhaps you were disturbed while eatlng a meal, or were roused
from sleep when a woman came to ask instruction concerning her menstruation, and
whether she was impure or pure, and you told her to go and resume relations with her
husband,[10S] for you wished to sleep.... "'15
Rabbi Ishmael was beloved and admired among his colleagues. Rabbi Eleazar ben
Azariah and Rabbi Akiva called him "my brother.""· "When Rabbi Simeon and Rabbi
Ishmael were killed, Rabbi Akiva said to his disciples; brace yourselves for great suffering, for had any goodness been the destiny of our generation, none but Rabbi Simeon
and Rabbi Ishmael would have received it first. Rather, it is revealed and known to the
One who spoke and the world came into being, that great suffering is the destiny of
our generation, and these two were removed from our midst first, so as to fulfill what
is written: 'The righteous man perishes, and no one considers; pious men are taken
away, and no one gives thought .. .' (Isaiah 57:1)."117

aces in rabbinic literature in which

114

the medieval liturgy about the ten
Rabbi Ishmael is understood to be

116

MI Nezikin 18.
115 Tractate Semahot [Mourning] 8.
BT Sanhedrin 5tb; Mishnah Yadayim 4:3.
117 MI Nezikin 18.

Iisha, whereas others take the title

decades after the destruction of the
le was also the son of a functioning
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ve been. had the Temple remained

11°71 The translation given here is that of Everett Fox. In his translation of the T arah. so that the

Iways tricky in such questions. See
locken. 1941), 356 n. 3; and Ency.

doubling of the Hebrew root 'nh ("afflict, mistreat, or abuse") is evident. The exegesis here is built on

that doubling. which is a standard grammatical feature in biblical Hebrew but ;s here taken as a symbol of the fact that even minimal mistreatments of the unfortunate will not be tolerated. Although the

Jd associated with Rabbi Ishmael. It

exegesis itself is actually not in Rabbi Ishmael's usual style, the content of the exegesis (namely. that

Scripture sometimes speaks In gen-

the suffering is a retribution that may seem arbitrary to us) 15 in keeping with what Heschel will docu-

general and specific descriptions of
1 the method ribbui u-mi'ut C'Expan-

ment as an Ishmaelian approach in chapters 6 and 7.
[lOB} This is a play on words, for the verse in Exodus just cited revolves around the word 'nh, mean-

, of common words and nuances in

Ing "to mistreat." But anah, which is phonetically very close to this root. can mean "marital relations."
and that is how it Is applied here. as a cavalier attitude toward a couple's desire to do the right thing.

tegories under discussion in a very

an attitude that may have led them inadvertently into a misdeed.
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Two Philosophical Methods[I09]
The fact that at a crossroads in Jewish history two "fathers of the world" met, men
who were to become trailblazers in religious philosophy, is of major importance. The
meeting of intellectual giants of opposing aspirations, who debated on issues of ultimate significance, inevitably laid bare problems in religious faith that the Sages
tended to conceal.
Each generation has its exegetes. Each riddle has its solutions; and the deeper the
riddle, the more numerous the solutions.[IlO] The Torah itself can be acquired in two
different ways: via the road of reason or the road of vision. Rabbi Ishmael's path was
that of the surface, plain meaning of the text. Rabbi Akiva's path was that of the esoteric meaning. And it is clear that they did not construct their methods ex nihilo. Such
divergences of paths are the work of generations, and these differences did not suddenly appear in the generation of Rabbi Ishmael and Rabbi Akiva. Their source lay in
diverse approaches to Jewish teachings, as they were handed down by tradition over
the course of whole eras. The nation harbored treasuries of thought, and Rabbi
Ishmael and Rabbi Akiva served as mouthpieces for voices and echoes of generations
that preceded them. Yet it was also in their schools that these ideas crystallized and
took on a form that had been unknown to previous generations. For they were able to
channel ancient and powerful intellectual flows and, in so doing, nourish generations yet to come.
We shall not be able to reach the foundation stone of this debate merely through ;)
comparative study, but rather through an intense consideration of the essence of
each method, at a depth that transcends individual ideas. Such research will lay out
before us that deepest level of thought on which both intellectual movements drew
and from which also flowed their debates and contradictions.
Intellectual debates and psychological rumblings are the stuff of every generation.
Spiritual problems continually shed forms and take on new ones. Before you C;)11
understand the intellectual movements of recent times, you must inquire into the
chain of tradition that precedes them.[1I1] The things about which Rabbi Akiva and
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these editorial notes we point out only the most striking anticipations of later issues and topics. TIll'
careful reader will be able to pick up many more.
111°1 The riddle referred to here is the very nature of Torah, what its essence is and how it com
municates to human beIngs. This is the central issue of chapter 2.
1111 1 Here Heschel is tipping us off to what is, in many ways, his real agenda in this work, that
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Rabbi Ishmael disagreed were still the subjects of debates and triumphant disputations among medieval scholars, and they are still on the agenda today.
Everything cycles in the world; and just as the intellectual problems remain with
us, so does the tension. The divergences and dissensions between the two "fathers of
the world" continued on their way throughout the generations. It is just that sometimes we find discrete methodologies, each internally consistent, and sometimes we
find the two intellectual subsets included side by side, or intertwined, within a single
method. Sometimes one approach appears to have been subsumed by the other, and
sometimes they have been synthesized, so that it seems that two rival ways of grasping
the world can somehow coexist within the same mind. ll12 )
What were Rabbi Ishmael's personal characteristics? Delicacy, intellectual reserve,
clear thinking, and sobriety. He sought the middle way, and his words were carefully
measured. His emotional equilibrium and his intellectual sobriety did not allow his
feelings to sweep him off into extremism. He preferred one small, immaculate measure of understanding to nine measures of extremism; one small measure of lucidity
to nine measures of profundity. Paradox was anathema to him, and he expended his
energy on clarity and precision, on that which was given to understanding and cognition.[113]
Rabbi Akiva could be credited with seeking out the wondrous; Rabbi Ishmael could
be credited with shunning the wondrous. pl .] He shook no structural beams;I11S] nei=
It 121 Here Heschel is staking out a kind of "zone of immunity" from potential criticisms about his
identifications of certain points of view and methodologies to Rabbi Ishmael and Rabbi Akiva and their
schools. Such criticisms were, in fact, forthcoming, but Heschel is here making the claim that one cannot expect major approaches like this to be perfectly distinct from one another. Thus, if there sometimes appears to be a "crossing of the wires," in which an Ishmaelian view shows up in a statement
attributed to Akiva or one of his disciples, this disclaimer covers him. But while there is a tactical reason for Heschel making this remark here, It Is also no doubt true to a large extent. One need only
think of how thoroughly laissez-faire economics and the workings of the welfare state have become
intertwined in contemporary Western democracies. This does not imply that there were not. and are
not, two distinctly identifiable streams of thought in economics answering to these descriptions. Heschel's claim should be understood similarly.
pn] This is not to say that Rabbi Ishmael Is being identified with a devotion to literal meaning. On
the contrary. we are speaking here of "plain" or "surface" meaning (the real denotation of the
Hebrew peshot). Literal meaning may be very far from plain meaning. A good examplli: of this would
be the well-known commentary of Samuel ben Meir (RaSHBaM) on Exodus 13:9. RaSH BaM, who was
noted as a devotee of plain meaning, taught that the plain meaning of "this shall serve you as a sign
on your hand and as a reminder between your eyes" is a metaphorical one. In this case. the literal
meaning (adopted by Jewish practice. hence the phylacteries) is not the plain or surface meaning. It will
be crucial to keep this distinction between literal and plain meaning in mind during all that follows in
this work. These issues will be dealt with in chapter 13. "The Language of Torah." espeCially the sections on peshot. derosh, and sod, the modalities of interpretation.
P1<l1 This division of approach will be expanded on in chapter 3, "Miracles."
{11S1 A reference to Isaiah 6:4, and a metaphor for changing a whole worldview, as the young lsaI"h's was changed by seeing the Divine Assembly.
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ther did he impose his authority on the text. Among his good qualities was a levelheaded caution. Better in his eyes was a single measure of reflection on what is written and given than massive speculation above and beyond to the very limits of
apprehension. One who sees Rabbi Ishmael in a dream should "anticipate wisdom."
Rabbi Ishmael's teachings contained straightforward logic, and with it lucidity,
simplicity of language, and an aversion to intellectual games. Attributions to him
have no superfluity of language or florid expressions. He sought to strip Scripture of
anthropomorphisms and to excise unnecessary metaphor and imagery.[1l6]
But Rabbi Akiva's teachings sought to penetrate to inner depths, with profundity
and potency of language. He did not shrink from anthropomorphism, but rather he
preserved the concrete in Scripture,[I17] cherished imaginative meanings, added
metaphorical embellishments, and created images of the supernal world. Instead of a
logic that was subservient to surface meaning, he championed free exegesis and intellectual flights.
A poet at heart, and at the same time a razor-sharp genius, Rabbi Akiva was special
in that two fundamental qualities were combined in him: poetry and acuity, the esoteric and the analytic. This rugged man wanted to stand in the Divine Assembly, to
roll away the veil from the Torah's secrets. He was caught up in matters that mortal
reason cannot apprehend, and his words were singed by the torch of desire to discern
the uppermost realms.[lISl
Rabbi Akiva articulated his thoughts in order to rouse the public, to demand action
from them, to be their guide; and he was the first among the heroes in the wars of
Torah. He was a man of action, a spokesman for his people, a public servant, and a
traveler to lands beyond the sea. At the same time he was a man in whose soul a
poetic spirit moved. His heart and mind sang out to the living God, and in his very
language he decoded some of the riddles of life and sought out the secret of Israel's
existence in the world.[Il"]
Rabbi Akiva amazed those of his generation with his heroic actions. He did not fear
bringing down the wrath of Israel's enemies. He was not wary of danger, and he
taught many how to revolt and fight, and how, if necessary, to give their lives for the
commandments. A triumphal tune sounded in the sanctuary of Rabbi Akiva.
In the sanctuary of Rabbi Ishmael there was a still small voice.l 120 ) He was moder-

11 161 That is. the Ishmael ian approach sees words as primarily denoting things rather than serving

a~

symbols for many layers of meaning. The fundamentallshmaelian and Akivan approaches to languagl'
will be discussed in chapter 2. Their approaches to anthropomorphisms in Scripture will be treated in
chapter 12.
[

117

1For example, Akiva would accept and preserve anthropomorphisms that were the literal (but
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Inel This anticipates Heschel's treatment of rabbinic mysticism in chapters 15-16.
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1Rabbi Akiva's messianic activism will be discussed in the last section of chapter 11.
[120) As a reference to Elijah's epiphany at Mount Horeb given in 1 Kings 19. this is meant to sur,-
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.omorphisms that were the literal (but

ate in all things, be they heavenly matters or mundane matters concerning his people. Just as he guarded against extremism in exegesis, so did he criticize those who
went to excess in demanding martyrdom, for too much victimization was likely to
hamper severely Israel's chances of survival. The world is built on compassion, not on
heroism. He, too, taught many, and his lesson was: this is not the wayP21]
The teachings of Rabbi Akiva, who dealt with metaphysics and who entered the
Pardes, inclined toward a sense of mutual empathy with God. It was not just Israel
whom God redeemed from Egypt. "As it were, You redeemed Yourself."l122] He taught
that the participation of the Holy and Blessed One in the life of Israel is not merely a
mental nod, a measure of compassion born of relationship to God's people. The pain
of compassion amounts to pain at a distance; it is the pain of the onlooker. But the
participation of the Holy and Blessed One is that of total identification, something
that touches God's very essence, God's majestic being. As it were, the afflictions of
the nation inflict wounds on God. "Wherever Israel was exiled, the Shekhinah
accompanied them . . . and in the future, when they will return from exile, the
Shekhinah ~ll, as it were, accompany them as well." The Holy and Blessed One is a
partner in the suffering of His creatures; He is involved in the lot of His people,
wounded by their sufferings and redeemed by their liberation.
In the wake of this reversal there was effected a veritable revolution in religious
thought, one that exerted a profound influence through the course of the generations. From time immemorial the people had perceived the salvation of Israel as a
human need, a national need, through which, to be sure, God's name would be magnified in the world. But now Rabbi Akiva taught that Israel's salvation is a divine
need. From this circle of thought emerged language such as: "The Holy and Blessed
One yearns for the prayers of the righteous"; "one whose toil is Torah brings satisfaction to his Creator"; flfor God's sake"; u we need each other"; "you should have
assisted Me"; uredemption is Mine and yours"; and "Israel's salvation is the salvation
of the Holy and Blessed One." Mundane matters have their parallels above. They
dared to look, and in so doing, they found that the pains of the nation were indeed
paralleled by the pains of the Creator. And thus, instead of bearing their own afflictions, the people began instead to share in the afflictions of Heaven.
Tannaitic literature contains many appellations for the Holy and Blessed One, and
they are all in Hebrew. Note that the only such appellation in Aramaic-rahamana,
the compassionate One[123J-was used by Rabbi Akiva and by his disciple Rabbi
Simeon bar Yohai. This nickname was cherished by the Amoraim and is ubiquitous in
their sayings.
Foreign to the teachings of Rabbi Ishmael were Rabbi Akiva's ideas that the Holy
and Blessed One participated in the pain of His creatures, in the sufferings of individ-

n in chapters 15-16.

=

last section of chapter 11.

1121J This description of Rabbi Ishmael as "countercultural" sets us up for Heschel's description in
the next section of this chapter of Rabbi Akiva's victory in the nation's hearts and minds.
1122 ) The theme of divine participation in human suffering will be expanded on in chapter 6.
[123] Here used in the sense of "empathetic One."
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ual Jews and of the nation. Such an idea is not befitting God's dignity and could lead
to a denial of the power of the Holy and Blessed One. In Rabbi Ishmael's teachings, it
is God's measure of judgment and God's power that are primary, not the measure of
compassion.[12,j
Rabbi Akiva justified God's ways, the sufferings that God brings on the righteous,
and the tranquility in which the wicked dwell. It is an act of kindness that the Creator
does for the righteous when God brings upon them injuries and calamities; and it is
just that God lets tranquility flow over the wicked in this world. On the contrary,
when afflictions did not corne [to the righteous], he would say in astonishment
"Could it be that the Master has already enjoyed his reward?" You may say, "there is a
righteous person suffering," but in reality, "one cannot argue with the judgments of
the One who spoke and the world came into being, because all is truthful and just!"
"The world is judged for the good!" A righteous person who suffers from affliction
should not say, "it Is bad for me." Afflictions are precious, and a truly righteous person does not rebel against them. Instead of saying "a righteous person is suffering,"
rather say, "in the case of a righteous person, whatever the Compassionate One does
is valuable and precious." Why was Moses our Master punished, so that he would not
enter the Land? Because he challenged the Most High.[125] The divine pathos was the
lens through which Rabbi Akiva saw the world and all that is in it. That which happens in nature is merely an expression of the sufferings on high.
This teaching discomfited Rabbi Ishmael, and he saw in it no adequate answer to
the plaintive question: Why does the way of the wicked prosper? Why are there righteous people who suffer? In his school it was taught that Moses, the chief of all the
prophets, himself struggled with this problem, demanded an answer from the Holy
and Blessed One, but was not granted it. From his school carne forth the anguished
cry: "Who is like You, God, among the mighty (Exodus 15:11)-who is like You in
how you see the humiliation of Your children and remain silent?"[126]
An affinity for afflictions, which was for Rabbi Akiva a major life principle,
demands analysis and investigation. Such an afflnity is a matter that relates not only
to the domain of humans' relationship to God but also to the value that human
beings assign to the world itself. In that era a certain outlook gained prominence, an
outlook that denigrated this world and emphasized the tension that exists between
the transient and the etemaI.£127j This world was seen as a place of impurity, and the
world to come was the place of purity. Do these two worlds complement each other,

111-11 This anticipates the first section of chapter 11, "Judgment or Mercy?"
[125J

That Is. he doubted God's compassion.

[1261 This Is a play on the similarity of the words elim ("the mighty"). and ilmim ("the mute"). More

on this in chapters 6 and 7.
11271 Thus. the first and second centuries were marked by many messianic movements, as well as by
Gnosticism, which also denigrated the sensual world of creation. The relationship of rabbinic theology

to dualistic currents in Hellenistic thought will find treatment in chapter 14.
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or are they antagonists? Many Sages arose and said that it is not worth it for a person
to labor in this world, for the primary life is in the future world.
Rabbi Ishmael was alone in challenging the denigration of the here and now and
the contempt for worldly affairs. In Rabbi Akiva's school, they had interpreted "You
shall keep My laws and my rules, by the pursuit of which a person shall live" (Leviticus 18:5) to mean "in the world to come." Against this, Rabbi Ishmael expounded,
"by the pursuit of which a person shall live-and not die." And in contradistinction to
those Sages who were prepared to neglect the transient, and shun worldly trades so as
to study Torah, Rabbi Ishmael expounded: '''See, I set before you this day life and
prosperity, death and adversity ... choose life' (Deuteronomy 30:15, 19)-'choose
life' means learn a trade. "[U81
Rabbi Akiva, who was not inhibited about speaking of heavenly matters in physical
tem1s, and who taught that the Divine Presence literally descended onto Mount
Sinai, also taught that the Shekhinah dwells in the west.[129] This point of view apprehends the indwelling of the Shekhinah as a physical habitation and therefore as being
subject to degrees. That is, the presence of the Shekhinah in the west is unlike its presence anywhere else. Rabbi Akiva, who entered the Pardes and dealt in metaphysics,
and about whom the Talmud says: "The ministering angels attempted to throw him
out, when the Holy and Blessed One said to them: Leave thIs sage alone, for he is worthy to look at My Presence," had not a shred of doubt that Moses our Master saw the
Divine Image. He was, after all, the one who taught that but for the effects of sin,
human beings would have perceived the Divine Image directly, that when Moses
spoke the words of Torah he was literally in heaven, and that the Presence descended
onto Mount Sinai. Standing at Mount Sinai, the Israelites said to Moses: "We wish to
see our Sovereign!" and some say that at Mount Sinai "they saw God face to
face." [13a]
Rabbi Ishmael, the one who asked: "Is it then possible for mere flesh and blood to
give pleasure to the Creator?," the one who, in reaction to the phrase "And God went
before them" (Exodus 13:21) asked, "Is it possible to say thus of the one who fills up
all of heaven and earth?," rejected the idea that tI1e Shekhinah is limited in space.
Instead, he offered the intellectual and spiritual apprehension that "the Shekhinah is
everywhere." This principle removes the idea of indwelling from the universe of location and establishes instead that the Shekhinah transcends space,[B']

11281 The this-worldly emphasis in Rabbi Ishmael's outlook is the principal focus of chapter 8.
]12 91The Temple In Jerusalem (llke the Sanctuary In the desert before it) faced west; see chapter 5.

)r Mercy?"

113°1 See the description in Exodus 24. On the question of "seeing God," see chapter 16.

lty"). and ilmim ("the mute"). Morl'
messianic movements, as well as

by

11311 Hesche! here brings us to the idea that Rabbi Ishmael saw the Presence of God as ultimately
transcendent, whereas the Akivan point of view saw the Presence a~ capable of actual indwelling in our

·he relationship of rabbinic theology

midst. that is, as immanent. See chapters 2 and 14 for the differing use of these terms throughout the
book. The question of the "location of the Shekhinah," or whether it can be located at all, is the focus

3.pter 14.

of chapter 5.
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Rabbi Ishmael also found that the very word Presence bears several meanings, and
that the verse "Oh, let me behold Your Presence" (Exodus 33:18) should not be
interpreted as referring to something that can be located in space, something that
can be apprehended with the sense of sight, but rather as referring to that which i'
revealed in time. "Presence" means justice and righteousness, which are revealed in
history. That is: Moses did not at all wish to see the Shekhinah, but rather yearned to
understand the secret of the suffering of the righteous and the prosperity of th('
wicked.
Rabbi Ishmael grasped the meaning of the verse "for man may not see Me and
live" (Exodus 33:20) in its plain meaning, and thus held that Moses our Master did
not see the Presence. When the Torah says of Moses, "he beholds the likeness of th('
Lord" (Numbers 12:8), "likeness" means that which God sees; that is, Moses sow
what the Holy and Blessed One sees. Moses was given to "see" God's words but was
not given a view of the Shekhinah. According to this approach, Israel said to Moses
while standing at Mount Sinai: "We wish to hear directly from the mouth of our SOV'
ereign I"[132] for the Holy and Blessed One sees but cannot be seen.
Rationalism and lucidity of thought characterized the teachings of Rabbi Ishmael.
His greatness lay in a congenial straightforwardness amenable to all. Soaring visions
marked the teachings of Rabbi Akiva; his language was a ladder planted on earth.
ending in heaven. In one system of thought, there was clarity; in the other, profun·
dity. Here, a shunning of the wondrous; there, a thirst to apprehend the hidden and
the wondrous.
Here is an example of Rabbi Ishmael's talent for revealing a verse's intent from th('
surface meaning of a word. It is written: "Whoever sheds the blood of a human, in "
human [court] he shall have his blood shed" (Genesis 9:6).[133] Why were the word,
"in a human ..." necessary? Along came Rabbi Ishmael and suggested, that even ill
the case of fetuses in their mothers' wombs, one is liable for shedding their blood, fOi
it is written: 'Whoever sheds the blood of a human, in a human ... .' "What sort of "
human is in a human? You must say it is a fetus in its mother's womb.""8
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Contrast this with Rabbi Akiva' s exegesis: "Whoever sheds blood expunges the
Image, for it is said: "Whoever sheds the blood of a human, in a human ... shall his
blood be shed."119
That is, the first occurrence of "human" (adam) is interpreted by him as the "heavenly adam, "[134] and thus the one who kills it expunges the Image.
There are before us two methods for understanding the essence of Torah and
prophecy. Often, in halakhic exegesis, Rabbi Ishmael and Rabbi Akiva followed their
methods for aggadic exegesis. Rabbi Akiva often departed widely from the plain
meaning of the text, because he viewed the text through an esoteric lens, One who
locates the Torah in heaven must believe that it has an existence distinct and apart,
transcendent;11l51 and the Torah that we discourse over on earth is the same Torah
that they discourse over in heaven. This point of view sees the Torah as infinite at its
core. Its content-that is, that which is visible within the narrow confines of surface
meaning-is like a mere drop in the sea. Rabbi Akiva believed that every detail and
every stylistic form has a deep significance and a hidden intent.
To Rabbi Akiva, textual teachings were given in order to be expanded upon. IB ']
One who interprets via the surface meaning alone is like a poor man looking for
gleanings.f1 37] To Rabbi Ishmael, textual teachings were given in order to be understood and to establish traditions,l138] not to be expanded upon. Each verse's plain
teaching, which emerges from our rules of logic, is firm and steady, and whoever
expands such teachings seeks to restamp the Torah with a die that is foreign to it.
Rabbi Akiva, a man drawn to the esoteric, who was not satisfied with the path of
plain reason, felt that the covert in the Torah is far greater than the overt. Thus, he
119

Tosefta Yevamot, end of chapter 8.

134

1This is to take the notion of Divine Image (in Genesis 1) very literally indeed. This contrasts, for
example, with Philo of Alexandria, a bit more than a century before Akiva, for whom the Divine Image
meant rationality. Heschel expands more on the notion of Divine Image in Rabbi Akiva's thought in
chapter 14 and sees it as a key instance of the "correspondence of the heavenly and terrestrial."
[1351 Extreme caution is called for in interpreting Heschel's language here. In a previous note in this
section, we remarked that Ishmael had a transcendent view of the Divine Presence, and Akiva an
immanent view. Here Heschel is focusing not on the Divine Image but on the nature of Torah. If the
Torah is God's book, and although it is on earth, it is still the book of the Immanent God, then the
words of the Torah must have qualities that transcend the normal canons of language. It is in this sense
only that Akiva is here, and in other parts of this work, described as representing transcendence. It is
critical that the reader keep this Heschelian ambigUity in mind and the senses straight.
(136] That is. to be uncovered, layers of existing meaning discovered.
113 71That is, seeking a minimal, subsistence level of nourishment.
[

113&1 That is. the text was given for a specific purpose-to communicate instruction to human beings.
Il is not beckoning to us to discover layers of existing meaning that are not already visible. However,
(he text does invite us, as does any straightforward set of instructions, to deduce new directives and
truths from it, by the use of logic and reason. But that Is construction, not discovery; and this summarizes the Ishmaelian view.
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pursued the mysteries of Torah and found that the letters yield wisdom and reve"'
matters that reason could never imagine. According to his approach, human knowl·
edge is unlike the knowledge contained in Torah, just as human language is unlike
the language of Torah. From every jot and tittle,[B9] he would extract mounds "nl!
mounds of Halakhot.
Rabbi Ishmael, a man devoted to cool analysis, who had no concern for hiddell
things and who did not see the Torah as a transcendent existence, walked a straighl,
direct path. He tested and balanced verses against one another with the scales o(
logic, with no gimmicks, and explained them straightforwardly. "The Torah speaks III
human language" was his guiding principle. The Torah was not given to the minisler·
ing angels, and a person can only judge what the eyes of reason see. According to h'~
approach, plain reason is Torah's faithful companion, and the more Torah is brought
into harmony with plain reason, the better.
Rabbi Ishmael did not shrink from saying that there are things in the Torah th"l
Moses said on his own authority, and that in many of the instances in which Mosel
heard things from on high, he transmitted the general meaning and not necessarlll'
the actual words.[HO] And just as the Holy and Blessed One left prophets some degree
of freedom, in order that they could be partners in prophecy,[141] so did God leave the
Sages some degree of freedom,[142] that they might interpret via the thirteen logic"'
rules. It is thus unnecessary for everything to be written in the Torah. Even that which
is not explicitly there can be brought to light and derived by logical reason. Whell
they do so, they are paralleling the divine intent.[143]
Over and against this, Rabbi Akiva believed that the expansion of Torah cannot ht
dependent on the powers of human reason. There is nothing that is not hinted at III
the Torah, and there is no Halakhah that has no foundation in the text.[144] All iaw,
are embedded in the Torah and are hinted at by its letters. uo
120 On the rabbinic text that says, "When Rabbi Akiva died, the anns of the Torah were no morc, illlll
the fountains of wisdom were stopped up," Rashi explains: "[this refers to] the depth of insight, and lhr
ability to give support to every nuance of the Oral Torah by the exegesis of texts, and the study of additiolHl1
letters and language changes in scripture" (HT Satah 49b).

[139]

Heschel's phrase here, which literally means "from the tail of every letter," comes from 1\1

Menahot 29b. The translation here Is both (a) more In keeping with normal English usage, and (b) III
keeping with the talmudic passage cited, since that story makes reference to the crowns (or "tittll'~")
that God was affiXing to the letters so that Rabbi Akiva would someday discover their hidden meim·
ings.
[140] Again, because In the Ishmaellan view, the words themselves are not important but only lhr
instructions that they convey. Here Heschel anticipates issues that will be discussed below, particularly

chapters 22-24.
141

[

1This is the central issue of chapter 26.

[1421 See chapter 27, sections "Prophecy of the Sages" and "The Power of the Court."

I

Ii

III

[143J Another explication of the central idea here, which Is derivation vs. discovery.
[1""J This is the "maximalist" view

of "Torah from Heaven," which will be articulated in chapter 31,
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Rabbi Ishmael was focused and level-headed, weighing his words carefully and not
prone to extreme views. According to him, the Torah sometimes teaches us not only
commandments, statutes, and rules but also matters not confined to the boundaries
of religion. The Torah does not hesitate to teach things pertaining to culture in general, such as good manners, accepted customs, and social mores that facilitate
human life. Rabbi Ishmael's view was that not all the words of Torah are of a single
genre. There are words that convey the divine will, and there are words that relate the
habits of life. There are things in the Torah that are obligatory, and there are those
that are optional, even, on occasion, when they are formulated In the language of
obligation. In contrast, Rabbi Akiva considered every singie word of the Torah to be
commanding and imposing obligation.
When Rabbi Akiva found difficult or strange language in the Torah, his ears would
widen,[145] for in his view strangeness in the text was a gateway to the discovery of the
Torah's secrets. Rabbi Ishmael's goal was the integrity of the text,[146] The Torah
speaks in human language. If there is difficult or strange language in the Torah, then
it is a mistake to take it at face value.
Occasionally, when Rabbi Akiva and his disciples came across a difficult text, they
would announce: "had it not been written in Scripture, we could not have said itl"
but since Scripture wrote it, it could then be said. Rabbi Ishmael, on the other hand,
expressed astonishment on such occasions: "Can one really say such a thing! ?"[147]
and he would then demonstrate that one could not take at face value verses that are
not befitting the divine dignity.
Rabbi Ishmael would teach that rQZ [Hebrew: "secret meaning"] is an anagram for
zar [Hebrew: "bizarre"], for a text should be interpreted according to its plain meaning. But Rabbi Akiva would teach that peshat [Hebrew: "plain meaning"] is an anagram for tippesh [Hebrew: "foolish"],[148] for the truth cannot be grasped with
nothing but the tongs of plain reason. The surface meaning is but one dimension of
an esoteric meaning whose full dimensions have been lost, and the plain sense is a
veil that eclipses language. In order to remove the veil, you must activate and stimulate the text, and exegete "every jot and tittle."
In Rabbi Akiva's view, human language is insignificant compared to the language
of Torah. Secret meanings lurk in the Torah's language, and the events narrated in it
are not like everyday events. What does it mean to say that wonders do not conform

:day discover their hidden meiln
5

are not important but only till'

II be discussed below. particulJrlr

'ower of the Court."

:m

V5.

discovery.

will be articulated in chapter 3 1

[145J The Hebrew here Is apharkeset, which means a funnel; the reference is to the Aggadah in BT
Hagigah 3b. The theme will be developed In chapter 12, pp. 231-35.
[146] Literally, "to refine the text," taken here to mean making it into an integral whole, in the manner of a smelter.
(147] This is the first section of chapter 12.

P4B] The anagram does not quite work in English. because of the vocalization that is part of English
but not part of Hebrew writing: p-sh-t and t-p-sh have the same letters.
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to human reason?ll49] It is precisely contradictions that make truth emerge out of the
constricted sheath of language.
There were thus two points of view among the Sages: (1) a transcendent point of
view, comprising a method of thought always open to the higher realms, striving to
understand matters of Torah through a supernal lens; and (2) an immanent point of
view, comprising a method of thought modest and confined, satisfied to understand
matters of Torah through an earthly lens defined by human experience. l150] The5e
points of view are foundational and paradigmatic, and from them are derived differing conceptions and analyses, rivals to one another. Thus were crystallized two differing methods of understanding the commandments and their underlying purposes.
One says: if you sin, what do you do to Him; if your transgressions are many, how do
you affect Him? If you are righteous, what do you give Him; what does He receive
from your hand?[151] Mortals need God, but surely God does not need the service of
mortals! The other says: the Holy and Blessed One needs our service. One says: thl'
commandments were given in order to provide justification to Israel; they were given
only in order to refine God's creatures. And the other says: the commandments were
given in order to bring pleasure to the Holy and Blessed One. Again, one says: a person makes a pilgrimage three times a year in order to be seen in the Presence of the
Lord God; and the other says that just as one comes to be seen, so does one come to
see, as a Master anticipates his servant coming to see him.
Rabbi Akiva, who viewed humanity through a heavenly lens, taught that "owing to
our sins, people do not have the wherewithal to know the heavenly Image." He was
among those Sages who entered the Pardes; that is: "they ascended to the firma·
ment." By contrast, Rabbi Ishmael, who viewed humanity through an earthly lens,
was not prone to those things that are beyond the ken of human reason; he had no
concern for hidden things. The heavens belong to the Lord, but the earth He gave over
to humans. The main worry should be about justice and righteousness in this
world. l1S2 ]
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At first not all the Sages were pleased with Rabbi Akiva's method, and they criticized
his exegeses. Rabbi Tarfon, for example, complained to him with impatience: "Akiva,
[149] And are therefore to be discounted.
[15°1

Here Heschel is using the words transcendent and immanent (or better: terrestrial) in the seml'\

that will be elaborated in chapter 14. For the other use, see especially the editorial notes to chaptl'l
2. section "The Exoteric and Esoteric Personalities."
]151]

Based on Job 35:6-7. The question whether worship is for human or divine "need" is till'

focus of chapter 4, especially the final sections.
[152[ This is consistent with the idea that Judaism is primarily concerned with the here and now, BUI
despite that common idea about Judaism, Heschel will claim in the next section that the visionary qu,ll
ity of Rabbi Akiva's thought, not the down-to-earth quality of Rabbi Ishmael's, tended to carry tlu'

day.
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how long will you keep gabbing with your exegeses?"12! Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah and
Rabbi Yose the Galilean reproached him: "Even if you were to expand the category all
day long,[153] we would not listen to you! "122 The Sages especially faulted him for his
statements on matters of Aggadah. A case in point is his exegesis of the words "bread
of the mighty" (Psalm 78:25):[154] "When these words were recited before Rabbi
Ishmael, he said to them: Go and tell Akiva, 'Akiva, you have erred!'''123 As already
mentioned above, Rabbi Ishmael once said to Rabbi Akiva: "Desist from your statements and move instead to matters concerning plagues and tent-impurities."124 Similar things were said to him by Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah,125 and Rabbi Judah ben
Beteira once said to him: "You will one day have to give an accounting! "126
Yet their opposition did not avail them; Rabbi Akiva gained the upper hand. He
defeated his colleagues and his detractors, and Rabbi Tarfon eventually said of him:
"Happy are you, Father Abraham, that Akiva came from your loins,"12? and "Akiva,
whoever disengages from you disengages from life!"!28
Rabbi Tarfon also gave us this image of him: "'I saw the ram butting westward,
northward, and southward. No beast could withstand him, and there was none to
deliver from his power. He did as he pleased and grew great' (Daniel 8:4)-that is
Akiva."I29 The generation that succeeded him accepted his ideas. They established
these principles: "Rabbi Ishmael vs. Rabbi Akiva-the Halakhah follows Rabbi Akiva";
"The Halakhah agrees with Rabbi Akiva over anyone of his colleagues."130 And there
was even one view that "the HaIakhah agrees with Rabbi Akiva even over his
teacher." 131
From the days of Moses, the chief of all prophets, there did not arise such an influential person in Israel. His teachings struck roots in the Babylonian academies and
became a dominant system of thought in Jewish teaching to this day. Because of its
influence, Rabbi Ishmael's approach was pushed aside, and only remnants of it are
preserved in the Mekhilta of Rabbi Ishmael, in the Sifre to Numbers, in parts of the
Sifre to Deuteronomy, and in scattered parts of rabbinic literature. Mishnah, Tosefta,
and Sifra follow the teachings of Rabbi Akiva. 132 The Mishnah, compiled by Rabbi
Tosefta Zevahim 1:6.
BT Zevahim 82a; BT Menahot 89a; BT Niddah 72b; Sifra Tzav 33a.
123 BTYoma 7Sb.
124 Midrash on Psalms 104:9.
125 BT Sanhedrin 67a.
126 BT Shabbat 96b-97a.
127 Sifre Beha'alotekha 75.
128 Tosefta Mikva'ot, end of chapter 1; BT Kiddushin 66b.
129 Sifre Hukkat 124.
130 See BT Zevahim 57a; BT Yoma 75b; Alfasi Gittin chapter 4 and Bava Kamma 7a. However, if the
majority differs with him, the Halakhah does not follow him; see BT Eruvin 46b.
131 BT Ketubot 84b.
132 BT Sanhedrin 86a.
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11 53 1As noted above, Akiva's exegesis often proceeded from a tendency to expand categories on
the basis of the slightest textual pretext. In this case, Akiva had been expounding on definite articles
and conjunctions in order to expand the number of occasions on which purification offerings would
have to be brought. To this exegesis his colleagues objected.
l1 54 l Akiva interpreted "bread of the mighty" to mean that the manna was the food actually con~umed

by the ministering angels in heaven, a sort of ambrosia.
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Judah the Patriarch, was founded on the teachings of Rabbi Meir, who followed in the
wake of Rabbi Akiva, whose teachings he embedded in his,l155]
The Men of the Great Assembly said: "Raise up many disciples."133 But the schools
of Shammai and Hillel disagreed over this. The school of Shammai said: "One should
teach only someone who is smart, unassuming, of good lineage, and wealthy."II'6 1
But the school of Hillel said: "One should teach anyone, for there were many sinners
in Israel who were brought close to the study of Torah, and whose children became
righteous, pious, and good people."1l4
Rabbi Akiva, too, opened his school door wide. It was characteristic of him to
encourage and to influence many. He would expound and sermonize in public and
would also teach Torah to individuals. And as soon as his reputation spread abroadaccording to the evidence of his contemporary, Rabbi Dosa ben Harkinas,135 his fame
traveled "from one end of the world to the other" -many disciples flocked to him.
Just as his desire to study Torah knew no bounds, so did his desire to teach Torah
know no bounds. When he was imprisoned, and Rabbi Simeon came to him, saying,
"Teach me Torah," he said to him, "My son, more than the calf desires to suck, the
cow desires to give suck. "136 And when the evil empire[I'7] decreed that Israel could
no longer busy itself with Torah, Rabbi Akiva did not hesitate to violate the decree in
public, and he would assemble great crowds and teach Torah. 137 His exertions were
rewarded. II '8] According to tradition, "Rabbi Akiva had 12,000 pairs of disciples ...
all of whom died in a single period of time ... and he subsequently raised up seven
more ... and these arose and filled all of the Land of Israel with Torah."
These virtues-unbounded strength that overflowed its banks, courage, and the
desire and effort to raise up many disciples-were not the primary virtues of Rabbi
Ishmael. From the exegeses of these two men offered for the same verse, you can
learn about the difference between the attitude of soul of Rabbi Ishmael, the analytic
scholar, and the attitude of soul of Rabbi Akiva, the man of vision. Rabbi Ishmael
approached teaching warily and made determinations uneasily. His chief concern
was to learn Torah in an enduring way, as if he were never certain that his teachings
were firm or that his learning was secure. Such doubts were far from Rabbi Akiva's
13:1

H6

Mishnah Avot 1:1,
BT Pesahim 112a.

ARN A 3.
135 BT Yevamot 16b.
BT Berakhot 61b.
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11551 Yet Hesche! will argue later that In matters of Aggadah, RabbI Judah the Patriarch often
selected the views of Rabbi Ishmael to be expressed in the Mishnah. See, e.g., chapter 14. "The Doctrine of God's Image," where the Mishnah uses the Ishmaelian formulation of "whoever destroys a life
destroys a world" instead of the Akivan "reduces the DiVine Image."
11 56 1That is. the school of Shammai emphasized the word "many" In the original phrase. Don't
waste time and effort on those who are less likely to absorb learning; attempt to raise as many disciples as you can, by minimizing failures and dropouts. The school of Hillel, however, emphasized the
words "raise up," as the sequel shows.
[1S7J That is, Hadrianlc Rome.
[lSBJ The reward inherent in what follows is In the last part, of course: that is, that he eventually
succeeded through his diSCiples to fill the land with Torah.
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heart. His chief concern was to raise up disciples. "Rabbi Ishmael said: Although you
have learned Torah in your youth, keep learning it in your advanced age, for you do
not know which will endure: the former, the latter, or perhaps both. Rabbi Akiva said:
Although you have raised up disciples in your youth, keep raising them in your
advanced age, for you do not know which the Holy and Blessed One will account to
you: the former, the latter, or perhaps both."BS And indeed, it was the later disciples
of Rabbi Akiva-Rabbi Meir, Rabbi Judah, and Rabbi Simeon bar Yohai-who disseminated his teachings in the generation following the persecutions."'
"All depends on luck, even the Torah scroll in the Sanctuary." And lady luck did
not smile on Rabbi Ishmael. His hammer reached the anvil all right, but the sound
somehow did not reach the ears. He and Rabbi Akiva came along at the same time,
but one soon began to gain in power at the expense of the other. In the end, it was the
approach of Rabbi Akiva that conquered the hearts of Israel and was absorbed into its
heritage. It is so woven and intermeshed in the lexicon of Jewish thought that one
hardly perceives it as a distinct force. Rabbi Ishmael was made to defer to Rabbi Akiva.
Even Rabbi Ishmael's disciples did not always follow in their master's footsteps and
differed with him in several places. It was occasionally said: "Rabbi Simeon's disciples
influenced Rabbi Ishmael's disciples to hold their views."140 Two sovereigns cannot
share a single crown. Rabbi Akiva illumined the world, and in every generation his
fame shines as the sun rising in might. Rabbi Ishmael's fame has been fleeting and
mercurial, even to the extent that Maimonides considered him to be one of Rabbi
Akiva's disciples 1'41
The teachings of Rabbi Ishmael, an original creation without parallel in our
ancient literature, did not penetrate into the consciousness of the generations. Only
indirectly and unconsciously were many Sages influenced by his mode of thought.
Hints of this are found in the work of champions of plain-meaning exegesis in the
Middle Ages, and in the rationalist approach of some medieval thinkers. He is like
those "whose waters we drink but whose names we do not remember." Yet his principle, "the Torah speaks in human language," became a cornerstone of scriptural
understanding, and his views concerning the sacrifices appear again in Maimonides'
Guide of the Perplexed . .. ,1'59)
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Genesis Rabbah 61:3; ARN B 12.
139 Genesis Rabbah 61:3.
See BT Zevahim 119b. and its variant readings.
Maimonides, Commentary on the Mishnah, Eduyot 2:6.

==
115 91The ellipsis in the translation reproduces a sense that Heschel has simply trailed off at the end
of this long introductory chapter. Indeed. the original Hebrew printed text has no period here (though

nany" in the original phrase. Don'l

this may be simply a typographical error). In any event. a sense is present that this is no real last word

ning: attempt to raise as many disci

on the subject and that the main work ought finally to begin. It is also noteworthy that the very last
chapters of this work. as published (the end of volume 3 in the original) also bring us to an ambigu-

of Hillel. however, emphasized thl"

ous ending. as if there is destined to be something unresolved and continuing about these considerations. Although such endings fail to satisfy the reader who is looking for a definitive cadence and a
)( course; that is. that he eventuIIII)'

clear resolution, there is a satisfying conformity to a deeper truth about the open-ended ness of all
lheological inquiries such as this one.
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Two ApPROACHES TO TORAH EXEGESIS
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Translator's Introduction
Why is this treatment of rabbinic theology different from all others? Others proceed, as
one would expect, through the various topics that must be covered in any conspectus of
religious thought. Solomon Schechter's Aspects of Rabbinic Theology, for example, begins
with "God" ("God and the World" and "God and Israel"), then proceeds to the "Election of Israel," the "Kingdom of God," and then to "The Law." Ephraim Urbach's The
Sages is similarly organized. These and other modern synthesizers of rabbinic theology
followed not only common sense but good medieval precedent as well, for Saadia Gaon
began the Book ofBeliefs and Opinions with a discussion of God as Creator and then proceeded to discuss commandment and law, obedience, disobedience, repentance, and so
on. Maimonides, for his part, began The Guide of the Perplexed with long discussions of
the nature of God and its resistance to depiction in language, with proofs of God's existence and unity, with analyses of revelation, prophecy, and similar themes. It is, in fact.
wholly natural that a theological treatise would begin with God and then go on to analyze various ways in which God relates to or is made manifest in the world. Heschel,
however, begins Torah min Hoshomoyim with a very different issue.
Heschel's question Is, What is the nature of Torah? The first chapter of this long
inquiry Into the religion of the Rabbis is on the subject of philosophy of language-not as
in Maimonides' reflection on language, in the context of the essential nature of God but
rather as a way of understanding the choices with which we are confronted in deciding
how we will treat and read this foundational religious text that we call the Torah. Understanding the reason for this departure from standard practice is critical to appreciating
what Heschel is aiming at in this work. The essence of rabbinic Judaism is the location
of religious authority in a text, and the concomitant elevation of the practice of interpreting that text to as lofty and central a position in the religious life of Israel as
prophecy had enjoyed in the biblical age. But whereas the theory of prophecy was one
that allowed no choice-the true prophet spoke, of necessity, what God impelled him or
her to speak-In the case of scriptural interpretation (midrash), the reader and explicator
had some degrees of freedom. And thus there were different approaches to just what
this foundational text was, how it came to be our Torah, and how it was to bl'
expounded. Heschel wants us in this book to be drawn into the rabbinic mind an,1
worldview. Cataloguing for us the various rabbinic ideas on the nature of God would
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hardly allow us to do that; it would at best give us the conclusions of some rabbinic
debates, but give us no insight as to why the diversities of opinion exist. It is only by getting the reader to consider the most basic of all issues in rabbinic Judaism, the source of
the Torah's sanctity and centrality, that Heschel can give us a vicarious part in the grand
debates. The very language of the original, a Hebrew thick with rabbinic idioms and allusions to biblical and rabbinic texts, intensifies the empathic identification with the early
Rabbis that Heschel is after. A culture's language is the only sure way, if a way exists at
all, into that culture's heart and mind. And reading Torah min Hashamayim is intended to
be not so much a cognitive experience as an empathic one.
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So Heschel schematizes the many complex issues surrounding the nature of Torah
and its language as classical rabbinic literature often did: as a duality. Here the paradigmatic schools of thought are those of two of the greatest giants of the second century,
Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Ishmael. We are presented at the outset with "Two Approaches
to Torah Exegesis." We are not to read this material as a textual historian would, analyzing the factual accuracy of the attributions of statements in the classical texts to the
historical Akiva or Ishmael or their disciples. Rather, we are to read as theologians, as
those who have accepted the invitation to explore the phenomenology of a scripturally
based religion, where text has become oracle, and to consider the explanatory power of
the dichotomy that Heschel offers us. Akiva and Ishmael are avot ha-o!am, in the sense
of "eternal paradigms," and the choices they represent have vast ramifications when we
finally come to the many subjects that make up any comprehensive theology.
In this chapter, Heschel lays this groundwork patiently but forcefully.
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The Torah Speaks in Human Language
who extracted from every jot and tittle in the text piles and piles
of halakhot,' believed it impossible that there be in the Torah a single superfluous word or letter. Each word, each letter issues the invitation: "Interpret
me!" Even if the rules and conventions of language require that a certain word or letter complete the syntax, it is nevertheless fair game for exegesis. Thus, he interpreted
every seeming redundancy, and even the coupling of a verb to its infinitive:[1] "AnyASSI AKIVA,

1

BT Menahot 29b. See also 8T Eruvin 21b.

[1] A typical construction In biblical Hebrew Is the conjoining of a conjugated verb to its infinitive.

The grammatical form is generally used to create emphasis in the verb (often rendered into English
expressions such as "I surely did X" or "He will surely be Y"). Akivan exegesis, as depicted here

by
by

Heschel, would treat this construction not as an inseparable grammatical unit created for emphasis, but
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man, any-man [of the seed of Aaron ... of the holy-donations he is notto eat, until
he is pure]"[21 (Leviticus 22:4)-this is meant to include the uncircumcised;2 "Cut
off, cut off shall that person be"[3] (Numbers 15:31)-"cut off" in this world,
"[again] cut off" in the future world. 3 He even interpreted the word "saying" (in
"The Lord spoke to Moses, saying"),4 the letter vav[4] in the word ve-ratza' ["he shall
pierce"] (in "His master shall pierce his ear" [Exodus 21:6]),S and in the word u-vat
["when[5] the daughter"] (in "when the daughter of a priest" [Leviticus 21:9])."
Even particles and prepositions such as et [accusative case particle], gam ["also"], akh
["yet"], and rak ["only"] served as grist for his exegetical mill. By contrast, Rabbi
Ishmael would interpret scriptural verses in a straightforward and rational way, or
through the use of the thirteen logical rules of exegesis, which also reveal what is hidden in the text by rational means. In his view, the seeming redundancies in Scripture
do not imply anything substantive, for the Torah uses a style that is in keeping with
the conventions of human language; for example, "you had to go, yes, go" (Genesis
31:30); "you longed, longed" (ibid.); "I was stolen, yes, stolen" (Genesis 40:15).'
PI Yevamot, beginning of chapter 8, 8e.
3 Sifre Shelah 112.
<I Sifre Nasa 2.
'PT Kiddushin 1:4 (59d).
6 BT Sanhedrin 51h.
7 PT Shabbat 19 (17a); PT Nedarim 1 (36c). In line with the Ishmaelian approach, many medieval
sages taught that it was merely scriptural style to rephrase the same matter in different words. See Abraham
ibn Ezra, Yesod Mora, section 1, and the commentary of David Kimhl to Isaiah 5:9.
2

t
i

I,
!

as two separate verbs. each with its own substantive meanIng to contribute to the sense ofthe verSl'.
Needless to say. this violates a straightforward understanding of the grammatical rules, but that is prt:
cisely the point here: that Akivan exegesis proceeds notwithstanding straightforward rules of logic and
interpretation. For a good sense of how this infinitive/finite verb construction sounds in the Hebrew.
see Everett Fox's translation of the Torah (The Five Books orMoses: A New English Rendi[jon with IntfU

duction, Commentary and Notes [New York: Schocken, 19951), in which he preserves the redundillll
sound to which this style of exegesis was sensitIve. We adopt Fox's translation In exegeses of thl~
variety, so that Heschel's point is more easily apparent to the English reader.
(11 Everett Fox's duplication ("any-man, any-man") captures the force of the Hebrew ish ish. Other.
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less literal translations include "No man of Aaron's offspring . .. shall eat" (NJV), "What man soeVl'r
of the seed of Aaron ... shall not eat" (AV, OJV). This verse is employed by the rabbis as the scril'
tural source for adding the uncircumcised to the list of those priests dIsqualified from eating priestl)'

gifts.
111 Here, too, Fox's translation captures the redundancy of the Hebrew hikkaret tikkaret. Mon'
idiomatic English translatJons are, "That person shall be cut ofr (NJV); "that soul shall utterly be cuI

ofr' (AV, ON).
14 1Normally the conjunction and in Hebrew, vocalized either as ve- or U-. Another function of 11ll"

vav in biblical Hebrew is to Signal a reversal of verb tense from perfect to imperfect or vice versa. Thill
Is the case in the example immediately follOWing. in which "he shall pierce" results from a combiniitiOlI
of
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The text, if taken literally, read

vav and the verb "he pierced." This is another example of how what is known to be a mere call

vention of grammar is nevertheless treated as an opportunity for more expansive exegesis, as if tht: V'1I
were a conjunction intended to

add something of substance-in this case, that the slave's ear mighl hI

pierced not just with an awl, but with a prick. a thorn. or a shard of glass.
[SJ Here the vav, vocalized as U', has yet another function. which Is to express conditionality.
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Even in places where synonyms appear in the Torah, It is not intended as a substantive addition, or for any specific purpose. For example: "He shall abstain from
wine and any other intoxicant" (Numbers 6:3)-"Now are not 'wine' and 'intoxicant' one and the same? Yes, the Torah simply uses two synonymous terms.'" In
short: the Torah speaks in human language. 9
For Rabbi Ishmael, this principle governs the text of the Torah: when any passage
appears in one place and is repeated in another [with some changes], the purpose of
the repetition is simply to introduce those changes, and thus it is unnecessary to reinterpret that which is identical to the original. Rabbi Akiva, by contrast, believed that
one must reinterpret the entire passage, not simply the new material. lO "Exegeses
emanating from the school of Rabbi Ishmael are marked by their simplicity. They do
not approach the text in a roundabout way, in order to extract laws by whatever
means possible; they rather attempt to keep exegesis in line with the surface meaning,
and do not interpret mere superfluities and redundancies.""
Rabbi Ishmael protested Rabbi Akiva's mode of exegesis. When Rabbi Akiva
inferred an important law from the letter vav in the phrase u-vat ish kohen ["When
the daughter of a priest"] ("Brother Ishmael, my exegesis is of the difference between
bat and u-vat"), Rabbi Ishmael said to him: "Shall we condemn this woman to be
burnt just because you wish to interpret the letter vav?I"" On the other hand, Rabbi
Ishmael's method of letting the surface meaning suffice and to identify the "natural
setting of the text" seemed to some of his colleagues a mark of incapacity and intellectual weakness. Once he argued with Rabbi Akiva (who, as noted above, interpreted
the particle et to signify some substantive addition) as follows: "The text does not
read 'When God began to create the heaven [hashamayim] and the earth [ha-aretz],'
but rather 'the heaven [et hashamayim] and the earth [ve-et ha-aretz]' -but this is
simply the natural style of the text." Rabbi Akiva responded: "'This is not a trifling
thing for yoU'[6] (Deuteronomy 32:47)-and if it is trifling, it is so from you, i.e.,
from your inability to interpret it. Et hashamayim is meant to add the sun, moon,
stars, and constellations, and et ha-aretz is meant to add the trees, grasses, and the
Garden of Eden."[7]13
Sifre Nasa 23.
9 Sifre Shelah 112.
Sifre Nasa 2; BT Satah 3a, cited in the name of the school of Rabbi Ishmael.
11 J. N. Epstein, Mcvo'ot Ic-sifrut ha-tannaim [Introduction to Tannaitic Literature] (Jerusalem: Magnes,
1957).536.
12 Rabbi Ishmael held that a priest's daughter who engaged In harlotry was subject to death by [the
more severe method of] burning if she were betrothed, but by [the less severe method of] strangulation if
she were fully married. For Rabbi Akiva, the allegedly extra vav implied that in either case, she would be
subject to death by burning. See BT Sanhedrin 51a.
13 Genesis Rabbah 1:14. The saying "and if it is trifling, it is so from you" was frequently used by Rabbi
8

10

what is known to be a mere con)re expansive exegesis, as if the vav
case, that the slave's ear might bt·
:If glass.
Is to express conditionality.

161The text, if taken literally, reads "from you," and that is the basis of the exegesis to be cited.
17] This is a very interesting and instructive example of how Akiva's method of reading Scripture is
a part of a consistent worldview. For the form taken by this exegesis on Genesis 1:1 reflects the con-
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Things Not Revealed to Moses
Were Revealed to Rabbi Akiva
The minority of the Torah is written; the majority is oral. Many norms were accepted
in Israel even though they do not appear in writing in the Torah, and sectarians
would vex israel by denying the authority of such norms.[8l israel held steadfastly to
its ancient traditions, but there arose the necessity to clarify the connection between
the Oral Torah and the Written Torah. Do the numerous norms and rules accepted in
Israel have any support in the written Torah? According to one point of view, there
are a good number of halakhot that "have no support." For example: "The release of
oaths fly free in the air, and have no support; rather, a sage releases as his wisdom
directs,[9l The laws of Shabbat, festive offerings, and Temple trespasses are poor in
text but rich in halakhot, like mountains suspended by a thread, and they have no
support."" But this idea threatened to bifurcate Israel's Torah into two separate
Torahs.
Akiva. In keeping with his method, it wa.s said: ''There is nothing in the Torah, not even a single letter or
word (not to mention a whole verse), which does not have multiple meanings, as it is written, 'For this b
not a trifling thing for you' (Deuteronomy 32:47), and if it is trifling, it is so from you, for yOll have insufficiently contemplated it and argued over its meaning" (MID. p. 205).
14 Tosefta Hagigah 1:9; rasefta Eruvin 8:23. Some Sages disagreed and said, "they have support" (BT
Hagigah lOa). See also Genesis Rabbah 60:8.

viction that everything (or at least many things) Is already latent in the text and can bt:
discovered/recovered if we know how to read every formal particle of the text. even the usually
neglected accusative particle et. The content of this exegesis, however. is just another version of that
conviction that all is latent in what is originally given; for according to this mid rash. God created all
that was eventually to appear In the world in the very first act of creation at the very first moment of
the very first day. All that appeared on (for example) day 3 was already latent in the earth from day
1. All that was created on day 4 was already latent in the heavens from day 1. The creation story a~
it Is given in Genesis 1 is, except for the first Instantaneous act of creation. mere activation of whi'lt
was already there. This way of understanding creation and this associated way of understanding thl'
nature of Torah both denigrate the role of history. For the world of events and phenomena, history i!>
a mere activation of preexisting realities, and for the world of ideas. all religiOUS nova are mere di!>·
coverles of what is preen coded into the text.
18) Heschel is here undoubtedly referring to such ancient sects as the Sadducees. who by evidence
of the ancients did not accept some of the extensions of the meaning of the biblical text ascribed to
oral tradItion. Such sectaries, however. did not only give rise to polemiCS in the ancient world. In the
Middle Ages. for example, the Karaites also engaged in similar debates with adherents of rabbinic tra·
dition.
191Vows and oaths were considered sacred by the Bible. and more than once biblical books stre!>~
that. once an oath is taken or a vow made. there is no going back on it. Yet in rabbinic times then'
arose the institution of haVing a vow nullified by a Sage If it could be argued that the vow itself wa~
the result of an error of judgment. Where did sueh an Institution come from. seeing that it contradlcl~,
the clear Intent of the biblical text? That Is the subject of the text Heschel cites here.
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In this connection, Rabbi Joshua said: "Tongs are made with tongs. What, then,
was the nature of the first pair of tongs? It must have been created."[IO) That is, the
laws of Shabbat are poor in text, "for the Torah merely stated 'you shall not do work,'
and 'you shall cease.' From this simple reference to cessation many forms of cessation were derived, just as many secondary categories of labor were derived from the
category of "removal from domain to domain."[II] And the Sages created many additional safeguards as well. There were also the laws of Eruv[12] (attributed to
Solomon), as well as all the other categories of labor and their derivatives, and rabbinic injunctions. These have no text on which to rely but are rather oral traditions.
Indeed, even the thirty-nine primary categories of labor have no text (apart from the
account of the Tabernacle) on which to rely. All is learned from "You shall cease from
labor. 'lls
Rabbi Akiva, with whom the idea that there are norms that are like mountains suspended by threads did not sit well, "made all of Torah into rings,"" that is, into a
continuous chain.£13] The Written Torah and the Oral Torah are one. All norms are
embedded in the Torah; all rules are to be found there. "Tum it over and tum it over
15 Mara De-matnita, which interprets Tosefta Eruvin 8:23 according to the view of PI Eruvin 26d.
Another explanation of Rabbi Joshua's statement is found in Hasdei David on Tosefta Hagigah 1:9 (= 1:11
in the Hasdei David edition).
16

ARN A 18.

POI From the appearance of this idea of the first pair of tongs in Mishnah Avot 5:6, it seems that
this was a saying of much more general scope than its application by the Tosefta to the laws of Shabbat. It may perhaps have been a version of a cosmological argument for the existence of a First Cause.
already famlllar from Aristotle. In any event. it certainly constitutes an argument against the plaUSibility
of an infinitely regressing chain of causes, and the ultimate anchor of all the many and variegated laws
of Shabbat is one simple verse that is God-given and is the starting point beyond which no regress is
possible or necessary. Although in the sequel Heschel will suggest that Rabbi Akiva would not have
taken well to this description of the laws of Shabbat (because. presumably, it detaches them from the
text), that may be an overstatement. It is likely that this anchoring of Hi/khot Shabbot in the text
through the "tongs" argument would have at least minimally satisfied the Aklvan program of rooting all
halakhat in the text.
It tl As will be noted in the sequel. the rabbinic construction of Shabbat prOVided for thirty-nine primary categorit;!s of activity that are prohibited on the Sabbath. and each primary category gave rise to
countless secondary categories derived from the primary ones. "Removal from domain to domain"
refers to the rabbinic prohibition on transporting objects from a private domain to a public one, and
vice versa.
1121 These rules, also not found in the Torah, provide for the extension ofthe limits on foot travel
on Shabbat and for the blending of several private domains into one. both through legal (ictions created for these purposes.
1131 Heschel's understanding of "made all of Torah into rings" is not the apparent meaning of the
text In ARN that he cites. The context there makes clear the intent that, based on scriptural exegesis.
Rabbi Akiva categorized the growing body of Jewish law based on scriptural exegesis into systematic
domains. thus making possible the thematic structure of the Mishnah. Here Heschel takes some literary
license in understanding "rIngs" not as "thematic realms" but rather as "links in a chain."
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again, for all is within it,"" said ben Bag Bag.[14j According to this point of view, the
majority of the Torah is written, and its minority is ora!!'· In Rabbi Akiva's eyes, the
Torah was not a lexicon of inert words. The Sages had expounded: "'There is the sea,
vast and wide' (Psalm l04:25)-this is the Torah, of which it is said 'its measure is
longer than the earth and broader than the sea' (Job 11:9)."" Rabbi Akiva took the
metaphor to its limits and discovered that just as in the case of the sea the depths
greatly exceed the surface, so in the Torah, the latent and the esoteric greatly exceed
what is apparent and on the surface....
Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi joshua, the teachers of Rabbi Akiva, also busied themselves
with exegesis of the Torah and thereby made the Torah more accessible. But Rabbi
Akiva surpassed them all with the vigor of his method and the skill with which he
revealed hidden meanings in the texts. Rabbi Simeon ben Eleazar compared Rabbi
Akiva's work to that of a stonecutter who was chipping away in a mountain range. He
took his pickax and sat on a mountainside and chipped out from it small pebbles.
People came by and asked him: "What are you doing?" He answered: "i am going to
uproot the mountain and fling it into the jordan." They said to him: "You will not be
able to uproot the entire mountain." But he continued to chip away until he reached
a very large boulder; he got under it, pried it loose, uprooted it, and flung it into the
jordan, saying: "This is now your place."[15 j 20
Mishnah Avot 5:22. The same statement is attributed to Hillel in ARN B 27.
In line with Rabbi Akiva's approach, Rabbi Eleazar said: "The majority of the Torah is written, ilnd its
minority is oral"; that is, all that is learned by exegesis is Included in the written Torah. Contradicting this,
Rabbi ]ohanan said: "The majority is oral, and the minority written" (BT Gittin 60b).
19 Midrash on Psalms 104:22. Ishmaelian exegeses would typically say, "the text says" or "it tells us that
..."; that is, the text intends to convey a particular meaning. By contrast, in the Sifra, the language "it tells
us that ..." gives way to "it gives us to learn that ...." That language may perhaps underscore the idea that
the teaching under consideration is embedded in the text's deep structure. See Wilhelm Bacher, Erkei
Midrash Hatannaim [leXicon of Rabbinic Exegetical Terminology] (Tel Aviv: Rabinowitz, 5683/1923;
translated from the German Die exegetische Terminologie der jildischen Traditionsliterarnr [Leipzig
1899/1905; repL, Dannstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1965]), s.v. higgid, p. 23.
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A Tanna of the very early period, of whom we have few attributed statements and of whom little is known.
[15] The sense of this image of Rabbi Akiva is unclear. One possible reading, consistent with what is
being developed here, is this: Rabbi Akiva's enterprise is depicted as Jne of reconfiguring the elements
of a tradition that are already in place. He is attempting to move the mountain. not to level it. And in
moving it, a boulder once embedded in the middle of the mountain may, in the reconfiguration,
become the base of the mountain. Indeed. on this reading, it is plausible that the mountain should be
understood to be Sinai. where the original configuration was set. The Jordan then represents the entry
into a new phase. that is, the transition from the desert to a new political reality in the Land, a reality
that may require new insights to be drawn out from the Sinaitic tradition, but not entirely new teachings. This image, then, reinforces both the idea that all that may ever be needed was put into God's
original teaching at Sinai, and that the rabbi's role is not to innovate but rather to know how to discover within the body of tradition those ideas which have not preViously been noted but which now
(14J
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His contemporaries marveled at his wisdom and powers of interpretation, for his
exegeses brought to light countless matters out of the text of the Torah. "Things not
revealed to Moses were revealed to Rabbi Akiva."'l Many scriptural verses that the
early Tannaim could not expound found their interpretations in the hands of Rabbi
Akiva. Of the many halakhot that had been denigrated, Rabbi Akiva said, "1 will see to
it that the words of the Sages stand firm. "22 Thus did many enigmatic usages and
ancient traditions find scriptural support. Sometimes, he would even expound a verse
and find that the result conformed to the received halakhah. Z3
With respect to verses from which Rabbi Ishmael could infer nothing, Rabbi Akiva
was able to plumb their depths and thus to find bases and justifications for halakhot
of the Oral Torah. As already noted, such exegesis was not unknown prior to him, but
he went far beyond his predecessors and developed this procedure into a comprehensive system. He interpreted every unusual part of speech, all redundancies, and each
conjunction and preposition and extracted from all of them new laws.
Rabbi Ishmael observed that not only are there many norms that "have no support"(16]'4 but also norms that contradict the plain meaning of the text ("Halakhah
circumvents the text""), and even some that cannot claim textual support even with
the use of the exegetical rules ("Halakhah circumvents midrash"'6).
Of the thanksgiving sacrifice we read in Scripture: "he shall offer together with the
sacrifice of thanksgiving unleavened cakes with oil mixed in, and unleavened wafers
spread with oil" (Leviticus 7:12)-Why is the phrase "with oil" repeated? Said Rabbi
Akiva: "Had 'with oil' been mentioned only once, we would have assumed that this
requires the one log of oil customary with all other meal-offerings. The repetition of
'with oil' creates a limitation-for an expansion followed by an expansion creates a
limitation-and thus this offering is limited to a half log of oil." To this Rabbi Eleazar
ben Azariah retorted: "Even if you proclaim all day long that 'with oil' suggests a limitation or that 'with oil' suggests an expansion I shall not listen to you! The require2J

Tanhuma Hukkat B (ed. 8uber 24); Numbers Rabbah 19:6.

Mishnah Oholot 16:1.
See David Zevi Hoffmann, "le·heker Midreshei ha-Tannaim" [On the Study of Tannaitic
Midrashim], in Mesillot lc-Torat ha-Tannaim [Pathways through Tannaitic Thought] (Tel Aviv, 1928), 11;
Sifre Beha'alotekha 75; BT Zevahim 13a, See chapter 27 below, pp. 512-14.
24 See Epstein, Mevo'ot le-sifrut Ita-tannaim, 535.
25 Sifre Re'eh 122 (compare MI Neziqin 2); PT Kiddushin 59d.
26 PI Kiddushin 59d. Sf"e Epstein, Mevo'ot lc-sifrut ha-tannaim. 535.
22
23
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ment of half a log of oil for the thanksgiving sacrifice is simply a halakhah that was
given to Moses on Mount Sinai." [17] 27 Rabbi Ishmael adopted a similar approach.
Rather than force-fit a halakhah to the text in a manner far from the surface meaning, he would say that the halakhah comes to us through oral tradition, and we accept
it without textual proof. 28
When Rabbi Eliezer ben Hyrcanus, a teacher of Rabbi Akiva, expounded a verse in a
nonstandard way, Rabbi Ishmael said to him: "Why, you are saying to Scripture: 'Be
silent until I expound your meaning!'''[18 j And Rabbi Eliezer replied, "Ishmael, you
are a mountain palm" (which, because of its altitude, bears few and inferior fruits;
similarly, you seem unable to bear fruitful exegesis). 29
One may well wonder at Rabbi Akiva's departure from a literal approach to scriptural exegesis. His method is most commoniy explained on psychological grounds,
that is, that its basis lies in his temperament and intellectual characteristics. He was
acute and sharp, and thus loved that which was complex and keen-edged. 30 "It was as
if he had an innate compulsion to search for textual justifications for halakhot in farfetched, dialectical ways, even when he could achieve the same result in ways far less
tortured and forced."31
This description, however, conceals more than it reveals. Shall we say that just
because Rabbi Akiva was exceedingly sharp he would suspend mountains by a thread?
That because he had a keen intellect he would interpret the Torah illogically? Or that
because he was such a brilliant dialectician, he did not set the plain truth as his standard? The fact is that Rabbi Akiva's ideas about legal exegesis are part and parcel of a
unique and comprehensive worldview. So we must ask: What were its underpinnings?

Two Approaches to the Essence of Torah
Judaic scholars, primarily David Zevi Hoffmann, identified well the characteristics
that distinguish the teachings of Rabbi Ishmael from those of Rabbi Akiva. 32 But they
Sifra Tzav 34d-35a.
Epstein, Mevo'ot lewsifrut ha-tannaim, 536.
29 Sifra Tazri'a 68b.
30 In BT Eruvin 13a, we read: "Rabbi Akiva said this only to sharpen his students' wits."
31 See J. H. Weiss, Dar Dar Ve-Doreshav (Tel Aviv 1957), part 2. p. 102.
32 Concerning the exegetical differences between Rabbi Ishmael and Rabbi Akiva, see D. Z. Hoffmann

27
28

[17J

The Ishmaelian view here being expressed by Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah could be paraphrased

as follows: "Better to accept the notion that there are multiple sources of religious authority (e.g., the
written text and a separate oral tradition), than to be forced into Violating the standard logic of textual reading and interpretation."
pel That is, the meaning of the verse is indeterminate until It is determined by the reader. In this
case, the intent was certainly that the determination is made by an authorized reader, that is, a member of the rabbinic inner circle, the definition of which is not entirely clear.
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defined the differences as pertaining only to legal matters. In matters of Aggadah,
they found "few differences."33 Conventional wisdom was that "Tannaitic exegeses
exhibited differences only in halakhic matters, but in Aggadah, there were at best
minor differences."" But an abundance of evidence is at hand that the two schools
diverged as well on the most lofty philosophical matters. They dea.lt as intensely with
biblical narratives as they did with passages of legal import. They dwelt on each and
every text and investigated theological issues just as they did matters of practical
halakhah. And the differences between these two schools in matters of faith and belief
are weighty indeed. One could almost say that the methodological divergences in
halakhic exegesis that we have already mentioned have their basis in two distinct
points of departure concerning the very principles of religious thought. Indeed, we
have before us two approaches to understanding the essence of Torah and prophecy.
In many instances of halakhic exegesis, Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Ishmael simply follow
their methods in aggadic exegesis. Rabbi Akiva often took flight from the plain meaning of the text, because he viewed scripture through an esoteric lens. One who determines the existence of Torah to be a heavenly one believes, ipso facto, in a separate,
transcendent existence of the text. The Torah over which we debate on earth is also
debated in heaven. Such a view sees the Torah as essentially infinite. Its content, as it
is perceived in the narrow confines of the text's plain meaning, is but a drop in the
ocean. Rabbi Akiva held that every detail, and every stylistic form, has a deep meaning
and an esoteric intent. We shall return to this presently.
In Rabbi Akiva's approach to Torah, there is a vast expanse separating the upper
rea.lm of the universe from the lower realm. The Torah was written and abides in the
supernal world, and Moses ascended to the upper rea.lm and brought it down to
earth. The Torah, God's instrument in creating the world, unifies the two rea.lms. Its
arms embrace both worlds. Is it, then, conceivable that this Torah speaks in the language of human beings?
What is the distinction between the language of Torah and human language?
Human beings distinguish between form and content. There are words that add
nothing to the substance of a thought but are uttered because the conventions and
rules of language so dictate; their contribution is aesthetic rather than instructive.
God's ways, however, are not human ways. With God, form is nonexistent; there is
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and H. S. Horowitz, in Mesillot Ie-Tarat ha-Tannaim; Epstein, Mevo'ot le-sifrut ha-tannaim, 521£f.; see also
the bibliography in L. Finkelstein, Mavo le-masekhtot Avot ve-Avot de-Rabbi Natan [Introduction to the
Treatises Abot and Abot of Rabbi Nathan] (Hebrew with English summary; New York: Jewish Theological
Seminary, 1950), 57 n. 96. Compare Y. Neubauer, "Halakhah u-midrash halakhah" [Halakhah and
Halakhic Midrash] Sinai 22 (fall 1947): 49-80; and E. Z. Melamed, Midreshei Halakhah shel Ha-Tannaim
ba-Talmud ha-Bavli [Halakhic Midrashim of the Tannaim in the Talmud Bavli] Oerusalem, 1943); Bacher,
Erkei Midrash Hatannaim.
33 See D. Z. Hofhnann's preface to his edition of MSY (Mekhilta de-Rabbi Shimon bar Yahai), p. xi; see
also Mesillot Ie-Tarat ha-Tannaim, 46-47.
34 Samuel Poznanski, Ma'asei ha-Tannaim (Warsaw: Ha-Tzefira, 1913). Epstein also believes that
aggadic material in the MSY is "substantially identical to that in the MI (Mekhilta de-Rabbi Yishmael)"
(Mevo'ot ie-sifrut ha-tannaim, 738; compare what he says on p. 565).
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only content.[l'J Every letter, every word, whether expanding or limiting a subject, is
intended to teach a lesson. Each idiom instructs and clarifies. There is no form here;
all is content, all is instruction. Just as heaven is loftier than earth, so the language of
Torah is loftier than the language of human beings. And our rational powers are
insufficient to grasp the esoterics of Torah; they cannot be handled with the tongs[20]
of logic alone.
In Rabbi Akiva's view, textual teaching exists for expansion. One who confines
exegesis to the surface meaning is like a poor man looking for gleanings. Torah must
not be fixed. The text should be treated as is any living organism that will not remain
inert and that has multiple facets. For there is life in the text, and it can grow and
bear fruit. The Torah exists both in heaven and on earth, and in Rabbi Akiva's own
words: "Just as halakhah is debated on earth, so is Halakhah debated in heaven."35
And according to Rav Yehudah ben Yehezkel, "Not a day goes by in which the Holy
arid Blessed One does not innovate some halakhah in the heavenly court."36 New
understandings continually break forth and ascend out of the hidden depths of the
Torah.
'
In the view of Rabbi Ishmael, textual teaching exists to establish tradition and to
facilitate understanding; it is not for expansion. The plain meaning, which arises out
of the standard rules of interpretation, has a fixity; and one who engages in expansive
exegesis distorts the Torah and ascribes to it alien intents. Just as one receives reward
for expounding, so is there reward for desisting. lIt ] The text's existence depends on
fixity. Thus, Rabbi Ishmael's way is that of apprehension, not expansion.

The Exoteric and Esoteric Personalities
Rabbi Akiva's entire temperament was upward-directed, and as between heaven and
earth, heaven always took precedence. He did not shrink from concrete descriptions
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This thought, as expressed by Heschel. has a distinctly medieval flavor. See, e.g., Maimonides'
Guide of the Perplexed, 1:68ff., In which it Is argued that God is prior to, and transcends, the normal dis[19J

tinctions between subject and object. between form and substance. Here the notion is that divine language does not exhibit the usual form-content distinction of human language. and though it may be
expressed here in a somewhat anachronistic, overly systematic way. Heschel seems to have captured
an important aspect of the basis of this Akivan style of exegesis.
(10] The use of the word tongs recalls the text from Tosefta (Hagigah and EruV'in) cited at the beginning of the previous section.
1211 The reference is to BT Pesahim 22b, in which the rhyming relationship of the Hebrew der;shah/

perishah (here translated "expounding/desisting") is exploited in order to suggest that there are limits
to how far one may read esoteric meanings out of texts without treading on theologically thin ice.
Tellingly, It Is Rabbi Akiva who appears there to argue that no such limit need be reached.
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of the divine realm: "Moses was in heaven when he promulgated the Torah"; "The
Holy and Blessed One telescoped the lower and upper heavens, and thus did the Presence descend on Mount Sinai." He would expound in ways that caused his colleagues
to rebuke him. By contrast, Rabbi Ishmael taught that the Presence did not descend
and that Moses achieved only the intimacy of words; Rabbi Ishmael apparently dissented from the view that Moses actually ascended into heaven. He carefully weighed
his words and attempted always to reconcile those verses whose language did not
comport with the Glory of the Holy and Blessed One.[ll]
Rabbi Akiva, the esoteric personality who was not satisfied with straightforward
rationality, was possessed of an intuition that what is secreted within the Torah far
outweighs what is there on the surface. Having searched out the Torah's secrets, he
found that its very letters wisen and enlighten in ways inaccessible to reason. His
method demonstrates that just as human language is a pale projection of the Torah's
language, so are human ideas compared to the ideas latent in Torah.
Rabbi Ishmael, who was possessed of a more reflective and critical personality, who
would have no truck with esoteric matters and did not see a transcendent substance
in the Torahpll proceeded in a straightforward manner. He assessed and weighed
Scripture with scales of logic, eschewing sleight of hand, and interpreted it directly.
The principle "the Torah speaks in human language" was his guiding light. He was
disposed to ascertain the natural setting of Scripture, and he submitted to the plain
meaning of the text as it presents itself to the human mind and reason. The Torah
was not given to the angels, and a person is responsible only for that which the eye of
his reason can discern. His method demonstrates that direct reason is the Torah's
best companion, and the more that the Torah can be harmonized with such reason,
the better. Rabbi Ishmael did not shrink from asserting that Moses spoke certain
things on his own authority and that in many instances in which Moses was spoken
to from on high, he transmitted only the intent of what he heard, not the exact lan-
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1221 Heschel introduces here another difference between the Akivan and Ishmaelian views, which will

become extremely Important in succeeding chapters. The Akivan view promotes the idea of divine
immanence, that is, that the divine remains and Inheres in all of creation and, in particular, dwells in the
midst of the world of human activity. Heaven and earth are not, on this view, oppOSite sides of a
dieval flavor. See. e.g.. Maimonldes'
r to, and transcends, the normal dis-

sharp and impermeable boundary-hence the description of Moses ascending to heaven. And hence the
idea that the Torah, which may look like a text in human language, is actually a divine object, written

e. Here the notion is that diVine lan-

in God's language, as it were. The Ishmaelian view, by contrast, insisted on the transcendence of God
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and thus on the impermeability of the boundary between heaven and earth. The biblical text is a projection of the infinite divine realm on the finite dimensions of the human domain, but It is not, and cannot be, the entire truth about God. Thus, finally, It follows that other sources of divine truth, including

19i9ah and Eruvin) cited at the begin-

our powers of reasoning and derivation, must be acknowledged and respected.

"elationship of the Hebrew derishah/

the previous note. The Ishmaelian view promotes the transcendent nature of God and, as a conse-

>rder to suggest that there are limits

quence, denies that the text of the Torah has a transcendent quality. It is intended for human readers
and does not capture the reality of the transcendent, divine realm. See also chapter 14 for Heschel's
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guage. Just as the Holy and Blessed One allowed prophets some autonomous space,
so that they became partners in prophecy, so did God allow the Sages an autonomous
domain, in which they could apply the rules of exegesis. Thus, it is unnecessary to
assume that everything is contained in Torah, for that which it lacks can be derived or
constructed by the Sages via logic. In so doing, human thoughts become the intent of
divine thoughts. Rabbi Ishmael even expanded this notion into a comprehensive theory of exegetical principles.!24]
In the School of Rabbi Ishmael, it was frequently asked: "Since I can infer this by
logic, why was it written?"37 That is, if something can be derived via the exegetical
rules, why was It necessary to make it explicit in the text? An alternative formulation
was: "The text made this explicit because one could not otherwise infer it. "38 Of
particular importance was the principle of kal vahomer (a fortiori reasoning), which
heads the list of the thirteen exegetical principles, just as it had Hillel's list of seven
principles. Rabbi Ishmael enumerated those scriptural verses that themselves Include
such reasoning," and even taught that Moses our Master broke the tablets because of
a kal vahomer inference. 4o In sum, human reason is a worthy and reliable tool.
By contrast, Rabbi Akiva believed that the unfolding of Torah is not dependent on
the powers of human reason. There is nothing that is not already latent in Torah;
there is no halakhah that lacks a basis in the text. All laws are embedded in the Torah
and are encoded into its letters. Indeed, a demonstration based on revealing that
which is latent in the text has greater value and potency than one based on a logical
inference such as kal vahomer. 41
In connection with the Paschal sacrifice, we are forbidden to "cook it with water"
(Exodus 12:9). Water is thus forbidden; can one infer a prohibition to cook it in
other liquids? Rabbi Ishmael said: "By kal vahomer: If water, which does not dilute the
meat's taste, is forbidden, how much more so other liqUids, which do dilute the
meat's taste." But Rabbi Akiva sought to extract from the text itself even a matter that
could be derived by kal vahomer. He extracted this law from the doubling of the language in the phrase "boiled, boiled in water" (ibid.).42

37
38
]9

40

MI Nezikin 14; Sifre Nasa 26.
MI Nezikin 11.

Genesis Rabbah 92:7.
PTTa'anit 68c. Compare the language of Rabbi Ishmael in 8T Shevu'ot 14<1.: "thus does logic require."

41 "¥ou may have refuted the logical argument, but how have you refuted the text?" (Sifra Behukotai
113b), See Louis Finkelstein, Akiba: Scholar, Saint and Martyr (Philadelphia: jewish Publication Society;
New York: Meridian, 1936; repr., 1962), 308.
42 MI Pisha 6. Another example: "What of the case of theft [of a bailment]? 'If it was stolen, yes, stolen

12011 The list of thirteen exegetical principles associated with the school of Rabbi Ishmael appears in
the so-called Baraita of Rabbi Ishmael, which comprises the introductory chapter of the Sifra (the Tannaitic Midrash on Leviticus). A concise version of this passage (without the accompanying case examples) appears In the preliminary daily service in most traditional Jewish prayer books.
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A Restrained FaithAnd a Gaze through the Heavenly Lens
As we shall see presently, Rabbi Akiva was of the opinion that our Master Moses
transmitted the divine words to Israel in the exact form in which he heard them. By
contrast, Rabbi Ishmael taught that even when Moses said, "Thus says the Lord," he
was not transmitting God's words with exactitude." Does this difference not reflect
two distinct conceptions of the fundamentals of the faith?
Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Ishmael disputed each other on the questions of whether
our Master Moses did things on his own authority and whether certain matters of
law eluded him. Rabbi Ishmael is supported by the surface meaning of the text, and,
as we shall see presently, the substance of his view was already known before him to
Philo of Alexandria. What compelled Rabbi Akiva to depart from the plain meaning
and to dispute this view, that is, to maintain that every single word in the Torah was
received by Moses from on high and that Moses said nothing on his own authority?
Undoubtedly, he felt that intertwined with this issue is a matter of supreme importance: the essential nature of the Torah.
We will also demonstrate below that the original denotation of the term the heavenly Torah was the Ten Utterances heard at Mount Sinai, but that Rabbi Akiva
expanded the term to include all of the words of the Pentateuch. "I spoke to you from
the very heavens" (Exodus 20:22) referred, on this view, to the entire Torah, Every
passage in the Torah is from heaven. The Torah was given in its entirety, in one fell
swoop: its generalities and its particularities all were given at Sinai, and subsequent
teachings were simply reiterations. The Akivan teaching on the giving of the Torah
makes no distinctions based in history; it cannot differentiate between earlier and
later strata. The giving of Torah is beyond time and perhaps even transcends human
space: "Moses was in heaven when he promulgated the Torah."[2S]
away from him, he is to pay it back to its owner' (Exodus 22:11 )-What of the case of loss? 'But if ...'
(ibid.) ['but' is the rendition of the allegedly superfluous letter vav] comes to include the case in which the

hevu'ot 14a: "thus does logic require."
refuted the text?" (Sifra Behukotai
ladelphia: Jewish Publication Society;

JU

bailee lost the object. Such is the argument of Rabbi Akiva. What about Rabbi Ishmael? So it was taught in
the school of Rabbi Ishmael: If in the case of theft, which is close to an act of God, we are told that the
bailee must pay, how much more so in the case of loss, which is not very close to an act of God [Le., seems
to be closer to negligence] I" Rabbi Akiva, who expounds apparent superflUities of language, uses the yay as
the source of the law concerning loss; Rabbi Ishmael, who does not expound such small points oflanguage,
derives it instead by kal yahomer. See PT Shevu'ot 38b-c.
43 See chapter 23.

jailment]? 'If it was stolen, yes, stolen
1251 As we saw above, this language serves to underscore the permeability. on the Akivan view, of
~ school of Rabbi Ishmael appears in

the supposed boundary between heaven and earth. and that permeability is consistent with the imma~

uctar)' chapter of the Sifra (the Tanthout the accompanying case exam-

nence of the divine. Here the language that places Moses in heaven at the time of giving the Torah
serves to underscore the related idea that the Torah is not primarily a human document, but is rather

wish prayer books.

divine through and through and thus of infinite dimension.
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By contrast, Rabbi Ishmael strove to grasp Torah with the tongs of logic. According
to his view, Moses was not given the Torah in one fell swoop: generalities were given
at Sinai, but the particulars were transmitted in the Tent of Meeting.[26 j Unencum·
bered by excessive passion, Rabbi Ishmael rooted himself in the meanings of words
and answered only to lucid reason. The piain meaning was his medil\m, and he especially undertook to give a naturalistic reading to much that appeared miraculous.
Rabbi Ishmael-who had said to Rabbi Akiva, "Desist from your statements, and
move instead to matters concerning plagues and tent-impuritiesl"[27J-was the
author of the proverb "Whoever wishes to acquire wisdom should busy himself with
monetary laws; there is no greater specialty in Torah, for they are like an ever-flowing
fountain. "44

What did Rabbi Ishmael intend in likening monetary laws to an "ever-flowing
fountain"? As we shall see presently, there are two approaches to the study of Torah.
According to one approach, all was given to Moses, and there is no room for innovation; ours is only to transmit what has already been given. To what can a Sage be
compared? To a limed pit, which does not lose a drop of water.[2'] According to the
other approach, however, not all was given to Moses, and we are given to extract
more than what was spoken to Moses at Sinai. To what, then, does the Sage compare?
To an ever-flowing fountain,[2'] or perhaps to a well, which can bring forth morL'
water than is put into it. Perhaps intimacy with monetary laws, that is, the order of
Ne2ikin (Damages),[30 J seemed to Rabbi Ishmael to be like the pouring forth of water
from a powerful fountain.
Rabbi Zevi Hirsch Chajes[31] described the study of monetary laws similarly. In thl'
entire Order of Damages, it is very uncommon for laws to be related directly to scriptural verses:
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BT Berakhot 63b; BT Bava Batra 175b.
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1261The Tent of Meeting is the enclosure In which Moses received continuing communication from

sive exegeses to areas of mundane Halakhah and not to theologically laden topiCS) is attributed til
Eleazar ben Azariah, not Rabbi Ishmael. See beginning of next chapter.

-

/2BIThis description is the one given in Mishnah Avot 2:11 of Rabbi Eliezer. one of Rabbi Akivil··.

('It'1l1

God in the wilderness after the revelation on Mount Sinai. It is generally (but not always) identified

with the Tabernacle.
1271 In BT Hagigah 14a and BT Sanhedrin 67b, this advice to Rabbi Akiva (that he confine his expilll

1'.
I'

teachers. As applied to Rabbi Hezer. it apparently referred to both a prodigious memory. an abidl1ll:

form

respect for tradition, and the need to pass it on Intact. In the present context, it is meant to connoll'
not just a respect for tradition but also a rejection of the legitimacy of interpreting it creatively, Willi

(IrM

fUlfill

1"

one's rational powers.
/29] This is the description, in the same passage of Mishnah Avot, of Rabbi Eieazar ben Arakh. In

each case, it seems to be used to connote an impressive measure of creativity.
130] Nezikin [Damages]. the fourth of the six orders of the Mishnah.
131 1Prominent Talmudist. nineteenth-century Galicia.
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Scour all of tractate Bava Batra, the largest of all tractates, and you will not find many
laws associated with scripture or even with long-standing tradition. All of the laws and
rules given there are what the Sages constructed via logical reasoning and from established practice, Le. what was accepted procedure in, for example. sales and acquisitions,
or damages to abutting properties. They are commentaries on the primary mitzvah of the

Torah, to wit that the court should adiudicate fairly with respect to damages and claims.
Thus it is written: "Do what is right and good in the sight of the Lord" (Deuteronomy
6:18) .... The majority of the legal presumptions created by the Sages, which served as
their foundation for all teaching in this area, all revolve around their familiarity with
human nature and social mores, their understanding of social relations, and their realism.45

Rabbi Akiva saw this world through a heavenly lens. He saw before him "the ledger
open, and the hand recording."" The revealed and the hidden were for him one. But
Rabbi Ishmael's way was more modest: his straight reason did not depart from plain
meanings. He spoke in human conceptual categories and kept cosmic secrets under
wraps. What business has anyone with the secrets of the Holy and Blessed One?

Could There Be Anything
That Is Not Hinted At in the Torah?
In Rabbi Akiva's style, Rabbi ]ohanan[32] asked in astonishment: "Could there be anything in the Hagiographa[33J that is not hinted at in the Torah?" (Rashi comments:
"The Pentateuch is the foundation of the Prophets and the Hagiographa, and the latter must thus always be dependent on the Torah."·7 [34 J) Consistent with this point of
view, he taught: "The Prophets and Hagiographa will eventually become null, but the
Five Books of the Torah will never be nullified."·' It is frequently asked in the Baby45

Zevl Hirsch Chajes, The Student's Guide through the Talmud [Hebrew: Mevo Hatalmud] (London,

1952).119 (chapter 15).
'16

ived continuing communication from
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Mishnah Avot 3:17.
BTTa.'anit 9a (Rashi ad lac). See also Numbers Rabbah 10:6.
PT Megillah 70d.

1321 An Amara of the third century, Land of Israel.
[BI Hag;agrapha is the third part of the Hebrew Bible. which is conventionally dIvided into Torah
(Pentateuch), Nevi'im (Prophets). and Ketuvim (Hagiographa). The initial letters of the Hebrew words
form the acronym TaNaKh. often used to refer to the entirety of the Hebrew Bible. But there is a
clear hierarchy here: the Torah. which in the rabbinic view is of direct divine origin. is the preeminently authoritative part of the Tanakh.
IHI The context here is a talmudic discussion of a verse in Proverbs that Is understood as describIng how people typically blame their just deserts on God. The surprise that only the Hagiographa (ontain such a fundamental lesson is answered by the observation that the Pentateuch does indeed hint at
this when it notes that Joseph's brothers blame their troubles in Egypt, obviously brought on by their

p,ullt for the sale of Joseph, on God (Genesis 42:28).
181
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Ionian Talmud: "What source is there for this matter in the Torah? What is the
source of this rabbinic saying?" Indeed, even of folk proverbs it was asked: "What is
the source for this popular saying?"" The Zohar expanded this principle explicitly:
"There is not the slightest word which cannot be found in the Torah."so
By contrast, Rav Hisda l35 ] said: "This matter [that an uncircumcised priest[36j may
not serve in the Temple] is not derivable from the Torah of Moses, and is learned only
from the Prophet Ezekiel." Rav Ashi l37] dissented from this view and insisted that
Ezekiel created no innovation: this law was received orally at Mount Sinai, and
Ezekiel merely wrote it down. 51 Yet Ravina, Rav Ashi's colleague, said: "This matter
was not derived from the Torah of Moses but is known from tradition."52 Note also
that laws of acquisition, rules concerning proselytes, and the wedding liturgy are all
said to be learned from the Scroll of Ruth.[38] 53
This entire issue is derivative of the problem that exercised Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi
Ishmael-that is, whether or not all of the halakhot and legal procedures accepted as
authoritative oral teaching are rooted in the text of the Torah and thus "have support." It was raised anew in connection with those exegeses that were known by the
name asmakhtaJ3'J
On occasion, the Sages expounded a verse in the Torah and said that the exegesis
was not a conclusive proof of the legal point at hand but merely a support; that is, the
matter at hand is not latently embedded in the deep meaning of the text. The prevalent language in such cases is: "it is a rabbinic enactment, and the text is a mere support [asmakhta]." According to Maimonides, such matters "have no hint at all in the

49
50
51
52
53

BT Bava Kamma 92a-93a lists thirteen proverbs, each with this fonnula.
Zohar, Pinehas, 221a. See Nitzotzei Zohar, ad lac.
8T Sanhedrin 22b.
8T Rosh Hashanah 7a.
BT Bava Metzi'a 47a; BTYevamot 47b; BT Ketubet 7b.
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1351 A Babylonian Amara of the latter part of the third century.
13 6 1That a priest who had
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violated the fundamental norm of circumcision could even be consid-

ered as a Temple officiant may seem impossible. But the Rabbis had in mind a case where circumcision
was medically contraindicated. as when two older brothers had already died as a result of circumcision.
In rabbinic law, such situations exempted one from circumcision, but the question remained: Is the
presence of a foreskin nevertheless such a physical stigma that It would disqualify such a priest from
the privilege of serving In the Temple1
1371 A Babylonian Amora of the fourth to fifth centuries.
36

1 1The Scroll of Ruth Is contained In the Haglographa. The point being made Is that some very
basic monetary. religious, and liturgical standards do not have their source in the Pentateuch.
13 91The word osmokhta comes from the root meaning "support" and apparently means to suggest
that the textual basis for the exegesis gives support to the norm or rule at hand. In the sequel, the
question will be raised: How literally should this notion of support be taken? Is the text in such cases
merely an associational hook. or can it be considered the derivational source of the law?
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I·orah, but the law is associated with the text as a mnemonic sign, to facilitate its
heing known and remembered. But it is not the true meaning of the verse, and it is
Ihis that the phrase 'the text is a mere support' always means."" This view, that such
exegeses were essentially mnemonic devices, was stated prior to Maimonides by Judah
Halevi, who said the following concerning the exegesis of the verse "And the Lord
God commanded the man, saying" (Genesis 2:16):
It is an indicator of the seven Noahide commandments.l·IO ] "Lord" refers to the prohibi-

tion on blasphemy; "God" refers to the prohibition on idol worship; "commanded"
refers to the maintenance of a legal system; "the man" refers to the prohibition on murder; "saying" refers to the prohibition on incest and adultery... ,55 141J This verse is vetY
far from all of these matters. But it is popularly accepted that these seven commandments are associated with this verse, which selVes as ~m aide-memoire. S<.

The follOWing bold opinion was reported in the name of the Maharil: 142 )
Whenever it is said, "it is a rabbinic enactment, and the text is a mere support," this is

what it means: it is certainiy a construction of the Rabbis, who then sought out and
found a scriptural support. They then associated their enactment with the text in order to

strengthen it, so that people would believe it was biblically ordained, and would thus give
it weight, and not come to disdain and treat lightly enactments of the Sages. 57

Against those who claimed that supports [asmakhtot] were mere indicators, the
Ritba[4J] held that
whatever has support from a verse thereby has the approval of the Holy and Blessed One
... this is clearly true. It is not so that such textual support is a mere indicator given by
the Sages, and is not the intent of the text. God forbid! Let such opinions be forgotten
and never expressed, for they are heretical. Rather, the Torah makes its views known and
empowers the Sages to enact certain things should they see fit ... therefore, you will
51 Introduction to the Mishnah, ed. Mosad Ha-Rav Kuk, Rambon La-Am XVIII, 34. See also
:Issertion in Guide of the Perplexed, 1l1:43.
55 See BT Sanhedrin 56b.
;611lc Kuzari. 3:73.
57 Sefer Maharil, "Gleanings," 70 (ed. Shclomo Spitzer; Jerusalem, 1989),629.

J

similar

14°1 The Seven Noahide Commandments nre a rabbinic construct according to which all human
beings (or. in some views. illl who reside in the Land of Isrilel). Jew or Gentile. arc held responsible
ror certain basic rules or civilized living. The usual number of these Is seven, but there are alterniltive
lists and numbers.
lill The list continues with the sixth and seventh commandments. that is. the prohibitions ag<linst
theft and against eating limbs torn from a live t1nimal. The prohibition or thert is derived rrom the permission "'or every tree of the garden you are free to e<lt" (hence. whatever I do not gr<lnt you. you
may not take. for that is thert). The seventh commandment is alternately derived from this same verse.
or from Genesis 9:4: "You must not. however. eat nesh with its life-blood in it."
1421 Rabbi Jacob ben Moses Moellin. leading authority of fourteenth- to fifteenth-century Germnny.
(43) Rabbi Yom Tov ben Abraham Ishbili. a major legalist of thirteenth- to rourteenth-century Spain.
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always find the Sages providing some evidence, or hint, or support for their statements in

the Torah, so as to demonstrate that they do not innovate of their own accord. All of the
Oral Torah is at least hinted at in the Written Torah, which is perfect, and not, God forbid, lacking anything. 58
=

In general, the Sages followed Rabbi Akiva's view that all halakhot are at least
hinted at in Torah. "Study it and review it; you will find everything in it." This viewpoint was expanded to the point that even secular wisdom, such as natural science,
was deemed to have been revealed to Moses and hinted at in the Torah. It was taught
in the school of Rabbi Akiva: "he is trusted throughout My household" (Numbers
12:7)-"1 revealed to him[44] all that is above and below, all that is in the waters or on
dry land."s9 One who is busied with the wisdom of Torah gains much, including
access to all other wisdoms. "There is nothing that is not hinted at in the Torah."

r
Transl

511 Ritba, Novellae to BT Rosh Hashanah 16a. The Ma.HaRaL, Rabbi Yehuda Loew of Prague (sixteenth
century), expressed a similar point of view about the reality of the biblical sources and derivations of laws
stated by the Rabbis. See Be'er Hagolah, 1.
59 Sifre Zuta, p. 276.

I~I

The subject here. as in the verse in Numbers 12, is Moses.
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6

Rebellious Elder: Tannaitic
and Amoraic Transformation
of a Biblical Institution

O

ne way in which the rabbis grounded their authority to legislate halakha for all of Israel is by appropriating for themselves the positions
previously held by the judges and priests during Temple times. Deuteronomy 17:8–13 grants full judicial authority to the high court in Jerusalem, which can mete out the death penalty for anyone who disobeys its
decision. The Tannaim and Amoraim reinterpret various aspects of these
verses so that the law refers to their own halakhic rulings. It is interesting
to note that the rabbis use this law not so much to assert their authority
over the masses but rather to suppress dissenting rabbis from breaking
away from the mainstream rabbinic rulings. While no Tanna or Amora
goes to the extreme of advocating the death penalty for a colleague who
disobeys the majority decision, there is still a wide range of opinions about
how fully the biblical law should be mapped onto rabbinic disputes.
The extent to which various rabbis confine the law to the biblical
context, prop it up as a theoretical model, or attempt to use it in practice
can reveal their general attitude toward dealing with rabbis who espouse
divergent halakhic practices. In this chapter, we trace the ways in which
the Tannaim, and Palestinian and Babylonian Amoraim transformed the
biblical law with an eye toward how this transformation reflects on their
attitude regarding halakhic pluralism. We will show that while Palestinian texts attempt to extend the law of rebellious elder into the rabbinic
period, the Bavli greatly limits its application to the point of being almost
completely obsolete. This reflects the Yerushalmi’s relative intolerance for
diversity compared to that of the Bavli.
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The Biblical Law
As part of its regulation of the judicial branch of the government, Deuteronomy requires all regional courts to answer to a central high court.1
Deuteronomy 17:8–13 details the process and punishments involved:
שׁע ֶָריָך
ְ שׁפָּט בֵּין דָּ ם לְדָ ם בֵּין דִּ ין לְדִ ין וּבֵין נֶגַע ָלנֶגַע דִּ ב ְֵרי ִריב ֹת ִבּ
ְ )ח( כִּי י ִ ָפּלֵא ִממְָּך דָ בָר ַל ִמּ
:ְו ַקמְתָּ ְו ָעלִיתָ אֶל ַהמָּקוֹם ֲאשֶׁר י ִ ְבחַר י ְהֹוָה אֱֹלהֶיָך בּוֹ
)ט( וּבָאתָ אֶל הַכּ ֹ ֲהנִים ַה ְל ִויּ ִם ְואֶל ַהשֹּׁפֵט ֲאשֶׁר י ִ ְהי ֶה ַבּיָּמִים ָההֵם וְדָ ַרשְׁתָּ ְו ִהגִּידוּ לְָך אֵת
:שׁפָּט
ְ דְּ בַר ַה ִמּ
שׁמ ְַרתָּ ַלעֲשׂוֹת
ָ )י( ְו ָעשִׂיתָ עַל פִּי הַדָּ בָר ֲאשֶׁר יַגִּידוּ לְָך מִן ַהמָּקוֹם הַהוּא ֲאשֶׁר י ִ ְבחַר י ְהֹוָה ְו
:כְּכ ֹל ֲאשֶׁר יוֹרוָּך
שׁפָּט ֲאשֶׁר י ֹאמְרוּ לְָך תַּ ֲעשֶׂה ֹלא תָ סוּר מִן הַדָּ בָר ֲאשֶׁר
ְ ַתּוֹרה ֲאשֶׁר יוֹרוָּך ְועַל ַה ִמּ
ָ )יא( עַל פִּי ה
:יַגִּידוּ לְָך יָמִין וּשְׂמ ֹאל
)יב( ְו ָהאִישׁ ֲאשֶׁר י ַ ֲעשֶׂה ְבזָדוֹן ְל ִבלְתִּ י שְׁמ ֹ ַע אֶל הַכֹּהֵן הָעֹמֵד ְלשׁ ֶָרת שָׁם אֶת י ְהֹוָה אֱֹלהֶיָך אוֹ
:אֶל ַהשֹּׁפֵט וּמֵת ָהאִישׁ הַהוּא וּ ִבע ְַרתָּ ה ָָרע ִמיִּשׂ ְָראֵל
:שׁמְעוּ ְוי ִָראוּ וְֹלא יְזִידוּן עוֹד
ְ ִ )יג( ְוכָל ָהעָם י
8
If a case is too baﬄing for you to decide, be it a controversy over
homicide, civil law, or assault—matters of dispute in your courts—
you shall promptly repair to the place that the Lord your God will
have chosen, 9and appear before the levitical priests, or the magistrate in charge at the time, and present your problem. When they
have announced to you the verdict in the case, 10you shall carry out
the verdict that is announced to you from that place that the Lord
chose, observing scrupulously all their instructions to you. 11You
shall act in accordance with the instructions given you and the ruling handed down to you; you must not deviate from the verdict
that they announce to you either to the right or to the left. 12Should
a man act presumptuously and disregard the priest charged with
serving there the Lord your God, or the magistrate, that man shall
die. Thus you will sweep out evil from Israel: 13all the people will
hear and be afraid and will not act presumptuously again.2
A number of issues present themselves when interpreting this pericope. These issues are discussed in rabbinic sources, medieval commentaries, and modern scholarship. We will first try to recover the original
intent of the biblical law in order to better appreciate how it was later
transformed by the rabbis.
1. This court may have had larger legislative and executive duties as well, but this passage emphasizes the role of the court as final deciders in diﬃcult cases or making the law in
the absence of any other precedent. It was not a court of appeals in the sense that they overruled a decision of a lower court, but rather was consulted when the local authorities could
not come to a decision.
2. NJPS translation.
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First, it is not clear to whom the law is being addressed. The first two
verses address a local judge who does not know the law regarding a particular case, “If a case is too baﬄing for you....”3 However, vv 10–13 seem
to address the citizen of Israel who is to carry out the teaching of that high
court in practice. Verse 12 clearly refers to “the man who acts,” that is, the
litigant, not the judge.4 It would be strange for a local court to refuse to
decide according to the ruling of the high court to whom it deferred. If the
local court felt strongly about a case it would not have needed to request
a decision from the higher court in the first place. Even if the judges are
the ones charged to go to the high court, however, the severe punishment
must be aimed at the litigants as a deterrent for the rest of the nation. It
seems clear that it is one of the litigants who is most likely to reject the pronouncement of the high court on a new law that does not go in his favor.
The passage begins addressing the local court, for it is they who will refer
the case to the high court. But the focus of the law applies to the litigants
themselves.
Second, who is to sit on the court? Deuteronomy 17 envisions a court
made up of a combination of priests and nonpriests, which would be natural in Jerusalem—the city of priests. The relationship between the priests
and the nonpriestly judges, however, is not clear.5 Third, the location of
3. Peter C. Craigie, The Book of Deuteronomy (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1976), 252,
writes that “the local judges were to inquire about the case” not the litigants, but see n. 6
there. See also Jeﬀrey Tigay, The JPS Torah Commentary: Deuteronomy (Philadelphia: Jewish
Publication Society, 1996), 164, who compares the judges who bring cases to the high court
with the elders who bring cases to Moses in Deut 1:17. The chiefs similarly bring the diﬃcult
cases to Moses in Exod 18:22. The existence of local courts is mandated by Deut 16:18–20.
The word “—בשעריךin your gates” in Deut 17:8 refers back to the same word in 16:18 and
probably denotes not just “your cities” in general but rather the courts or councils of elders,
which would meet at the city gate.
4. See Tigay, Deuteronomy, 165.
5. Regarding the placement of priests on the high court, a feature reiterated in Deut
19:17 and 21:5, it is obvious throughout the Bible that priests dealt with more than just the
cult. Leviticus 10:11 commands them to teach the people all of the laws, and Deut 17:18, 31:9
and 24 place them in charge of safekeeping the scroll of the Torah. Ezekiel 44:24 attributes
adjudication of both ritual and civil laws to the levitical priests. In later times, 1 Chron 23:4
counts 6,000 Levites as oﬃcers and judges. It may have been the common practice to have
priests and lay judges together as seen in 2 Chron 19:8–11, where Jehoshaphat makes a court
in Jerusalem with priests, Levites, and laymen. In that case there seems to be some separation
of powers between the head priest who presides over matters of God and the head of the
house of Judah who presides over royal matters.
Craigie, The Book of Deuteronomy, 252, suggests that “the particular function of the
priests would be to legislate on matters of ceremonial law, and that of the judge to legislate
on matters of civil and criminal law” (even though he rejects such a clear distinction in a
theocracy so both priests and judges saw all cases). However, we see the priest being part of
the judgment in a civil case in Deut 19:17. Deuteronomy 21:5 also says about the priests that
“by their word every dispute and every assault shall be settled.” S. R. Driver, Deuteronomy,
International Critical Commentary (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1978), 209, commenting on v.
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the court is confined to “the place that the Lord your God will have chosen,” as part of the Deuteronomic program of centralization. This requirement, however, will be questioned in rabbinic texts.
Finally, what types of cases were reviewed by this court? The plain
meaning of “between blood and blood” here connotes diﬀerent types of
injury or killing; the court may have diﬃculty distinguishing between
murder and manslaughter in a particular case.6  נגעcan mean leprosy
when joined with a modifier, as in ;נגע צרעת7 but, by itself, it means a blow8
or aﬄiction.9 The latter definitions better fit the rest of v. 8, which introduces and concludes the list of items with words relating to civil laws,
namely,  משפטand ריבת.10 Questions of purity and impurity were usually
decided by an individual priest and did not require deliberation before
a court.11 Therefore, this high court dealt primarily with matters of civil
and criminal dispute. The Midrashim and Talmuds will address all of
these issues.

12, suggests that although the priests and lay judges were involved in all cases, “the verdict
was delivered sometimes by the ecclesiastical president of the board, sometimes by its civil
president; the procedure may have varied according to the nature of the case under consideration.”
Other scholars resort to source criticism and find two strands of court traditions here.
Some say that the priests are original while others argue that the judges are original. Steuernagel says two independent traditions are combined here. Originally there were two types of
courts, but then both types were combined because of centralization. These views are summarized in Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford: Clarendon,
1972), 235–36. See also Yehezkel Kaufmann, History of Israelite Religion from Antiquity to the
End of the Second Temple, 3 vols. (Jerusalem: Mosad Bialik, 1955–1960), 2:466–67 (Hebrew); and
Alexander Rofe, Introduction to Deuteronomy (Jerusalem: Akademon, 1988), 75–85 (Hebrew).
6. The phrase  בין דם לדםis interpreted by Sifre 152, cited below p. 312, to refer to purity
laws regarding diﬀerent categories of uterine bleeding. However, there is no indication that
such cases require any judgment by a priest or outside authority. Unlike Leviticus 13–14,
where a decision by a priest is required, Leviticus 15 assumes that a woman can determine
the status of blood on her own based on its timing. See also Rashbam, Ibn Ezra, and Ramban
to Deut 17:8.
7. Leviticus 13:2. When  נגעstands alone in this chapter, it usually has a definite article,
thus referring to the specific aﬄiction in question to decide whether or not that aﬄiction is
a case of leprosy. Only in Lev 13:22 is  נגעused alone to refer to the impurity of the aﬄiction,
but even here it only has this specific connotation because of the context. Generally, the word
means any aﬄiction, whether impure or not.
8. See Deut 21:5. Cf. Gen 26:11; and 32:26, 33. See also Tigay, Deuteronomy, 373 n. 37.
9. See Exod 12:1; 1 Kings 8:37–38; Ps 38:12; and Prov 6:33.
10. For  ריבin a civil context see Exod 21:18. Ibn Ezra, Ramban, and Shadal already
explain Deut 17:8 to refer only to civil and criminal law. See also Isaac Sassoon, Destination
Torah (Hoboken, NJ: Ktav, 2001), 292–95.
11. See Leviticus 13–14.
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Rabbinic Interpretation of Biblical Passages
Tannaitic sources on this passage are found in Sifre Deuteronomy 152–
155, m. Sanh. 11:2–4, and t. Sanh. 3:4, 7:1, 11:7, and 14:12. This law comes
to be known as zaken mamre, rebellious elder, in these sources. This name
itself is a significant departure from the original law, as we will see below.
In both Talmuds, the major discussion of this topic is presented as commentary on m. Sanh. 11:2–4.12 Other references to and stories involving the
rebellious elder will be discussed below.
Tannaitic sources begin to reinterpret this passage in various ways
and transform it into a law that would be relevant to their contemporary
circumstances. The original biblical law spoke to the needs of a sovereign
nation in need of a civil and criminal judicial authority in order to maintain peace and justice. The rabbis, under foreign rule and without a centralized judicial system, transposed this passage to the realm of rabbinic
dispute and halakhic decision making. M. Sanhedrin 11:2 sets forth the
basic procedure of this case:
[ זקן ממרא על פי בית דין שנאמר כי יפלא ממך דבר למשפט וגו׳A]
[ שלשה בתי דינין היו שם אחד יושב על פתח הר הבית ואחד יושב על פתח העזרהB]
ואחד יושב בלשכת הגזית באים לזה שעל פתח הר הבית ואומר כך דרשתי וכך דרשו
חבירי כך לימדתי וכך לימדו חבירי אם שמעו אומרים להם
ואם לאו באין להם לאותן שעל פתח העזרה ואומר כך דרשתי וכך דרשו חבירי כך לימדתי
וכך לימדו חבירי אם שמעו אומרים להם
ואם לאו אלו ואלו באים לבית דין הגדול שבלשכת הגזית שממנו יוצאת תורה לכל ישראל
שנאמר מן המקום ההוא אשר יבחר ה׳
חזר לעיר ושנה ולימד כדרך שהיה למד פטור ואם הורה לעשות חייב שנאמר והאיש אשר
יעשה בזדון אינו חייב עד שיורה לעשות
:[ תלמיד שהורה לעשות פטור נמצא חומרו קולוC]
[A] An elder who rebels against the court as the verse says, “If a
matter of law should be too exceptional for you…” (Deut 17:8).
[B] There were three courts there. One sat at the entrance to the
Temple mount, one sat at the entrance to the courtyard, and one
sat in the chamber of hewn stone.13 They came to that which was

12. Chapter 11 of the Mishnah became the tenth chapter in most manuscripts and all
printed editions of the Bavli. On the history of this change see Mordechai Sabato, A Yemenite
Manuscript of Tractate Sanhedrin and Its Place in the Text Tradition (Jerusalem: Yad Izhak BenZvi, 1998), 220–21 (Hebrew).
13. On the meaning of this location see Guttmann, Rabbinic Judaism in the Making, 27.
We must agree with Guttmann that “These Mishnah passages show that the Tannaim did not
intend to describe the ‘Sanhedrin’ of Javneh, nor to give a historical account of the Sanhedrin
of Jerusalem, but rather attempted to describe the ideal Sanhedrin” (ibid., 23). This chapter
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at the opening of the Temple mount and he says, “Such have I
interpreted and such have my friends interpreted; such have I
taught and such have my friends taught.” If they learned [that
law previously] they tell them.
If not, they come to those at the entrance to the courtyard and he
says, “Such have I interpreted and such have my friends interpreted; such have I taught and such have my friends taught.” If
they have learned [that law previously] they tell them.
If not, these and those come together to the great court in the
chamber of hewn stone from which Torah comes forth to all of
Israel, as the verse says, “From that place that God will choose” (Deut
17:10).
If he returns to his city and repeats and teaches just as he had
taught before, he is innocent. However, if he issues a practical
ruling, he is liable, as the verse says, “Should a man act presumptuously” (Deut 17:12). He is not liable until he issues a practical
ruling.
[C] If a student teaches in practice he is innocent. His stringency
turns out to be his leniency.

Whom Does the Law Address?
The Mishnah labels the subject of this law a “rebellious elder,” and
quotes the passage beginning in Deut 17:8, even though the verse makes
no mention of an elder. Part C of the Mishnah explains further that the law
does not apply to a student but only to one who has authority to decide
halakha, whom the Mishnah calls a זקן, “wise elder.”14 A similar limitation
is also found in Sifre 152 on that same verse:
too will not deal with the history of the Sanhedrin or of the institution of the rebellious elder
but rather will trace the intellectual history of what the Tannaim and Amoraim taught about
how a theoretical Sanhedrin would deal with a hypothetical rebellious elder. For a discussion of the historical Sanhedrin, see above p. 7 n. 21; and Hugo Mantel, Studies in the History
of the Sanhedrin (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1965), 54–101.
14. Zaken is used in the sense of a high judge in m. Zebah\. 1:3; t. Sukkah 4:6; t. Šeqal. 3:27;
t. Sanh. 7:11; 8:1; t. H|ul. 2:24: t. <Ohal 17:12; t. Yad. 2:18; Semah\ot 3:10; 8:7; and 11:19. It is used
in the sense of a great scholar in y. >Abod. Zar. 2:8 (42a) (see text below, p. 329 n. 104) and as
an honorific, as in Shammai ha-Zaken, Hillel ha-Zaken, Rabban Gamaliel ha-Zaken, etc. The
term derives from the seventy elders who assisted Moses in Exod 19:7; Num 11:16–17; and
Deut 27:1. See further at Mantel, Sanhedrin, 99; Hezser, Social Structure, 277–86; and Miller,
Sages and Commoners, 438.
The description of the elder as “—ממראrebellious” may predate the Mishnah. See Aharon Shemesh, “Halakha u-nevu’ah: navi sheqer ve-zaqen mamre,” in Renewing Jewish Commitment: The Work and Thought of David Hartman, ed. Avi Sagi and Zvi Zohar (Jerusalem:
Shalom Hartman Institute and Hakibbutz Hameuchad, 2001), 925 n. 6. Shemesh traces the
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. מלמד שבמופלא הכתוב מדבר,כי יפלא
“If … too baﬄing”: This teaches that Scripture speaks of a mufla
(senior legal authority).
While the original biblical law holds any person of Israel who disobeys the
court’s ruling in contempt and liable to capital punishment, the Mishnah
and the Sifre restrict the scope of the law to only a זקן, “wise elder,” or
מופלא, “exceptional judge.”15 This shift directs the law toward discouraging
dissent among the intellectual leadership rather than toward disobedience
by laypeople.
This point can be supported by comparing part B of this Mishnah to
a closely parallel Tosefta at t. Sanh. 7:1. (See a side-by-side comparison
below in chart 6.1, p. 334.) The Tosefta recalls ancient times when there
was allegedly no rabbinic controversy since all matters were settled by the
great court:
 של שבעים ואחד בלשכת16אמר ר׳ יוסי בראשנה לא היו מחלוקות בישראל אלא בבית דין

term  ממראback to the Dead Sea scrolls. 4Q159 reads, “יומת אשר עשה ביד רמה...ואשר ימרה.” ביד
 רמהis a common substitute for  מזידin the scrolls. More interesting is the use of the verb ימרה
whose usage is similar to that of the term זקן ממרא. This would presage the midrashic transfer
of the high court’s authority to the rabbis based on Deuteronomy 17. However, Moshe Bernstein, in the forthcoming revision to John M. Allegro and Arnold Anderson, Qumran Cave 4.1
(4Q158–4Q186), Discoveries in the Judean Desert V (Oxford: Clarendon, 1968), argues that
4Q159 borrows language from Josh 1:18, in which Israel promises not to rebel against Joshua,
thus transferring Joshua’s authority to the contemporary court.
15. The meaning of mufla is somewhat obscure. The word may derive from פלא, meaning “extraordinary” (see Francis Brown et al., The Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English
Lexicon [Peabody: Hendrickson, 2001] 810) to refer to one whose knowledge is exceptional
and deep, able to understand that which is hidden to others (see b. H|ag. 13a). Alternatively,
it may come from  פלאmeaning “to swear” (see Lev 22:21; Num 15:3, 8),  מופלאmeaning “one
who can swear” (see b. Naz. 29b, 62a). Perhaps these oﬃcially recognized judges underwent
a swearing-in ceremony. See further in Albeck, Mishnah, Nezikin, 503–5.
Mantel, Sanhedrin, 135–39, argues that mufla signifies a judge ordained by the great
court of Jerusalem and ceased to be used after the destruction of the Second Temple. In the
former period, a court could be populated with nonordained judges as long as there was
at least one oﬃcially ordained judge present. See m. Hor. 1:4, Sifra H|oba, parashah 4:4 (Louis
Finkelstein, Sifra on Leviticus, 5 vols. (Jerusalem: Jewish Theological Seminary of America,
1983–1992), 2:141–42 (Hebrew)), and t. Hor. 1:2. According to Mantel’s theory, the Mishnah
states the same basic idea as the Sifre except that it uses zaken instead of mufla, thus updating
the language of the Sifre, which reflects a more ancient system, to the newer post-destruction
terminology. For further scholarly literature on this term, see references in Fraade, From
Tradition to Commentary, 236 n. 51.
16. This text follows ms. Erfurt. Mss. Erfurt and Vienna of t. Sanh. 7:1 and ms. Erfurt
of t. H|ag. 2:9 read, בבית דין, which connects this clause with the preceding, as translated here.
According to this version, one would still have to distinguish between the factionalism of
the Houses, wherein each side practiced diﬀerently, with the division within the high court,
which agreed by vote to follow only one practice. Mss. Vienna and London of t. H|ag. 2:9, the
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 בתי דינין17הגזית ושאר בתי דינין של עשרים ושלשה היו בעיירות של ארץ ישראל ושאר
 היו בירושלם אחד בהר הבית ואחד בחיל18של שלשה שלשה
נצרך אחד מהן הלכה הולך לבית דין שבעירו אין בית דין בעירו הולך לבית דין הסמוך
 שבהם באין לבית דין שבהר הבית אם20 אם לאו הוא ומופלא19לעירו אם שמעו אמרו לו
 ומופלא שבהן באין לבית דין שבחיל אם שמעו אמרו להן21שמעו אמרו להן ואם לאו הן
...ואם לאו אילו ואילו הולכין לבית דין הגדול שבלשכת הגזית
נשאלה שאילה אם שמעו אמרו להם ואם לאו עומדין למינין רבו המטמאין טימאו רבו
המטהרין טהרו משם היה יוצאת הלכה ורווחת בישראל
.משרבו תלמידי שמאי והילל שלא שימשו כל צורכן הרבו מחלוקות בישראל
R. Yose said: At first there were no divisions within Israel except
within the court of seventy-one members in the chamber of hewn
stone. And there were other courts of twenty-three members in
the cities of the land of Israel. And there were other courts of three
each in Jerusalem, one on the Temple mount and one at the h\el
(rampart).
If one22 was required [to learn] a halakha, he would go to the court
in his town. If there was no court in his town, he would go to the
court in the next town. If they had heard [the law], they told him.
If not, he and mufla among them would come to the court that
was on the Temple Mount. If they had heard [the law], they told
them. And if not, they and the mufla among them would come to
the court that was at the h\el. If they had heard they told them, and
if not, these and those would go to the high court that was in the
chamber of hewn stone.…

first edition of t. Sanh. 7:1, as well as the version of the Tosefta in y. Sanh. 1:4 (19c) and b. Sanh.
88b read  בית דיןor  סנהדריןwithout the preposition. In these versions the high court is not an
exception to the condition of unity but rather it begins the list of various courts. See partial
translation on p. 167. This list introduces the next part of the Tosefta, which delineates the
procedure for moving from the lowest to the highest court. See Rosen-Zvi, “Ha-umnam,” n.
140, who argues that the versions without the preposition are original.
17. Ms. Vienna and the first edition of t. Sanh. 7:1, mss. Erfurt and London and first
edition of t. H|ag. 2:9, y. Sanh. 1:4 (19c) and b. Sanh. 88b read ושני. Ms. Vienna of t. H|ag. 2:9
reads שני.
18. B. Sanh. 88b reads עשרים ושלשה. Ms. Vienna and first edition of t. Sanh. 7:1 read שלשה
only once.
19. Mss. Erfurt and London of t. H|ag. 2:9 and y. Sanh. 1:4 (19c) also read לו. Ms. Vienna
and first edition of t. Sanh. 7:1 and the first edition of t. H|ag. 2:9 read להם. Ms. Vienna of t. H|ag.
2:9 and b. Sanh. 88b read להן.
20. Ms. Erfurt of t. H|ag. 2:9 reads מופלג.
21. The parallel in t. H|ag. 2:9 has  הואin ms. Vienna but  הןin ms. Erfurt.
22. The Tosefta literally translates, “if one of them requires a halakha.” The pronoun
here seems prima facie to refer to the immediately preceding list of courts. However, it would
not make sense to say that if the court requires a halakha then it should go to the court.
Therefore, the referent must be to any individual.
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A question would be asked. If they heard they told them. If not,
they would take it to a vote. If those who declared it impure had
the majority, they declared it impure; if those who declared it
pure had the majority, they declared it pure. From there did the
law emanate and spread throughout Israel. Once the students
of Shammai and Hillel, who did not serve suﬃciently, became
numerous, divisions multiplied in Israel.23
Part B of the Mishnah is a modified excerpt from this Tosefta. The
Tosefta seems to be more original because it provides a more detailed
account of the court system and the entire description integrates more
smoothly with the context of the Tosefta.24 The Tosefta describes the ideal
system of old where every local controversy would be decided at some
point in the judicial hierarchy. In the Mishnah, however, the description is
somewhat superfluous, since all we need to know is the final stage of the
zaken receiving instruction from the supreme court. 25
That the Mishnah must be derived from the Tosefta is most evident
when analyzing the subjects of the verb in each. The Tosefta does not deal
with litigants but rather with one who “was required [to learn] a halakha.”
That person goes to the local court. If the local court does not know, then
the inquirer goes along with the mufla of the local court to the court at the
Temple Mount. The Tosefta starts with a single person, נצרך אחד מהן הלכה
הולך, and turns to the plural at the next stage once the mufla of the local
court joins him, הוא ומופלא שבהם באין. If that court also does not know, the
inquirer and the mufla of the local court go along with the mufla of the
court at the Temple Mount to the court at the h\el. If they too do not know,
then “these and those— ”אלו ואלוgo to the highest court. Albeck explains
that  אלו ואלוrefers here to the previous group of the inquirer and two mufla
judges along with the entire court at the h\el.26
The Mishnah, however, skips the first stage of the Tosefta that takes
place at the local court. The Mishnah begins with a single person, זקן ממרא,

23. T. Sanh. 7:1. See pp. 167–69 for further analysis of parts of this Tosefta. Parallels are
found in t. H|ag. 2:9, y. Sanh. 1:4 (19c), and b. Sanh. 88b.
24. Brandes, “Beginnings of the Rules,” 94 n. 1, assumes that the longer Tosefta must
include later additions to the earlier Mishnah. I disagree for the reasons spelled out in this
and the next paragraphs.
25. Note that the biblical law does not necessarily refer to a permanent court but rather
could be an ad hoc council put together when necessary. The first reference to a permanent
court in the context of this law is Josephus, Antiquities, 4.8.14, who says that diﬃcult cases
go to the holy city where “the high priest, the prophet, and the council of elders (gerousia)”
determine it. Josephus adds the reference to a court, thus predating this aspect of the interpretation found in the Mishnah. See also Steve Mason, ed., Flavius Josephus: Translation and
Commentary (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 3:410–11; and Goodblatt, Monarchic Principle, 95–97.
26. Albeck, Mishnah, Nezikin, 458.
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but then jumps to the plural, באים, without explanation, even though the
continuation oﬀers only the voice of a single person in front of the court,
כך דרשתי וכך דרשו חברי כך לימדתי וכך לימדו חבירי. The next stage at the court
situated at the entrance of the courtyard presents the same problem of
the plural, באין, followed by the statement of only a single person. The
Mishnah removes any mention of the mufla here, thus causing confusion
about who joins the litigant in going to the next court.27 At the final stage
of the Mishnah, the plural is doubled to אלו ואלו באים. It is not at all clear
to which two groups of people this refers since nobody besides the elder
himself is mentioned beforehand as coming to the next court. Rather, the
Mishnah seems to have kept the language of the Tosefta even though the
singular and plural nouns and verbs no longer fit into the new context,
which removes the mufla.28
More significant than these procedural details, however, is the change
in context between the two texts. The Tosefta, making no explicit reference to Deuteronomy 17, deals with legal controversy and how it was
resolved through the judicial system during ideal times.29 The Mishnah,
on the other hand, codifies the laws stemming from Deuteronomy 17,
which deals with civil suits and individual cases. By importing the Tosefta’s discussion of legal controversy into the context of the rebellious elder,
the Mishnah eﬀectively rewrites the law of Deuteronomy 17 to be one
concerning not the masses and their lawsuits but the rabbis themselves
and their controversies. As was mentioned above, this is evident just from
giving Deuteronomy 17 the title of זקן ממרא, which itself limits the applicability of the law to senior rabbis. This textual appropriation from a context
of rabbinic controversy realizes even further the rewriting of the biblical
law to adapt it to rabbinic ideology.30 If, according to the biblical law, it is
the litigants who go to the high court, in the Tannaitic reinterpretation, it
is the judges (Sifre) or the rabbis (Mishnah) who go to the court.
The substance of the cases is also diﬀerent. The Mishnah inserts into
the Tosefta a sample query of the court: ואומר כך דרשתי וכך דרשו חבירי כך לימדתי
27. The version of the Tosefta in b. Sanh. 88b has already been updated to conform to
the Mishnah by removing mufla and adding “חבירי...ואומר כך דרשתי וכך.” The Bavli also substitutes the court at h\el mentioned in the Tosefta with the court at the entrance to the `azarah,
which is mentioned in the Mishnah.
28. The removal of the word mufla from the Mishnah’s quotation of t. Sanh. 7:1 may
be part of the same updating as the replacement of mufla in Sifre 152 with zaken in m. Sanh.
11:2, as noted above n. 15.
29. The Tosefta is likely based on the outline of Deuteronomy 17, in which a local person who does not know the law goes to inquire at the Temple court. See Rosen-Zvi, “Ha‘umnam,” who calls the Tosefta a “concealed midrash” to Deuteronomy 17. Still, the Tosefta
does not deal with the law of the rebellious elder but rather focuses only on the normal
procedure of the court.
30. For an unconvincing treatement of the diﬀerences between this Mishnah and
Tosefta, see Fisch, Rational Rabbis, 66–68.
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וכך לימדו חבירי. The content of the dispute does not involve any litigants
but rather interpretations of Scripture ( )כך דרשתיor traditional teachings
()כך לימדתי. The language used in this Mishnah does not fit well with the
context of a baﬄed court. “Such have I interpreted and such have they
interpreted” sounds not so much like a speechless court that cannot come
up with an answer but rather like a study session where there are too
many opinions. This is not a group of baﬄed judges but a clash between
a majority and a minority group of rabbis. The Mishnah ends, “if he goes
back and teaches as he used to.” This deals not with a citizen involved in
litigation but rather an interpreter and teacher of the law. The important
matter is not how he himself practices when he goes back to his town, as
the verses imply, but rather how he teaches others to practice.31
Fraade’s comments on Sifre 152 are equally true for the Mishnah: “The
intellectual and teaching role of the central courts is emphasized, rather
than their strictly juridical function and authority. The central courts
decide not so much between conflicting parties in a civil or criminal dispute as between sages who diﬀer in their legal interpretations.”32

Where Does the Law Apply?
As part of their reapplication of Deut 17:8–13 from the context of a
national high court to the beth midrash, the Tannaim also discuss whether
the law of the rebellious elder applies to the rabbinic court/council at
Yavneh or any other central place where the rabbis met after the destruction of the Temple. Even though the verse limits the law to Jerusalem, “the
place that God shall choose,” Sifre Deut. pisqa 153 finds an extra word to
include Yavneh: “—ובאת לרבות בית דין שביבנהAnd you shall come (Deut 17:9):
this includes the court at Yavneh.”33 This has the eﬀect of extending the
law, which might have become irrelevant with the loss of Jerusalem, into
the rabbinic era.
The next pisqa of the Sifre, however, takes a step back by adding that
31. This point is also expressed by t. Sanh. 14:12 and y. Sanh. 11:3 (30a), which similarly
stress teaching others, although they also require that the elder has practiced or will practice
himself. However, Sifre Deut., pisqa 155 (ed. Finkelstein, 207) requires that the judge actually
perform an action against the high court and does not require that he teach: “אשר יעשה—על
( ”מעשה הוא חייב ואינו חייב על הוריהed. Finkelstein, 207). It is possible to explain the end of the Sifre
as “he is not liable if he [only] teaches.” I.e., the Sifre’s case is similar to the case of “הורה ולא
 ”עשה פטורin the Tosefta and Yerushalmi and requires both practicing and teaching. B. Sanh.
88b, on the other hand, holds one liable whether he performs or teaches “ אינו חייב:תנו רבנן
 או שיורה לאחרים ויעשו כהוראתו,עד שיעשה כהוראתו.” See Daniel Sperber, “Sugya ah\at be-masekhet
Horayot,” Sinai 70 (1972): 3 n. 13, for a slightly diﬀerent categorization of these sources.
32. Fraade, From Tradition to Commentary, 85. Italics are in the original.
33. Ed. Finkelstein, 206. “The place that God shall choose” is always assumed by the rabbis to be Jerusalem, and therefore an extra word is required to include any other location.
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only rebellion against the high court in Jerusalem warrants the death penalty: ועשית על פי הדבר על הורית בית דין הגדול שבירושלם חייבים מיתה ואין חייבים מיתה על
“—הורית בית דין שביבנהYou shall act according to the words (Deut 17:10): One is
liable to death for [disobeying] the ruling of the great court in Jerusalem but
one is not liable to death for [disobeying] the ruling of the court at Yavneh.”34
Even though no rabbi was allowed to disobey the majority at Yavneh, the
Yavnean council could not sentence a colleague to death for doing so.35 This
interpretation provides a lower level of authority for the Yavnean court.
The Yerushalmi, however, adds a gloss after quoting this same
midrash, which may oﬀer a slightly diﬀerent explanation: ובאת לרבות בית
 רבי זעירא אומר לשאילה.“—דין שביבנהAnd you shall come: including the court at
Yavneh. R. Zeira says, for an inquiry.”36 That is, if an elder rebels against
a decision made concerning “an inquiry” asked of the Yavneh court,
then that elder is liable to death. However, the Yavneh court itself may
not punish him. Only the Jerusalem court can mete out the punishment,
perhaps so that the punishment will be made more public37 or perhaps
because this law concerns the judicial system of the nation as a whole and
so requires the adjudication at the highest court.38 Either way, the Yerushalmi maintains that the reason one is not liable to death for disobeying
the Yavneh court is not because it has any less authority but only because
that court lacks the means to practically execute the punishment.39 At a
theoretical level, however, the Yavneh court may hold the same authority
and demand the same level of obedience as the high court of Jerusalem.40

34. Sifre Deut., pisqa 154 (ed. Finkelstein, 207).
35. This reading takes the two statements of the Sifre as complementing each other,
not disagreeing. See ibid., 206, comment on line 10, for this reconciliation. It would be incorrect to interpret the second statement to mean that one is not liable in Yavneh and therefore
permitted. It is clear from the next line in that pisqa that a distinction is being made between
 חייבים מיתהand a general prohibition. See more on this below.
36. Y. Sanhedrin 11:3 (29d).
37. M. Sanhedrin 11:4 rules that the rebellious elder is not killed in a local or Yavnean
court but only in the high court in Jerusalem on a festival so that the punishment will be
more public and serve as an example to deter others from doing the same. This is the opinion of R. Akiba, while R. Yehudah, who says one kills him immediately, would presumably
also dispense with the need to bring him to the Jerusalem court. Pene Moshe interprets that
R. Zeira seeks to reconcile the Midrash that includes Yavneh with the opinion of R. Akiba.
38. M. Sanhedrin 1:8 lists many laws that can be decided only by the high court of
seventy-one. A common denominator between these cases is that they all concern national
interests. The law of the rebellious elder, however, is not listed here.
39. Perhaps this is part of a larger reluctance or inability to use the death penalty after
losing national sovereignty. See texts cited by Hammer-Kossoy, “Divine Justice in Rabbinic
Hands: Talmudic Reconstitution of the Penal System,” 14–19. The Romans did not authorize
Jewish courts to mete out the death penalty. See Guttmann, Rabbinic Judaism in the Making,
19–21; and Aharon Oppenheimer, “Jewish Penal Authority in Roman Judaea,” in Jews in a
Graeco-Roman World, ed. Martin Goodman (Oxford: Clarendon, 1998), 181–91.
40. See Finkelstein, Sifra, 5:57. Finkelstein argues that the redaction of Sifre Deuteron-
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We see in the Sifre and the Yerushalmi a move to extend the law of
the rebellious elder, even if only a limited version, to the rabbinic court
at Yavneh. There seems, however, to be an alternate view among the Tannaim. The Bavli version of the midrash, which is also included in Midrash
Tannaim,41 focuses not on the word “—ובאתand come” (v 9) to include
Yavneh, but rather on the words “to the place” (v 8), to exclude any place
but the Temple. B. Sanhedrin 87a reads: “—אל המקום מלמד שהמקום גורםTo the
place, this teaches that the place determines.” Bavli Sanhedrin 14b elaborates further:
, כגון שיצאו למדידת עגלה, מצאן אבית פאגי והמרה עליהן:תניא כוותיה דרב יוסף
 יכול שתהא המראתו המראה—תלמוד לומר וקמת,ולהוסיף על העיר ועל העזרות
.ועלית אל המקום מלמד שהמקום גורם
It was taught in accordance with Rav Yosef: If one found them
[the court] at Beth Page and rebelled against them, for example,
if they went for the measurement for a heifer or to extend a city
or the Temple courts, is it possible that his rebellion is considered a [formal act of] rebellion? The text therefore states, You
shall arise and go to the place, this teaches that the place determines.42
This baraita discusses a case when the high court of Jerusalem itself happens to meet at an alternate location for some reason. In such a case, an act
of rebellion is not only unpunishable but is not considered an act of rebellion at all.43 This baraita ties the power of the court to its location within the
Temple. Therefore, even the same members at a diﬀerent location, and cer-

omy began in Yavneh during the time of Yoh\anan ben Zakkai. This would explain the push
in the Sifre to raise the status of the Yavneh court. The Mekhilta on Debarim may have had
diﬀerent origins and therefore reflected a diﬀerent attitude towards Yavneh. This is impossible to prove, however, without a reliable edition of the Mekhilta. See next paragraph.
41. David Hoﬀmann, Midrasch Tannaim zum Deuteronomium (Berlin: H. Itzkowski,
1909), 102, on Deut 17:8.
42. See parallels in b. Sanh. 87a; b. Sot\ah 45a; and b. >Abod. Zar. 8b.
43. This follows my translation above, which I think follows the Hebrew most literally. By contrast, Soncino (to b. Sot\ah 45a) translates “… it is possible to think that his act of
rebellion is punishable…. This teaches that the place determines [whether the act of rebellion is punishable].” According to this translation, one is prohibited from disobeying the
court even when not at their location but one is not given the death penalty for such action.
According to this explanation, one could reconcile this Midrash with the Sifre. However, this
translation is not faithful to the Hebrew, adding more commentary than is warranted. In any
case, even if one does interpret this baraita as addressing only the punishment aspect of the
law, the rhetorical force of each statement is still significantly diﬀerent. The Sifre goes out of
its way to include Yavneh in a blanket statement and then adds a caveat about the limitation
of the punishment, while the Bavli baraita simply limits the law to Jerusalem with no mention
of Yavneh at all.
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tainly a newly formed court at Yavneh, would not have the same authority
to punish dissenters. By raising the central court to unique authority as if
the location itself provides them with exclusive power, this baraita ironically ends up degrading every other court.
We thus find diﬀerences of opinion in the Tannaitic and Amoraic
sources regarding the application of the law of the rebellious elder to the
court at Yavneh, and perhaps later courts as well.44 The original discussion, as reflected in the Sifre and Yerushalmi baraita, on the one hand, and
Midrash Tannaim and the Bavli baraita, on the other, may reflect tensions by
the Tannaim living after the destruction about the status of Yavneh itself.
However, this issue would not have been relevant in Amoraic times. It
therefore seems significant that the Yerushalmi quotes the Sifre version,
which includes Yavneh, while the Bavli’s baraita excludes any other court
besides that in the chamber of hewn stone.
We do not know whether both interpretations were available to the
redactors of the Talmuds or whether each Talmud already included different versions of the Tannaitic material in their proto-formats. One can
conceive of at least three possibilities for the provenance of the Bavli baraita: (1) The Bavli redactors received a version of the Sifre, ignored it, and
created an artificial “baraita” to counter it. (2) The Bavli redactors received
two Tannaitic traditions and chose the more restrictive versions. (3) The
Bavli redactors received only the baraita that was part of the protosugya.
According to the first two possibilities, one can posit that the redactors of
the Bavli, where multiple practices were tolerated, ignored the version of
the Sifre and Yerushalmi in favor of a restrictive interpretation that relegated the entire law of the rebellious elder to an unrecoverable past and
understood it as significant only for theoretical discussion. According to
the third option, the presence of the restrictive baraita in the Bavli and not
in the Yerushalmi may be based either on an accident of transmission history or on the decision (perhaps subconscious) of Amoraim to prefer this
tradition over the Sifre version. Similarly, we do not know whether the
Yerushalmi redactors had a choice of two alternate traditions or whether
they only received the Sifre version. Thus, we cannot posit with certainty
that the diﬀerence between the two Talmuds is a result of purposeful
redactional choices based on diﬀering attitudes toward diversity. However, having analyzed many examples in previous chapters of this study
of the Talmuds making redactional choices based on their respective views
toward diversity—evidence that relies on explicit statements and on readily evident redactional choices—we propose that this is yet another such
44. For the way the Talmudic discussion plays out in the writings of Maimonides, who
extends the authority of the Sanhedrin, and Nahmanides, who limits it, see Yonason Sacks,
“The Mizvah of ‘Lo Tasur’: Limits and Applications,” Tradition 27, no. 4 (1993): 49–60, and
other essays in that same volume.
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example. Whatever the prehistory of each sugya, it seems significant that
the interpretations found in each Talmud fit into the general pattern of
the Yerushalmi furthering the cause of uniformity by extending the law
of the rebellious elder and the Bavli tolerating diversity by limiting the
same law.

Who Sits on the Court?
The next line of pisqa 153 in the Sifre continues to update the law of
the rebellious elder to fit in with the rabbinic era. Deut 17:9 specifies that
“—הכהנים הלויםthe levitical priests” are to be part of the tribunal. The
Midrash, however, explains that it is preferable to have priests and Levites
on the tribunal, but not necessary:
 מצוה בבית דין שיהיו בו כהנים ולוים יכול מצוה ואם אין בו יהא פסול,אל הכהנים הלוים
. אף על פי שאין בו כהנים ולוים כשר,תלמוד לומר ואל השופט
To the Levitical priests: It is a commandment that a court should
include priests and Levites. Can it be a commandment and if there
are no [priests and Levites] on it is it invalid? The verse teaches,
and to the judge: even if there are no priests and Levites it is valid.45
While priests had some important roles in the courts of the rabbinic
era, their status was greatly diminished from that assumed in the Bible
and Second Temple era.46 It therefore became impractical or anachronistic

45. Sifre Deut., pisqa 153 (ed. Finkelstein, 206). The phrase הכהנים הלוים, which occurs in
several places in Deuteronomy (besides 17:9, it also occurs in 17:18; 18:1; 24:8; 27:9), does
not mean the priests and the Levites but rather “the Levitical priests.” According to Deut
18:6–8, all sons of Levi were eligible to be priests. See Moshe Weinfeld, ed., Debarim, Olam
haTanakh (Tel-Aviv, 1999), 142. The midrash, however, regards priests and Levites as separate categories.
46. The Damscus Document (CD X, 4–7) mentions a requirement that the courts have
“four of the tribe of Levi and Aaron” in each court of ten members. The Temple Scroll (LVII,
11–14) similarly states, “Twelve princes of his people shall be with him [the king of Israel],
and twelve priests and twelve Levites, who shall sit together with him for judgement and
for the law.” A fragment of the Aegyptiaca of Hecataeus of Abdera describes the priests as
“judges in all major disputes.” See Ginzberg, An Unknown Jewish Sect, 48–49; Daniel Tropper, “The Internal Administration of the Second Temple of Jerusalem” (Ph.D. diss., Yeshivah
University, 1970), 123–47; idem, “Bet Din Shel Kohanim,” JQR NS 63, no. 3 (1973): 204–21;
Lawrence Schiﬀman, Sectarian Law in the Dead Sea Scrolls: Courts, Testimony and the Penal Code
(Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1983), 26–27; and Reuven Kimelman, “Ha-’oligarkiah ha-kohanit
ve-talmide ha-h\akhamim bi-tqufat ha-Talmud,” Zion 48, no. 2 (1983): 135–48. M. Ketub. 1:5
and t. Sanh. 4:7 mention a court of priests, and t. Sanh. 7:1 assigns special authority to priests
and Levites in matters of marriage law. M. Sanh. 4:2 also requires that judges in a capital case
be “priests, Levites, or Israelites marriageable to priests.” Rava states in b. Yoma 26a, “You
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to require priests and Levites on every court. The Sifre accordingly deems
their presence optional.
Pisqa 153 then continues by addressing the quality of the judges themselves:
 אמר רבי יוסי הגלילי וכי עלת על דעתך שתלך אצל שופט שאינו,אשר יהיה בימים ההם
.בימיך אלא שופט שהוא כשר ומוחזק באותם הימים
Who will be in those days (Deut 17:9): R. Yose the Galilean said:
Would it occur to you to go before a judge who is not in your own
days! Rather, [this refers to] a judge who is qualified and reputable in those days.47
This Midrash predicts that people in later times will look back with nostalgia to the great judges of old and will consequently not hold their contemporary courts in high esteem. The Midrash therefore grants the courts
of each generation the same high status and encourages the masses to
submit to their authority. This is yet another way in which the Midrash
seeks to have some semblance of the biblical court system continue into
its own days.48

To What Types of Cases
Does the Law Apply?
Another step in the transformation of the biblical law from the context
of a national judicial system to rabbinic controversies involves expanding
it from the realm of civil law to encompass all aspects of halakha. This is
seen most clearly in Sifre 152:
 בין דם נדה לדם יולדת לדם, בין דם לדם. זה הדין, למשפט. זו הלכה, דבר. זו עצה,ממך
 בין נגעי אדם, בין נגע לנגע. בין דיני ממונות לדיני נפשות לדיני מכות, בין דין לדין.זיבה
 זו השקית סוטה, ריבות. אלו ערכים וחרמים והקדשות, דברי.לנגעי בגדים לנגעי בתים
. זה לקט שכחה ופיאה, בשעריך.ועריפת עגלה וטהרת מצורע
“From you”: This refers to counsel.49 “A case”: This refers to a

will not find any rabbinical scholar giving decisions who is not a descendant from the tribe
of Levi or Issachar.” However, even though a remnant of the ancient requirement for priests
to be part of the judicial system still lingers in these rabbinic texts, it remains only a vestige
and never an obligation. See Urbach, The Halakhah, 55–57.
47. Ed. Finkelstein, 206. Cf. b. Roš. Haš. 25b.
48. See similarly in Michael S. Berger, Rabbinic Authority (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 35–37 and 43–49.
49. Fraade, From Tradition to Commentary, 237 n. 52, takes this to mean another person,
an advisor. He is influenced by the Bavli reading, which is discussed below. But the reading
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matter of halakha. “To decide”: This refers to logical inference.
“Between blood and blood”: Between menstrual blood, the blood of
birthing, and the blood of a flux. “Between plea and plea”: Between
cases requiring material punishment, cases requiring capital
punishment, and cases requiring corporal punishment. “Between
stroke and stroke”: Between plagues [of “leprosy”] that aﬀect
humans, and plagues that aﬀect houses, and plagues that aﬀect
clothing. “Matters of ”: These refer to valuations, and devotions,
and consecrations. “Disputes”: This refers to the bitter waters that
the suspected wife is made to drink, the breaking of the heifer’s
neck, and the purification of the leper. “In your courts (lit., gates)”:
This refers to gleanings, the forgotten sheaf, and the corner of the
field.50
Each word of this verse is atomized to include another subject of Jewish
law. This Midrash is also quoted with minor variations as a baraita at the
opening of both the Yerushalmi’s and the Bavli’s discussions on the law
of the rebellious elder.51 Sifre and Yerushalmi say that “—ממךfrom you”
refers to “counsel” so that even nonlegal matters such as advice are also
enforceable by the court. In the Bavli version, the same words refer to a
type of person, “—יועץadvisor,” who, as is explained later in the Bavli, is
an expert on matters of the calendar.52 If this is not a quotation from an
alternative Tannaitic Midrash,53 then it may be part of a larger Bavli strategy to limit the scope of the rebellious elder. Perhaps the Bavli redactors
were too uncomfortable applying capital punishment to the rejection of

here means that one must listen to the court’s advice on any matter, contrasting with matters
of strict halakha, which are inferred in the next term. For  עצהin a similar usage see m. Yebam.
12:6, where the court suggests to a yabbam whether it is proper for him to perform yibbum or
h\alis\a. See also Albeck, Mishnah, Nezikin, 504.
50. Finkelstein, Sifre, 205–6. Translation based on Fraade, From Tradition to Commentary,
84. This section continues the line quoted above, p. 303. At the same time that the Tannaim
limit those who can be given the death penalty for disobeying the high court, i.e., only senior
rabbis, they also expand the jurisdiction of this high court beyond civil cases.
51. Y. Sanh. 11:3 (30a) and b. Sanh. 87a. See comparison in chart 6.2, p. 335. Cf. Sifre
Deut., pisqa 351 (ed. Finkelstein, 408).
52. This is backed up in b. Sanh. 87a by a verse from Nah 1:11, which, besides containing the words  ממךand יעץ, sheds no light on the connection between these words. The meaning of  יועץas “a calendar expert” derives from a similar explanation in b. H|ag. 14a.
53. This same version does appear in Midrash Hag-gadol (ed. Fisch, 5:386) and Midrash
Tannaim (ed. Hoﬀman, 102), however those Midrashim may themselves be citations from the
Bavli and cannot reliably be assumed to represent the original Mekhilta to Deuteronomy.
Another possibility is that originally, even the Bavli read the baraita with עצה. However, after
this was reinterpreted by Rav Papa (b. Sanh. 87a) to mean יועץ, later copyists inserted that
Amoraic interpretation back into the Bavli baraita.
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mere advice from the great court and so interpreted it to refer to calendrical matters.
The Sifre and Bavli versions continue to include “halakha,” presumably ritual laws, and “din,” civil laws. The Yerushalmi version instead adds
“aggada,” which may include all of the stories, parables, and moral sayings
of the rabbis.54 Aggada as well as advice are clearly not the usual grist of
the high court. All of these interpretations serve to transform the original
law from the context of the national judiciary to the context of the beth
midrash.55 Courts typically adjudicate matters of civil, criminal, and family law. In the Sifre’s rereading, however, this institution becomes a legislative body whose jurisdiction encompasses all of Jewish law. Included
are laws from each Seder of Mishnah: Zeraim (Pe<ah), Mo>ed (calendar in
Bavli version), Nashim (Sot\ah), Nezikin (monetary, capital, and corporeal
punishments),56 Qodashim (>Arakin, Temurah), and T\ eharot (Niddah, Zabim,
Nega>im). There is testimony that the Temple court in the decades before 70
c.e. already dealt with various ritual cases,57 but it is unlikely that the court
envisioned by the Bible fulfilled this role. Fraade once again summarizes
the eﬀect of the Sifre:
The overall eﬀect of this dissection and deictic specification is to transform
the supreme tribunal from one that adjudicates diﬃcult cases of intraIsraelite conflict, to one whose primary purpose is to decide between the
conflicting views of the sages in matters of specialized legal exegesis and
diﬀerentiation, especially with regard to proximate legal categories. We
have here what might be thought of as the intellectualization (or rabbinization) of the functions of the central judiciary of Deuteronomy.58

Sifre 154, however, defines the jurisdiction of the court in diﬀerent terms:
 על דברי תורה חייבים מיתה ואין חייבים מיתה על דברי,[ על פי התורה אשר יורוךA]
.סופרים
. מצות עשה,[ ועל המשפט אשר יאמרו לך תעשהB]
. מצות לא תעשה,לא תסור מן התורה אשר יגידו לך
 אפילו מראים בעיניך על ימין שהוא שמאל ועל שמאל שהוא ימין שמע,[ ימין ושמאלC]
.להם
54. Finkelstein, Sifra, 5:61–83, attempts to explain other divergences between the Sifre
and Yerushalmi versions. He argues that the Yerushalmi version derives from a Midrash
from the school of R. Ishmael.
55. Sassoon, Destination Torah, 294, comments, “The baraitha’s inclusion of ritual
should not be attributed to the mention of priests in the passage that it is engaged in elucidating, but rather to the ecclesiastical character of the rabbinic beth din.”
56. To this category should be added the last line of Sifre Deut., pisqa 153, “ודרשת והגידו
( ”לך את דבר המשפט—אלו דקדוקי משפטed. Finkelstein, 207).
57. See the statement of R. S|adoq, who lived during the Second Temple period concerning laws of Miqva<ot in m. >Ed. 7:4. See also m. Pe<ah 2:6, m. Mid. 5:4, and t. Sot\ah 9:1.
58. Fraade, From Tradition to Commentary, 84.
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[A] In accordance with the instruction given to you (Deut 17:11): One
is liable to the death penalty for [disobeying the court regarding]
biblical laws but one is not liable for [disobeying the court regarding] laws of the scribes.
[B] And the ruling handed down to you, you shall act: A positive commandment. You must not deviate from the verdict that they announce
to you: A negative commandment.
[C] To the right or to the left: even if they show you that right is left
and that left is right you must obey them.59
Line A excludes all of rabbinic law from the death penalty. A rebellious
elder presumably still may not rebel against a ruling of the court regarding
a rabbinic law, but such a violation would not warrant the death penalty.60
This creates two levels of possible violation of the law of the rebellious
elder and, by doing so, somewhat weakens its force. The biblical verse
makes no distinction as to whether the court’s ruling is based on a Pentateuchal code or simply a matter of the court’s discretion. All cases, even
those based only on the court’s reasoning and without scriptural proof,
carry the threat of the death penalty in the original law in order to deter
others from disobeying the court, thus upholding its authority. Limiting
the penalty to only biblical laws changes the nature of the entire law of the
rebellious elder. It now takes on a retributive character as an especially
harsh penalty for disobeying biblical laws, which are more serious than
rabbinic laws. The importance of maintaining the authority of the court
for its own sake, no matter what happens to be the substance of their ruling, is diminished.
It is not clear how this Midrash relates to the earlier one in pisqa 152,
which expanded the law of the rebellious elder to include all of civil, criminal, and ritual law. Do these two sections of Midrash represent opposing
Tannaim or are we to assume in reading pisqa 152 that only the portion
of those laws based in the Pentateuch are punishable by death while the
rabbinic amendments are not?61 It is furthermore not clear how lines A
and B relate to line C of pisqa 154. Line B simply reinforces the strength of

59. Ed. Finkelstein, 207.
60. This line comes immediately after the line quoted above, p. 308, that one is only
liable for the death penalty for disobeying the high court in Jerusalem. Since these two lines
share the same structure, “...חייב מיתה ואין חייבין מיתה על...על,” both should be interpreted the
same way as dealing specifically with the application of the death penalty and not the prohibition itself. Contrast this with two lines in Sifre Deut., pisqa 145, which share a diﬀerent
structure, “...חייב ואינו חייב על...על.” That section limits not only the punishment but the entire
prohibition.
61. Shemesh, “Halakha u-nevu’ah,” 925, notes the tension between the two statements
and takes them both as part of the struggle the Tannaim had to uphold their contemporary
courts with authority and at that same time allow for individual intellectual freedom.
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the verse by pointing out that it includes both a positive and a negative
commandment and seems to simply clarify the view in line A. Line C says
even if they say something that is obviously wrong—that right is left—
you must obey. Lines A and B, which limit the law to biblical ordinances,
seem to contradict line C, which expands the law to any teaching of the
court, even an illogical one.62
If lines A and B seem incompatible with line C and pisqa 152, they
outright contradict m. Sanh. 11:3:
חומר בדברי סופרים מבדברי תורה האומר אין תפילין כדי לעבור על דברי תורה פטור
.חמשה טוטפות להוסיף על דברי סופרים חייב
There is a greater stringency regarding teachings of the scribes
than regarding teachings of the Torah. If one says, there is no precept of tefillin, such that a biblical law would be transgressed, he
is exempt. [But, if he rules that the tefillin must contain] five compartments, thus adding to the words of the scribes, he is liable.
Line A of Sifre 154 says that one is liable only regarding biblical laws
and not rabbinic laws while Mishnah says the opposite. The Mishnah
interprets the law as directed specifically toward upholding rabbinic laws,
which lack the same intrinsic authority that Torah laws do and require this
added cautionary measure.63 The Tannaitic texts leave us confused about
whether and how to reconcile these various statements. Fortunately, a
baraita that is found only in the Bavli can help us reconstruct the Tannaitic
scene. B. Sanhedrin 87a reads:
. דברי רבי מאיר, זקן ממרא אינו חייב אלא על דבר שזדונו כרת ושגגתו חטאת:תנו רבנן
. על דבר שעיקרו מדברי תורה ופירושו מדברי סופרים:רבי יהודה אומר
. אפילו דקדוק אחד מדקדוקי סופרים:רבי שמעון אומר
62. For further discussion on the meaning of line C, see below p. 342f.
63. Y. Sanhedrin 11:4 (30a) (=y. Ber. 1:4, 3b) elaborates on this point by citing a number
of Amoraic teachings echoing the promotion of rabbinic law; among them is the following:
רבי בא בר כהן בשם ר׳ יודה בר פזי תדע לך שדברי סופרים חביבין מדברי תורה שהרי רבי טרפון אילו לא
.קרא לא היה עובר אלא בעשה ועל ידי שעבר על דברי בית הלל נתחייב מיתה על שם ופורץ גדר ישכנו נחש
R. Ba bar Kohen [said] in the name of R. Yehudah bar Pazzi: Know that the words
of the scribes are more beloved than the words of the Torah for behold had R.
T\ arfon not recited [the shema] at all he would have only transgressed a positive
commandment, but because he transgressed the words of Beth Hillel he was liable
to death as per the verse, “He who breaches a fence will be bitten by a snake” (Eccl 10:8).
The rabbis consider R. T\ arfon (m. Ber. 1:3) liable to death because of Eccl 10:8. This verse is
used in a similar sense of threatening those who disobey the rabbis in t. H|ul. 2:23, Abot deRabbi Natan B:3 (ed. Schechter, 14), y. Ber. 1:1 (3a) (above, p. 247); b. Šabb. 110a, et al. The goal
of such death threats is to uphold rabbinic law as defined by the majority or mainstream
group of rabbis. This curse acts as a substitute for the judicial process of the rebellious elder
in the absence of legal authority to punish. See further discussion below, p. 326.
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Our rabbis taught: A rebellious elder is liable only for a matter
for which one is liable to karet for purposeful transgression and
a sin-oﬀering for accidental transgression. This is R. Meir’s view.
R. Yehudah said: For a matter whose root is biblical, but whose
interpretation is from the scribes.
R. Shimon said: Even for a single detail from the detailed interpretations of the rabbis.
This baraita should warn us from trying to reconcile all of the various Tannaitic sources because it presents views of Tannaim ranging from one
extreme to the other. Even though this baraita is found only in the Bavli
and not in any Tannaitic source, the first opinion of R. Meir is also found
in Midrash Hag-gadol in the name of Rabbi:64
רבי אומר כי יפלא ממך דבר למשפט כלל בין דם לדם ובין דין לדין ובין נגע לנגע פרט
דברי ריבות חזר וכלל כלל ופרט וכלל ואין אתה דן אלא כעין הפרט מה הפרט מפורש
דבר שחייבין על זדונו כרת ועל שגגתו חטאת אף כל דבר שחייבין על זדונו כרת ועל
.שגגתו חטאת
Rabbi says, “If a matter of judgment is too baﬄing”—a generality,
“between blood and blood, between claim and claim, between wound
and wound”—specifics, “matters of dispute”—another generality.
Whenever one finds a generality, specifics, and a generality one
interprets the generalities to be similar to the specifics. Just as the
specifics list matters for which one is liable to karet for purposeful
transgression and a sin-oﬀering for accidental transgression, so
too [this law applies to] all cases for which one is liable to karet for
purposeful transgression and a sin-oﬀering for accidental transgression.65
This quotation from Midrash Hag-gadol, which Hoﬀman includes in
Midrash Tannaim,66 likely derives from a Tannaitic Midrash. That R. Meir’s
opinion is found in this Midrash argues for the authenticity of the Bavli
baraita.67 R. Meir is even more limiting than line A of Sifre 154. Not only

64. Finkelstein, Sifra, 5:70, suggests that R. Meir is the correct reading in Midrash Tannaim as well since copyists often confused R. Meir with Rabbi. Alternatively, the text may
originally have read דבר אחר, was abbreviated to ד״א, and then the dalet was mistaken for a resh
and then expanded to “Rabbi says.”
65. Shlomo Fisch, Midrash hag-gadol (Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1975), 5:389. It
is not clear why the Midrash assumes that the  פרטsection in the middle contains only laws
whose violation deserves karet/hatt\ a\ t. See Finkelstein, Sifra, 5:70–71, who explains that this
derasha is working oﬀ of an original Midrash from the school of R. Ishmael where only karet
violations are listed.
66. Hoﬀmann, Midrasch Tannaim, 102.
67. None of the opinions in the baraita, except the second (see below, p. 322), are found
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does R. Meir exclude rabbinic laws, he even excludes most biblical laws.
He limits the cases in which the rebellious elder would warrant capital
punishment to some of the most severe biblical laws. These laws number
thirty-six and are listed in m. Ker. 1:1.68 Many of these laws warrant death
by stoning, the most severe form of capital punishment, when performed
on purpose and in the presence of witnesses.69 Thus, if an elder disobeyed
the court and performed work on Shabbat, his punishment for that violation itself (stoning) would be greater than his violation by the law of the
rebellious elder whose punishment is only strangulation. The punishment
of the rebellious elder would apply only when the elder taught others
a permissive law that he did not perform himself.70 R. Meir’s opinion is
therefore the most retributive. An elder is liable to death only for performing (or teaching) a law whose penalty is often death in any case.

elsewhere as Amoraic sayings. Since the baraita quotes such far-ranging opinions, it has no
obvious agenda that could indicate that some Amora or Stam composed it and then ascribed
to it Tannaitic authority. The baraita therefore seems to be an authentic remnant from a Tannaitic Midrash such as Mekhilta to Deuteronomy.
68. This category is also used as a limitation in the context of Horayot: “A court is not
liable until they rule in a matter that is punishable by karet if done on purpose and requires
a sin-oﬀering if by mistake” (m. Hor. 2:3). The connection to Horayot is made explicit in b.
Sanh. 87a:
 וכתיב התם ונעלם דבר מעיני, כי יפלא ממך דבר למשפט: כתיב הכא, דבר דבר,מאי טעמא דרבי מאיר? גמר
 אף כאן דבר שחייב על זדונו כרת ועל שגגתו, מה להלן דבר שחייב על זדונו כרת ועל שגגתו חטאת.הקהל
.חטאת
What is the derivation of R. Meir? He learns dabar dabar. It is written here, “If a case
(dabar) is too baﬄing for you to decide” (Deut 17:8), and it is written there, “And the
matter (dabar) escapes the notice of the congregation” (Lev 4:13). Just as there [the law
applies to] a matter for which one is liable to karet for purposeful transgression and
a sin-oﬀering for accidental transgression, so too here [the law applies to] a matter
for which one is liable to karet for purposeful transgression and a sin-oﬀering for
accidental transgression.
In fact, a similar gezerah shavah is used in t. Hor. 1:7 and b. Hor. 4a where  דברin both paragraphs teaches that just as in the rebellious elder, one is only liable for transgressing part of
a law but not the whole of it (which is never mentioned in context of rebellious elder), so too
in cases of a mistaken court. It is interesting that these cases are viewed as being similar even
though they are actually on opposite sides of the table; in Horayot the court is mistaken while
the rebellious elder wrongly disobeys a court’s valid decision. While b. Sanh. 87a derives the
category for the rebellious elder from Horayot, Midrash Hag-gadol (ed. Fisch, 5:389) derives it
within the context of the rebellious elder and without reference to Horayot. Sifra, H|oba, parasha 1, parshata 1:7 (ed. Finkelstein, 2:120), on the other hand, derives the category for Horayot
from within its own context without reference to the rebellious elder. For more on the relationship between the two sets of laws see the next chapter, esp. p. 364 n. 66.
69. See m. Sanh. 7:4.
70. B. Sanhedrin 88b similarly asks, “if he acts according to his ruling he is already liable
to death and now he is [again] liable to death?” This question assumes the opinion of R. Meir,
even though that is not stated.
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B. Sanhedrin 87a-88a already questions the relationship between R.
Meir and the Midrash found in Sifre 152. While the solution is a feat of
“stupendous eﬀort and virtuosity,”71 it is patently not the plain meaning
of the Midrash. By forcing Sifre 152 into R. Meir’s definition, the Bavli
greatly limits the number of cases included in the law of the rebellious
elder and muﬄes the rhetorical force of Sifre 152, which is to expand the
law into all cases. As we will see below, this is only one of several ways in
which the Bavli limits the applicability of the rebellious elder.72
At the other extreme of R. Meir is the view of R. Shimon that every
jot and tittle of rabbinic law is included: אפילו דקדוק אחד מדקדוקי סופרים.73 In
this view, the law of the rebellious elder is not retributive, for why should
one be liable to death for violating a minor rabbinic decree. Rather, the
purpose of the law is to uphold the authority of the court/rabbis no matter what they say. Punishment of even, and especially, the most minor
of misdemeanors sends a strong signal to deter any other disobedience
of the rabbis’ decision. R. Shimon is rhetorically closest to line C of Sifre
154, which even adds cases where the rabbis teach something that seems
illogical.
R. Yehudah adopts a middle opinion, which explains that the purpose of the law of the rebellious elder is to uphold the rabbis’ authority
to interpret Scripture. The second example given in m. Sanh. 11:3, of five
t\ot\afot in the tefillin, fits into this category of a rabbinic interpretation of
something based in Scripture.74 The first example, “one who says there is
no precept of tefillin” could refer to those who, like Rashbam, interpret the
biblical verses figuratively, that we should keep these words in mind, and
not that we physically bind them on our body.75 The literal interpretation,
which requires physical tefillin, is not unique to the rabbis since it was so

71. Sassoon, Destination Torah, 294.
72. One could argue that the Bavli’s extended exercise to explain Sifre 152 according
to R. Meir does not reveal any ideological agenda but is rather an attempt to reconcile differing opinions or simply a mechanical exercise to display virtuosity. However, as mentioned above in n. 70, a sugya found later in the Bavli still assumes the position of R. Meir,
which suggests that the Bavli’s redactors accept his opinion, at least to some degree. If so,
the attempt to explain Sifre 152 according to R. Meir indicates support for his opinion rather
than simply an exercise in reconciliation. See also below, p. 333 n. 117. The term תרגמא/תרגמה/
 מתרגםis found dozens of times in the Bavli to reconcile contradictory sources by “translating”
or reinterpreting one of the sources to fit with the other. See Wilhelm Bacher, `Erkhe midrash
(Jerusalem: Karmi’el, 1969), 2:320–22. The choice of which source to reinterpret and how
extensively this explanation changes the prior understanding of the law must surely reflect
some vision as to which is deemed preferable, rather than simply a mechanical reconciliation. However, the usage of this term requires further study.
73. A similar phrase is found in t. Demai 2:5 in the context of a convert who, according
to one opinion, must accept every jot and tittle of halakha.
74. See b. Sanh. 88b.
75. R. Shmuel ben Meir (ca. 1085–ca. 1174) on Exod 13:9.
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interpreted by such prerabbinic groups as the Samaritans and the Dead
Sea sect as well as the Letter of Aristeas (line 159), Philo, and Josephus (Ant.
4.8.13).76 In b. Sanh. 33b and b. Hor. 4a, the Talmud uses Sadducean interpretation as the barometer for what is explicit in the biblical text.77 Assuming that the Sadducees did wear tefillin, one who denies this precept does
not violate rabbinic law but the literal meaning of a biblical verse.78
The view that tefillin must contain five to\ t\afot may simply be a theoretical example, or it may refer to an actual sectarian view. Although the tefillin found among the Dead Sea scrolls contain either one or four compartments, like the rabbinic tefillin, it is interesting that the sect included more
biblical passages than are prescribed by the rabbis.79 Maintaining five
t\ot\afot may refer to this or similar practices.80 If so, the aim of the law of the
rebellious elder in the view of some Tannaim may be to reign in sectarian
deviations among the rabbis. Explicit biblical laws have intrinsic authority
accepted by all on account of their presence in Scripture. It is the rabbinic
interpretation of Scripture, however, which was hotly contested by various detractors. The category set out by R. Yehudah lends itself to issues
subject to controversy between the rabbis and other sects. The Mishnah
has a similar polemical tone. The Mishnah, therefore, may very well represent the opinion of R. Yehudah.
Furthermore, if we assume that the entire pericope of Sifre concerning
the rebellious elder (pisqa’ot 152–155) is an integrated unit from the hand
of one author or school, then we can reconcile both pisqa’ot 152 and 154
lines A and C with the opinion of R. Yehudah. Line A does not deal with
explicit laws in the Torah, which the rabbis would not have the power to
contradict, but rather with rabbinic definitions of the biblically based law.81
If line C is not merely exaggerated rhetoric, it seems to contend that even
if the rabbis teach an illogical or nonliteral explanation of a biblical commandment, one must still follow their ruling.82 Similarly, pisqa 152 only
means to spell out the range of topics included within the law of the rebel76. See Albeck, Mishnah, Nezikin, 459; Naomi Cohen, “Philo’s Tefillin,” World Congress
for Jewish Studies 9A (1986): 199–206; and John Bowman, “An Arabic Hijab Manuscript and
Jewish and Samaritan Phylacteries,” Abr-Nahrain 32 (1994): 53–56.
77. See below, p. 341.
78. See Hirsh Mendel Pineles, Darkah shel Torah (Vienna, 1861), 20.
79. There are also one or two tefillin with three compartments but none with five. See
Yigal Yadin, “Tefillin shel rosh me-Qumran,” Erez Israel 9 (1969): 76, and Yehudah Cohn, Tangled Up in Text: Tefillin and the Ancient World (Providence, RI: Brown Judaic Studies, 2008), 56.
80. See further in Jacob Mann, “Changes in the Divine Service of the Synagogue Due
to Religious Persecutions,” Hebrew Union College Annual 4, nos. 241–310 (1927): 289–99; however, Cohn, Tangled, 130, disagrees.
81. Shemesh, “Halakha u-nevu’ah,” 928, suggests that R. Yehudah’s opinion, as quoted
in the Talmuds, is meant to reconcile the Mishnah with the Sifre.
82. Y. Horayot 1:1 (45d) has a version of line C that states the reverse. We will analyze
the laws of Horayot and their relationship to the rebellious elder in the next chapter.
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lious elder, even though only the rabbinic interpretations of those biblical
laws would be punishable.83 However, even if we can reconcile some of
the various texts in terms of their practical implications, it is clear that they
each serve a diﬀerent rhetorical purpose.
To sum up the Tannaitic opinions, R. Meir and Midrash Tannaim are at
one extreme, putting the greatest limitations on the law of the rebellious
elder, who is punished only for teaching against the court in very serious
cases. At the other extreme is R. Shimon, who puts no limitations on the
type of case for which the rebellious elder can be punished. Even a detail
of rabbinic law must be defended in order to uphold the authority of the
central court. In the middle is the opinion of R. Yehudah, who sets forth
two conditions: a case must be based in the Torah so that it meets a minimum threshold of severity, but it also must depend on rabbinic interpretation. Other statements seem to agree, more or less, with R. Yehudah. The
examples presented in m. Sanh. 11:3 fit into the conditions of R. Yehudah.
Sifre 154 line A emphasizes the first condition while line C and the Mishnah stress the second. All opinions except R. Meir seem to agree with Sifre
152 that the court is not limited only to civil and criminal cases but has
authority to decide all matters of Jewish praxis.
The opinions of R. Yehudah and R. Shimon reflect another example of
how the original biblical law has undergone a rabbinic transformation. If
the original law upheld the court’s authority to interpret biblical laws, R.
Yehudah reinterprets it to apply to the authority of the rabbis to interpret
biblical law—ופירושו מדברי סופרים. R. Shimon expands the law to all rabbinic
enactments and uses a similar phrase: דקדוקי סופרים. The Mishnah focuses
the rabbinic aspect of the law with even greater emphasis than the other
formulations by specifically excluding  דברי תורהand including, once again,
דברי סופרים. These formulations suggest a polemical antisectarian motive.
Extending the law into the realm of rabbinic law bolsters the authority of the rabbinic majority while at the same time suppressing minority
opinion. The law no longer applies to a defiant litigant, but to a learned
elder who disagrees with the mainstream rabbinic opinion. This might be
a fellow rabbi with a minority position, a member of a nonrabbinic sect,
or perhaps someone on the border of the two camps. In any case, the Tannaitic sources show a certain discomfort with allowing any rabbi or wise
elder to decide halakha against the majority. It is improbable that there

83. The medieval commentators suggest various strategies to reconcile or choose
between the Mishnah, Sifre 152, R. Meir, and R. Yehudah. See Tosafot b. Sanh. 88b, s.v.
 ;ואיןNissim Gerondi, Hidushe ha-Ran: masekhet Sanhedrin (Jerusalem: Mosad ha-Rav Kook,
2003), 570–77; Rambam, Mishneh Torah, hilkhot mamrim, 4:2, and commentators ad loc.; and
the heated correspondence between R. Meir Abulafia and the rabbis of Lunel reprinted in
Shalom Yungerman, Qobes\ shit\ot qama’e: masekhet Sanhedrin (Zikhron Ya>aqov: ha-Makhon
le-Hosa’at Sefarim ve-Kitve Yad she-leyad ha-Merkaz le-Hinukh Torani: 2007), 1,466–68.
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existed a Sanhedrin with the power to inflict capital punishment at any
time during the Tannaitic period,84 and so this law was not meant to be
practical. Nevertheless, this reinterpretation of the law, even if only theoretical, reflects a desire on the part of the Tannaim to allow for freedom of
debate but limit diversity of practice.
Turning to the Amoraic treatment of this issue, the Yerushalmi (Sanh.
11:4, 30b) cites the words of R. Yehudah85 but in the name of R. Hoshaiah
and elaborates on them:
רבי בא רבי יוחנן בשם רבי הושעיה אינו חייב עד שיורה בדבר שעיקרן מדברי תורה
ופירושו מדברי סופרים כגון הנבילה כגון השרץ שעיקרן מדברי תורה ופירושן מדברי
סופרין
אמר רבי זעירא לעולם אינו חייב עד שיכפור ויורה בדבר שעיקרו מדברי תורה ופירושו
מדברי סופרין כגון נבילה וכגון שרץ שעיקרן מדברי תורה ופירושן מדברי סופרים והוא
שיגרע ויוסיף בדבר שהוא מגרע והוא מוסיף
R. Ba [said in the name of] R. Yoh\anan in the name of R. Hoshaiah:
“One is not liable until he rules in a matter whose root is biblical
and whose interpretation is from the scribes such as carrion and
such as reptiles whose root is biblical and whose interpretation is
from the scribes.”
R. Zeira said: “He will never be held liable until he denies and
rules on a matter whose root is biblical and whose interpretation
is from the scribes such as carrion and such as reptiles whose root
is biblical and whose interpretation is from the scribes provided
that he diminishes or adds in a matter that he will diminish and
he will add.”
R. Zeira adds another requirement on top of that of R. Hoshaiah, that the
rebellious elder should add to or diminish from the law in a way that
will cause the law to be both augmented and reduced. R. Zeira seemingly
wishes to exclude a case where the rebellious elder adds a requirement
that does not impinge on any previous definition of the law. Such a rul-

84. See references above, p. 7 n. 21.
85. Significantly, besides this statement based on the view of R. Yehudah (who is not
cited by name in the Yerushalmi), the Yerushalmi only cites the expansive views presented
by Sifre 152. The Yerushalmi also adds a whole section here praising the value of rabbinic
law as more beloved than biblical law in order to bolster m. Sanh. 11:3, and thereby R. Yehudah’s opinion as well. The Yerushalmi, however, does not include the limiting opinions of
R. Meir and those found in Sifre 154 and Midrash Tannaim. While one cannot prove that the
Yerushalmi knew of these sources and purposely omitted them, it is nevertheless noteworthy
that all of the most limiting opinions are not found in the Yerushalmi. Perhaps these traditions were unwittingly repressed over time in the Yerushalmi’s environment that demanded
halakhic uniformity and sought an expansive view of the law of the rebellious elder. See,
however, R. Zeira in the next paragraph who limits the law of rebellious elder in a diﬀerent
way.
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ing would not threaten the authority of the majority. Only if the elder’s
addition in some way conflicts with and diminishes the majority opinion is he liable. The Talmud continues to discuss which specific cases
would fall into this category and ends up with instances within the laws
of impurity of carrion and creeping things, the size of a leporous spot,
tefillin, and mezuzah.86 Presumably other cases can also be found to fit the
criteria. While the Yerushalmi thus greatly limits the law of the rebellious
elder, the Bavli contains a parallel sugya that almost eliminates the law
altogether. B. Sanhedrin 88b states:
 אינו חייב אלא על דבר שעיקרו מדברי תורה ופירושו:אמר רבי אלעזר אמר רבי אושעיא
 ואין לנו אלא תפילין אליבא דרבי. ואם הוסיף גורע, ויש בו להוסיף,מדברי סופרים
.יהודה
R. Eleazar said in R. Oshaia’s name: He is liable only for a matter
whose root is biblical and whose interpretation is from the scribes
and one can add to it in such a way that the addition will be a subtraction. The only precept we have [that fulfills these conditions]
is tefillin. This follows R. Yehudah.
R. Eleazar’s wording is obviously a variation of R. Zeira but is not
identical.87 R. Eleazar requires that the rebellious elder argues with a rabbinic interpretation of a biblical law that is quantifiable such that by adding to it one nullifies it. An anonymous gloss adds that this follows the
opinion of R. Yehudah and that tefillin is the only possible case that fits
these requirements.88 The sugya continues to suggest other possible cases
such as lulav and fringes, but they are all rejected. R. Eleazar’s requirement seems almost arbitrary. He seems to require that the elder does not
simply oﬀer an alternate to the court’s explanation, but that he actually
undermines them by changing a quantity that they have specified and that
is an intrinsic part of the commandment. Whatever the reasoning is, it is
significant that the Bavli limits the entire law of the rebellious elder to the
one case that it must include since it is the example given in the Mishnah.
This sugya eﬀectively writes the law out of existence and curbs the possibility for Babylonian Amoraim to use the law against their cantankerous
colleagues.

86. Disagreement about the distribution of oil in a thanksgiving oﬀering and the
length of fringes do not qualify.
87. In the Bavli, R. Eleazar quotes in the name of R. Oshaia, who is the same as R.
Hoshaiah in the Yerushalmi, the author of the statement before R. Zeira.
88. This gloss does not seem to be a continuation of R. Eleazar’s statement since it
is not found in R. Zeira’s words in the parallel Yerushalmi. Also, R. Eleazar’s statement is
entirely in Hebrew and the gloss contains Aramaic ()אליבא.
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Rav Kahana, in another Bavli sugya, limits the law of the rebellious
elder in yet another way. B. Sanhedrin 88a relates a dispute:
 הוא אומר, הוא אומר מפי השמועה והן אומרין מפי השמועה אינו נהרג:אמר רב כהנא
 וכל שכן הוא אומר מפי השמועה והן.כך הוא בעיני והן אומרין כך הוא בעינינו אינו נהרג
. עד שיאמר כך הוא בעיני והן אומרים מפי השמועה,אומרין כך הוא בעינינו אינו נהרג
89
. שהרי לא הרגו את עקביא בן מהללאל,תדע
 כדי, והן אומרין כך הוא בעינינו נהרג, אפילו הוא אומר מפי השמועה:ורבי אלעזר אומר
 מפני מה לא הרגו את עקביא בן מהללאל? מפני: ואם תאמר.שלא ירבו מחלוקות בישראל
.שלא הורה הלכה למעשה
Rav Kahana said: If he says, “[I base my ruling] on tradition,”
and they [the judges of the court] say “[We base our ruling] on
tradition,” he is not executed. If he says, “Thus it appears to me,”
and they say, “Thus it appears to us,” he is not executed. All the
more so, if he says, “[I base it] on tradition,” and they say, “Thus
it appears to us,” he is not executed. He is executed only when he
says, “Thus it appears to me,” and they say, “[We base our ruling]
on tradition.” The proof is that they did not execute Akavia ben
Mahalalel.
R. Eleazar said: Even if he says. “[I base my ruling] on tradition,”
and they say, “Thus it appears to us,” he is executed, so that division should not spread in Israel. And if you should argue, “Why
did they not execute Akavia ben Mahalalel?”, [I would answer]
because he did not issue a law to be put into practice.
Rav Kahana says that the rebellious elder is not killed as long as he argues
his case from equal footing, be it from tradition or his own reasoning.
Even if the elder bases his opinion on his own subjective rationale, but the
court also has no received tradition, he is not killed since they are both on
equal ground. This limitation completely undermines the nature of the
original law. If the biblical law is meant to uphold the authoritative status
of the court, then it should make no diﬀerence on what their or the elder’s
opinion is based. It is illogical to think that the court could allow anyone to
disobey it as long as the dissenter claims to have a received tradition. This
would lead to anarchy in a national judicial system. Rather, Rav Kahana
clearly has in mind the world of the beth midrash. When the rabbis are
disputing an issue, various kinds of arguments hold diﬀerent weight. A
received tradition about an issue holds more validity than an individual
rabbi’s subjective outlook. If both sides of an argument have a received
tradition, then no matter how many rabbis heard one side or the other, as
long as the minority knows that its position is based on a reliable tradition,

89. See the discussion of Akavia above, pp. 274–76.
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they need not cede. No majority can disqualify an authentic tradition.
Similarly, if both sides use their own logic, then the majority cannot claim
to have better logic than the minority. Even if a national court attempts to
recover the traditional halakha, its ultimate purpose is to issue a law that
it can impose on the nation regardless of the law’s “truth.” The goal of the
beth midrash, on the other hand, at least according Rav Kahana, is to arrive
at truth. Truth cannot be decided by a vote but is rather determined by the
best sources and arguments. Therefore, only if the majority has the force
of tradition behind it can they force an individual’s subjective rationale to
bend to their will.90
R. Eleazar takes the opposite extreme, arguing that the basis for each
position makes no diﬀerence. The minority must always bow to the majority “in order that dissention should not proliferate in Israel.” R. Eleazar
maintains uniformity of practice as the highest value above arriving at
truth or preserving tradition. The final conclusion of the Stam (perhaps
based on a majority vote) is that uniformity wins out, lest sectarianism
begin to spread. This leads into the next sugya, which, quoting t. Sanh.
7:1, contrasts the glory days before Beth Shammai and Beth Hillel when
there was uniformity with later times when the Torah has become two.91
However, even though Rav Kahana’s extreme position is rejected in practice, his view may still represent an important theoretical basis for the
Bavli’s more tolerant agenda. Rav Kahana does not simply limit the cases
in which the law of the rebellious elder applies; he undermines its theoretical basis, namely that the high court has ultimate authority. He argues
instead that the court, or the majority, holds authority only to the extent
that it can achieve the truth based on received tradition.

Rebellious Elder in Talmudic Narratives
Based on the extensive discussion of the rebellious elder in the eleventh chapter of Sanhedrin, we might expect it to come up again in various
discussions throughout the Talmud in relation to the many controversies
between majority and minority practices found therein. Surprisingly, however, the term  זקן ממראoccurs in only a handful of halakhic discussions,92
and there is no recorded case of anyone killed as a rebellious elder even
though there were surely many people who did not listen to the ruling
90. According to Rav Kahana, the weight of the majority also must be factored in since
an individual with a tradition cannot subdue the logic of the majority. Perhaps a tradition
remembered by only one person loses some of its reliability and therefore is on the same
footing as the majority’s rationale.
91. See above, pp. 303–4.
92. Y. Sot\ah 4:2 (19c) (and parallels in y. Sanh. 8:6 [26b]; b. Sot\ah 25a and b. Sanh. 88b); b.
Sanh. 14b (quoted above, p. 309, and see parallels there in n. 42); b. Sanh. 16a; and b. Hor. 4a.
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of the rabbinic majority. There are, to be sure, stories of dissident rabbis
being excommunicated93 or cursed;94 excommunication in rabbinic times
replaces the death penalty.95 The term  זקן ממראitself, however, is used in
a narrative only twice in the Yerushalmi and never in the Bavli.96 In both
Yerushalmi stories, one rabbi threatens to brand a colleague as a rebellious
elder. One narrative concerns the laws of yibbum and is found in y. Yebam.
10:4 (11a):
יבמה שנישאת בלא חליצה
רבי ירמיה אמר זה חולץ וזה מקיים
רבי יודה בר פזי בשם רבי יוחנן תצא
רבי יוסי בשם רבי הילא תצא
רבי יוסי שאיל לרבי פינחס היך סבר רבי אמר ליה כרבי ירמיה אמר ליה חזור בך דלא
כן אני כותב עליך זקן ממרא
If a widow without children [who is obligated to perform levirate
marriage] marries without h\alis\a:
R. Yirmiah says, this one [the surviving brother] performs h\alis\a
and this one [her husband] remains.
R. Yehudah bar Pazzi [says] in the name of R. Yoh\anan, she must
divorce [her husband].
R. Yose [says] in the name of R. Hila, she must divorce.
R. Yose asked R. Pinh\as, “What does the master think?” He told
him, “In accordance with R. Yirmiah.” He said to him, “Retract,
for if not, I will write that you are a rebellious elder.”97
In a discussion on one detail of the laws of yibbum, R. Yirmiah takes a
lenient position regarding a widow who believed she was free to marry
another man but after remarrying found out that she was obligated to
perform yibbum. R. Yirmiah allows her to perform h\alis\a whenever she
finds out her yibbum obligation and remain married to her second hus93. B. Sanhedrin 88a does ask why Akavia ben Mahalalel was not killed (presumably as
a rebellious elder). See above, p. 324.
94. See above, p. 316 n. 63.
95. See Hammer-Kossoy, “Divine Justice in Rabbinic Hands,” 434; and Steinmetz, “Distancing and Bringing Near,” 53 n. 14. Y. Sanhedrin 8:6 (26b) distinguishes between two stages
of punishment for the rebellious elder, “זקן ממרא הדא דתימר שלא להורגו אבל להחזירו לא היו מחזירין אותו
[—למקומוThe statement that] the rebellious elder [can be forgiven] is only stated to mean that
we do not execute him, but we still do not return him to his position.” Before the elder is
killed, he is first removed from his place. This likely refers to some type of excommunication.
96. Gray, Talmud in Exile, 114, makes the same observation: “Of seven occurrences of
the term  זקן ממראin the Bavli, none involves one sage using the term against another, while
of six occurrences of the phrase in the Yerushalmi there are four occurrences (two stories and
their parallels) in which one sage uses the term against another.”
97. The sugya is copied in y. Git\. 8:6 (49c) but is original here. See Lieberman, Tosefta
ki-fshut\ah, 6:112, to t. Yebam. 11:7
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band, while his colleagues state that the second husband must divorce
her. The stringent colleagues are R. Yoh\anan and R. Hila, second- and
third-generation Palestinian Amoraim, who are quoted by their students
R. Yehudah bar Pazzi and R. Yose, third- and fourth-generation Amoraim.
R. Yirmiah himself is contemporary with these students. R. Yose, who just
reported the stringent view in the name of R. Hila, then turns to his contemporary, R. Pinh\as, to inquire concerning his opinion. When R. Pinh\as
agrees with R. Yirmiah, R. Yose commands him to retract under the threat
of being named a rebellious elder.98 We are not informed what the consequences of this would be, perhaps excommunication, perhaps less formal
social ostracism. We are also not told whether or not R. Pinh\as retracted
his opinion. However, a similar story is reported in y. >Abod. Zar. 2:8 (41d)
(=y. Šabb. 1:4, 3d) in which the threat is reported to have worked:
מי אסר את השמן
רב יהודה אמר דניאל אסרו וישם דניאל על לבו וגו׳
...ומי התירו ר׳ התירו ובית דינו
רבי אחא רבי תנחום בר חייה בשם רבי חנינה ואמרי לה בשם ר׳ יהושע בן לוי שהיו עולין
99
להר המלך ונהרגין עליו
יצחק בר שמואל בר מרתא נחת לנציבין אשכח שמלאי הדרומי יתיב דרש רבי ובית דינו
100
התירו בשמן
 רב לא קביל עליה מיכול101שמואל אכל
אמר ליה שמואל אכול דלא כן אנא כתב עליך זקן ממרא
אמר ליה עד דאנא תמן אנא ידע מאן ערר עליה שמלאי הדרומי
אמר ליה מר בשם גרמיה לא בשם רבי יודן נשייא אטרח עלוי ואכל
Who forbade the oil [of Gentiles]?
Rav Yehudah said, Daniel forbade it: Daniel resolved [not to defile
himself with the king’s food or the wine he drank] (Dan 1:8).
98. The opinion of R. Yirmiah is rejected not because he opposed m. Yebam. 10:3. That
Mishnah follows the opinion of R. Akiba while the sages disagree (see t. Yebam. 11:7, quoted
in the continuation of the Yerushalmi sugya). Rather, R. Yirmiah interprets the opinion of the
sages diﬀerently from his colleagues. The sages say that the children from the second marriage are not mamzerim. R. Yirmiah interprets this liberally to mean that the marriage is legitimate and she may remain married. His colleagues say that the children are not mamzerim
because the prohibition of marrying another while under the obligation of yibbum is less
severe (only a negative prohibition), but her second marriage is still illegal and she must be
divorced. See Pene Moshe; b. Yebam. 92a; Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Nashim, Hilkhot Yibbum
3:19; and Lieberman, ibid.
99. Pene Moshe explains that Rabbi permitted the oil of gentiles because Jews would risk
their lives to gather olives from the king’s mountain in order to make their own oil and were
sometimes killed there.
100. T. >Abod. Zar. 4:11. See further below, n. 106.
101. Ms. Leiden reads אבל, which must be a simple scribal error. See Sussman, Talmud
Yerushalmi, 1391, line 44. Cf. Gray, Talmud in Exile, 108 n. 27, who also suggests emending this
phrase based on the parallel in y. Šabb. 1:4 (3d). Ms. Leiden also adds  אמרat the beginning of
this line, but Sussman, ibid., suggests that it be omitted.
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And who permitted it? Rabbi and his court permitted it.…
R. Ah\a, R. Tanh\um bar H|iyya [said] in the name of R. H|aninah,
and some say in the name of R. Yehoshua b. Levi, they were
ascending to the king’s mountain and were being killed on it.99
Isaac bar Shmuel bar Marta went down to Nisibis. He found Simlai the Southerner sitting and expounding: Rabbi and his court
permitted oil [of Gentiles].100
Shmuel ate [oil of Gentiles]; Rav did not accept upon himself [permission] to eat.
Shmuel said to him [Rav], “Eat, for if you do not do so, I shall
write that you are a rebellious elder.”
He [Rav] said to him, “When I was there [in Palestine], I learned
that Simlai the Southerner rejected it [the prohibition against oil
of Gentiles].”
He [Shmuel] said to him, “Did the master [Simlai] say this in his
own name? Did he not cite it in the name of R. Yehudah the Patriarch?” He [Shmuel] badgered him about it until he [Rav] ate.

R. Yehudah says that the origin of a prohibition against using the oil of
Gentiles goes back to Daniel. However, Rabbi and his court subsequently
allowed it.102 Rav wanted to stick with the stringency. Rav, it seems, was
generally stringent in this area as seen in the continuation of the sugya,
“ —אמר רבי יוסי בי רבי בון והדא מן חמירתא דרב רב נחת לתמן חמתון מקללין וחמר עליהוןR.
Yose b. R. Bon said: This is one of the stringencies of Rav. Rav went down
[to Babylonia], saw they were lenient, and issued stringencies on them.”
Apparently, Palestinians were generally stricter in laws regarding separation from Gentiles than were the Babylonians. In fact, Isaac bar Shmuel bar
Marta learns that Rabbi’s court permitted it only when he traveled to Nisibis in Babylonia. This could explain why Shmuel, the Babylonian, permitted while Rav, though also a Babylonian, seems to have taken on certain
stringencies during his studies in Palestine, which he then imported to
Babylonia.
While there is no surprise that Rav and Shmuel should argue on a
halakhic matter, what is striking in this sugya is the confrontation at the
end of the sugya. Shmuel commands Rav to eat from the oil of Gentiles
and threatens to “write” (an edict?) that Rav is a rebellious elder if he
does not concede. Once again, this threat probably involves social ostracism rather than a formal indictment. Rav protests that the source of the

102. This sugya states twice that Rabbi’s court allowed oil. The second is from Simlai
in Nisibis. The first is at the beginning of the sugya but it is not clear if that is an anonymous
statement or a continuation of Rav Yehudah’s words after an interjection by an anonymous
questioner. If the latter, then both this statement and that of Simlai have their provenance in
Babylonia.
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permissive law is Simlai himself, not Rabbi. Shmuel counters that Simlai
only reported what Rabbi enacted. Perhaps Shmuel is so adamant in this
case because Rabbi’s authority itself is at stake. Although unstated, Rav
may have held onto this stringency in order to send a message that Rabbi
had no right to undo an ancient prohibition.103 Unlike the story in y. Yebam.
10:4 (11a), this story provides us with a conclusion. Shmuel continued to
insist and Rav finally gave in and ate.104 Also unlike the story at y. Yebam.
10:4 (11a), this story has a revealing parallel at b. >Abod. Zar. 35b-36a:105
 אטו כולי. זליפתן של כלים טמאים אוסרתן: ושמואל אמר, דניאל גזר עליו: רב אמר:שמן
. זליפתן של כלים אסורין אוסרתן,עלמא אוכלי טהרות נינהו? אלא
 היינו דכי אתא, בשלמא לדידי דאמינא זליפתן של כלים אסורין אוסרתן:א״ל שמואל לרב
 שמן ר׳ יהודה ובית: דריש רבי שמלאי בנציבין,רב יצחק בר שמואל בר מרתא ואמר
 נותן טעם לפגם מותר; אלא לדידך דאמרת דניאל: קסבר106,דינו נמנו עליו והתירוהו
 אין בית דין יכול לבטל: דניאל גזר ואתא רבי יהודה הנשיא ומבטל ליה? והתנן,גזר עליו
107
?דברי בית דין חבירו אלא א״כ גדול הימנו בחכמה ובמנין
. שמלאי לודאה קא אמרת? שאני לודאי דמזלזלו:א״ל
. איכסיף, אשלח ליה:א״ל
 וישם דניאל על לבו אשר לא יתגאל: אנן לא דרשינן? והכתיב, אם הם לא דרשו:אמר רב
 אחד משתה יין ואחד משתה, בשתי משתאות הכתוב מדבר108.בפת בג המלך וביין משתיו
.שמן
 על לבו שם ולכל ישראל לא: ושמואל סבר, על לבו שם ולכל ישראל הורה:רב סבר
.הורה
Regarding oil [of gentiles], Rav said: Daniel decreed against it.
But Shmuel said: The residue of impure vessels prohibits it. Does
everyone eat only pure food? Rather, the residue of prohibited
vessels prohibits it.

103. In fact, the next line of the sugya wonders how Rabbi could have permitted what
a greater court prohibited.
104. It is interesting to compare Shmuel’s insistence with Rav’s tolerance in a similar
case found a few lines after this one (y. >Abod. Zar. 2:8, 42a): “תורמוסין שלהן מה הן רבי אוסר גניבה
—מתיר אמר רבי אני זקן והוא זקן אני עלת על ליבי לאסור והוא עלת על דעתו להתירLupines of Gentiles, what is
their status? Rabbi prohibits, Geniva permits. Rabbi said, ‘I am an elder and he is an elder,
I decided in my heart to prohibit and he decided in his mind to permit.’” Although ms.
Leiden reads רבי, Rav is the more likely colleague of Geniva. In this case, Rav recognizes that
his opponent is also of high rank (perhaps Rav is being humble here) and both parties have
authority to rule as they deem proper. Perhaps, however, Rav’s tolerance here is not so much
a function of a more easy-going personality than Shmuel but rather due to the diﬀerent circumstances. Shmuel needed to uphold the authority of Rabbi’s court, while Rav was simply
stringent on an unclear case.
105. For a thorough comparison between the Yerushalmi and Bavli versions of this
story see Gray, Talmud in Exile, 112–16.
106. T. >Abod. Zar. 4:11. Boldface indicates a Tannaitic source. See further below, n. 106.
107. M. >Eduyyot 1:5.
108. Daniel 1:8.
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Shmuel said to Rav: It is alright for me since I say that the residue
of prohibited vessels prohibits it; that is why when R. Isaac bar
Shmuel bar Marta came, he said: R. Simlai expounded in Nisbis,
“Oil [of Gentiles], R. Yehudah and his court voted on it and permitted it.”106 He reasoned, [a prohibited substance that] gives a
foul taste is permitted. But for you who says that Daniel decreed
against it, how could R. Yehudah the Patriarch come and nullify
what Daniel decreed? Behold we have learned: No court may nullify the ruling of another court unless it is greater than it in wisdom and number?107
He replied: Did you quote Simlai from Lyyda? Lyddians are different for they make light [of halakhic matters].
He said to him: Should I send a message [to R. Simlai about what
you said]? Rav was embarrassed.
Rav said: If they have not expounded should we not expound?
Behold Scripture states: “Daniel resolved not to defile himself with the
king’s food or the wine he drank.”108 The verse mentions two drinks:
one is drink of wine the other is drink of oil.
Rav reasoned, he [Daniel] resolved for himself and ruled for all of
Israel. Shmuel reasoned, he resolved for himself and did not rule
for all of Israel.

In the Bavli, Rav says that the prohibition against the oil of Gentiles dates
back to Daniel while Shmuel refutes this and argues that the original
prohibition was just a matter of the oil being mixed with nonkosher residue, which Shmuel permits. The Bavli adds more detail about why Rav
rejected the testimony of Simlai.109 Simlai was from Lydda, a city with a
reputation for disregarding some parts of halakha.110 Rav then continues

109. It is not clear whether Rav doubts the reliability of the report altogether or just
does not think that Rabbi had the authority to permit. Rav evidently did not know of t. >Abod.
Zar. 4:11. Most editions and manuscripts of m. >Abod. Zar. 2:6 also say that Rabbi permitted
oil; however, these words are a late addition transferred from the Tosefta; see Epstein, Mavo
le-nusah ha-Mishnah, 949. The continuation of the dialogue indicates that Rav had a problem
on both accounts. Shmuel’s response, “Should I send a message to him”—even assuming
that the pronoun refers to Simlai and not Rabbi himself—quells the first doubt since Simlai
will make it clear that he did not permit oil himself but is only passing on a tradition. This
first exchange between Rav and Shmuel is paralleled in the Yerushalmi. Rav’s counter that
he will interpret the verse from Daniel even if Rabbi did not do so indicates that he also disagreed with Rabbi’s decision.
110. See Schwartz, “Tension Between Scholars,” 102–9; and Miller, Sages and Commoners, 126 n. 31, 249 n. 127, and 282. R. Simlai is also denigrated by R. Yonatan in y. Pesah\.
5:3 (32a) (= b. Pesah\. 62b), on which see Miller, ibid., 130–34. Lydda in the Bavli is usually
called “the South” in the Yerushalmi. Uzi Weingarten, personal communication, suggests
that R. Simlai’s reputation here may be related to his antinomic midrash in b. Mak. 23b-24a.
Evidently, however, this generalization by Rav and R. Yonatan was not true of all citizens of
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to defend his position based on Scripture. Most significantly, only in the
Yerushalmi does Shmuel threaten to call Rav a zaken mamre.111 In both Talmuds, Shmuel rebukes Rav for making a snide remark about R. Simlai.
Only in the Yerushalmi, however, does Shmuel continue to pressure Rav
until he gives in and eats from the Gentile oil. To the contrary, in the Bavli,
Rav goes on to give further arguments as to why he stands by his position.
It is diﬃcult to assess which story, if any, better represents the historical
reality. On the one hand, the story involves Babylonian rabbis, and so the
Bavli does not suﬀer from transmission across locales. On the other hand,
the Yerushalmi is still redacted much earlier than the Bavli and so suﬀers
less from transmission across time.112 But regardless of the history, it is still
significant to compare the way the story was transmitted and recorded by
the two Talmuds. In the Yerushalmi version, Shmuel forces Rav to accept
his position, which is based on the authority of Rabbi, and Rav does so. In
Bavli, they argue and continue to argue, but there is no threat and no indication that Rav gave in. If the Yerushalmi reflects the original version, then it
is revealing that the Bavli removed the references to the zaken mamre and to
Rav’s “repentance.” If the Bavli reflects a more original version of the story
then it is also revealing that the Yerushalmi would insert the zaken mamre
line.113 Either way, this example fits in with the trend we have seen in other
cases of the Yerushalmi tending to push rabbis toward conformity to the
position of the majority or, in this case, of the patriarch, while the Bavli is
more tolerant of diverse practices. Alyssa Gray summarizes this diﬀerence
between the Talmuds as follows:
Whereas y. Avodah Zarah’s Rav yields to Shmuel and eats the Gentile oil,
b. Avodah Zarah’s Rav oﬀers an interpretation of Dan 1:8 that justifies his
continued avoidance of the oil. Rav’s refusal to yield to Shmuel in b. Avo-

Lydda, which was a major Jewish center and was the home of many great rabbis, nor was
it true of all times. See b. Šabb. 29b; Ze’ev Safrai, “Yih\udo shel ha-yishuv be-’ezor Lod-Yafo
bi-tqufat ha-Mishnah veha-Talmud,” in Ben Yarkon ve-Ilan (Ramat Gan: Bar-Ilan University,
1983), 53–72; Aharon Oppenheimer, “Jewish Lydda in the Roman Era,” Hebrew Union College Annual 59 (1988): 115–36; and Dov Herman, “The Diﬀerent Approaches of the Rabbis in
Yavneh, Lod, and Galilee regarding the Ninth of Av as Reflected in the Laws of the Day,”
Hebrew Union College Annual 73 (2002): 1–29 (Hebrew).
111. Gray, Talmud in Exile, 114, explains why the Bavli may have added a reference to
Rav’s embarrassment ( )איכסיףbased on the significance given to shame in the Bavli in general, as discussed by Rubenstein, Culture, 67–79. However, this still does not explain why the
Bavli does not include the threat of Rav being labeled a rebellious elder.
112. In addition, the general tendency of the Bavli storytellers is to take great liberties
in using their source material to create new narratives. More than the Yerushalmi, the Bavli
redactors regularly rework their sources in order to fit into the literary and didactic context
of the sugya. The Bavli is therefore generally less useful for reconstructing history than the
Yerushalmi. See further above, p. 38.
113. This position is taken by Ben-Menahem, Judicial Deviation, 91.
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dah Zarah certainly makes sense in light of the greater decentralization of
the Babylonian amoraic movement and the diﬀerences between Babylonia and Palestine on the issue of the diversity of practice and/or opinion.114

Gray’s explanation for the diﬀerence between the two stories in terms of
the Bavli’s greater decentralization and greater acceptance of “diversity
of practice” matches my own conclusions here as well as at the end of
chapter 3.115

Conclusion
In sum, the history of interpretation surrounding Deut 17:8–13 reveals
some general patterns of thought by the rabbis concerning authority and
dispute. The basic assumption throughout the laws of the rebellious elder,
unlike the laws of Horayot discussed in the next chapter, is that every Jew
must follow the decision of a court or else suﬀer the penalty associated
with each individual law—which may be a fine, lashes, or something more
severe. But beyond the punishment required for that individual transgression, some people in some circumstances are further punished with the
death penalty for rebelling against the high court’s decision as mandated
by Deuteronomy 17. The extent to which the court can prosecute a fellow
rabbi for disobeying their decision acts as a litmus test for their degree of
intolerance or pluralism toward their detractors.
While various opinions existed among the rabbis of every generation
concerning the details of the law of the rebellious elder, some generalizations about each era can be made based on the sources. The Tannaim
modified every aspect of the biblical law in order to transfer it from a
statute upholding the authority of the national judicial system to a mostly
theoretical model of how to deal with halakhic disputes among the rabbis. Every detail of the law is reworked: who (the litigants of the Bible
become the wise elder or high judge, the priests on the court are replaced
with sages), where (the Temple court is expanded to include Yavneh), and
what (from only civil laws in the Bible to all of halakha with emphasis
on rabbinic interpretation of the law). In reality, the Tannaim tolerated
hundreds of diﬀerences of opinion, as is evident throughout rabbinic literature, and they even lived with a good deal of multiplicity of practice, as
evident in numerous narratives.116 Nevertheless, the extension of the law

114. Gray, Talmud in Exile, 115, based on Kalmin, The Sage in Jewish Society, 11, on which
see above, p. 158.
115. See above, pp. 153–61.
116. See examples analyzed in chapters 4 and 5.
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of the rebellious elder reveals the desire of the Tannaim for a high degree
of uniformity. If only they had the political means and the intellectual
courage, they would force that unity on their dissenters, especially those
with sectarian attitudes.
The Yerushalmi, for the most part, continues the line of thinking found
in Tannaitic literature but limits the type of case to quantitative changes in
rabbinic interpretation of biblical laws. The Bavli, by contrast, almost completely writes the law out of existence by limiting it to the one example
in the Mishnah, tefillin, and confining the applicability of the law to the
Jerusalem court. This is not to say that the Bavli eschews any concept of
authority. The overall picture of the Bavli must include a rhetorical reading of its entire commentary on m. Sanh. 11:2–4.
The Bavli on m. Sanh. 11:2 is not structured as a step-by-step logical
argument. It is structured as a commentary on each phrase of the Mishnah rather than as an expository essay. Nevertheless, we can trace some
rhetorical flow in the movement from one sugya to the next. The first
sugya quotes Sifre 152. The next sugya introduces three Tannaitic opinions
including that of R. Meir, the Tanna who limits the law of the rebellious
elder to the greatest extent. The next sugya forces the expansive Sifre into
the narrow definition of R. Meir. The rhetorical message is that Sifre 152 is
rejected in favor of R. Meir.117 R. Meir relegates the authority of the court
to a small corner of biblical laws already deserving severe punishment.
Rav Kahana, in the next sugya, goes a step further and questions the very
concept of authority itself. Rav Kahana’s extreme position is rejected for
fear of disunity, and ancient days of unity are remembered as an ideal.
The Bavli on the next Mishnah then limits the law to the one case of tefillin.
The Bavli recognizes that a court must have authority in order for the
community to hold together. However, the Bavli is not willing to uphold
the model of the rebellious elder in which that authority is forced on the
individual sage. This is clearly exemplified by comparing the two Yerushalmi narratives, which employ the threat of zaken mamre, with the total
absence of a zaken mamre threat in the Bavli versions. Argumentation and
reasoning are the only tools the Bavli will allow, which necessarily leads to
a more tolerant outlook. Overall, the Bavli prefers persuasion over power.

117. One could argue that the Bavli’s motivation is simply to reconcile two opposing
Tannaitic views but does not mean to reject Sifre 152. However, considering that the continuation of the Bavli sugya finds two more ways to limit the types of cases to which the law of
rebellious elder applies, I consider all of these interpretations as one unit with a single motivating force—to constrict the application of the law of the rebellious elder. See also above,
p. 319 n. 72.
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Chart 6.1 Comparison table for m. Sanh. 11:2 and t. Sanh. 7
m. Sanh. 11:2

)t. Sanh. 7:1 (ms. Erfurt

זקן ממרא על פי בית דין שנאמר כי יפלא ממך דבר
למשפט וגו׳
א״ר יוסי בראשנה לא היו מחלוקות בישראל אלא שלשה בתי דינין היו שם אחד יושב על פתח הר הבית
בבית דין של שבעים בלשכת הגזית ושאר בתי דינין ואחד יושב על פתח העזרה ואחד יושב בלשכת הגזית
של עשרים ושלשה היו בעיירות של ארץ ישר‘ ושאר
בתי דינין של שלשה שלשה היו בירושלם אחד בהר
הבית ואחד בחיל
נצרך אחד מהן הלכה הולך לבית דין שבעירו אין בית
דין בעירו הולך לבית דין הסמוך לעירו אם שמעו
אמרו לו
אם לאו הוא ומופלא שבהם באין לבית דין שבהר באים לזה שעל פתח הר הבית ואומר כך דרשתי וכך
הבית אם שמעו אמרו להן
דרשו חבירי כך לימדתי וכך לימדו חבירי אם שמעו
אומרים להם
ואם לאו הן ומופלא שבהן באין לבית דין שבחיל אם ואם לאו באין להם לאותן שעל פתח העזרה ואומר כך
דרשתי וכך דרשו חבירי כך לימדתי וכך לימדו חבירי
שמעו אמרו להן
אם שמעו אומרים להם
ואם לאו אילו ואילו הולכין לבית דין הגדול שבלשכת ואם לאו אלו ואלו באים לבית דין הגדול שבלשכת
הגזית בית דין שבלשכת הגזית אף על פי שהו של הגזית שממנו יוצאת תורה לכל ישראל שנאמר מן
שבעים ואחד אין פחות מעשרים ושלשה נצרך אחד המקום ההוא אשר יבחר ה‘
מהן לצאת רואה אם יש שם עשרים ושלשה יוצא ואם
לאו אין יוצא עד שיהו שם עשרים ושלשה היו יושבין
מתמיד של שחר עד תמיד של בין הערבים ובשבתות
ובימים טובים באין לבית המדרש שבהר הבית
נשאלה שאילה אם שמעו אמרו להם ואם לאו עומדין
למינין רבו המטמאין טימאו רבו המטהרין טהרו
חזר לעיר ושנה ולימד כדרך שהיה למד פטור ואם
הורה לעשות חייב שנאמר והאיש אשר יעשה בזדון
אינו חייב עד שיורה לעשות תלמיד שהורה לעשות
פטור נמצא חומרו קולו:
משם היה יוצאת הלכה ורווחת בישראל
משרבו תלמידי שמאי והילל שלא שימשו כל צורכן
הרבו מחלוקות בישראל.
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7

6

5

4

3

2

1

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בין

בין

בין

בין

לדם

הלכה,

אגדה

הלכה.

ממך

דין

דין

תנו

כתיב
רבנן:

דין

דין

דין

דין

בתולים

למשפט

למשפט,

יצא

הכתוב

הכתוב

הכתוב

לדין

לדין

לדין

לדין,

בין

זה

זה

חשב

מדבר.

מדבר

מדבר.

כי

כי

כי

בין

בין

בין

בין

דם

דם

לדם

הדין.

הדין.

על

יפלא

יפלא

יפלא,

הנסקלין

דיני

דיני

דיני

לידה,

נידה

יולדת

בין

בין

בין

ה‹

ממך,

ממך

ממך,

ממך

ממך

מלמד

לנשרפין

נפשות,

ממונות

ממונות

לנהרגין

דיני

לדיני

נפשות

ולנחנקין

ממונות,

לדיני

בין

מכות,

בין

דיני

לדיני

צרעת

נדה,

נידה

בין

מכות.

לדם

בין

דם

דם

דם

נדה

זו

זו
בליעל.

דבר

דבר

הוא

וכן

דבר,

זו

במופלא

שבבית

אומר:

נפשות

דם

לדם

זיבה

זיבה.
זיבה.

לדם

דם

לדם

לדם,

יעץ

לדם

דם

דם

רעה

זה

עצה
יועץ,

זה

זו

עצה.

דבר

דבר

למשפט

מגיד

שבמופלא

שבבית
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Chart 6.2 Comparison chart for Sifre Deut. 152 and parallels at y. Sanh. 11:3 (30a) and b. Sanh. 86b.
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14

13

12

11

10

9

8

ספרי
בבלי

ירושלמי

פתח

בבלי

ירושלמי

דין

דין,

בשעריך

בשעריך,

וטהרת

הר

מיכן

זו

זה

וטהרת

מצורע.

מצורע.

נגעי

ניגעי

נגעי

המצורע

וטהרת

והערכין

וחרמים

בין

בין

בין

דין,

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

נגע

לנגע

הבית

אמרו

לקט

לקט

וההקדשות.

והקדשות.

אדם,

אדם

אדם

בין

ואחד

שלשה

שכחה

שכחה

ריבות

נגעי

לניגעי

לנגעי

מצורע

על

בתי

ופאה.

ופיאה.

אילו

ריבת

ריבות,

בתים,

בגדים

בגדים

מוסגר

פתח

דינים

הערבים

זו

זו

זו

נגעי

ולנגעי

לנגעי

למצורע

בתים

העזרה

בלשכת

הגזית

ואחד

היו

אחד

על

וקמת

מבית
וקמת
שם

מיד,

סוטה

סוטה

מבית

וקמת

וקמת

והחרמים

השקאת

השקיית

השקית

בגדים,

דברי

דברי

וקמת

וההקדישות

עגלה,

העגלה

עגלה

החרמים

בתים.

בבית

והתמורות

סוטה,

ועריפת

ועריפת

ועריפת

אלו

אלו

ערכים

דברי

מוחלט

בין

בין

נגע

נגע

לנגע

לנגע
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נגע

לנגע,
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21

20

19

18

17

16

15

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

המקום

הגדול

שמעו

דרשתי

להם

דרשו

באים

ההוא

שבלשכת

אמרו

וכך

ואם

חבריי

לזה

אשר

הגזית

להם

דרשו

לאו

כך

של

יבחר

שמשם

ה‹.

לאו

כך

לזה

וכך

תורה

ואם

חבריי

באים

לימדתי

שער

הר

ועלית

יוצאה

אלו

לימדתי

שעל

לימדו

הבית

זו

לכל

ואלו

וכך

פתח

חבריי

העלייה

ישראל

באים

לימדו

העזרה

אם

דבר

שנאמר

לבית

חבריי

ואומר

שמעו

אחר

מן

דין

אם

כך

אמרו
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כך

דרשתי

וכך
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26

25

24

23

22

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

בבלי

ירושלמי

ספרי

שהמקום

וגומ‹

בהר

שלא

וקמת

גורם.

וארץ

קדשי

יבנה

ועלית

ועלית

ועלית,

בית

בית

ישראל

בהר

אלא

מלמד

מיכן

מגיד

דין

דין

גבוה

שביבנה

שביבנה.

ישראל

מכל

מכל

מרום

גבוה

בגובהו

גבוה

שארץ

ישראל

הארצות.

אשתלנו

של

ובאת

מלמד

לרבות
המקום

ועשה

פרי

כי

המקדש

ובאת,
אל

ענף

מה

טעמא

שבית

לבית

הבחירה

לרבות

ונשא

מארץ

עולם

ישראל
ישראל,

ארץ

גבוהה

מכל

הארצות
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SHIFTINGFROM PRIESTLY TO NON-PRIESTLY LEGAL
AUTHORITY:A COMPARISON OF THE DAMASCUS
DOCUMENT AND THE MIDRASH SIFRA
STEVEND. FRAADE
Yale University

1. Introduction
With the recent publicationof legal texts from Qumran,especially
Miqsat Ma'ase Ha-Torahand the Cave 4 fragmentsof the Damascus
Document, attentionis rightly shifting back to the Qumrancommunity's legal literatureand practices.'These developmentshave stimulated a re-openingof questions concerningthe natureand history of
Jewish legal traditionsand their transmissionin second temple times,
as well as theirrelationto the formationof halakhahin early rabbinic
Judaism.Although the legal writings of the rabbis and those of the
Qumrancommunityare separated,at least in the extanttexts available
to us, by a minimum of two centuries, there is much to be gained
from a systematiccomparisonof these two bodies of legal teaching,
both for their forms and their contents. Notwithstandingthe importance of other sources for ancient Jewish legal history, the Dead Sea
Scrolls and early rabbinicliteratureare our only extensive ancientcollections which can, with relative certainty,be connected to particular studyingand practicingJewish communitiesthat we can locate in
time and place and whose religious ideology and social organization
we can describe.2Such comparisonscan highlight not only lines of
' I say "back"becausethe early years of study of the Dead Sea Scrolls and, before
theirdiscovery,of the DamascusDocument,focused more on this aspect of the scrolls
than was the case in the subsequentyears. On the scholarlyneglect of the legal texts
of Qumran,see Y. Sussmann,"The History of Halakhaand the Dead Sea ScrollsPreliminaryObservationson Miqsat Ma'ase Ha-Torah(4QMMT),"Tarbiz59 (198990) 11-12 (Heb.).
2 By contrast,this is much harderto say for the legal traditionsfound in the writings of individualssuch as Josephusand Philo, or the apocalypticwritingswhich are
attributedto biblical patriarchsand prophets.In using "Qumran
pseudepigraphically
comrnunity,"I presumea connectionbetween the Dead Sea Scrolls, especially those
Dead Sea Discoveries 6, 2

? Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 1999
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continuitybetween the two communities,but also the distinctiveconorganization,
rhetoric,
toursof eachcommunity'slegalself-understanding,
and practice.
As simple as the question may appear,we need to ask: What exactly are we comparingin juxtaposinglegal texts from Qumranand
early rabbinicJudaism?In neithercase are these, at the textual level
at least, jurisprudentialsources in the simple sense of being systematic codes of law to be appliedby courtsor magistrates,since in both
cases they containin significantproportionrules thatcan be presumed
to have been inapplicableto the historicalcircumstancesof their time
and place. Rather,the legal writings of these two communities(like
their narrativeaccompaniments)need to be understoodfirstly as texts
of teaching(Hebrew:torah;Greek:paideia), which while determining
practice also served pedagogicallyto define or reinforcetheir members' distinctive self-understandingin relation to sacred scriptures,
the rest of Israel, and the largercontext of Israelitesacredhistory. In
particular,the study of rules (mishpat at Qumran;halakhah among
the rabbis) served rhetorically,througha variety of textual practices,
to justify and solidify each communityin its claim to be the truecovenantal embodimentand for its leaders to be the authoritativetransmittersand mediatorsof continuingdivine revelation.3
With these caveats behind us, let us narrowour focus to a single
set of Qumranicand rabbinictexts whose parallels have long been
noted,4but whose deeper and broadersignificancehas not been adequately appreciatedor explored.
termed"sectarian,"and the archeologicalremainsof a settlementat KhirbetQumran,
regardlesswhetherthe communitythat inhabitedthat settlementin antiquityis identified with the Essenes of ancientsources.
3 For the Qumrancommunityas a studyingcommunity,and comparisonswith early
rabbinicJudaism,see S.D. Fraade,"Interpretive
Authorityin the StudyingCommunity
at Qumran,"JJS 44 (1993) 46-69. On the need to attendto the pedagogicalforce and
function of rabbinicliterature,see S. Handelman,"The 'Torah'of Criticismand the
Criticismof Torah:Recuperatingthe PedagogicalMoment,"JR 74 (1994) 356-71.
' S. Schechter,Documentsof Jewish Sectaries, Vol. 1, Fragmentsof a Zadokite
Work(Cambridge:CambridgeUniversityPress, 1910;repr.New York:Ktav, 1970) 85
n. 22; L. Ginzberg,An UnknownJewish Sect (trans.of Germanorig., 1922, New York:
Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1976) 124 n. 74, 294, 358 n. 45; Ch.
Rabin (ed.), The ZadokiteDocuments(Oxford:ClarendonPress, 1958) 65 (where in a
note to line 6, "Sifre"should be "Sifra");Ch. Albeck, n'ltio -5To :t1n0 'I'TO ;W
(Jerusalem:Bialik Institute;Tel-Aviv: Dvir, 1958/9) 552 (additionalnote to m. Neg.
3:1); L.H. Schiffman,Halakhahat Qumran(Leiden:Brill, 1975) 39-40 n. IlI; idem,
The EschatologicalCommunityof the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta:ScholarsPress, 1989)
27; J.H. Charlesworth(ed.), The Dead Sea Scrolls:Hebrew,Aramaic,and GreekTexts
withEnglishTranslations,
vol. 2, DamascusDocument,WarScroll,andRelatedDocuments
(Tubingen:J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebecki, 1995) 55 n. 197.
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2. CD 13:2-7
The DamascusDocument,in a passage stipulatingthe internaldiscipline and organizationof the "assemblyof the camps"in the present
"age of wickedness,"presentsthe following set of rules:
in thee
t.. h letm
1inb : TeID tha themembesofn [1t
i
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[1] And in a place of ten [men], let theTe not lack a priest who is learned in the
Book of Meditation.s By his authoret shall they all beonled.
[2] But if he is not proficient in all of these [rules] and a man from among the
Levites is proficient in these, then let it be determined that the members of the
camp shall come and go according to his [the Levite'sl authority.'
[3] And if [there arises] a judgment involving the law (torah) of if there be a
skin affiection on a man,8 then the priest shall come and stand in the camp and
the Overseer shall instruct him in te specific application of the law.
[4] And should he [the priest] be a simpleton, he would [still] lock him [the
afflicted man] away, for judgment is theirs [the priests'].

I The text is fromM. Broshi(ed.), The Damascus Document Reconsidered (Jerusalem:
The Israel ExplorationSociety, 1992) 35. AlthoughI have addedthe punctuation,the
division into numberedsections correspondsto extra spaces left by the scribe before
each Chi. Fragmentsof the text are preserved,with only minorvariants,in 4Q266 9 ii
14-17 (DJD 18.69); 4Q267 9 iv 1-3 (DJD 18.108); 4Q271 5 ii 20-21 (DJD 18.183).
6 For various understandingsof this term, see S.D. Fraade, "Hagu, Book of,"

Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls (New York: Oxford University Press, forthcom-

ing). Comparethe parallelto our passage in IQS 6:6-8, both of which appearto be
reworkingsof Josh. 1:8 (with an echo also of Ps. 1:2).
' The expression"to come and to go" (W:1'1nflk!) derives from Num. 27:17; cf.
1 Sam. 18:16. It denotes the leader, especially the militaryleader,who both precedes
his chargeswhen they go out and come in, and by exercisingcontrolover them determines when and how they are to go out and come in. It is difficultto know whether
the expressionhere and elsewherein the scrolls is to be taken in a physical or spiritual sense or both. For this as a Levite function, under the ultimateauthorityof the
Zadokitepriests,see lQSa 1:22-24.
8 Perhaps a paraphrase of Lev. 13:9 (M1nt irmin :z nmsT Dfl) or 29 (;Kw IR a't
elsewherein the DamascusDocument,see-J.M.
1mrV-'n). For "pseudo-citations"
Din
Baumgarten,"A 'Scriptural'Citation in 4Q Fragmentsof the DamascusDocument,"
JJS 43 (1992) 95-98; D. Dimant,"The Hebrew Bible in the Dead Sea Scrolls:Torah
Quotations in the Damascus Document," "Sha'arei Talmon": Studies in the Bible, Qumran,
and the Ancient Near East Presented to Shemaryahu Talmon (eds M. Fishbane, E. Tov,

and W. Fields; WinonaLake, IN: Eisenbrauns,1992) 119 (Heb.). For this phenomenon in 4QMMT, see DJD 10.140-41. Alternatively,if no biblical passage is being
paraphrased,we might translate:"And if a man has a judgmentinvolving the law of
skin affection...." The word;nin is used with respectto skin affectionsin Lev. 13:59;
14:54,57. 1have notbeenableto locate this particularconstruction(... mnn' mW MKt)
elsewherein the Dead Sea Scrolls.
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Our interpretationof this text will dependpartlyon how we understand the relation of its sections to one another,that is, whether the
three-foldm1 ("and/butif/should")serves to nest successive sections,
with the latteras a dependentinstanceof the former,or simply to join
them in series.9 The first section establishes the presence and author-

ity of a learnedpriest as a preconditionfor the formationof a minimal communityof ten. The authorityof the hereditarypriesthoodat
Qumran,and their priority in mattersof battle, judgment, teaching,
worship,meeting,and meals, both in the presenttime and the awaited
messianic time, is well-known from the sectarianscrolls.'0
The second section qualifies the first, allowing for the possibility
that a communitymight lack a priestwith the requisiteknowledgeand
experience,in which case a proficientLevite would fulfill the priestly
leadership function, thereby giving expertise the edge over priestly
heredityalone. However, the selection of a knowledgeableLevite reflects a compromisebetween heredityand expertise,the Levite's status also being, we may presume,hereditary."
The thirdsection deals with a specific area of puritylaw, skin affections (MD'M,or MIN, commonly, but imprecisely, translated "leprosy"),

which demandeda particularlysophisticatedexpertise,both of the law
and of the varietyof types of skin affectionsthathad to be recognized
andjudged in relationto it. In this case, the biblicallyassignedauthority of the priestis affirmedeven as legal expertiseis vested in the Overseer (mp:1, who was most likely a Levite).'2In general,the Overseer,
while subservientto the authorityof the priests,is in more directcon9 From the other ten instancesof NK1 in CD (seven of which are legal in nature),
it is difficultto generalizeas to its usage. In six othercases, DOK
is precededby a space
in the manuscriptof CD. In all cases, what follows OKIis relatedto what precedes,
but the natureof the relationship-e.g., qualification,variation,specification-varies in
its degree of dependence.A similarrangeexists for the eighteenoccurrencesof DKtin
the 4QD fragments,fifteen in IQS, threein lQSa, seventeenin I lQTemple,and three
in 4QOrd.For the presentpassage, I will considerthe second section to be a subset
of the first, and the fourthto be a subset of the third,but the third to be relatedto,
while not strictlydependenton, the second.
10 See, for example, J.M. Baumgarten, Studies in Qumran Law (Leiden: Brill, 1977)

44-45.
" However, there remains the possibility that "Levites"denotes a type of quasipriestlyfunctionary,and not necessarilya hereditaryline. On the Levites in late biblical and second temple sources, see below, nn. 23, 24.
12 For the Overseerbeing a Levite, compareCD 14:3-18(the functionsand authority of the Overseer)with IQSa 1:22-25 (those of the Levites).Note also 4QTohorotB
(4Q275) 3 i 3, in which the Overseerrecites the covenantalcurses, which according
to IQS 1:18-2:18and Deut. 27:14-26 are recitedby the Levites.On the Overseer,more
generally,see the next note.
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tact with the members,being responsiblefor their conduct and being
the one to whom they turn with specific legal questions or complaints."3However, it is unclear from the structureof our passage
whetherthe Overseerplayed the role assignedto him here in all cases
of skin affection,or only (as a subset of the second section) when the
priestlacked the necessaryknowledge.If the former,as I prefer,'4then
it would appearthat this was an area of priestlylaw that had devolved
to theOverseer'spurview,possiblybecauseof thedetailedandspecialized
13 In IQS 6:11-12 it is the "Overseerof the many"who runsthe community'smeetings. In CD 13:11-13 and 15:6-11 it is the Overseerof the camp who is in charge of
the examination and admission of new members and the recording of their status
(cf. IQS 5:21). In IQS 6:13-15 it is the "Officer("T'pE)at the head of the many,"who
may be the same as the Overseer,who is in charge of the investigation,instruction,
and admissionof new members,while in 6:19-20 it is the "Overseerof the property
of the many"who receives and recordsthe propertyof candidatesduringthe second

stage of their probation. The Overseer may be the same as the Master (`'=M)

of IQS

9:12-21, one of whose responsibilitiesis the admissionof new members.Accordingto
2 Chron.30:22, the Levites were 0sb9, which can also be inferredfrom Ezra 8:18
and Neh. 8:7-8. Accordingto CD 9:16-23, it is the Overseerwho receives and records
the reproofsof membersagainsttheirfellow memberswhose sins they have witnessed.
Accordingto the brokentext of CD 15:14-15(for which now see 4Q266 8 i 4-6), the
Overseereither teaches or suspendswaywardmembersfor a year. Accordingto CD
13:15-16, the Overseer must be notified of, and presumablyapprove and possibly
record, all commercial agreementsentered into by the members. According to CD
14:12-16, it is the Overseer and the judges who receive portions of the members'
salariesand who distributethese to membersin need (cf. the role of Zadokthe scribe
in Neh. 13:12-13). For the Overseer'smore pedagogic and pastoralfunctionswithin
the community,see CD 13:5-10. G. Vermes (The Dead Sea Scrolls in English [Harmondsworth,England:Penguin, 19752]21-25) argues that the Overseer ('p:n) and
the Master(51ma) are the same office and that both are Levites. Vermes's suggestion
that they are the same as the Interpreterof the Torah (Tiirn Cmll) is less certain.
However,in a later edition of the same work (4th ed., 1995, p. 3), he identifiesthe
Overseeras a priest.For the view that the Overseeris a layperson(ratherthana priest
or Levite), see L.H. Schiffman, Sectarian Law in the Dead Sea Scrolls: Courts,
Testimonyand the Penal Code (BJS 33; Chico, CA: ScholarsPress, 1983) 215, who
sees this as a sign of the sect's "democratization."
J.T. Milik (Dix ans de decouvertes
dans le desert de Juda [Paris:tditions du Cert, 1957] 64) considersboth to be possibilities. Our presentpassage makes it more likely that the Overseeris a Levite (in a
sense, a "quasi-priest").For a comparativeview of the Overseer,and for additional
bibliography,see Schiffman,The Halakhahat Qumran,29 n. 51. A recentlypublished
text and a recently publishedostracon provide possible evidence that the legal and
administrativefunctionsascribedto the Overseerby the scrolls were actually implementedin the community,althoughin neitheris the Overseeractually mentioned.See
E. Eshel, "4Q477:The Rebukesby the Overseer,"JJS 45 (1995) 111-22 (but see the
critiques of C. Hempel, "Who Rebukes in 4Q477?" RevQ 16 [1995] 655-56; S.A.
Reed, "Genre,Setting and Title of 4Q477," JJS 47 [1996] 147-48); F.M. Cross and
E. Eshel, "Ostracafrom KhirbetQumran,"IEJ 47 (1997) 17-28.
14 See above, n. 9. The thirdsection is still derivativeof the second, but in the sense
that it is a more specific case of priestlyauthoritydevolving to a non-priestlyexpert.
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knowledge that it requiredand possibly so as to remove the priests
from directcontactwith the affected,as a way of protectingthe priesthood from possible contaminationby contact with impurity.15
In any
event, the priest is now dependentfor the formal fulfillmentof his
juridicalfunctionon the teachingof the Overseer.
The fourth section is clearly derivativeof the third,'6presentinga
"worst case" scenario, stressing that even if the priest is a "simpleton,"'"the decision to quarantinethe affectedpersonis still the prerogative of the priest,even though(following section 3) we may presume
he does so at the instructionof the Overseer.'8Thus, while the fourth
section reaffirmsthe authorityof the priest, as initially enunciatedin
the first section, it accommodatesthis principleto the extreme possibility (whetherreal or hypothetical)of a mentallyincompetentpriest.

1' CompareIQSa 1:22-25,where such administrative
and legal controlof the community is assigned to the Levites, under the ultimate authorityof the priests, but
unconditionally.See 2 Chron.29:34, where, from a pro-Leviteperspective,it is said
that the Levites were broughtin to assist the priestswhen the latterwere too few for
the large numberof sacrifices,and since the Levites were more conscientiousabout
sanctifyingthemselvesthan the priests.For a negativeview of the subordinaterole of
the Levites, see Ezek. 44:10-14; Num. 18:2-6. Note that in I Chron.26:29 the Levite
Chenaniahand his sons, who serve as officersandjudges, are assigned"to the outside
business over Israel,"that is, outside the Temple proper.These are priestlyfunctions
inappropriateto officiatingpriests.CompareLev. Rab. 15:8, where Moses is reported
to have said: "Does this befit my brotherAaron'shonorfor him to be inspectingskin
affections?"
16 This is evidentfrom the use of the verb i)O, which is repeatedly
used in Leviticus
13 to describethe priest'squarantiningof the affectedperson,garment,or house. See
Lev. 13:4, 5, 11, 21, 26, 31, 33, 50, 54; 14:38, 46. Cf. Num. 12:14, 15 (of Miriam).
17 Here the referenceis not, as previously,to a priestsimply lackingin Torahlearning or expertise,but to one who is mentallyincompetent.See Schiffman,Halakhahat
Qumran,39-40 n. 111. Comparethe exclusion of a mentallyincompecentperson(e7t3
TnID/Infl) from communal,judicial functions, and militaryservice in IQSa 1:19-21.
For discussion,see Schiffman,The EschatologicalCommunity,26-27. For the exclusion of the 'flD from the community,lest he compromiseits holiness, see CD 15:1517 (more completelypreservedin 4Q266 8 i 7; 4Q270 6 ii 8 [7MITDJ).
Therethe Ire is
excluded together with other handicappedpersons (cf. lQSa 2:4-11; 1QM 7:3-5;
1lQTemple45:12-14;4QMMTB 49-54). For anothernegativereference,see CD 14:2
with 4Q267 9 v 5 (D'IK). Ginzberg'sargument(An UnknownJewish Sect, 124 n. 74,
or a "layman,"in contrastto a
294) that T1 refers to one who is "unsophisticated,"
sage, may accordwith biblical usage of this word but not with that in the Dead Sea
Scrolls. Rabin (TheZadokiteDocuments,64) translates,"imbecile."
Is However,it would be a mistaketo conflatesections 3 and 4, as does Schiffman
(EschatalogicalCommunity,27): "Indeed,CD 13:4-7 providesthat if the priest is a
TM,he shall be guided by the -poo ('examiner')in mattersof quarantine."However
we understand'M (see precedingnote), the 1ponguides the priesteitherin all cases
of skin affection,or in all such cases if the priestis insufficientlyknowledgeable(that
is, section 3 may be dependenton section 2, but certainlynot on section 4).
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In such cases, the priest's role and authority,while retained, have
become purely formal and dependenton the expertiseof others.
Althoughour text does not take the form of a biblical commentary,
or even cite Scriptureexplicitly, it clearly alludes to Leviticus 13,
wherein the roles of examining, diagnosing, and quarantining an
Israelitewith skin affectionsare repeatedlysaid to be the prerogative
of the priests alone.'9 Our Qumrantext creates, in a sense, a legal
fiction, whereby the priest's authorityin such mattersis affirmedand
formally enacted, even as the core of the priestly function-his legal
expertise-is transferredto the Levites in general, and to the Overseer in particular.This is especially surprising,given the emphasison
priestly status and prerogativeselsewhere in the sectarianscrolls and
in the Damascus Documentespecially.20The rhetoricalelegance and
effectivenessof the CD passagelies in the dialecticalmannerin which
its argumentunfolds in progressivesteps, therebymaintaininga balance between affirmingpriestly authorityand transitioningto nonpriestly legal expertise.
Although it is difficult to know to what extent the laws of skin
affectionswere practicedat Qumran,2'the questionof priestlycompetence to fulfill biblically mandatedfunctions,must have been real and
not merely theoretical.For example, we see in a recently published
text that a priestcould be disqualifiedfrom the priestlyrole of reading
Scriptureif he could not do so clearly, whetherbecause of a speech
defect or mentalincompetence,since an indistinctreadingmight result
in serious consequences.' Furthermore,this is not an isolated instance

l9 In Lev. 13:1-46,"thepriest"is specificallyreferredto forty-eighttimeswith respect
to these functions;cf. Deut. 24:8; Hag. 2:11-13. For the role of the priests in examining
' people with skin affections,see also Matt. 8:4 (and parallels)and Luke 17:14.
AlreadyGinzberg(An UnknownJewish Sect, 357) expressedsurpriseat this contrast. His solution was to attributeour text to circumstancesin the diaspora,"where
learnedpriestscould no longer be found."
21 Note that accordingto Leviticus 14, the completionof quarantinerequiressacrificialofferingsof purification,which are generallythoughtnot to have been practiced
at Qumran.Similarly,the extent to which the laws of skin affections(as otherlaws of
purityand impurity)were practicedafter the destructionof the Templewithinrabbinic
Judaismis debated.See Tosafotto b. Ber. 5b s.v. Wfl.See also Ginzberg'scommentson
this questionwith regardto our passage:An UnknownJewish Sect, 357-58.
22 See 4Q266 5 ii 1-3; 4Q267 5 iii 1-5; 4Q273 2 1. For discussion, see J.M.
Baumgarten,"The Disqualificationsof Priests in 4Q Fragmentsof the 'Damascus
Document,'A Specimen of the Recovery of pre-RabbinicHalakha,"in The Madrid
Qumran Congress: Proceedings of the International Congress on the Dead Sea
Scrolls-Madrid, 18-21 March 1991 (eds J. TrebolleBarreraand L. Vegas Montaner;
STDJ I1; Leiden: Brill, 1992) 2.503-15. Elsewhere (DJD 18.51), Baumgartenrefers
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of the central role of the Overseer in adjudicatingand supervising
communalcompliancewith sectarianrules, or of the enhancedrole of
the Levites in the Dead Sea Scrolls.23In general,thereappearsto have
been a division of labor of what in the Torah are priestly functions
between priests and Levites in the Dead Sea Scrolls. More difficultto
determineis to what extent this development-the partialshifting of
biblicallyassignedpriestlyfunctionsto Levites is specificto theQumran

to J.T. Milik's restorationof 4Q266 to include the disqualificationof one who is not
"quickto understand"as a Torahreader.
23 On the Overseer,see above, nn. 12, 13. The importanceof the Levites is a recurring theme in the Temple Scroll, where the burntofferingsof the Levites emphatically
precedethose of the tribeof Judahduringthe Feast of the Wood Offering(23:9-24:11),
just as the sons of Levi precedethose of Judahin the eschatalogicalbattlearrayin the
War Scroll (IQM 1:2). For the Temple Scroll's frequentassignmentof priestly prerogativesto the Levites, see 60:6-9 (tithes);57:12-15 (a place on the king's advisory
council); 22:10-11 and 60:7 (assigning them the shoulderof the well-being offering);
21:[1] and 22:12 (double portionsof the well-being offeringsfor the New Wine and
New Oil festivals); 22:4 (sacrificial slaughter);60:11 (the recitationof the priestly
blessing, for which cf. IQS 1:18-20;Tg. Ket. 2 Chron.30:27; Deut. 10:8; LXX and
Sam. Tg. Deut. 18:5). On the Levitical sympathiesof the Temple Scroll, with other
examples, see J. Milgrom,"Studiesin the Temple Scroll,"JBL 97 (1978) 501-6, 519,
523; idem,"TheQumranCult:Its ExegeticalPrinciples,"TempleScroll Studies(ed. G.J.
Brooke;JSPSup7; Sheffield:JSOTPress, 1989) 176-78; idem, "The Shoulderfor the
Levites," Y. Yadin, The TempleScroll (Jerusalem:Israel ExplorationSociety, 1983)
view that the TempleScroll was
1.169-76;Yadin, ibid., 1.154-59.For the unwarranted
authoredby Levites (sympathyneed not denote identity),see H. Burgmann,"IIQT:
The SadduceanTorah,"TempleScroll Studies,257-63. The Temple Scroll also interpolatesLevitesintobiblicallaws. See I 1QTemple57:11-15withDeut.17:20;11QTemple
61:7-8 with Deut. 19:17. The threefoldhierarchicaldivision of priests, Levites, and
laity is particularlyemphasizedin this scroll. This accordswith the Temple Scroll's
conceptionof the Temple as comprisingthreeratherthantwo concentriccourtswhich
decreasein sanctityand exclusivityas one moves outward,with the expandedmiddle
court serving as a bufferbetweenthe innerpriestlycourtand the outerIsraelitecourt,
the three together correspondingto the inner divine sanctuary,the medial Levitical
camp, and the surroundingIsraelitecamp (= "templecity") of the wildernessencampment. See B.E. Thiering,"Mebaqqerand Episkoposin the Lightof the TempleScroll,"
JBL 100 (1981) 59-74; L.H. Schiffman,"Exclusionfrom the Sanctuaryand the City of
the Sanctuaryin the Temple Scroll,"HAR9 (1985) 315, 318. The Levites also play a
prominentbut medialrole in the eschatalogicalholy war accordingto the QumranWar
Scroll: IQM 1:2; 2:2; 5:1; 7:14-16; 8:9; 13:1; 15:4; 16:7; 18:5. ln late second temple
times some Levites are reportedto have been unhappywith theirliminal status.Thus,
Josephus(Ant. 20:216-18) disapprovinglyrecountsthat the Levite singers petitioned
and were allowed to wear the same robes as the priests,therebyblurringthe distinction, set by "ancestrallaw," between priest and Levite. The rebellionof Korahand
company (note especially Num. 16:8-11) may be a retrojectedreflectionof this tension. The Temple Scroll, by contrast,insists that the Priestsnot wear theirpriestlygarholiness"
ments in the middlecourt(= Leviticalcamp),lest they thereby"communicate
to the people. See lIQTemple 32:10-12; 33:1-7; 40:1-4, with Lev. 6:2-4; Ezek. 42:14;
44:19; and Y. Yadin, The TempleScroll, 1.220-23, 248-49.
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community or symptomatic of a legal shift of authority more widely
current in second temple Judaism.24This, in turn, touches on a larger
methodological issue in the study of the Dead Sea Scrolls: to what
extent are their prescribed practices representative of wider Jewish
practices of the time, or at least of other similarly-minded groups, and
to what extent are they sectarian rejections of contemporary norms or
the practices of their rivals. Sometimes we have contemporary legal
sources outside the Dead Sea Scrolls with which to approach this

question,but often we do not, in which case the use of later rabbinic
sources can be both promisingand problematic.25
Before addressing
this larger question, let us turn to two later rabbinic "parallels"for
comparisonand contrast.
3. MishnahNega'im 3:1
The Mishnah devotes an entire tractate to rules relating to skin and
related affections. The following passage is striking for its reduction
of the priestly role in adjudicating such cases to a mere formality:
24 Accordingto post-exilic scripturaltraditions,the Levites are not only entrusted
with carryingthe ark and safeguardingthe Torahwithin it (Deut. 31:25-26; 1 Chron.
15:2 [basedon Deut. 10:8];2 Chron.5:4; but cf. I Kgs 8:3-4), but are responsiblefor
teachingthe Torahto the people (Deut. 33:10; Ezra8:16; Neh. 8.7, 9; 2 Chron.17:7-9;
35:3-6) and for administeringTorah law and affairs of state (as Da-Ow) (1 Chron.
23:4; 26:29; 2 Chron. 19:8, 11 [cf. LXX]; 29:5-36; 34:8-14; as well as Josephus,Ant.
4:214; and Sifre Deut. 15). The lattertwo functionsare also connectedwith the Levites
in Jub. 31:15. In these ways the Levites are said to carryout functionsmore generally
or previouslyassigned to the priests,therebyincreasinglyacting as inter-mediariesbetween the Aaronite priests and the people. The eventual assignment of the role of
Temple gate-keepersto the Levites (Neh. 7:1; 12:25 [compareEzra 2:42; Neh. 7:45];
1 Chron. 9:18; 16:38; 23:5; 26:1-19; 2 Chron. 34:9 [compare 2 Kgs 12:10; 22:4];
Philo, Spec. 1:156) may similarly reflect an increasinglyintermediaryrole between
priestlyand Israeliterealms.For the growingimportanceof the Levites in second temple times, especially as reflectedin the retrojectionsof the Chronicler,see R. de Vaux,
AncientIsrael: Its Life and Institutions(trans.JohnMcHugh;New York:McGrawHill,
1961) 388-94. On the Levites more generally, see B.A. Levine, "Levites,"Encyclopedia of Religion 8 (1987) 523-32.
2S For a critically aware but less cautious approach to this question, see A.I.
Baumgarten,"RabbinicLiteratureas a Source for the Historyof Jewish Sectarianism
in the Second Temple Period,"DSD 2 (1995) 14-57. Compare,for example,the interpretationof Deut. 17:7-13 in second temple sources (includingDead Sea Scrolls) and
the early rabbinic midrash Sifre Deut. 152-53, discussed at length in S.D. Fraade,

From Tradition to Commentary: Torah and its Interpretation in the Midrash Sifre to

Deuteronomy(Albany:State Universityof New York Press, 1991) 83-87 (with notes).
While this biblical passage mandatesthe supremejudicial authorityof a high courtof
levitical priests and/or a magistratein a variety of cases, including IDrl (however
understood),it is takenby the midrashas warrantfor rabbinicauthorityin the absence
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[11 All are renderedimpureby skin affections,except for gentiles and a resident
alien.
[2] All are eligible to inspect skin affections, but purity and impurity are
[declaredonly] by a priest.
[3] They say to him [the priest]:Say, "Impure!"and he says "Impure!"[Or they
say to him]: Say, "Pure!"and he says "Pure!"

Sections 1 and 2 are parallelin structure.They begin with an inclusive ruling("all"),which is then qualifiedwith an exclusion ("except,"
"but").Notwithstanding(and perhapsmaskedby) this formalparallelism, it is the second rule that is the more radical,requiringthe explication of section 3. Just as all (within Israel proper)can be rendered
impure by contact with skin affections, all are able to inspect and
diagnose skin affections(but not to declarethem "pure"or "impure").
The latter is, of course, in stark contrastto Leviticus 13, which emphaticallyassigns these functionsto the hereditarypriesthoodalone, as
is presumedelsewhere in the Mishnah." The present mishnah, presumably, is not eliminatingthe qualificationsof expertisein inspecting skin affections in light of Torah law, but is affirmingthat this
functionis not dependentupon priestly lineage per se. Just as all can
be affected,so too all are qualifiedto inspect, so long as they acquire
the necessary knowledge (which for the Mishnah would suggest a
sage, whether or not a priest). Nevertheless,in strikingsimilarityto
the Damascus Document,our mishnahqualifies its bold statementof
non-priestlyinclusivityby affirmingthe authorityof the priestalone to
pronouncethe verdict. Also like the DamascusDocument,it resolves
thisinclusive/exclusivedialecticby relegatingthepriest'srole to a merely
formal function.The priest simply repeatsverbatimthe words that he
is told to say.
In a sense, the Mishnahgoes furtherthan the DamascusDocument
of qualified(expert)priestsor Levites. While second templesourcessimilarlyseparate
"leviticalpriests"into priestsand Levites (see ibid.), they do not derive from this biblical passage a shift in authoritybetween them, or from them to lay legal authorities
as do the rabbis.Nevertheless,might the rabbinicexegesis predateits earliest extant
textual embodimentand underliea similar shift in legal authorityin second temple
varietiesof Judaism?Withoutfurtherevidence, it is impossibleto say.
26

The text is according to Ch. Albeck, nflflfl 11:

:fl:D

"IT -I=, 206. The only

significant manuscriptvariant is in MS Kaufmann,which has 171 'Dor("from the
mouth of a priest") instead of p,: "'I" in line 2. MSS Parma De Rossi 138 and
Cambridgehave In: 'n'z
27 E.g., m. Neg. 2:3.
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in relegating to the priest a purely mechanical function: he is not
taught the law and its application(as in section 3 of the Damascus
Document),but simply told (and the Mishnahdoes not say by whom)
what words to repeat. Furthermore,the Mishnahdoes not make such
an arrangementconditionalon the lack of expertiseor competenceof
a particularpriest,but ratherimplies that in all cases of skin affection
any priest's role (qua priest) is limited, formal, and vestigial.28
4. Sifra Tazri'aParashat Nega'im pereq 1:8-10
Even more strikingfor its similaritiesto the Damascus Document
is the Sifra to Lev. 13:2, which in typical midrashicfashion atomizes
that verse to facilitate commentary:
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[1] He shall be broughtto Aaron (Lev. 13:2). I only know about Aaronhimself.
Whence can I deduce to include anotherpriest? Scriptureteaches, the priest
(ibid.).
[2] Whence can I deduce to include [priests] who are blemished? Scripture
teaches, [any] among his sons (ibid.).
[3] Is it possible thereforeto include illegitimatepriests?Scriptureteaches, the
priests (ibid.), therebyexcludingillegitimateones.

28 Comparet. Neg. 1:1-2, which stress that expertise"in them and their names"is
a conditionfor inspectingskin affections,without differentiatingbetween priests and
non-priests.A requirementof expertise need not, ipso facto, require the transferof
priestlyfunctionsto non-priests,only to qualifiedpriests,as is presumedelsewherein
the Mishnah;cf. b. Shevu. 6a; b. 'Arak.3a; and tosafot to both. I noted above that the
DamascusDocument(section 3) is ambiguouswhetherthe Overseerplays this role in
all cases of judging skin affections,or only in the event that the presidingpriestlacks
sufficientknowledge. I favored the latter, taking this to be a regularfunction of the
Overseer.
29 The text is from Weiss's edition, 60b. The punctuationand line divisions are
mine. I have checked the editio princeps(Venice, 1545) and the major manuscripts
(Vatican66, Vatican 31, Oxford, London,Parma,Breslau/JTSA),none of which differs significantlyfrom the printedversion. Accordingto the catalogue of M. Kahana
(Manuscriptsof the Halakhic Midrashim:An AnnotatedCatalogue [Hebrew] [Jerusalem: The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities;Yad Izhak Ben-Zvi, 19951),
thereare no extantGeniza fragmentsfor this passage.
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[4] Whence can I deduce to include all of Israel?Scriptureteaches,or to [any]
one (ibid.).
[5] If we can go so far as to include all of Israel, what does Scriptureteach
[when it says], or to one of his sons, the priests (ibid.)?Rather,it comes to teach
that impurityand purityare declared[only] by a priest.
[6] But how [does this work]?A sage of Israelobservesthe skin affectionsand
tells the priest,even if he is a simpleton:Say "Impure,"and he says "Impure."
Say "Pure,"and he says "Pure."

Like the Mishnah,but more hermeneuticallyso, the Sifra constructs
a dialecticalstrategyof inclusiveand exclusive moves. In the firsttwo
of a series of rhetoricalquestionsand answers,the commentarymidrashicallyderives from Lev. 13:2 an inclusive understandingof who
among the priests examines persons with skin affections, including even priestswith physicalblemishes.30However,accordingto section 3, the offspringof illegitimatepriestlyunions are excluded from
such service, since they are disqualifiedas priests. We might be surprised, therefore,by the radical and hermeneuticallydaring move of
section 4, in which all of Israel (priests and non-priestsalike) are
includedin the scripturalrule. This most inclusive move occasions a
logical and potentially underminingquestion (section 5): If all of
Israel is included, why does Scripturesingle out the priests?It is to
teach that only the priestscan formallydeclaresomeoneto be pureor
impurewith respectto skin affections.The Sifra (section 6) then asks
how such a division of labor (non-priestlyexaminationand priestly
declaration)can be achieved,and resolves the tension similarlyto the
Mishnah: the priest simply declares what he is told to say by the
examining"sage of Israel"(for whose status priestlylineage is irrelevant). Thus, once again, the priest retainsa merely formal role, with
knowledgeand experienceresidingwith the (rabbinic)sage.
Most striking,especially in comparisonwith the DamascusDocu30 But cf. m. Neg. 2:3, where, in interpretation
of Lev. 13:12, the blind or seeingimpairedpriest is disqualifiedfrom inspectingskin affections.It is difficultto know
how the Dead Sea Scrolls would have consideredblemishedor handicappedpriestsin
this regard.In several places, people with physicalblemishesand physical or mental
handicapsare barredfrom participationin the communityor entry into the Temple
or Temple city: IQSa 2:4-11; IQM 7:4-5; 1lQTemple 45:12-14; 4QMMT B49-54.
From this we might assume that priestswith such handicapswould have been barred
from any priestlyservice (cf. Lev. 21:17-23; 2 Sam. 5:8). However,as we have seen,
the DamascusDocumentpreservesa priestlyrole (albeit reduced)for a priestly"simpleton"for purposesof quarantining
personswith skin affections.For the exclusionof
people with blemishesor handicapsin the Dead Sea Scrolls, see Yadin, The Temple
Scroll, 1.289-91;Schiffman,TheEschatalogicalCommunity,37-52; A. Shemesh,"'The
Holy Angels are in Their Council': The Exclusion of DeformedPersons from Holy
Places in Qumranicand RabbinicLiterature,"
DSD 4 (1997) 179-206.
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ment, is the Sifra's insistence that the priest retainhis formal role of
declaringthe status of the affectedperson,even if he is a "simpleton"
(Firol; parallelto CD's TnD).31Thus, in the Sifra's juxtapositionof the
roles of priest and sage, what is defining of one is irrelevantto the
other: whereas the priest retains his vestigial status and function by
virtueof his ancestralpedigreealone, the sage acquireshis centralstatus and functionby virtue of his learningand interpretiveskills alone.
The former need not be mentally competentand the latter need not
have a hereditarylineage.
Althoughthe Sifra is consistentwith the Mishnah,it differsfrom it
rhetoricallyin several significantways. While the midrash (like the
mishnah)expands the biblical rule so as to include "all of Israel"as
examinersof skin affections,therebyremoving the priests' privileged
position (section 4), it subsequently(section 6) assigns this role to a
"sage of Israel," presumablya rabbi. While "all of Israel" is scripturallyderived,the "sage of Israel"is not, being slipped in metonymically at the end. Thus, the sage both standsfor "all of Israel"and is
distinguishedamong them by his learningand experiencein such matters. By contrast,the Mishnah makes no explicit mention of a sage.
Although, we can presume the Mishnah has the sage in mind, its
rhetoricserves to juxtapose the priest and "everyone,"subordinating
the former to the latter. The midrash'srhetoric,by contrast,is even
moredialectical,moving in a series of hermeneuticalsteps fromAaron,
to all (legitimate)priests, to all of Israel, to the sage of Israel, to the
vestigial priest. By stressing that even a simpleton priest can fulfill
what remainsof the priestlyfunction,the midrashstresseshow mechanistic and devoid of learningand understandingthe priest's role has
become. Structurally,therefore,the simpletonpriest stands for Aaron,
while the sage stands for all of Israel, to whom priestly roles have
been extended. Rhetorically,the sage emerges as the central figure,
even as his hermeneuticalgroundingis the weakest.
In certainrespects, the Sifra seems closer to the Damascus Document in its step-like rhetoricalstrategy, with the sage of the former
3' It should be noted that like the Mishnah,the Sifra elsewhere assumes the biblical role of the priestin inspectingskin affections.Thus, at the conclusionof the Sifra's
commentaryto Lev. 1:10, it stressesthata single priestexaminesthose with skin affections. Similarly, at the very end of the Sifra's commentaryto this section of law
(Metzor'apereq 5:16 (ed. Weiss, 74d]), it cites the following interpretationof "to
instruct"(Lev. 14:57):"This is to teach that he [the priest)does not inspectskin affections until he has been instructedby his master."This interpretationsimply requires
expertiseof the priest;cf. t. Neg. 1:1, 2, and discussionabove, n. 28.
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occupying the place held by the Overseerin the latter, and in both
Howcases the priest being reduced,in a sense, to a "simpleton."32
ever, an importantdistinctionremains.As best we can tell, the Overseer is a specific communityfunctionary(one per camp),who, if I am
correctthat he is a Levite," still derives his authority,in partat least,
from his hereditarystatus. By contrast,the sage denotes a group of
men whose membershipwas open to all Israelite males, dependent
only on their acquiringthe requisite learning, behavior, and experience. All (male) Israelitescould, ideally at least, become sages, but
not all Qumranitescould (or need) become Overseers.In both cases,
however, we witness a dialectical shift from authorityvested entirely
in the hereditarypriesthoodto authorityassigned to non-priestsby
virtueof their learningand experiencein mattersof Torahlaw and its
application.The differencebetween the Damascus Documentand the
Sifrain this regardis less one of kindthanof degree:the shift fromhereditarypriestlyauthorityto non-priestlyexpertiseis moreadvanced,and
perhapsless conditioned,in the Sifra thanin the DamascusDocument.
However, notwithstandingthese similaritiesbetween the Damascus
Document and the Sifra, another importantdifferenceremains. The
Sifra takes the form of a biblical legal commentary(midrashhalakhah), with a dialogical rhetoricof questionand answer,whereasthe
Damascus Document is closer in form to the Mishnah,with its simple, declarativestatementsof a sequenceof rules.34Thus, althoughthe
Damascus Document's overall strategyand some of its specifics are
closer to those of the Sifra, its textualpracticeis closer to that of the
Mishnah.

32 This is not to say that for eitherdocumentmost priestsare consideredsimpletons.
However,both documents,by allowing the priestlyfunctionto be fulfilledeven by a
simpleton,are saying, in effect, that the priestmight as well be a simpletoh,since his
functionis not predicatedon knowledgeand understanding.
33 If I am wrong, and the Overseerneed not necessarilyhave been a Levite, then
my argumentneeds only slightly to be modified,with the gap betweenthe Damascus
Documentand the Sifra, that is, between the Overseerand the Sage, being narrower
but still significant.
34 On the relative absence of explicit midrash halakhah in the extant Dead Sea
Scrolls, see S.D. Fraade,"Lookingfor Legal Midrashat Qumran,"Biblical Perspectives: Early Use and Interpretationof the Bible in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls
(eds M.E. Stone and E.G. Chazon;Leiden:Brill, 1998) 59-79. For a broaderdiscussion of the relationof rabbinicmidrashimto the Dead Sea Scrolls, see idem, "Midrashim," Encyclopediaof the Dead Sea Scrolls (New York: Oxford UniversityPress,
forthcoming).
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5. Conclusions
The complex web of rhetoricalconcordanceand discordancethat
we have tracedrendersimpossible any simple depictionof the historical or literarycontinuitiesor discontinuitiesbetween these Qumranic
and rabbinictexts. This modest exercise is emblematic,I believe, of
both the dangersand possibilitiesof the broaderenterpriseof relating
the legal corporaof the Dead Sea Scrolls and early rabbinicliterature
to one another.The previous error of regardingthe practices of the
Qumrancommunityas entirely disconnectedfrom those of early rabbinic Judaism should not be replaced by a no less myopic view of
their continuities.Since our evidence for these two communities'religious culturesis deepest in the textualpracticesof theirextant corpora
of rules and commentaries,it is there that the richest potential for
comparisonsand contrasts,with broadersociological and ideological
implications,remain to be made.
Returning to the specific Qumranic and rabbinic documents we
have examined,their similaritiesand differencemight be due, at least
in part,to the similaritiesand differencesbetween their primaryaudiences and pedagogical purposes. The Sifra's primaryaudience, like
that of other early rabbinicmidrashim,is one of study circles of individual sages and their disciples, whose gradual ascendancy as the
teachers,leaders, and judges of third-centuryGalilean Jewish society
it sought internallyto advanceandjustify. The DamascusDocument's
primaryaudience, like that of other sectarianscrolls, is one of community members and neophytes whose socialization to communal
study and discipline under its priestly and levitical leadershipit similarly sought internally to advance and justify. While study was an
essential practice for both communities,the more decentralizedrabbinic study circles depended more heavily (but not entirely) on the
discursiveprocess of dialogical commentaryto draw and transformits
studentsinto a rabbinicself-understanding.35
It is temptingto interpretthe strikingsimilaritiesbetween the rules

1s For this functionof the dialogical natureof early rabbinicmidrash,in comparison to its antecedents,see S.D. Fraade,From Traditionto Commentary,chap. 1; idem,
"LiteraryCompositionand Oral Performancein Early Midrashim,"Oral Tradition
(forthcoming).In contrastto early rabbinicJudaism,we find nothingresemblingthe
master-disciplerelationshipat Qumran.Neophytesjoined the communityas a whole
and advancedthroughits ranks, studying its texts and practicingits rules, under the
instructionof its priestly and levitical teachers, but with no indicationof individual
master-disciplerelationsor circles.
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and rhetorical practices of our Qumranic and rabbinic documents
as a sign not just of morphologicalconfluence,but of historicalinterconnection.For example, might the rabbinicshapersof the Sifra have
been familiar with, and perhapsresponsive to, the text or traditions
Conversely,might the parallels to the
of the Damascus Document?36
Sifra in the Damascus Documentsuggest that the former's legal traditions originatein late second temple times, when they might have
been known by and influencedthe shapers of the Damascus Document?37Failing a determinationof direct influencein either direction,
might the similaritiesbetweenour two texts point to a sharedtradition
upon which they both drew?While each of these is possible, none can
be establishedwith any degree of certainty.The similaritiesbetween
the DamascusDocumentand the Sifra, while very striking,are more
of argumentthan of actual languageand form. They need not reflect
borrowing,but ratherthe parallel phenomenaof two studying communities rooted in shared scriptures,each with its own need to shift
legal authority,albeit to differentdegrees, from hereditarypriests to
non-priestlylearnedexperts. However, this disclaimerof influencein
eitherdirectionneednot negatethe historicalsignificanceof the comparison of these texts, and the light therebyshed by each on the other's
contours.
1p (a fortiori): if in the case of the
Perhaps we might argue MIMrn

Damascus Document, which like other sectarian scrolls places so
much emphasis on the privileged status and role of the priesthood,
some of the biblically assigned priestly roles have been shifted, but
not entirely, to Levites and non-priestswith greaterexpertise in certain laws and their application,how much more so might this have
been a tendencyof second temple Judaismmore broadly.38Similarly,
36 Given the fact that the Damascus Document survived outside of Qumran,as
attestedby its disposal in the Cairo Geniza, such a scenariocannot be ruled out as a
possibility.
JewishSect,357) attributestheDamascusDocument's
37 Thus, Ginzberg(AnUnknown
reductionof priestly privilege in our passage to rabbinic("talmudic"[sic]) influence,
based in part, however, on his confusion of this traditionwith anotherascribed to
Hillel. Given the fact that severalfragmentsof our CD passagewere found at Qumran
(see above, n. 5), we know for certainthat it pre-existedthe destructionof the Temple
and is not a later insertion.Assumingthat the Sifra in its presentform dates approximately to the mid-thirdcentury,thereis no reasonnot to presume,given its anthological nature,that some of its traditionsmight predateconsiderablythe collection as a
whole. However,this is still a far cry from identifyingparticularpartsof its text as derivingfrom second templetimes. Cf. L. Finkelstein,"The Core of the Sifra:A Temple
Textbookfor Priests," JQR 80 (1989) 15-34.
38 See above, nn. 23, 24. On this developmentgenerallyin second temple Judaism,
see M. Himmelfarb,"'A Kingdomof Priests':The Democratizationof the Priesthood
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if in a centraldocumentof early rabbinicJudaism,which claimed for
the rabbinicsages the (once-priestly)roles of covenantalteachersand
mediatorsto Israel, the priestsretainan authoritativelegal role, albeit
attenuated,how much more so can we assume that outside rabbinic
circles, priests continuedto claim and/orexert legal influencein Jewish society after the destructionof the Temple.39If so, then the shift
from priestlyto non-priestlylegal authorityand expertisedid not happen overnight nor automaticallywith the destructionof the Second
Temple. Rather,it was a gradual,and not simply linear, process that
had importantantecedents before and was significantly accelerated
after the destructionof the Temple. If our passage from the Damascus
Document might representone such strikingantecedentin that process, then our passage from the Sifra mightreflectits acceleration,even
though,as we have seen, the shift is in processwithin both. If so, the
passages we have examined would represent,if viewed historically,
not so much "parallels"as successive points on a shared continuum.
However, if viewed phenomenologically,we might say that to the
extent that these two passages partially converge, they do so from
opposite directions. But whether viewed historically or phenomenologically, the shift, as momentousas it appearswith distanthindsight,
was one that was accomplished-at the local, pedagogical level of
each studyingcommunity-with dialecticalfinesse.40
in the Literatureof Second Temple Judaism,"Journal of Jewish Thoughtand Philosophy 6 (1997) 89-104. It is difficultto know, however,whethersuch assignmentof
priestlyfunctionsto the laity, whetherto Israel as a whole or to non-priestlyleadership, representsa linearhistoricaldevelopmentof "democratization,"
an idealizationof
the people/community,or a persistentand unresolveddialectic of elitism and egalitarianism. For an argumentfor the opposite developmentat Qumran,that is, from collective to priestlyauthority,based on differencesbetween lQS and the 4QS fragments,
see A.I. Baumgarten,"The ZadokitePriests at Qumran:A Reconsideration,"
DSD 4
(1997) 137-56.
39 It is simplistic to assume that no sooner than the Temple was destroyed, the

priesthoodlost all its scripturallybased and traditionallyconfirmedprerogativesand
influence.AlthoughtheTemplewith its sacrificialworshipwas the centerof priestlyauthorityand influence,the priestscould claim leadershiproles and legal authorityindependentof and outside the Temple. For furtherdiscussionand bibliography,see S.D.
Fraade,From Traditionto Commentary,73, 232 n. 20. More recently,see S. Schwartz,
Josephus and Judaean Politics (Leiden: Brill, 1990) 58-109; D.M. Goodblatt, The
MonarchicPrinciple:Studiesin Jewish Self-Government
in Antiquity(Tubingen:J.C.B.
Mohr [P. Siebeck], 1994) 176-231.
40 This articleoriginatedas a paperat the session "RabbinicHalakhaand Qumran,"
History and Literatureof Early RabbinicJudaismSection, Society of Biblical Literature 1997 AnnualMeeting.On that occasion I benefitedfrom the responsesof Joseph
Baumgartenand LawrenceSchiffmanand the commentsof John Kampenand James
Kugel. The written version has benefitedfrom readings by ChristineHayes, Martha
Himmelfarb,MartinJaffee,ChaimMilikowsky,and Shlomo Naeh.
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TIH:H' is a gcucral assumption !hat the Ibhbis were naive, simpleIllilllbl, and ulIH:ncctive people. How such :111 assumption can be
gener;dized in' rq~aClI to such a galaxy of men whose subtle and
profouud jlldgmcllls in halacha' have remained an intellectual challen~c 10 all future studenls is difficult to see. It is refuted by any
unbiased analysis of their agadic sayings, which clearly indicate
that their inlier life was neither simple nor idyllic. Their thinking
(;1Il only be adl'llu;llely underslood in terms uf a contest between
receptivity ;Jnd spontaneity, between halacha and agada.
Iialacha represents the strength to shape one's life according to a
fixcd pattern; it is a form-giving force. Agada is the expression of
mau's ce;\sc!ess striving which often defies all limitations. Halacha
is the r:llillnalization and schem;lliz;lliol1 of living; it defines, specifies, sets measure and limit, pl'lcing life into an. exact system. Ag:J()a
deals with man's inclTallle rel"tiollS. to God, to' other men, and to
the wurld. l-l:Jhldla llcals with details, with each commandment
scpar.Hely; a~ada with the whole lIf life, with the totality of religious life. Halachn denls with the law; agada with the meaning of
the law. Habdw deals with subjects Ihat can be expressed literally;
ag:lda introduces liS to a realm which lies beyond the range of expression. H ... lacha teaches liS huw to perform common acts; agada
tells liS how to participate in the eternal drama. Halacha gives us
kn<l\vlcdge; agada gives us aspiration.

IIALACIIA ANI> AGADA

33 The Problem of Polarity
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- Halacha thinks in the category of quantity; agada is the category
of quality. Agada maintains that he who saves one human life is as
iJ he had saved all mankind. In the eyes of him whose first category
is the category of quantity, one man is less than two men, but in
the eyes of God one life is worth as much as all of life. Halacha
speaks of th& estimahle and measurable dimensions of our deeds,
informing us how milch we must perform in order to fulfill our
duty, about the size, capacity, or content of the doer and the deed.
Agada deals with the immeasurable, inward aspect of living, telling
us how we must think and feci; how rather than how milch we
must do to fulfill our duty; the manner, not only the cOlitent, is

QUANTITY AND QUALITY

Halacha gives us the norms for action; agada, the vision of the
enlis of living. Halacha prescribes, agada suggestsj halacha decrees,
agada inspires; halacha is definite; agadais allusive.
When Isaac blessed Jacob he said: "God give thee the dew of
heaven, the fat of the earth, and plenty of corn and wine." Remarked the Miclrash: "Dew of heaven is Scripture, the fat of the
earth is mishnah, corn is ilalacha, wine is agada,"1
Halacha, by necessity, treats with the laws in the ahstract, regardless of the tot...lity of the person. It is agad:J. lhat keeps on reminding
that the purpose of performance is to transform the performer, that
the purpose of observance is to train us in achieving spiritual ends.
"It is well known that the purpose of all mitsvot is to purify the
heart, for the heart is the essence."2 The chief aim and purpose of
the mitsvot performed with our body is to arouse our attention to
tile mitsvot that are fulfilled with the mind ;lOd heart, for these are
the pillars on which the service of God rests. s
To maintain that the essence of Judaism consists exclusively of
halacha is as erroneous as to maintain that the essence of Judaism
consists exclusively of ag...da. The interrelationship of halacha and
ag'aJa is (he very heart of Judaism.· Halacha without agada is dead,
agada without halacha is wild,

God in search of man

. I.
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To reduce Jllliaislll to law, to Idacha, is to dim its light. to pcrvert
its C55cnce anc! 10 kill its spirit. We have a Iq~acy of ag:u)a together
with a system of halacha, and ahhough, bccause of a varicty of
reasons, that Ic~acy was frequently overlooked and agada hecame
sllhsl'rviellt to hal:H:ha, ha!ac!w is uhim:llcly dcpenJent upon agada.
Halacha, tlle rationalization of living, is not only forced to employ
ekmcnlS whit:h arc themselves unreasolled; its. ultimate authority
depl'nlls upon agada. For what is the klSis of halacha? The statement "Moses received the Torah from Sinai." Yet this statement
docs not express h:J1achic idea. For halacha deals with what man
ought to do, with that which man can translatc into action, with
thin~s which are definite and concrete, and anything that lies heyoml man's sClllle is not an object of halacha. The event at Sinai,
the mystery ()f revelation, belongs to the sphere of agada. Thus while
the content of halacha is subject to its own reasoning, its authority
is derived from agada.
11:llacha docs not deal with the ultimate level of existence. The
law dnes not create in us the motivation to love and to fear God,
nor is it capable of endowing liS with the power to overcome evil
and to resist its temptations, nor with the loyalty to fulfill its preceptll. It supplies the weapons, it points the way; the fighting is left
to the soul of man.
Tile code of conduct is like the score to a musician. Rules, principles, forms may he taught; insight, feding, the sense of rhythm
must come from within. Ultimately, then, the goal of religious life
is CJlI:llity rather than quantity, not only what is done, but how it is
done.

1IA1.AeIlA WITlllIlIT I\l;APA

important. To l':lla,h:l the quantity decides; ag:IlIa, for which qual.
ity is llle ultimate Slancl:IrII, ill not dazzlcd hy either the Ilumher or
tile lIlaRnilllcle of W"lli deeds hilt stresses the spirit, kavanaIJ. dedicalilill, purity. Agada therefore looks for inwardness rather than for
the outer garments.
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To reduce Judaism to inwardness, to agada, is to blot out its light,
to dissolve its eSSence and to destroy its reality. Indeed, the surest
way to forfeit agada is to abolish halacha. They can only survive in

AGAIIA WITIfOUT HALACIIA

Ohedicnce to the letter of the law regulates our daily Jiving, but
sm:h ohcllience mllst not stultify the spontaneity of our inner life.
When the law becomes petrified and our observance mechanical, we
in fact violate and distort its very spirit. He who Joes not know that
observance of the bw means constant decision is a loolish pi(t;st.
"What is a foolish pietist? A woman is drowning in the rivcr, and
hc says: It is improper for me to look upon her and rescue hcr."G
llalacha is an answer to a question, namely: What docs God ask
of me? The moment that question dies in the heart, the answer hecomcs mcaningless. That question, however, is agadic. sponlaneous,
personal. It)s an outburst of insight, longing, faith. It is not given i
it muM come ahout. The task of religious teaching is to he a midwife
and bring ahout the hirth of the question. M:lI1Y religious teachers
arc Ruihy of i~noring Ihc vital role of the lJucstion and condoning
spiritll:lI sterility, But the soul is never calm. Every human being is
pregnant with problems in a preconceptual form. Most of us do not
know how to phrase our quest for meaning, our concern for the
ultimate. Without guidance, our concern for the ultimate is not
thought through and what we express is premature and penultimate,
:amiscarriage of the spirit.
. 'The question is not immutahle in form. Every generation must
express the question in its own way. In this Sense agada may he employed as denoting all religious thinking in the tradition of Judaism.
It would be a fatal error to isolate the law, to disconncct it from
the perplc:xities, cravings, and aspirations of the soul, from spon,taneity and the totality of the person. In the spiritual crisis of the
modern 'Jew the problem of faith takes precedence over the problem
·.of law. Without faith, inwardness and the power of appreciation,
the law is rheaningless.
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• See above, pp. 293-97.

symbiosis. Without Il:Ilacha agada loses ils suustance, its character,
its SOlln:e of inspiralion, its security against uecoming secularized.
By inw;Jrdncss alllne we do not come dose 10 God.· The purest
illielltiolls, the (illest sense of devotion, the nohlcst spiritual aspirations Olre fatuous when not realized in action. Spiritualism is a way
for allt:c1s, not for m:lIl. There is only one function that can take
place willlll\lt Ihe :Iid (,f extern:" me:ms: dreaming. When dreamiug, Illall is ;llmost detached from concrete reality. Yet spir/'tual life
is not :, dream :lIld is in constant need of action. Action is the verification of the spirit. Docs friendship consist of mere emotion? Of
indulgence in feeling? Is it not always in need of tangible, material
",coins of exprcssion? The life of the spirit tno needs concrete actions
for its :Ictualization. The hody must not he left a(onej the spirit
must hc fullilled in the Clesh. The spirit is decisive; hut it is life, all
of life, whcrc thc spirit is at stake. To consecrate our tongue and our
h:Jnds we need extraordinary means of pedagogy.
It is impossihle to decide whether in JU'd:lism supremacy bc:longs
to halacha or to agada, to the lawgiver. or to the Psalmist. The
Hahhis may h;lve sensed the prohlem. R:ib s:lid: The world was
created for the sake of David, so that he might sing hymns and
psalms to Gud. Samuel said: The world was created for the sake of
Muses, so that he might receive the Torah. a
A view of the supremacy of agada is rcllected in the following
tradition: It is said of Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakkai that his studies
inc/uded all fields of Jcwish learning, gr~at matters or small mattcrs.
Great ",attcn mean ma 'auh ",crkabah (mystical doctrines), small
",at/~,.s the discussions of Abay~ and Raba (legal interpretations).T
Here the stud)· of the law is called "a small mailer" compared with
tllC study of mystical wisdom. 8
Mai Iminides, one of the greatest scholars of the law of all times,
d~c1ares: "It is more precious to me to teach some of the fundamentals of our religion than any of the other things I ~tudy."u
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Jewish thinking and living can only be adequately understood in
terms of a dialectic pattern, containing opposite or contrasted properties. As in a magnet, the ends of which have opposite magnetic
qualities, these terms are opposite to one another and exemplify a
polarity which lies at the very heart of Judaism, the polarilY of ideas
and events, of mitsvah and sin, of kavanah and deed, of regularity
and spontaneity, of uniformity and individuality, of halacha and
agada, of law and inwardness, of Jove and fear, of understanding
and obedie.nce, of joy and discipline, of the good and lhe evil drive,
of time and eternity, of this world and the world to come, of revelation and response, of insight and information, of empathy and selfexpression, of creed and faith, of the word and that which is beyond
words, of man's quest for God and God in search of man. Even
God's relation to the world is characterized by the polarity of justice
and mercy, providence and concealment, the promise of reward and
the demand to serve Him for His sake. Taken abstractedly, all these
terms seem to be mutually exclusive, yet in actual living they involve
each other; the separation of the two is fatal to both. There is no
halacha without agada, and no agada without halacha. We must
neither disparage the body, nor sacrifice the spirit. The body is the
~iscipline, the pattern, the lawj the spirit is inner devotion, spon"taneity, freedom. The body without tllC spirit is a corpse; the spirit
without the body is a ghost. Thus a mitsvah is both a discipline and
an inspiration, an act of obedience and an experience of joy, a yoke
and a prerogative. Our task is to learn how to maintain a harmony
between the de~ands of hal3cha and the spirit of agada.·
Since each of the two principles moves in the opposite direction,
~quilibrium can only be maintained if both are of equal force. Out
~uch a condition is rarely attained. Polarity is an essential trait of all
things. Tension, contrast, and contradiction characterize all of reality. In the language of the Zohar, this world is called alma d~peruda,
"the world of separation." Discrepancy, contention, ambiguity, and
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vants who serve their master for the sake of receiving a reward, but
be like servants who serve their master without expecting a reward"
(Ethics of the Fathers 1:3). He meant by this that one should
believe the truth for the sake of the truth. We say of such a man
that he serves out of love. To him the sages have applied the verse:
"His profound desire is in God's commandments" (Ps. 112:1).
Rabbi Eliezer added: " ... in His commandments, but not in the
reward of His commandments" (Avodah Zarah 19a).·
All of this is clear proof of what we have said. A passage from
the Sitre makes the point even better. "Should you be tempted to
say, 'I will study Torah in order to become rich, or in order to be
called Rabbi 1 or in order to receive a reward in the world to come,'
Scripture says (Deut. 11:13): 'To love the Lord your God'whatever you do, do it only out of love." It has now been made quite
clear to you that this is what the Torah means and our sages make
fundamental. Only a disturbed fool whose mind is deranged by folly
and by fantasy will refuse to recognize this truth.
Abraham our Father achieved this level; he served God out of
love. vVe, too, must be aroused to move in this direction. However,
our sages knew that this is a very difficult goal to achieve and that
not every man could achieve it. One may understand the goal and
still reject it, failing to apprehend that it is a principle of faith. Men
do not do anything except to achieve profit or to avoid loss. Most
men would regard any other action as useless and meaningless.
Under these circumstances it is hard to say to one who is studying Torah, "Do certain things and refrain from doing certain other
things but not out of fear of divine punishment and not in order to
acquire a reward." This is an exceedingly difficult thing to do because
most men have not achieved such truth that they are able to be like
Abraham our Father. Therefore, in order that the maSses stay faithful
and do the commandments, it was permitted to tell them that they
might hope for a reward and to warn them against transgressions out
of fear of punishment. It was hoped that they might be urged to
strengthen their intentions so that they would ultimately grasp the
truth and the way toward perfection, just like the child in the analogy which I cited above. It was for this reason that the sages charged
Antigonos of Sokho with indiscretion. They had him in mind when
they said, "0 wise ones, be careful with your words" (Ethics of the
Fathers 1:11). The masses, after all, lose nothing when they do the
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commandments out of fear of punishment and out of hope for
reward, since they are not perfect. It is good for them insofar as it
strengthens and habituates them in loyalty to what the Torah
requires. Out of this effort they may be awakened to the knowledge
of the truth and serve God out of love. This is what the sages meant
when they said, "A man ought always to labor in the Torah, even if
not for its own sake! For doing it not for its own sake, he may corne
to do it for its own sake" (Pesahim 50b).
You must know that the words of the sages are differently interpreted by three groups of people.
The first group is the largest one. 1 have observed them, read
their books, and heard about them. They accept the teachings of the
sages in their simple literal sense and do not think that these teachings contain any hidden meaning at alL They believe that all sorts of
impossible things must be. They hold such opinions because they
have not understood science and are far from having acquired knowledge. They possess no perfection which would rouse them to 'insight
from within, nor have they found anyone else to stimulate them to
profounder understanding. They, therefore, believe that the sages
intended no more in their carefully emphatic and straightforward
utterances than they themselves are able to understand with inadequate knowledge. They understand the teachings of the sages only in
their literal sense, in spite of the fact that some of their teachings,
when taken literally, seem so fantastic and irrational that if one were
to repeat them literally, even to the uneducated, let alone to sophisticated scholars, their amazement would prompt them to ask how
anyone in the world could believe such things true, much less edifying.
The members of this group are poor in knowledge. One can only
~ret their folly. Their very effort to honor and to exalt the sages in
ac~ordance with their own. meager understanding actually humiliates
them. As God lives, this group destroys the glory of the Torah and
extinguishes its light, for they make the Torah of God say the opposite of what it intended. For He said in His perfect Torah, "The
nations who hear of these statutes shall say: Surely this great nation
is a wise and understanding people" (Deut. 4:6). But this group
expounds the laws and the teachings of our sages in such a way that
when the other peoples hear them they say that this little people is
foolish and ignoble'
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how to explain it." But they believe they do understand, and they
vigorously expound to the people what they think rather than what
the sages really said. They, therefore, give lectures to the people on
the tractate Berakhot and on this present chapter, and other texts,
expounding them word-for-word according to their literal meaning. *
The second group is also a numerous one. It, too, consists of persons who, having read or heard the words of the sages, understand
them according to their simple literal sense and believe that the sages
intended nothing else than what may be learned from their literal
interpretation. Inevitably, they ultimately declare the sages to be
fools, hold them up to contempt, and slander what does not deserve
to be slandered. They imagine that their Own intelligence is of a
higher order than that of the sages, and that the sages were simpletons who suffered from inferior intelligence. The members of this
group are so pretentiously stupid that they can never attain genuine
wisdom. Most of those who have stumbled into this error are
involved with medicine or astrology. They regard themselves as culti·
vated men. scientists, critics, and philosophers. How remote they are
from true humanity compared to real philosophers! They are more
stupid than the first group; many of them are simply fools.
This is an accursed group, because they attempt to refute men
of established greatness whose wisdom has been demonstrated to
competent men of science. If these fools had worked at science hard
enough to know how to write accurately about theology and similar
subjects both for the masses and for the educated, and if they understood the relevance of philosophy, then they would be in a position
to understand whether the sages were in fact wise or not, and the
real meaning of their teachings would be clear to them.
There is a third group. Its members are so few in number that it
is hardly appropriate to call them a group, except in the sense in
which one speaks of the sun as a group (or species) of which it is the
only member. This group consists of men to whom the greatness of

stand what our sages intended in this statement, and we do not know
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the sages all deal with supernatural matters which are ultimate, they
must be expressed in riddles and analogies. How can we complain if
they formulate their wisdom in analogies and employ such figures of
speech as are easily understood by the masses, especially when we
note that the wisest of all men did precisely that, under the guidance
of the Holy Spirit? I have in mind Solomon in Proverbs, tbe Song of
Songs, and parts of Ecclesiastes. *
It is often difficult for us to interpret words and to educe their
true meaning from the form in which they are contained so that
their real inner meaning conforms to reason and corresponds with
truth. This is the case even with Holy Scriptures. The sages themselves interpreted Scriptural passages in such a way as to educe their
inner meaning. from literal sense, correctly considering these passages
to be figures of speech, just as we do. Examples are their explanations
of the following passages: "he smote the two altar-hearths of Moab;
he went down also and slew a lion in the midst of a pit" (II Sam.
23 :20); "Oh, that one would give me water to drink of the well of
Bethlehem" (ibid. 23:15). The entire narrative of which these passages are a part was interpreted metaphorically. Similarly, the whole
Book of Job was considered by many of the sages to be properly

though this third group is few and scattered, their books teach the
perfection which was achieved by the authors and the high level of
truth which they had attained. The members of this group understand that the sages knew as clearly as we do the difference between
tbe impossibility of the impOSSible and the existence of that which
must exist. They know that the sages did not speak nonsense, and it
is clear to them that the words of the sages contain botb an obvious
and a hidden meaning. Thus, whenever the sages spoke of things
that seem impossible, they were employing the style of riddle and
parable which is the method of truly great thinkers. For example, the
greatest of our wise men (Solomon) began his book by saying: "To
understand an analogy and a metaphor, the words of the wise and
theirriddles" (Prov. 1:6).
All students of rhetoric know the real concern of a riddle is with
its hidden meaning and not with its obvious meaning, as; "Let me
now put forth a riddle to you" (Judges '4; 12). Since the words of

from their words which point to exceedingly profound truths. Even

our sages is clear. They recognize the superiority of their intelligence
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The worst offenders are preachers who preach and expound to
the masses what they themselves do not understand. Would that
they keep silent about what they do not know, as it is written: "If
only they would be utterly silent, it would be accounted to them as
wisdom" (Job 13:5). Or they might at least say, "We do not.under-
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Now I can begin to discuss the matter with which I am rea1Jy concerned. Know that just as the blind man cannot image color, as the
deaf person cannot experience sounds, and as the eunuch cannot feel
sexual desire, so bodies cannot attain spiritual delights. Like fish, who
do not know what the element of fire is, because they live upon its
opposite, the element of water, so are the delights of the spiritual
world unknown in this material world. Spiritual delight does not
come within our experience at all. We enjoy only bodily pleasures
which come to us through our physical senses, such as the pleasures
of eating, drinking, and sexual intercourse. Other levels of delight are
not present to our experience. We neither recognize nor grasp them
at first thought. They come to us only after great searching.
It could hardly be otherwise, since we live in a material world
and are, therefore, able to achieve only inferior and discontinuous
delights. Spiritual delights are eternal. They last forever; they never
break off. Between these two kinds of delight there is no similarity of

sion, so that you may find its genuine intellectual intention and lay
hold of a direct faith, as Scripture says: "To find out words of
delight, and that which was written uprightly, even words of truth"
(Eccles. 12:10). If you consider my book in this spirit, with the help
of God, it may be useful to you.

sider it, and realize that this utterance must be a riddle or a parable.
You will sleep on it, trying anxiously to grasp its logic and its expres-

understood only in metaphoric terms. The dead bones of Ezekiel
(Ezek. 37) were also considered by one of the rabbis to make sense
only in metaphoric terms. Similar treatment was given to other passages of this sort.
Now if you, reader, belong to either of the first two groups, pay
no attention to my words nor to anything else in this section. You
will not like it. On the contrary, it will irritate you, and you will hate
it. How could a person who is accustomed to eating large amounts of
harmful food find simple food in small quantities appealing, even
though they are good for him? On the contrary, he will actually find
them irritating, and he will hate them. Do you not recall the reaction
of the people who were accustomed to eating onions, garlic, fish, and
the like? They said: "Now our soul is dried away; there is nothing at
all; we have nought save this manna to look to" (Num. 11 :6).
But if you belong to the third group, when you encounter a word
of the sages which seems to conflict with reason, you will pause, con-
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they have no physical senses, as we do, through which they could get
our kind of gratification.
We will be like them after death. Those men who choose to
purify themselves will reach this spiritual height. They will neither
experience bodily pleasures, nor will they want them. They will
resemble a powerful king. He would hardly want to go back to playing ball with children as he did before he became king. Such games
attracted him when he was a child and was unable to understand the
real difference between ball playing and royal power. Like children
we now praise and glorify the delights of the body and do not understand the delights of the soul.
If you consider carefully the nature of these two kinds of
delight, you will perceive the inferiority of the first and the superiority of the second, even in this world. Thus, you find that most men
will exert extraordinary amounts of intellectual and physical energy
laboring at ordinary tasks in order to acquire honor and be exalted by
their fellowmen. The pleasure which honor brings is not of the same
sort as the pleasure derived from eating and drinking. Similarly,
many men pursue vengeance over their enemies more intensely than
they pursue any bodily pleasures. Many others deny themselves the
keenest of bodily delights because they fear shame and public disgrace or because they seek to acquire a reputation for virtue. If this is
the case even in this material world, how much more must it be so in
the spiritual world! That world is the world to come.
In the world to come our souls will become wise out of the
knowledge of God the Creator, as the higher physical bodies do, Or
even wiser. This spiritual delight is not divisible into parts, nor can it
be described, nor can any analogy explain it. It is as the prophet said
when he was awe·stricken at the lofty magnificence of that good:
"How great is Your goodness which You have hidden away for them
that fear You" (Ps. 31:30). Our sages also wrote: "In the world to
come there is no eating, drinking, washing, anointing, or sexual intercourse; but the righteous sit with their crowns on their heads enjoying the radiance of the Divine Presence" (Berakhot 17a). In this pas-

uninterrupted. They have no bodily delight, nor could they, since

Torah Or theologians to say that angels, stars, and spheres experience
no delight. On the contrary, they really experience great delight in
that they know by experience the true being of God the Creator.
With this knowledge they enjoy delight which is both perpetual and

any sort. It is, therefore, inappropriate for us who are masters of
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legitimate descent, nor to pronounce qualified those who are presumed to be of illegitimate descent, but to bring peace in the world,
as it is said: "And he shall turn the hearts of the fathers to the children" (ibid. ,: 24).
Some of our sages say that the coming of Elijah will precede the
advent of the Messiah. But no one is in a position to know the
details of this and similar things until they have come to pass. They

unclean clean; neither to disqualify those who are presumed to be of

I[ 2 Said the rabbis: "The sale difference between the present and
the Messianic days is delivery from servitude to foreign powers"
(Sanhedrin 91b). To take the words of the prophets in their literal
sense, it appears that the inauguration of the Messianic era will be
marked by the war of Gog and Magog; that prior to that war, a prophet will arise to guide Israel an,d set their hearts aright, as it is written: "Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet" (Mal. '3:23). He
(Elijah) will come neither to declare the clean unclean, nor the

l[ 1 Let no one think that in the days of the Messiah any of the
laws of nature will be set aside, or any innovation be introduced into
creation. The world will follow its normal course. The words of
Isaiah: "And the wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard
shall lie down with the kid" (Is. 11 :6) are to be understood figuratively, meaning that Israel will live securely among the wicked of the
heathens who are likened to wolves and leopards, as it is written: "A
wolf of the deserts does spoil them, a leopard watches over their
cities" (JeL 5:6). They will all accept the true religion, and will neither plunder nor destroy, and together with Israel earn a comfortable
living in a legitimate way, as it is written: "And the lion shall eat
straw like the ox" (Is. 11:7), All similar expressions used in connection with the Messianic age are metaphorical. In the days of King
Messiah the full meaning of those metaphors and their allusions will
become clear to all.'

Chapter

ceeds, rebuilds the sanctuary on its site, and gathers the dispersed of
Israel, he is beyond all doubt the Messiah. Hewill prepare the whole
world to serve the Lord with one accord, as it is written: "For then
will I turn to the peoples a pure language, that they may all call upon
the name of the Lord to serve Him with one consent" (Zeph; ,:9).
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In that era there will be neither famine nor war, neither jeal-

itself to the Law and its wisdom, with no one to oppress or disturb it,
and thus be worthy of life in the world to come.

drink and rejoice. Their aspiration was that Israel be free to devote

The sages and prophets did not long for the days of the Messiah that Israel might exercise dominion over the world, or rule over
the heathens, or be exalted by the nations, or that it might eat and

114

retains its status.

such-and-such a tribe," But he will not say concerning those who are
presumed to be of pure descent: "This is a bastard; this is a slave."
For the rule is: once a family has been intermingled with others, it

announce: "This one is of such-and-sucha tribe, and this one of

(Mal. 3:3). First he will purify the descendants of Levi, declaring:
"This one, of good birth, is a priest; this one, of good birth, is a
Levite." Those who are not of good birth will be demoted to the
rank of (lay) Israelites, for it is written: "And the Tirshatha said to
them that they should not eat of the most holy things, till there
stood up a priest with Drim and Tummim" (Ezra 2:63)' It is
inferred therefrom that the genealogy of those considered to be of
good lineage will be traced by means of the Holy Spirit, and those
found to be of good birth will be made known. The descent of the
Israelites will be recorded according to their tribes. He will

him, as it is written: "And he shall sit as a refiner and purifier ..."

In the days of King Messiah, when his kingdom will be
established and all Israel will gather around him, their pedigrees will
be determined by him through the Holy Spirit which will rest upon

l[ 3

sequence of those events nor the details thereof constitute religious
dogmas. No one should ever occupy himself with the legendary
themes or spend much time on Midrashic statements bearing on this
and like subjects. He should not deem them of prime importance,
since they lead neither to the fear of God nor to the love of Him.
Nor should one calculate the end. Said the rabbis: "Blasted be those
who reckon out the end" (Sanhedrin 97b), One should wait (for his
coming) and accept in principle this article of faith, as we have
stated before.

opinion on the subject. But be that as it may, neither the exact
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are not explicitly stated by the prophets. Nor have the rabbis any tradition with regard to these matters. They are guided solely by what
the Scriptural texts seem to imply. Hence there is a divergence of
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in private, and you will thus become a public benefactor. Take ade
quate precautions lest its contents be divulged to the Gentiles by an
evil person and mishap overtake us (God spare us therefrom), When
I began writing this letter I had some misgivings, about it, but th~
were overruled by my conviction that the public welfare takes precee
dence over one's personal safety. Moreover, I am sending it to a per
sonage such as you, "and the secret of the Lord may,be entrusted to
those who fear Him" (Ps. 2.5:14). Our sages, .the successors of the
prophets, assured us that persons engaged in a religious mission will
meet with no disaster (Pesahim 8b). What more importantreligious
mission is there than this. Peace be to all Israel. Amen.
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THIS answer to inquiries. from scholars of southern France,
Maimonides exposes foibles and fallacies of astrology, while touching
uPlon such, questions as. the. sources' of knowledge,' creation of the
world, div~e prpvidence. and free will, and the Messiah. The ration
alistic temper of the letter is characteristic of Maimonidean writing
in general and accurately reflects many basic Maimonidean attitudes.
Inasmuch as this letter was intended for general circulation, with- no
pretense to esotericism, the references to the Guide and the state
ments concerning the rationalization of the commandments are
highly significant. Noteworthy is the oft-quoted comment that the
Second Temple was destroyed and national independence forfeited
becallsethe Jews were preoccupied with astrology. On the whole, the
letter is a model of compression, precision, and clarity, revealing Mai
monides: ,ability to address himseH. to different people on different
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... Such is the wish of their brother and friend, who prays on their
behalf and rejoices in their tranquillity, Moses, son of Rabbi Maimon
(may the memory of the righteous be a blessing), the Spaniard. This
inquiry testifies to the purity of their soul and the excellence of their
understanding and shows that they pursue science and search into
the chambers of understanding and hasten to ascend' the'steps of
knowledge in order "to find out desired words and that which was
written uprightly" (Eccles. 12:10), and to understand the "word"
and the "interpretation" (Eccles. 8: 1 ). May the hand of the Lord be
their help and lay open for them everything that is hidden and
"make level every rugged place" (Is. 40:4). Amen. I perceive in this
inquiry that although its boughs are many, they are all branches of a
single tree, which is their common root: namely, all the statements of
"the astrologers, the stargazers" (Is. 47:13). It is evident that the
compilation we have made of the statutes of the Torah, which we
entitled Mishneh Torah, has not reached you. If it had, you would
have known directly my opinion regarding all those' things of which
you have inquired; for we have made this' entire matter clear in (the
section of that work called) Laws Concerning Idolatry and the Ordi
nances of the Nations. It seems to me that it will come to you before
this reply, since it is already widespread on the island of Sicily, as well
as in the West and in the East and in the South. In any case; I
myself need' to make this clear to you.
.
Know, my masters, that it is not proper for a man to accept as
trustworthy anything other than one of these three things. The first
is a thing forwhich there is a clear proof deriving from man's reason
ing-such as arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy. The second is a
thing that a man perceives through one of the five senses-such as
when he knows with certainty that this is red and this is black and
the like through the sight of his eye; or as when he tastes that this is
bitter and this is sweet; or as when he feels that this is hot and this is
cold; or as when he hears that this sound is clear and this sound is
indistinct; or as when he smells that this is a pleasing smell and this
is a displeasing smell and the like. The third is a thing that a man
receives from the prophets or from the righteous. Every reasonable
man ought to distinguish in his mind and thought all the things that
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he accepts as trustworthy, and say: "This I accept as trustworthy
because' of -tradition; ~nd this because of sense-perception, and this
on grounds of reason." Anyone who accepts as trustworthy anything
that is not of these three species, of him it is said: "The simple
believes everything" (Prov, 14:15). Thus, you ought to know that
fools have composed thousands of books of nothingness and empti
ness. Any number ofmen, great in years but not in wisdom, wasted
all their-daysin studying these books .and imagined that these follies
are science. They came to think of themselves as wise men because
they knewithat science..,The thing about which most of the world
errs, or all of it--'-Save for a few individuals, "the remnant of whom the
Lord shall call" (Joel3:5)-is that thing of which I am apprising
you. The great sickness and the "grievous evil" (Eccles. 5:12, 15)
consist in this: that all the things that man finds written in books, he
presumes to think of as' true_and all the more so if the books are
old. And since many individuals' have: busied themselves with those
books and have engaged in discussions concerning. them, the rash fel
low's mind at once leaps. to the. conclusion that these are words of
wisdom, and he says.to himself.. "Has the pen of the scribes written
in vain" (Jer.· 8~8), and .have they vainly engaged in these things?
This is why our kingdom was lost and. our Temple was destroyed and
why we were brought.to this; forour fathers sinned and are no more
because they found many books dealing with these themes of the star
gazers, these things being the root of idolatry, as we have made clear
in Laws Concerning Idolatry. They erred and were drawn after
them, imagining them to be gloriouascience.and to be of great
utility. They did not busy themselves with the art of war or. with
the conquest of .lands,but imagined that 'those' studies would
help them.. Therefore the prophets called them "fools and dolts"
(Jer. 4:22). And truly fools they were, "for they walked after con
fused things that do not profit" (I Sam. 12:21 and [er, 2:8).
Know; my masters, that I myself have investigated much into
these matters. The first thing I studied is that science which is called
judicial astrology-that is, (the science}by which man may know
what will come to pass in the world or in this or that city or kingdom
and what will happen to a particular individual all the days of his
life. I also have read in all matters concerning all of idolatry, so that
it seems to me there does not remain in the world a compositiea on
this subject, having been translated into Arabic from other languages,
but that I have read it and bave understood its subject matter and
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have plumbed the depth of its thought. From those books it became
clear to me what the reason is for all those commandments that
everyone comes to think of as having no reason at all other than the
decree of Scripture. I already have a great composition on this sub
ject in the Arabic language (namely, the Guide ot the Perplexed)
with lucid proofs for every single commandment but this is not
required of US now. I now return to the subject of your inquiry.
Know, my masters, that every one of those things concerning
judicial astrology that (its adherents) maintain-namely, that some
thing will happen one way and not another.. and, that the constella
tion under which one is born will draw him on so that he will be of
such and such a kind and so that something will happen'to him one
way and not another-all those assertions are tar from being scien
tific; they are stupidity. There are lucid, faultless proofs refuting all
the roots of those assertions. Never did one of those genuinely wise
men of the nations busy himself with this matter or write on it; no
(nation) wrote such compositions or committed the error of calling
it a science, other than the Chasdeans, Chaldeans,. Canaanites, and
Egyptians, for that was their religion in those days. But the wise men
of Greece-and they are the philosophers who wrote on science and
busied themselves with all the species of science-mock and scorn
and ridicule these four nations that I have mentioned to you, and
they rally proofs to refute their entire position-"root and branch"
(Mal. 3: 19). The wise men of Persia also recognized and understood
that all that science which the Chasdeans, Chaldeans, Egyptians, and
Canaanites produced is a falsehood and a lie. Do not imagine that
those refutations are mere assertions and that we therefore should
not put our trust in them; rather there are lucid and correct, faultless
proofs to refute that entire position, and the only one who would
cling to it would be "a simple one who believes everything"(Prov.
14: 1 5), or one who wishes to deceive others.
And know, my masters, that the science of the stars that is gen
uine science is knowledge of the form of the spheres, their number,
their measure, the course they follow, each one's period of revolution,
their declination to the north or to the south, their revolving to the
east or to the west, and the orbit of every star and what its course i
is. On all this and the like, the wise men of Greece, Persia, and India
wrote compositions. This is an exceedingly glorious science. By
means of it the onset of the eclipses of luminaries may be known and
when they will be eclipsed at any given place; by means of it there
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may be known the cause for the moon's (yareah ) appearing just like
a bow, then waxing-great until it is full, and then gradually waning;
by means of it there may be,known' when the moon (levanah) will
or will not be seen; and the reason why one day will be long and
another day short; and the reason why two stars will rise as one; but
not set together; and the reason why a given day at a given place is
thirteen hours long and in another place fifteen or sixteen or twenty
hours long, yet being a single day. (In one place the day and the
night will be of equal duration; in another place the day will be like
a month or two months or three-so that a place may be found
where the entire year is a single day, six months daytime and six
months nighttime.) How many amazing conditions are made intelli
gible by this science, all of which is, undoubtedly true. It is this cal
culation' of astronomical cycles of which the (Talmudic) sages said
that it is wisdom and understanding in the sight of the (Gentile)
peoples (Shabbat 75a). But as for these assertions ·of the stupid
astrologers, they are nothing. I am now making clear to you the main
points of those matters that are the mystery of the world.
Know, that all the wise men of the Gentile nations-and they
are the great philosophers, men of intellect and science-were all in
accord that the world, has a Governor; He makes a sphere revolve,
the sphere not .revolving.ofitself. TIley have many books advancing a
lucid proof for this; on this point there is no controversy among
men of science. There.is, however, a great controversy among them
regarding this entire world, namely, the sphere and. what is beneath
it.*
(1) Most of them say that it is not subject to generation and
corruption, but that as it is now, it was and it will be for ever and ever.
Just as the. Holy One, blessed be He, who was always the same as He
is now, is making it revolve; so was He always making it revolve, and
it' was always being revolved; the two of them were always together,
never wasone without the other.
(2) Among them there are those who maintain that this sphere
has come into being and that the Deity has created it, but that there
is a single thing that exists together with the Creator, "like the clay
in the potter's hand" (fer. 18:6). From that thing which exists
together with Him, He makes whatever He pleases. Sometimes He
will use some of that clay, as it were, to make heaven and some-of it
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to make earth; and sometimes, if He pleases, He takes some of that
out of which He has made heaven and makes something else out
of it, But to bring forth something out of nothing is impossible.
(3) Among the philosophers there are those who maintain-just
as the prophets maintained-ethat. the Holy One, blessed be He,
created all created things out of nothing and that there is no other
thing with the Creator aside from the creation that He has brought
forth.
Now the great controversy is over this point, and this is the very
point that Abraham our. Father discerned. A thousand books have
already been written on this, with 'proofs that each and every one of
them rallies to support its position. It is the root of the Torah that
the Deity alone is primordial and that He has created the whole out
of nothing; whoever does not acknowledge this is guilty of radical
unbelief and is guilty of heresy. I myself have already written a great
composition in Arabic (Guide ofthePerplexed) on these matters. I
have explained the lucid proofs of the existence of the Creator and
that He is one and that He is not a body or corporeal in any respect.
I have shattered all those proofs that the philosophers advance as
proving that the world was not created. In addition, I have resolved
all the great difficulties that they have raised against us on account of
our maintaining that the Deity has created everything that exists out
of nothing.... All these, then, are the three sects into which the
wise men of the world fall, from the earliest antiquity down to now.
( 1) Those who maintain that the sphere is not a created thing,
but that it eternally has been and will be just as it is.
(z) Those who maintain that the Deity has created it out of that
matter which always exists by Him.
.( 3) Those who maintain-just as all the prophets did-that
there is no other thing that is with the Deity, just He Himself, and
that when He wished, He brought forth this world out of nothing, in
conformity with His will.
All of these three sects are in accord on the following point.
Everything that comes into being in this lower world-namely, every
"living soul" (Gen. 1: 30) and every tree and every species of grass
and every one.of the species of minerals-the whole has the Deity as ; .,
its maker, through a power corning from the spheres and the stars.
And they are in accord that the power of the Creator Bows first upon
the spheres and the stars; from the spheres and the stars it Bows and
spreads through this (lower) world-everything that is, thereby
coming into being. Just as we maintain that the Holy One, blessed
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be He, performs. signs and wonders through the angels, so do. these
philosophers maintain-that all' these occurrences in the nature of the
world come through the spheres and the. stars. They maintain that
the spheres. and the stars possess souls and, knowledge. All these
things are true. I myself have already made it clear, with proofs, that:
all.these things involve-no damage to religion. And not only this,but
what is more I have understood from the sayings of the sages in all
of·the Midrashim that they maintain as the philosophers maintained.
There is no controversy whatever between the sages of Israel and the
philosophers on' these matters, as I have made clear in those chapters
(in the Guide of the Perplexed) .
All three of these sects of the philosophers, which maintain that
everything is made by means of the spheres and the stars, also main
tain that whatever happens to each and every human being is due to
chance; it is not due' to any cause' coming from above, and neither
the constellation under which one is born nor . nature will avail
against it. There is' no difference for them between this individual
who was tom to pieces bya lion that happened upon him, or this
mouse that was tom to pieces by.a cat, or this By that was tom to
pieces by a spider. Neither is there a difference between a roof's fall
ing upon and killing someone, or arock's breaking loose. from a
mountainand falling upon a tree or upon another rock and breaking
it. All this, they maintain, is simply fortuitous. It is said as well of
those human beings who are waning with one another over a great
kingdom, that they. are .like a pack of dogs warring over a carcass.
This is not due to any cause coming from the stars. Furthermore,
this one being poor and. that one. rich; this one having children and
that one being childless-call the philosophers maintain that this is
due to chance. The summary of the matter is that they maintain that
what happens to each and every thing-be it man or beast or trees
and minerals-is all due to chance. But the being of all the species
and the things comprehended in the entire world-in which there is
not the activity of aliving soul-all of this stems from the power of
the spheres whose root, in tum, comes from the Holy One, blessed
be He. The controversy lies in this, that the true religionists, and
that- is the religion of Moses our Teacher, maintain that what hap
pens to individuals is not due to chance, but rather to judgment-as
the Torah says: "For all His ways are judgment" (Deut. 32:4) )The
prophet explained: "Whose eyes are open upon all the ways of the
sons of men, to give every one according to his ways, and according
to the fruit of his doings" (Jer, 3z: 19); It is regarding this that the
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Torah warned and bore witness and told Israel: "But if you will not
hearken to Me" (Lev. 26:14), I shall bring hardship upon you. If
you maintain that that hardship is not an affliction .brought on by
your sins, but rather due to chance and one of those things that
happen by chance, why then I Myself shall heap more of that chance
upon you-as it is written: "And if you walk with Me in (the way
of) chance, I too shall walk with you in the wrath of chance" (Lev.
26:27-28). This is a root of the religion of Moses our Teacher, that
everything happening to human beings is a (just) decree and judg
ment. Hence, the sages maintained: "There is no death without sin
and no affliction with transgression" (Shabbat 55a).
And know, my masters, that it is one of the roots of the religion
of Moses our Teacher-and one that all the philosophers also
acknowledge-that every action of human beings is left to them and
that there is nothing to constrain or draw them. Rather, if- he so
pleases; a man will worship God and become wise and sit in the
house of study. And if he so pleases, he will follow the counsel of the
wicked and run with thieves and hide with adulterers. There is. no
influence or constellation under which one is born that will draw
him in any manner toward anyone of these ways. Hence it was com
manded and told to him: "Do this and do not do that." We have
made clear many of the things involved in these matters in most of
our Arabic compositions, in the Commentary- on the Mishnah and in
the rest of the compositions. Thus we ought to know that what hap
pens to human beings is not-as the philosophers maintain-like
what happens to the beast. *
Three disagreements are to be· found in these matters. Imagine
this situation. Here is Reuben, a tanner, poor, and his children have
died in his own lifetime. And hereis Simon, a perfumer, rich, and his
children stand before him.
( 1) The philosopher will maintain that this due to chance. It is
possible that Reuben could become a perfumer, grow rich, and have
children; and it is possible that. Simon could become impoverished,
turn into a tanner, and witness his children's death. All this is simply
fortuitous. There is no nature in the world and no power emanating
from a star that caused this individual to be or not to be thus. This is
the position of the philosophers.
(2) The second position is that of those who believe in judicial
astrology and whose sayings you have heard and whose follies are
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widespread among you. They maintain that it is impossible that a
given thing should ever change. Never will- Reuben be anything other
than a tanner and poor and childless, for it was thus fixed by the
power of the sphere at the time of his birth. Similarly, it is impossi
ble for Simon to be anything other than a perfumer and rich and
with surviving children, just as it was fixed by the power of the
sphere at the time of his birth.
. .. These two ways,. or these two positions, are regarded as false
hoods by us. The position of the astrologers is given the lie by reason,
for correct reasoning has already refuted, .by means of lucid proofs,
all those follies that they have maintained. It also is regarded as a
falsehood by us because of. the religious tradition, for if the matter
stood thus, of what utility would the Torah and the commandment
and the Talmud be to a particular individual? For in that event,
every single individual would lack the power to do anything he set
his mind to, since something else draws him on-against his will-to
be this and not to be that; of what use then is the command or the
Talmud? The roots of the religion of Moses our Teacher, we find,
refute the position of these stupid ones-in addition to reason's
doing.so with all those proofs that the philosophers maintain to
refute the position of the Chasdeans and the Chaldeans and their
associates. The position of the philosophers who maintain that these
things are due to chance is also regarded as a falsehood by us because
of the religious tradition.
(3) The true. way upon which we rely and in which we walk is
this: We say regarding this Reuben and Simon; that there is nothing
that draws On the one to become a perfumer and rich, and the other
to become a tanner and poor. It is possible that the situation will
change and be reversed, as the philosopher maintains. But the philos
opher maintains that this is due to chance.We maintain that it is
not due to chance, but rather that this situation depends on the will
of "Him who spoke, and (the world) came into being" (Ps. 33:9);
all of this is a (just) decree and judgment. We do not know the end
of the Holy One's wisdom so as to know by what decree and judg
ment He required that this should be this way and that that should
be the other way; "for His ways are not like our ways, neither are His
thoughts like our thoughts" (Is. 55:8). We rather are obliged to fix
in our minds that if Simon sins, he will be punished with stripessand
impoverished and his children will die and the like. And if Reuben
repents and mends his ways and searches his deeds and walks in a
straight path, he will grow rich and will succeed in all his undertak
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"See Guide, introduction; II. ch. 25.

is a root of the religion. If a man says, "But look, many have acted in
this way and yet have not succeeded," why this is no proof. Either
some iniquity of theirs caused-this, or they are now afilictedin order
to inherit something even better than this.
The summary of the matter is that our mind cannot grasp how
the decrees of the Holy One, blessed be He, work upon human
beings in this world and in the world to come. What we have said
about this from the beginning is that the entire position of the star
gazers is-regarded as a falsehood by all men of science. I know that
you may search and find sayings of some individual sages in the
Talmud and Midrashim whose words appear to maintain that at the
moment of a man's birth, the stars will cause such and "Such "to
happen to him. Do not regard this as a difficulty, for it is not fitting
for a man -to abandon the prevailing law and raise once again the
counterarguments and replies (that preceded its enactment). Simi
larly it is not proper to abandon matters of reason that, have already
been verified by proofs, shake loose of them, and depend' on: the
words of a single one of the sages from whom possibly the matter
was hidden. Or there may bean allusion in those words; or they may
have been said with a view to the times and the business before-him.
(You surely know how many of the verses of the holy Law are not to
be taken literally. Since it is known through proofs of reason thatit
is impossible for the thing to be literally so, the translator [Aramaic
Targum] rendered it in a form that reason will abide.) A man'
should nevercast his reason behind him, for the eyesare set in front,
not in back."
- What has reached you in my name concerning the Messiah does
not correspond to the facts; it was not in the East, in Isfahan. It was
rather' in Yemen that an individual arose (it is now some twenty
two years ago), and proclaimed that he was a messenger come to
prepare the way for the King Messiah and told them that the Mes
siah was in the land .of Yemen. Many people-Jews and Arabs
gathered about him, and they would move around in the hills. Our
brethren in Yemen wrote me a long letter informing me of his way
and judgment, of the innovations he had made for them in the pray
ers.and.of what .he was saying. They said that they had already seen
certain marvels of his. They questioned me about this. Lgathered
from all the circumstances that this poor individual is ignorant and

ings and "see (his) seed and prolong (his) days" (ibid. 55:10). This
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God-fearing, indeed he possesses no wisdom at all, and that every
thing that they say he-did or that came to sight through him is a
falsehood and a lie. I trembled for the Jews who were there, and
composed some three or four tablets for themonthe subject of the
Messiah and his signs and the signs of the time during which he shall
appear; and I warned them to beware of this individual lest he be
ruined and ruin the (Jewish) communities. Thy summary of the
matter is that after a year he was seized, and all who had joined with
him fled. The king of the Arabs who had seized him asked him:
"What is this that you have done?" He replied: "What I have done, I
have indeed done, and according to God's word." Then he said:
"What is your authenticating wonder?" He replied: "Chop off my
head and I shall revive at once." He said to him: "You (can) have
no greater sign than this. Certainly I-and the whole world-shall
trust and -know that my forefathers have bequeathed a falsehood."
At once they killed the poor fellow. May his death be an atonement
for him and for all Israel. The Jews in most places were punished by
fines, and even now there are some ignoramuses there who maintain
that presently he will come to life and rise. Such were the circum
stances. If you heard that my letter has come to Fez, it is only
because' those remarks of mine that I sent to Yemen were copied
andarrived in Fez.
I have already toldyou that all the details of your inquiries on
this subject are all branches of a single tree. I myself command you;
out of my knowledge. "Hew down the tree and.cut off its branches,"
and so on (Dan. 4:11). Plant in its stead "the tree of the knowledge
of good and-evil" .(Gen. 2:9)', and "eat of its goodness and its fruit"
(Jer. 2:7), and.put.forth your hands and take also. from the tree of
life. The Holy One, blessed be -He, will absolve us and will absolve
you for plucking off·.its .fruitand "for eating .our fill,of "its goodness
until we live forever. Amen-Written in great haste on 11 Tishri 1507
(of the Seleucid era) (1194) in the-land of Egypt. May salvation be
nigh.... Do not censure me,my masters, for the brevity of these
remarks, for the Writing makes it c1earthat I wrote .it to fill a present
need; For I was very busy with many Gentile affairs. The Deity
knows that if Rabbi Pinhas had not sent a messenger who "urged me
till I was ashamed" (II' Kings 2: 17) and did-not leave my presence
until I had written it, I would not be .replying now since Lhavemo
leisure. On this account, judge in my 'favor. Farewell,my brothers,
friends, and masters; may you increase and be exalted forever. Amen.
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"Ethics," 1 Aristotle states that this was the general practice of the religious
communities in ancient times. He says literally: The ancient sacrifices and
gatherings used to take place after the harvesting of the fruit. They were, as
it were, offerings given because of leisure. This is literally what he says. In
addition, it is possible to live in the tabernacle during that season, there being
no great heat nor an uncomfortable rain. Both these festivals, I mean
Tabernacles and Passover, inculcate both an opinion and a moral quality.
In the case of Passover, the opinion consists in the commemoration of the
miracles of Egypt and in the perpetuation of their memory throughout the
periods of time. In the case of Tabernacles, the opinion consists in the per
petuation ofthe memory ofthe miracles ofthe desert throughout the periods
of time. As for the moral quality, it consists in man's always remembering
the days I of stress in the days of prosperity, so that his gratitude to God
should become great and so that he should achieve humility and sub
mission. Accordingly unleavened bread and bitter herbs must be eaten on
Passover in commemoration of what happened to us. Similarly one must
leave the houses 8 and dwell in tabernacles, as is done by the wretched
inhabitants of deserts and wastelands, in order that the fact be commem
orated that such was our state in ancient times: That I made the clu'ldren
of Israel dwell in tabernacles, and so on. 9 From this we went over to dwell
in richly ornamented houses in the best and most fertile place on earth,
thanks to the benefaction of God and His promises to our fathers, inasmuch
as they were perfect people in their opinions and in their moral character - I
mean Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. For this too is one of the pivots of the
Law, I mean the belief that every benefit that will be or has been granted is
due to the men't of the Fathers, since they kept the way of the Lord to do
justice and judgment. 10
One's going over from Tabernacles to a second festival, I mean to the
Eighth Day of Assembly, can be accounted for by the consideration that in
this way one can complete such rejoicings as are impossible in tabernacles
but only possible in spacious dwellings and in buildings.
As for the four species that constitute a lulab,11 the Sages, may their
memory be blessed, have set forth some reason for this in the manner of
Midrashim 12 whose method is well known by all those who understand
7. In fact, the passage occurs in Book VIII (116oaz5-z8) of the Nicomachean Ethics.
8. During the Feast of Tabernacles.
g. Lev. z3: 43.
10. Cf. Gen. 18: Ig.
11. In this passage the Hebrew word apparently means any bunch composed of four plants.
The four species alluded to are the branches of the palm tree, the citron, the myrtle, and
the willows of the brook.
lZ. Here and in the folIowing passages, the term Midrashim is substitutetl for the word
derashoth used by Maimonides.
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their discourses. For these [namely, the Midrashim] have, in their opinion,
the status of poetical conceits; they are not meant to bring out the meaning
of the text in question. Accordingly, with regard to the Midrashim, people
are divided into two classes: A class that imagines that [the Sages] have said
these things in order to explain the meaning of the text in question, and a
class that holds [the Midrashim] in slight esteem and holds them up to
ridicule, since it is clear and manifest that this is not the meaning of the
[biblical] text in question. The first class strives and fights with a view to
proving, as they deem, the correctness of the Midrashim and to defending
them, I and think that this is the true meaning of the [biblical] text and that
the Midrashim have the same status as the traditional legal decisions. But
neither of the two groups understands that [the Midrashim] have the
character of poetical conceits whose meaning is not obscure for someone
endowed ,vith understanding. At that time this method was generally known
and used by everybody, just as the poets use poetical expressions. Thus [the
Sages], may their memory be blessed, say: Bar Qappara teaches: [In the
verse - ] And thou shalt have a paddle [yathed] upon azenekha [thy weapon] 13
- do not read azenekha, but aznekha [thy ear]' This teaches us that whenever
a man hears a reprehensible thing, he should put his finger into his ear."
Would that I knew whether, in the opinion of these ignoramuses, this
Tannaite believed this to be the interpretation of this text, that such was the
purpose of this commandment, that yathed [paddle] means a finger, and that
azenekha [thy weapon] refers to the two ears. I do not think that anyone of
sound intellect will be of this opinion. But this is a most witty poetical conceit by means of which he instills a noble moral quality, which is in accordance with the fact that just as it is forbidden to tell them, so is it forbidden to
listen to obscene things; and he props it up through a reference to a [biblical]
text, as is done in poetical compositions. Similarly all the passages in the
Midrashim enjoining, Do not read thus, but thus, have this meaning. I have
deviated from the subject, but this is a useful observation that may be needed
by everyone endowed with intellect among those who profess the Law and
are Rabbanites." I will return to the order of our discourse. What seems to
me regarding the four species that constitute a lulab 16 is that they are indicative of the joy and gladness [felt by the Children of Israel] when they left
the desert - which was no place of seed, or <iffigs, or of vines, or of pomegranates; neither was there any water to drink" -for places in which there

ltS.

nd

13. Deut.23:14.

14. B.T., Kethuboth, 158.

15. This term is probably used in contradistinction to the term Qaraites.
16. Cf. n. 11 1 this chap.
17. Num. 20:5.
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were fruit-bearing trees and rivers. For the purpose of commemoration, the
finest fruit of these places was taken and the one that was most fragrant, as
well as their finest leaves and finest verdure, I mean the willows of the
brook. Three things are found in common in thesefour species. I The first one
is that at that time they were plentiful in the Land of Israel so that everyone could procure them. The second one is that they are beautiful to look at
and full of freshness; and some of them, namely, the citron and the myrtle,
have an excellent fragrance, while the branches of the palm tree and the
willow have neither a good nor an offensive smell. The third one is that they
keep fresh for seven days, which is not the case with peaches, pomegranates, asparagus, pears, and the like.

CHAPTER. 44

he commandments comprised in the ninth class are the commandments

T that we have enumerated in the Book of Love. All of them have mani-

fest reasons and evident causes. I mean that the end of these actions pertaining to divine service is the constant commemoration of God, the love of
Him and the fear of Him, the obligatory observance of the commandments
in general, and the bringing-about of such belief concerning Him, may He
be exalted, as is necessary for everyone professing the Law. Those commandments are: prayer, the recital of Shema',' the blessing of food' and
what is connectQd with it, the blessing of the Priests,' phylacteries,' the
inscription on the posts of the houses and on the gates,5 acquiring a book of the
Torah and reading in it at certain times. 6 All these are actions that bring
about useful opinions. This is clear and manifest and does not require another
discourse, for that would be nothing but repetition.
I.e., the recital of the passage (Deut. 6: 4 ff,) that begins: Shema c Yisrael (Hear, 0 Israel).
2. I.e., the recital of grace, cr. Deut. 8: 10.
3. cr. Num. 6:23-26.
4. cr. Exod. 13:9 and 16; Deut. 6:8; 11: 18.
5- mezuzah. cr. Deut. 6:9; 11 :20.
6. According to rabbinic tradition, this last commandment may be deduced from Dent.
31: 19. Cf. Maimouides' Mishneh Torah, Sepher Torah, VII 1.
1.
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מאמר על דרשות חז"ל
רבינו אברהם בן הרמב"ם
)קטעים ,על פי מהדורת ליפסיה(
תוכן המאמר :
הקדמה
אין להאמין בדבר רק בגלל אומרו
נאמין לאריסטו רק בדבריו שבאו במופת
חכמים חזרו בהם מדבריהם
חלק הדרשות
החלק הראשון
החלק השני
החלק השלישי
החלק הרביעי
והחלק החמישי
חלק המעשיות ארבע חלקים
החלק הראשון
הדרך הראשון
הדרך השני
הדרך השלישי
הדרך הרביעי
החלק השני
החלק השלישי
החלק הרביעי
דע כי כל הנמצא בתלמוד וזולתו מחבורי החכמים ז"ל בעלי מדרשות והמעשיות ,דברי הפסוקים הנמצאים בידינו עתה
מעטים ונעלמים מעיני כל ההוגים בתלמוד ורובי המפרשים לא שלחו בהם ידם ולא באה נפשם בסודם .ואבי מורי ז"ל
חשב לחבר ספר בפירושם ,כאשר זכר בתחילת פירוש המשנה ,ולבסוף נטה מעליו ,ויירא משה מגשת אליו ,כאשר
אמר בתחילת המורה .
ואני אחר פטירתו פירשתי בעניין זה מעט קט ,ולא נטיתי ,מפני שנתעסקתי בחבור הספר הזה .כי ראיתי תועלתו
גדולה ונאמנה מהתחלת הראשונה .אעפ"כ אני מעיר לבך ורעיונך .ואתה פקח עיניך על הדרך הזה שדברו החכמים
בדרשות הנמצאות להם ,וממנו כוונתם תהא צופה ,ויהיה לך לאלהים .ואתה תהיה לי לפה ,ומזה תמלט נפשך
מלהלעיג על דברי החכמים או מלכפור באמיתת דבריהם .או משתחשוב שהם מעשה ניסים כאשר נעשה לנביאים .וכי
כן יעשה לכל חכם וחסיד .ושאין הפרש בין קריעת ים סוף למשה וליוצאי מצרים ,ובין צליחת הירדן לאלישע ולאליהו,
או לאחד זולת אלו .וכל זה תתחייב כשתיקח אותם הדרשות על פי פשוטן ,או על פי הנראה מהם לכתחילה בעיון
הראשון .ודי היה בנו להורות שיש מדרשות ומעשיות שיש להם עניין פנימי נסתר חוץ מהעניין החיצוני הנראה .וכל
שכן במה שגילה אבא מורי ז"ל בחיבוריו מזה .לולי כי חפצי ורצוני להוסיפך ביאור ולהודיעך מעשים בחלוק ענייניהם
שאני מחלק לך בקרוב .ובמשלים אמשול לך בזה הפרק .וראיתי להקדים תחלה הקדמה זו :
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הקדמה
אין להאמין בדבר רק בגלל אומרו
דע כי אתה חייב לדעת ,כל מי שירצה להעמיד דעת ידועה ,ולישא פני אומרה ,ולקבל דעתו בלי עיון
והבנה לעניין אותו דעת אם אמת אתה אם לא ,שזה מן הדעות הרעות ,והוא נאסר מדרך התורה וגם
מדרך השכל .
אינו מדרך השכל מפני שהוא מתחייב גירעון וחסרון בהתבוננות מה שצריך להאמין בו .
ומדרך התורה ,מפני שנוטה מדרך האמת ונוטה מעל קו הישר.
אמר השי"ת "לא תשא פני דל ולא תהדר פני גדול בצדק תשפוט" וגו' .ואמר "לא תכירו פנים במשפט"
וגו' .ואין הפרש בין קבלת אותו דעת להעמידה בלא ראיה ,או בין שנאמין לאומרה ונשא לו פנים ונטען
לו ,כי האמת אתו בלי ספק ,מפני שהוא אדם גדול הימן וכלכל ודרדע .שכל זה אינו ראיה אבל אסור .
ולפי הקדמה זו לא נתחייב מפני גודל מעלת חכמי התלמוד ותכונתם לשלמות תכונתם בפירוש התורה
ובדקדוקיה ויושר אמריהם בביאור כלליה ופרטיה ,שנטען להם ונעמיד דעתם בכל אמריהם ברפואות
ובחכמת הטבע והתכונה] ,ולהאמין[ אותן כאשר נאמין אותן בפירוש התורה ,שתכלית חכמתה בידם,
ולהם נמסרה להורותה לבני אדם ,כעניין שנאמר "על פי התורה אשר יורוך" וגו '.
אתה רואה החכמים ,במה שלא נתברר להם מדרך סברתם ומשאם ומתנם ,אומרים" :האלהים ,אילו
אמרה יהושע בן נון לא צייתיה ליה ".כלומר לא הייתי מאמין ביה ,ואע"פ שהוא נביא ,כיון שאין בידו
יכולת להודיע העניין בכוונה מדרך הסברא והמשא והמתן ,והדרכים שבהם ניתן התלמוד להידרש .ודי
בזה ראיה ומופת ,ולא נענעין להם עוד ,כיון שאנחנו מוצאים להם אומרים שלא נתאמת ולא נתקיימו
בגמרא דברי הרפואות .
וכעניין תקומה ,שאמרו שמונע להפיל הנפלים ,שלא נתאמת ,וכיוצא בזה עניינים רבים שדברו פרק
שמונה שרצים במסכת שבת וכו' .ובמקומותם אתרץ דברים שבחנו אותם הבוחנים ונשמעו ביניהם,
וסמכו הם עליהם ,ולא יודה על אמיתת עיון רופא אמיתי ולא שכל :
ודע ,כי לא יתחייב בעבור מה שאמרנו שיהא מה שאמרו חז"ל -
אי כפית אכול ,אי צחית שתה ,אי בשל קדרך שדי במכמנא ,
הדברים שאמרנו .כי זה המאמר הוא עיקר הבריאות כאשר אימתוהו הבחינה ורפואות הרופא ,רוצה
לומר שלא יאכל אדם עד שירעב ,ושלא ישתה עד שיצמא ,וכשיצמא שלא יאחר לשתות .וכשיתעכל
המזון במעיו שישליכנו ולא יאחרנו ,שאם צריך לנקביו שלא ישהה אותם .

נאמין לאריסטו רק בדבריו שבאו במופת
וכן אין לנו לטעון לאריסטו ולומר ,הואיל ואדון חכמי הפילוסופים הוא ,והקים מופתים אמיתיים על
מציאות הבורא ית' ,וכיוצא בזה מדברים אמיתיים שבאו במופת ופגעו דרך האמת ,כי כן מצא האמת
באמונת קדמות העולם ,ושאין הבורא ית' יודע הפרטים וכיוצא בזה .ולא להכזיבו ולומר ,הואיל וטעה
באמונת אלו ,כי כן טעה בכל אמריו .
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אבל יש לנו ,ולכל נבון וחכם להתבונן כל דעה וכל מאמר ,על דרך שיש להתבונן אותה .ולאמת ולקיים
מה שראוי לקיים ,ולבטל מה שראוי לבטלו ,ולעמוד מלפסוק הדין במה שלא הוכרע האחד משני
הפכים ,אמרו מי שאמרו ,כאשר אנו רואים אותם ז"ל שאמרו "אם הלכה נקבל  -ואם לדין יש תשובה ".
וכן הם עושים במה שלא הוכרע האחד משני הפכין ,שמעמידים אותו באומרם בו 'תיקו' ,וחוזרים להם
מדעת שנתאמת להם ,במאמרם בהרבה מקומות "חזר בו ר' פלוני מדבריו"" .חזרו בהם להורות
כדברי בית שמאי ".

חכמים חזרו בהם מדבריהם
וגדול מזה ,בהוראתם ואהבתם דרך המשפט אמרו
"אוקי רבא אמורא עליה ודרש ואמר ,דברים שאמרתי בפניכם טעות הם בידי ".
ועניינים אלו וכיוצא בהם ,אין להבינם ולהתבונן אותם מפני שהיה גדול העצה והחכמה ,אלא מפני
הראיות והמופתים שיש עליהם .וכן אמר אבא מורי ז"ל ביאורה .והוא דבר מבואר ועניין קל בעיני כל
נוטה מעל תאוות גופו
ואחר הקדמה אומר ,ומהשם אשאל עזר על התבוננת האמת ,כי כל הדרשות הנמצאים בדבריהם ז"ל
בתלמוד ובשאר מקומות מתחלקות לחמשה חלקים :

חלק הדרשות
החלק הראשון
החלק הראשון מחלקי הדרשות החמשה ,הם דרשות על פי פשוטן ,לא נתכוון בהם דבר אחר זולת
הפשט והנראה בעיני ההוגים .
והחלק הזה עם היותו מבואר ואינו צריך דמיון אודיעך דמיונו לתוספות ביאור .והוא כעניין מה שאמרו
במסכת ברכות :
א"ר יוחנן משום ר' שמעון בן יוחאי אסור לאדם שימלא שחוק פיו בעולם הזה שנאמר אז ימלא
שחוק פינו וגו ':

החלק השני
החלק השני הדרשות שיש חיצון ופנימי .והכוונה היות העניין הפנימי ולא העניין החיצון הפשטי .ושמו
לו עניין חיצון הפך עניני הפנימי לתועלת גדולה ,כבר התבאר רובם אבל לא כולם במורה הנבוכים
ובפירוש המשנה .
ודמיון החלק מה שאמרו בגמ' דתענית :
אמר ר' אליעזר עתיד הקב"ה לעשות מחול לצדיקים בגן עדן והוא עומד ביניהם ,וכל אחד
ואחד מראה באצבע ,שנאמר "ואמר ביום ההוא הנה אלהינו זה קוינו לו ויושיענו ,זה אלוהנו
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קוינו לו נגילה ונשמחה בישועתו ":
הנה פשט דרש הזה ירחיק כל בעל שכל וכל בעל אמונה מלהאמינו .והעניין האמיתי שנתכוון עליו ר'
אליעזר ששכרן של צדיקים הנזכרים לחיי עולם הבא ,הוא השגתם מהשם ית' מה שלא היה משיגים
בעולם הזה בשום פנים ,וזה תכלית הטובה שאין למעלה ממנה .והמשיל שמחת ההשגה ההיא
כשמחת מחול .וכן דמה שמחת כל אחד ואחד מה שלא היה יכול להשיג תחלה ממנו ית' באמרו' ,וכל
אחד ואחד מראה עליו באצבע' .והביא ראיה על המלטת הנפש המשכלת מן האף והחמה בעז"ה
באמרו "ויושיענו" ,והביא ראיה על ההדר והכבוד האמת שישנו אז לצדיקים באמרו "נגילה ונשמחה
בישועתו" .וזה תכלית בקצרות לשון ושלימות עניין מפי דמיון והוראת עניין נכבדים ורבים במלות
קצרות ודברים מעטים .ובזה תחשוב לכל כיוצא בזה :

החלק השלישי
החלק השלישי דרשות שאין להם עניין פנימי ,אלא כוונת אמרם דרך פשוטם בלבד .אלא שידיעות
פשט דרשות אלו והתבוננותו קשה מאוד על רובי המעיינים עד שלא יובן ,ואם יובן תהיה תכונת עניינו
חסרה או שלא כראוי .ולפעמים יראה מרוב דרשות החלק הזה הפוך כוונתם לקושי העניינים
והשתתפות המלות ההם ונאמרו בשיתוף על שני העניינים ,וזה החלק בקושי ובהיסתרו קרוב לחלק
שלפניו אך במקצת מקומות יותר קשה ונסתר ,לכן צריך להיזהר בו ושלא יפסוק פירוש במהרה פן
יבוא לטעות ולצאת מן הדרך .
ודמיון חלק זה מה שאמרו בגמר' בברכות לעולם ירגיז אדם יצר טוב על יצר הרע ,שנאמר
"רגזו ואל תחטאו" ,ואם נצחו מוטב ,ואם לאו  -יקרא ק"ש ,שנאמר "על משכבכם" .ואם
נצחו  -מוטב ,ואם לאו ,יזכור יום המיתה ,שנאמר "ודומו סלה ".
הנה זה לא נתכוון אלא פשוטו אך התבוננת הפשט קשה מפני כי הוראות יצר טוב ויצר הרע נעלמות,
והסבות שזכר קשה להבין ,ואני אעריך להבינו כדי שתחשוב כל כיוצא בו על זה .
ואומר כי לשון 'ירגיז' ר"ל להמשיל ולהשליט יצר טוב הוא הדעת ,ויצר הרע הוא תאוות הגוף וכיוצא
בה .וכוונת העניין שיש לו לאדם להמשיל ולהשליט דעתו על הנאת גופו ,ויעלה זה במחשבתו תמיד,
ואם די לו בזה להכנעת תאוותיו מוטב ,ואם לאו יוסיף על המחשבה ויהגה בחכו ויוציא בשפתיו
פסוקים ומלות שיכניעוהו ויזכירוהו הכנעת התאווה ,וימנע מחשבתו לצאת ולהרהר בדבר אחר ויקרא
ק"ש ויתבונן ענינו וישיבנו אל לבו .
וייחד קריאת שמע לשני הסבות :
האחד הוא הרפה והחלש ,מפני שאמר הכתוב "על משכבכם" ,ובק"ש נאמר "ובשכבך" ,והוא גזירה
שווה ובמלות על דרך סברות .
והשני הוא החזק ,מפני שבק"ש זיכרון גדולה תכלית יצר טוב והייחוד והאהבה והעבודה ונקם ושלם
והכנעת יצר הרע ,באומרו "לא תתורו" ,וחיזוק יצר טוב באמרו "והייתם קדושים לאלהיכם" .ואח"כ
אמרו "אם נצחו מוטב"  ...כלומר ,אם הרע יעלה גאונו וגאותו ולא יכנע לבבו הערל במבטא שפתים
באותם הפסוקים הנזכרים בק"ש ,אז יכניעהו בזיכרון יום המיתה וסוף כל האדם ,ודי בזה שברון יצר
הרע והכנעת גאונו .כעניין מה שאמר עקביא בן מהללאל "הסתכל בשלשה דברים ואין אתה בא לידי
עבירה ".

החלק הרביעי
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החלק הרביעי שאומר אותו בפירוש פסוקים על דרך מחמדי השיר .לא מפני שאומרם האמין כי עניין
הפסוק הוא עניין הדרש ההוא ,וחלילה וחס! הוא מה שאמרו ז"ל מקרא לחוד .
ודמיון החלק הזה מה שאמרו בגמרא דתענית -
א"ר יוחנן מאי דכתיב "עשר תעשר"  -עשר בשביל שתתעשר .
וכאשר אמרו שם בפירוש -
"והריקותי לכם ברכה עד בלי די"  -עד שיבלו שפתותיכם מלומר די .
וכן כל כיוצא בזה .ולא יעלה על דעתך שכל דרש בפסוק מן הפסוקים כאשר יאמין מי שלא הגיע לדעת
אמיתית שאומרים שזה הקבלה בידם כאשר הוא בעיקר התורה והקלות ,אין הדבר כן .אך דע כי
פירוש לפסוקים שאינם תלוים בעיקר מעיקרי הדת ולא בדין מדיני התורה ,שאינם קבלה בידם ,אבל
יש מהם לפי הכרעת הדעת ,ויש מהם דברים הנאים ומתקבלים על דרך מחמדי השיר ,ומשיאים
המלות הענינים שהם יכולים לישא ומוציאים אותם ,וכמה פעמים על דרך תלמוד הבינה במחמדי
.
השיר
כי אני לא מסתפק במאמר דברי ר' יהושע בפרשת "וישמע יתרו " -
מה שמועה שמע ובא ,מלחמת עמלק שמע ובא .
כי זה משיקול הדעת אמרו ולא מקבלה .וראיה לזה ממה שאמרו "שכן הוא כתובה בצדה" .ואם הייתה
קבלה בידו ,לא היה צריך לראיה לפירושו .
ועוד ראיה אחרת ,שהרי אנו רואים חכמים אחרים זולת ר' יהושע בפרשה סוברים דעת אחרת ,ואם
הדבר קבלה לא היו חולקים בו .שהרי ר' אלעזר אמר 'מתן תורה שמע' והביא גם הוא ראיה לפירושו,
ור' אליעזר אומר 'שמועת ים סוף שמע ובא' והביא גם הוא ראיה לפירושו .וכן אין ספק בעיני כי דברי
האומר בפירוש "דבר אל בני ישראל ויסעו"  -הסיע אותן מליבן ,כי זה על דרך תלמוד הבינה במחמדי
השיר ,ולא על דרך פירוש הדת .
ותמצא לחכמים ז"ל דרשות מזה החלק בלי ספק שלא יהא פירוש דרשות פסוק אלא דרשות עומדות
בעצמן ,כדאמר בגמרא ר"ה :
"תנא הוא כנען ,הוא סיחון ,הוא ערד .סיחון שדומה לסיח במדבר ,כנען על שם מלכותו ,ומה
שמו ערוד שמו ".
וקרוב להיות כי רוב הדרשות הנמצאות בדבריהם ז"ל הם מזה החלק ,כי הוא האמת שאין עליו
מערער אלא שוגה ופתי ,כי זה החלק מדבריהם יתחלק לחלקים רבים בהחלק ענינים ,כהתחלק דעת
המשוררים ,כן יתחלקו דרשות אלו בהתחלק דעות האומרים וחכמתם ,והתבונן זה .

החלק החמישי
והחלק החמישי דרשות דיברו בהם לשון הבאי .
ודמיון החלק הזה בגמרא דפסחים :
אמר מר זוטרא מאצל על אצל הוא טעון ארבע מאה גמלי .דרש אצל הראשון הוא ראש
הפסוק והאחרון הוא סוף פסוק ,ולאצל ששה בנים ואלה שמותם עזריה בכורו וישמעם
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ושעריה ועבדיה וחנן כל אלה בני אצל .
ואמרו קצת המפרשים להנאת זה הדבור כי אצל הראשון הוא זה הפסוק והאחרון הוא פסוק שני
שאחר זה ,ולאצל ששה בנים וגו' ,והדרשה היא על שני פסוקים אלו .ועל שני הדרכים לא יסור דרש
זה מהיותו לשון הבאי ,כי לא יתכן בעיני כל בעל דעה שיש דרש על המקרא כולה משא ארבע מאות
גמלי ,וכ"ש על שני פסוקים ,הלכך אינו אלא לשון הבאי ,וכבר ביאר זה זולתינו .
והחלק הזה מהדרשות מעט מזער בהעריכו לשאר חלקים ,לפי שרוב דבריהם בלשון הבאי אינו אלא
במעשיות כאשר אומר .

חלק המעשיות ארבע חלקים
החלק הראשון
מעשיות שהיו ושאירעו בעולם כפי מה שתמצא אותם כתובים ,והוצרכו להביאם ללמוד מהם תועלת.
והתועלת אפשר שתהיה בדינים או בדעות או באמונות ,או שיהיה המעשיות ההם מעשה נפלא
ומאורע קרוב לעניין הנזכר קודם .
אם כן יצא החלק לארבע דרכים :
הדרך הראשון
הוא המעשה שתלמוד ממנו תועלת בדינים .
כדאמר בסוכה "מי שהיה ראשו ורובו בסוכה " -
וכן א"ל ב"ה לב"ש מעשה שהלכו זקני ב"ה וב"ש לקראת ר' יוחנן בן החורני ומצאוהו ראשו
ורובו בסוכה ושלחנו בתוך הבית ,א"ל ב"ש משם ראיה ,אף הם אמרו לו א"כ היית נוהג לא
קיימת מצות סוכה מימיך .
וכדאמר בכתובות -
אמי' דרמא בר חמא כתבינה לנכסה לרמא בר חמא בצפרא ,לאורתא כתבינה לרב עוקבא
בר חמא ,אתא רמי בר חמא קמיה דרב ששת אוקמיה בנכסים ,אתא רב עוקבא קמיא דרב
נחמן אוקמיה בנכסים ,אתא רב ששת קמיה דרב נחמן א"ל מה טעמא עבוד מר הכי א"ל
שודא דדיינא עבדי ,א"ל אנא נמי שודא דדיינא ,א"ל חדא דאנא דיינא ומר לא דיינא ,ועוד
מעיקרא לא בתורת האי אתית .
ובמעשיות דרך זו רבו מספור .
הדרך השני
הוא מעשה שנלמד תועלת במדות ודעות .
כמו שאמר במסכת שבת -
לעולם יהא אדם ענותן כהלל ולא קפדן כשמאי ,מעשה בשני בני אדם שהמרו זה את זה עד
והלל לא יקפיד .
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למדנו מן המעשה ההיא שצריך אדם להדמות להלל במידה כפי יכולתו שלא יקפיד ולא ירגיז ואפילו
על דברים המקניטים ,שזו מידה נכבדת מאוד וזה הדרך נמצא בתלמוד הרבה :
הדרך השלישי
הוא המעשה שנלמד ממנו עיקר מעיקרי האמונה .
כמו שאמר במסכת תענית
מעשה שאמרו לחוני המעגל התפלל שירדו גשמים ,אמר להם צאו והכניסו תנורי פסחים
שלא ימוקו .התפלל לא ירדו .עשה עוגה ועמד בתוכה ואמר רבונו של עולם בניך שמים
פניהם עלי וכו '.
הנה המעשה הזה יורה על אמיתת אמונה נכונה ,שהשם ית' שומע בקול עבדיו הצדיקים ,ועונה אותם
בצר להם .שנאמר "ומי גוי גדול אשר לו אלוהים קרובים אליו כה' אלהינו" וגו' .ונאמר ע"י הנביא "אז
תקרא וה' יענה" .ואומר "יקראנו ואענהו ".ודמיון מעשה זה שאמרו בתענית :
פעם אחת עלו ישראל לרגל .ולא היה להם מים לשתות .הלך נקדימון בן גריון וכו' .עד
לפיכך נקרא שמו נקדימון ,שנקדה לו חמה בעבורו .
וכמוהו הרבה בתלמוד .
הדרך הרביעי
מעשיות שנכתבו מפני שאירע בהם דבר פלא ועניין תימה .
וכמוהו מה שאמר ביומא -
ר' מאיר ור' יהוודה ור' יוסי הוו קאזלי באורחא איקלעו לההיא אושפיזא א"ל ר' מאיר
לאושפיזא בני מה שמך א"ל כידור .אינהו יהבו ליה כיסייהו ור' מאיר לא יהיב ליה כיסיה וכו '.
הנה המעשה הזה לא נכתב אלא להודיעך בינת ר' מאיר והפלא שאירע שנתאמתו דברי ר' מאיר
בהכרת האיש ההוא .וכמוהו מה שאמר במגלה :
דר' יהודה נשיאה שלח ליה לר' אושעיה אטמא דעגלא תלתא וגרבא דחמרא שלח קיימת בנו מתנות
לאביונים .הדר שלח ליה כוליא דעגלא תלתא וגרבא דחמרא שלח ליה קיימת בנו רבנו ומשלוח מנות
איש לרעהו .
וכן כל כיוצא בזה ,ומעשיות בדרך הזה בתלמוד לאין מספר ,ובגמרא דגטין תמצא מהן לרוב ובמקומות
אחרים בתלמוד .ואפשר כי בהתחלק דעות המפורשים במעשיות אלו שימצא בהם תועלות אחרות,
וימצאו בשלשת הדרכים שדברנו בהם כבר .והאמת שזה החלק מהמעשיות יש לו דרך רביעי בפני
עצמו על הדרך שבארנו :

החלק השני
המעשיות שנראו ואירעו בהם בחלום ,וזכרו אותם בלשון צח ופשוט לדעתם ,כי אי איפשר שיטעה
בהם בעל שכל ובינה .
וכמו שאמרו חז"ל בברכות .
"תניא אמר ר' ישמעאל פעם אחת נכנסתי להקטיר קטורת לפני ולפנים" וכו '.
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וכזה בדבריהם בהרבה מקומות ,וכמו כן במעשיות שזכרו בהם מראות הנביאים ושדבר עימהם,
ושהועילו עימהם .וכמו מעשיות שזכרו בהם שדים ,והרואה שאין לבו עמו יחשוב כי הם דברים היו
בעולם כמו שנכתבו ,ויבוא לחשוב ולהאמין דבר הנמנע שאי אפשרי אבל חייב ,וכל זה יקרה לו לרוב
פתיותו ומיעוט ידיעתו בטבע העולם ,ובמעשה הנסים ובדרך החכמים ז"ל שהוא דרך הנביאים,
שספרו בלשון הפשוט מה שראו במראות הנבואה ,ודרך זו דרכו החכמים כמו שבאר אבא מורי ז"ל
במורה הנבוכים למבין .

החלק השלישי
מעשיות שאירעו בעולם כמו שנכתבו ,אלא שדברו בהם לשון הבאי לדעתם כי לא יטעה בעל שכל
שהם דברי הבאי .והם היו מתירים חלק זה שהוא לשון הבאי .
כעניין שאמרו בגמ' תמיד
"דברה תורה לשון הבאי"" .דברו נביאים בלשון הבאי"" .דברו חכמים בלשון הבאי" .דברה
תורה בלשון הבאי .ערים גדולות ובצורות בשמים .דברו נביאים בלשון הבאי ותבקע הארץ
לקולם .דברו חכמים בלשון הבאי תפוח וגפן ופרוכת .
וג' מקומות אלו הם במשנה ,כי בתלמוד ימצא הבאי לאין מספר .שלא ימנע כ"ג ולא ב"ג:
ודמיון החלק הזה מה שאמרו בגמרא דמגילה" .רבה ור' זירא עבדי סעודתא בהדי הדדי קם רבה
שחטי' לר' זירא בעי רחמים עליה ואחייה" .פירוש שהכהו ופצע בו חבורה גדולה שקרוב למיתה
ולגודל המכה הביא שחטיה ,ואולי היתה המכה ההיא בצוואר ,ופירוש ואחייה מלשון ויחי מחליו,
ובלשון חכמים ז"ל עד שתחיה המכה .
וכמוהו:

רבי חכינאי הוה קאזיל לביה רב בשילהי דר' שמעון בן יוחאי וכו' ,ואזיל ויתיב בבי מדרשא
עשר שנין וכו' ,עד פרחה רוחה ]שנפרדה ממנה נשמת רוח חיים[ ,אמר לפניו רבש"ע ענייה
זו לשוא שמרה ,בעי רחמיה עליה ואחייה .

ואין פירוש "פרחה רוחה" שנפרדה ממנה נשמת רוח חיים במיתה ,אלא מרוב שמחתה כשראתה
אותן בפתע פתאום נפלה להפרח חלק מחלקי הנפש החיה ,כאשר יקרה לבני אדם פעמים רבות,
ובקש רחמים וחייתה ותחי נפשה .וכן כל כיוצא בזה :

החלק הרביעי
הם מעשיות שאירעו באמת ,אלא שדברו אותם בתבנית משל וחידה ,באלו נתבונן שלא נתבאר עניינם
לכל אדם בכללו ,עד כשיתבונן בצורת מעשה החכם והנבון יבינהו וידע כוונתו ויראה בפשט מעשיות
מהחלק הזה ,דברים נאים ונחמדים .ודברים אחרים שמניעתו נכרת אפילו לפתי וקטן ,ויקרה לפי
שמניעת דברים אלו בעיין פשוטה להאמין הדרש ההוא על פי פשוטה אע"פ שהוא נמנע אצלו ,ולמי
שידע טבע העולם ודרך מציאותיו יבין עניין המשל החידה ויכירנו .
ודמיון דבר זה כמו שאמרו במס' סוכה
הנהו תרתי כושאי דהוו קיימו קמיה דשלמה ,ואמרו ליה לאלחורף ואחיה בני שישא ספרי
דשלמה חזייא למלאך המות דהוו עציב וכו' ,עד פתח שלמה ואמר רגלוהי דבר אינש אינון
ערבין ביה ,לאתר דמתבעיין אינון מובלין ליה .
הנה פשט המעשה נמנע מניעה גמורה לכל בעל שכל ובינה .וענינו לפי הנראה בעיני הוא דבר אירע
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באמת ,ר"ל כי שני האלה נודע לשלמה כי היו הולכים בדרך כל הארץ מפני חולי שקרה להם או עניין
אחר ,ורצה לקנות תחבולות להצילם מן המות ,והבריחם מן הארץ ההיא אל ארץ אחרת שהייתה
טובה להם לפי מה שהיו צריכים ולפי מזגם שהיה חושב כי ימלטו שם ,ומתו במקום ההוא אשר חשב
שלמה כי שם ימלטו ,ברצון השי"ת אשר אין מלפניו לא מנוס ולא מברח ,ובזה אמר שלמה "רגלוהי
דאינש" וכו' .וכל מה שנאמר בעניין המעשה ההוא מלבד מה שפירשנו הוא לתיקון המשל ולחבר עניין
החידה .ואפשר כשיתבונן אדם היטב במלות המעשה הזה ימצא עניין לכל מלה ומלה ,ואין רצוני
להאריך עתה בזה .
ואל תתמה מפני שזוכרים החמה ז"ל בדבריהם מעשיות ואגדות שכלם בכללם משלים וחידות ,ואינם
על פי פשוטם ,שהרי הם ז"ל מפרשים פסוקים מדברי הנביאים על דרך זה ,ראה מה שאומרים בפסוק
"הוא הכה את הארי" .ובפסוק "הוא הכה את שני אריאל" בגמרא דברכות ,והוציאוהו מפשוטו עם
היות הנביאים אומרים אותו בלשון פשוט כאלו אין בו עניין שני ,ואין רצונו לומר כי פסוקים אלו יש להם
עכ"פ פירוש אחר חוץ מפשוטם ,ושמים אותם חידות ומשלים .כ"ש שיש לנהוג מנהג זה בדבריהם,
שפשוטם נמנע בעיני כל רואה בעיניו .
וכבר העיר על זה אבא מורי בפרק חלק מפירוש המשנה .ומצאנו להם ז"ל מאמר נכבד מורה ומודיע
כי ימצא חידות ומשלים ברוב דבריהם כעניין שאמרו בגמרא דערובין .
תלמיד אחד שהיה לו לר' אליעזר שהורה הלכה לפניו ,אמר לה לאימא שלים דביתהו ,תמה
אני אם יוציא זה שנתו ,ולא הוציא שנתו ,אמרה לו וכי נביא אתה וכו' .עד שמו ושם אביו למה
שלא תאמר משל היה .
הנה לך שהורינו בזה ,שיש בדבריהם דברים רבים שאינם על פי פשוטם ,והשב ראיה זו על לבך ושים
עינך בה ,כי היא פליאה נכבדת וראיה גדולה ,והעיר אותי על ראיה זו אחד מנבוני תלמידי החכמים .
והחלק הזה האחרון מן המעשיות קרוב להיותו מהחלק השני מהדרשות ,ר"ל שהשני חלקים נכבדים
וכולם מחמדים וענייניהם גדולים ונפלאים ,ואין לגלותם לכל אדם ,ומפני זה דרכו בהם דרכי החידות
והמשלים ,ואתה דע לך .
ואחד מן הדברים שיש לך להתבונן ולהתעורר בו מפני שיש לך תועלת גדולה בידיעת המעשיות או
יותר כגון שהיה ממנו בחלום וממנו בהקיץ בלי ספק ,וממנו משל וחידה ,וכשתבוא לפרש כל המעשה
על דרך אחד מהחלקים תגדל המבוכה ,ולא יודע אמיתת המעשה ,ולהעירך בזה די לך תועלת .

דרשות מורכבות
ודע כי כן הדרשות נמצאים מורכבים ,ר"ל כי ימצא דרש מורכב משני חלקים או יותר ודמיון המעשה
המורכב משני חלקים או יותר ממה שאמרו בחגיגה .
ת"ר מעשה בר' יוחנן בן זכאי שהיה רוכב על חמורו ויוצא מירושלים ,ור 'אליעזר בן ערך
אחריו ללמוד תורה מפיו ,א"ל שנה לי פרק אחד במעשה מרכבה ,א"ל ולא כך שניתי לכם
ולא במרכבה ביחיד ,אא"כ היה חכם ומבין מדעתו וכו' עד יצא מחלציך .
הנה המעשה הזה קצתו היה בהקיץ בלי ספק כמו שאמר ,וקצתו בחלום .נמצא שהוא מורכב מן
הראשון ומן השני ,וכן כל כיוצא בזה .ודמיון המעשה המורכב מג 'חלקים ,המעשה שאחר זה המעשה
שהזכרנו ,וזה שאמרו חז"ל וכשנאמרו הדברים לפני ר' יהושע וכו' עד מזומנים לכת השלישית .
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הנה המעשה קצת מהחלק הראשון וקצתו מהחלק השני ,וקצתו מהחלק הרביעי.
ודמיון החלק הראשון מהמעשה ,הנה הוא גוף המעשה ה נזכר בראשונה שהיו גיבורים אלו מתעסקים
בדרוש מעשה המרכבה .דמיון החלק השני מבואר במעשה שא"ר יוחנן בן זכאי ראיתי בחלומי .
ודמיון החלק הרביעי מה שאמרו בעניין קבוץ המלאכים ועומדים לפניו .ואי אפשר פירוש עניין זה כי
הוא גילוי סוד .וכבר דברנו גדולות ונכנסנו לפנים שלא ברשות ,וביארנו מה שיש בו ספק לכל נבון
.
וחכם
ואומר אני כי בחלקי המעשיות והדרשות לחלקיהן ,ובהביאו דמיון כל חלק וחלק .כי פרשתי זה כל
הדרשות והמעשיות שנמצאים בתלמוד בכוח הקרוב למי שמבין ,כי ידעתי כי לא יקשה אחרי זאת על
המבין ,כשיראה דרש או מעשה שישמענו שידע ויבין מאיזה חלק הוא מהחלקים שזכרנו .ובזה ימלט
נפשו מלהוציא על המדברים ז"ל דיבות שלא כראוי כאשר יוציאו הקראים והכסילים וכיוצא בהם .או
שיטבע ביון הסכלות בדברים הנמנעים ,ויחשוב שימצא דבר שאינו מצוי ושאירע דבר שלא היה ונברא,
ויבוא לכפור בהשי"ת בהגשימו אותו וכיוצא בזה .וכן יקרהו בפרשו אותם הדרשות על פי פשוטם
והאמינו אותם על דרך ההוא .כמו שאמרו חז"ל תלמיד טועה ברבו תולה.
והתבונן עיקר זה כי הוא עמוד גדול וחומה בצורה ביארתי בסיוע אלי בספר הזה .ועתה אתה ברוך ה'
שימנו כחותם על לבך ,וכטוטפות בין עיניך .יהיה לך לפתח והקדמה לכל מה שתקרא או תשמע
מהדרשות והמעשיות ,ועליך תועלת גדולה .ותהיה ממשכילי האמת ומכיריו ולא מהפכם ההולכים
אחרי ההבל ומהבלים .והוא יתברך ברחמיו יישר מעגלותינו ויכין צעדינו לדרוך בנתיבות האמת וללכת
בארחותיו יהי שמו מבורך אמן :
אברהם בן משה בן מימון הספרדי :
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and to show thee the subjects together with their illustrations according to their respective parts as I shall soon divide them for thee
in this chapter. First of all, however, I must begin with a preamble.
II. Know that it is your duty to understand that whoever
propounds a certain theory or idea and expects that theory or idea to
be accepted merely out of respect for the author without proving its
tJ:uth and reasonableness pursues a wrong method prohibited by both
the Torah and human intelligence. From the standpoint of intelligence,
Ruch a method is worthless for it would cause one to minimize the importance of those things which, after scrupulous observation and proofs,
ought to be belived, and from the point of view of the Torah - because
it inclines from the true path and from the straight, levelled road.
The Lord, praised be He! said: Thou shalt not respect the poor
person, nor honor the great person; .. I righteousness shalt thou
judge, etc. (Lev. 19, 15). And it also says, Ve shall not respect a person
in judgment (Deu. 1. 17). And there is no difference between him
who accents an idea without any evidence as to its integrity, and him
who believes a person's statement simply because he respects the latter
and therefore contends that his idea is undoubtedly true since it
emanates from a great man like Heiman, Kalkal or Darda 2). For all
this gives no evidence as to the merits of the subject in question :nd is
therefore forbidden. According to this preamble, then, we are not in
duty bound to defend the opinions of the sages of the TalmUd, concerning medicine, physics and astrology, as right in every respect sImply
because we know the sages to be great men with a full knowledge of
all things regarding the Torah, in its various details.· Although it is
true that in so far as knowledge of our Torah is concerned, we must
believe the sages arrived at the highest stage of knowledge, as it is
said (Deu. 17, 11.) In accordance with the instructions which they may
instruct thee, etc., still it is not necessarily so concerning any other
branch of knowledge. Thou canst see that even the sages themselves
say very often of things which cannot be proved by discussions and
arguments, .. I swear, that even had Joshua b. Nun said it, I would not
obey. him." This beans that I would not believe him although he was
a prophet - since he cannot prove the reason for sucb a. thJng in accordance with the rules of the Talmudical construction. The folloWing
evidence will be su:ftlcient proof for it ond none w11I venture to dispute
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1) A book of philosophy by Moses Malmonides. caLled Hamore (The

ii·

6ulde",~~1:::,

'n the Talmod or in the other books of the sages, blessed be ..
memories! as the Midrash (Biblical exposition) is entirely conce.
·;,~m us; and even they who wrote commentaries
upon the Tal
11ever made an attempt to fathom its meaning. And my father,;'
teacher, blessed be his memory! contemplated writing an expI·
,ory commentary, as he mentions in his "Commentary on the Mishn:
but refrained from doing so. And Moses was afraid to approac '.
as he says in the beginning of his Hamore 1). Nevertheless, after,·
father's death, I devoted considerable energy to make some explanat.
regarding this subject, and I did not withdraw from this stEIP be
a.fier all my study, I came to the conclusion that it is of great importa
My explanation shall, however, merely serve to call the attention of
heart and thy thought so that thou shalt open thine eyes and comp
hend the manner in Which the sages spoke in their so-called Medrashi~.
From my words, shalt thou be able to determine what are the real m';(, .
.ings of their words, and I shall be thy prophet while thou shalt be?
spokesman. Thus, thou wilt cause thy soul to refrain from mocking atj.
jenying the truth of the words of the sages; and, on the other hit·
to refrain from thinking that the miracles which happened to the s~
are as important as either that of the dividing of the Red Sea (Exod
] 4, 22.) which happened to Moses and Israel, who went forth f(
Egypt, or the miracle caused by Elisha and Elija when the Jordan .
divided for them (II Kings 2, 14). Such a persumption arises becau·'
you may take the so-called Derash literally from the facts as state.
but there is sufficient evidence to indicate that there are many stori
:l.lld Derashoth in which hidden meanings are found besides the pIa,
interpretation patent to every one. And how much more can we unde
Jtand that from what my father, my teacher, blessed be his memorY,":':""
MS revealed in his book! I intend to explain this to thee more Plainly<0,U;

1. Let it be known that the greater part of whatever is

Translated from the Hebrew.

By Abraham, son of Moses Maimonides.

INTRODUCTION TO THE ACADA
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9l!e also 8era.clioth 86, Babl>ath 6a

they say (Erubim fol. 16, 104) 3) Raba empowered an interpreter to
say in his name: "Tht: words which I have said in your presence were
a gross mistake." Such are the countless events which cannot be
understood except UIJ:ough undisputed eveidence, as my father, my
teacher, blessed be his memory! said in explaining the same; and
this· can easily 00 understooa by anyone who does not depend upo~ his
own way of exp]aimng the thing.
V. And after this preamble, I crave the help of the Almlghty
that I may comprellend the tl'uth, and I shaIl proceed. The different
parts of the Derashoth or interpretations which are found to be the
utterance of the sages, biessed be their memories, whether in the
Talmud or in any other book, may be grouped into five parts 01
classes.
VI. The first part treats of such Derashoth or Intrepretatlons as
contain naught else but their literal meanmgs. Although this part needs
no illust~tion, yet 1. shall give thee one to be sure of your grasping
its full meaning. It is like the one mentioned in Berachoth (Vol. I. 65)
It is forbidden for a man to fill his mouth with laughter in this world ;
for it is said (Ps. 126, 2), Then (when Messiah will come) shall our
mouths be filled with laughter and our tongues with singing, etc.
VII. The second part treats of such Derashoth or interpretations
of passages, as contain both a figurative and a literal meaning.
As it was Intended, because of frequent use, that the meaning should
be unrevealed, they therefore constructed it in such a way that the
lIteral meaning should represent just the opposite of its unrevealed and
real meaning, as most of them have aIrea.1y been e:i.plainen iJI the
Hamore (III,· 43.) as well as in the "Commentary on the Mishnah."
An example may be supplied from Ole Talmud Ta'anith (Fo!. 31): "In
the future, the Holy One, praised be He 1 will take a dance for the
righteous in the garden of Eden placing Himself in the centre, and
every one will point at Him with his finger and say, (Is. 59, 9) 'Behold,
this is our Qod: . we have waited for him; . we will be glad and rejoice in His salvation.' f\ The simplicity of this Oerash will, of course,
prevent every religious and ihoughtIul man from believing in it literally ;
the .,'ea] object which R. Elazar aimed at, is that the reward of the
righttous in the world to come will be in their obtaining from the Holy
One; Qraised be He! such things as were Impossible of attainment

(
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IV. And on the other hand, it would be wrong to argue thu"
Aristotle, the father of aU great philosophers, although he proved,.;
indisputable facts, the supernatural existence of the Creator, praia
be He! as well as other things which are true; nevertheless, sl .
he approved the wrong theory that the world exists from time 1
memorial, or that the Creator, praiser be He! knows not every det
etc., therefore, we must declare him wrong even in his corre
theories, contending that because he is wrong in one thing, he mu
therefore, be wrong in the other. This must not be so, but we, as w'
as all wise and thoughtful men, must consider and ponder withaU';'
possible care, and then decide each thing upon its own merits; ~o',V~!i'
preserve that which deserves preservation and to destroy that which ,,':',~
deserves destruction; and to refrain from deciding such things that ;;:!'~
cannot be decided either way, irrespective of who says it. Just as we·;';!'
notice that our sages, blessed be their memories! say: "If it be a':~I~
tradition then we must accept it; but as to its inference, we havL a,:;(!t~%
refutation." In a lilre manner, concerning those laws which they wer~,j;;{;y;~
unable to decide either way, they said Teiku, meaning the question re~':::.~:;:~
mains unsolved. Similarly, we find that when they ~iscovered that t~~:·· ':;\
opi~ion they held was wrong they retracted It frankly· declaring .'~f:.
certain Rabbi changed his words. "The academy of HiIlel retracted",f?
their earlier decision and decided in accordance with the academyot ...
Shammai". Furthermore. we find them so addicted to the truth thatJf

II

III. However, thou shalt take note that this rule has some,·
ceptions and therefore, what the sages - blessed be their memon
said, "When thou art hungry, eat; if thou art thirsty. drink; W(
dish is ripe, pour it out while it is hot, is undoubtedly true, beca.
that theory is the main key to human health; it has been proved'
many physicians as well as by physical tests, that a man should·;:
eat untill he is hungry, nor should he drink until! he is thirsty; ,
when he feels the need of relieving himself, he ought not to de
such action.

ft. Since we find that the sages themselves had said, con
medical knowledge that the opinion of such and such a Rabbi.
prove to be true, as for instance, The eagle-stone (Sabbath fo ..
or other things mentioned. We infer from this that they did not a
at the true ultimate conclusion of everything outside of the Torah.
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(

ASlIIer means "tithes," Osher, "rich." Both are spelled alikE..

mentioned in the Sh'm'a and Mishkabcha (thy bed) mentioned in the
quoted verse of Psalms. This rule is known in the Talmud as the rule
of analogy. The second and more convincing reason is that in the
Sh'm'a great stress is laid upon obedience to the Vetzer Tob, the socalled good inclination, the purpose thereof being to believe in everlasting and supremacy of God, to love Him, to serve Him, to believe
in His reward and punishment, and the duty of sUbduing the so-called
evil inclination while saying, Ve seek not after your heart and your eyes,
etc., (Num. 15 30) and strengthening the so-called good inclination
while saying, And be holy unto your Qod (lb. 15, 40.). What is stated
later: If he overcome him, it is well, etc. means that if the passion
will continue to overpower the wisdom and will fail to be subdued after
all these remedies, let him mention the day of death through which
he wHI subdue him, .for the mere fact of mentioning the end of all
human things, is sufficient cause to break down the pride of the socalled evil inclination as Akabia b. Mahalalel said: "If thou wilt look
upon these three things, thou wilt not approach any sin, etc."
.(Aboth .3, 5.).
IX. The fourth part contains explanations of certain passages
in a poetical style; but their intention was not that every one should
believe that this is the meaning of that passage, God forbid to think
that, and this is meant what the sages, blessed be their memolJ! said:
"The plain meaning ot the passage is a thing in itself." An example
of this part can be found in the Talmud (Taanith foL fla) where R.
Jochanan said: "What is meant by the passage (Deu. 14, 22.) Asser
Te'asser, Thou shalt truly tithe? This is to mean: Thou shalt give
tithes in order that thou mayest become rich," 5) as it is also explained
there what is meant by Ad-beili-Dai? Raba b. Chama, in the name of
!tab said: "Untill your lips will wear out saying enough." And think
110t like those who do not grasp the real truth that every simple Derash
or so-called allegorial' explanation of the passage uttered by the sages,
was handed over by tradition, like the principal parts of the Torah,
because the fact is otherwise; that the explanation of such passageswhich
do not involve either a dogma of a religious principle or any law of the
'torah, 'has no tra<'l,itIonal bearing, but was explained by the authors,
merely according to their own knowledge and feeling. And many of

or l:ne sImilarity of the two words, Beshachbecha (when thou liest down)
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4) Hear 0 Israe the Lot"d our God ill one God (Den. 6, 4).

In this world. This 1s the highest and best reward; he'
reward, therefore, to a dance - and the individual joy, to . . .
lng with their fingers at the Holy One, praised be he! an4
describes the whole situation in a brief manner. From thls ail
form an opinion upon all other similar things.
VIII. The third part treats of such Derashoth as conta •..
other but their simple meanings - the plain and simple mea.
however, so difficult that most do not understand it; and if on
understand it, the arrangement of the essay is constructed so pec
that it often lacks, or is entirely without order, and in many in .
the reader will find a confusion ot different objects or terms of,'
used therein which resemble the tor~going part and whose
meanings may even exceed the foregoing one. Therefore, it is
not to be hasty in determining its meaning lest one will err and
be led astray from the right course. An example of this part I,
of the Talmud (Vol. I, 11): "Always shall a man provoke the i\
Tob (good inclination) against the Vetzer Ra'a (evil Incllnatio .'
it is said (Ps. 4, 5.) Tremble, and sin not. If he overcome i·
it is well, but if not, then he should read the Sh'm'a; 4) if J:1
come it, it is well, but if not, then he should remind himselfday of death, as it is said, And be still Selah (lb.)." Now, altho
has none ather than its simple meaning, it is nevertheless diffie"
comprehend this interpretation because of a lack of understandi
the terms "good" and "evil" inclinations, as well as at· the'
which are mentioned. I shall, therefore, explain it at length, se)';,
thou shalt be able to compare all others belonging to this part
this particular one. Thus I say, The word, Yargiz (provoke) m'
to rule; Yetzer Tob, means the wisdom of the mati and Yetzer'
means the passions and lust of the human body or something oti ,
sort. And the real meaning of that jltatement is that a man sli(\.
endeavor to rule by. his intellect and knowledge over the physical.'
and passioos of the body; and this he must always bear in mind
thls is sufficient to suppress his passions, it Is well; but if not,.
let ":lim add to the mere thinking, the action of his mouth, utte
certain passages which may' cause the passion to subside by occup .
bis attentions 'With other things, and therefore read -the Sh'm'a. i"',>",.,,,,,;;'
partloular chapter has been selected for two reasons; first beca_':.:?·
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of Hillel appealed to the School of Shammai saying: "Diu It not
happen that the elders of Sllammai's school and the elders of. Hillel's·
school once visited R. Jachonan b. Haturani and they found him sitting.
with his head and the greater part of his body within the Succah
but his table was within the house and they said nothing to him?
Hence we have a precedent that makes it proper 1" To which the
school of Shammai answered: "You cannot establish a precedent from
tills incident, because they did say to him, 'If thou hast always been
accustomed to do so, then thou hast never fulfilled the commandment
ot Succah.''' The same can be found in the treatise of Kethuboth and
in many other places.
XI. Secondly, for the purpose of drawing a moral as the one
(Vol. I, 122) "Always shall a man be as humble and calm as Hillel
und not so pedantic as Sammai. It happened once that a man laid a
wager with another, etc.," and HUlel did not become· angry. The moral
that we may draw from this is that every man should try to imitate
the character of Hillel aM not become pedantic or angry even when
provoked; for this is the best and most praiseworthy indication of
character. Many similar stories referring to this can be found in the
Talmud.
XII. Thirdly, in order to derive a religious principal as the one
(Taanith fol 31.) It happened once that Choni, the Ma.'agel, was
requested to pray for rain. He drew a circle around him and said
"SovereIgn of the Universe, Thy children have turned unto me, etc."
This story shows the stability of the firmly established faith that the
Lord listens unto the voice of His righteous servants and answers them·
when they are in distress, as it is said (Deu. 4. 7.) For what great
nation Is there that hath gods so nigh unto it, as is the Lord our Qod'
at all times that we call upon Him? And it is also said through the
prophets (Is. 58, 9.) Then shalt thou call and the Lord will answer,
and also (Ps. 91, 15.) When he calleth upon Me, I will answer him.
A similar story is also told (Taanith fol 19) of Nakdimon b. Gurian.
XIII. Fourthly, to call attention to a miracle or some wonderful incident, as the one (Yoma fol. 83.) concerning the story of R.
Meier, R. Juda and R. Jose. who· were travelling on the road when
R. Meier guessed right regardIng the honesty of the inn-keeper after
he examined the name and Its meaning. The same can be found (Megtiah fol. 16.) R. Juda the Prince of the Exile sent to R. Oshia. n. thigh
cut trom one of his best calves, and a 'ar full of wine. Wherellpon
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Ex. IT. 8-14.
7) Two pa.aali:"ea in Chronicles 8.

6)
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them arc lAsed merely as figur.es of speech In a poetical st~
explained in that poetical form. Thus I have no doubt that whe~
said (Zebachim fol. 116.) regarding the sentence (Ex. 18;;
Jethro heard. What did he hear? R. Joshua said, "the war::
lek." 6) This is merely an opinion, not a tradition and his '.
of evidence to support his opinion proves that it is so, for in a
we need no evidence; furthermore, the fact that all other sages?'
with him on this explanation proves this also. The same can bei;
regarding the explanation of (Ex. 15, 22.) And Moses caused Isra:
depart from the Red Sea, i. e., He caused them to do so by
unto them with soft words. And instances like tbis thou wilt fin4
clear in the Talmud in numerous places, where they are constm
in a poetical form. Only a fool or an ignorant perSOll will dispute·
They are constructed in different styles because each author has
own taste and, as with other poets, each wrote after his own fa~
X. The fifth part treats of such Derashoth or allegoricale
nations as contain exaggeration like the one of (Pessachim fol;
Mar Zutra said: "Between Azel and Azel, 7) there are four hun'
camel-loads of critical researches due to the presence of num~I'
contradictions." The first Azel is at the beginning of the verse and':
second is at the end, And Azel had six sons, and these are their na
Azrikam, and 8acheru, and Ishmael, and She'aryah, and Obdiah".
Chanan, all these were the sons of Azel. Even if we say, as SO
others explain it, that tbis refers to the Azel of the next verst, '
still must be taken as an exaggeration; for if in the whole bo~'
there would not be four hundrtd camel-loads of iJerash explanaU'
how then could there be that many in two passages only? It om
be, therefore, as others say, an exaggeration. And this part will beco
small after it will be subdivided into more parts as I shall do, fci
exaggerations are employed in parts of stories. and stories are to ..
div1ded into four respective parts. The first part consists of tr.u·
stories told for the purpose of deciding a question of law as to]
precedent, like the one: (Succah fol. 3) concerning him who
sitting with his head and the greater part of his body within the Succ':'
but with his table in the house. The academy of Shammai said it!
not proper and the academy of Hillel said it is proper. The schod)',..
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l!1 Spe II Kings 20,7 and Isaiah 38, that tbe word is used fo< "becoming well.

the MIshnah, but in the Qemara, they are numberless. An illustration
of this may be found (Megilia fol. 7b): "Raba and R. Zeira were banqueting together; dUring the banquet Rabba stood up and slaughtered
n. Zeira. He craved to God for mercy and R. Zeira returned to Ilfe."
The meaning of this is that Rabba beat R. Zeira and wounded him
so severely that the latter was at the point of death; he uses the
term "slaughtered him" because it was severe. or it might have been
at the throat. And the word Achaye (made him return to Ilfe) means
be became well. The word is frenquently used for that meanIng. 8)
Many similar stories are found in the Talmud.
XVI. The fourth part consists of stories which actually occured;
but they are told in parable form so that not every one is able to under·
stand them. unless he understands the real interpretation of such
language. In some instances even an ignorant person will soon recognize that the facts are exaggerated, but he will take in literally.
'for the reason that he lacks a knowledge of the natural philosophy required -to explain it. An 111ustratlon of this can be found in Succah.
I have no desire to dwell at length upon this particular subject.
XVII. Thou shalt not wonder at the fact that the sages, blessed
be their memories ! in their, researches. use the parable and riddle
word-style, and not plaIn. ordInary language; this Is due to the fact
that they themselves explain certain passages of the Prophets in that
lltyle.' See Berachoth. on the passage in which the sages explained it
In parable style although the prophets stated it in simple language as
If there were no other meaning to it. Here I wish to empl;1asize however that I do not mean that those passages have any other meaning
than that which the sages explained. If the style of the parable is
applied' to the words of the prophets, how much more then should
this style be applied to the words of the sages which cannot be understood In any other way? And concernIng this. my father, my teacher,
blessed be his memory! has long ago called attention to this particular
fact in his "Commentary on the Mishnah."
XVIII. And we found a place in Talmud where it Is openly admitted that the sages spoke parable style and that their words should
not always be taken literally (Erubin foI. 63) "A disciple of R. Eliezer
decided a lawful question in the latter's presence. R. Eliezer said to
his wife, Ema Shalom, 'I wonder if he will live through thIs year?'
And he died during that year. 'Art thou a prophet?' his wife asked
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the latter answered him, Thou hast fulfiUled the commll.nq
sending gifts to the needy. (Esther 9. 22.) Thereupon R.~,
him the whole of the calf with three jars of wine. The latte
turn sent him a message saying, "Rabbi, thou hast fulffilled the:
And of sending portions one to another." (Esther 9, 22). Other
incidents are recorded in the Talmud in great numbers, especia,.
the treatise of Gittin. After glancing over the opinions eI:pressed,
lllany on the fourth class of stories, it seems that every one belo
to one of the foriner three groups, but when you consider them
analyze them thoroughly thou wilt find they belong to a sep!l.
group; hence I placed them in a fourth division.
XIV. The second part of the stories consists of such storIe
did not astually OCcur but were seen In dreams; they speak of t
as real stories. because they believed that no thoughtful man wo:
ever mistake them for real facts; as the one (Vol. I, 24.) We'
taught (in a Baraitha) R. Ishmael said: "Once upon entering ,',
holy of holles, to prepare incense. I noticed etc.... and many ot
similar stories. And the same is true regarding certain stories in whL,
are mentioned the visions of the prophets, how God spoke to the'
and also the stories of demons. The thoughtless observer who. for",
Bake of believing, thinks that these things occured exactly as sta ".
though the facts are contrary to common sense, in doing 1:,0, is bo,
feolish and ignorant of the laws of nature. For all the stories -",
miracles, told by the sages. blessed be their memories, are stat"
in language sImilar to that employed by the prophet, who told :',.,
plain language whatever they saw in their visions, just as my fatheI;
my teacher. blessed be his memory! explained it in "The Guide."
XV. The thiid part consists of stories which actually occurE;lq!i "I:
but were exaggerated in the belief that no thoughtful man would mis;::;;'
take their meaning. And the sages admitted usIng such, a style. a!!:
they say (Tamid fol. 29.) "The Torah spol{e in exaggerated languag~"
the prophets spolie in exaggerated language, and the sages spoke In.:,,:/:'
exaggerated language j the Torah - for it is said (Deu. 1, 28.) The
cities are great and fortified up to heaven.j the prophets - for itiil,
said (I King 1.) So that the earth was rent at their noise. The sageil~
when they speak of the heap of ashes on the altar; what the Mishna.4:
says (lb.) in regard to the vine which stood at the entrance of t~~I:
'I'emple, and what they say concerning the curtain which separat~~\"
the holy of holies from the Hechal." These are but three instances j~T('"
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ROM what time on may we read the
Sh'm'a' of the evening?' "From the
time the priests enter to eat their
tmah S until the end of the first
:h,"4 said R. Eliezer. But the other
s say "Until midnight," and Rabban
laliel says "Until the appearance of the
o.ing star." It happened that the sons
Rabban Gamaliel came [very late at
t] from a banquet and told Rabban Gael that they had not yet read the Sh'm'a,
:eupon he said to them: "Ii the morning
has not yet appeared you must read it."
Gemara) Let us see: when do the priests
: to eat the Terumah? Is it not when
;tars appear? Let then the Mishnah say:
m the time the stars appear!" In using
expression, he lets us .hear something
eway; namely, that with the appearing of
itars, the priests are allowed to eat their
:mah, because the forgiveness·offering
ch will be brought on the. morrow] is not
1drance, as we have been taught; "And
~ the sun hath set, he shall be clean (Lev.
r.) i. e., the waiting for the setting of
,un prevents him from eating the Terubut not his forgiveness-offering."
lb. b) R. Jose said: "Twilight lasts as
as a twinkling; this one comes and that
(oes, and it is impossible to determine its
. time."
FoI. 3a) ''Until the end of the first
1," said R. Eliezer. Let us see: with
1 does R. Eliezer agree? If he hold that
.ight is divided into three watches, then
.im say "until tIle elld of the fourth
, ; and if he hold that the night is divided
four watches, then let him say
til the end of the third
r ?" Ifle holds indeed that the night has
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BerGeM!" treats of Ben<!dlcUons a.nd prllll'9rs.
The 811.'m'G consIsts 01 ·three sectlons: 8h'm'a (lDeu. 6.4-9.), V'haya (lb. 11, 12-22.) .nd Vavomcr (Num.
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Is called 811.'m'a !rom the word with wblcb It begins.
I Tbe Mlsbnah begln, with the evet>ln·g 8h'rn'a following Its Biblical order: Whcn lhou licth <!own, aOO
thoU ri,scth up CDeu. 8. 7), or as at the crearUoo-: And it was evening and i\ was morning (Gen. 1, 5),
) HeB;ve--oftertng.-Prlest8 'Who were rltUIQ.lly uDclea.·u were to abst.aJln from th-e 1IlSG 01. Hoerdotal ~ unttJ
>atbed themselves In tho evening (.Lev. 22, 6-?).
) 13ee n.O'f,e 5.

" 41.) The term 81"m'a relers also to the two Ben<ldlotlon. belore the 811/m'a .'nd t.1le two -llen..d10tlons a!ler
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him. The alst:11Jle'!:l name and his father's name," contiIluedl~
mud, "were purposely mentioned, that we should not construe;
parable, but as a true fact." From tWs is clear that in many int
their words were not taken literally, hut in parable form. Put thl
In thy heart and let thine eyes watch it, for it is a wonderful thL.
well as important evidence. This was called to my attention by on;
my wise disciples and this last part of the narration is very much·;:
the second part, treating of the Derash or allegorial exp1anatt;
(mentioned above) .. They are both important parts, containing
and wonderful events which could not be revealed to every one, :/
they have therefore spoken in parable style. Finally thou shalt kl
that there is one thing which thou must always remember which,'
be of great help to thee in determining the exact meaning of the stoi
namely, that many stories contain a mixture of all these parts, oft
stories, of parable, of dreams, etc. And If thou wilt attempt to ex...
the whole in any particular form, either in plain form 01' in any ~.
way, thou wilt come to naught, an .example of which can be [6.\
in Chagiga and in many other parts of the Talmud, only I cannotd~,
upon it in detail because I am not allowed to go too deeply into th~.·
velation of such secrets. And I trust that the explanations' I :h.
offered, will be sufficient for every thoughtful roan; and that ben\
forth it will be easy for every one to determine the ekact part to wh:
every Derash belongs. And through tWs, he will avoid spreading.E
reports like the Karaites and the fools did upon the words of the Bag
blessed be their memories; this wIIl also prevent a man from ~Qf,
to the other extreme of believing foolishly in every impossible thin,
thus causing him to think that the sages reported impossible thini
and things whIch dId not exist, and in this way, finally leading bim it;
deny the existence of the Holy One, praised be He !
.;
XIX. Behold this carefully. for it is a great pillar and fortified
wall against such things.
And now come thou, blessed of ·God. Put this like a seal
thy breast and like Tephilin(PhiIactaries) between thine .eyes.
Let this be an opening and an introduction for whatever t,lUi:iu.;!i;tt
wlltread or hear in the future of any Derash or story' and cast thy 10,(,.
among the true and virtuous scholars, but not among those who t\.l1izlt//
things up-side down and who walk foollshly after all nonsense.
.'
And the Lord shall in His mercy lead you In the righteouB pa~;
so that thy feet shall walk straight in His chosen path. Amen.
<{':;)'"
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"Once two Sages happened to come to the same place. One of
them expounded before the people on halakhah Uewish law) and
his comrade expounded on aggadah [homiletic material]. All
forsook the one of halakhah and went to the one of aggadah. The
one who was expounding on halakhah was offended and hurt. His
comrade said to him, 'Let me give you an analogy as to what this case
resembles: [It resembles) two people, one of whom sold precious
jewels while the other sold tinsel. Who would have most of the
customers? Wouldn't it be the one who sold tinsel?'"
This short story, whose source is the Talmud, reflects the view of
the public at large at the time to expositions on halakhah and
expositions on aggadah. Most people preferred to hear discourses
on aggadah over discourses on halakhah, for the latter is more
profound and harder to understand. Among the Sages, too, there
were many who regarded aggadah favorably, understood its value,
and did much to shape it, even though there were some among them
who regarded it as no more than tinsel, or even less than that,
In this book, we will examine the terms "halakhah" and
"aggadah," we will review the midrashim that deal with these two
fundamental pillars of Jewish culture and will describe the various
types of midrashim and their characteristics, So too will we describe
the Sages' view of the aggadah, examine the link between the
ancient synagogue, the deraslzalz (oral discourse), and the aggadic
mid rash , and investigate the major methods of the aggadah.
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Throughout all generations. Jews have dealt at great length on the
halakhic literature. but relatively few have dealt seriously with the
aggadah. In recent generations. though. with the changes which
have taken place in methods of study and of research. with the new
availability of materials which had been inaccessible previously. and
with the increased attention to the Torah of Eretz Israel - the
birthplace of the aggadah - there has been heightened interest in
this important field.
This volume. like the series of lectures upon which it is based. will
hopefully be of interest and enlightening to the reader who is not
familiar with the aggadic mid rash literature. but who is interested
in expanding his knowledge and who enjoys learning. This book was
not written as originally conceived. In transforming it from one
medium to another - from a series of oral lectures to a written
book - I made a number of changes. both in the raw material and in
the format. On occasion, I was forced to modify slightly the
language in the aggadah. this in light of the words of our Sages who
stated on the verse (Ex. 15:26). "You shall do that which is right in
His sight" - "This refers to choice aggadot which are understood
by everyone."
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The topic of this book is the aggadic mid rash of the Sages. The
rabbinic literature. of which the aggadic mid rash is an important
part, deals with many matters and individuals, involves various
writers and editors. and was edited in different eras based on varied
sources. The aggadah and the halakhah are the two main branches
of rabbinic literature, and according to one definition they are the
only branches of this literature. Before we discuss the halakhic
midrash and the aggadic mid rash. let us clarify the terms halakhah.
aggadah and midrash.
The halakhah, as customarily defined. is the normative and
binding segment of the Torah. The term halakhah is derived from
the verb root HLKh. and is Aramaic in form. It is characteristic of
the language of the Sages. and is not mentioned in the Bible. The
earliest definition of the term is evidently that of Arukll (R' Nathan
b. R' Yehiel of Rome). who lived in Rome in the second half of the
11th century.
R' Nathan was the first person to write a sort of encyclopedic
dictionary of the terms appearing in the rabbinic literature which
were not sufficiently clear. Among others. R' Nathan defined the
term halakhah. and he wrote: 'The meaning of hilkhata is a thing
which walks [holekhl and moves from the beginning to the end
[Le.. is all-encompassing]. Alternately - in which Israel walk."
Arukll thus proposes two definitions of the term halakhah.
According to both. the word is related to the verb HLKh - to walk
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- but according to the first definition the halakhah itself "walks."
in that the applicability of halakhah and its dynamism are matters
which are all-inclusive. whereas according to the second definition
it is the link between the Jewish people and the halakhah which is
dynamic and eternal: "from the beginning to the end."
The definition of the term aggadah is a more difficult one.
because the aggadah digresses from the field of Jewish literature: if
the halakhah is characteristic of Jewish literature. the aggadah
belongs to all of mankind. and is not characteristic of this or that
literature. In addition. the difficulty in defining the term aggadah
stems from the fact that the aggadah is a much broader genre than
the halakhah. and encompasses a great deal.
This time. too. we will utilize an old definition. that of the author
of the Introduction to the Talmud. evidently R' Samuel ha-Naggid.
who lived in Spain in the first half of the 11th century.
This is the way the author of the Introduction to the Talmud
defines the aggadah: "Every' interpretation brought in the Talmud.
on any topic which is not a commandment. is aggadah." In other
words. every inrerpretation brought in the Talmud. in the Midrash
or in any other source. on any topic which cannot be defined as a
commandment - and is therefore not in the realm of halakhah - is
aggadah. This definition applies equally to books not in the Talmud.
and even to non-Jewish literature.
This definition is an indirect one. The author of the Introduction
to the Talmud does not state what is aggadah. but rather what is not
aggadah. Halakhah is not aggadah. and therefore whatever is not
halakhah is considered to be aggadah. One can argue with this
definition. but there are scholars to this day who accept this as the
definition.
From this. one can understand our earlier statement that
halakhah and aggadah are the only two branches of rabbinic
literature. for if aggadah is defined as anything which is not
halakhah. there is nothing in any other category.
Here we should note that the two words. aggadah and haggadah
have a common root. Both of them are derived from the root HGD
- to tell - and according to most scholars the words are based on
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the way the aggadot were transmitted. in that they are homiletical
interpretations. stories. explanations of verses and other oral
statements. A good example of this is the Passover Haggadah.
which could equally have been referred to as the Passover Aggadah.
The reason it is referred to as Haggadah is because of the verse (Ex.
13:8), "You shall tell [vehigadeta] your son on that day."
According to Bacher. a scholar of the late 19th century. the
source for the word aggadah is not from vehigadeta. but from the
expression higid ha-katuv - "the verse states" - an expression
- that appears frequently in the midrashic literature. and each time it
appears it is accompanied by a certain verse and commentaries on
the verse. According to Bacher. the aggadah is not concerned with
homiletic discourses. stories or interpretations of verses. but
primarily with expounding on different verses. This view. though. is
not accepted by most scholars. because those interpretations
preceded by higid ha-katuv are generally not aggadic
interpretations. but halakhic interpretations. Thus the aggadic
midrash is not higid ha-katuv - what the verse states - but what
people state.
According to these definitions. in any event. there is a division
into two major types of mid rash: the halakhic midrash and the
aggadic mid rash. It may be better to formulate this a little
differently and to state that as there is generally no unequivocal
division between the two. and as the halakhic midrash often
contains aggadic material while the aggadic mid rash may contain
halakhic material. the correct division is not into halakhic mid rash
and aggadic mid rash. but to midrashim that are primarily halakhah
and those that are primarily aggadah.
Unlike the two previous terms. which do not appear in the Bible.
the term "midrash" appears in the Bible twice. The first time. we
find the term in II Chr. 13:22. where we are told about Abijah. king
of Judea: "And the rest of the acts of Abijah. and his ways. and his
sayings. are written in the midrash of the prophet Iddo." The second
time. the term appears in II Chr. 24:27. where it stated that the
account of KingJoash is "written in the midrash of the book of the
kings. "
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Having discussed the terms halakhah, aggadah and midrash, we
will now turn to the aggadic midrash and the halakhic midrash.
Most of the halakhic midrashim, Le., the midrashim which contain
primarily halakhic material. are midrashim of the Tannaim (by this
term we refer primarily to the scholars of the Mishnah. the Tosefta
and the Tannaic midrashim; the Tannaic period ended at the
beginning of the 3rd century CE.). whereas most of the aggadic
midrashim, Le. midrashim that contain primarily aggadic elements.
are later midrashim. Some of them were not written earlier than the
4th century CE. (during the Amoraic period). and most were
written even later.
We do not have all of the midrashim written by the different
Tannaim. Some of these were lost completely. while we have parts
of others, some of which have been reconstructed by scholars primarily in recent generations - based on sections preserved in
later midrashim.
The Tannaic midrashim that we do have are those on Exodus.
Leviticus. Numbers and Deuteronomy, and these are divided into
two main categories: those attributed to the school of R' Ishmael.
and those attributed to the school of R' Akiva, both of them
scholars who lived at the beginning of the 2nd century CE.
The Tannaic midrashim on the Book of Exodus are the different
Mekhilta volumes, the major one extant being the Mekhilta d'Rabbi
Ishmael. This work is a collection of midrashim - primarily
aggadic midrashim but with a considerable number of halakhic
midrashim - based on the Midrash of R' Ishmael on the Book of
Exodus.
Another book. also attributed to the school of R' Ishmael. is Sifre

Those scholars who claim that originally the term midrash meant
a book are evidently correct, and the author of Chronicles used the
word as a synonym for "book." Just as the word mikra is a book to
be read [kri'ahl, midrash is a book of derishah [expositionl and
investigation. Later, though, the word midrash was given a new
meaning, and in the following chapters we will come across various
kinds of midrashim, both oral and written.
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on Numbers, this being the primary Tannaic midrash on Numbers.
A large part of Sifre on Deuteronomy. the major Tannaic midrash
on that book, is also attributed to the school of R' Ishmael.
The primarily Tannaic midrashim attributed to the school of R'
Akiva are Torat Kohanim. a Tannaic midrash on the Book of
Leviticus, and Sifre Zuta, another Tannaic midrash on the Book of
Numbers. Mekhilta d'Rabbi Simeoll barJo/wi, which is a Tannaic
midrash on the Book of Exodus, is also linked to the school of R'
Akiva, as are large parts of Sifre on Deuteronomy.
R' Simeon bar Johai was a disciple of R' Akiva. and Mekhilta
d'Rabbi Simeon barJohai is composed primarily of midrashim ofR'
Akiva and of his disciples on the Book of Exodus. The original
version of Mekhilta d'Rabbi Simeon barJohai has been lost. and the
version we have is a reconstruction based on fragments preserved in
various midrashim. including fragments from the Gelliza/l (the
ancient archive found at the end of the 19th century in an ancient
synagogue in Cairo) and the Yemenite Midrash ha-Gadol, which
we will discuss in Chapter 13.
We will now illustrate one of the major differences between the
methods of interpretation of the two schools.
R' Akiva would draw halakhic conclusions from every detail of
the Torah, from every seemingly superfluous word. from
superfluous letters, etc. Thus, for example. R' Akiva deduced from
the verse (Deut. 20:9), "And they shall appoint captains of the
armies at the head of the people," that one must also appoint
"captains of the armies" at the rear as well. based on what one
might consider the superfluous word "and" in the above verse.
According to R' Akiva. it is as if the Torah had written "They shall
appoint" and also "And they shall appoint," thus indicating two
groups of captains.
R' Ishmael. on the other hand, does not regard the word "and" as
being a source for halakhic deduction. He comes to the conclusion
that two groups of captains must be appointed based on simple logic
in terms of running a military campaign. and he explains the
superfluous letters or words as being due to the fact that "the Torah
spoke in human terms." Just as human beings do not pay any
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attention to evety superfluous word they may utter. so too does the
Torah use the language that human beings would use in their
conversations. According to the view of R' Ishmael and his disciples,
there is no difference between the seemingly redundant language
(Gen. 31:30), "You had to leave [halok/I halakhta] because you
were longing [nikltsof nikhsafta]" in the narrative portion of the
Torah. and the terms "each man" (ish ish) and "thoroughly
cooked" (bashel mevus/wl) and so on. in irs legislative sections, and
one cannot deduct halakhic conclusions from these seeming
redundancies.
What the Tannaic midrashim mentioned thus far have in
common is that they are all fundamentally halakhic midrashim,
which deal primarily with halakhah. and the aggadic section within
them is of less importance, both in quantity and in content.
Here we should examine the basic difference between the method
of the Tannaic midrashim and that of the other Tannaic works, the
Mishnah and the Tosefta.
The Tannaic midrashim are midrashim linked to the Torah. and
their purpose is both to gather together halakhot and to explain the
Torah in terms of the halakhah. The major Mekhilta midrashim. for
example. are linked to the Book of Exodus. They accompany the
book - not all of it. but primarily the halakhic part - in a
methodical and orderly fashion. parashah after parashah. and deal
methodically with the halakhic items covered in it. The same is true
for the other Tannaic midrashim.
The Mishnah and the Tosefta. which are. of course. also Tannaic
works, are constructed differently. It was the aim of the editor of
the Mishnah. R' Judah the Exilarch. and of those who continued in
his path, not only to gather together the halakhah, but to build it
anew. They gathered together the material so that students of their
generation and subsequent generations could study it. not only by
studying the Torah text while simultaneously searching the Tannaic
literature for the halakhot germane to each section. but so that
every topic within the halakhah would be arranged in an orderly
fashion and presented according to the new structure arranged by
R' Judah the Exilarch.
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Let us now discuss the aggadic midrashim. Unlike the halakhic
midrashim. which are generally a finite and clearly defined corpus
of material, the aggadic midrashim are a corpus which is much more
difficult to define and classify. There are aggadic midrashim linked
to the books of the Torah. Prophets and Hagiographa. while there
are other midrashim which are not linked to them. There are
midrashim which explain the books of the Torah in a methodical
and orderly manner (for example, Bereshit Rabbah). and other
midrashim which deal only with selected extracts from the book
which they cover (Vayikra Rabbah, for example). There are aggadic
midrashim that relate to specific dates. that are organized about
special Sabbaths, festivals, the portions read in the Torah or the
Haftarah, etc. (as. for example. the different Pesikta volumes), and
midrashim that are not linked to either the books of the Bible or to
specific dates, but to a different key chosen by the editor. There are
ancient aggadic midrashim. dating to the last days of the Tannaim
(Bereshit Rabbah, for example), and late aggadic midrashim, of the
Byzantine, the Muslim and even later eras. There are aggadic
midrashim whose primary purpose is to offer new and creative
insights, and others which deal primarily with the collection or
reorganization of ancient material.
Most of the aggadic midrashim were created in Eretz Israel, but
there are aggadic midrashim that were edited outside the country: in
Asia, Africa and Europe. In reality. aggadic midrashim were created
in most of those places where Jews lived, but when we speak of the
midrashim that were composed in the Middle Ages in the far
reaches of the Jewish diaspora. we are not talking about the rabbinic
midrashim, but of the descendants or descendants of descendants
of these midrashim.
One may state, without fear of contradiction. that the most
important, well-known, and typical of the aggadic midrashim are
the midrashim that were created in Eretz Israel at the end of the
Roman era and the beginning of the Muslim era, i.e., from the end of
the 3rd century C.E. to the 8th century and possibly the 9th. Most
of this book will deal with these midrashim, namely the aggadic
midrashim of Eretz Israel.
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The readers have no doubt noticed that when we reviewed the
Tannaic midrashim. we spoke of rhe midrashim ro the Books of
Exodus. Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy, but we did not
speak of the Tannaic midrash to the Book of Genesis. The reason for
this will become clear when we realize that the Tannaic midrashim
are primarily halakhic midrashim, and the editors of these
midrashim dealt with those sections of the Torah which appeared
to need clarification, with the aim being to convert them into
halakhot that people could live by.
The Book of Genesis does not call for a linked halakhic midrash,
especially as most of the halakhic material contained in it is
mentioned in later books of the Torah. The commandment
regarding circumcision, for example, which is mentioned for the
first time in the Book of Genesis, is mentioned again in Leviticus,
and the halakhic midrash on Leviticus, Tarat Kohanim, deals with it
at that point. The Tannaic midrashim on Exodus also do not begin
with the beginning of the book, but only with Chapter 12, where the
Book of Exodus becomes a book of laws. The same is true for Sifre
on Numbers, which only begins at the point where the book takes
on the character of a book of laws.
Thus we see that the Book of Genesis, as well as parts of the
Books of Exodus and Numbers have no halakhic midrashim. The
aggadic midrashim then, if one may say so, filled the gap and
expounded on just those areas where there are no halakhic
midrashim. Bereshit Rabbah is a major and ancient midrashic work
of great importance, and the reason why this aggadic mid rash was
created for this book and not for other books of the Torah may be
the fact that already in ancient days the need was felt to create a
mid rash of some type for the Book of Genesis,
Let us move now to the aggadot which appear in the midrashic
literature. Even the halakhic midrashim, which deal primarily with
halakhah, also deal with aggadah, but in the case of the halakhic
midrashim the fusion between the halakhic sections and those that
are aggadic is an organic one, and no aggadot are brought which are
not related to the topic at hand. Let us illustrate this by taking an
extract from Mekhilta d'Rabbi [shmael (Chapter 11 of the volume
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What does R'Johanan b. Zakkai do here? He begins with the clear

in the Horowitz edition).
In the Book of Exodus. we have the commandment to build an
altar, and it states there (Ex. 20:25). "If you make Me an altar of
stone. you shall not build it of hewn stone: for if you lift up an
implement upon it, you will profane it." In other words, the altar
may not be bUilt of stones which had been hewn using metal,
because the use of metal on the stones profanes them. That is a
general commandment, and the mid rash in Mekhilta deals at length
with the details of this halakhah. What stones are involved? When
may one build an altar and when is one forbidden to do so? and other
such halakhic questions.
But together with these halakhic topics. we find the following
statement: "For ifyou lift up an implement upon it. you will profane
it" - from this, R' Simeon b. Eleazar would say: "The altar was
created to prolong man's life, whereas iron was created to cut man's
life short. One is not permitted to use that which cuts [life] short
on that which prolongs" (it).
Continuing on in the Mekhilta, we find another interpretation of
an aggadic character combined organically with halakhot dealing
with the prohibition against building an altar of hewn stone. This is
an interpretation quoted in the name of R' ]ohanan b. Zakkai, and
based on the verse (Deut, 27:7), "You shaH build the altar of the
Lord your God of whole stones."
At first, R' ]ohanan b. Zakkai asks what the term "whole stones"
means. He answers: Whole [shelemot in Hebrew] stones are
stones that bring about peace [shalom]. Then he adds: "This is an
a fortiori argument. If. regarding the stones of the altar, which
neither see nor hear nor talk, the Holy One. blessed be He
commanded one not to use iron on them because they bring peace
between Israel and their father in Heaven. how much more so in
regard to one who brings peace between a man and his fellow,
between husband and wife, between one city and another. between
one nation and another, between one government and another,
between one family and another: how much more that no harm will
befall him."
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halakhah which forbids the use of iron on the stones of the altar;
portrays the stones of the altar as whole stones in terms of their
bringing peace; and afterwards sets up his interpretation as an a
fortiori argument - which. incidentally. is one ofthe methods used
in the halakhic midrash - and states: Even though these stones
neither see nor hear nor speak. they are guaranteed not to be cut by
any metal, because one is not permitted to raise up metal against
them. Therefore. if a person brings about peace between a man and
his fellow. between a husband and wife, between one city and
another, between one nation and another. between one government
and another, between one family and another. he too will suffer
no harm and can be sure that no evil will befall him.
Thus we have before us two examples of passages which are by
nature aggadic. and which were incorporated organically into the
Mekhilta. within halakhot dealing with the prohibition of using
metal tools on the stones of the altar.
These extracts, taken from Mekhilta d'Rabbi Ishmael, have a
parallel in the Mekhilta known as that of R' Simeon bar ]ohai. the
disciple of R' Akiva. which evidently represents a parallel school of
thought in the halakhic midrash.
This is the language of the extract of the Mekhilta d'Rabbi
Simeon bar ]ohai: "This. then. is an a fortiori argument. If. in the
case of stones which do not see and do not hear and do not speak,
the Holy One. blessed be He, commanded that no metal be lifted
against them because they bring atonement between Israel and its
father in Heaven, how much more. in the case of Torah scholars,
who bring atonement for the entire world, that none of the
injurious beings in the world will harm them."
We should note the difference in approach between R' ]ohanan b.
Zakkai, as found in the Mekhilta d'Rabbi Ishmael. and that of R'
Simeon bar ]ohai, as seen in the Mekhilta d'Rabbi Simeon bar
]ohai. Both interpretations begin the same way and are based on the
same premise. namely that the stones of the altar bring peace upon
the world. But on the other side of the argument there is a difference
between the two: in the first work, R' ]ohanan b. Zakkai speaks of a
person who brings peace between various elements, and states that
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such a person will not be harmed. whereas R' Simeon bar ]ohai
speaks of Talmud scholars as serving as an atonement for the world.
The difference between the two individuals and their approaches
is not coincidental. R' ]ohanan b. Zakkai is known as a person
whose greatest desire was peace. while R' Simeon bar ]ohai placed
Torah study at the center of his world. The interpretations offered
above are perfectly in line with the views of the two.
One should remember that R' Simeon bar ]ohai lived at the time
of the decrees of Emperor Hadrian, when the study of Torah and the
convening of assemblies to study Torah were serious offenses. We
know that R' Akiva, R' Hananiah b. Teradion and others sacrificed
their lives for this cause, and it would thus appear that R' Simeon
bar ]ohai referred to Torah scholars as serving to atone for the
world.
By examining these parallel midrashim, we can also appreciate
the structure of the aggadic extracts incorporated within halakhic
passages - this. as we pointed out, being characteristic of the
halakhic midrash - as well as the difference in approach between
the author of the Mekhilta d'Rabbi Ishmael and that of the author
of Mekhilta d'Rabbi Simeon bar ]ohai.
In the Babylonian Talmud. too, one finds aggadic and halakhic
sections intertwined. And here too, as the material is primarily
halakhic in content, the aggadot do not stand alone but stem from
the halakhah and are an integral part of it. The example we will
discuss now is taken from the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate
Shabbat. Chapter 2. This chapter is titled Bameh Madlikin, and
deals primarily with the lighting of the Sabbath lights and the
materials that may be used for the lights.
This Mishnah states which materials may be used for the Sabbath
lights and which ones may not be used, and the Talmud then
explains and expands on this topic. As an aside, as it were, the
Talmud states that those materials which may not be used for the
Sabbath lights may not be used for kindling the Hanukkah lights
either. The Talmud then goes on to mention a number of laws of
Hanukkah. There is no tractate in the Talmud dealing with
Hanukkah as such, and this section in Tractate Shabbat is one of
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the major ones in the Babylonian Talmud dealing with this holiday.
The Talmud discusses the time to light the Hanukkah lights. how
many lights are needed - whether one needs one per person or one
per house - and whether the number of lights increases each day or
decreases. At the end of this halakhic section, the Talmud poses the
following question: "What is Hanukkah?" In answer, it states that
on the 25th day of Kislev the festival of Hanukkah occurs. lasting
eight days, during which one may not hold eulogies or fast. And at
this point we have the famous story that,
When the Greeks entered the Temple, they defiled all the oil
in the Temple. Once the Hasmoneans emerged victorious, they
searched and found but a single cruse of oil, sealed with the seal
of the high priest, which contained enough oil to light for but a
single day. A miracle occurred, and they lit with it for eight
days.
Then we are told: "The following year, they established these
days as festive days, with Hallel and thanks."
This is an interesting example, because in the end we remain
within the realm of aggadah, yet revert to the realm of halakhah
regarding the fact that these are festive days with Hallel and thanks.
As far as we are concerned, we can note that this is another example.
similar to those of the aggadic midrashim. of a combination of
aggadah with halakhah. where the text is primarily halakhic, and
the aggadah is intertwined within it.
Unlike the halakhic midrashim, where the aggadot are not
independent, in the classic aggadic midrashim there is no need to
combine the midrash with the halakhah. In the aggadic mid rash, the
aggadic sections are independent and have no need 'to be linked to
any halakhic text of any kind.
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From the earliest times to the present, the aggadah has always
been greatly admired. Thus, for example. we read in Sifre on
Deuteronomy: ''The allegorists would say: 'If you wish to have an
awareness of the One who spoke and thereby created the world,
study aggadah.''' In another place, in a Tannaic midrash on the
Book of Exodus, on the verse (Ex. 15:26). "Do that which is right in
His sight," we find the statement: "This refers to those choice
aggadot which all people appreciate." And again, in another place,
this time in a midrash on the verse (Song 2:5), "Stay me with
flagons, comfort me with apples: for I am sick with love," we read:
"R' Yitzhak said: 'At first, when money was readily available, a
person would wish to hear something of the Mishnah or of the
Talmud. Now that money is scarce. and especially given our
suffering at the hands of the [alien] government. a person wishes
to hear something of the Bible or of the aggadah.''' R' Yitzhak lived
in the 3rd century C.E.• during a catastrophic era in Eretz Israel and
in the entire Roman Empire. and that was the background for his
statement.
In recent generations too. there have been those who praised the
aggadah, including R' Avraham Yitzhak Kook and Hayyim Nahman
Bialik.
In his correspondence, Letter 243, R' Kook writes: "Prophecy,
which is the basis for the aggadah - that being the internal
dimension of the roots of the Torah - was more active in Eretz
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Israel than in Babylon. which was not worthy of prophecy."
As is known. prophecy is an Eretz Israel phenomenon. R' Judah
Halevi thus notes that prophecy relates directly to Eretz Israel. and
that all the prophets prophesied either within or about it (Kuzari
2:14). R' Kook regards the aggadah as being the continuation of
prophecy. and sees it as a primarily Eretz Israel phenomenon. Just as
prophecy was granted only to the Sages of Eretz Israel. so too was
the aggadah. in its full form. granted only to the Sages of Eretz
Israel. Thus. rhe aggadah was far more prevalenr in Eretz Israel than
in Babylon. the latter not being worthy of prophecy.
And Bialik. in his essay. "Halakhah and Aggadah." says. "The
aggadah ... deals with what should be and what is desirable. and
when I read it I see what it wanted. how it was formulated. and why
it so lifted the spirit of the Jewish people." And elsewhere in that
same essay. he writes:
A number of Jewish generations sinned toward the aggadah.
because they terminated the essential link between it and
themselves. Many of the naive in their midst understood its
words in the simple sense and regarded lthe Midrash' in the
same light as the principles of the faith [which one must accept
unquestioningly]. Many of those who regarded themselves as
wise also understood its words in the simple sense. and
considered them to be of no value. Both these groups showed
themselves to be coarse in knowledge and taste. That was why
their eyes were unable to see the poetic light and the truth in it.
They were unable to understand its language.
Whether Bialik knew it or not. his thoughts had already been
expressed earlier in differenr language by Maimonides, and we will
discuss rhis in the last chapter of this book.
Many people. in all eras and in all generarions. spoke in praise of
the aggadah. There were nevertheless some rabbis who were critical
of the aggadah, and some who even disparaged it.
One of the major causes for the opposition by some of the rabbis
to the aggadic literature was the unsupervised folk aggadah which
evolved in Eretz Israel and which developed alongside the accurate
aggadic midrashic literature. which was generally based on ancient
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traditions and was of a monotheistic religious faith.
The erroneous aggadot which developed in Eretz Israel. some of
which were dangerous or even idolatrous in spirit, were eVidently
influenced by their idolatrous surroundings; by the Hellenistic
environment that was partially pagan; and later. when the physical
and spiritual presence of Christianity increased in Eretz Israel. by
the Christians who lived in Eretz Israel.
Let us look at an example of such a erroneous aggadah. This
example is taken from Sefer ha-Razim. a volume discovered by
Prof. M. Margolioth, which has also been discussed by A.S.
Rosenthal. S. Lieberman and other scholars. Sefer ha-Razim was
created in Eretz Israel. evidenrly in the 4th century C.E.. possibly in
one of the mixed cities in which both Jews and non-Jews lived. The
book includes aggadot which were evidently well-known among the
common folk in Eretz Israel. The content. though. was influenced
by certain idolatrous magic traditions - Greek or Egyptian, or both
- and one may assume that this book and others like it were what
caused the opposition of certain sages to the aggadic literature.
This is the language of one of the segments in Sefer ha-Razim:
If you wish to urge horses on beyond their ability and to
ensure that they do not stumble while galloping. that they
should be as fleet as the wind, that no living creature should be
able to overtake them. and that their galloping should be
graceful to behold, take a silver dish, and engrave on it the
names of the horses and the names of the angels and the names
of the supernumary angels above them, and say: "I hereby make
you, angels of the chase. who run between the stars. swear to
give power and swiftness to the race horses and their riders. so
that they will run without tiring and without stumbling. and
will run swiftly as eagles. and no other creatures will be able to
stand before them. and no witchcraft or sorcery will harm
them."
The author of this extract then concludes with the words, "And
take the tray and bury it at the time of the race which you wish to
win:'
This passage - and at this time we should again point out that
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Among those opposed to the, aggadic literature were some of the
rabbis of Eretz Israel, including people such as R' Joshua b. Levi, one
of the most prominent of the Eretz Israel scholars at the beginning
of the 3rd century C.E. R' Joshua b. Levi was one of the scholars of
rhe south, and we are told in the Jerusalem Talmud, Tractate
Sltabbat, in his name, that: "One who writes down aggadah has no
place in the World t'o Come. One who expounds it - is burned. One
who hears it - receives no reward."
We know from another source, the Babylonian Talmud Tractate
Bava Kama, that R' Joshua b. Levi was a master of the aggadah.
Th us we see that this was not a person who totally negated the
aggadah. He himself was a master of it, but was evidently cautious
and was not willing to allow everyone to have the right to copy down
the aggadah, to expound it or to hear it.
The following example of the opposition of some of the Sages to
the aggadic literature is taken from the Jerusalem Talmud, Tractate
Ma'aserot, and tells of R' Zeira - or, as he was known in Babylon,
R' Zira - who was one of the Talmudic sages active in the 3rd
century C.E. and who moved from Babylon to Eretz Israel:
R' Zeira, R' Abba bar Kahana and R' Levi sat together. R'
Zeira criticized the aggadists and teferred to the aggadah works
as witchcraft. R' Abba bar Kahana said to him: "Why are you
critical? Ask them and they will answer you." R' Zeira said to
them: "What is meant by (Ps. 76:11), 'surely the wrath of man
shall praise you: the remainder of wrath shall you restrain '?"

Razim.

according to the definition which we noted in Chapter I, aggadah is
anything which is not halakhah, so that history, stories,
commentaries on the Bible and even such passages as the above are
considered to be aggadah - is nothing but Witchcraft, meant to aid
a person who bets on horse races. Its spirit is not rabbinic orJewish,
and there is no doubt that it was not conceived in the study halls of
the rabbis. It is possible that the opposition to aggadah stemmed
from the fear that if aggadot in general, whose spirit is free and
which show few limitations, were to be permitted to exist, they
would grant legitimation to aggadot such as rhose of Sefer Ita-
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The verse quoted by R' Zeira is a very difficult one to understand,
and R' Zeira asked the aggadists to explain it.
They answered R' Zeira: "Surely the wrath of man shall
praise you" - that refers to this world. "The remainder of
wrath shall you restrain" - That refers to the World to Come.
This interpretation does not explain the verse in its entirety, but
is an attempt to differentiate between its two parts and to apply the
one to this world and the other to the World to Come, But R' Zeira
did not agree with this interpretation and said to them: 'Surely the
wrath of man shall praise you' - that refers to the World to Come.
The remainder of wrath shall you restrain' - That refers to this
world." In other words, as the verse is unclear, who is to say that the
first part refers to this world and the second to the World to Come
rather than vice versa?
Later in the tractate, the Talmud brings the words ofR' Levi, who
attempted to defend the interpretation. R' Zeira, though, refused to
accept R' Levi's words, and even added: "You may turn it over and
over, and nothing can be learned from it." One may assume that
this last statement is a paraphrase of the statement in Tractate
Avot, at the end of Chapter 4, that states, regarding the Torah:
"Turn it over and over, for everything is in it, for there is nothing
better than it." It thus appears that according to R' Zeira, nothing
can be learned from the aggadah.
R' Zeira's opposition to the aggadah was not total, and was not
the product of the stubbornness of a person entirely devoted to the
halakhah. On the contrary: R' Zeira, as can be seen in a number of
aggadot written about him, was a broad-minded individual. Even
though he was physically handicapped, he moved to Eretz Israel and
crossed the Jordan without waiting for anyone to aid him, so deep
was his love of the land. From other sources, we know that he
worked among people who were on the fringes of society and was
able to bring them to repent. His opposition to aggadah was
therefore not based on stubbornness, but on his opposition to the
method of the aggadists, whose interpretations evidently stemmed
from their independence of spirit, and because of his opposition to
a totally free aggadah which is not bound by any obligatory
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The medieval rabbis also had complex feelings about the Midrash.
Already in the case of the Geonim in Babylon, and primarily among
the later ones, one can discern a cautious attitude toward the
aggadah.

framework and is not derived from a tradition of any kind.
No doubt, the simple folk were more taken by aggadah than by
halakhah. On this, too, we will note a short story that appears in the
Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Sotah, regarding two Eretz Israel
Sages, R' Abahu and R' Hiyya bar Abba, who lived in the 3rd century
or the beginning of the 4th century C.E.:
R' Abahu and R' Hiyya bar Abba happened to be in the same
place. R' Abahu expounded on aggadah and R' Hiyya bar Abba
expounded on halakhah. Everyone forsook R' Hiyya bar Abba
and came to R' Abahu. R' Hiyya bar Abba was offended and
hurt. R' Abahu said to him: "Let me give you an analogy as to
what this case resembles - [it resembles] two people, one of
whom sold precious jewels while the other sold tinsel. Who
would have most of the customers? Wouldn't it be the one who
sold tinsel?"
Most people are not able to patronize the person who sells
precious jewels, and when they come to the market and look for
something that they can afford to buy, they go to the seller of tinsel.
Thus, R' Abahu compared himself, as the one expounding on the
aggadah, to a person selling tinsel, and compared R' Hiyya bar Abba
to one selling precious jewels.
As the story goes on, we are told that R' Abahu's words did not
console R' Hiyya bar Abba, possibly because he realized that the
analogy was not really R' Abahu's true feeling, but was only meant
ro mollify R' Hiyya.
Thus we see that some of the Sages were critical of the aggadah
and even opposed it. However, the simple folk were drawn to it, and
in the 3rd and 4th centuries C.E., when the Jewish community in
Eretz Israel lived under very difficult conditions, the Sages of Eretz
Israel made the aggadah one of their major tools in strengthening
the faith of these simple folk.
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Thus, for example, Rav Sherira Gaon wrote:
Those concepts derived from verses and known as aggadic
midrashim are only hypotheses, and one cannot therefore rely
on the aggadah. Those that are correct - those that are
supported by logic and from the text - may be accepted, and
there is no end to the aggadah.
The son of Rav Sherira, Rav Hai Gaon, was also cautious in
dealing with the aggadah, and he wrote as follows:
You should know that the words of the aggadah are not as
received tradition [I.e., they are not like the halakhah, which
was transmitted from generation to generation in an
authorized fashion], but each interprets as he sees fit, offering
possible explanations but nothing decisive. Hence one cannot
rely on them.
And another Babylonian Gaon, R' Samuel b. Hofni, was even
more extreme when he wrote: "The words of the ancients, when
they contradict logic, need not be accepted by us."
When the Babylonian Geonim denigrated the aggadah, they did
so, among others, because the criticism levelled by the Karaite
scholars against the Talmud was to a large extent against the
aggadah element within it. But in Europe, too, there were
reservations about the aggadah.
Thus we find that the author of the Introduction to the Talmud
- evidently R' Samuel ha-Naggid - writes as follows in this work:
Aggadah is any interpretation that is brought in the Talmud
on any topic which is not a commandment ... and one cannot
deduce from it anything but that which is logical. You should
know that whatever the Sages stated regarding the
commandments - which are from Moses, peace be upon him,
who received them from God - one may not add to them or
diminish from them. But that which they interpreted on a verse,
each as he saw fit and as he thought, that which is logical of all
of these may be used, but one does not rely on the rest.
In later generations, too, we find various statements, some
praising the aggadah and others with reservations.
One of the reasons for the reservations of the later rabbis of the
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Middle Ages about the aggadah was the use made by the Christians
of this literature in order to attack the Jewish religion. Many of the
Christian scholars not only did not know the Talmud and did not
wish to know it. but hated it and did everything possible to
undermine it and those who studied it. But among the Christians
there were scholars who knew the aggadah and attempted to prove
the Christian truth just from the aggadah.
This was true in the case of the apostate Petrus Alfonso. and of
rhe church father Peter the Venerable. of the Cluny monastery in
France. of the 12th century. So too was this the case with the
apostate Pablo Christiani in his famous debate with Nahmanides in
Spain in 1263.
Another example of this was the major and important project of
the Dominican Raymond Martini: In the '80s of the 13th century.
Martini gathered together Jewish aggadot. with the aim not only of
artacking the Jews but also of proving from the Talmud and from
the Midrash that the ancient rabbis of Israel were familiar with the
truth of Christianity. but for their own reasons refused to say so
clearly. This way. he argued. the later generations rejected the
Christian truth that these Sages had attempted to dictate to them.
Another prominent example of this was the famous disputation
that was conducted in 1413 in Tortosa. Spain. between the apostate
Joshua Lorki and the Jewish sages of that generation. There too we
see how the Christians - or the apostates - used the aggadah to
attack Judaism from the inside and to prove the truth of
Chrisrianity.
It is possible that it was these attacks that caused the Jewish sages
who lived in Christian Europe to take care not to use the aggadah
more than necessary and not to attribute too great importance to it.
In his reply to Christiani regarding one of the aggadot. Nahmanides
writes: "I do not believe in this aggadah at all." In another place.
Nahmanides writes: "This aggadah is not the truth. or has another
interpretation than that of the works of the Sages." In yet another
place, Nahmanides speaks of the three types of works available to
the Jews. and states: "And as for this type of book [the aggadic
midrashl. it is well for the one who believes in it. but he who does
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not believe in it will not be harmed thereby."
It is difficult to establish what Nahmanides actually believed. It is
possible that these words are a true representation of his views. but
it is also possible that they were said for the purposes of his
disputation with the apostate Pablo Christiani. and scholars differ
about this.
In his Kuzari (3:73). R' Judah Halevi differentiates between those
verses which are interpreted in terms of halakhah and those
interpreted in terms of aggadah. and he offers two reasons why the
Sages may have interpreted verses in an illogical manner.
The first reason is that the Sages used the aggadah in order to
strengthen the faith and understanding of their audience. When the
Sages tell us that God went down to Egypt. they do not want to tell
us that God actually went down to Egypt. but wish to strengthen
our faith and our feeling that the Exodus from Egypt was directed
by God. and not by supernatural forces such as the zodiacal
consrellarions. angels or devils.
The second reason is that the Sages had certain traditions. stories
and spiritual aims that they wished to accomplish. and they
sometimes used aggadot that contradicted the Biblical truth in
order to be able to say that which they wished to say.
The approach of R' Judah Halevi to the aggadah is a positive one.
The approach of other sages is less positive. As a generalization. in
any event. one can say that in the Middle Ages the Sages were
cautious in dealing with the aggadah and guarded against the
simplicity within it. Nevertheless some of the great sages of those
eras were involved in interpreting the aggadah. and in the 16th and
17th centuries commentaries on the aggadah were a major
occupation of many sages.
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In the Talmudic era. the aggadic literature - and especially the
oral discourses from which some of the aggadic literature stemmed
- became one of the major tools whereby the Sages attempted to
fortify the Jewish settlement in Eretz Israel. In this chapter. we will
discuss the different factors causing the status of the Jewish
population in the country to become weaker. and will describe the
historic background for the development of the aggadic literature.
In the year 70 CE .• after four years of rebellion against Roman
rule. the Second Temple was destroyed. About 65 years later. as a
result of the prohibition imposed by Emperor Hadrian on
circumcision. and following his decision to construct a Roman
colony and an idolatrous temple on the ruins of Jerusalem, another
rebellion broke out in Eretz Israel, that of Bar Kokhba. The
rebellion. its suppression in the year 135 CE. and the decrees which
followed. brought upon the Jewish people one of the greatest
tragedies in its history. Masses of Jews were killed. exiled or sold as
slaves. Judea was almost totally depopulated. and the Galilee
became the major stronghold of the Jews of Eretz Israel.
Once the rebellion was suppressed. the era of persecution began.
known in Jewish sources as the shemad. a word used in our times to
indicate conversion. But Hadrian died in 138 CE. His successor,
Antoninus Pius. abolished some of the decrees. and the Jews of
Eretz Israel. led by their sages. invested great efforts in
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rehabilitating the country after the great massacre and the general
enfeeblement of the Jewish settlement.
In Midrash Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah (2:3). we read:
At the end of the shemad, the Sages gather in Usha (at the
time. the major city of the Jewish settlement in northern Eretz
Israel). and these are they - R' Judah and R' Nehemiah. R' Meir
and R' Jose [b. Halaftal and R' Simeon bar Johai and R' Eliezer
son of R' Jose ha-Gelili. and R' Eliezer b. Jacob. They sent to the
Sages of Galilee and said: "Whoever can teach. should come
and teach, and whoever cannot teach should come and learn."
In the second half of the 2nd century CE., there was thus an
attempt to revive the batei midrash - study halls - and to
strengthen the spirit of the sages and of the simple folk. In this era.
the office of the /las; (exilarch), which had been established earlier
- possibly in the Second Temple era - was also strengthened. The
office of /lasi reached its greatest power at the time of R' Yehudah
the Nasi (approx. 135 - 220 CE.). the editor of the Mishnah. who
instituted many decrees. appointed teachers and judges in the small
towns. and was the final legal authority in the case of the large
cities.
Meanwhile. there was an improvement in the relations of the
Roman emperors and the Jews, and in the days of Antoninus Pius
and Marcus Aurelius the relations between the two were
satisfactory. Afterwards there was a certain regression, and later
again an improvement at the time of Emperor Severus. who ruled
the empire between 192 to 235 CE. The church father Hieronymus
Gerome). the monk from Bethlehem, would later testify that the
Jews had interpreted the verse (Danielll:34). "When they fall. they
will be helped with a little help." as a reference to Septimus Severus
and his son Caracalla.
Caracalla was the emperor who granted most residents of the
empire. including the Jews. Roman citizenship. The other emperors
of the Severan dynasty were also tolerant of the Jews. and during
their. era the Jewish settlement in Eretz Israel enjoyed relative
prosperity. The Jewish cities in the Galilee. especially Tiberias and
Zippori. were strengthened. Jews returned to a number of cities in
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Jerusalem.
But at that time the political crisis in the Roman Empire was at its
peak, and even though it was not yet felt in full in Eretz Israel. its
effects were already noticeable in the country.
The political crisis in the Roman Empire began at the end of the
reign of Marcus Aurelius. and became more severe after the
assassination of Caracalla in 217 C.E. After the Severan dynasty fell
in 235 C.E., the empire entered a period of chaos, with the
assassination of emperors and fighting between generals who
demanded the position for themselves. In 238 C.E., for example.
four different individuals assumed the throne, and between 238 and
284 there were no less than 15 emperors. Only at the end of the 3rd
century C.E. was Emperor Diocletian able to inject stability into the
empire. but the damage caused in the previous century could not be
repaired, and the Roman Empire continued to move inexorably to
its ultimate dissolution and destruction.
In the 3rd century, the Roman Empire also suffered a major
financial crisis. This did not bypass Eretz Israel. and was one of the
factors in the weakening of the Jewish settlement in Eretz Israel.
The first indications of this financial crisis appeared in the days of
Marcus Aurelius, in about 180 C.E., and became progressively
worse in the next century: the many wars conducted by the Romans
against the Germanic tribes that had invaded from the north and
west, and against the Persian Empire which had attacked from the
east. cost a tremendous amount of money and resulted in the
destruction of production facilities. The political crisis also affected
the Roman economy. for every general who sought the throne
collected taxes and saw to the outfitting of his troops. and every new
emperor - and there were many of them - had to bribe his troops
to support him and not to lend their support to his rivals. The
destruction of the production facilities and the heavy taxes imposed
in order to finance the internal and external battles impoverished

the south. and especially to Lydda. where R' Joshua b. Levi. Bar
Kappara and other sages lived. ImportantJewish communities were
also established in other cities. as. for example, in Caesarea, and
there were even attempts to resurrect the Jewish community in
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the residents of the empire and also struck a heavy blow at the
economy of Eretz Israel.
Among the various taxes imposed on the residents of Eretz Israel
there were the head tax. customs duties. land taxes and fines. The
Roman authorities were not content with these taxes and imposed
on the local inhabitants the angaria. the responsibility to lodge
soldiers. and the forced appointments of officials.
The angaria was a tax that the inhabitants had to pay the
authorities by supplying work, either their own or that of their
animals, and it became more and more onerous as the needs of the
governors and the emperors increased. The duty to lodge and feed
soldiers applied in regard to those regiments which passed through
the country. These regiments caused great damage when they
remained for extended periods of time and were often involved in
plunder. The enforced appointment of individuals. against their
will, as tax collectors and as enforcers of governmental decrees,
made it very difficult for the Jews as a whole, and especially for their
leaders. These forced appointments led some of the best people to
flee from the cities. and further enfeebled the Jewish settlement.
Already at the time of the decrees of Hadrian. we hear of sages
who left Eretz Israel and moved to Babylon. to Rome and to other
places. At the end of the 2nd century C.E .. with the attempts to
rebuild the community in the days of R' Judah the Nasi. there was
an effort to have people move to Eretz Israel. but in the 3rd century,
as conditions worsened. we hear again and again of the movement
of sages from Eretz Israel to Babylon.
There were indeed a few who moved to Eretz Israel. and in the
previous chapter we mentioned R' Zeira who came from Babylon.
As opposed to this, there were many who left the country. and R'
Zeira himself was faced by the opposition of his teacher, R' Judah
bar Ezekiel. There was thus movement to Eretz Israel, but there was
also movement away from it, and all in all the Jewish settlement in
Eretz Israel kept becoming weaker.
Another factor which had an influence on the Jewish settlement
was the increasing strength of Christianity. It was during this time
that the Christians ceased being a Judeo-Christian community
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coexisting alongside the Jewish community and on occasion even
within it. Futthermore, the persecution suffered by the first
Christians at the hands of the Roman authorities had basically
come to an end, and even though there were cases of persecution of
Christians in various places in Eretz Israel and elsewhere.
Christianity kept increasing in strength throughout the 3rd century
C.E.
The emerging strength of Christianity affected the Jews in Eretz
Israel politically, economically, socially and spiritually. Even
though we do not hear of a process of conversion by Jews Christianity was not built at the expense of the Jewish people but
through the non-Jews who joined it - there was a fierce spiritual
struggle at the time between the Jews and the Christians who lived
in Eretz Israel.
Here we will quote a story which appears in the Babylonian
Talmud. Tractate Avodah Zarah (4a), regarding a debate between
Christians and two Jewish sages who lived in Caesarea.
At the end of the 3rd century or the beginning of the 4th century
C.E., the Amora R' Abahu lived in Caesarea, which at the time was
one of the strongest and most important Christian communities in
Eretz Israel. This sage was evidently on good terms with the local
authorities and the Christians in the city. and, as he was considered
an intellectual, he was exempted from taxes, as was the case in other
Hellenist cities. Not only was R' Abahu himself exempt from taxes,
but his colleague, Rav Safra, was also given the same exemption,
evidently at the recommendation of R' Abahu.
Now. the Talmud tells us. one day the Christian heretics in
Caesarea met Rav Safra, when he was all alone. They remembered
that he was considered by R. Abahu to be one of the wise men of the
Jews, and they quoted him a verse which appears in the Book of
Amos (3:2), "You only have I known of all the families of the earth:
therefore I will punish you for all your iniquities." They then asked
him how he could explain the way God treats His nation. Can this be
the way one treats someone he loves? Is it possible that God rewards
the Chosen People by visiting his wrath on them and by punishing
them severely?
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That was what the heretics asked Rav Safra. And Rav Safra. who
was one of the Babylonian sages who had moved from Babylon to
Eretz Israel, was unable to answer their question.
Rav Safra was fortunate that. just at that time. his benefactor. R'
Abahu. arrived and rescued him from the Christians. who had
begun harassing him. After R' Abahu answered the question that
the Christians had asked his friend. the Christians turned to him
and asked him how it was that he, a man of Caesarea. was able to
answer a question that his friend was unable to answer.
R' Abahu answered them: I live here. among you. I am forced to
engage in a perpetual spiritual struggle with you. and that is why I
think of questions such as these. Rav Safra, on the other hand,
moved from Babylon. Babylon is like a Jewish nature preserve.
There. in Sura and Pumpedita. there are no contacts with
Christians. the contacts between Jews and non-Jews are minimal.
and questions such as these do not arise. The Babylonian sages do
not ponder over questions such as these, evidently do not study the
meaning of difficult verses such as these in the Bible, and therefore
Rav Safra was unable to answer your question.
As noted. R' Abahu also answered the questions of the heretics,
and this was his answer: To what is this analogous? To a person who
owes money to two people, one his friend and the other his enemy.
In the case of his friend. he pays him off gradually. In other words.
his friend will from time to time remind him of the debt, and will ask
him to pay it off in installments. One might then imagine that his
friend is making life difficult for the debtor. because he forces him
to live up to a specified payment schedule, but a day will eventually
come when the entire debt will be paid up and the debtor will be free.
His enemy, on the other hand, is not willing to accept a gradual
payment schedule, but leaves the entire debt intact. One day, the
debtor will have to pay the entire debt in one payment. A day will
therefore come, says R' Abahu, and you. whom God hates. will have
to pay your debt in full.
It is doubtful if the prophet Amos had this in mind when he
stated. "You only have I known of all the families of the earth:
therefore I will punish you for all your iniquities," but as far as we
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Before we describe the condition of the Jews in Eretz Israel at the
beginning of the Byzantine era, let us examine an institution that
developed after the destruction of the Temple and became an
important component in the life of the Jews in Eretz Israel in the 3rd
and 4th centuries CE. - the synagogue.
The synagogue is a typical Jewish institution, that was evidently
formed at the end of the Second Temple era, and became stronger in
the generations after the destruction. The archaeological findings
throughout Eretz Israel and outside it, and the sayings of the Sages
in the halakhic and aggadic literature, are evidence that in this era
the synagogue was the most important Jewish institution at the
local level. Whereas the office of the nasi was the one which dealt
with the Jews on the national level, the synagogue was the most
important institution within the local community.
The term bet knesset, the Hebrew for "synagogue," indicates
that it was here that the people gathered (hitkallesu) at the city
level, and if one is able to speak of political life among the Jews, it
related to the synagogue. The synagogue was the place where
wayfarers slept, and every person who happened to find his way to a
community would find a place for himself in the synagogue or near
it. The synagogue was also the place where public lectures were
held.
Let us now examine in brief the situation of the Jews in Eretz
Israel in the 4th and 5th centuries CE. In the 4th century, with the
establishment of the Byzantine Empire, Christianity ceased being a
persecuted or tolerated religion, and became the state religion.
From that time on, Eretz Israel and the entire Jewish settlement
along the eastern shores of the Mediterranean would be part of a
Christian empire.
The Byzantine Empire was not an empire along the lines of Rome,
which was an idolatrous empire which generally adopted a tolerant

are concerned, it is important to note that even a Jew such as Rav
Safra, who was certainly one of the greatest Torah sages in Babylon,
was unable to answer the Christians in a debate. And if that was
true of Rav Safra, how much more for the simple folk?
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attitude toward other religions. The Byzantine Empire was an
empire whose religion was Christianity. The Byzantine emperors
looked unfavorably upon the presence of non-Christians in their
realms, and attempted to convert them, and if unable to do so, to
make life difficult for them and to make them feel they were in exile.
In the 4th and 5th centuries C.E. there was a further
deterioration in the situation of the Jews in Eretz Israel. They lived
in a Country ruled by a Christian government, where most
inhabitants were Christians, and suffered not only objective want
but the antipathy of the authorities. They were forbidden to occupy
public positions and to build new synagogues, and in approximately
425 CE., after Rabban Gamaliel VI had died without leaving a son
as an heir, the authorities exploited the situation and dissolved the
office of the Ilasi. Yet, at that very time, the Jews in Babylon lived a
serene life and enjoyed tremendous spiritual growth. It is not
surprising, then, that movement from Eretz Israel to Babylon and to
other countries increased markedly.
In this difficult time, the Sages continued to seek ways to
strengthen the Jewish settlement in Eretz Israel. The synagogue and
the derashah (lecture) in the synagogue were two of the tools they
used in order to achieve their goal.
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The derashah is an ancient custom - more ancient than
the most ancient documents which mention it specifically and it is possible that there are even allusions in the Torah to its
existence.
Generally, the Torah does not command us directly about either
the reading of the Torah or about derashot (the plural of derashah),
but in one place, in Deuteronomy 31, we read of a unique
commandment, that of hakhel, where we are told:
At the end of every seven years, at the season of the
shemittah year, at the Sukkot festival, when all Israel has come
to appear before the Lord your God in the place which He shall
choose, you shall read this Torah before all of Israel in their
hearing. Gather the people together, men, and women, and
children, and your stranger that is within your gates, that they
may hear, and that they may learn, and fear the Lord your God,
and observe to do all the words of this Torah; and that their
children, which have not known any thing, may hear, and learn
to· fear the Lord your God, as long as you live in the land where
you are to cross the Jordan to possess it.
The commandment of hakhel was observed every seven years,
during the shemittah year, at the Sukkot festival. The main element
of hakhel, as we see, is the reading of the Torah, but it is possible
that already in ancient times the reading of the Torah was
supplemented by an oral derashah. That, at least, is the way it is
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explained by Hinukh, who lived in Spain in the 13th century.
According to Hinukh, this would serve to relate "the great praise of
the Torah and its esteemed value, and would instill in [the
people's] hearts a desire for [the Torahl."
We do not know if that was the way they actually acted, or if they
did indeed relate the great praise of the Torah and its esteemed
value, but one cannot deny the possibility that at the hakhel
ceremony they did not limit themselves to the reading of the Torah
and that they may have included oral discourses.
In the Book of Nehemiah, Chapter 8, there is a description of the
ceremony which took place in the first days of the Second Temple,
in approximately 440 B.C.E., and which attests to the reading in
public of both the Torah and the Oral Law. This ceremony took
place on Rosh ha-Shanah, on the first day of the seventh month.
And this is how the event is described (Ezra 8:1-3):
And all the people gathered themselves together as one man
into the street that was before the water gate; and they spoke
unto Ezra the scribe to bring the book of the Torah of Moses,
which the Lord had commanded to Israel. And Ezra the priest
brought the Torah before the congregation both of men and
women, and all who could hear with understanding, upon the
first day of the seventh month. And he read therein before the
street that was before the water gate from the morning until
midday, before the men and the women, and those who could
understand; and the ears of all the people were attentive unto
the book of the Torah.
The word "understand," in the above text does not refer to the
people who could understand, but rather to those people whose
duty is was to make the others understand. In other words, "those
who could understand" were the people who explained and taught
to others, and might even have been those who offered discourses.
Later, the chapter continues (Ezra 8:5-6, 8):
And Ezra opened the book in the sight of all the people [for he
was above all the peoplel, and when he opened it, all the people
stood up. And Ezra blessed the Lord, the great God. And all the
people answered, Amen, Amen, with lifting up their hands: and
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they bowed their heads, and worshipped the Lord with their
faces to the ground ... So they read in the book in the Torah of
God distinctly, and gave the sense, and caused them to
understand the reading.
Later in the chapter, we are given to understand that the
ceremony made a deep impression on all those present, for they all
broke into tears and did not know how to act in the light of what
they had heard. In fact, Ezra and Nehemiah had to calm them down
and send them to their homes joyfully, for it was a festive day, Rosh
ha-Shanah. From this chapter, we also learn of a number of
customs that had been in effect from time immemorial, such as the
sending of gifts "to them for whom nothing had been prepared,"
namely to those people who had been unable to prepare food for
themselves. As far as we are concerned, though, one can summarize
this and state that at this ceremony they read in the Torah,
explained in such a way that the people understood the meaning of
the text.
In the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Megillah 3a, we find the
interpretation of Rav, an Amora who lived at the beginning of the
3rd century C.E. and was the head of the yeshivah in Sura, to the
passage that we quoted from the Book of Nehemiah. And this is his
interpretation, as quoted by his disciples:
What is meant by, "they read in the book in the Torah of
God," etc.? [And Rav explains this]: "They read in the book in
the Torah of God" - that refers to the Torah. "Distinctly" that is the Targum [i.e., translation]. "And gave the sense" this refer to the division of the text into verses. "And caused
them to understand the reading" - this is the cantillation, and
there are some who say that this is [a reference to] the
[different] traditions.
According to Rav and other Amoraim - whose interpretations
are based on an ancient tradition - the ceremony described in
Nehemiah was not limited to the reading of the Torah, but also
included translating the reading and explaining it, namely,
explaining to the people beyond what the text itself stated.
It is worth noting that, according to this extract, the derashah
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began with translation. As the average person did not understand
the Hebrew text properly, it was necessary to translate the Torah
into an understandable language, which was almost certainly
Aramaic. In later eras as well, at the end of the Second Temple era
and primarily at the time of the Mishnah and the Talmud, they
would translate the Torah as they read it. In fact, there are Yemenite
congregations which do so to this day.
And indeed, in the Babylonian Talmud, in Tractate Megillah 3,
Rav joseph, one of the Amoraim of Babylon, first quotes a verse in
Zechariah, brings the Targum of the verse, and then states, "Had it
not been for the Targum of this verse, we would not have known
what it is saying."
Even though we can assume without a doubt that Rav joseph did
not need the Targum, we see from the extract that the general public
was unable to deal with difficult verses without it. The Targum
which Rav joseph quotes is not a literal translation, but includes
material of an interpretive nature, as well as historic or quasihistoric material. And this particular example is most instructive,
because it shows us how the Targum, which according to Rav
joseph is essential in understanding the verse, includes not only a
literal translation, but also interpretation.
One may thus say that the derashah was based to a large extent on
the Targum, and indeed many of the Targums which we have into
Aramaic are filled with different interpretations and derashot.
The most important Aramaic Targum on the Torah is that of
Onkelos. This Targum, whose roots are ancient and which was
edited at a somewhat later time, is a simple translation, very exact,
and when it diverges from the simple meaning it generally does so
for halakhic reasons. As opposed to this, the Targum Yehollatan, or,
to be more accurate, the "Eretz Israel Targum to the Torah," is not
merely a translation, but contains a great deal of derashah materia!,
and one can state clearly that it includes fragments of certain
ancient derashot, some of which had originally been given orally
and over the course of time were committed to writing.
Translations steeped in aggadah were written not only to the
Torah, but also to the Prophets and the Five Megillot. In reality,
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these translations are closer to the midrash than to translation. for
they are not systematic translations and contain a wealth of
aggadah. The translation and the midrash came down to the world
intertwined with each other.
We hear of oral derashot in the synagogues from other sources as
well - Christian ones. The first Christian source that we quote is
that of the Gospel According to St. Luke (4:16-22):
And he came to Nazareth where he had been brought up: and
as his custom was. he went into the synagogue on the Sabbath
day. and stood up to read. And there he delivered unto him the
Book of Isaiah. And he opened the book ... And when he closed
the book and gave it again to the minister. he sat down. And the
eyes of all them that were in the synagogue were fastened on
him. And he began to say unto them. This day is this scripture
fulfilled in your ears. And all bare him witness. and wondered at
the gracious words which proceeded out of his mouth.
The event described in Luke occurred in approximately 30 C.E.
From the text here. we can see - if this report is accurate - that on
the Sabbath they read in the Torah and in the Prophets. Afterwards.
one of those present - in this case. Jesus - arose and offered a
derashah. and the people were evidently pleased with it.
Our second Christian source is from Acts 13. There we are told of
Paul, the true founder of Christianity. and of the people with him.
who arrived in Antioch in Pisidia. and there it states (13:14-16).
They went into the synagogue on the Sabbath day. and sat
down. And after the reading of the law and the prophets the
rulers of the synagogues sent unto them. saying. You men and
brethren, if you have any word of exhortation for the people.
say on. Then Paul stood up. and beckoning with his hand said.
Men of Israel. and you that fear God. give audience.
From this. Paul goes on with a long derashah to those present in
the synagogue. The derashah itself is not germane here. but it
testifies to the fact that the giving of derashot was an accepted
practice not only in Eretz Israel but in other countries as well; that
the derashah was given in the synagogue. and that it was delivered
after the reading of the Torah and the haftarah.
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There is also evidence in Jewish sources of the existence of oral
derashot. One of the sources is the Babylonian Talmud. Tractate
Betzah 15. where we ate told that R' Eliezer. one of the great
Tannaim of the Jabneh generation (approximately 100 C.E.). sat
and expounded in the synagogue on one of the festivals. evidently
Shavu'ot. The derashah went on for what was evidently a very long
time. and finally the people were unable to remain in the synagogue.
possibly because they had other needs to attend to at home, and they
gradually began leaving the synagogue.
When the first group left. R' Eliezer exclaimed. "Those are people
of the butts" (Le.• rich people who have many butts of wine waiting
for them at home). When the second group left, he exclaimed.
"These are the people of the casks." When the third group left, he
exclaimed. "These are the people of the pitchers." Then. when the
fourth group left. he exclaimed: "These are the people of the small
jugs," and so on. At the end, only very few people remained. and
they were afraid that R' Eliezer would be angry at them. But it was
just these that R' Eliezer blessed and praised. basing himself on the
quotation in Nehemiah we mentioned earlier.
Other evidence. taken from Tractate BerakllOt. and a little after
the era of R' Eliezet, is linked to the great confrontation between
Rabban Gamaliel II. who was the lIasi. and R' Joshua b. Hananiah,
as a result of which Rabban Gamaliel was deposed and was replaced
by R' Eleazar b. Azariah.
Later. the Sages of Jabneh restored Rabban Gamaliel to his post
(it is possible that he was never deposed as lIasi but only as darshall
- Le.• the one who gives the derashah), but then the question arose
as to what should be the status of R' Eleazar b. Azariah. who. having
served as the leader. could not be returned summarily to be just
another one of the Sages. The final arrangement was that from then
on Rabban Gamaliel would hold a derashah for two weeks and R'
Eleazar b. Azariah would hold a derashall on the third week. Thus
we see that the derashah on the Sabbath was evidently an accepted
custom. and that the one offering the derashah was either the lIasi
or his deputy.
The hero of the last story which we will discuss is R' Meir, who
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was a disciple of R' Akiva and was known as a great darshan. It is
told that R' Meir would hold a derashah in the synagogue on Friday
night, and a certain woman was present one Sabbath when he spoke
at great length. When the woman returned home, she found that
the light had burned out and her husband was awaiting her,
seething with anger at the delay in the meal. The man - who was a
vulgar individual - chased his wife from their home and made
certain impossible demands of her, including that she go and spit in
the face of the man who had given the derashah. In the end, R' Meir
reconciled the couple, and in the process showed his greatness of
character, for he was even willing to accept an insult which he did
not deserve (Vayikra Rabbah 9:9).
From this story, which occurred hundreds of years after that of
Rabban Gamaliel and R' Eleazar b. Azariah, we can see that women
were accustomed to come to the synagogue, and it is possible that
there were even more women than men present. The woman
mentioned in this story was in the synagogue while her husband
remained at home, and that is instructive in itself.
To summarize, we can say that the derashah was a common
practice both in Eretz Israel and in other countries, that it was
attended by both men and women, and that it was generally given on
the Sabbaths and festivals. We know that there were also derashot
on fast days, and there were special derashot on special Sabbaths,
such as the Sabbaths before festivals and the Sabbaths before fast
days.
The time when the derashah was given was not standard. From
the Christian sources, it appears that the derashah was after the
reading of the Torah and the haftarah, namely on Sabbath morning.
From the story of R' Meir and the woman, we see that the derashah
was given on Friday night, and that the light that burned out was the
Sabbath light. Yet another story, which deals with R' Meir's two
sons who died, indicates that the derashah was given on Sabbath
afternoons. Thus we see that all times were suitable for the
derashah. In every place and in every era people acted in accordance
with local custom, but there was no binding custom.
The place where the derashah was given was normally the
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synagogue, but on occasion - especially at large assemblies, where
there was not enough room in the synagogue - it would be given
elsewhere. The Mishnah (Ta'anit Chapter 2) notes that on public
fast days, and especially on fast days proclaimed because of
drought, they would take the Ark out into the town square, and
after the prayers the elder among them would speak words of
admonition.
The topics of the derashot were varied. There were those that
dealt with interpretations of the Torah and about spiritual matters,
about public concerns and pressing concerns, about loyalty to the
Torah and loyalty to Eretz Israel, and sometimes even about public
needs or even politics.
In this regard, we will mention the story about a derashah
expounded by R' Jose of Maon, who was evidently a Talmudic sage,
but not of the company of the Amoraim, in the synagogue of Maon
ha-Galil. The story goes as follows:
Jose of Maon expounded on the verse in Hosea (5:1), "Hear
you this, a priests; and hearken you House of Israel; and give
you ear, a house of the king; for judgment is toward you." He
said: In the future, the Holy One, blessed be He will take the
priests and put them up for trial, and will say to them: "Why
did you not toil in the Torah? Did you not enjoy the twentyfour gifts due the priesthood?" They will reply: "They [Le., the
Jews] gave us nothing." The Holy One blessed be He will then
say to the House of Israel, "Why did you not give the priests the
twenty-four gifts due them as I specified in the Torah?" They
will answer him: "Because the members of the nasi's house
took everything." The Holy One, blessed be He, will say to the
royal house: "Did I not say to you (Deut.18:3-5), 'This shall be
the priests' due'?"
In other words, the biggest complaint is against the nasi's house, for
taking everything, and for not enabling the people to fulfill the
commandment to give the priests their due.
R' Judah the Nasi, who was the nasi in the middle of the 3rd
century C.E., heard of the derashah of R' Jose of Maon, and became'
angry, and R' Jose ofMaon fled. That night, Reish Lakish, one of the
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greatest Amoraim of the era. came to the /lasi and attempted to
appease him. And the aggadah goes on:
Reish Lakish said to R' Judah the Nasi: "Rabbi, we have to be
grateful to the other nations of the world that have clowns in
their theaters and circuses, so that they will perform and not
have the people talk among themselves, for otherwise they
would come to quarreling with one another.
In other words. he was implying that the other nations were
better than the Jews, because they brought clowns to their theaters
and circuses to keep the people amused and thus prevented them
from quarreling, while the Jews preached derashot, and it was these
that caused strife.
The /lasi said to Reish Lakish: "Does Jose of Maon then know
anything of the Torah?" He answered, "Yes, he is a great man."
The /lasi then asked Reish Lakish: "Is he able to answer
questions we pose?" Reish Lakish replied: "Yes." The /lasi then
told him: "If that is so. let him come here."
Jose of Maon then came to the /lasi, for the latter wished to
examine if he was really a sage.
The /lasi then asked Jose of Maon, "What is the meaning of
(Ezekiel 16:44). 'Behold, every one that uses proverbs shall use
this proverb against you. saying, As is the mother, so is her
daughter'?" He answered: "'As is the mother. so is her
daughter': as is the generation, so is its /lasi; as is the altar, so
are its priests. So too do people say: as is the garden so is the
gardener."
In other words, one can tell about a gardener from the appearance of
his garden. and one can tell its /lasi, its priests and its other leaders
from the appearance of the generation. Thus, at the meeting which
was meant to serve to reconcile the two. Jose of Maon did not retract
his words, but levelled further accusations against the /lasi.
Reish Lakish said to Jose of Maon: "I hadn't yet finished
appeasing him of the first incident, and you cause a second."
Thus we see from this case that the derashot dealt not only with
Torah thoughts, moral values. preaching loyalty to Eretz Israel, and
so on. but also with matters of immediate concern. And there is no
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The Sages made great efforts to draw the public to the synagogue.
and tried to have the derashot as interesting and relevant as
possible. The best darsha/l was generally a person who, in addition
to his greatness in knowledge of the Torah, had excellent rhetoric
skills and the ability to attract rhe attention of the public by literary,
almost theatrical. means.
In the Midrash Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah (1:15). we have the story
of R' Judah the Nasi. known as Rebbi, where the people dozed off as
he spoke.
Rebbi wished to arouse them and said: "A certain woman
gave birth in Egypt to 600,000 people in one delivery." A
certain student was present there - his name was R' Ishmael b.
R' Jose - and he asked: "Who was the woman who gave birth
to 600,000 people with one delivery?" He said to him: 'That is
a reference to Jochebed, who gave birth to Moses, who was
considered equivalent to the 600,000 people of Israel."
One can, of course, take this derashah seriously, but the content
indicates that that was not what Rebbi had in mind, and the editor
of the midrash himself tells us that Rebbi made his statement in
order to arouse the people from their slumber.
In another story, brought in Bereshit Rabbah (58:3), we read that
when R' Akiva dealt with the parashah of Hayye Sarah (Genesis
23:1 ff.), he mentioned Queen Esther, who ruled over 127
provinces, and stated: "Why did Esther rule over 127 provinces? It
is because Esther was the descendant of Sarah, who lived 127 years,
and she therefore ruled over 127 provinces." One can also regard
this interpretation seriously, with its linkage of Sarah, Esther and
the number 127, but in the context it is clear that this was not
meant to be a real derashah but to arouse the people from their
slurriber.
Over the course of time, the darsha/lim developed complicated
techniques in order to arouse the interest of the people. Thus the

doubt that the derashah was one of the tools through which the
Sages were able to arouse the interest of the Jews in both the Torah
and to concerns of the hour.
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by the Jews.
And they bring in a camel into their theaters. with its harness
on it. and they say one to the other: Why is this camel in
mourning? And they say: These are Jews who observe the
sabbatical year and do not have any vegetables, and they
therefore ate the thistles which is the normal fodder of the
camel, and that is why it mourns.
But together with those plays which were anti-Semitic. the
theaters also produced other plays. And as the theater. even if did
not attain a high artistic level, threatened to attract the Jews. the
Sages were forced to find ways to struggle against it and its
dangerous influence. The synagogue was the institution which had
to stand up against the theater and the circus and to attract the
people to it. And indeed it was successful in this, primarily due to
the deraslzah and the talents of the darslzallim.

some of the Jews.
In the theaters and circuses of that time•. it was customary to
stage various types of plays. Some of them may indeed have been
excellent artistically. and some were parodies which on occasion
dealt with the Jews and their relations with the Greeks. In the
introduction to Midrash Ekhalz (Petilzah 17). we read aderaslzalz of
the Amara R' Abahu, who lived in Caesarea in the 3rd century C.E.•
in which he describes such a parody which was almost definitely
produced in the theater in Caesarea. And this is the way R' Abahu
describes it in that derashalz:
As they [the non-Jews] sit eating and drinking and getting
drunk, they sit and talk about me [Israel] and mock me.
saying: "We hope that we do not have a destruction as suffered

with the enticements of entertainment available at the time to the
non-Jewish residents of Eretz Israel. and which evidently attracted

derashalz could draw the congregation and compete successfully
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We will move on now to the synagogue and the procedure within
it, and will see how the derashalz fitted into the overall pattern.
From ancient times, the reading in the Torah had been a central
element in the synagogue service. It is true that the haklzel
ceremony. as described in Deuteronomy. did not take place in the
synagogue, but it is a clear indication that from ancient times it had
been the practice to read the Torah in public. Nor did the assembly
described in Nehemiah Chapter 8 take place in a synagogue.
because it took place before the multitude of the people. but it too is
evidence that, already in the first days of the Second Temple period.
the Torah would be read in public. And indeed. the Tannaic
traditions speak of the elders and the prophets. and even of Moses.
as having instituted the reading of the Torah in public in the
synagogue.
Regarding the verse (Ex. 15:22), "They went three days in the
wilderness, and found no water," which describes the journey of the
Israelites in the desert and the anger which arose because of the lack
of water, our Sages interpreted this as referring to the reading of the
Torah. It is from this that they deduced that one may not walk in the
desert for three days without water - in other words. one must
read the Torah at least once every three days - and it is on that basis
that they instituted the reading of the Torah as we have it today: on
the Sabbath, on Mondays and Thursdays. and, of course, on festive
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days and fast days.
Mondays and Thursdays were the "days of assembly." namely the
days on which the residents of villages would gather together in the
nearest local center. and it was on these days that they attempted to
concentrate the major activities of the community. On these days
there were other activities in the synagogue or its environment
beyond the reading of the Torah: It appears that if a fast had to be
proclaimed for a specific reason. as opposed to those fasts
enshrined in Jewish law. it was held on one of these days; if it was
not convenient to read the Megillah of Esther on the official day (14
Adar). they would read it for everyone on the Monday or Thursday
that preceded that date; and it also appears that weddings. court
cases and other events were also held on these days. On Sabbaths
and festivals such mundane activities did not take place. and the
reading in the Torah. the haftarah and the derashah marked the
major content of the synagogue activity on Sabbaths and festivals.
At first. the reading of the Torah consisted of no more than that.
but over the course of time it was expanded to include public study.
There are those who maintain that the public study was meant
primarily to serve in the struggle against different secessionary
sects. such as the Sadducees and the Samaritans. and its aim was to
teach the people to read the Torah and to understand it in
accordance with the Sages of all generations. and not according to
the deviant sects.
At some time in the Second Temple era. the reading of the Torah
was supplemented by the reading of the Prophets. We do not know
exactly when this took place. It is possible that it was linked to the
decree by Antiochus Epiphanes. in about 100 B.C.E.• against the
reading of the Torah. but it is also possible that it began at a later
time. Either way. we already find in the Mishnah evidence of the
haftarah from the Prophets. and this haftarah followed the reading
of the Torah on the Sabbaths. festivals and fast days. But while the
reading of the Torah was institutionalized - even though there
were differences in customs - and one would know what portion of
the Torah was to be read in the synagogue on the folloWing Sabbath.
the readings of the haftarot were less precise. and to this day the
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read.
In the passage we quoted in the previous chapter from the
Christian Bible. mention is made ofJesus reading in the synagogue
from Isaiah. where we are told (Luke 4:17-18).
And there he delivered unto him the Book of Isaiah. And he
opened the book. and he found the place where it was written:
The spirit of the Lord is upon me. because He has appointed me
to preach the gospel to the poor.
The passage that Jesus read was taken from Isaiah Chapter 61.
and. as Luke describes it. Jesus read this chapter to the
congregation. We do not know if this chapter was the one set aside
for the reading that week (in no place is this passage indicated as a
haftarah in our days. and it is never read as such). It is possible that
Jesus read the haftarah that was meant for that Sabbath. or that he
deliberately read this section because its words fitted in with what
he wished to say afterwards. and because in his derashah he referred
the prophecy of Isaiah to himself. It is also possible that the section
is a late addition that was added to Luke in order to present the case
as a miracle - here we see Jesus opening up the Book of Isaiah
purely at random. and reading a passage which refers directly to
him. Either way, based on this passage. we see that. already at the
time of Jesus. in the first century C.E .• it was customary to read
extracts of the Prophets in the synagogue.
The other passage we discussed. from Acts Chapter 13. which
describes Paul and his colleagues in the synagogue of Antioch, also
describes a Custom in which. after the reading of the Torah and
before the derashah. they read from the Prophets.
Unlike the reading of the Torah, which followed a fixed pattern.
the reading in the Hagiographa had no such pattern. It is true the
Mishnah speaks of the reading of the Book of Esther on Purim as
being binding; it is also a very ancient custom to read Lamentations
on the Ninth of Av; at a later time, evidently in the time of the
Geonim, they began to read the Song of Songs on Passover.
Ecclesiastes on Sukkot, and Ruth on Shavu'ot; but all of these were
late customs, and as for the other books of the Hagiographa. they
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were never read in the congregational setting, and are still not read
as part of any service. (It is true that many of the Psalms entered the
prayer book in ancient times, but the book is not read in a
systematic fashion in the congregation.)
. In the Jerusalem Talmud (Tractate Shabbat 16, and with parallels
in the Midrash), the Talmud even mentions a prohibition that was
imposed on reading the Hagiographa on the Sabbath before the
afternoon service. It is possible that the prohibition stemmed from
a desire nor to tire the people or to make things too onerous for
them, or it is possible that it was imposed because there was some
sort of competition, as it were, between the derashah and the
reading of the Hagiographa, and there was a fear that the reading of
the Hagiographa would take the place of the derashah.
Nevertheless, the Hagiographa played an important and possibly
major role in the derashot given in the synagogues, and we will
discuss this below.
The written derashot are evidently linked, as we will see in
Chapter 6, to verses in the Hagiographa, but their primary link is to
the Torah and to the Prophets. In recent generations, many scholars
have dealt with this topic and have attempted to show - and they
have been successful - the clear link between the derashot and the
readings in the Torah and in the Prophets.
Here we should note an important detail that will aid in
understanding this topic: Nowadays, it is accepted practice, both in
Israel and in all other countries, to read the Torah over a single
yearly cycle. In other words, one begins reading the Torah on
Simkhat Torah (in Israel on Shemini Atzeret), reads another
parashah each week, and completes the reading of the entire Torah
on the following Simkhat Torah.
This was not always the case. Originally, the yearly cycle was only
in effect in Babylon, From there, the custom to read the Torah
within a single year spread to other diaspora countries, whereas in
Eretz Israel the custom was to read the Torah over a triennial cycle,
and even over three and a half years.
The length of the Torah reading cycle obviously affected the size
of the units read on the Sabbath. Nowadays, the Torah is divided
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into 54 parashiyot, which are read on the normal Sabbaths of the
year. Even though some of the festivals occur on Sabbaths (in which
case the portion read is related to the individual festival), and even
though in Hebrew leap years there are more than 54 weeks, the
division into 54 units is suitable for a yearly Torah reading cycle,
where, on certain Sabbaths, two parashiyot are combined.
In Eretz Israel the Torah was divided, by different traditions, into
between 154 and 175 sedarim. This division into sections about 113
as long as the present ones WflS in accordance with a cycle of three or
three and a half years in effect in Eretz Israel.
In a number of the aggadic midrashim, there is a link between the
derashot and these ancient sedarim, which proves there was a link
between the Torah reading and these derashot. This is particularly
obvious in Bereshit Rabbah, whose derashot are tied closely to the
sedarim in Genesis. This is also true for other midrashim, such as
Vayikra Rabbah, which is linked directly to the weekly parashiyot,
and for the Pesikta midrashim, which are linked to special Sabbaths
or festivals.
One ot the Pesikta midrashim is Pesikta d'Rav Kahana. Even
though we are only familiar with this midrash from the medieval
literature, there is no doubt that it is an ancient midrash and that it
was composed in Eretz Israel. Pesikta d'Rav Kahana is not written as
a companion to any book of the Bible, such as is the case with
Bereshit Rabbah or Vayikra Rabbah or Midrash Shmuel, but
consists of collections of derashot for the festivals, for fast days and
for spe.cial Sabbaths of the year.
Thus, for example, we find in Pesikta d'Rav Kaha/la a series of
derashot on the four special Sabbaths between the Sabbath
preceding Rosh Hodesh Adar (the beginning of the month of Adar)
until Rosh Hodesh Nissan, before and after Purim, which are linked
to Purim and Passover. These four special Sabbaths were already
observed in ancient times, with the reading of special portions of the
Torah, and were accompanied by special derashot, some of these
being preserved in Pesikta d'Rav Kahana.
Another example of this is the Sabbath between Rosh Hasllanah
and Yom Kippur and that between Yom Kippur and Sukkot (where
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Most of the derashot that were given in the synagogues did not
reach us in their original forms. Those who gave the derashot and
those who edited the different volumes changed the text of the oral
derashot which reached their hands, abridged them, left out
sections, and sometimes even added their own material.
But we do have one derashah in the Babylonian Talmud, in
Tractate Shabbat 3D, which almost certainly preserves the original
form of the derashah. This derashah is that of the Amora R'
Tanhum of Neway, evidently R' Tanhuma bar Abba of the city
Naavah in the Golan. who was one of the great darshanim in Eretz
Israel.
In this derashah, we are told about R' Tanhum of Neway, who
was asked if one is permitted to extinguish a light on the Sabbath in
order to enable someone who is sick to sleep and rest.
The question asked of R' Tanhum was a simple one. Already in
the Mishnah we are told that while one is not permitted to perform
such an action, a person who does so has not committed a violation
of Torah law. One may assume that the people present were also

there is such). as well as the Sabbath. and sometimes two Sabbaths.
of Hanukkah. All these Sabbaths are "special," and all had special
haftarot and derashot which were gathered in the collection known
as Pesikta d'Rav Kahana.
Later on, possibly in the 9th century c.E.. a greater collection of
such derashot was compiled. known as Pesikta Rabbati. Many
confuse the Pesikta Rabbati and the Pesikta d'Rav Kahana, and
even the rabbinic literature sometimes perpetuates some of these
errors. Today, though. it is clear that one must differentiate
betw.een the two. As mentioned. Pesikta Rabbati is a later and larger
work, and that is also the origin of its name. "the Great Pesikta,"
but the two are definitely not identical.
In addition to these works. namely the Midrash Rabbah. which is
linked to the books of the Torah, and the different Pesikta works.
which are linked to specific dates. we also have midrashim on the
five megillot. The Midrash Rabbah is very ancient, and we will deal
with it in detail in the coming chapters.
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aware that one is not liable by Torah law for extinguishing a light in
the circumstances. But R' Tanhum did not content himself with a
laconic answer to that effect. Instead. he used the opportunity to
give a long derashah of great interest and beauty. As the derashah is
a really long one and difficult to understand. we will not quote it in
full, but will give a general description of it and make a number of
comments concerning it.
R' Tanhum begins his answer by dealing with a topic which has
nothing to do with the question asked of him. He begins, of all
things. with an admonition of King Solomon. "You, 0 Solomon,"
he says,
Where is your wisdom? Your contradict your father's words.
You father David stated in Psalms (115:17), "The dead do not
praise the Lord," while you said in Ecclesiastes (4:2), "I praised
the dead who are already dead more than the living who are yet
alive." And not only do you contradict your father's words, but
you contradict yourself as well, for in that same Ecclesiastes
(9:4) it states. "For a living dog is better than a dead lion."
Therefore. who is better, or what is preferable - to be alive or
to be dead?
Based on the contradictions between these two verses, which
occupies R' Tanhum at some length, he develops ideas which
eventually give an answer to the value of life, to the tremendous
advantage of the live person over the dead one, and even to the great
advantage a live animal has over a dead human. R' Tanhum also
speaks of the study of the Torah and the observance of the
commandments. which are the primary functions of the live human
being and which are denied the dead; of sin and its punishment; of
Moses, David and Solomon; of history and historiosophy; of the
Temple and of the Angel of Death; and on many other topics.
After this long and interesting discourse, after having
constructed the background for his answer, R'Tanhum answers the
question posed him. But even the answer is not a straightforward
one - yes or no, permitted or forbidden - but: "A regular candle is
called a candle, but the soul of man is also called a candle, as it states
(Prov. 20:27), 'The spirit of man is the candle of the Lord.'" In other
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words, R' Tanhum explains the verse in Proverbs as if man's soul is
God's candle. He concludes by saying, "It is preferable that the
candle of flesh and blood be extinguished before the candle of the
Holy One, blessed be He."
The answer to the question which was posed to R' Tanhum was
known, as we noted, to the listeners. In order, however, for the
answer to be perfectly clear, so that the listeners would fathom the
logic behind the answer, R' Tanhum did not answer the question
simply, but gave the underlying message behind it. Man's candle is a
bit of wax with a wick, whereas God's candle is man's soul. It is
therefore better to extinguish the simple candle belonging to man, if
thereby one can prevent the extinguishing of the true candle, which
is man's soul.
We therefore have a derashah which, beginning from a halakhic
point, builds an entire fascinating structure of concepts and ideas.
The derashah of R' Tanhum, as we mentioned, appears in the
Babylonian Talmud, and it appears that it was preserved in its
entirety. The other derashot that appear in the aggadic midrashim
passed through the hands of editors, and later of various individuals
who transcribed them, who left their own imprints on them. That
being the case, one can say that the derashot that we have were
originally longer and more complete, and we have the difficult task
of searching for the original phrasing of the derashot and of
attempting to clarify what their original forms were.
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birthplace and moving to Canaan, and begins with the words
(Genesis 12:1), "And the Lord said to Abram, 'Get you out of your
country, and from your kindred, and from your father's house, unto
a land that I will show you.'" There is a long derashah on this
parashah, and it includes a number of petihot.
The following is the language of the second petihah of Parashat

Bereshit Rabbah 39:2.
The parashah of Lekh Lekha deals with Abraham's leaving his

Even though we have only one deras/taTl which was preserved in
its original form, we can nevertheless state that many of the
derashot that were given in the synagogues had at least one literary
segment which one can identify, whose structure one can describe,
and whose purpose one can estimate. This section is the petiltah "opening" - or, as it was known in Aramaic, the petihta.
We do not have a petihah for each parashah which appears in the
midrash. On the one hand, there are a number of parashiyot which
l
do not have any petihah, while on the other - and this is more
common - there are many parashiyot that have more than one: in
Bereshit Rabbah, for example, about 80% of the parashiyot have a
petihah, and most of these have more than one.
In order to clarify what a petihah is and its structure, we will take
a simple one, the second petihah to Lekh Lekha, which appears in

The Openness to Derashot and their
Purpose
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"And the Lord said to Abram." R' Berakhiah commenced
(Song 1:4). "Because of the savor of your good ointments. your
name is as ointment poured forth." R' Berakhiah said: "What
did our father Abraham resemble? a perfume bottle that had
been sealed up tightly and had been left lying in a corner. so that
none of its fragrance was emitted. When it was finally moved,
its fragrance emerged. Thus did the Holy One. blessed be He,
say to our father Abraham: 'Move yourself from one place to
the other. and your name will become known in the world.' This
is what is seen in 'Get you out of your country. and from your
kindred, and from your father's house.'''
The derashah which we quoted above is a simple one, which is
easily understandable. The darshan, R' Berakhiah. compares our
father Abraham to a perfume bottle, which, as long as it is left
sealed and untouched. is unnoticed and its fragrance cannot be
smelled. In order for the fragrance to be noticed, so that it may serve
its purpose, the bottle must be handled. This was thus Abraham's
role - to leave his country and to wander from place to place, so as
co spread his fragrance throughout the entire world.
Let us now discuss the petihah which we quoted.
At the beginning of the section, we find a so-called "opportune
verse," one taken fcom the parashah that the darshan is dealing
with: "And the Lord said co Abram, 'Get you out of your country.'''
Interestingly enough, some of the manuscripts of Bereshit Rabbah
omit this verse, and in these manuscripts the derashah begins
without it.
After presenting the opponune verse, the darshall does not begin
immediately with his derashah, but quotes a verse known as "the
opening verse" - in this case, "Because of the savor of your good
ointments" - a verse which would at first blush appear not to have
anything CO do with the "opportune verse" quoted at the outset or
with the subject of the derashah. At this stage, the listeners - and
we assume that these petihot were part of the petihot to the oral
derashot - realize what the darshan wishes to do. In the Torah, we
are told about Abraham, who left his country, whereas R' Berakhiah
begins his derashah with the words, "Because of the savor of your
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good ointments. your name is as ointment poured fonh."
After having brought the opening verse, namely the verse from
the Song of Songs, R' Berakhiah discusses it, and somehow or
another - in our case in a very simple way - connects it to the
subject of the derashah. namely to our father Abraham, who
wandered about.
After showing the listener the link between the verses, R'
Berakhiah ends his derashah with the conclusion to be derived from
this and from the verse taken from the weekly parashah: "Move
yourself from one place to another and your name will be magnified
in the world. This is as seen in 'Get you out of your country, and
from your kindred, and from your father's house...'
This is the classical construction of the petihah. The darshall
quotes the verse which is his starting point: brings another verse
which appears to have nothing co do with the first; creates a link
between the two verses; presents the conclusion to be derived from
this, and concludes with the original verse: "Get you out of your
COUntry, and from your kindred, and from your father's house."
The second example we will take is from Bereshit Rabbah 78.
This petihah is to the parashah of Vayishlah, which describes the
preparations made by Jacob before meeting with his brother Esau.
The petihah begins with the verse (Gen. 32:3), "Jacob sent
messengers before him." Rav Buna commenced (Prov. 26:17), "He
who passes by and meddles with strife not belonging to him, is like
one that takes a dog by the ears."
We see thatRav Huna. too, commences with a verse that seems to
have no connection to the original one, in which the author of
Proverbs compares a person who mixes into a quarrel in which he is
not involved to one who picks up a passing dog by its ears, I.e., a
person who without any reason raises a dog by its ears, thereby
infuriating it.
After bringing the verse from Proverbs, Rav Huna links this verse
to the one he quoted in Genesis and compares Jacob, who sent
messengers to Esau, to a person who started up with a passing dog,
thereby infuriating it and bringing about a altercation with the dog.
In other words, the darshall claims that Jacob should not have sent
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messengers to Esau and should not have offered him gifts or
pleaded with him. and that. due to his insecurity. Jacob brought
about the confrontation with Esau. But Rav Huna doesn 'tjust state
this simply. Instead, he commences with a verse which is irrelevant
to the topic. links it to the topic of the derashah, and concludes, as
did R' Berakhiah with his derashah. with the conclusion which is
drawn from the derashah and with a verse taken from the parashah
of Vayishlah: The Holy One. blessed be He, said to Jacob: "He (Le..
Esau) was going about his business. and you send to him and say.
'Thus said your servant Jacob...·
Incidentally, in that same place in the midrash, another allegory is
brought to illustrate the same approach: "This is like a brigand who
was asleep at a road juncture. A certain person passed by and woke
him. whereupon the brigand arose and robbed the person who had
woken him."
We will now bring a petihah to the parashah of Metzora in
Leviticus. The parashah of Metzora is a very dry and difficult one in
terms of the material available for a derashah, and in order to be
successful in his derashah. the darshatl had to seek a way to interest
those who heard him and to attract them to the major topic without
going into the fine details of the halakhot, for which there was no
need and which were impossible to expound in the synagogue.
The petihah in Vayikra Rabbah begins in the same fashion as the
two petihot that we quoted earlier. At first there is a verse from the
parashah of Metzora. and afterwards the verse (Ps. 34: 13). "What
man is he that desires life and loves many days, that he may see
good?" This verse, too, seems to have nothing to do with the
original verse quoted in the derashah. However, after quoting the
opportune verse and the opening verse, the darshan does not follow
in the .way of R' Berakhiah and of Rav Huna. and does not
immediately establish a link between the two verses. Instead, he
tells a short story. which seemingly has nothing to do with either
verse. This is the story in short:
There was a peddler who would wander about in the villages near
Zippori and would proclaim: "Who wishes to buy the elixir of life?"
Everyone came to see who the peddler was and what he was selling.
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Among them was the Amora R' JannaL R' Jannai approached the
peddler and invited him to sell him some of this elixir of life. The
peddler said to R' Jannai: "You and those such as you do not need
such an elixir." But R' Jannai continued to beseech the man for it.
Finally. the peddler gave in, took out the Book of Psalms. and
showed him the verse brought by the darshan in the petihah. That
verse. and the verses after it, state as follows (Ps. 34:13-15). "What
man is he that desires life and loves many days, that he may see
good? Keep your tongue from evil. and your lips from speaking
guile. Depart from evil, and do good; seek peace. and pursue it."
That is the end of the story of the peddler. and we have the
reaction of R' Jannai to what he was told. R' Jannai said: "Solomon.
too. declared (Prov. 21:23): 'Whoso keeps his mouth and his tongue
keeps his soul from troubles.''' R' Jannai added:" All my life I would
read this verse and was never able to fathom its meaning, until this
peddler came and informed me, 'What man is he that desires life
and loves many days. that he may see good? Keep your tongue from
evil, and your lips from speaking guile.'''
The darshatl then ends the petihah and says: "That was why
Moses cautioned Israel and said to them (Lev. 14:2): 'This shall be
the law of the leper' [metzora in Hebrewl." And the law of the
metzora is that of the motzi shem ra - one who slanders. This is
the way this petihah ends, where its primary message is that the
metzora is a motzi shem ra, and where the petihah is constructed in
terms of literary and artistic content around the story of the peddler
and R' Jannai's reaction.
The first difficult petihah which we will examine is taken from
Pesikta d'RaJl Kahana, Parashah 6. which deals with the offering of
sacrifices, and the verse (Num. 28:2), "My offering, My bread for
My sacrifices made by fire. for a sweet savor unto Me. shall you
observe to offer unto Me in their due season." This petihah is a
complex one, which includes a number of elements. Not only do we
not seem to be able to understand the link between the opportune
verse and the one which follows. but we do not understand the
connection within the petihah itself, and only when we read the
entire petihah do we see the total structure.
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This, in brief. is the petihah which appears in Pesikta d'Rav
Kahalla:
After quoting the opportune verse. "My offering, My bread for
My sacrifices made by fire." and the opening verse (Prov. 13:25).
"The righteous eats to the satisfaction of his soul: but the belly of
the wicked shall want," the darshall brings a long series of aggadot
that deal with the verse in Proverbs.
The darshall states: "'The righteous eats to the satisfaction of his
soul' - that refers to Eliezer, servant of Abraham. who said to
Rebeccah (Gen. 24:17). 'Let me. I pray you. drink a little water of
your pitcher.''' Here the darshall develops the story of Abraham's
servant and Rebeccah. and those who are listening to - or reading
- his words remain in the dark, and cannot understand what the
darshall is striving to do and what the verse in Leviticus has to do
with the story of Eliezer and Rebeccah. (Parenthetically, we may
note that the identification of Abraham's servant with Eliezer is a
contribution of the Midrash. The Torah itself merely states that
"Abraham's servant" went to get a bride for Isaac.)
But the darshall is in no rush to explain this link. and continues to
bring other aggadot which deal with the verse in Proverbs:
"Another interpretation: 'The righteous eats to the satisfaction of
his soul' - this refers to Ruth the Moabite. of whom it is written
(Ruth 2:14). 'She ate and was full, and left.''' Here the darshall tells
us of the link between Ruth and Boaz and the verse before us. In the
midst of this. we have a story which the Tanna R' Meir told about a
discussion he had with a certain sage and with a number of nonJews who lived in his city, and here too there is no apparent
connection between the verses and the topic.
And the darshall continues: "Another interpretation. 'The
righteous eats to the satisfaction of his soul' - this refers to
Hezekiah king of Judah. Another interpretation" - and here the
second half of the verse is stressed - "'But the belly of the wicked
shall want' - this refers to Misha king of Moab. Another
interpretation, 'The righteous eats to the satisfaction of his soul'''
- and here we reach the end of this long and complex petihah "this refers to the Holy One. blessed be He. The Holy One, blessed
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be He said to Israel: 'With all the sacrifices which you bring before
Me. I enjoy only their odor. as it states (Num. 28:2). "a sweet savor
unto Me. shall you observe to offer unto Me in their due season.'''''
Thus the darshall links the last section of the derashah to the
opportune verse. According to the final section of the derashah. the
righteous one who eats to the satisfaction of his soul is God, and the
reference is not to the eating of the sacrifices but to the satisfaction
of His soul - to the sweet savor. which the Sages also did not
interpret according to its plain meaning. but as God's
"satisfaction," as it were. The darshall could. of course. have begun
with "'The righteous eats to the satisfaction of his soul' - this
refers to the Holy One, blessed be He," but he prefers to begin with
derashot on individuals to whom the verse in Proverbs· can be
applied. and only after he has developed his thoughts about these
individuals does he reach the conclusion which he Wished. namely
that God is the Righteous One who eats to the satisfaction of His
soul.
The petihah in Pesikta d'Rav Kahalla is long and complex. One
may assume that those who listened to this petihah and to similar
ones - and there are many such - required a great deal of
concentration and understanding in order to see how matters
developed and how they were linked to one another.
The last example we will quote on this topic is another very long
and complex petihah, Petihah 11 to the Book of Lamentations.
No less than 36 petihot have been preserved to the Book of
Lamentations. This number is not coincidental, because the
gematria (the system whereby each letter of the Hebrew alphabet
has a numerical equivalent) value of the Hebrew title of the book.
Ekhah, is 36. That was probably the reason why the editor of the
petihot chose to bring 36 of them to the Book of Lamentations.
Petihah 11 to the Book of Lamentations is linked to the name of
the Amara, R' Isaac, and is the fourth here quoted in his name. In
order to understand this petihah, it is important for us to note the
structural form of Lamentations: four of the five chapters of the
book are based on Hebrew alphabetic acrostics. where Chapters 1.2
and 4 consist of 22 verses. each beginning with a verse which starts
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with alef, the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet, and continuing
through each consecutive letter of the alphabet, and Chapter 3
consists of 66 verses, where there are three verses for each
consecutive letter of the alphabet. The darshan R' Isaac could
assume that his audience was aware of the structure of the book,
and could build his words based on it.
Petihah 11 is based on contrasting verses of blessings and praise
which appear in the Bible with the 22 verses of lamentation on the
destruction which appear in the first chapter of Lamentations. R'
Isaac, however, does not limit himself to contrasting the verses of
lamentation with those of praise, but follows the pattern of
Lamentations and quotes 22 verses of praise according to the letters
of the alphabet.
In addition, in order to emphasize matters as much as possible, R'
Isaac uses an additional literary device, and rather than arranging
the 22 verses in alphabetical order, arranges them in reverse
alphabetical order, starting with the letter tav, the last letter of the
Hebrew alphabet, and ending with alef, the first letter. We will
clarify matters by quoting the first and last letters of the petihah.
R' Isaac commenced (Deur. 28:47-48), "Because (tahat in
Hebrew, beginning with the last letter, tav) you did not serve the
Lord your God with joyfulness and with gladness of heart for the
abundance of all things; therefore you shall serve your enemies."
This is the message of the petihah: As you did not serve God with
joyfulness and with gladness of heart during the good times, now
you will serve your enemies under difficult conditions.
And he continues: "Had you been worthy, you would have read in
the Torah (Ex. 15:17, a verse taken from the Song on rhe Red Sea),
'You shall bring them in [tevi' eimo in Hebrew, again a verse
beginning with the letter tavl and plant them in the mountain of
your inheritance.' Now that you are not worthy, you read (Lam.
1:22), 'Let come [tavo in Hebrewl all their wickedness before
you.· ..
And he continues: "Had you been worthy, you would have read in
the Torah (Ex. 15:14, also from the Song on the Red Sea), 'The
people shall hear [shame' u in Hebrew; the verse begins with shin,
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used in order to arouse the interest of their listeners. The Amoraim
found more interesting and sophisticated ways to involve their
listeners, including the simple and complex petihot, for even if the
darshatl began with a verse which seemed to have nothing to do
with the weekly parashah, the listeners knew that in the end he
would come to the topic upon which he was supposed to speak. This

- derashot that the Tannaim R' Akiva and R' Judah the Exilarch

We should also mention again the strange - and even outlandish

derashah.

numerous ways, the common element in these answers being that
we have before us a literary device which attempts to arouse interest
and tension among the listeners, and to enable them to participate
- if not in words, at least in thought - in the construction of the

If one studies the examples above, one may well ask: What is the
purpose of the petihah? This question has been answered in

the second -last letter of the Hebrew alphabetl, and be afraid.'
Now that you are not worthy, you read (Lam. 1:21), They have
heard [shame'ul that I sigh.''' And R' Isaac goes on in this vein,
finally concluding:
"Had you been worthy, you would have read in the Torah (Deut.
1:12), 'How [ekllah, the verse begins with alef, the first letter of the
alphabetl can I myself alone bear' [this verse has nothing to do
with a lamentation or with destruction, and refers to Mosesl. Now
that you are not worthy, you read (Lam. 1:1), 'How [ekhahl does
the city sit solitary.'"
As R' Isaac's petihah is complex and long, one would assume that
the darshan prepared it before he delivered it in the synagogue.
Similarly, one may assume that the listeners, even if they did not
understand what R' Isaac was getting at in the first verse,
understood after a number of verses what he was striving for, and it
is possible that they even attempted to continue it: as the verses in
Lamentations were familiar to them, and as they knew what the
next verse would begin with, it is possible that they also tried to
match up verses in Lamentations with other verses, taken from the
Torah, that present a positive picture.
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being the case. they were interested in seeing how the darshan
would develop matters so that in the end the two topics - the
opportune verse and the opening verse - would be linked. even
though they appeared to have nothing to do with one another.
As the words were unexpected. there was a certain tension. and
one may assume that the petihah was one of the ways whereby the
darshanim attempted to draw the people to the synagogue and to
give them a feeling of participation in what was happening. It is also
possible that the listeners would interrupt the darshan at one point
or another of the derashah.
Whether they interrupted the darsltan or not. it is clear that they
could not doze off. and had to remain alert in order to understand
what was being said. so that they could follow the darshan's trend
of thought and even anticipate it.
Now that we have clarified the purpose of the petihah. we still
have to ask where the petihah belonged in the entire system of the
derashah. and how the petihah was linked to what followed. At least
three answers have been proposed to this question:
The accepted answer ever since this field has been studied is that
the petillUh was simply that - an introduction to the derasllUh. The
darsllUn stood up to offer a derashah on a certain parashah. and in
order to atouse the curiosity of the listeners. would give a petihah
before the derashah. After completing the petihah. the darshan
continued to advance the topic in different. less easily understood
ways.
The second possible answer is that the petihah is not an
introduction to the derashah. but a derashah in its own right. In the
synagogue. there were different kinds of derashot. one of them
being the derashah which we in our times refer to as a petihall. The
derashalz about raising the dog up by its ears is indeed a short one.
but it was readily understandable to the listeners. and was the
derashalz given that Sabbath in the synagogue.
One may claim that the term "petihah" reinforces the first
viewpoint. for as we refer to a petihah -literally "opening" - one
may understand that after the petihah comes the continuation. and
that the petihah was indeed the opening statement before a series of
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This is the place to mention a third possible theory regarding the
place of the petihah in the derashah. This theory was proposed by
Yosef Heinemann. According to him. the petillOt were not
introductions to derasllOt. nor were they independent derashot. but

parasllUh?

But this claim was already dis proven years ago by Bacher. who
showed that the verb form PTH is sometimes used interchangeably
with the form DRSh. Therefore. when we are told that a certain
rabbi patah. it may not mean. as generally translated
"commenced." but rather that he gave a derashah.
The first argument against the view that the petihah was an
introduction is that if it was indeed no more than an introduction to
the derashah proper. how is it that in many parashiyot the derashah
has disappeared completely. leaving us only the petihah? Vayikra
Rabbah. for example. is composed almost entirely of petihot. only a
few of which have derashot following them. How could this have
happened? If the petillUh was but an introduction to the derashah.
where did the derashah itself disappear to?
The second argument against this view is the fact that some of the
derashot have more than one petihah. Why should this be so if the
petihalz was meant as an introduction to the derashah? One may
indeed claim that the editors of the works in writing added a number
of petihot by various sages to a single derashah. and this is possible.
but the fact still remains: Why are there so many petihot?
The third argument is why is it that the petihot have a clear
structure. while the derashot do not? This is especially apparent in
Bereshit Rabbah: the petihot in this volume are arranged neatly and
clearly. whereas the derashot which follow have an amorphous
structure which cannot always be defined and followed.
The fourth argument. and this may be the most difficult of all. is
why the pattern of the petihah is always the same. Why didn't the
darshalzim create other forms for the petihah? Why does the
darshan always begin with a verse from the parashah. continue by
quoting a seemingly irrelevant verse. and end - after discussing the
matter and linking the verses - with a verse from the weekly
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It is thus possible that the term "peti/tah" has a double meaning
_ both as an introduction to the reading of the Torah, and as a
derashah before the reading of the Torah - and, as we have already
mentioned, the verb form PTH can mean the same as the verb form
DRSh.
Nevertheless, in spite of all the support and evidence which we
can adduce for Heinemann's theory, it is important to remember
that we have come across a number of derashot given in public
which had nothing to do with the reading of the Torah. The
derashot of R' Meir were given on Friday night after the prayer

haftarah).

introductions to the reading of the Torah in the synagogue. In other
words, the petihah was delivered before the reading of the Torah. It
is possible that afterwards, after the reading of the Torah and the
haftarah, there was also a derashah, and possibly not. This theory
answers a number of the questions that we listed above.
It explains why the petihot end with the verse which begins the
parashah of the week: if the petihah was meant to be an
introduction to the reading of the weekly parashah, it would be
logical for it to end with the verse with which the Torah reading was
to begin in a few moments, and the forced conclusion of the petihah
was an integral part of this.
It explains why most of the petihot are short: there was no reason
to have long petihot before the reading of the Torah, which was in
itself long, and which was to be followed by the haftarah.
It also explains why the petihah normally deals with general
topics, and does not go into detail in explaining the weekly
paras/tah. After all, the parashah had not yet been read, and there
was need to precede the reading with a general idea rather than with
detail.
It is possible that Heinemann's theory also answers the question
why the verses chosen for the petihot were in most instances taken
from the wisdom literature - generally from the Hagiographa for thus a complete unit was formed which included all three
elements of the Bible: the Hagiographa (in the petihah), the Torah
(in the weekly reading of the parashah), and the Prophets (in the
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service and on Saturday afternoon. The derashah of R' Eliezer was
evidently given after the prayers but before the meal. And we should
also mention the sources from the Christian Scriptures, both in
Luke and in Acts, from which we see clearly that the derashot were
given after the reading of the Torah and the haftarah, and not before
them.
One is therefore unable to answer unequivocally the question as
to the place of the petihah in the total system of synagogue prayers.
It is possible that there were a number of kinds of derashot, and it is
logical to assume that each congregation and each synagogue had
its own structure of the service, based on its needs and the needs of
its darshallim.
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The name "Rabbah" was originally applied only to Bereshit (Le.
Genesis) Rabbah, and that is the way it appears in the early medieval
literature ano even among the Geonim in Babylon. However, early
on the Midrash o~ Leviticus also became known as Rabbah Vayikra Rabbah, and at a later time the name was applied to
Midrashim on the other books of the Torah.
The aggadic midrashim on the Books of Deuteronomy, Exodus
and Numbers were composed after the Midrashim on Genesis and
Leviticus, and were at first referred to as only "Midrash." Only ata
later time, when these books began to be copied together, to be
studied together and to be printed together, did the later copiers,
students and printers regard them as a single unit, and referred to
all of them as Rabbah. Thus was the name Midrash Rabbah given to
all these works, which were composed in different eras and even in
different places.
Ancient aggadic midrashim, which were systematically edited,
were thus created on Genesis and afterwards on Leviticus. whereas
the aggadic midrashim on the other books of the Pentateuch came
much later.
Here is the place to ask a question which we have already
discussed, and that is why it was Genesis that enjoyed the most
ancient, most faithful, most organized and most authoritative
midrash, and no other book.

Midrash Rabbah on the Torah and its
Editing
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the Torah and its Editing
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We do not have an unequivocal answer to this question, but it is
possible that the reason for the early creation of Bereshit Rabbah is
due to the fact that there was no Tannaic Midrash on the book. We
have already mentioned that the halakhic books of the Torah namely Exodus, Leviticus. Numbers and Deuteronomy, which
contain a great deal of legislation - all had Tannaic Midrashim
composed about them in an early era. and these contain both
halakhic and aggadic material. These Midrashim met the needs of
the sages of those generations. and they did not see any need to
compose a new halakhic midrash on the Torah. As to the Book of
Genesis, on the other hand, no Tannaic Midrashim were composed,
and it is possible that the creation of an ancient aggadic midrash to
this book stemmed from the need to fill this lacuna and to create
some type of Midrash on Genesis.
That was possibly the reason that well-developed aggadic
midrashim were created for the first and non-halakhic parts of
Exodus and Numbers: these parts are not dealt with in the Tannaic
Midrashim, and there was a need for Midrashim to deal with them.
We are also not sufficiently knowledgeable regarding the reason
for the quite early creation of the aggadic mid rash on the Book of
Leviticus. The Book of Leviticus is a difficult book, which deals at
great length with the laws of ritual purity and impurity, the Yom
Kippur service in the Temple, the laws dependent on the Land of
Israel and other such; and deals very little with materials which
could enthuse the darshanim and supply them with material for
derashot. It is possible that it just because of this that an aggadic
mid rash was formulated for the Book of Leviticus, one which would
offer the darshan seeking material for a derashah based on the
difficult material in the book greater freedom and possibilities.
Unlike the Tannaic literature. the identity of some of whose
editors we know, we have absolutely no idea who the editors were of
most of the aggadic midrashim. We do not know who edited
Bereshit Rabbah, nor do we know the editors of the other aggadic
midrashim.
In the past, there was a tendency to attribute Bereshit Rabbah to
the Babylonian Amora Rabbah, who lived in the 3rd century C.E.
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In the scientific edition of Bereshit Rabbah, that of TheodorAlbeck, the questions about the structure and the editing of the
work are discussed at length. This edition is based on eight
manuscripts, old printings and quotes from Bereshit Rabbah as

However, this idea cannot be considered seriously: Bereshit Rabbah
is a clear product of Eretz Israel. All of its characteristics - the
language, the structure, the style and the thought patterns - are
clearly those of Eretz Israel, and the book could not, therefore, have
been edited in Babylon. It is also clear that Bereshit Rabbah is of a
later period than Rabbah's time.
Another theoty that was once accepted, and which cannot be
rejected outright, is that the book was edited at the time of the
Amora R' Hoshaiah (Oshaiah), or, to give his full name, R'
Hoshaiah Rabbah.
At least two Amoraim by the name of R' Hoshaiah lived in Eretz
Israel. The first lived at the beginning of the Amoraic era, and there
is no doubt that he did not edit Bereshit Rabbah, for the work
contains the names of Amoraim who lived after his time. The
second Amora of that name lived later on, and those who claim that
he edited Bereshit Rabbah base themselves on the fact that the book
begins with the words of R' Hoshaiah Rabbah. According to this
view, the book was named after the person who edited it, namely
Bereshit d'Rabbi Hos/wiah Rabbah, which was later abbreviated to
Bereshit Rabbah. This view cannot be rejected out of hand
although, for many reasons which this is not the place to discuss, it
is difficult to accept it as realistic. (It is possible that the book was
known as Bereshit d'Rabbi Hoshaiah Rabbah because of its opening
words, rather than because R' Hoshaiah was the editor. The names
of many books are derived from their opening words or the names of
sages which appear at the beginning of the works.)
We are also not aware of the method employed by the person who
edited Bereshit Rabbah. Within the book, there are various types of
derashot arranged in an order that we cannot always fathom, and all
in all the question of the structure and the way the book was
arranged has not been answered satisfactorily.
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these appear in the works of medieval authorities. The work was
begun by Julius Theodor in Berlin in 1904, and was completed by
Hanokh Albeck. Theodor wrote a commentaty on Bereshit Rabbah,
while Albeck added a major, detailed introduction, indexes and
other details.
There is also a very good edition of Vayikra Rabbah, that of
Mordecai Margolioth, and of Pesikta d'Rav Kahana by D.
Mandelbaum. A number of years ago, Avigdor Shenan published
the first part of Shemot Rabbah (Parashiyot 1-14), and this was an
additional step in the full publication of the main Midrashim.
A special problem exists in editing the Midrash to the Book of
Deuteronomy. Already in the 19th century, scholars proved that
Devarim Rabbah is primarily Midrash Tan/wma, whereas what is
commonly known as the Tanhuma on Deuteronomy is evidently
another Midrash which has preserved parts of an ancient Midrash
Tanhuma. The existence of such an ancient Midrash Tanhuma is
corroborated by various fragments of it which were discovered and
published in recent generations.
In additional to Devarim Rabbah, which is published as part of
the Midrash Rabbah on the Torah, there exists another Midrash on
the Book of Deuteronomy which was preserved in a few
manuscripts, parts of which are quoted by a number of the medieval
rabbinic authorities. This Midrash was published by Saul
Lieberman, who claimed in an introduction to it that the two
Midrashim to the Book of Deuteronomy existed side by side as
separate entities, though in many places they are close to or even
identical to one another. Lieberman claimed that the Devarim
Rabbah printed as part of the Midrash Rabbah is the text as it was
found among the Ashkenazic Jews, whereas the second version is
"Devarim Rabbah of the Sephardic Communities." There are also
indications that there was another Midrash to the Book of
Deuteronomy, only smaIl fragments of which have reached us.
Bamidbar Rabbah on Numbers, as we have it, is composed of two
unequal parts. The first part is a Midrash to the parashiyot of
Bamidbar and Naso, and even though it only deals with two of the
ten parashiyot in the book, it takes up about 72% of the total. The
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second part is primarily Midrash Tanhuma. with the addition of a
number of short passages at various paints. The first part of
Bamidbar Rabbah also has a great deal of material from Midrash
Tanhuma. but in this part many additions are discernible from
various other identified (ancient midrashim. the Mishnah and the
two Talmuds) and unidentified sources. It is almost certain that
much of the material in the first part of Bamidbar Rabbah is a late
work of the 11th century or even later.
The similarity between the second part of Bamidbar Rabbah and
Midrash Tatlhuma was already noted at the end of the Middle Ages
(for example. by the author of Ot Emet, who lived in Salonika.
Greece. in the 16th century). Later. it was noted that there is a link
between many of the midrashim in the first part of Bamidbar
Rabbah and the writings of R' Moses the Darshan. who lived in
Provence. Southern France. in the 11th century; and the editing of
the first part of Bamidbar Rabbah, and possibly of the whole work.
was attributed to R' Moses the Darshan. But we know very little
about R' Moses the Darshan, and the question of his literary works
is still far from being solved. One cannot. therefore. determine
whether he was indeed the editor of the work.
Nor are we sure of the connection between the first part of
Bamidbar Rabbah and its second part. Are these two separate books
which were combined by a later editor? Was the first part created by
expanding on its Tanhuma base. while the second part was not thus
expanded. even though both parts have the same base? Was there
once an expanded second part as well. which was lost over the
course of time?
We are still not able to offer satisfactory answers to these
questions. Nor can we explain satisfactorily why only the first two
parashiyot of Bamidbar were expanded. As a partial answer to this.
we will note that the ancient Tannaic Midrash to Numbers. Sifre.
does not deal with the first para shah of Bamidbar or with the first
half of the second parashah. It is thus possible that the aggadic
midrash was meant to make up this lacuna. and in the process also
happened to cover those parts already dealt with by Sifre.
There is no substantiated information or hypothesis as to the
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time or place of the editor of Shemot Rabbah. but it is hypothesized
that it was created in the 9th century C.E. or close to that time.
Some of the characteristics of Bamidbar Rabbah are to be found
in Shemot Rabbah as well. Here too. the Midrash is composed of
two unequal parts. The first part deals with Chapters 1-10. whereas
the second deals with Chapter 12 to the end. Chapter 11 thus seems
to have "fallen between the cracks." With Shemot Rabbah. too. we
do not have any clear explanation for the relationship between the
two parts and how they were combined into a single volume. and
here too it is possible that the explanation for why the first half was
expanded was the need to "cover" the chapters not covered by the
ancient Tannaic mid rash.
The aggadic midrashim to the Books of Exodus. Numbers and
Deuteronomy are relatively late. are not uniform. and are less
unified than are the midrashim on Genesis and on Leviticus. The
unified character of Bereshit Rabbah and Vayikra Rabbah justifies
dealing with them at length - at much greater length than with the
other Midrashim on the Torah.
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Bereshit Rabbah is the most ancient of the systematic aggadic
midrashim in our possession. It was composed in Eretz Israel in the
4th or 5th centuries C.E., and its language is Galilean Aramaic.
The meaning of the words "Bereshit Rabbah" is "the Great
Genesis." It is possible that it was called this because in the past
there was another Midrash, of smaller dimensions, to the Book of
Genesis, and the name Bereshit Rabbah was meant to differentiate
it from the smaller work, the Bereshit Zuta. Incidentally, one
should not confuse this ancient Bereshit Zuta, which was not
preserved, with another volume of the same name which was
composed outside Eretz Israel during the Middle Ages. It is also
possible that Bereshit Rabbah was given that name, as mentioned in
the previous chapter, because of the name ofR' Hoshaiah Rabbah,
whose words open the book. In the Middle Ages, the book was
indeed known as Bereshit d'Rabbi Hoshaiah Rabbah, but over the
course of time R' Hoshaiah's name was omitted, leaving us with the
name Bereshit Rabbah.
Over the course of time, the book was given other names and was
known by other titles. Rashi, for example, refers to it simply as "the
Aggadah of Eretz Israel," while R' Menahem ben Solomon, who
lived in Italy and wrote a work entitled Sekhel Tov, referred to the
sages of the Midrash as "Men of the Holy City."
Unlike Vayikra Rabbah, the different Pesikta works and
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Tanhuma, where the editor does not explain all the material before
him in a systematic manner but limits himself to a petihah and to
dealing with a verse or two from the entire parashah, Bereshit
Rabbah is a work which systematically explains, verse by verse, the
material in Genesis. It has petihot which deal with the general topic
of the parashah, especially with the first verse or two verses, and
then deals with the entire parashah.
In Bereshit Rabbah, there are 100 parashiyot and 246 petihot.
The parashiyot generally correspond to the parashiyot in the
Torah, while some correspond to the beginnings of the sedarim,
namely to the units for reading the Torah that had been in effect in
Eretz Israel. The correspondence of some of the parashiyot to the
sedarim led some scholars to conclude that there is a real link
between the structure of Bereshit Rabbah and the structure of the
three or three and a half year Torah reading cycle.
The petihot, on the other hand, are linked to the parashiyot of
Bereshit Rabbah. There are parashiyot that have no petihah
whatsoever, there is one parashah with nine petihot, while for most
parashiyot there are three to five petihot. In 170 of the petihot, the
name of the darshall does not appear, and in 76 of them we know
the name of the author of the petihah.
Most of the petihot in Bereshit Rabbah, as in other Midrashim,
are taken from the books of the Hagiographa - especially from
Psalms, and less from Proverbs, Job, Ecclesiastes and the Song of
. Songs, and even less from the other books of the Hagiographa. Far
fewer petihot are taken from the Prophets (among the Prophets, the
most quoted book is that of Isaiah), whereas the books of the Torah
are almost not quoted in them. (H. Albeck, who completed the
Theodor edition of Bereshit Rabbah and wrote the great
introduction to the work, notes that of the 246 petihot in Beres/lit
Rabbah, 199 are taken from the Hagiographa, 37 from the
Prophets, and 10 from the Torah. Of the 199 quotes from the
Hagiographa, 83 are from Psalms, 60 from Proverbs, 32 from Job,
16 from Ecclesiastes, 5 from the Song of Songs, 2 from Daniel, and
1 from Lamentations. Of the 37 verses from the Prophets, 14 are
from Isaiah, 5 from Ezekiel, 4 from Jeremiah, 10 from the Minor
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Prophets. 2 from Samuel, and 2 from Kings. Three verses each were
taken from Exodus and Leviticus. 2 from Deuteronomy. and 1 each
from Genesis and from Numbers.)
A number of the petihot in Bereshit Rabbah were evidently
originally sayings of sages on various occasions. not necessarily
within the framework of the public derashah. The editor of Bereshit
Rabbah took these general sayings. shaped them into the form of
petihot. added them to specific parashiyot. and thus created
artificial petihot that did not exist in the original, oral derashot.
Here we should note that this is the way the editors on the other
Midrashim also work. Sometimes the editors join together derashot
that are not connected and fashion their own midrashic system,
while at other times they take interesting sayings by sages to form
peti/zot, and then put them in those places which they consider
suitable.
Most of the material in Bereshit Rabbah is Eretl Israel material.
There is also a certain amount of Babylonian material. as well as
material attributed to Babylonian Amoraim who immigrated to
Eretl Israel or, at the least, whose words "immigrated" to Eretl
Israel and were transplanted into this important Eretl Israel work.
In Bereshit Rabbah one finds material that appears in other
ancient works as well. We find in it parallels to the Targum
Gnkelos, to Targum Achilles - an ancient translation into Greekand to the Targum Eretz Israel to the Torah, known mistakenly as
Targum Yehonata'l. We find in it material from the Mishnah, from
the Tosefta and from the Tannaic Midrashim. And we find in it
extracts from the work known as Seder Glam Rabbah, which is an
ancient chronicle of the hisrory of Israel; from Avot d'Rabbi
Nathan - a kind of expansion of Tractate Avot of the Mishnah and from the Jerusalem Talmud.
A number of these works preceded Bereshit Rabbah, and it
certainly rook material from them. while some are later works,
which may have taken material from Bereshit Rabbah. What is
especially interesting is the relationship between Bereshit Rabbah
and the Jerusalem Talmud: the two works were composed during
the same era, .namely in the 4th and 5th centuries C.E.• and in the
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same area, i.e., in Tiberias and its environs (even rho ugh both have
parts that were composed apart from the main work). The two
works were thus composed by sages whose spiritual world and
historic and cultural/political environment were similar, and the
question as to which came first and which took from which is an
interesting one, about which much has been written and which has
still not been solved.
In Bereshit Rabbah there are duplications, some of which were
apparently deliberate; and there are very interesting questions as to
which is the original and which the copy, when the material is in its
original place and when it is a copy, and who placed similar passages
in different places in the work and why. Bereshit Rabbah contains
sections which were added at a later time, and on the other hand,
there are places where one can readily discern that there were
deletions of passages.
Let us now examine some of the deras/zot which appear in
Bereshit Rabbah and its method in derashot.
Before we deal with the first example. namely Parashah 56, we
will first note that Bereshit Rabbah devotes more than one
parashah to the story of the sacrifice of Isaac. The first parashah
deals with the first part of the story, whereas the second paras/rah,
Parashah 56, deals with the second part of the story, from the verse
(Gen. 22:4), "On the third day Abraham lifted up his eyes, and saw
the place afar off."
Before the parashah itself there is a petihah. The opening verse of
the petihah is (Hos. 6:2). "After two days He will revive us: in the
third day He will raise us up, and we shall live in His sight." While
discussing marters and creating a link between the opening verse
and the opportune verse. the darshan develops the idea that in many
cases it is the third day on which there is a turning point in the life or
fate of people in trouble.
On the third day, Joseph freed his brothers from prison and
permitted them to return to their homes. The spies that Joshua sent
to Jericho hid for three days in the home of Rahab, and on the third
day were saved from their hiding place. The giving of the Torah took
place on the third day of the days of preparation. On the third day,
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Jonah was saved from the great fish. On the third day, those who
came from Babylon continued on their way, as described in the Book
of Ezra. On the third day after Haman's decree, Esther went in to
the king and the events described in the megillah began to unfold.
On the third day, regardless of what the nature of the day will be,
the revival of the dead will take place, as our darshan explains the
verse: "After two days he will revive us: in the third day he will raise
us up, and we shall live in his sight." And on the third day Abraham
saw a cloud hovering over a mountain, and this way he realized that
that was the mountain where the sacrifice was to take place.
By means of this petihah, the darshan hints to us that already at
this stage of the story there is a ray of hope, and just as all the other
events where the third day is mentioned end on a positive note, the
story of the sacrifice of Isaac will also end on a positive note.
After the petihah, the editor brings derashot about the sacrifice,
where these are linked to the Biblical text and deal with it verse by
verse.
In the first derashah, we are told that on the third day Abraham
saw a cloud hovering over a mountain, and he realized that he had
reached the place for the sacrifice. "Abraham said to his son Isaac:
'Do you see what I do?' He told him, 'Yes.' He said to his two young
men, 'Do you see what I do?' They said to him, 'No.''' Thus the
darshan differentiates between Isaac and the two young men, and
he thus explains why the two remained behind and why they did not
join Abraham and Isaac who were going to the place and the deed
that was about to take place.
After this derashah, the editor brings a derashah which deals
with the second part of v. 5, "I and the lad will go yonder [koh in
Hebrewl." And this is the language of the derashah: "R' Joshua
ben Levi said: 'We will go and see what will be the end of all this
[kohl. ..' The listener or reader who is attuned to such matters
realizes that the word koh had already appeared in regard to
Abraham in a different context, when God said to Abraham: ''Thus
[kohl shall be your seed." R' Joshua ben Levi thus puts the
following extra words in Abraham's mouth: "We will go and see
what will be the end of all this," and here too there is a hint that the
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incident will happen positively, for there is the promise, "Thus shall
be your seed." But from the words of R' Joshua ben Levi we find
another side to the story of the sacrifice of Isaac: here Abraham
tests to see how God will keep His promise.
In the third and last derashah of v. 5, the darshall, R' Isaac, hints
that Abraham only returned safely from Mount Moriah because he
had bowed down, as it states, "We will bow down and return to
you." And he gives a series of examples which show people who
were saved because they had bowed down, or, if we wish, because
they had submitted to God.
Afterwards, the darshan describes Abraham walking with the
wood for the sacrifice on his back - as stated in the first part ofv. 6,
"And Abraham took the wood of the sacrifice" - and compares
him to a man carrying on his shoulders a cross on which he is to be
executed. (It is possible that this derashah would apply better to
Isaac, for the verse states" And "Abraham took the wood of the
sacrifice and placed it on the back of Isaac his son." However the
entire passage deals with Abraham, and it would thus appear that
the image of the man carrying the cross would apply to him as well.)
The image of a man walking while carrying a cross on his shoulders
was known throughout the Roman Empire, including Eretz Israel,
because those sentenced to be hung on a cross were forced to carry it
to the place where they would be crucified.
Let us pay attention to how the darshan perceives Abraham.
Abraham is obedient, but he also reminds one of a person carrying
his cross to his own execution. Here too there is a tinge of criticism,
for many of those crucified were innocent of any wrongdoing.
In the following section, the darshan explains the nature of the
rna'akhelet (the knife) in v. 5 ("and he took in his hand the fire and a
knife"). We are told that is called a ma'akhelet because by
slaughtering an animal with such a knife, one renders it fit for
eating (akhilah), but the Sages state: "All the food that Jews eat in
this world is only eaten due to the merit of that ma'akhelet." This
statement has a double meaning. It hints at both the laws governing
ritual slaughter and the kashrut of meat, and at the knife used by
Abraham. In other words, the sacrifice of Isaac was a kind of source
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of life, or a source of security for the Jewish people in all
generations.
And he continues (v. 6). "'And the two went together': together
- this one to bind and the other to be bound, this one to slaughter
and the other to be slaughtered." In other words. they both were of
the same mind. knowing clearly that their roles were in harmony.
He continues (v. 9), "They came to the place which God had told
him of, and Abraham built an altar there." The darshall asks: "And
where was Isaac? R' Levi said: 'He took him and hid him.''' In other
words, Abraham hid Isaac, so that he should not see what was
taking place before the sacrifice.
And thus the editor continues to comment on the episode until its
conclusion. We will not discuss all the derashot brought here in
Paras/wh 56, but will limit ourselves to the derashah which deals
with the mOl)lent at which the angel called to Abraham and told him
not to send forth his hand against Isaac, and the way that the angel
turned to Abraham.
In v. 11, we are told: "And the angel of the Lord called unto him
out of heaven, and said. Abraham, Abraham." and the question
asked in the derashah is why the angel repeated himself: "Abraham,
Abraham!"
R' Hiyya said: "(This was) an expression of love. an expression of
encouragement." In other words, the angel's comment was both
one of love and of decisiveness, because Abraham had to
immediately stop what he was doing.
R' Eliezer ben Jacob said: "For him and for [all] generations." In
other words, the angel's comments were not only directed toward
the Abraham of the moment, but to the Abrahams of all
generations.
There is no generation which does not have one like
Abraham, and there is no generation which does not have one
like Jacob, and there is no generation which does not have one
like Moses, and there is no generation which does not have one
like Samuel.
Why Jacob, Moses and Samuel? Because with all three as well,
God called them twice: When Jacob was about to descend to Egypt,
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God appeared to him in a dream and said to him (Gen. 46:2),
"Jacob. Jacob." At the time of the burning bush. God called Moses
(Ex. 3:4), "Moses. Moses'" And in the case of Samuel. when God
appeared to him for the first time, he too was called twice (I Sam.
3:10). "Samuel, SamueU"
Thus we have a link here between the four individuals who were
addressed, at a crucial point, with a double reference to their names.
and R' Eliezer ben Jacob says: "For him and for (all) generations.
There is no generation which does not have in it one such as
Abraham, as Jacob, as Moses and as Samuel."
The following example which we will examine is taken from
Bereshit Rabbah Parashah 8, which is the parashah dealing with the
creation of Adam. from the verse (Gen. 1:26), "And God said, 'Let
us make a man in Our image and in Our form:" and so on.
The petihah to the parashah was evidently constructed by the
editor of the work, and it is doubtful if it was originally such. The
opening verse is (Ps. 139:5), "You have beset me behind and
before." After quoting this verse, R' Johanan and other sages
discuss the creation of man and attempt to reconcile the seeming
contradiction between the two stories of the creation of man: in
Genesis 1. we are told that man was born as a couple ("male and
female He created them"), while in Chapter 2 we are told that Adam
was created first. and Eve was created from his rib.
R' Samuel bar Nahmani said: "When the Holy One, blessed be He
created the first man, He created him with two faces [Le., that he
had faces in two directionsl, and the Holy One, blessed be He
created him and divided him, making two backs - a back on this
side and a back on the other."
Another sage, R' Jeremiah ben Eleazar, says that the first man
was born androgynous (with characteristics of both sexes), and at
the end of the process of creation God changed him into two
separate people of opposite sexes. Another sage states that "when
the Holy One, blessed be He, created the first man, He created him
as a lifeless mass of matter. extending from one end of the world to
the other." He too brings a verse to support his view. And so on and
so forth, as different sages discuss the creation of man.
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When we read Plato's work, we soon realize that it describes a
clearly pagan line of thought. It is true that the gods created man,
but they fear mankind, because humans are strong and threaten
them. In addition, if the gods harm people they will harm
themselves, because man's primary purpose is to burn incense,
bring sacrifices and serve the gods. In the Greek vetsion, the reasons
for dividing man into two relate to a question of profit and loss, and
the gods do so under the assumption that this way they will double
the number of servants who attend to them. These are the
considerations of the pagan Greek world.

manner.

One of the interesting aspects of Parashah 8 is that these ideas, of
man being born androgynous or with two faces which were later
divided by God, are familiar ro us from other sources as well,
including Plaro's The Symposium. It is clear that Plato's work
preceded Bereshit Rabbah by hundreds of years, and the question
which arises from this resemblance is: What is the nature of the
connection between the Sages of Israel and the wisdom literature of
the Greeks?
There are those who claim that the Jewish Sages did not know and
did not want to know the Greek wisdom literature. According to
this view, the Sages independently developed the ideas which appear
in Parashah 8. Different people, in different eras, produced the
same ideas.
One may assume that the Jewish Sages were nevertheless familiar
with Greek literature. This was especially true in the mixed cities
where both Jews and Greeks lived. In Chapter 3, we described the
debate of R' Abahu of Caesarea, and one may assume that R' Abahu
was not the only sage who came into daily contact with the nonJews who lived in his area and was familiar with their culture.
The answer to the question regarding the nature of the
connection between the Jewish Sages and between the Greek
wisdom literature is evidently that given by Prof. Uhrbach in his
book, The Sages - Their Concepts and Beliefs (pp. 188-189,201205 in Hebrew ed.); the Sages were familiar with the Greek wisdom
literature, but they transfotmed the ideas contained in it in aJewish
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Our Sages, when they introduced these literary elements into
Bereshit Rabbah, completely removed the pagan elements from
them and transformed them into clearly Jewish content. If we read
Parashah 8 carefully, we will see that this parashah is a clearly
Jewish one in terms of content, mood and spirit. Even though the
literary source of some of these aggadot was a foreign one, the Sages
knew how to "convert" them and to root them clearly in their own
monotheistic world.
The last section which we will examine from Bereshit Rabbah was
also evidently influenced by pagan Greek thought. This section
deals with the creation of the world and appears in the first
parashah of Bereshit Rabball.
Bereshit Rabbah commences with the words of the Amora R'
Hoshaiah Rabbah, which deal with two verses which appear in
Proverbs, ch. 8. He links these to the topic of the parashah. namely
the creation of the world. In order for us to be able to understand
the derashah of R' Hoshaiah, we will first mention the verse
preceding the verses quoted in the derashah. In these verses (Prov.
8:22-29), wisdom is presented as a separate entity which speaks in
first person, and these are its words:
The Lord possessed me in the beginning of His way, before
His works of old. I was set up from everlasting, from the
beginning, or ever the earth was. When there were no depths, I
was brought forth; when there were no fountains abounding
with water ... when He gave to the sea His decree, that the
waters should not pass His commandment: when He appointed
the foundations of the earth.
Further, we are rold (v. 30-31):
Then I was by Him as a nursling, and I was daily His delight,
rejoicing always before Him; Rejoicing in the habitable part of
His eatth; and my delights were with the sons of men.
R' Hoshaiah Rabbah expounds on these verses in a number of
ways, and in one of his interpretations he states:
"As a nursling" (amon in Hebrew) - as a workman (uman in
Hebrew). The Torah states, "I was the tool of the Holy One,
blessed be He. Among mortals, a mortal king who builds a
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palace does not build it from his own plans, but from the plans
of a skilled workman. And the workman does not build it from
his memory, but he has plans and diagrams where to make
rooms, where to make openings. Thus the Holy One, blessed be
He looked in the Torah and created the world."
According to this interpretation, the Torah is known as reshit
("the beginning"), as quoted in the verse above (Prov. 8:22), "The
Lord possessed me in the beginning (reshit) of His way." And when
the Torah begins with the word Bereshit (In the beginning God
created), it is as if it states that God created the heavens and the
earth in accordance with the Torah: "He looked in the Torah, and
created the world."
Ideas similar to this one appear in Babylonian and Greek
mythology and other non-Jewish sources. One might then think
that the Midrash took its ideas from external sources, identified the
wisdom mentioned in Proverbs with the Torah (something which is
not stated specifically in the Bible, but which is stated in Ben Sira,
which was written during the Second Temple era), and afterwards
identified the reshit with the Torah and with the material with
which God created the world.
Maimonides already discerned the link between this midrashic
idea and Greek literature. In his Guide for the Perplexed (II:6), he
states: "They [i.e.. the Sages] said: It is as if, as it were, the Holy
One, blessed be He does not do anything without contemplating
with the Heavenly Hosts." And he adds:
One may marvel at their use of "contemplating," because
that is the exact language that Plato uses, that God
contemplates the world of the intellects and affects reality
thereby. And in [a number of] places they said this clearly:
"The Holy One, blessed be He does not do anything without
contemplating with the Heavenly Host."
Thus we see that at least at first glance this midrash uses ancient,
non-Jewish ideas. In order to understand this matter properly, we
need to consult another source, namely Philo of Alexandria.
Philo was a Jewish philosopher who lived in Alexandria at the
beginning of the first century C.E.. and was one of the foremost
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Hellenistic Jews who represented in their thought and their words
the attempt to integrate Hellenistic thought with the Torah of
Israel. In his Philo (I, p. 156), Wolfson brings a story told by Philo
of a king who wished to build himself a city. And this is the story:
A mortal king who wishes to build a city generally wishes to
expresses his magnanimity and to display his wealth. The king
cannot generally build the city with his own hands. He needs an
architect who was trained in his field. The architect, when given the
task by the king, first draws up a diagram of the city. He examines
the climate and the condition of the area, and builds in his
imagination a picture of the city which will be built. The architect
carries this picture within himself, as if it was of wax. (Philo takes
care not to say that the architect draws a picture of the city on paper,
because by this he would contradict the purpose of the analogy.)
Finally, the architect builds the city of wood, stone, etc.
We will not deal here with the relationship between Philo's words
and those of Plato, but we will stress the difference between Philo's
analogy and that of the midrash which appears in Bereshit Rabbah.
First of all, in Philo's story, there are two separate individuals: the
king and the architect; whereas in the midrash it is the king, i.e.,
God, who assumes both roles, and it is He who both plans and
builds the world.
Secondly, Philo stresses the ideas that only exist in the world of
the intellect, whereas the midrash does not mention ideas in the
world of the intellect, the former being a clearly platonic concept.
Instead, the midrash speaks of the Torah, whose significance is
known to us; namely the commandments, the words, the letters.
God did not look at ideas but into the Torah.
In conclusion, we can say that even though there is a similarity
between some of the ideas which appear in the pagan Greek
literature and some ideas which appear in Bereshit Rabbah, it did
not involve the mere copying and adoption of foreign ideas. The
Jewish Sages did indeed take ideas from foreign sources and
preserved their literary elements, but they transformed them and
gave them a monotheistic Jewish character.
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Vayikra Rabbah is an ancient volume of aggadot which was
created in Eretz Israel and was edited in the fifth or the beginning of
the sixth century C.E. The Eretz Israel nature of this Midrash is
apparent in its language and style, in the names of the sages and the
places mentioned in it, as well as in the connection between its
parashiyot and the sedarim that were used in the Torah reading in
Eretz Israel.
Vayikra Rabbah was clearly influenced by the ancient Tannaic
Midrashim. It was influenced primarily by Sifra, or, as it is also
known, Torat Kohanim, a Tannaic Midrash on Leviticus. We also
find in it the influence of Mekhilta. and much less than this the
influence of Sifre on Numbers and Deuteronomy. There is a clear
connection between Vayikra Rabbah and Pesikta d'Rav Kahana,
and we will yet discuss this in the second part of this chapter.
Vayikra Rabbah has about 60 passages that parallel ones in the
Jerusalem Talmud. even though the form of the derashot in Vayikra
Rabbah is generally different from the parallel passages in the
Jerusalem Talmud. There are also more than 50 passages that
parallel ones in Midrash Tanhllma. It is clear that Vayikra Rabbah
preceded Tan/lIIma. and one of the proofs of this is that in many of
the midrashim in Vayikra Rabbah we have the names of darshanim.
whereas in the parallel passages in Tanhllma these names do not
appear. Tanhllma must have copied the texts from Vayikra Rabbah,
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for it would have been impossible for Vayikra Rabbah, which has
the names, to have been copied from Tanhllma, where these names
are missing.
Although Vayikra Rabbah and Bereshit Rabbah are both clearly
aggadah works. the two books are not similar. As we saw in the
previous chapter, Bereshit Rabbah is a Midrash which explains
verses. In other words. after a typical petihah to the parashah. it
brings interpretations to each verse, and even to each word. and it
can be regarded as an ancient systematic interpretation of the Book
of Genesis. It is possible that Bereshit Rabbah was meant from the
outset to serve as an interpretation of Genesis. even though its
origin was a series of deras/wt which were first given orally. Vayikra
Rabba/l, on the other hand. is not a book of interpretations. for it
does not explain the Book of Leviticus systematically. Instead. itis a
collection of derashot on the opening sections of the parashiyot in
Leviticus. In reality, Vayikra Rabbah is mainly a collection of
petihot. and does not deal with entire parashiyot. Instead it deals
with the first verses and the first topics - which are not always
major topics - of the parashiyot.
Incidentally. this is also true for certain other ancient Midrashim.
some of which we will mention later on.
There are many petihot in Vayikra Rabbah. There are 37
parashiyot in the book. whereas there are a total of 126 petihot. i.e.,
an average of three to four petihot to each parashah. These petihot
are based. as in Bereshit Rabbah, on verses in the Bible. and here too
the majority of verses are taken from the Hagiographa rather than
from the Prophets or the Torah: 106 of the petihot are based on
verses from the Hagiographa, 18 on verses from the Prophets. and
only 2 on verses from the Torah.
Some of the petihot in Vayikra Rabbah are simple, while a
number are more complex than the petihot we have seen until now.
We will begin with a simple petihah to Parashah 36 to the Book of
Leviticus. namely the petihah to the verse (Lev. 26:42). "I will
remember My covenant with Jacob, and also My covenant with
Isaac, and also My covenant with Abraham will I remember: and I
will remember the land."
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The opening verse of the petihah. while a long one. is basically
simple. and it begins with (Ps. 102:26). "Of old have You laid the
foundation of the earth: and the heavens are the work of Your
hands." After quoting the verse. the darshall brings up an ancient
dispute between the School of Shammai and the School of Hillel.
regarding what came first: the creation of the heavens or the
creation of the earth. "The School of Shammai says: 'The heavens
were created first and afterwards the earth: and the School of Hillel
says. 'The earth was created first and afterwards the heavens.'''
After giving reasons for the School of Shammai's and the School
of Hillel's views. the darshan quotes the words of R' Simeon bar
Johai. who disagrees with both schools and says: "I am surprised
how the Fathers of the World could disagree about the creation of
the heavens and the earth. for I say that the heavens and the earth
were created together. like a pot with its cover." It is irrelevant to
debate what was made first. the pot or its cover. because they fit
together with one another. complete one another, and were created
together.
After the words of R' Simeon bar Johai, the darshan quotes a
number of examples regarding people - but not only people - who
are mentioned in the Bible. where it is difficult to determine who
came first, for sometimes one is mentioned before the other, and at
other times the order is reversed. The conclusion which the darshan
draws from his examples he brings is that in all the cases. the one is
equal to the other.
The last example the darshan gives is that of honoring one's
father and mother. And he says:
In every place. [the Torah) mentions honot of the father
before honor of the mother. In one place it mentions the mother
before the father. and states (Lev. 19:3). "You shall fear every
man his mother and his father." This teaches they are both
equal to one another.
And he continues and says:
In every place it mentions Abraham before the [other]
forefathers. whereas in Leviticus (26:42). it mentions Isaac and
Jacob before Abraham, as it states. "I will remember My
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covenant with Jacob. and also My covenant with Isaac. and also
My covenant with Abraham will I remember; and I will
remember the land." This teaches that all three are equal.
Thus. using a petihah whose like we have already seen, the
darshan creates a connection between the opening verse from
Psalms and the words of R' Simeon bar Johai on the creation of the
heavens and the earth. and the topic of the derashah, which, as we
mentioned. is "I will remember My covenant with Jacob, and also
My covenant with Isaac, and also My covenant with Abraham will I
remember."
As we mentioned, this petihah is quite long structurally. but is
simple. There are in Vayikra Rabbah various complex petihot as
well. We will now deal with one of them. namely the petihah to the
first parashah in the Book of Leviticus. and to the verse (Lev. 1:1).
"And the Lord called unto Moses, and spoke unto him out of the
tabernacle of the congregation."
At the beginning of the deras/tah, we have the words of R'
Tanhum bar Hanilai, who quotes a verse from Psalms (103:20),
"Bless the Lord, you His angels, that excel in strength, that do His
commandments, that hearken unto the voice of His word," and he
asks who are referred to in the words "that excel in strength, that do
His commandments." He proves that this does not refer to the
angels but to human beings.
And R' Tanhum bar Hanilai continues and says: "Another
interpretation: the prophets are referred to as angels. as it states
(Num. 20:16), 'He sent an angel, and has brought us forth out of
Egypt.''' It is obvious that this "angel" was Moses, and this is proof
that the prophets are referred to as ilngelS.
He brings another proof to his point. In the Book ofJudges (2:1),
we find the following verse: "And an angel of the Lord came up from
Gilgal to Bochim," and R' Tanhum bar Hanilai claims that this
"angel" was Phineas, and this is another example that the prophets
were known as angels.
He continues by referring to a verse regarding Manoah's wife
Uud.13:6), who told her husband about the angel who had appeared
to her. He then goes over to the book of Haggai (1:13), where it
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states, "Haggai, the Lord's angel [i.e., messenger] spoke." He
continues with the verse, "That excel in strength, that do His
commandments," and this time he interprets it as referring to those
people who observe the laws of the shemittah (sabbatical year).
At first, it would appear that there is no connection between the
passages. We started with the verse, ""Bless the Lord, you His
angels, that excel in strength, that do His commandments." We
attempted to interpret it as a reference to normal people, to
prophets and to those who observe the sabbatical year, and yet it
appears that there is no connection between any of these and the
opening verse, "And the Lord called unto Moses."
At the end of this long and complex section, a quotation is
brought from Rav Huna, quoting Rebbi: "This verse refers to the
Israelites when they stood before Mount Sinai." In other words,
"that excel in strength, that do His commandments" refers to the
Israelites that stood at Mount Sinai.
After this, Bar Hanilai continues with his derashah and states:
"Among mortals, a load which is heavy for one person is light for
two, and (that which is heavy) for two is light for four." In other
words, two people will not find it difficult to carry a load that one
person found it difficult to carry, and four will not find it difficult to
carry a load that two found difficult. But "can a load which is heavy
for 600,000 be easy for one person?" Can one man carry a load that
600,000 people cannot carry?
And Bar Hanilai answers this question and says: "All of Israel
stood before Mount Sinai and said (Deut. 5:24): 'If we hear the voice
of the Lord our God any more, then we shall die.''' In 'other words,
they were unable to remain at Mount Sinai. "Moses heard the sound
of [God's] speech himself and lived. Know that this is so, for of all
the people He only called Moses. It therefore states, 'And the Lord
called unto Moses.'''
In other words, after having interpreted the verse, "that excel in
strength, that do His commandments" as referring to normal
people and to prophets, to those who observe the sabbatical year
and to the Israelites, the darshan claims that even though the
Israelites are referred to as those "that excel in strength, that do His
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We have mentioned the link between Vayikra Rabbah and
Pesikta d'Rav Kahana, and in Chapter 5 we described the structure
of this work: Pesikta d'Rav Kahana is a collection of derashot based
on the yearly calendar. The derashot in this collection are related to
various "special" Sabbaths and to festivals. The special Sabbaths
include the "four parashiyot" - four distinctive Sabbaths betwee~
the Sabbath before the New Moon of Adar (Shabbat Shekalim)
through the Sabbath before the New Moon of Nissan (Shabbat haHodesh); the three Sabbaths before the 9th of All, the seven
Sabbaths between the 9th of Av and Rosh ha-Shanah, the Sabbaths
between the festivals, the Sabbaths on the intermediate days of
festivals, and those on Hanukkah. For all of these, as well as for the
festival days themselves, there is a collection of derashot known as

commandments," they were unable to bear the heavy burden of
receiving the Torah directly at Mount Sinai. Who was able to do so?
Which person was able to lift by himself a burden that 600,000
people were unable to lift? It was Moses, as it states, "And the Lord
called unto Moses."
Thus we have returned to Parashat Vayikra and to the opening
verse, but this time in a more complicated fashion than in the other
petihot. And thus the darshan succeeded in exalting and praising
the image of Moses in such a way that only after the end of the entire
derashah is the listener or reader able to obtain a full picture and to
appreciate the sophistication with which the different parts were
combined.
This is a complex petihah, and what is striking is not its length,
because some of the simple petihot are also long, but the fact that
the different components of which it is comprised seem to be
independent of one another and unrelated. Bar Hanilai interprets
the verse in Psalms, goes overto the second derashah, and from it to
the third and then to the fourth, and it appears as if there is no
connection between the parts. Only after we have read a series of
derasllOt do we see how we have returned to our starting point and
that there is a connection between the opening verse and the
opportune verse.
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The collection is mentioned in the writings of the medieval sages,
beginning with R' Saadiah Gaon, especially in Babylon in the 10th
century. It is generally referred to as Pesikta and no more, and the
term Pesikta d'Rav Kahana is found for the first time in a
responsum of the 11th century. Over the course of time, the Pesiktd
d'Rav Kahana disappeared, and only in 1868 did Solomon Buber
publish the work, based on four manuscripts that he identified as
Pesikta d'Rav Kahana. However, already in 1832 Leopold Zunz had
hypothesized that such a Pesikta existed, and that it was not to be
confused with the midrash known as Pesikta Rabbati, which was
known to all and had already been printed in 1660.
In spite of the difference in structure between the two works,
Pesikta d'Rav Kahana resembles Vayikra Rabbah more than any
other ancient midrashic work. Five parashiyot of Pesikta d'Rav
Kahana are almost identical to parallel parashiyot in Vayikra
Rabbah, and many of the other parashiyot show similarities in
literary sryle and structure, in rhe names of sages and places, in the
language and the vocabulary, etc. The sources of Pesikta d'Rav
Kahana are the sources of Vayikra Rabbah, and books nor quoted in
one are not quoted in the other.
The reason for the attribution to Rav Kahana is evidently the
statement in the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Shabbat 152a, where
the Talmud states that Rav Kahana expounded (pasak) portions (of
the Torah) before Rav.
Scholars have differed and still differ about the question of
whether the author of Vayikra Rabbah took sections from Pesikta
d'Rav Kahana or vice versa. The very fact that there is such a debate
shows the similarity between the rwo and the closeness in time and
place of their composition.
As an example of a derashah from Pesikta d'Rav Kahana, we will
bring part of the pesikta to Shabbat Shuvah, the Sabbath between
Rosh ha-Shanah and Yom Kippur, the name of the Sabbath being
based on the fact that the haftarah read on it begins with the words
Shuvah Yisrael - "Return [or "repent"] 0 Israel" (Hos. 14).
Thus we read: "Israel said to the Holy One, blessed be He: 'Lord

Pesikta or Piskata.
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of the Universe, if we repent, will You accept us?' He said to them:
'Would I then accept the repentance of [so-and-so] and not accept
your repentance?'" This reply by God is repeated six times, where
the person mentioned each time is, respectively: Cain, Ahab king of
Israel, the people of Anatot, the people of Nineveh, Menasseh king
of Judah, and Jeconiah Uehoiachin] king of Judah. In each section,
we have a description of the sins involved and the terrible
punishment decreed upon the individualls involved. Afterwards,
there is a description of the process of repentance each undertook,
and how God accepted their repentance. And almost all sections end
with, "and [willI] not accept your repentance?"
In the sections themselves we find fascinating comments by
various sages about the individuals of the Bible who are mentioned
here. These reflect much of their viewpoints and the prevalent
currents among the Sages of Eretz Israel, primarily of the Amoraim
of the third century C.E.
After having mentioned these sections in order, rhe editor of the
Pesikta quotes a number of aggadot in praise of repentance:
"Among mortals, a person may shoot an arrow. How far can it fly?
Only [the distance that] a kur or two kurs [of grain can be sown i.e., a short distance]. Great is the power of repentance, for it
reaches to the Throne of Glory." Again: "It states in the Song of
Songs (5:2), 'Open to me, my sister, my love, my dove, my pure one'
- the Holy One, blessed be He said: 'Open for me an opening the
size of the eye of a needle, and I will open for you an opening that
whole camps and regiments can pass through.'·" And again: "Had
[all of] Israel repented on one day, they would be redeemed." And
yet again: "Among mortals, a person may insult his fellow in public
and later wish to appease him. [The other] will reply: 'If you
insulted me in public, do you wish to appease me between
ourselves?' But the Holy One, blessed be He is not like that. Rather,
a person may stand and blaspheme and curse [God] in the
marketplace, and the Holy One, blessed be He tells him to repent
between the two of them (i.e., between God and the person
involved), and He will accept the person." And so on and on.
The number of parashiyot in Pesikta d'Rav Kahana varies from
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It is difficult to establish the exact date of this Pesikta. In the
book itself, in a derashah on a verse in Psalms (42:2), there is a
section which may aid us in determining the time of the Pesikta.
This is the language of the section: "They (Israel) said: 'When will
You return us to that former glory? After all. how long has the
Temple been destroyed: seven years. a jubilee, 777 years. and ljOW
already 1151 years. When willi come and see the face of God?'"
These figures gave scholars the impression that the book was
written in the 777th year after the destruction of the Temple. or in
the 9th century. The number 1151 is an addition by one of the
copyists. who updated the date to his era. According to this. the
book was composed in the ninth century. and was copied in the year

Pesikta Rabbati.

Over the course of time, there was a great deal of confusion. and
many people confused Pesikta Rabbati with the ancient Pesikta.
Today. it is clear that Pesikta Rabbati. as we have it. is a late work.
and did not attain its final form until the Middle Ages. The influence
of Midrash Tanhuma. which is a relatively late work. is quite clear
on Pesikta Rabbati. and that is only one of the proofs of the date of

Pesikta Rabbati.

manuscript to manuscript. and can be between 28 parashiyot with a
number of appendixes and 31 parashiyot.
Pesikta Rabbati is larger than Pesikta d'Rav Kahalla. and has a
total of 47 parashiyot and another 8 appendixes. The work is
constructed along the same lines as the ancient Pesikta. the Pesikta
d'Rav Kahalla, but has additional sections of a later time. and the
parashiyot themselves are different. to a greater or lesser extent
from those in the Pesikta d'Rav Kahalla. For example. the section
on Shuvah Yisrael in Pesikta Rabbati lacks most of the material
discussed in Pesikta d'Rav Kahalla.
The two works tend to conclude the derashot included in them on
a positive note, i.e .. with words of consolation and hope. This
tendency exists in all the midrashic literature. but it is especially
apparent here. In general, topics such as redemption, the Messiah,
and the ingathering of the exiles are very beloved topics of the
editors of the Pesiktas in general, and especially of the editor of
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1220 or close to it. and the date of this copying has been preserved
to this day.
But it is doubtful if one can come to a final decision based on this.
It is possible that the dates refer to the destruction of the First
Temple. for the opening verse in Psalms deals with the FirstTemple.
If that is the case. the dates the work was composed and copied are
hundreds of years earlier.
As to the third work known as Pesikta. namely Pesikta Zutrati.
we will deal with it in Chapter 13. which will be devoted to late
Midrashim.
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The Tallhuma collection of Midrashim is the second-most
important after that known as Midrasll Rabbah. The Midreshei
Tallhuma (plural of Midrash Tallhuma) were readily available and
known, and many people would study them, quote them and copy
them.
We have already noted that Midrash Rabbah is a heterogenous
collection. Each book is an independent work, created at a different
time by a different author, and in some there are at least two
different strata.
The Midrash Tallhuma is a more homogenous Midrash. It
generally relates to one era, and possibly even to one set of editors,
even though here too we can find later additions.
The Midreshei Tallhuma are linked to the name of the Amora R'
Tanhuma bar Abba, who was one of the late Amoraim in Eretz
IsraeL living at the end of the fourth century in Naveh, in the Golan.
Naveh, which is today in Syrian hands, east of Katzrin, was a large
and prominent Jewish city in the Byzantine era. Eusebius refers to it
as a Jewish city, and archaelogical finds there show that it was one
of the largest and most prominent in Jewish Golan.
R' Tanhuma bar Abba was born in Naveh and lived there many
years, even though he lived elsewhere for some time. For example,
we find him appearing in Antioch and even possibly in Rome. R'
Tanhuma bar Abba was evident a leader of the Jews of his
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generation. On one occasion, he debated with "the king" - though
we are not sure who "the king" was - and on other occasions he
debated with foreign scholars, evidently Christians.
R' Tanhuma bar Abba is known primarily, however, as an
excellent darshan. He was one of the most important darshallim of
his age, and in his derashot and his work he compiled the derashot
of the Sages of Eretz·Israel. In Chapter 5 we mentioned a major
derashah that R' Tanhuma gave and which appears in the
Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Shabbat 3D, and we noted it as an
example of a derashah which almost certainly was preserved in its
original form.
We will now look at a derashah from the Midreshei Tanhuma.
namely the derashah which opens the parashah of Ki Tissa in
Exodus.
At the beginning of the derashah there is a quote from
Ecclesiastes (5:11), "The sleep of a laboring man is sweet, whether
he eat little or much: but the abundance of the rich will not suffer
him to sleep." Afterwards, R' Tanhuma bar Abba commences:
They said to Solomon: "Had anyone else said this verse, we
would have mocked him. You, of whom it is written, 'He was
more wise than any man,' will you say, 'The sleep of a laboring
man is sweet, whether he eats little or much'? That is not so, for
whoever is hungry and who eats but a little, sleeps uneasily. but
if he eats a lot. his sleep is sweet."
He said to them: "I am only referring to the righteous and to
those who labor in (the study of) the Torah."
Solomon goes on to explain himself: Take a person who lived for
thirty years and devoted twenty of them to Torah, and a person who
lived for eigh ty years and also devoted himself from his tenth year to
the study of the Torah. One would say that the first labored in the
Torah for twenty years and the second labored in it for seventy
years. so that the merits of the second person should be much
greater than those of the first. It is in regard to these, says R'
Tanhuma, that we apply the verse. "The sleep of a laboring man is
sweet, whether he eats little or much." The one who died at the age
of eighty is no better than the one who died at thirty.
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R' Tanhuma develops this idea and dwells on it at length. bringing
other examples as well:
R' Levi said: "To what is this analogous? To a king who hired
workers to work for him. As they were working. the king took
one of them and went for a walk with him. At night. the workers
came to receive their wages. The worker who had gone walking
with the king also came to receive his wages. Can the king then
say to him: 'You only worked for two hours with them. Be paid
according to the amount you worked'? He can reply to the king:
'Had you not made me stop working and have me go for a walk
with you. I would have earned much more ...•
The worker who goes for a walk with the king is analogous to a
person whom God removes from the world at a young age. and yet
his reward is the same as that of those people who live longer and
study Torah all their lives.
All of this refers to the first part of the verse. "The sleep of a
laboring man is sweet. whether he eats little or much." And here the
Midrash tells us:
They said to R' Tanhuma - "But you [alsol said [quoting
the conclusion of the same versel. 'The abundance of the rich
will not suffer him to sleep.' He said to them: '1 am referring to
those who are rich in Torah and not to those who are rich
financially.' "
Later. the midrash quotes the words ofTannaim who say: "What
is meant by 'the abundance of the rich will not suffer him to sleep'?
- his pu pils do not allow him to sleep in the grave." In other words.
if a person taught Torah. after his death his pupils continue with his
Torah and quote him. at which time his lips. as it were. move inside
the grave. And the abundance. namely the great amount of Torah
study in which a person engages. does not allow him to sleep after
his death. It is as if he is still alive even after his death.
Here the darshan moves to Parashat Ki Tissa. which deals with
the annual collection of half-shekels. He speaks of Moses and
describes a conversation between Moses and God:
Moses said to the Holy One. blessed be He: "Lord of the
Universe! After I die. will I not be remembered?" The Holy One.
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In Midrash Tanhuma there are peti/lOt that we have not come
across yet. and these are halakhic petihot. Halakhic petihot are not
only characteristic of Midrash Tanhuma, but of a group of
Midreshei Tanhuma or "Midreshei Tanhuma - Yelammedenu,"
some of which we do not possess.
The halakhic petihah generally deals with a simple halakhic
question, and in most cases it is also accompanied by a simple
answer. Often. the answer is simply a quote from a mishnah or from
another Tannaic source. with which all should be familiar.
We will illustrate this by means o£two halakhic petihot. The firsr
halakhic petihah is taken from Midrash Tanhuma to Parashat
Miketz (Gen. chaps. 41-42). and this is the way it commences:
"May our rabbi teach us: One who sees rain falling at a time that
people need it. what blessing does he pronounce?" And the answer:
"Thus did our Sages learn: 'On rain. one pronounces the blessing,
"He who is good and who does good.' .. "
The answer - "He who is good and who does good" - is simply
a quote from the Mishnah. Tractate Berakhot Chapter 9. and one
may assume that all the listeners. even those who were not Torah

blessed be He said to him: "By your life! Just as you stand now
and give them the parashah of the shekels and they incline their
heads [and listenl. thus each year when they read this section
before Me. it will be as if you are standing before them at the
time. and they will incline their heads."
In other words. just as is the case with the Talmudic scholar whose
lips. as it were. move after his death. each time the Jews study this
section of the Torah it will be as if Moses is teaching it again and all
are listening to him do so.
This derashah is typical of the derashnt of Tanhuma. which are
relatively long and varied. and are often linked to R' Tanhuma bar
Abba. Nevertheless. one cannot say that the Midrash Tanhuma. as
we have it, is that ofR'Tanhuma bar Abba. because here too we find
signs of later derashot. Here too the work is referred to by the name
of an Amora whose name is mentioned in it frequently. although he
was certainly not its final editor.
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scholars, already knew the question and the answer given to it.
From the halakhic question, the darshall goes on to discuss
different matters related to rain and the quantity of rain that God
allocates to His world. From the allocation of rain, the darshan goes
on to the sun, the heavens, the earth, the Exodus from Egypt, the
darkness, and finally to Joseph's imprisonment, that being the
subject of the parashah.
The second halakhic petihah is taken from Midrash Tallhuma to
Parashat Vayigash, this also being in the Book of Genesis. This is
the text:
"May our rabbi teach us: Which type of guarantor [to a loan] is
required to pay?" And the answer: "Thus did our Sages learn: R'
Simeon ben Nanas says: 'Which guarantor is required to pay? One
who says, "Lend to him and I will pay you back," and he negotiated
with the guarantor; he [the guarantor] is liable'" [for it is assumed
that the lender lent the money because of his trust of the guarantor
rather than of the borrower].
This answer is also taken from the Mishnah, Tractate Bava Batra
Chapter 10, and the section is very simple. The question is simple,
as is the answer.
The darshall in Tallhuma uses the technique of the halakhic
petihah in order to further his argument, just as the aggadic
midrashim that we dealt with before used special techniques in
order to advance their arguments. The petihah of the guarantor
does not end with the answer given by the darshan from Tractate
Bava Batra, but serves as the basis for the derashah in which the
darshall begins by quoting (Gen. 42:37), "Deliver him into my
hand, and I will bring him to you again." This, of course, is a
reference to the second descent by Jacob's sons to Egypt, and
Judah's pledge to be a guarantor for the safe return of Benjamin.
Incidentally, while the Torah attributes the above verse to Reuben,
Tanhuma expounds it as coming from Judah.
The technique of the use of halakhah is not only used in Midrash
Tanhuma. Sometimes, together with the petihah in aggadah, there
are also peti/wt in halakhah. Generally, the petihah in halakhah
precedes those in aggadah, but sometimes they are intertwined.
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If one studies the halakhic petihot, the question arises why simple
questions and simple answers, both of which were known by the
listeners, were brought in. There are three possible answers to this
question:
First, it is possible that our assumption that the people knew the
answers is wrong. It is possible that some of the listeners did not
know the answers, and the darshan used the opportunity to teach
the congregation a number of halakhic matters along with his
aggadic midrash.
Second, it is possible that the questions in halakhah were
"planted" in advance. In other words, the dars/zan arranged to have
one of the listeners ask the question, and based on that question and
its answer, the darshan went on to complete his derashah along the
lines he had planned. Had the question asked to the darshan been a
difficult one, the darshan might have had to supply answers that the
congregation would not understand, or else the congregants might
get involved in discussing the answer, thus leading the darshan
along a path he did not desire. It is thus possible that the darshan
"planted" simple questions which would enable him to get to the
topic he wished to discuss within a minimal amount of time.
A third possibility is that there existed far more complicated
derashot in halakhah, but the editor of the midrash omitted them
because he was not interested in discussing halakhah within the
framework of Midrash Tanhuma.
There were evidently numerous Midreshei Tanhuma and
Yelammedenus, and it is possible that the original Midrash
Yelammedenu disappeared. Whether such a work existed has not
yet been answered, and scholars have been dealing with the question
since the 19th century.
Here we should note that our Midrash Tallhuma is a relatively
late Midrash, and even though it is primarily an Eretz Israel
Midrash, in a number of places there are sections of the Babylonian
Talmud. For example, in Midrash Tallhuma on Parashat Bereshit
and on Parashat Noah, one finds extracts of the Babylonian She' iltot
taken from She'iltot d'Rav Ahai Gaon - a work composed in
Babylon at the beginning of the Geonic period. Solomon Buber, who
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dealt a great deal with the redaction of the Midrashim, once found a
version which he thought was the most ancient of all of the
Midreshei Tanhuma, and he published it under the name of
Midrash Tanhuma ha-Kadum ve-ha-Yashan (the Ancient and Old
Midrash Ta/lhuma). Today, most scholars are of the opinion that
Buber's Ta/lhuma, "the ancient and old," is just another variant of
the Tanhuma, and based on the genizot (ancient storehouses for
discarded religious works) and quotes of Ta/lhuma that we know of,
it is clear that there were books that differed from this one. One
cannot thus speak of Midrash Tanhuma but of Midreshei
Tanhuma, and relate to them almost as a separate literary genre.
A number of the Midreshei Rabbah that we have were copied
directly from the Tanhuma. This is true for many of the sections in
the second part of Shemot Rabbah and for the majority of the
second part of Bamidbar Rabbah. The majority of Devarim Rabbah
also resembles Ta/lhuma in format and style.
Devarim Rabbah is primarily an aggadic midrash. It too begins
with questions of halakhah, but it does not use the words
"yelammedenu rabbetlu," which are found in Tanhuma, in its
halakhic petihot, but simply uses the word "halakhah," We will
now study two examples of halakhic petihot which appear in
Devarim Rabbah.
The first example is the petihah to the parashah of Ki Tetzei. The
editor or the darsllan does not deal with the first topics of the
parashah, but begins immediately with the commandment of
shilu'ah ha-ke/l - sending away the mother bird from the nest
before taking its chicks. Thus the petihah opens (Deut, 22:6), "'If a
bird's nest chances to be before you.' Halakhah: If a child is born
circumcised... "
At first glance, there is no connection between the
commandment of shilu'ah ha-ken and the commandment of
circumcision. And we have already seen, when we quoted some of
the classic petihot, that the quoting of verses which seemingly have
nothing to do with the para shah arouses the curiosity of the
listeners to see why. the darsha/l began with one topic when he
wants to deal with a different one, and how he will link the two.
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Let us now return to the petihah in Devarim Rabball. After
having quoted the two verses, the darshan discusses familiar
halakhot that deal with the commandment of circumcision.
Afterwards he asks: "Why is the infant circumcised on the eighth
day?" And he answers: "For the Holy One, blessed be He was
merciful to him, to wait until he has his strength. And just as God is
merciful to man, He is merciful to animals." After having brought a
verse which proves this, the darshan continues: "And just as the
Holy One, blessed be He is merciful to animals, He is merciful to
fowl, as it states, 'If a bird's nest chances to be before you ... do not
take the mother with the young...'
Thus the darshan moves from the halakhic midrash and comes to
a discussion of agg;1dah.
In this case, there is a great distance between the topic of the
halakhah and that of the aggadah. In our next example, the distance
is smaller, and the listeners were perhaps able to guess the link
themselves. We are referring here to the parashah of Va-et'ha/lan,
also in Deuteronomy, which opens with Moses' plea to God to enter
the Land of Canaan (Deut. 3:23), "And I besought the Lord at that
time."
The darsha/l opens with this verse and says: "Halakhah: A Jew
who is standing in prayer, may he do so in a loud voice?" After
presenting this question, the darshan discusses topics of halakhah
and of aggadah and combines them, but this time the listener knows
the link between the halakhah and the aggadah; between Vaet'hanan and the laws of prayer. And the darshan continues: There
are ten languages of prayer. One of them is tahanunim - pleading
- and Moses, the greatest of all prophets, used this. Here the
darshan clarifies the significance of the word taha/lu/lim, and
claims as part of the derashah that the word tahanun is related to
the word hi/lam - gratuitous, A person who pleads is in actuality
asking for a gratuitous gift.
And this is the way the section ends: He [Moses] said to Him
[God]: "Did You not, Lord of the Universe, tell me, that whoever is
not worthy - I [Le. God] will pardon him, that You will give him a
gratuitous gift? Now I am not asking from You anything but that
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You do this gratuitously." From where do we see this? From the fact
that it states. "And I besought the Lord." In other words. the
darshan stresses that Moses' prayer was a matter of pleading, a
request to receive a gratuitous gift.
These two extracts are taken from the general Devarim Rabbah,
and we already noted in Chapter 7 that according to Saul Lieberman
this work was accepted primarily by the Ashkenazic Jews, whereas
the other Devarim Rabbah was accepted primarily by the Sephardic
Jews.
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Up to now, we have dealt primarily with Midrashim on the Torah.
However, we have in our possession other Midrashim as well. on the
five megillot and on the books of Samuel. Psalms and Proverbs,
among others. These Midrashim generally resemble the aggadic
midrashim to the Torah: They too are from Eretz Israel and they
were composed at about the same time that the major Eretz Israel
Midrashim were composed.
There is no doubt that there were aggadic collections to other
books of the Torah as well, and parts of these have been preserved in
collections of the Middle Ages and in other works, but we have no
information on these Midrashim.
The Midrashim on the different megillot were not all composed
at the same time. but the five Midrashim known as "Midrash
Rabbah on the Megillot" are all from Eretz Israel, and were
evidently compiled between the fifth and eighth centuries C.E.
Esther Rabbah is the most recent of these Midrashim.
Alongside the major Midrashim on the megillot. known as the
Midrash Rabbah or Rabbati to the five megillot. we know of other
Midrashim to the five megillot. These Midrashim were on the whole
not printed until just before the end of the 19th century.
In 1895, Solomon Buber published another edition of Ekhah
Rabbati. and added a long and detailed foreword to it. This edition is
somewhat different from the generally available Ekhah Rabbati,
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Now we will deal with the Midraslz Slzir Iza-Shirim. The Song of
Songs had already been explained in very early times not in

but, unlike Ekhah Zuta, which is a separate work in its own right,
Buber's Ekhah Rabbati is not totally different from the generally
available work. Incidentally, Buber published Ekhah Zuta in two
different versions.
Another Midrash to the Song of Songs was published by A.
Gruenhut, based on a manuscript found in the Cairo Genizah, and
here too it is clear that we are dealing with a Midrash which differs
from Shir ha-Shirim Rabbati and from Shir ha-Shirim Zuta.
The Book of Esther also has a number of Midrashim in addition to
Esther Rabbati, the most well-known Midrash. Here too one must
give credit to Solomon Buber, who already in 1887 published a
collection of Midrashim on Esther and named it Aggadat Esther. At
least one of the Midrashim in this collection, Midraslz Abba Gurion,
preceded Esther Rabbati.
The relationship between the different Midrashim has not yet
been investigated properly. So too do the questions about the works
themselves, their time, their place and the identity of their authors
await answers. Many of the Midrashim that we have mentioned here
were known in the Middle Ages, but even those that were known did
not always spread to every country and community. There were
Midrashim that were known only in a certain region - jewish Spain
and its "satellites," for example - while others were known
elsewhere - Germany, Italy, Yemen, etc.
The terms Midrash Rabbah - or Rabbati - and Midraslz Zuta
were unknown in the Middle Ages as far as the Midrashim on the
megillot were concerned. In Chapter 5 above, we saw that the term
Midrash Rabbalz was given to most of the Midrashim on the Torah
at a relatively late time. Only in the 15th century was this term
applied to the Midrashim on the megillot, when printers began
printing them together with the Midrashim on the Torah. In the
Middle Ages the different Midrashim were known as "Midrash" or
"Aggadah" (or ("Haggadah"), with or without the name of the
Biblical book about which they were written.
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accordance with its literal meaning. R' Akiva stated that "The world
was never more worthy than the day that the Song of Songs was
given to Israel, for all the songs are holy and the Song of Songs is the
holiest of the holy" (Mishnah Yadayim 3:5); it is obvious that R'
Akiva did not interpret the Song of Songs literally. The Song of
Songs was interpreted as an analogy of the ties between Israel and
its God, and the fate of the lovers in this work, the love and the
closeness, the separation and the artempts to come together again,
all of these were expounded as a symbol of the history of the jewish
people and as an expression of the promise of the future
redemption.
The Midrashim on the Song of Songs also pay a great deal of
attention to the relationship between the jewish people and the
other nations, and the role of the other nations of the world as
observers of Israel and its fate. The Midrashim on the Song of Songs
also devote considerable space to the Torah and those who study it,
and to the efforts of the jewish people in their struggle to observe
the Torah and study it.
We will illustrate some of these maners by a number of passages
from Midrash Slzir lza-Slzirim Rabbalz:
On the verse (Song 6:10), "Who is she that looks forth as the
morning," the Midrash quotes a story involving the Amoraim R'
Hiyya and R' Simeon bar Tahlafta,
that were working in the Valley of Arbel and saw the breaking
of the dawn. R' Hiyya said to R' Simeon bar Tahlafta: "That is
how Israel's redemption will be ... At first it will come little by
little and afterwards it will sparkle as it comes, and after that it
will increase and multiply."
A number of beautiful deraslzot are to be found on the verse
(Song 1:5), "I am black, but comely, a you daughters of jerusalem,
as the tents of Kedar, as the curtains of Solomon": "I am black in
my deeds but comely in the deeds of my forefathers ... I am black in
myself and comely before my Creator ... 1am black in this world and
comely in the World to Come." Similarly, "just as the tents of
Kedar appear on the outside to be ugly, black and ragged, but are
filled with precious stones and pearls, so with Torah scholars: even
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though they appear ugly and swarthy in this world. inside they are
filled with Torah. Scriptures. Mishnah. Midrash. Halakhah.
Talmud. Tosefta and Aggadah."
On the verse (Song 1:6). "Look not upon me. because I am black.
because the sun has looked upon me." the Midrash gives a
story/analogy of the Amora R' Isaac. of the third century C.E.:
A certain woman had an Ethiopian slave who would go down
to draw water from a spring. both [the slavel and her friend.
She said to her friend: "My friend. tomorrow my master will
divorce his wife and take me as his wife." She said to her:
"Why" [do you think sol? "Because he saw that her hands
were stained." She said to her. "Fool! Let your ears hear what
your mouth speaks! If he is indeed willing to divorce his wife.
whom he loves. because her hands were stained for a short
while. then. in your case. where all of you is stained and black
from your mother's womb. how much more so," Thus - when
the other nations claim that Israel has degraded itself ... Israel
will say to them: "If we are indeed guilty of this for a short time.
how much more is this true for you!"
This analogy undoubtedly expresses the debate in the third
century C.E. between the Jews and the Christians, echoes of which
are to be found in various places in the Talmudic and Midrashic
literature. In this form, the analogy is an internal Jewish expression
of the Jewish position. and it is difficult to assume that this
argument was actually voiced in any dispute with Christians. It is
more logical to assume that at some time or another R' Isaac related
to the Jewish-Christians and the non-Jewish Christians and their
claims regarding the Jews who were alleged to have "degraded
themselves"; in answer. he told the story we have here. and also
explained the analogy.
The term "degraded themselves" is an allusion to the sin of the"
Golden Calf that the Israelites made in the desert (see Ps. 106:20)
and the non-Christian position adopted by the Jews from the end of
the Second Temple period on. The claim that the sin of the Golden
Calf is an ancient sin of the Jews appears numerous times in the
debates between the Jews and the Christians in the Middle Ages.
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Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah. as the other midrashim on Eretz Israel.
has numerous petihot. both simple and complex ones. We will
examine a complex petihah here as an example.
The first petihah in Shir ha-Sllirim Rabbah deals with King

Another well-known derashah from Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah
relates to the verse (Song 2:7). "I charge you. 0 you daughters of
Jerusalem. by the roes. and by the hinds of the field. that you stir not
up, nor awake my love, till he please." This verse repeats itself in the
Song of Songs. with changes. four times. and the mid rash
comments on these four:
There are four oaths here. The Holy One. blessed be He. had
Israel swear that they would not rebel against the (other)
nations. and that they would not [try tol speed up the end [of
daysl. and that they would not reveal 'their mysteries to the
[otherl nations of the world. and that they would not ascend
the wall from their exile [Le.. would not use force to end their
exilel.
In parallel sources. there is also reference to an oath that God had
the other nations swear. to the effect that they would not subjugate
the Jews excessively.
The derashah of the four oaths (in other sources there are only
three or even two) was used and is still used to this day as
ammunition by Jews who oppose Zionism and widespread
immigration to Israel. for Jews are ostensibly forbidden to rebel
against the other nations. to attempt to speed up the end. and to
"ascend the wall."
Various answers have been given in order to justify this
immigration and the Zionist cause against these erroneous attacks.
and in any event it is a fact that throughout all generations these
"prohibitions" were never listed in the 613 commandments. the
takkallot or the rules that are binding on Jews. and they were always
regarded as being non-binding aggadah. Indeed. it is clear that these
"oaths" represent the view of the darshallim of their generations.
just as the analogy of R' Isaac cannot be understood except against
the background of the historical reality from which it grew.
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Solomon. to whom the Sages, as is known, attribute the writing of
the Song of Songs, as well as Proverbs and Ecclesiastes. The
opportune verse of the petihah is (Song 1:1), "The Song of Songs,
which is Solomon's," and the opening verse of the petihah is (Prov.
22:29), "If you see [Hazita in Hebrew] a man diligent in his
business, let him stand before kings: but let him not stand before
mean men."
InCidentally, the Midrash on the Song of Songs is also known as
Midrash Hazita. because of the first word of the opening verse.
Sometimes, the Midrash on Ecclesiastes is also known as Midrash
Hazita, because it too opens with the same verse.
The declared aim of this petihah is to clarify whom the verse
refers to. Who is "the man diligent in his business"? But the editor
of the Midrash does not bring an answer immediately. Instead, he
gives a series of derashot expounded by various Tannaim on the
verse, where they interpret it as referring to different people.
According to the first view, the "man diligent in his business" is
Joseph. for we are told concerning him (Gen. 39:11). "Joseph went
into the house to do his business." And here we are told of a dispute
between R' Judah and R' Nehemiah, each of whom had his own
explanation of the case of Joseph and Potiphar's wife.
Anotherinterpretation: "A man diligent in his business" refers to
Moses.' When was Moses diligent in his business? In constructing
the Sanctuary. Here too, various verses are mentioned showing that
Moses was diligent in his work. and explanations are offered of "let
him stand before kings; but let him not stand before mean men."
Another interpretation: "A man diligent in his business" refers to
the righteous who are occupied in God's work. And here too there is
a detailed discussion.
Another interpretation: "A man diligent in his business"
refers to R' Hanina. They stated: Once R' Hanina saw people of
his town bringing different sacrifices [to Jerusalem]. He said:
"Are all then bringing sacrifices while I bring nothing?" He
immediately went out to the desert area near his city, where he
found a single rock. He took and carved and shaped it. He said:
"I will bring it to Jerusalem." He wished to hire workers. He
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said to them: "Will you bring this rock to Jerusalem for me?"
They said to him: "Pay us a fee of a hundred gold coins and we
will bring your rock to Jerusalem." He said to them: "How
would I have a hundred gold coins, or even fifty, to give you?"
He was unable to give [that sum]. They immediately went
away. The Holy One, blessed be He immediately sent him five
angels in the shape of men. They said to him: "Rabbi, give us
five selahs and we will bring your rock to Jerusalem, provided,
though, that you too lend a hand alongside us." He put his hand
to it along with them, and they found themselves standing in
Jerusalem. He wished to pay them their wage but was unable to
find them. The [account of this] story came to the Sanhedrin
in the Chamber of Hewn Stone [in the Temple]. They said to
him: "It appears, our teacher. that the Serving Angels brought
up this rock for you to Jerusalem." He immediately gave the
sages the fee he had made up to pay the angels.
After interpreting the verse. "If you see a man diligent in his
business, let him stand before kings." as referring to R' Hanina, the
darshan suggests other interpretations of the verse. In the end. he
interprets the verse as applying to King Solomon. and concludes as
follows: "After everything that King Solomon had done and after all
that he had achieved, the Spirit of God rested upon him and he
composed the three books of Proverbs, the Song of Songs and
Ecclesiastes."
Thus, after we have read a series of derashot that are in no way
connected except for the fact that they all deal with the same verse
of "Hazita," we return to our starting point. The Song of Songs is
Solomon's Midrash, and this is as we see in the verse, "If you see a
man diligent in his business, let him srand before kings."
We will end this discussion on Shir Iw-Shirim Rabbah with a
portion of the midrash to the verse (Song 1: 12), "While the king is
at his table, my spikenard sends forth its smell." This is what the
mid rash has to say about the verse:
R' Meir says: "'While the king' - the King, King of Kings.
the Holy One, blessed be He - was at His table in the heavens,
the Israelites gave off a foul odor and said to the Calf (Ex. 32:4),
'These are your gods, 0 Israel.'" R' Judah said to him:
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"Enough. Meir! One does not expound on the Song of Songs
except to praise Israel. What then is [meant by] 'The king is at
his table'? 'While the king' - the King, King of Kings, the Holy
One, blessed be He - was at His table in the heavens. the
Israelites gave off a fragrant odor at Mount Sinai. and said (Ex.
24:7), 'All that the Lord has said will we do and heed.'"
Let us compare the petihah to Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah with that
to Kohelet Rabbah. Kohelet Rabbah begins in the exact same way
(Eccl. 1:1). "The words of Kohelet [sometimes translated as "the
Preacher" - trans.], the son of David, king in Jerusalem" - This
is as seen in the verse said through the Spirit of God by Solomon,
king of Israel (Prov. 22:29): "If you see [Hazita] a man diligent in
his business, let him stand before kings; but let him not stand before
mean men." But unlike the mid rash in Shir lla-Shirim Rabbah, the
editor does not bring a whole series of interpretations of the verse
"Hazita." Instead, it brings only the story of R' Hanina. Thus the
petihah to Kohelet Rabbah uses one element of the petihah to Shir
ha-Shirim Rabbah, but in a more simple form. and we have before
us a good example of the difference between a complex petihah, as it
appears in Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah. and a simple petihah, as it
appears in Kohelet Rabbah.
The Midrash to the Book of Psalms is also named after the way it
begins, and is known as Midrash Shollar TOil. The petihah to the
first derashah in the book is based on the verse (Prov. 11:27). "He
that diligently seeks good [shohar tall in Hebrew] procures favor,"
and we have already noted, in Chapter 7. that numerous works are
referred to by their opening words.
Midrash Shollar TOil. as we have it, was evidently edited at the
beginning of the Middle Ages, and has sections of a relatively late
date as well. It is clear that the Book of Psalms had an ancient
collectiDn Df aggadDt. and it is logical tD assume that that cDllection,
Dr large parts Df it, remained within the Midrash Dn Psalms that we
have today. In a number of places in the Jerusalem Talmud and in
Bereshit Rabbah, there is mention Df Aggadat Tehillim or Tehillim
Aggadah as a written Dr Dral collectiDn knDwn tD R' Judah the
Exilarch and his cDlleagues. AccDrding to this. the cDllection had
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which had clearly been given Drally, aggadDt from various other
works, and so Dn.
The Midrash Dn Ecclesiastes is much smaller than that on Psalms.
As the Midrash was cDpied a number of times tDgether with the
Midrashim Dn Psalms and on Samuel, all three are sometimes
referred tD as ShDhar TOil, but this joint title is erroneous. fDr it is
Dnly appropriate tD the Midrash on Psalms.
It is difficult to say anything definite abDut the era or the place Df
the editor Df the Midrash Dn Ecclesiastes. MDSt Df the sections in the
wDrk are shDrt. Dffering simple explanations. It has no petihot and
there are very few sections Df derashot and aggadot of the type
which are CDmmon in the major Midrashim. The text that we have
of the Midrash on Ecclesiastes is sorely deficient. and it would
appear that sectiDns were omitted already at a very early time.
The Midrash Dn Samuel is alsD sDmetimes referred tD as Shohar
Tov. It is alsD known as Midrash Shmuel, Aggadat Shmuel. and based Dn its petihah - Midrash Et La'asot La-Shem. It is difficult
tD determine the era Df the Midrash. In style, at least, it is clDse to
the Midrashim of Eretz Israel, and today there is a tendency to
attribute it tD the middle era. parallel to that Df the Midrashim Dn
the megillot. In Midrash Shmuel. toD. we can see the uneven

Rabbah.
The derashot in the Midrash on Psalms are quite varied. The
volume contains petihot. derashot on the content, parts of derashDt

existed, at the very least as an oral source. from at least the end of
the 2nd or the beginning of the 3rd century C.E.
SDlomDn Buber. whD recDnstructed the wDrk in 1891 and wrote a
lDng and detailed introduction to it, claimed that Shohar Tov was
edited by different editors in different eras.
The Midrash on Psalms is a very big wDrk. The different parts Df
the BODk Df Psalms are not all treated equally. As a general rule. Dne
can say that the first parts Df the bODk .are treated more fully than
the later parts. Thus, for example, the Midrash contains eleven
derashDt Dn the first verse in Psalms, while Psalm 89. a very long
psalm, has but four passages Df midrash. This phenomenon is
present in Dther midrashic works as well. including Bereshit
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treatment that the Midrash gives to the Book of Samuel: The vast
majority of the material refers to Samuel I. This was evidently the
way the work was composed, and there were no parts that
disappeared over the course of time.
One should also note that, in addition to the Midrashim
mentioned here, there are also various translations of the Biblical
books, some of which contain a great deal of deraslzalz material.
This is especially true for the translations of the megillot. In fact,
one may regard the translations of the megillot as Midrashim in the
Aramaic tongue. There is no doubt that these translations and the
Midrashim are closely connected. even though one cannot
document precisely all the ties between them.
A unique mid rash is Seder Eliyalzu, which is divided into Seder
Eliyahu Rabbalz and Seder Eliyahu Zuta. It is also known as Talllla
D' Bei Eliyalzu, or even just Eliyahu. The source of the names Seder
Eliyalzu Rabbah and Seder Eliyahu Zuta is an aggadah which
appears in the Babylonian Talmud. Tractate Ketubot (lOS b), which
tells of the Amara R' Anan, who was visited constantly by the
prophet Elijah ("Eliyahu" in Hebrew), who would teach him "Seder
Eliyahu." Because of a certain incident, Elijah stopped coming to R'
Anan, and when he finally returned, he taught R' Anan the rest of
Seder Eliyahu. The part taught at first is known as Seder Eliyahu
Rabbah. and that taught later is known as Seder Eliyahu Zuta.
This Babylonian Talmud tradition made many think that the
midrash known as Seder Eliyalzu was created in Babylon. but it
appears that that is not so. This Midrash, too, is from Eretz Israel,
though there are numerous views as to where it was composed and
when.
Seder Olam Rabbah has a total of 31 chapters, while Seder Olam
Zuta has 25. The latter book is itself divided into two parts. with
Chapters 1-18 being referred to as Sefer Derekh Eretz and
Chapters 19-25 being known as Pirkei d' Rabbi Eliezer (this should
not be confused with the Midrash Pirkei d'Rabbi Eliezer which will
be dealt with below). The first part of Seder Eliyahu Zuta was
evidently composed by the author of Seder Eliyalzu Rabbah.
The literary style of Seder Eliyahu is that of a collection of moral
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little. love of the Torah and love of man. It contains numerous
discussions and debates with various people. some of whom the
author meets in his travels. but in these discussions, too, one feels
the forbearance and modesty that characterize the entire work. The
work also contains quite a large amount of halakhic material generally material closer to the halakhot of Eretz Israel than to
those of Babylon - but it also quotes the Babylonian Talmud.
We will bring two passages from Seder Eliyahu Rabbalz and one
from Seder Eliyallu Zuta. The first is taken from Parashah 16 (Ish
Shalom edition. p. 80):
I once sat in the great bet midrash in Jerusalem and a certain
student came over and asked me a question, as a son asks his
father. He said to me: "Rabbi, why were the first generations [of
the world] different from all the other generations. that they
had long lives and lived many years?" I said to him: "My son,
they lived many years so that they could be tested - so that
they could perform deeds of lovingkindness for one another. .."
At this point, there is a description of the behavior of the individuals
of the first generations, who would perform deeds of
lovingkindness fot their fathers. and then the text goes on:
From this they [i.e., the Sages] said, 'Those who are worthy
are given the opportunity for further good deeds. and those
unworthy [are given the opportunity] for evil deeds," and this
is true for all the families on earth, both Jewish and nonJewish."
The second passage which we will quote is taken from the end of
Parashah 28 (Ish Shalom edition, p. 143):
Thus did the Holy One, blessed be He say to Israel: "My
children, Have I ever deprived you? What do I ask of you? All I
ask of you is that you love one another and respect one another
and be in awe of one another, and that there not be found
among you any sin Ot theft Ot any despicable act."
The third passage is taken from Seder Eliyahu Zuta, Pirka 15 (Ish
Shalom edition, p. 197):
Abba Elijah, may he be remembered fot the good and may he

derashot. The work stresses humility, modesty, being content with
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Another Midrash about which there are debates regarding the
date and place of composition is Pirkei D'Rabbi Eliezer. This
Midrash is a collection of midrashim comprising 54 chapters, and
its main theme is the aggadic development of the stories in the Book
of Genesis and of the Exodus from Egypt. The first chapters of the
book deal with R' Eliezer ben Hyrcanos, the pupil ofR' Johanan ben
Zakkai and one of the teachers of R' Akiva in Yavneh. After
describing the life of R' Eliezer based on various sources in the
rabbinic literature. there are a number of sayings attributed to R'
Eliezer. and thus the entire work is presented as a collection of
midrashim of R' Eliezer. But even those who hold the traditional
approach. which regards the Tanna R' Eliezer as the author of Pirkei
D'Rabbi Eliezer. know that one cannot state matters that simply, if
for no other reason than that a number of the sages mentioned in
the work lived hundreds of years after R' Eliezer.
In this work, one can observe a certain influence of the
Apocrypha. including the Book of Elloch. the Book ofJubilees, the
Testamellts of the Tribes of Israel, and others. Similarly. there are
signs of Muslim influence and historic allusions to events at the
beginning of the Muslim era. As a result, many scholars hypothesize
that the book was written in the early Muslim period. The relatively
great use in this work of material from the Apocrypha is especially
interesting, because in most of the Eretz Israel Midrashic literature
it is very difficult to find the direct influence of these works. and
their influence is generally apparent only in the aggadic works
composed in Christian Europe in later generations.

be remembered for a blessing. said: "I bring the heavens and the
earth as witnesses to me. that every Torah scholar who studies
for the sake of Heaven and reviews his studies for the sake of
Heaven, and eats of his own (possessions) and enjoys his own
(possessions) and does not derive any enjoyment from the
community. of him the verse states (Ps. 128:2), 'You shall eat
the labor of your hands: happy shall you be, and it shall be well
with you...•
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One of the pronounced characteristics of the literary methods
used in the aggadah is their link to the methods of the Bible. One can
state that in most cases the aggadah attempts to utilize those
methods found in the Bible and to develop them further.
The metaphor. for example. is a common literary device in the
Bible, and there is not a single book in the Bible that does not
contain metaphors. The aggadah employs this method. developing
and using it according to its own methods.
There are also other Biblical methods used by the aggadah. In the
following two examples, the aggadah utilizes data taken from the
Bible but not developed there. and uses the data to further its own
aims.
The first example: King Solomon is mentioned. either directly or
by allusion, in the introductions to all three of the books attributed
to him by the Sages: Proverbs. the Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes.
But the aggadah does not limit itself to stating that in Proverbs we
have the verse (Prov. 1:1) ''The proverbs of Solomon." and in the

Preliminary Note: A goodly portion of the material discussed in
this chapter is taken from the work by Yitzhak Heinemann, Darke;
ha-Aggadah ("The Ways of the Aggadah"). published by the
Magnes Press. The discussion on the methods of the aggadah is of
necessity more limited here. and a number of important topics in
this area will not be dealt with at all.
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Song of Songs (Song 1: I), "The Song of Songs, which is
Solomon's," but seeks to bolster the association in these books by
having Solomon playa central role in the commentary on the book
and in the aggadot linked to it. In addition, the aggadah also sets out
the correct order, based on its views, of the books written by
Solomon, and uses these works to flesh out information on
Solomon's life.
If we are told in Ecclesiastes (1:12), "I Kohelet was king over
Israel in Jerusalem," the aggadah seizes on the words "was king,"
and tells us at length that King Solomon was deposed at a certain
point in his life, and when he wrote Ecclesiastes, he spoke of his
kingship in the past tense.
According to this interpretation, the Book of Ecclesiastes was
written at a'lare stage of Solomon's life, and this fits the statement
"was king" as well as the contents of the book itself and its
prevailing spirit. As a young man, Solomon wrote the Song of
Songs, in his prime he wrote Proverbs, and finally, in his old age, he
wrote Ecclesiastes, whose theme is "all is vanity."
Another example is the story of the sacrifice of Isaac. After this
story, the Torah tells of the death of Sarah. The aggadah does not
content itself with the fact that the two stories appear
consecutively, but links the two and creates a chronology dictated
by the data in the Torah. which turns Isaac into a man who is 37
years old at the time of the sacrifice (for Sarah died at the age of 127
and Isaac was born when she was 90 years old). Thus Isaac is
transformed from a child or young man into a mature adult who is
fully aware of the circumstances surrounding him - as opposed to
the simple story as it appears in the Torah - and it is thus Isaac who
is the hero of the entire story.
It is possible that the Sages thus transformed Isaac because they
wished to make him a symbol of those who sanctify God's name
throughout all generations. It is also possible that their aim was to
link the death of Sarah to the sacrifice of Isaac so as to tell us: It is
true that Isaac was saved from being sacrificed, but someone else
paid the price: Sarah, who died when she heard of the sacrifice
before hearing that in fact it had not actually been completed. The
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link between the two stories creates this new effect which the
aggadah develops for its own purposes, based on the data presented
in the Torah but uneJaborated upon there.
Another way that the aggadah follows the lead of the Bible is its
stress on certain letters and details.
In Genesis Chapter 28, for example, we are told that when Jacob
arrived in Luz, which is Beth-EI, he took "of the stones" of the
place, and lay down in that place. Later in the chapter, the "stones"
(plural) become a single stone: "And he took the stone that he had
placed at his head."
If we wish, this is nothing but a slight change in the Biblical
language, with no significance. But the aggadah, as it deals with the
text seriously and has something to add, uses the transition from
the plural to the singular in order to relate a story of how all the
stones vied among themselves for the privilege of having the
righteous Jacob rest his head on them, and in the end all were
transformed into a single large stone.
In Deuteronomy, in Parashat Ha'azinu, there appears the verse
(33:23), "I will dispose of my arrows upon them." One can, of
course, take these words in the simple sense, and learn from them a
Divine warning and threat by God that He will unleash His arrows
against Israel. But the aggadah explains the words a little
differently: I will dispose of my arrows, but I will not dispose of
them [i.e., of the Jewish peoplel.
And another example: We read that when Eretz Israel was divided
up among the tribes, they did this "according to the lot." One can
explain the phrase "according to the lot" based on the simple
meaning of the words, but the aggadah is not satisfied with this and
transforms the Jot into an independent entity. "The lot stood and
cried out: 'I, the lot of Naphtali, have fallen in the portion of soand-so" - "according to the lot."
And another example: In the story of the sale of Joseph, we read
(Gen. 37:24), "The pit was empty, there was no water in it." Our
Sages added: "'The pit was empty, there was no water in it' - but it
had snakes and scorpions."
The interpretation of the Sages to this verse stemmed first and
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foremost from their comprehension of the text and the serious way
they reacted to everything written in the Torah. If the Torah stated,
"The pit was empty, there was no water in it," this means that we
have to flesh out the lacuna and say: "It was empty of water, but ir
was not empty of other things." But it is possible that the Sages had
other aims here. It is possible that these snakes and scorpions on the
one hand magnify Joseph's suffering and his righteousness, while
on the other hand magnifying the cruelty and jealousy of the
brothers who paid no attention to the fact that they were throwing
their brother into a pit filled with snakes and scorpions, It is also
possible that through this interpretation we magnify the miracle
which occurred to Joseph, who logically should have died in that
pit, but rather was sold to Egypt and attained high office,
Sometimes, it is not the stress on words or language, but a
general impression of the situation which underlies the words of the
aggadah.
When we study carefully the stories about Samson, we can
summarize them and say, as stated in the Mishnah (Tractate Sotah
1:8), that "Samson followed his eyes, and therefore the Philistines
put out his eyes," This relates to what the Bible tells us, but is not
stated as such in any particular verse. Rather, it relates to a common
thread running through all the stories about Samson. From this we
have the conclusion - Samson followed his eyes, and therefore the
Philistines put out his eyes.
Another type of derashah is the derashah on names. Many of the
names mentioned in the Bible in general, and especially names
mentioned in Genesis, have a specific meaning, which the Bible
itself interprets. Sometimes the name is even determined based on
its derashah meaning. This is true for Noah, Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob, as well as for Jacob's sons and for Moses, and for the place
names Beth-El, Beersheba, and other names as well. The Torah both
explains and interprets them.
The Sages followed this approach of the Torah, developed it
further, and gave derashor not only of the names mentioned in the
Jist which we gave above, but also of other names that are not
mentioned in it: When Reuben (Re'uveill in Hebrew) was born, his
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mother Leah proclaimed: "See (Re' u) what is between (beill) my son
and my father-in-Iaw's son" (Esau). Yet in the Torah we are given an
explanation of the name (Gen. 29:32), "Surely the Lord has looked
(ra'ah) upon my affliction (be'ollyi)." Naphtali is explained as
1I0fer-1i - "choice honey to me." Regarding Ruth, the meaning of
whose name is not explained in the Bible, our Sages state that she
was named Ruth because David was her descendant, and David
delighted (ravalt) God with his psalms and praises. Why was the
woman known as Delilah? Because she reduced (dildelalt) Samson's
strength. Why was the king named Ahasuerus (Ahaslll'erosh in
Hebrew)? Because he was the brother (ahiv) of roslt (normally "the
head," but here meaning poison or a wicked person). Why was the
valley called the Valley of Shin'ar? Because there were shaken up
(slte'llill'aru) all those who died in the flood. And so on for many
other names.
Sometimes the stress is not on the name itself, but on the double
meaning that cerrain Biblical words have.
When the twelve spies returned to Moses, they told him about the
Land of Canaan, and said (Num.13:31): "We will not be able to go up
against the people; for they are stronger than we" (mi-mellu in
Hebrew). One can understand the word mi-mellu as translated
above, "than we," namely that the spies informed Moses that the
people who lived in Canaan were stronger than the Israelites. Our
Sages, though, did not leave it at that, and explained the word mimellu in its other meaning as well, namely "than he" - and the
"he" referred to is God! In other words, they claimed the Israelites
were unable to vanquish the Canaanites because the Canaanites
were stronger than God. Thus, the Sages added a religious element
to the report given by the spies.
In Numbers (20:29), we find the verse, "And all the congregation
saw [va-yir'u in Hebrew] that Aaron was dead." One
commentator, though, does not explain the word lla-yir'u in the
sense of seeing, but as fearing, I.e., that when Aaron died, the
Israelites feared what would happen.
Bruriah, the wife of R' Meir, explained the word Itara'im in the
verse (Ps. 104:35), "Let the lrara'im be consumed out of the earth,
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and let the wicked be no more" as "sins," rather than "sinners,"
namely that one should seek to have sin disappear rather than
sinners, and from this it follows that one may not pray for sinners to
be destroyed.
In Genesis (23:17), we are told how Abraham brought the field of
Ephron, and the Torah states, "And the field of Ephron was made
sure [va-yakom in Hebrew],' (to Abraham). The literal meaning is
that from that time on the field belonged to Abraham. Here too,
though, the Sages went beyond this and explained the word vayakom to mean that the field had a tekumah, Le., it become exalted
and elevated by the fact that it passed into Abraham's hands.
In regard to Adam, we are told (Gen. 2:18), "It is not good that
the man should be alone; I will make him a helpmeet (ezer in
Hebrew) for him (ke-negdo)." Here too the Sages went beyond the
literal meaning and interpreted it as follows: "If [the man] is
worthy, then ezer [she will be a helpmeet]; and if he is not worthy,
then ke-negdo [she will be against him]."
Thus, showing great sensitivity to the verse, the language, and the
words, there were new derashot on the verses, which brought to the
fore certain values and perceptions of the world, of life, and of the
interpretation of the Torah.
The aggadah shows a sensitivity to words, and the Sages
sometimes would use a derashah to explain the meaning of
uncommon words which appeared but twice in the Torah, in order
to link the two.
The infrequenrly appearing verb root BK' (bet, kaf, ayin) appears
twice in Genesis, where we are told that Abraham bika wood as parr
of his preparations for the sacrifice of Isaac, and in Exodus, where it
states that the sea nivka before the Israelites. The Sages attempted
to find a link between the two times that this verse appears, and
stated that it was the merit of the one who chopped (bika) wood that
led to the fact that the sea nivka - was split.
In the Bible, we are told of two men who wentto Timnah. Judah
went up to Timnah (Gen. 38:12), whereas Samson went down to
Timnah Oud. 14:1).Judah went up to Timnah in order to perpetuate
his family's name. this being the family from which would
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ultimately come the monarchy and the Messiah, whereas Samson
went down to Timnah to defend himself. From here we deduce the
general rule that people who come to Eretz Israel, or who leave it, do
not just come and go without any further ado. One who comes to
Eretz Israel goes up to it, whereas one who leaves the country
descends from it.
More bold are the derashot of al tikra (see below), which even
Maimonides and others mentioned as examples of presumptuous
derashot. A famous example of this refers to the verse (Isa. 54:13),
"And all your children shall be taught of the Lord; and great shall be
the peace of your children" (banayikh in Hebrew), on which the
midrash exclaims: "do not read (al tikra) it as banayikh, but as
bonayikh - 'your builders.'" It is clear that the darshan knew that
these are two different words, but he used two words which had a
similar sound in order to advance the idea underlying his derashah.
An even bolder derashah is found on the verse (Ex. 14:30), "Thus
the Lord saved [va-yosha in Hebrew] Israel that day out of the
hand of Egypt." In this derashah, the darshan explained the words
va-yosha as meaning that God's Shekhinah was saved together
with the Israelites when the Israelites left Egypt, as it the word had
been written ,'a-yivasha.
In another derashah, on the verse (Isa. 43:14), "For your sake I
have sent [shi/ah'ti in Hebrew] to Babylon," we are told that the
verse is read as if it had been written. "For your sake I [Le., God]
was sent (shulah'ti) to Babylon." In other words, not only did Israel
go into exile, but God's Shekhinah itself also went down to
Babylon.
In Genesis (1: 31) it states, "And God saw every thing that he had
made, and, behold, it was very good" (tov me'od in Hebrew). In R'
Meir's Torah, we are told, the last two words were written as tov
mavet - "death is good." It is difficult to imagine that that is the
way the text appeared in R' Meir's Torah scroll, and it is possible
that this was a thought that R' Meir jotted down as he prepared a
derashah. In any event, this comment by R' Meir is either very
skeptical or very pessimistic regarding life and creation as a whole,
and this is an additional example of not taking the words as they are
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actually wtitten but as al tikra.
Another device used by the aggadah is anthropomorphism or
personification: the angels sometimes act like people. Jerusalem
speaks. listens. grieves. is comforted. The Torah is an entity with
human atttibutes. and both rhe good deed and the sin act like
people. Here too the aggadah uses an idea which appears in the Bible
and expands on it.
Similarly. the Sages used anthtopomorphism in regard to the
angels and the Torah. In Job (Chapters 1 and 2). we read of "the
children of God" who came "to stand before the Lord." With this as
the basis. the Sages apply anthropomorphism to all the angels. In
Proverbs (Chapters 8 and 9) wisdom is compared to a woman who
builds her home and lives in it. and it is thus not surprising that the
Sages took wisdom. and later the entire Torah. and transformed
them into independent entities.
Here we should stress once again that the Sages' interpretations
were not derived from disdain for the Biblical text or from an
attempt to amuse themselves with it. On the contrary: the Sages
treated not only the Bible itself. but also its language and its views.
with the utmost seriousness. and they generally followed its paths
and developed them further.
R' Ishmael. the great Tanna and colleague of R' Akiva, laid down
the principle, "The Torah spoke in the language of man." namely
that the words are used in the sense used by man. but it would
appear that the Sages did not treat the words of the Torah as the
words of mortals. but as totally exact statements. to be used and
dealt with in utter setiousness.
Another technique which appears in the Torah and was developed
by the Sages was the interpreting of dreams. In Genesis (Chapters
40,41). we are told of the dreams which Joseph interpreted. The
three branches which the royal cupbearer had seen represented
three days, and the three baskets which the royal baker saw also
represented three days. The seven heads of cattle and the seven
grains of wheat represented seven years.
The aggadah uses these motifs to translate symbols into the
language of action. and here too it follows the footsteps of the
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Torah. Thus. the dream of the royal cupbearer becomes a vision of
Israel's redemption from Egypt even before Joseph ascended to his
high office and before Jacob and his sons went down to Egypt.
According to Bereshit Rabbah, the three branches are Moses, Aaron
and Mitiam; the blossoming of the vine is the blossoming of Israel's
redemption; and Pharaoh's cup in the hands of the royal cupbearer
is a symbol for the four cups of wine at the seder night.
Although it is true that the Torah does not mention the
interpretation of Joseph's dream, from the case itself it is clear that
the ladder that appeared in the dream is a symbol for Jacob and for
all future generations. It is from here that the general conclusion is
reached that "the deeds of the fathers are a paradigm for [the
actions of] their descendants." The ladder. Abraham's voyage to
Eretz Israel. and so on. are all deeds of the fathers that would
afterwards serve as paradigms for the deeds of their descendants.
But the aggadah also contains topics of a less Biblical nature. One
of these is the attempt to fill in lacunae of time and place, and to link
together people and objects that appear in different places in the
Bible.
Shem. Noah's son. is Malchizedek, who welcomes Abraham after
returning from the war of the five kings, and the aggadah links the
two even though a tremendous number of years had passed between
the flood and the war of the five kings.
Though the Book of Esther does norrell us Haman's ancestry. the
Sages used the term "the Agagite" to link him to Agag. king of
Amalek (I Sam. 15). and to claim that he was a descendant of
Amalek. son of Elifaz son of Esau. Thus the Sages made Haman the
successor of Amalek, and thus linked him to Esau. to his son Elifaz,
to Amalek who attacked the Israelites after they left Egypt and to
Amalek who fought against Saul.
The ass that Abraham saddled when he went to the sactifice of
Isaac was the same one that Moses saddled when he moved from
Midian to Egypt and began the process of redemption. and it is the
same ass of the Messiah in the future, and this is alluded to by the
prophet Zechatiah (9:9). in the verse. "Behold, your king comes
unto you: he is just and btings salvation; lowly. and tiding upon an
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ass, and upon a colt the foal of an ass."
The staff used by Moses to split the sea and to perform the signs is
the same one used by Jacob. and was later used by David and the
kings of Judah, and will be used by the Messiah in the future.
The place where Jacob dreamed his dream was named Beth-El.
Later on, the Temple would be erected at that spot, and it is also the
place where Abraham brought his son Isaac, the father of Jacob. to
be sacrificed.
In another aggadah, we are told that when Solomon married
Pharaoh's daughter, the angel Gabriel came down and shot a reed
into the sea. A storm carried sand to that place, and it was there that
Rome was built. Here the aim is somewhat different. for identifying
the era of Pharaoh's daughter with that of the founding of Rome is
not based on verses or hints to be found in the Bible. but is based on
a moral, possibly historiosophic judgment of the Sages, The great
sin of Solomon, the marrying of Pharaoh's daughter and the
construction of a "house" for Pharaoh's daughter alongside the
Temple. was what caused the founding of Rome, the city which
would later lay waste to the Temple.
Many events are said to have occurred on the night following the
14th day of the month of Nissan. the day the Jews were freed from
Egypt. On this night, Abraham vanquished the five kings: on this
night Jacob struggled with the angel and overcame him: on this
night God appeared to the king of Gerar and to Laban and warned
them not to harm our forefathers; on this night Gideon smote the
Midianites; and on this night Sennacherib was smitten ourside the
walls of Jerusalem. The first night of the Passover festival is also the
night upon which Belshazzar. king of Babylon. was smitten.
Following this defeat. the Persian Empire arose. which permitted
the return of the Jews to Zion and the building of the Second
Temple.
No less than five crucial events occurred on the 17th day of
Tammuz and another five on the 9th day of Av.
Thus we see a literary and conceptual device of using the Bible to
understand events which occurred during the time of the Sages: the
punishment for the sale of Joseph found expression in the Ten
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Martyrs killed by the Romans. Mordecai's cry in Shushan was an
echo of Esau's cry when Jacob took the blessings from him by
trickery.
Another method developed in the aggadic literature is the
transference of the reality of the Sages to that of the Bible, All the
positive persona in the Bible study the Torah. and the greatest
among them have their own Jewish courts of law and a sanhedrin.
David had to judge Uriah in a sanhedrin and Abraham observed the
laws of eruvill, related to the observance of the Sabbath and
festivals.
Thus there is an attempt to interpret the Bible in later terms,
possibly to create a sense of continuity and to teach us that the
commandments and the later institutions of learning and
leadership had already existed at the time of the ancients.
The Biblical heroes generally know what will occur in the future:
they know different languages. and some speak Greek and even
Latin. They meet beyond the confines of space and time, sometimes
not only with other Biblical heroes. but with sages who lived
hundreds of years after them.
A well-known aggadah in Tractate Me/whot (29b) tells of the
meeting between Moses and R' Akiva in R' Akiva's study hall. This
aggadah is a dramatization of the event. introducing an element of
continuity: it represents a type of interpretation which may not be
well understood in terms of contemporary logic. but it was
legitimate in the eyes of its generation and will be understood by us
too if we are able to free ourselves of the rational concepts of time
and space.
In the rabbinic literature, there is a tendency to stress the
negative traits of some of the Biblical figures. and to absolve others
of any defects. But sometimes this tendency is reversed. and the
Sages seek to justify the actions of the Biblical sinner and expose the
sins of the righteous people in the Bible.
If we examine without bias what the Torah says of Esau, we
cannot but help regard him as a human figure with positive
qualities. The same is true for Balaam. But the aggadah does not
permit the two to be portrayed as having any positive qualities, and
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describes them as being unmitigatedly evil. Joseph, on the other
hand, whose flaws are described in the Bible, is described in the
aggadah as a righteous person almost without blemish, as a person
who withstood temptation and whose righteousness obscures even
some of his less admirable acts. On the other hand, the Sages
mention numerous admirable qualities of Ahab, king of Israe'l, the
reprobate sinner in the Book of Kings, and do not conceal the
regrettable errors of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
Another aggadic tendency - one less prominen t than others in
the aggadic literature - is the reconciliation of contradictions,
both imagined and real, which are found in the Bible.
If, for example, one examines Jacob's life, one will find that
fourteen years are missing. The Sages filled in this gap when they
stated that Jacob remained for fourteen years in the study halls of
Shem and Eber. Thus Jacob became a yeshivah student, and thus
this lacuna in his life was filled.
We are told (II Sam. 13:18) that Absalom did not have any
children, but elsewhere (II Sam. 14:27) there is mention of three
sons and a daughter. In order to reconcile the contradiction, the
Sages state that Absalom had a son, but he was not worthy to
succeed to the monarchy.
We will conclude this chapter with a number of extracts from the
aggadah which illustrate many of the methods of the aggadah
reviewed in this chapter and in the previous chapters. These are
taken from Bereshit Rabbah Parashah68, which deals with Jacob's
leaving Beersheba and going to Haran. As is known, when Jacob fled
in fear of his brother Esau, he dreamed his dream of the ladder with
angels ascending and descending on it, and was given a blessing by
God and a promise that God would look after him. Later Jacob
arrived in Haran, met with Laban, married his daughters and
returned to Eretz Israel as head of a large, wealthy family.
"And Jacob went out" (Gen. 28:10) ... R' Samuel bar Nahman
commenced (Ps. 121:1), "'( will lift up my eyes untO the hills' ... to
those who taught me and those who conceived me." And what has
happened in this petihah is that the word for hills - harim - has
been interpreted as if written horim - which can mean one who
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Esau and Laban represent the main dangers both behind Jacob
(Esau) and in front of him (Laban), and the conclusion of the
petihah returns us to the verse with which the petihah began: "And
Jacob went out."
As the aggadah continues, it develops further the motif of Jacob
who seeks a wife, while the motif of Jacob as fleeing before his
brother is played down. Not only does Jacob's journey from
Beersheba to Haran cease to be an action forced on him, but it
becomes a positive action in its own right. Jacob "lighted upon a

yeitzei Yaakovl."

teaches or one's parents. Jacob, who has now become the subject of
the verse in Psalms, lifts up his eyes to the IlOrim, to those who
conceived him and educated him.
"From whence shall my help [ezri in Hebrew] come?" When
Eliezer went to fetch Rebeccah, what does it state? "The servant
took ten camels ... " (Gen. 24:10). "And I? I do not have a single ring
or bracelet ..."
The word ezri mentioned in Psalms refers to the help which the
author of the verse seeks. In the aggadah, it is also regarded as an
allusion to the name of Abraham's servant, who the midrash
identifies as Eliezer. Jacob asks where he will get what Eliezer had
with him when he came, when the latter went to Haran as
Abraham's representative.
But the word ezer also hints at something else: in Genesis (2:18)
we are told, "It is not good that the man should be alone; I will make
him a helpmeet [ezer in Hebrewl for him." Jacob will in the future
find his ezer, and the darshan has Jacob ask: "From whence will my
wife come?" as a hint as to what will happen in the future.
In the continuation of the derashah, the psalm is quoted again
(Ps. 121:4), "Behold, he that guards Israel shall neither sluI)1ber nor
sleep." He that guards Israel is understood here as he who guards
Jacob, whose name would later be changed to Israel. Later in the
psalm we read (121:7), "The Lord shall preserve you from all evil."
On this, the Midrash comments: "'From all evil' - from Esau and
Laban ... 'The Lord shall preserve your going out [tzeitekha in
Hebrewl and your coming in' (121:8) - 'And Jacob went out' [lla-
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certain place" (Gen. 28:11). but whereas the Hebrew would
normally indicate a chance encounter, this now is transformed into
a deliberate act and even a prayer. The word "place" (makom in
Hebrew) is not only a reference to a specific location. but is one of
the ways to refer to God (who is indeed known in rabbinic literature
as the Makom - the One who is in every place). Jacob wishes to
spend the evening there, "because the sun had set" [ba ha-shemesh
in Hebrew] but he is not sure if it is merely a case of the sun
setting. or that God. as it were. has "extinguished;' [kiba in
Hebrew] the sun prematurely. But he hears the talk of the angels
saying to one another, "ba ha-shemesh. ba ha-sllemesh" - the sun
has arrived - for the man who can be compared to the sun has
arrived. Later on. this name will be used again in reference to Jacob,
when, after Joseph dreams his dreams and tells them to his father
and brothers, we are told (Gen. 37:9). "Behold, the sun and the
moon and the eleven stars made obeisance to me." And. according
to the Midrash. Jacob would exclaim in amazement: "Who revealed
to Joseph that my name is shemesh?" Thus Jacob will eventually
understand - and we with him - the link between his dream and
that of Joseph, a link that the aggadah wove by rising above place
and time and by illuminating our topic using its own tools and
methods.
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To this point. we have concentrated on the classic Midrashim of
Eretz Israel. But midrashic creativity began many generations
before the classic period and continued for many generations
afterward.
The beginnings of the Midrash. as noted in Chapter 1. are to be
found in the Bible itself. There is no doubt that during the Second
Temple era and soon thereafter people were involved in creative
aggadic work which resembled that of the aggadic midrashim with
which we have dealt here. though the style and the methods were
different. Pesher Nahum, Pesher Habakkuk and other Pesharim
that were found among the Dead Sea Scrolls in the ]udean Desert
represented a type of midrash that was acceptable to the members
of the Dead Sea sect. The Book of Jubilees is a type of ancient
Midrash to the Book of Genesis, and other apocryphal works which
were not included in the Bible and in the collections of rabbinical
literature are nothing but ancient midrashim. We have already
noted that the translations of the Bible into Aramaic include a great
deal of midrashic material. part of which. at least. preceded the
creation of the aggadic midrashim, and the halakhic midrashim of
the Tannaim also contain a great deal of aggadic material. At the
same time that the ancient aggadic midrashim were being written,
there were other books being written that dealt with mysticism. and
these too can be characterized. at least partially, as Midrashim.
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Even after the main eras of midrashic creativity ended. rabbis
continued to give deras/lOt, and these derashot were collected in
various books and collections. Midrashic creativity continued
throughout the Middle Ages, and in some ways it has never ceased.
continuing even in our times. Here, however, we will limit ourselves
to the medieval creations. and will not advance beyond that time.
In the Middle Ages Jewish literary creativity crystallized into
certain set. defined patterns. The piyyut and the poem. the halakhah
and philosophy. investigation of the Hebrew language and Jewish
history. the story and the parable, commentaries on the Bible and
collections of ancient midrashim - all these were independent
literary genres. At the same time. the Midrash in its ancient form
retreated, and those Midrashim that were created here and there
were inferior in quality to Bereshit Rabbah. Vayikra Rabbah and so
on.
The widespread dispersion of the Jews in the Middle Ages and
their persecution throughout that era resulted in much material
being lost permanently. Based on various quotations appearing in
different volumes which survived, it is clear that many works that
we have today are incomplete, and there is doubt as to who authored
which work. That, for example, is what happened with the work by
R' Moses ha-Darshan, which will be discussed below.
Much of the extant Midrashic literature of the Middle Ages was
discovered in the Cairo Getlizah. But here too, as in other such
genizah collections, it is difficult to determine definitely what the
different extracts belong to. and who their authors were. Fifty
Midrashim and parts of Midrashim which had been found in the
Cairo Gellizah were published in 1950 in a work entitled Batei
Midrashot, by S.A. Wertheimer. Many of them are known from
other sources, and were even published in print based on those
sources. Others were not known except from the Gellizah.
The first scholar who gathered small Midrashim was Adolf
(Aaron) Jellinek. Between 1853 and 1877 Jellinek published, in six
volumes, six of what he referred to as hadarim, which comprised his
Bet Midrash. This work was meant to preserve various small
Midrashim. It includes both ancient works and passages from later
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There were many stories which were composed in the Middle
Ages. Some of them are close to the Midrashic literature and are
even derived from it, while others are folk stories which were
definitely influenced by the folk stories of the time. Some of the
stories were already gathered into collections in the Middle Ages:
such as, for example, the Hibbur me-ha-Yeshu'ah, which was
gathered by Rabbenu Nissim Gaon of Kairouan (today in Tunisia) in
rhe 11th century.
In the 11th century, R' Moses ha-Darshatl lived in Narbonne,
Provence (in Southern France). His appellation indicates his
primary occupation. Rashi quotes him often in his commentaries.
Other sources as well. both Jewish and Christian, speak of him and
his work. Despite this, his life is shrouded in mystery, and one
can nor point to even a single work which is undeniably his.
R' Moses ha-Darshall, or his school, is repured to be the compiler
of Bereshit Rabbati and also Midrash Aggadah, which were
published by Buber. The firsr, and major part of Midrash Rabbah is
attributed to him. and there have been those who have attempted to
attribute other works to him as well. Whether these attributions are
correcr or not, it is no doubr rhat they would represent but a
fraction of R' Moses ha-Darshan's work.

Midrashim. Of course this collection does not contain anything
from the Cairo Gellizah, for the Genizah was only discovered at the
end of the 19th century.
In 19l5,Judah David Eisenstein published his Otzar Midrashim.
which is a collection of about "two hundred small Midrashim and
aggadot and stories." According to the editor, the work includes all
the Midrashim published by Jellinek. as well as Midrashim from
other collections. There is also a great deal of midrashic material in
Louis Ginzberg's The Legends of the Jews.
These collections and others generally contain small works and
extracts from more comprehensive works. Ginzberg and Jacob
Mann also published separate collections of aggadic passages from
the Cairo Gmiza/l. And there are yet other collections which we
have not mentioned.
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R' Moses ha-Darshall incorporated ancient Midrashim in his
works, and evidently had available to him works that we do not
have. He would generally begin with the ancient material and would
then add material from other sources - some of which we do not
know - as well as his own material. He was very fond of gematria,
numbers and mysticism, and these appear often in the works
attributed to him.
Even though much of his work contains material from his
predecessors, it should not be regarded as nothing but an anthology.
The same is true for Lekah Tov, also known as Pesikta Zutarta. This
work is somewhere between a commentary and a Midrash on the
Torah, and contains a great deal of ancient material. But the author
of Lekah Tov included much of his own material: borh items using
the cusromary midrashic style and those of wisdom or with a moral
message. The author precedes his own material with the words,
"Tuviahu says," or "Tuviahu ben Eliezer says," and this way we
learn the name of the author and his father.
The author of Lekah TOll, Tobiah ben Eliezer, lived in Castoria,
northern Greece, at the end of the 11th century and the beginning
of the 12th. In those days the Balkans were part of the Byzantine
Empire, and Lekah Tov is an important source of information about
the Jews of Byzantium at the time. Lekah Tov also mentions the
Crusades which took place in his days and the desttuction of the
Jewish communities in western Getmany in 1096.
Another work tesembling Lekah T01' is Sekhel T01', a Midrash
composed by R' Menahem ben R' Solomon, which was completed in
1139. Most of Sekhel Tov was lost, and the part which was
preserved relates primarily to Genesis and more than half of
Exodus.
In contrast to these works, where the authors' own words were
incorporated the text, there are collections of Midrashim which
were also put rogether in the Middle Ages, but where the compilers
added nothing of their own. An example of this is Yalkut Shimoni, a
work which was, and still is, very popular among those interested in
the midrash and the aggadah.
Yalkut Shimoni is a large collection of Midrashim, primarily
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aggadic midrashim, on all the books of the Bible. The author of
Yalkut Shimolli was very familiar with the halakhic and aggadic
works, such as the Mishnah and Tosefta, the Babylonian and
Jerusalem Talmuds, Seder Olam and Avot D'Rabbi Nathan,
Bereshit Rabbah and Vayikra Rabbah, the Midrashim on the
megillot and Pirkei D'Rabbi Eliezer. In addition to all of these, the
author was familiar with other Midrashim, some of which have
been lost and others which had almost been forgotten until they
were gathered in the various collections in the recent past, as
mentioned above.
In those places where Yalkut Shimoni quotes passages from
those works which have been preserved to our days, one can
compare the texts in the two, and can use the Yalkut as "another
source," in researching the different versions of the text. In those
places where it quotes books that have since been lost, Yalkllt
Shimolli serves as the sole source for aggadic wotks that were not
preserved except in this secondary soutce.
With the aid of Yalkut Shimolli, it is possible to attempt ro
characterize Midrashim that have been lost, but passages of which
have been preserved scattered throughout the Yalkut. Thus, for
example, a number of individuals gathered rogether passages from a
lost Midrash, known as Midrash Avkir, from Yalkut Shimolli. The
name of the Midrash is derived from an acronym of the message of
consolation with which each passage concludes, which reads in
translation, "Amen in our days, may it thus be (God's) will." Thus,
by compiling all the references to this Midrash, one is able to arrive
at some idea as to what type of work it is.
Similarly, bur on a much smaller scale, passages were gathered
together of a missing Midrash on :Job, but the amount of material is
roo small ro attempt to reconstruct this Midrash.
The author of Yalkut Shimoni arranged his derashot along
chapter-like lines, each being known as a "remez." The work
contains 963 remazim on the Torah and 1085 remazim on the rest
of the Bible, with the total for the entire Bible thus 2048 remazim.
I
But we are unable ro understand the logic behind the division into
remazim as found. Some of the remazim are very short while others
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are very long. The smallest remez is only three lines long, while the
longest is 1170! Some of the books of the Bible do not begin with
independent remazim, but with remazim that deal with previous
books. In addition, various copyists and printers changed the size
and marking of the remazim, and the entire topic is very unclear.
The remazim are numbered according to the old order of the books
of the Bible, as listed in Tractate Bava Batra 14b. According to this
order, for example, Jeremiah and Ezekiel precede Isaiah and the
Minor Prophets. Thus, the remazim in Yalkut Shimoni follow the
order of books in the Talmud.
Yalkut Shimoni was to be found in various countries throughout
the world. Yet we are unable to state with certainty who the author
was and when he lived. In the Venice edition of 1566, it srares that
the book was written by R' Simeon, head of the darshanim of
Frankfurt. Various views have been offered as to the exact identity
and era of this individual.
Another important collection is Yalkut Makhiri, compiled by R'
Makhir ben Abba Mari. Here too we do not have concrete
information about the author, but there are various indications that
it was written in Provence in the 14th century or close to that time.
Yalkut Makhiri resembles Yalkut Shimoni in nature. It was not as
well known as Yalkut Shimoni, and parts of it have been lost. The
parts which were preserved and printed are on the books of Isaiah,
Psalms, Proverbs and the Minor Prophets, and even most of these
were not preserved in their entirety. From the author's comments, it
is clear that there were sections on Job, Ezekiel, and possibly on the
Former Prophets.
There were also other collections which were compiled in later
eras. In the 17th century, Yalkut Reuveni was compiled in Poland. It
includes, in addition to the classic type of midrashic material, a
great deal of kabbalistic writings. During that time, a massive work,
known as Me-am La' ez, circulated in the East. It includes ancient
aggadic material, halakhah, and derashot and moral lessons by the
author, R' Jacob Culi. Other collections are still only in manuscript
form. One of the largest and most interesting of these is Yalkut
Talmud Torah by R' Jacob ben Hananel Sikili, of the 14th century.
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We will end this chapter with a review of the Midrash ha-Cadol.
This Midrash is an extensive work on the Torah, and was compiled
in Yemen by R' David Adani.
Midrash ha-Cadol is larger than Midrash Rabbah on the Torah,
and offers more varied material. Many parts of the work are similar
to ancient Midrashim, and, like them, it includes passages of
derashot by the Sages on the verses of the Torah. But Midrash haCadol was not only compiled from the works of the Sages, but also
from the works of medieval sages, such as Rashi and Ibn Ezra. The
Midrash quotes extensively from the letters of Maimonides - as is
known, Maimonides' works were regarded most highly in Yemen,
and the Yemenite Jews unreservedly accepted his rulings, in fact
more so than any other Jewish community.
The author of the Midrash lra-Cadol includes a great deal of
material from the aggadic literature, but, unlike the different
collections previously mentioned, he does not indicate his sources.
This makes it difficult for one who studies or researches the
Midrash, because the author often changes language, adds to the
original quoted source, or omits part of it. At the beginning of each
parashah of the Torah, the author has a poem of between 20 to 26
lines in length. This poem is an allusion to the contents of the
parashah and enables the author to begin each paraslzalz with the
words, "This is as seen in the verse," which links the poem to the
Midrash itself.
Midrash ha-Cadol is of great importance in the study of the
ancient halakhic literature. Much of the effort in reconstructing
ancient halakhic Midrashim, such as the Mekhilta of R' Simeon bar
Johai, which was lost, is based on Midrash ha-Cadol.
Midrash ha-Cadol was commonly available throughout Yemen,
but only in 1859, when the traveller Jacob Sapir spent time in
Yemen, did news of its existence reach the outside world.
Sapir noted that the Yemenite Jews attributed the work to R'
Abraham, son of Maimonides, but this attribution is incorrect and
the work was composed by R' Jacob ben Amram Adani at the
beginning of the 14th century.
The Midrashic works of the Middle Ages included two major
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areas. One was the literary works mentioned at the beginning of this
chapter which we did not detail (there is a great deal of material, and
it would require a lengthy and detailed review, for which this is not
the place). The second major area of medieval work was that of the
different collections reviewed here, where most of the material was
not written by the compiler.
The midrashic works of the Middle Ages are not as sophisticated
as the earlier midrashic works. The language is sometimes halting,
the style is ponderous and the topics are long and complex when
compared to Bereshit Rabbah, Vayikra Rabbah and Shir ha-Shirim
Rabbah. Also, the topics covered by the medieval authors are not
the same as those to be found in the ancient Eretz Israel Midrashim.
In the Middle Ages there was much greater attention to kabbalah,
gematria and so on, and less emphasis on the literary component of
the Midrash. In many of these works, one can discern the influence
of the environment in terms of belief, style and language. The
aggadot of the Middle Ages had moved away from the main life
force of the aggadah: Eretz Israel.
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We will conclude this book with a debate that took place between
the Eretz Israel Amora R' Isaac and the Babylonian Amora R'
Nahman, and Maimonides' comments on the aggadah.
In one of his derasllOt, R' Isaac stated, quoting the Eretz Israel
Amora R' Johanan, that our forefather Jacob never died. When he
heard this statement by the scholars of Eretz Israel, the Babylonian
Amora R' Nahman said to R' Isaac: "Was it then in vain that they
mourned him and embalmed him and buried him?" In other words,
how can one possibly claim that Jacob never died when we are told in
the Torah of how he was mourned, embalmed and buried?
R' Isaac answered him: "I deduce this from a verse. It states Uer.
30:10), 'Fear you not, 0 my servant Jacob, says the Lord; neither be
dismayed, 0 Israel: for, 10, I will save you from afar, and your
descendants from the land of their captivity.' On this I deduce:Just
as Jacob's descendants will be saved during their lifetime, so will
Jacob be saved while he is still alive."
Thus we have before us two positions, two approaches, regarding
the aggadah. The Babylonian scholar does not want to or cannot
understand the words of the aggadah as symbolic, and he deals with
their literal meaning. If Jacob died, he is dead. The Eretz Israel
scholar, on the other hand, deliberately abandons the literal
meaning - the one-time truth, to use Heinemann's expressionand prefers the eternal truth. He too knows thatJacob died and was
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mourned and embalmed and butied, but his eternal truth is that
Jacob did not die, and just as the Jews will be saved during their
lifetime, so too will Jacob be saved during his lifetime.
Let us now note what Maimonides states in his introduction to
his commentary on the Mishnah, on Chapter Helek of Tractate
Sanhedrin. Maimonides explains the Mishnah, and also
incorporates various introductions within his commentary. In this
introduction, Maimonides discusses the question of how to relate to
the aggadah, and for this purpose divides people into three groups:
The first group consists of people who accept the words of our
Sages literally. If, for example, we are told that Phineas is Elijah, the
people of this group believe that Phineas is indeed Elijah. If we are
told that God went down to Egypt, they believe that God went down
physically to Egypt, And if we are told that a hand writes down the
deeds of all mankind, they believe that someplace there is a hand
which writes down these deeds.
These people have good intentions, but their deeds are not
desirable. Even though they do not cause any profanation of God's
name, they do not cause any veneration or respect for the Torah.
Here Maimonides brings a verse which applies to the non-Jews
(Deut. 4:6), "who will hear all these statutes, and say, 'Surely this
great nation is a wise and understanding people.''' According to
Maimonides, the approach of the first group brings the non-Jews
who hear the aggadah to say: ''This small nation is but stupid and
foolish." In other words, their intentions are good, but their deeds
are not desirable.
The members of the second group also understand the words of
the Sages literally, but they, unlike the members of the first group,
turn everything into a mockery. They relate to the words of the
Sages as stupid, as absurd, and therefore they turn the entire Torah
into something absurd and a mockery. Therefore not only are their
deeds not desirable, but their intentions are not either.
The third group is one to which only a small number of people
belong. The members of this group understand that one cannot, and
may even be forbidden to, explain the aggadot according to their
literal meaning, and when they hear the aggadot they understand
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that these are meant to be understood allegorically.
Maimonides turns to his readers and says to them:
If you, the reader, belong to one of the first two groups, put
this book away immediately. You will not understand me, and if
you do understand, you will not wish to continue. But if you
belong to the third group, try to understand the meaning of the
aggadah. If you succeed - that is admirable, and if not - in the
course of time, possibly at night, as you mull over the contents.
you may try to understand the midrash to the best of your
ability. And if even then you do not succeed in understanding
the matter, you may remain with the knowledge that the words
of the aggadah are not always understandable. If that is the way
you approach matters, then both your intentions and your
deeds will be desirable.
Thus, Maimonides tells us, one cannot generally understand the
aggadah literally, but rather as an allegory.
In the introduction to the work which he wrote toward the end of
his life, The Guide for the Perplexed, Maimonides repeats the two
possible ways of understanding the aggadah, as literal or allegorical.
In the work itself (3:43), he brings an example of a derashah that
cannot possibly be understood literally, but must be understood
along allegorical lines.
The subject of this derashah is the verse (Deut. 23:14), ".-\ndyou
shall have a spade with your gear," the purpose of which is to enable
the soldiers to cover their excrement. On this, the Midrash states:
Bar Kapara said: ...And you shall have a spade with your gear'
[azenekha in Hebrew]. Do not read [al Ukra] it as azenekha
but as oZlleklla [Le., "your ear'']. This teaches that if one
hears something deplorable, he should place his finger in his
ear" [to block out what is being said).
On this, Maimonides comments:
I am amazed if this Tanna really believed, as the foolish [i.e..
those who regard the Midrash as literally true] think, that this
is the meaning of the verse, and that this is the meaning of the
commandment, where yated [spade) would mean one's finger
and azeneklla would mean one's ear. I do not believe that
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It is like one who loses an expensive coin or pearl in his home.
By lighting a candle costing a pittance. he is able to find the
pearl. By the same token, the allegory is nothing, but through it
one can understand the words of the Torah.
And it is with these words of Maimonides that we will end this
work. In order to find the pearl, we will light the candle. If we find
what we are looking for - all the better. And if we do not find itwe will lie awake at night and attempt to the best of our ability to
understand the words as best we can.

Rabbalt (Parasltah 1):

anyone in his right mind will believe. this. But it is a very
beautiful allegorical statement, whereby we are advised that
just as one is forbidden to say something whi~h is improper. one
is also forbidden to hear such a thing. [The Tanna] then
interpreted the idea allegorically in this verse. and the same is
true for all the derasltot of al tikra, and that is its meaning.
This is an example of a derasltalt which has nothing to do with the
literal meaning of the verse, and does not help us understand the
verse. But Bar Kapara wished to tell us something. and used the
verse in Deuteronomy as a literary device, allegori.cally. in order to
tell us what he wished to say.
IE we return to the two Amoraim who debated about Jacob, we
can say that there is no doubt that Maimonides' view reflected that
of the Amoraim of Eretz Israel and not the literal Babylonian
approach exemplified by R' Nahman. And this appears in all of
Maimonides' writings that address the aggadah.
In his introduction to Tlte Guide to tlte Perplexed mentioned
above. Maimonides puts forth an example from Sltir Ita-Sltirim
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his is a book about reading midrash, the literature of classical
Scriptural 1nterpretation, and about the challenges that th IS act of reading IIlVol ves
As such, this book is about an expmence as much as a subject, and about how that
experience has changed in the recent past
The major impetus for this change has come trom the encounter of TTlldrash
scholarship with contemporary literary studies-structuralism, semiotics, deconstruction, cultural studies, indeed virtually all the modes of post modernism as they
have corne inlo fashion and gone out of it. Under the impact of theory, midrash
has gone through a veritable sea change. The focus of the field, its methods, its
conceptual premises, have all experienced a fundamental, radical transformation
And during the same period, midrash has gained a currency within the larger
intellectual world that It never possessed before, particularly within literary circles
For a short time, midrash has even been a "hot" topic
How lasting and deep the Impact of midrash has heen on literary theory
remains an open question At the least, midrash has provided a vantage POint
on literary interpretation from which Its modern phase can be seen lo be but
the very tip of the iceberg. If only in thrs way, the inclusion of mldrash has
enlarged the canon of theoretical criticrsm, and its enlargment may be .. till greater
yet. By including midrash within its compass, critici.. m "would exercise it:> power
to revalue an alienated practice," as Geoffrey Hartman, the most Impassioned
advocate for midrash in wider literary circles, has argued. Cflticism would thus
"restitute" itself and, by increasing our awareness of the possibilities of creative
exegesis, immeasurably enrich our textual imaginatIOns. I
My purpose here, however. is to ask not what midrash can do for literary
criticism but what theory has done to midrash For one thing, It has raised a
series of questions that, while not entirely new or unanticipated, have now hecome
expliCit topics of debate. Foremost among these is the question 01 the contemporary
significance of midrash-·lts cultural relevance, as it were-and the connection
between that cultural relevance and what scholars like to call the meaning ot
midrash "in its own terms," that is, within its original histoflcal and literary Lontext
Where do these two mectJ How does one cast the meaning of midrash III the
contemporary terms of, say, literal}' theory without di<.,torting its integrity) (Jr.

T
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what i~ rcally at ISSlle, without distortmg It too much? To what extent is a historicI~t
approach to midrash, as a subject of pnmanly antlquanan mterest, truly opposed
to J more literary, humanistic, and theoretical appreciation of its significance? Or,
to put the ~ame question dllferently, how are we to secularize our understandmg
of this inherently reHgious literature, as we must, without profaning iP
These questlons are neither unique nor specific to mldrash, They concern
the entire project of retneving Jewish tradition in our times, But for a number at
reasuns-a surge 01 mterest in midrash as a mode of popular spirituality within
the wider JewIsh community, the discovery ot midrash as a literary tradition by
con temporal)' Jewish writers-these questions have now emerged most urgently
in relation to the way midrash has come to be studied in the last decade or two
This hook is essentially a response to such questIons. What it offers, though, is
not so much a definitive answer or resolution as a stance-an attempt to forge
what is, I hope, an approach that is both responsible and responsive, true to the
literary mtegrity of classical Jewish literature and yet open to our desire for this
Itterature to mean something to us. Precisely in order to make midrash speak to us
in contemporary language, I have sought in thiS book to develop a way of talking
about mldrash that uses theory as a bridge, as a means of spannll1g the distance
between the claSSical sources and ourselves
This book was conceived dunng the same period as the midrash-theOlY
connection developed, and the story at that connectIOn is, 111 large part, the
histolY behind Its writing. The first thing [Q say about this story is that it
was a particularly American tale, and American in a number of ways Not only
were most of the hgure5 involved in it Americans, and not only did much of
it transpIre in America (the major exception being a yearlong seminar held at
Hchrew University in Jerusalem in 1983-84, which culminated in the WIdely read
collection of e"says A1Idr'lSl,1 al1d Uteralurr),2 nut even the very linkage between
midrash and theory was shaped by the envlf(.lIlment of the American university
in the late 1970s and early 19805. In fact, It is VIrtually impossible to imagine the
mldrash-theory connection having been created at any other time and outside
that specitlc institutional context, that is, precisely when a tidal wave of change
Hrst swept over the university's until-then impregnable walls. ThIS wave of change
included the breakdown of the strict bo.undaries that previously had separated
distinct academIC disciplines and departments; the shifting of attention away
from the centers of "high" culture-male, white, classical, ChristIan-toward the
various "others"-Ierninist, ethTllc, "low," popular-that formerly inhabited only
the penphenes and margins at academic studYi and, perhaps most prominently,
the emergence of crillcal theory, in Its manifold versions, as a kind of new academiC
lingua franca, a specialIzed, sometimes quasi-esoteric discourse 01 self-retJectlon
and self-examinalion conu:rned with ItS own workings and with the situation of
critiCIsm ihelt.
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Under the new dominion of theory, many separate fields-anthropology,
literature, llllguistics, music, the history of sCIence-previously unrelated and
hardly known to each other suddenly found themselves thrown together and
engaged in genuine dialogue, often in the service 01 creatlllg a kind of new Critical
rnetadiscourse. And among all of these shifting realignments, none, perhaps, was
more surprising than the mldrash·theory linkage.
The initial impetLls for this linkage came primarily trom literary theory
For some tIme, 111 tact, literary studies in America had been 1!l the process of
what one critic has called its "dehellenlzation," repudiating both the formalism
of the New Critics and the genteel (and CenldeJ civtlity of much previous
academIC literary study'" As many of its old verities came under attack, the literary
profession reopened the question perhap<; mo<;t basic to Its discipline, What is
literature) This question could take several forms: Wherein lies the uniqueness
of the work of literal)' art? How can one dehne literature as opposed to other
types of discourse: What is the difference between literature and commentary or
criticism? Hut whatever form It took, the effect of the question was to shatter the
overly narrow definition of literature that previously had governed literary study
in the academy, Further, by breaklllg the stranglehold of "literature" as a narrow
category that included only a few select, special, canonical texts, Hterary study
itself could now be extended to all sorts of writing that heretofore had not fallen
under the conventional rubric Foremost among these were l1terary theory and
cntici"m themselves, which could now escape their secondary status and aspire to
be read as forms ot writing no less creative and original than what generally passed
under the name of "literature"
This was the institutIOnal and intellectual context in which the mldrashtheory connection was forged Essentially, two types of scholars were involved in
making the connection: on the aile side were a few younger students and scholars
in Jewish studies, many of whom (myself included) had entered the held with
academic backgrounds in either English or comparative literature; on the other
were several criticS and theorists from the general literary world (many though
not all of them JeWish), a number of whom were very distinguished figures, thus
lending a krnd ot immediate prestige to the new interest in midrash that it othel""Nise
never would have possessed. For all theIr differences, both groups of scholars
found themselves fascinated by preersely the same wayward, antic features of
mldrashic interpretation that had often been considered scandalous in the past
The typical midrashic predilection for multiple interpretations rather than for
a Single truth behind the text; its irresistible desire to tease OLlt the nuances of
Scripture rather [han use interpretation to close them off; and, most of all. the
way mldrashic discourse InlxeS text and commentary, vlOlating (he boundaries
between them and intentionally blurnng their differences, tlourishmg precisely
In the grayish no-man's·land between exegesIs Jnd literature-all these features
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admission into its corridors
To be certaIn, the InterdiSCiplinary nature of the linkage between midrash and
literary theory soon led to tension. Students 01 midrash, despite their commitment
to theory, were tnterestcd mainly in using It as an Instrument for opening up

lollowed closely on the latter's heel-and was to a certain extent enabled and
facilitated by its academic success-the literary approach to mldrash was also
Inherently dit!erent from the Bible-as-Itterature movement (in all its varieties)
hsentially, the literary approach to the BIble was an effort to use the concept
of 'ltterature" as a way ot "saving" the Bible, of reconstitutIng the wholeness of
the bihlical text, ot recapturing a textual integrity and coherence that had been
shattered by modern critICal and historical study of the Bible, For at least some of
its practitioners, the literary approach also provided a means for recuperating the
humanistiC significance of the Bible as a cultural artifact, Hy placing the Bible under
the pUTVlew uf "literature:' It became possible to 'argue for Its continuing cultural
authority as a secular document without adopting a purely histoncizing, inevitably
distancmg and estranging, stance toward Its meaning,4 In contrast, the midrashtheory connection was less an attempt to "save" n1ldrash than It was an effort to
find a genealogy, a precursor, lor theory itself. As an interdisciplinary linkage,
the connection presumed that midrash was in some sense an embryonic form of
theory, a mode of interpretation that must be understood alongside other modes
of interpretive method and practice, It was thus less an attempt to use "literature"
to recuperate the meaning ot midrash as an effort to show that midrash, too, was
literature Indeed, the implied argument was that learning to read midrash as a
mode of discourse might even enhance our notion of what literature IS, or could
be. Thus, the transgressive character ot midrash-the nonchalance with which it
consistently Violates the boundaries between text and commentary-was certainly
one source of the powerful fa..cination that midrash commanded among post"tlUcturalist theonsts ]\'\oreov(:.'r, the interdisciplinary linkage between midrash
and theolY could itselt claim some of that same transgressiveness. This quality of
the slightly forbidden was only enhanced by the Gothic, Byzantine complexity
of mldrashic discour.,e, Its unassimilated foreignness, which may have .,eemed to
represent a kind of (clJl Judaism that heretofore had scarcely been tolerated Within
the proper and Protestant walls of the American university, let alone allowed full

fascmating qualities.
\X'lthin JewIsh stu die"" the sudden Huny of Interest In midrash was almost
unprecedented For the first tIme in memory, the academy seemed to be authenticdlly excited about something Jewish-other than the Hebrew Blnle, of course,
whIch long ago had been appropriated by Christian scholars, even In its most
recent avatar as "Bible as literature." Althuugh the midrash-theory connection

thai once had seemed (<;ince the time of Maimonides at least) to be the most
problematic and irrational aspects of midrash now became Its most intriguing,
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It became clear early on that there were difflcultles With thIS construction. For
one thing, the opposition between mldrash and logocentric interpretatIOn, which
was largely identiAed with the allegorical tradition, was essentially a new recasting
of the age-old battle hetween Hebraism and Hellenism Yet the latter, one of the
commomplaces of Western cultural hislOry, presents special difhculties when it
is applied to the history of Judaism and its culture. Foremost among the5e is the
fact that classical Judaism, the Judaism of the RabbiS who created midrash, was
itself (as scholars over the last century have deAnltively establIshed) a fusion that

On the other side of the linkage, literary critics and theoreticians also
encountered resistance to the project For one thrng, they had their own agenda
in studying midrash. Especially for Critics whose approaches were alJgned more
closely with deconstruction, part of that agenda was a deSire to create an alternative
interpretive tradition, a way to combat the logocentflsm that, so it was argued,
had ruled literary discourse in the West, or, as It was sometimes called, the GrecoChnstian tradition. 7 As it was constructed, this alternative nonlogocentfiC tradItion
was said to begin with midrash (or with the Hehrew Bible as a kind 0/ protomidrashic text) and to end with deconstructlon,~

StilI, {he vantage point that theory otfered from whICh to view midrash, along
with its value as a leXICon of critical terminology and conceptual categories, was
revolutionary. An entirely new Vision of the field was revealed, In a 5hart tIme
articles and books appeared using narrato!ogy, rhetorical cfltlcism, and semiotics
to analyze mldrashic texts, other studIes sought to apply such cfltical notions as
intertextuality, Bakhtinian dialogics, and methodologies drawn more ec·lectically
from both philosophical and theological hermeneulics, from thmker51ike Cadamer
and RlCoeur, to the task of "theorizing" midrash 5 The contflbutlons at these studies,
both large and small, were substantive, even though the questIOn stdl remained
as to the degree to which midrash was, in fact, susceptible to theoriZing-that
is, to being systematically analyzed and deSCribed withlO any stngle conceptual
framework, no matter how tlexlble or eclectic. In some cases, the very recalcitrance
and obscurity of the midrashic texts themselves, as well as their generic status
as documents, called into doubt the very conclusions such "theories" of midrash
wished to draw,6

midrash, as a tool for clarifying and delineating their often baftling yet beguiling
5ubject. Early all, however, they found that midrashic literawre reSIsted many of
the categones and phenomena that post-structuralist theory had inItially seemed
to open up for them For example, the notion at indeterminacy wa .. not as helpful
as many had Arst supposed it would be for understanding midrashic polysemy a
subject I dlscu5s at length in chapter J In this way, the act of studying midrash
from the perspective ot theory itself becarne a process of distancing, even of
disillusionment with theory's impenalizlng claim {hat It could comprehend and
subsume all writing
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thought
Inevitably, the emotIOnal and Intellectual investments that both types of
new readers of midrash brought to their studies created conflicts and tensions.
In the vely course of interdisciplinary dialogue, as midrash specialists pointed
out the Haws in some ot the theorists' presuppositions, they (the specialists)
suddenly found themselves cast into the role of jealous guardians of the temple,
while the theorists felt they were being portrayed as trespassers in the holy
precinct On the other hand, the theorists sought to depict themselves as the
authentic heirs of the midrashic tradition; this, after all, was the essence of their
claim to the continuity between the midrashic tradition and the post-structuralist
stance, From this perspective, the midrash specialists were revealed to be closet
positiv)-;[s, old-fashioned philologists incapable of acknowledging the truly radical
onginality of midrash and concerned only with defending their scholarly turf. The
spec'lalists responded to this accusation, 10 turn, by claiming that, far from trying
to prevent access to their subject, they were simply trying to do justice to its
real uniqueness, whICh was inextricably tied to its difficult, often philologically
problematic, complexity 10
A good part of this conAict may have been an lOevitable by-product of
interdisciplinary study in the contemporary univerSIty setting. Indeed, the case
of InJdrash and literature was an almost perfect exemplification of the strengths
and weaknesses of interdisciplinarity. It showed the kinds of fresh insights that
"outsiders," nonspecialists, are able to bring to a field, and the tlaws that such radical
and original insights may have precisely because their authors are not specialists.
Tu he sure, such difficulties can occur in any interdisciplinary project, but they are
m\)~t hkely to arise in fields like midrash that, because of their unique philological
characteristics, require some type of specialized training in order to be able to
mastt.:r their texts (although the tyranny and monomania of specialization is also
the most compelling reason why such fields can benefit greatly from the distanced
view that only a nonspecialist can provide)

hlstoncal bond that was Impossible to trace, Jet alone prove. The link became even
more tenuous when many of the presumed similarities between midrash and poststructurahsm~like those between modern textual indeterminacy and mldrashic
polysemy-were found to be, on closer examination, not as similar as initially

omega, as it were, of this non]ogocentric tradition of interpretation-presumed a

IS its foremost literary creation, mldrash. far from being mherently opposed to
allegory, nlldrash is at times-though not always and certainly not exclw.ivelydeeply allegorical in its mode,;, of Interpretation.
Further. the connection between midrash and deconstruction-the alpha and

derived tram the confrontation between native Israelite tradition and Hellenism,
the culture of ancient Greece and Rome.YThat is to say, Rabblnic]udalsm is already
a mixture, a mmgllng of Israelite, or biblical, and Greco-Roman elements. And so
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Nonetheless, the contllct that developed, even if inevitable, was truly' unfortunate, because it obscured the extent to which both SIdes shared an appreciation
ot midrash as a truly rich and complex torm of literature to be read in its own
right, not merely as a commentary on the Bible or as an adjunct to some other
field of inqUiry It also obscured the degree to which both types of new readings
of midrash represented a decisive break with the way mldrash had been studied
in the academy since the establishment of DIe Wissenschaft des Judentums, the
ancestor of modern Jewish studIes, in the early nineteenth century. Indeed, in the
eyes of more traditional scholars 10 Rabbinics, both camps-the so-called "literary
midrash specialists" and the "theorists IOterested in mldrash"-were equally suspect,
similarly dismissed as Jargon-mongerers whose wntings mystilled theIr subjects
more than they made substantlve-"scientific"----contnbutions to our knowledge of
midrash. For these scholars, the literary approach in any ot Its vaneties seemed more
like postmodern homiletics than real scholarship, that is, the::" type of scholarship
that had "rescued" midrash from the dustbin of religIOUS obscurantism when, with
the collapse of traditional Jewish life and the onset of modernity. much of classical
Jewish literature had been threatened by oblivion
The truth IS that the new literary approach to midrash was not the beglnnlOg of
the modern study of midrash, Nor had midrash been neglected or suppressed before
its discovery by the literary scholars: and critics (as, say, Jewi,>h mystical literature
is often said to have been suppressed by the apologetic rationalism of JeWish
scholarship before its great recovery earHer in this century), In fact, the recovery
and rehabilitation 01 midrash (along with its generic corollary, aggadah, that is,
Rabbinic legend or lore) had been one of Wissenschaft's major projects. Perhaps
the single greatest work to be produced by the entire school at Wissenschaft
was Leopold Zunz's DIe gottesdle'lstlichm Vortrtlf.4e der Judell hislomdJ fIItU'lckdt, a work
that raised the "ScIence of Judaism" to the rank of a scholarly dIscipline and
remains to this day the most complete literary history of midrashic IIterature. ll
following Zunz, one can trace a line of important scholars of mldrash In both
America and Israel who laid the groundwork for recognition of its literariness.
Among these, special mentIOn should be made of three individuals: Isaac (Yitzhak)
Heinemann and Max Kadushin, who independently made the I1rst (and somewhat
similar) efforts at presenting "theoTles" of mldrash that departed radically from
traditional hermeneutical approaches; and Joseph Heinemann, who, although not
a theoretician or trained critic, brought an acute literary sensitivity to the study
of midrash. 12 In the early 1970s, Heinemann was appOinted to a professorshIp In
midrash in the department of Henrew literature at Hebrew University in Jerusalem
This was perhaps the ultimate sign that midrash had "arrived" as a tully recognized
subject within the Jewish literary curriculum
Even so, the midrash-theory connnectlon was different Despite all the
recognition that its 1iterary features had reccwed, midrash was sti [I largely -;tudied In
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the unlvcr~iry within departments of Rabbmic literature, a" a province of Talmudic
lIterature, and wIth an emphasis on law over lore. 13 And even when it was studied in
thc<,e way'>, mId rash, ilke Tal mud, was treated primarily as a foundational document
olluJalsm, important eIther for its religious value and meaning or as an ancient
::,ource to be mined for historical and philological information aboLlt early Judaism
and Chnstianity. \X/here it was recognized for its exegetical interest, this was almost
exclusIvely for the purposes of comparative exegesis, the tracing of the history of
a given interpretatIOn through different historical periods and religIOUS traditions.
Impurtant as such study was, it Ignored almost entirely the form of midrash,
concentratmg instead on its substance, the content of exegesis. On the other
hand, when more literary-minded scholars did try to study Imdrash as "literature,"
they tended to do so at the expense of its exegetical dimension, which was viewed
as heing llllmicaJ in some way to its so-called literary features. 14
In COnlra~t, the new literaIY study of midrash aimed to demonstrate that
mldrash UhlS a literature of interpretation, that its literary character was intrinsically
bound up with its exegetICal dimension. More than that, it sought to show
how midrash could be viewed as the embodiment of an authentic, native Jewish
creativity, which, it was now understood, was in no way inimical to the exegetical
tradition withinJudaism, to the contrary, midrash became the paradigm for exegesis
as a creative religious and imaginative act. This recognition was, arguably, the
single mmt important contribution of the midrash-theory connection But what
was mosL remarkable about this new perception-the ability to see the process of
interpretation not only as the method but also as the very essence of the literary
nature of midrash-is that it was made possible only through exp05ure to modernist
wnters and CfltlCS IJke Franz Kafka,Jorge Luis Borges, Walter Benjamin, and Roland
Barlhes, whose wntings similarly compound text and exegesis If we had not first
learned how to read these modernists, we would never have known how to read
midrash. They provided the lens through which we were first able to recognize
the singular literary·exegetical features that are visible in midrash as well as in
modernist text<;
The moment of interdisciplinary excitement I have sketched out here has now
largely passed. With the demise of deconstruction, literary theorists-with a few
notable exceptions, like Geoffrey Hartman, whose work and personal example
have exc.:rted a maJOr influence upon the field l5 -seem 10 have lost interest in
Tllidrash and in other aspects of classical Judaism and its literature. Harold Bloom
has turned his attention from Kabbalah and its relation to criticism to a wholesale
Gno .. tic rejection of all "normative" Judaism (which suggests how little Bloom ever
underslood ahollt Kabbalah'., presence within "normative" Judaism). l'vtore sadly,
JewI<;h sludies, no longer understood as the repressed or suppressed "other" of
We"'ll'rn culture, IS now perceived as part of the hegemonic cultural impenalism
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that has suppressed and continues to suprress all the minority VOleT'" wnhlll that
culture, the supposedly authentic voices of multICulturalism and rluralJsm
Yet whatever its fate in the larger litnary theoretICal world, the midrash·
theory connection has had a lastIng impact on the study of midrash. Indeed,
now that the buzz and /lurry of the Initial excitement has passed, the time has
arnved to reap the fruits of the original linkage and to gcgin the real work of
reading mlclrash theoretically, as literary dIscourse-that is, to use the theoretical
sophistication appropriated from literary studies to describe mid rash's literary torms
in theIr specificity and full compleXity; to use the language of midrash as the base
from whICh to discuss il" hermeneutics in the light of the history of Interpretation;
and, perh<Jps most importantly, to employ our growing knowledge of the social,
religiopolitical, and gender <.:onstructions of literature In ord~'f to analyze the
slllgular forms of Rahhinlc writing. The chapter~ m this book seek to otfer modest
examples ot what such a work of reading might entail, and of the different kinds
of theoretical and litt'rary challenges that it inevitahly faces
The full impact of the midrash-theory connectIon has not been Irmlted to the
fit'ld of midra<;h scholarship alone Its repercussions have spread not only into such
cognate areas as Talmud, Kabbalah, and medieval Hebrew literature, hut 011'>0 into
the field olJewlsh studies as a whole, for which midrash has, in e/fect, lunctl()Jled as
a kmd of avant-garde, an advance force through which Jewish studies as a di::.ciphne
has engaged the frontiers of the humanities within the Amencan university Indeed,
the impact of the interdisciplmary linkage upon JeWIsh studies has been so great
that it is worth reHecling tor a moment upon its signiticance and espeCially why
its ripplelike effects have been so extensive
I would 5uggest that a good part of the reason for thi5 has to do With the
identIty politics of Jewish studies, namely, the ways in which the modern academic
and critical swdy ofJudaism, smce its inceptIOn in Wlssemchaft, has partiCIpated
in shaplllg Jewish selfhood in the modern world. As many historians have noted,
modern Jewish scholarship has always served diverse ideological purposes. In
its earlier periods alone, these purposes ranged from Montz Steirl'>chneider's
somewhat overworked formulation that the duty of the hIstorian I'> to gIve "the
remainS ot Judaism a decent burial," to functioning as a lool of emanupation and
assimilation into Western culture, or serving as an instrument for the re/orm and
revivification of Judaism.lt>
Somewhat more intimately, the study of the past has also worked as "a personal
exercise in group genealogy," as the histonan David f'...tyers ha... wntten. 17 Since the
Enlightenment, Jewish scholars have explored their Jewi,>hness through intelleetual
immersion in the foundational text" ot the past, from the Bible through the great
medieval classics, even though they have ceased to believe In those tnts the way
that the texts claim their reader.. must. That is to say, since the beginning of the
modern period, the critical study of JeWIsh texts has been a primary mode of
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est<lhlishlllg Jewishness as a secwl.n identity_ This was certainly the case with the
modern study of midrash Irom Zunz's time onward.
It was precIsely here, however, that the new literary study of midrash differed
not only tram more traditIOnal mldrash scholarship but also from the mainstream of
Jev.'ish studies. 'The primary intellectual encounter between Judaism and modern
culture has been precisely in a mutual preoccupation With the historicity of things,"
Yuse! Hayim Yerushalmi has written in his eloquent study of Jewish history
and memory, Zakhor. 18 t\.1ost modern Jewish scholarship. indeed most intellectual
concern With things JeWish, has been dominated by the study of history, with
the recovery and reconstruction of the Jewish past in its fullness, Yet precisely
becau..,e of thl5 historicist orientation, as Yemshalmi has lamented, the modern
Jewish historian (read scholar) cannot escape "the ironic awareness that the very
mode" In which he or she delves into the past "represents a decisive break with that
Pd':>t"19 This is the modern Jewish scholar's malaise. If history, in Yerushalmi's apt
fornlulation, has been "the faith of fallen Jews,"20 it has been a faith that has not
been able to recreate the wholeness of our forebears' belief, nor has it been able to
heal lhe wounds that modernity has inrlicted upon the collective Jewish memory,
indeed upon collective JeWIsh existence.
To some extent, the mldrash-theory connection sought to overcome this
melancholy awareness of the failure of historicism. Not exactly theological in its
tenor but not Without some implicit theological aspirations, not entirely oblivious
lo historical considerations but not at all antiquarian in Its orientation, the midrashtheory connection hoped to discover in midrash a form of Jewish creativity that
could he transmissable, reclaimable, in a way that purely historicist knowledge
about the JeWIsh past could never be, Undoubtedly, part of this desire to find
in literature a form of creativity that could somehow defeat hIstory and offer a
kind ot surrogate for the wholeness, the spiritual redemption, once offered by
religIon was a vestige of late Romanticism and on that count perhaps doomed to
trustration from the beginning, Nor am I suggesting that it was ever possible
for midrash scholarship~whether of the new literary or the more traditional
philologiLCd variety~to escape the dilemmas of histOricism (any more than the
literary approach to the Bible succeeded in avoiding a confrontation with more
hi<;toricist readings 01 the biblical text). Nonetheless, the persistence of the desire
to overcomt: the knowledge of a decisive break with the past~a break in whose
5hadow wt: live-and to find in mldrash a kind of hermeneutical metanarrative
that would transcend the Ironic awareness of history is powerful testimony to the
dissatisfactIOn with pure historici'iOl as a mode of Jewish intdlectual conduct. 21
Tht' genuine vitality that characterized the midrash-theory connection, the sheer
intellectual excitement of the encounter, attests to the possibility ot finding withlO
Jev.-i<,h tradition a mode of creativity that is more than just historical knowledge,
that is still able to evoke real excitement among contemporary Jews.
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The cntre Harold Bloom has diagnosed the prohlem even more grimly. "I
contemplate my many students," Bloom has written, "and I retleet on how many of
them are Jewish in one way or another: confusedly, ambivalently, and partly That
is the way things are, the way they are going to be What offers itself as normative
Judaism does not speak to them, as it does nor speak to n1e."2~ In place at "normative"
Judaism~and midrash is clearly part of "normative" Judaism~Bloom offers the
triad of Franz Kafka, Sigmund Freud, and Cershom Scholem as the contemporary
canon of "high Jewish culture," at what he calls "Jewlshnes~ wi thout Judaism"H But
it is essentially Hloorn's challenge to the "normative" tradition that every student
of midrash must take seriously. Namely, can mldrash speak to us today?
I would propose that it is precisely here that the midrash,theory connection
can teach us: not by showing how to reclaIm the substance ot mid rash or its
methodology of reading, but by servlOg as a model for how theory can actIvely
engage the classical "normative" tradition, and, once haVing engaged it, hnd the
tradition more valuable and meaningful in its own fight For IS the search for
selfhood that led literary scholars to midrash 'iO different In the end from the
desire of laypersons to have these texts do something for them by revealing part
of the mystery, the perplexity, o~ their existence as Jews: In both cases, what was
and continues to be sought is a way to reclaim these texts for ourselves.
Ironically, Bloom's own early work in Kabbaluh al1d Cnticism might be instruct ive
here as exemplifymg the very process through which theory can participate in
this act of recovery25 For while Bloom acknowledges that Kabbalah did not lead
him to his theories of literary innuence, there can he no question that Bloom
gained his "feel" for Kabbalah-and his ability to COlT1municate to hIS readers

We must not, of course, exaggerate the Impact of the mldrash-theory ({m.
nection Even If it is true that the university is the primary site in the world today
for original and creative thinking on questions of Jewlshness (be they theological
or demographIC in orientation), we would do well to remember how restricted
and limited the academIC world can be, As one writer has said recendy about the
possibility of midrash to serve as a source for contempor,uy religiou'i discourse,
"Outside the world of the academy, in the lives of Jews who know vcry little
about thiS literature, mldrash is a strange animal There is In these texts a whole
dimension of difficulty."22 This includes not only the inability to accept the beliets
that undergird mldrash~its assumptions about the nature at Torah, for example,
as a divinely authored text-and its religious messages, which mayor may not
conform to our idt:as of Jewish faith (it we identify as Jews, and even less obviously
if we do not). Even more importantly, the reading of midrash, because of the
obscure, sometimes arcane nature of Its texts, inevitably disappoints and frustrates
the expectations of personal meaningfulness that a reader who IS not an academic
brings to these texts, the hunger to have these texts connect immeJiillely to one's
identity (or, we should add with some sadness, not connect at ali)
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reader mltlated into the mysteries of B100mlan critiCIsm), moorn's travel guide to
Kabbalah was able to aftord access to its hidden paths through its revisionist,
Cnustic, and OedIpal routes with an unmediacy that has often eluded more
conventional scholarship.
The questIons that literary theory wd\ raise when it turns to the tradItIOn will
concern "how deeply or teebly the tradition is reading its sources," as Geoffrey
Hartman has aptly written. 26 Only by seeing how deeply the tradition read') its
sources will we be able to learn to read the tradition deeply for ourselves. In this
buok I try tu oUer a model for how such questioning and reading might proceed so
as to Involve the tradition and ourselves In meaningful exchange. The book consists
o! lour such exchanges on central topics In the study of midrash. Although it is not
intendeJ to he either an introduction to mldrash for literary theorists or a pnmer
in theory for mldra<,h scholars, I have tried to write it in such a way that the book
will be acccs<,lhle .md challengIng to readers on both sides of the midrash-lheory
linkage, that is, suftkiently sophisticated to interest those with more training in
either Rabblnics or literary theory and yet not so technical as to scare off scholars
in one tield who may be less familiar with the mysteries of the other.
The chapters in the book form a progression, but each one may also be read
as an essay in its own nght, which is indeed the way they were originally wntten
and published In preparing this book, I have revised the separate essays so as
to knit them together into an extended discussion, but I have deliberately not
attempted to do away with theIr essayistic nature. By calling these chapters essays,
I mean, fjuite literally, that they are assays or attempts, that is, literarv experiments
in exploring an idea or text, in laying out the parameters of a problem, rather than
more ambitious efforts aimed at resolving difflCulties once and forever.
As a scholarly genre, the interpretive essay is a medium that, unfortunately,
has not found a large place for itself in Jewish studIes. In general, the field has
tavored either the scholarly article or the monograph, both of them Inore fittlllg
vehicle .. for Wissenschaft, the "science" of Judaism, with its claims to precise and
comprehensive knowledge. To be sure, authonty and essayIstic writing need not be
exclusive, Cershom Scholem's great interpretive es<;ays-"Revelation and Tradition
as Religlou,,; Categones In ludaism," for example, or any of the essays in Kabba!,l~alld
It, SymlJOii,m-are positive evidence to the contrary.'l7 But the essay, by its very tonn,
pUlnb in a dlHerem intellectual direction than the monograph-toward intellectual
speculation and discovery rather than conclusive lormulation and summary
It would be rresumpruous lor any scholar to compare him- or herself to
Scholem, but d the chapters in this book have any model. It is Scholem'<; great

the palpable sense of the psychic energies that pul,>ate through those esoteric
my-.tical bloodlines-from hi':> knowledge at the hIstory of post-Romantic poetry
HIs most brilliant intuition was to talk about Kabbalah as though it were poetry
And preuse!y because what he says ahout poetry is so compdling (at least to the
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essays, Tho<;e es')ays, like the ones 1 have mentioned, epitomIze scholarshIp that
is, as George Steiner once wrote about Scholern's work, of "the lik-givlng kind,"2H
SLholem's writIng remains the most powerful testimony to the capacIty 01 modern
Jewish scholarship to transcend its secondary stalUs as comment<lry on the cla<;sics
at the past and to become a sourLe oflewi..h creativity 111 Its own fight-that IS, to
be ahle to embody the meaningfulness ofJewl,>h tradition I,even without necessanly
subscribing to its content) To be sure, the power 01 Scholem's writing lay 111 many
things: his magIsterial learning and Intelligence, hIS Lapacity for recon"tructing the
hidden myth at the heart of KabhalistlC doctrine, his genius for SCClllg the histOrical
ramihcations of these mo.;,t arcane ideas in the farthest reaches 01 culture, But as
sources to be read In their own right, perhaps the deepest measure 01 their power
lay in the proven ability of Scholem's Writings to inspire their readers-nol to
become Kabbalrsts themselves or to take up mystical belIefs and practice.;" but to
go back to the tradition, to study its texts for themselves and, thereby, in some
way, to partake of the power and fascinatIOn of Kabbalah on theIr own It this
book, too, can inspIre only a few of its readers to read (or reread \ midrash on their
own, it will have more than justdled its writing
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This project has encountered many challenges. Among the'>e, perhaps the
most interesting has been the basic question that can he addressed 10 lhe entIre
post-structuralist project, and to deconstruction in panlcular: Is there "any other
way that thinking may operate beyond or outSide the enclosure ot logocentrism)"
This was precisely the question Zhang Longxi posed In a mastertul study that
explores the parallels between deconstruction and classical Chmese hermeneutics,
a parallel that Jacques Derrida himself was among the hrst to invoke. 1 Aher
subjecting Derrida's claims for the similarity of the two systems to the lest of
the Chlllese perspective, Zhang disputes Iheir validity, pOlllting out in the process
a lengthy train 01 misinterpretations of Chinese thought by Western thlllkers,
among whom Derrida is only the most recent
The deeper question raised by Zhang's argument, however, concerns the
desire that led Dernda to invoke the Chmese model in the hrst place That
question, III turn, raises still other matlers for inquiry, matters that in their broadest
terms concern our every Intellectual eHon to look at non· Western culture through
the lens ot Western critical categories, If the essential theme- oj the Western

N o questions have figured more prominently in the COl1tcmpOf<H)' '.>tudy of
midrash than those of its hermeneutics Is there a logic to Intcfpft'tation In mldrash,
a Set of rules or exegetical conventions governing the tree play of its commentaries;>
Are those rules or theIr logic different from those of other intnpretive traditions,
and if so, what are those differences and what do they mean;'
These questiqns are important not only because 01 what their answers might
teach us ahout midrash. They also point to one of the primary reasons why midrash
has fascinated studen[S of literature and literary theory in general. Indecd, si nee that
interest was first expressed some fifteen years ago, scholars have been trying to find
m midrash an alternatIve to the vanous "logocentric" hermeneutical traditions, like
that of al1egoresis, that have dominated Western literary culture since antIquity, As
a result, the urge to define the hermeneutics of midrash has been invested almost
from the beginning with a desire to locate in RabbiniC exegesIs a hermeneutic
embodying Otherness

Midrash and Hermeneutics:
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herrnencutKal tradition has been the challenge involved in understandmg the
Other, then cultures olltside the West and their hermeneutICal traditions would
seem to epitomize Otherness. Yet granting that it IS Impossible for the subject (the
Interpreter) ever to achieve tutal identitkatlon with the object of Interpretation
(non -\'('estern cuhllreilts hermeneutical tradition/a document of tnterpretation In
that tradition), how then does one proceed to understand the Other without
distorting it in the very name of Otherness?
In dealing with cultures that have developed more or less mdependently of the
\Xt'cst--llkc China or Africa, for example-the solutions to these methodological
problems may more likely derive trom literary anthropology than from pure theory 2 The case of III idrash raises stilI other considerations, however, since classical
RabbiniC exegesis, like RabblnicJudaism itself, was not so much completely "other"
to, or apart from, Western culture as it was a marginal presence upon its borders,
a tradltlf>n that developed by drawmg upon Western categories and transforming
them wi thout becoming wholly absorbed by them. Historically, Rabbinic Judaism
arose m late antIquity out of the fusion between ancient Near Eastern Israelite
traditIOn and Hellenism. Not surprisingly, then, its literature, including midrash,
borrowed hom both the biblical and the classical literary traditions, yet managed
to create for itself a tully distlnd identity that exists in a kind of intermediate space
between the conventional genres of Western J.terature.
Needless to say, any study of midrash must be able to encompass this complex
histOrical etiology. No attempt will ever be sutficient that presents mldrash and
it" hermeneutics 10 simple oppositlOn to logocentrism, with the latter being
characterized as a Creco-Roman or Christian development and the former as
afewish one. To read midrash as a rewriting of Derrida, Jacques Lacan, or
Edmond Jabes is equally misguided. The alternative, however, is not to study
midrash through its own methods, which is essentially the way it has been read
\\'ithm traditional Jewish CIrcles since the Middle Ages; rather, it is to approach
midrash with a theoretical interest, fully prepared 1O take a stance toward literary
theory TOughly analogous to the marginal stance midrash (and Rabbinic Judaism)
histoncally assumed in relation to the intellectual categories of Hellenism (and,
in <;ubsequent Jewish hi<;tory, both ChristIanity and Islaml, that IS, simultaneously
receptive and resistant to their universali.,t ambitions. Such an approaLh to midrash
would be open to the categories of literary theory, yet conscious of lllt!r Otherness
and ready to transform them by recontextualizing them
In ttli'; chapter, I wish to investigate one aspect of midrash that has frequently
heen proposed as an antecedent or counterpart of the concept 01 Indeterminacy
JS it has /igun.:d in post-structuralist literary theory, namely, its conceptIOn of
Scriptural polysemy and its consequent habit of presenting multiple Interpretations
tor Scriptural verses or phrases As I hope to show, multiple interpretatIon in
midra ... h bears little connection to the notion of indeterminacy; nonetheless, inde-
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Both of these interpretations make much the same point, but they derive it
from separate verses In very different ways. The Psalms vase, which in its original
context serves as an affirmation of Cod's faithfulness and justice, IS understood by
Abbaye as saying, in eHect, "One thing God has spoken but two thtngs I have
heard," with the Hebrew words ahat and sheillyim read not abverbia!1y ranee"
and "twICe") but as substantIves. In the case of the School of Rabbi Ishmael's
saying, the verse from Jeremiah also has a meaning In its SCriptural context very
different from the Interpretatlon the sages give it They understand Jeremiah's
declaration as describing not the experience of prophecy but the substance of that
experience, the content of prophetK revelation: specifically Its hterary product,
the text of Scripture. This reading denvcs trom what is for the Rabbis a genuine

verse has several meanings.'

It was taught in the School of Rabbi Ishmael "Behold, tvty word is like firedeclares the Lord-and like a hammer that shatters rock" (jer, 23:29), Just
as this hammer produces many sparks [when it strikes the rock], so a SIngle

same mea01 ng

Abbaye said: The verse says, "Once Cod has spoken, but twice I have heard"
(Ps. 62: 12). A single verse has several senses, but no two verses ever hold the

Any consideration of the relatIOnshIp between theory and mldrash might
do well to begin with the difference between the self-retlexivlty of contemporary
theory-thought turned in upon its own operations-and that of midrash, in which
even theoretIcal statements about exegesis are couched In the language of Scnptural
exegesis, No better example of the midrashlC habit eXIsts than the RabbiniC
traditions about Scriptural polysemy. The locus classicus for these traditions IS
preserved in the Talmud, where they are cited in the course of a debate over the
question as to whether or not one party may invoke multiple bibhcal verses in
support of its position in a legal dispute, the assumption beIng that two prooftexts
make a stronger case than one. Many sages appear to have opposed thIS practice,
however, and accordingly the Talmud cites two sayings, the first attributed to
Abbaye, a fourth-century Babylonian sage, and the second to the School of Rabbi
Ishmael, a Palestinian sage who lived approximately two centUries earlier

our own theorizing

terminacy may stdl remaIn a slgndlcant category tor understanding our readlllg of
midrashic dIscourse. This lack of equivalence between midrash and the theoreticJI
categories we use to read it may not be purely negative knowledge Aside from the
sheer antiquarian interest in understanding the mldrashic phenomenon within its
historical context, it mJy help us set' a little more clearly the very conditions of
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is both necessary and significant. If this is 50, however. why does the prophet
ust' two similes for Cod's word, both fire mid a hammer? The answer~m effect,
the interpretation-given by the School 01 Rabbi Ishmael can be paraphrased as
101l0w5: t--1y word, says God, is IJke fire, but what sort of fire? Like those fiery sparks
produced by a hdmmer when it strikes rock-and like the many senses that every
verse In Scripture holds ready to let fly at the strike of the interpretive hammer. of
The idea of Scriptural polysemy presented in these two sayings represents
a virtual ideologICal cornerstone of mldrashic exegesis, The concept does not
appear to have changed or developed perceptibly through the classical Rabbinic
period, and its use characterizes statements of both halakhah, Rabbinic law, and
aggadah, the more homiletical and narrative portion of Rabbinic tradition, (If
anything, poly..emy is more frequent in aggadah than in halakhah.) Elsewhere in
Rabbinic literature, the Idea i5 expressed more allu5ively, often a5 a function of a
stock number, usually seven or a multiple of seven. A statement in one midrash
collection, Bumldbar (Numbers) Rabbah, thus refers to the seventy aspect5 (pamrn)
ot the Torah, while a later collection, MishHat RllbbJ Eliezer, refers to the forty·nine
senses of Scripture. TiJe Alphl1t1d of R.lbbi Abba, a semimystical tract of the early
post-Talmudic period, describes how J\1oses was instructed on rvtount Sinai in "all
seventy aspects of the seventy languages" ot the Torah. This idea, however, is
already suggested In the Talmud, in a passage that relates how on Mount Sinai
"every commandment [dlhbur J that went furth from the mouth of the Almighty was
divided lIlto seventy tongues."5 As any student of midrash knows, the presentation
01 multiple Interpretations (often, though not always, prefaced by the formula
ci,wl7r </tJer, "another interpretation") is its most uhiquitous feature, almost a kind of
stereotype or commonplace.
The notion of Scriptural polysemy raises several questions: If every verse
has several meanings, what did the Rabbis believe was the meaning of Scripture?
DId the Bible even have a determinate sense for the Rabbis, or did they consider it
essentially an open text, an unbounded Aeld for the unlimited play of interpretation?
It so, was any interpretation of Scripture valid? Or did there exist exegetical critena,
cunstraints upon the free activity of Scnptural interpretation, and if so, what were
they) In the case of contradictory, mutually exclusive, or opposed exegese'>, what
criteria eXIsted lor resolving conHicts of interpretation?
\'fe may begin by addressing the last que,>tion first, since it is explicitly
uIscu,>seu in the following passage! a homily attributed to another early sage of the
second century', RabbI lleazar ben Azariah, as recorded In the Talmudic tractate

problem in the ver<;e, namely, the presence of the two similes The Rabbis always
undertake their study of the Hible with the assumption that every word in Scripture
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This passage is a proem, or petdl/a, a common midrashic literary form that
probably derived from brief sermon,:> delivered in the synagogue immediately
before the weekly reading from Scripture We will discuss this form in greater
detail in chapter 3, For now we need only say that the structure of the proem is
highly conventional: It nearly always concludes with the initial verse in the weekly
reading (here, Exod. 20: 1), and virtually always opens with a verse taken from
a completely different and unrelated context In Scnpturc (here, Eccles 12:11)
After citing this latter verse, the preacher interprets It in such a way as to huild
a connection or bridge to the concluding verse, Because the audience knows
that verse in advance, the rheturical shape of the form largely depends upon the
unpredH..: tability and virtuousity WIth which the preacher (an make the connection
between the two verses

[Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah] recited this proem: 'The words of the wise arc
like goads; like nads well-planted are the words of masters ot assemblies;
they were given by one shepherd" (Eccles. 12: 11 J. Why are the words of
the Torah likened to a goad? To teach you that just as the goad directs the
heifer along Its furrow to bring forth life to the world, so the words of the
Torah dIrect those who study them from the paths of death to the paths uf
lile But [you might th,nk that] just as the goad can move [clnd be removed],
so the words of the Torah move [and can be removed]-therelore the text
says: "nads" [which once nailed down cannot be removed]. But [you might
think that] just as the nail only diminishes [as it is pounded into wood] and
does not increase, 50, too, the words of the Torah only diminish and do not
increase-therefore the text says "well-planted" Just a" a plant grows and
increases, so the words of Torah grow and increase [What does the phrase]
"the mJsters of as':>emblies" tmeJn~] These are the diSCIples of the wise who
sit III assemblIes and study the Torah, some pronounCIng unclean and others
pronouncing clean, some prohibiting Jnd others permiltlllg, some declaring
unfit and other':> declaring fit. Should a man say, Since some pronounce
unclean and others pronounce clean, some prohibit and others permit, some
declare unfit and others declare fit-how then shall I learn Torah7 Therefore
Scripture says: All of them "were given from one shepherd" One Cod gave
them, one leader (i,e., Moses) proclalnH:d them from the mouth of the Lord
of all creation, blessed be He, as it is written, "And Cod spoke all these words"
(Exod. 20: 1 [my emphasis]) Therefore make your ear like the hopper and
acqUIre a perceptive hean to understand the words of those who pronounce
unclean and the words of those who pronounce clean, the words 01 those
who prohibit and the words of those who permit, the words of those who
declare unflt and the words of those who declare tit,l>
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Tn unpac.k these points of significance, Rabbi Eleazar begins by "awmizing"
the verse, interpreting each phrase as an independent hermeneutical item. At.
ornizatloll, one at the most common exegetical techniques of midrash, proceeds
trom the aSSllmptlon that every word and phrase in Scripture is as meaningful in
Itself a,> wlthlfl its larger Scriptural context. Yet with each successive attempt to
fix a meaning for the separate phrases, Rabbi Eleazar finds himself faced by an
alternative meaning or Implication that threatens to undo the interpretation he
ha,> just proposed If the words of the Torah are truly like a goad on a beast of
hurden's neck, perhaps they, too, can be removed? To resolve thiS hermeneutical
dilemma, Rabhi Eleazar uses another common midrashic technique: he revises his
inl tial interpretation by interpreting Scripture through Scripture. In thiS passage, he
does so by modifying the initial figure with the succeeding phrase in the verse, the
follOWing simile or figure. Thus, he is able to rebut the unforeseen and problematic
implication of his previous interpretation likening Torah to a goad by invoking
the next hgul'e in the verse, in which the words of the wise are compared to
nails, permanemly and unalterably fixed. Following this revision, however, Rabbi
Eleazar taces still another objection. If the words of Torah are like nails, do they
also dilTllnish (as they disappear into the wood into which they are hammered)?
No, for they are like plants; they grow and increase. And so on.
In its overall sequence, this chain of interpretations suggests a unified or
univocal reading of Scripture rather than a truly polysemous one. In typical
Rahbinic lashion, though, the very next interpretation in the passage offers an
explicit formulation of polysemy, ThiS is Rabbi Eleazar's interpretation for the
phrase "the masters of assemblies," which he takes as a reference to the sages
themselves as they study and debate the law-some pronouncing unclean, others
clean, some prohibiting, others permitting; and so on, If this indeed is the case, the
passage continues, a student might wonder, "How then can I learn Torah~" Rabbi
Eleazar responds: There is no cause for despair. Although the sages' opinions may
cOlltradict each other, they all are part of Torah, part of a single revelation, They
all were once <,poken by the mouth of one shepherd, Moses. who in turn received
them all from one Cod. Rabbi Eleazar's confirmation for this answer lies in the
exegesIs he offers fnr Exod, 20: I, the verse that serve'> as the introduction to the

suhstantive contrihutlOn to meaning, not in figurative or ornamental novelty.

In this proern, Rabbi Eleazar ben Azanah's interpretation of Ecdes. 12: 1 J
ofters <:1I] almost perfect illustration of midrashic reading In the tlrst place, the
sage never has any doubt about the overall sense of the Verse: "the words of the
wise" can refn only to the teachmgs of the sages themselves_ The exegete's task
therefore doe<, not involve disclOSing a less obvious, hidden, or revisionist meaning
lor the verse, rather, it consists of unpacki ng the signitk:ance of each separate simile
or phrase: in Ihe verse. That significance, charactenstically, is assumed to lie in a
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In other words, the halakhah was eventually decided according to the opllllon of
the House of Hillel not because its teachings were any more correct or valid than
those of [he House of Shammai, hut for ethical reasons. Even though the House
of Hillel disagreed with its opponents, it treated the House of Shammai with
respect. Another tradition tells us that while the Houses of Hillel and Shammal
disagreed over the legitimacy of children horn from certain types of marriages,
they still did not re/ram from marrying each others' daughters-because, we are
told, they preferred to practice the Scriptural command, "You must love truth and

But if [he words of both houses are the words of the liVing Cod, why did the
House of Hillel merit having the halakhah decided according to its vIew)
Becau<,e they were peaceful and humble men, and they taught the teachings
of the House of Shammai as well as their own, and even more than that,
they taught the teachings of the House of Shammal before they taught
their own 9

The Talmud then asks, qUite reasonably:

Rabbi Abba said in the name of Samuel For three years the House of Hillel
and the House of Shammai argued. These said, The law is accordIng to
our view; and the others said, The law IS according to our view. [Finally 1
a heavenly oracle decreed, The words at both houses are the words of the
living God, and the law is like the House of Hillel

revelation at Sinai in whICh Cod gave the Ten Commandments--the basis of the
complete Torah-to the children of Israel. 7
It should be noted that the student's question is /lot "How can I practice the
law?" The answer to that question would he clear to any disciple 01 the RabbiS
where there is a ditference 01 opinion regarding the correct law, the halakhah
is decided by following the opinion of the majority of sages, a principle of
jurisprudence the Rabbis elsewhere justify mldrashically through an interpretation
of Exod, 23:2, "after the majority incline."H Rather than pOint to a practical
quandary, the student's question and the hermeneutical despair underlying it derive
from the chaos of the academy: If the RabbiS disagree about the meaning of every
law and verse, if each and every law and verse can elicit opposite interpretations
simultaneously, then why bother to study Torah)
Thi,> dilemma recalls still another passage, the ramous description of the firstcentury ,>chools or "houses" of Hillel and Shammal, named after the legendary
Pharisaic sages The two schools are typically remembered in Rabbinic tradition
as engaging in endless debates·
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Interpretations, even it

reace" rZech. 8: 19J,l1l ~rom a strictly hermeneutrcal perspective, however, both
they contradict each other, are considered equally true,
Identically alive to Torah's meaning, to the words of the living God
The sanction fOf sULh paradoxical truth is explicitly stated in the homily
of Rahbi Eleazar: it is the divIne origins that both intt::rpretations are said to
share, the helief that the contradictory opinions of the two houses were both
originally spoken by the mouth of the Lord of all creation. This divine sanction
lor SCriptural polysemy al~o differentiates the midrashlC concept of polysemy
from I(S post-structuralist counterpart, indeterminacy By indeterminacy, I hasten
to add, I do not mean nihilism, the sheer relatlvizing or negation of meaning as an
infinitely deferred presence, or nonpresence. Instead, I refer to the concept as it
has been subtly characterized by Geoffrey Hartman, as being close to the process
of commentary Itself. "the taking away, modification, elaboration of previous
mearll ngs"l I In this sense, midrashic reading can sometimes be, as in Rabbi Eleazar's
interpretation of Eccles. t 2 11, very clost' to a literal)' criticism predicated on
indeterminacy What differentiates midrash from indeterminacy is not its style but
rather the latter's formal resistance to closure, Its hnal revelation of a perspective
(hat, as Hartman writes, "may be, precisely, the absence of one and only one
context from which to view the flux of time or the empirical world, of one and
only one method that would destabilize all but itself, of one and only one language
to rule understanding and prevent misunderstanding."12 In contrast, midrashic
polysemy is predicated preCIsely upon the existence of such a perspective, the
diVine presence from whICh all contradictory interpretations derive, Precisely what
type of perspective thiS is we wrll try to say shortly.
The difference between Rabbinic polysemy and contempora'Y indetenninacy
IS fairly clear What is more instructive, however, is the fact that the midrashic
conception has no real parallel, so far as I know, even in other interpretive traditions
in the ancient world that also approached the Bible as a divinely inspired text.
Con'iolder the example of the earliest datable literature of jewish bibli<.:al exegesis,
the lragments of commentaries found among the Dead Sea Scrolls at Qumran.
The technical term for exegesis at Qumran is pe5her, a Hebrew word cognate to
the Sumerian bw and the Akkadian p'15harw, verbal roots that mean "to release,
resolvF", and solve," and that became in ancient Near Eastern dream.interpretation
literJlure the technical terms for the therapeutic-magical process whereby the
symbolic meaning of a dream-particularly of a troubling dream-is explained,
and hence explained away.J3 In the Bible, a cognate verb, patar, is also used for
dream inlerpretalion, and the ~ame root, as we shall see, is the basis for the name
of a speuhc type of mldrashic Interpretation, the petlrah,14
The connection between Qumranic pesher and ancien( dream interpretation
IS a VI rtua] commonplace of modern scholarshIp. IS Like ancient dream interpretation, ..... Ith Its singleminded desire to unravel the one and only meaning of the dream,
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sphere-by a Virtually ideological polICY of polysemy
Similarly, there are no real parallels to multiple interpretations of the r:
irashlc
sort in the various hermeneutical traditions of the claSSical and early (_ ~ -, nstlan

~

As in Qumranic exegesis, many exegetICal technlCjues in RabbiniC -nldrash
·
t · ·
17 Yet
can a Jso b e traced to varrous procedures 0 anCIent dream Interpretall C .,
e
the essential thrust of mldrash toward finding multiple interpretations of ~ .:::nptur
could not be more opposed to the basic intentIons of ancient dream ilHerp - ,,=,ta(lon
Unlike the exegetes of Qumran, the Rabbis appear to have repudiated the a ~solutist
claims of apocalyptic fulfillment in favor of hermeneutical multiplicity. F - "' example, the petlrah, the cognate midrashic form I have mentioned, adapts for --n,drash
the form of the Qumranic pesher, Like the pesher, the petirah take<; an ah . '3 {ori(:al,
generally abstract if not abstruse biblical verse, and applies it to a cone --:.-te and
specific event. Unlike the pesher, however, (he events interpreted in the pC'" - ,rah are
not contemporary, certainly not imminent in the eschatological future c - recent,
near apocalyptic past, a<; in the New Testament use of the fulfillment tonr
rather,
they tend to be chosen from the distant past, usually from the biblical pas 1'.:
.3 realm
of history that can be characterized best hy its unthreatetllng distance ---·:Jm the
interpreter. Furthermore, once again in contrast to Qumranic pesher, rdrashlc
petirot, even when they are applied to the biblical narrative, are usually p
in series-not just one petirah, but two or three, sometimes as many as four =- "' five.
The apocalyptic and absolutist c1aim<; of Qumranic pes her have effect I \.- ~ y been
neutralized in midrash-in the religious-political as well as in the herme-- eutical

birth

pesher interpretation views SCripture as an enigma to he solved and dec()c:.ed, The
key to the solution, its underlying code, IS the apocalypflc hl .. tory ot the ,.ectanan
Dead Sea community itself, Thus, in the Pesher Habakkuk, one phrasc afte~ another
in the book 01 Habakkuk is made to refer to a contemporary event or pc-_~,>onage,
from the Teacher of Righteousness (as the founder of the sect appears to h ~ ve been
known) and his followers to their many and assorted jewi<;h enemies, as '-..• ell a5 to
Rome, the Gentile scourge. In this exegesis there IS little room for con(r-3dictory
ntary
,
or multiple interpretations. 16 Indeed, the apocalyptic force of the com -------ae
its persuasiveness a<; a political and religIOUS document, depends direct I . on the
absolutenes<; of its claim that each and every interpretation IS true ande. : hat
the
. tural
contemporary meanings-the events and personages-that underlie the _".:. TIP
text will exhaust that text'" prophecy as soon as they come to pass in the l.~ minent
future. The same type of Interpretation appears as well in the New Te-sl3ment
rew
Gospels, in the so-called fulfillment prophecies in which verses from the ,.-Jeb
Bible are cited as propheCIes of events that are said to have been realized I - (he life
n
of jesus. The most famous of these prophecies is Matthew's misinterpre - 3110 of
Isa. 7: 14, "the maiden is with child and will soon give birth to a <;on whorr she Will
call Immanuel," which Matthew understood as a prophecy fulfilled in tr ~ VIrgIn
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worlds. Classical allegoresis developed as an apologetIc instrument of StOIC and
Neoplatonic rationalizers of Homeric mYlh, and it was later utj]izl·d by Philo as
a technique for the philosophIcal interpretation of Scnpture. From Its beginnings,
allegory distingUished between and built upon two distinct levels ot meaning'
tlrst, the literal or manifest meaning (to phaturol1); second, the underlying or
deeper sense (he huponoiar As early as Philo, however, this second level began
to be subdivided mto more subtle categones-the naturalistic, the ethical, the
mt:taphysical or mystICal-and these three subcategories eventually developed in
medieval Christian exegesis into the famous fourfold senses of Scripture.
Yet while these traditions all seem to predicate multiple interpretation as a
condition of exegesis, the different senses they find in Scripture actually represent
a hierarchy of meanings rather than a truly polysemous range of interpretations,
each one separate from the others, The medieval senses, rather than being distinct
hermeneutical categories, are more like levels of interpretation that could in fact
be ordered in an ascending ladder of Significance 19 This is very different from
the multiple Interpretations of Scripture found in midrash For example, Hab. 1:7,
'That one is ternole, dreadful; its laws and majesty proceed from itself," a verse
that In its original context refers to the Chaldeans, is interpreted in Vayikra
(Leviticus) Rabbah 18:2 six different ways. According to the mldrash, It refers,
respeLtiveJy, to Adam, Esau, Sennacharib, Hiram King of Tyre, Nebuchadnezzar,
and the Israelites l Even If the interpretations relating to Esau, Sennacharib, Hiram,
and Nebuchadnezzar all might be said to be versions of a single interpretive
rrototype-to refer to an enemy of God (as the first half of the verse is in eHect
interpreted) from whom a faithful servant of God eventually descended (as the
second halt of the verse IS understood)--one could hardly use this categorization
lor the interpretations refernng to Adam and to the Israelites. These two opimons
do not even parallel each other. Or to give another example: on l.am. 3: 10, "He
is a lurking bear to me," a reference to the unnamed and cruel enemy who is
torturing the speaker (an anonymous male personifying the natIon of Israel),
Eikhah (Lamentations) Rabbah 01 fers two opmions regarding his historical identity.
According to one, rhe bear IS Cod; according to the other, it is Vespaslan (the
Roman general and emperor to whom the Rabbis attributnl the major blame for
the destruction of the Temple in 70 CF.), This last pair of interpretations represents
the aggadic t'fjuivalent to the opposed Interpretations of the Houses of Hillel and
Shammai In the realm of halakhah.

The closest analogue to mldrashlC polysemy that one can find in the Church
fathers IS in Augustine. In one of the most inspired exegeses in the entire history
of Scnptural interpretatIOn, Augustine reads God's blessing to mankind "to be
fruit/lit and multIply" (Gen. 1:22,28) as an injunction to multiply interpretations
of Scripture, "to express in manifold ways what we understand in but one, and to
undcr'>tand in malllioid ways what we read as obscurely uttered in but one way."20
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And certainly no medIeval exegete delights more than Augustine does in multiple
interpretations, ror Gen. I 1 alone he offers hve dlHerent readmg., 21
Yet, even for Augustine, the posslbiHty of multIple interpretatIons in Scriptural
exegesis is less a functlOn of an inherently polysemous sacred text than It is the
result of the hiblical author's own obscunty. That obscurity may possess divine
sanction, hut its presence nonetheless creares a hermeneutical dilemma for the
biblical exegete, making It impossible for him or her to determme the origmally
intended meaning of a verse, and thereby leading the interpreter [0 invent other
readings. For Augustine, however, thl., eventuality is not mherently dangerous
so long J., those other meanings represt:nt the "truth" and arc "congruous with
the truth raught in other passages of the Holy Scriptures."22 By truth Augustine
essentially means caril~H, that "love of a Being which is to he enjoyed and ot a bemg
that can share that enjoyment With us," which serves him as a ncar rule of faith.
While Augustine did not invent the rule of raIth, he seems to have been among the
first to use it to justify (rather than to prohihit) exegetIcal innovation. A person
who understands Scnpture in a way different from thal intended by its author may
therefore be deceived, but "if he is deceived in an Interpretation which build~ up
caritas, which is the end of the commandments, he is deceived in the same way as
a man who leaves a road by mistake hut passes through a field to the same place
towards which the road itself leads."2'!
To be sure, one could argue that Rabbinic Judaism also possesses a "rule at
faith" under which all multiple interpretations are to be subsumed The problem,
however, is in stipulating in what this rule consists. If all the statements about
faith that characterize Rabbinic Judaism were collected, they would more closely
resemble the anthologies of multiple interpretations for a slllgle verse that are
found in Rabbinic exegesis than a systematic exposilion of religious beliefs. This
feature of Rabbinic thought ha<; led one modern Jewish theologian to describe its
condition as "the Indeterminacy of belid"24 At least since the time of l\1almomdes,
Jewish philosophers have been aware at the RabbIS' apparent lack of interest in
making a theologically coherent whole out of their disparate artlCles at faith. Only
in the recent past, in fact, has the absence of a systematic theology come to be
viewed as a virtue of Rabbinic Judaism rather than as a fadure
Those attempting to describe institutional controls on interpretation WIthin
the Rabhinic community face difficulties analogous to those seeking to define
a rule of faith for Rabbmic Judaism. Such controls surely must have existed
Yet outside of the most obviously impossible cases-a reading ot Isa, 7: 14 as a
prophecy of rhe virgin birth of Jesus as messiah-it is difficult to say preci<;cly
what lay beyond the borders of discourse. To be certain, most institutional controls
work silently through what hank Kermode has described as "the taCIt knowledge
of the permitted range of sense."25 Indeed, the literature of Rabhl11ic Judaism
sometimes seems to have been edited almost intentionally to camouflage any
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Im,t uriUI1Ld constraInt.. or contlilts. Yet while Rabbinic literature is replete with
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mear: that midrash was ever entirely open or unconstramed. For one thing, there
i1pp(-~r to have eXIsted schools of exegesIs with distinct hermeneutical approaches
or rc·ldencics. There also existed "l1sts" ot hermeneutical rules and exegetical
tech riques that rctleet .,ome awareness of the mechanisms of interpretation.
The.;,'> lists, however, were not composed to serve as how-to manuals for "dOing"
mldr J.~hi rather, scholars of Rabbmics today believe that they were more likely
comr,'ded at comparatively late dates by specific exegetical schools to legitimate
their hermeneutical methods and to provide polemical documentation against
Lomretlng exegetical schools (or competing relIgious groups, like the Karaite sect
in the early Middle Agesl. 21l In practice, Rabbinic exegesis also turns out to be
far le)s polysemous than some statements we have seen might lead us to expect.
Many multIple inlerpretations, hke the exegeses tor Hab. 1:7 cited earlier, are
actually versions of the same Idea and recur in different contexts. Furthermore,
while mldrash may be unsystematic, its exegeses are not unmotivated, Even at
its must apparerHly far-fetched or t1amboyant moments, midrashic interpretations
It:nd to be situated on genuine textual cruces or irregularities, "bumps" in the plain
surb,<.e of Scripture, a fact that militates against the worst excesses of unbridled
polysemy. Finally, there appears to be a kind of underlying "deep structure" in
midrash that both produces and governs multiple interpretations under specific
exegetical conditions, Th.s Jeep structure, as Betty Roitman has recently argued,
"enaCh at the level of interpretation a dialectic formulated on the ontological
plane by Rabbi Akiba: 'All is foreseen, but freedom of choice is given.'" In mldrash,
ROltman wntes, "all is determined, and yet all is open."2g
ROltman's theologized formulation suggests a possible direction in which
to look lor a modd or explanation lor the concept 01 polysemy In midrash. In
contemporary critICism, textual meaning is often described spatially, in terms of
its po<;i(lon either "behind" the text (the tradltionallogocentric view) or "in front"
01 II (trom the perspective of deconstruction), In the case of RabbinicJudaism, the
divine guarantee of meaning in SCripture might be descnbed more accurately as
coming trom above, not in the sense of divine eflluence or emanation but literal1y
from on high, trom the top of Mount Sinai, where, the Rabbis claimed, Cod
gave ,\10'>0 not only Scripture, "the wntlen Torah" or the Pentateuch, but also

wltl--. the unobjectionable or authoritative exegesIs; both are handed down as equal
wor~':i of the living Cod.2/1 There is liltle evidence (() support the existence of
expl :Jt mechanisms for internal censorship in Rabbinic society,27
-:-:.ven '>0, the absence of a rule of faith In Rabbinic)udalsrn, or the impossibility
of dc:ermulmg the institutional forces thal may have controlled exegesis, does not

or d ;puted Interpretation is usually preserved within the Rabbinic corpus together

ano -: lef 01 distorting the sense of Scripture), the fact remains that the objectionable

con ~-oversles and dJ'>agreements between Rabbis (one Rabbi may even accuse
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RabbI Hoshaya hegan: "I was with Him as an umo~ [Translated in (he JeWish
Publication SocIety TaNaKh as "a confidant"; in the Jcrusakm BIble as "a
master uahsman''l, a source of delight every day, rejoiCIng before Him at all
times" (Prov 8:30). The word dll1ml means a tutor. Arnon means "covered" AmOll
means "hidden" And some say it means "great" [Each ot these interpretations
is based on a phonetIC pun between the word d»!OtJ and another, sllndarsounding word; verses from Scripture to support each inlerpretation aft: thcn
cited for all four opinions] Another l11terpretatlOn: ,1»1011 means all artisan

countenances
A more exphcit treatment of the connection between Cod and (he Torah
can be found in the following passage lf1 Bereshlt Rabbah, the midrash on the
book ot Cenesis, The passage below. attributed to Rabbi Hoshaya, is the very first
interpretation in the collectIon Although its subject is Gen, 1 I it begins with a
senes of interpretations of Prov 8:30, a verse that in Its original context is "poken
by Wisdolll, an allegorical flgure that the Rabbis identilied With Torah

Just as a single verse may have many meanings, so Cod, too, is said to possess many

,I

Cod appeared to [the chddren of Israel] at the Red Sea like a hero in bault·,
at Sinai like a scribe instructing them in Torah, and in the days 0/ Daniel
like an elderly teacher.l Cod] said to them Just because you see !\'1e in many
images, thiS docs not mean that there arc many gods
Said Rabbi Hanllla
bar Papa: Cod appeared to them with an angry tace, With a neutral face
with a pleasant expreSSion, and with a smliing face, SaId Rabbi LeVI Cod
appeared to them like a statue whICh looks 'In every direction A thousand
people look at It, and it looks at each ot them, Thus, when God spoke to
Israel, each]ew said: it is to me that the VOice is speaking

an "oral Torah," passed on by mouth from generation to generation. That oral
Torah effectIvely compnscd everythmg in RabbinIC Judaism not expliCitly stated
in the wnt1en Torah, As revealed In its totality at Sinai, It Included every multiple
interpretation of Scripture, including, as one Lelcbrated saying ~tates, "the very
words a disciple of the sages will "peak before hl'i teacher "W
The two aspects of Torah, wnUcn and oral, arc not exactly eqUIvalent lor
the Rabbis, but together they form a unifted, timeless entity with a singlt:: origin
In the divll1e revelation, As we have already seen, certain RahblnIC traditiOns, Hke
those describing every divine utterance at Sinai as having been i"sued In seventy
tongues, seem to connect pulysemy With the original revelation, Other traditions
that describe Cnd's external appearance at ddkrent moments when He rnani~e'ited
Himself to Israel have a family resemblance to the traditions ahuut the poly<,emolls
meaning of Torah. Thus, in one famous passage, we arc told that
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The Torah declares: I was the Instrument that the Holy One, blessed be He,
used when He practiced His craft. It is customary that when a king of flesh
and blood buIlds a palace, he doesn't budd it himself but he hires an architect;
even the architect doesn't build it solely from his head, but he uses plans and
blueprints in order [Q know how to lay the rooms and to arrange the doors.
SO, [QO, the Holy One, blessed be He, looked into the Torah and created
the world. And so the Torah said; "By means of [be-, a particle conventionally
translated as "in"] the beginning, Cod created the heavens and the earth,"
and the word "beginning" always alludes to the Torah, as Scripture says, 'The
Lord created' me at the beginning of His course" (Prov. 8:22).32

] 8

The word amOn in the Proverbs verse happens to be a bapax (egOnlet10H, a fact
that helps to explain Rabbi Hoshaya's puzzlement at its meaning and why so many
interpretations are offered for it. Yet the~e multiple interpretations also exemplify
the kind of wit one typically Ands in midrash; indeed, in the second half of the
opening Proverbs verse, Torah (Wisdom) is itself described explicitly in tenns of
this wit as Cod's constant Joy and delight, something that entertains Him all day.
As an II1terpretive activity, midrash is a form of study that is also an avenue of
entertainment, playful and serious at once. Thus, all four interpretations of amon
are based on ingenious if contrived puns. Yet each interpretation also presents
a different conception of the Torah. One of these-the deAnition of amOn as a
tutor, a pidagog-may even allude polemically to a Christian doctrine. It recalls
Paul's famous characterization of the law in Cal. 3:24 as a paidagogos whom Cod
appointed over the Israelites, that is, a teacher or schoolmaster whose role, after
the cruciAxion, was superseded by faith in Christ as a means of justifkation. 33 Such
multiple motivations for a single exegetical impulse are highly typical of midrash.
For our present purposes, the most revealing exegesis in the passage is the
Anal interpretation of amOn as the blueprint, the plan, that Cod used in creating
the universe. Although the Torah is described here as though it existed before the
creation of the world, like the Logos, the idea is not necessarily Platonic 34 The
Torah is not being deAned as the idea whose second-order reflection is the universe;
rather. the Torah is conceived as the instrument Cod used in creating the world,
as His blueprint and set of directions, which He looks into the wayan architect
looks into a blueprint, or the way the Rabbis themselves looked into the Torah
as the blueprint for the existence they constructed for themselves. Torah, then,
is not Idemical with Cod; its relationship to Him is, one might say, metonymic
rather than metaphoric, a matter of extension rather than resemblance, The study
of Torah, the activity of midrash, does not therefore constitute an act of direCtly
interpreting Cod as though the text itself were literally divine. Instead, one could
almost call midrash the interpretation of Torah as a Agure or trope standing for Cod.
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The concept of Torah in midrash can therefore be characterized best by its
figurative status. As in all cases of rhetorical Aguration, this status allows the Torah
to be both identified and not identiAed with its presumed object. To begin with the
positive side, the near identiAcation 01 Torah and Cod provides the RabbiS with
the basic axioms of midrashic hermeneutics: first, the belief in the omnisignificance
of Scripture, in the meani ngfulness of its every word, letter, even (according to
one famous report) scribal flourish; second, the clairJl, of the essential unity of
Scripture as the expression of the single divine will. From the Arst axiom proceeds
the common midrashic technique of atomization, whereby verses and phrases,
sometimes even single words, in Scripture are broken up into smaller units, which
are then exploited in isolation for hermeneutical signiAcance. From the second
axiom derives the equally typical midrashic habit of viewing the Bible.atemporally,
of explaining Scripture through Scripture, and of connecting the most disparate
and seemingly unrelated verses In order to create new and overreaching nexuses
of meaning: in short, intertextua1lty that is elevated in midrash (Q the level of a
virtual exegetical principle.
80th hermeneutical axioms and their result! ng practices stem from the associ
ation.of Torah with its author-or, as in the midrash cited earlier, of the blueprint
with the architect, who presumably drew the blueprint to help him in his job. To
know Torah, to read and follow the divine blueprint, is, in this sense, a way to
come to know the mind of the divine architect, and ultimately, to imitate Him
and construct a human existence modeled aFter Cod's creation of the world. From
thiS perspective it is possible to understand why midrash is not merely an act of
literary interpretation but a path toward holiness. "IF you want to come to know
the One who spoke and created the world, study [midrash] aggadah," the Rabbis
said, "and you will come to know Him who by His word created the world," As
Judah Coldin has recently argued, this seemingly theological axiom may actually
be a polemical statement asserting that one can serve Cod through the study of
aggadah and through midrash as effectively as by the practice of halakhah. J5
T)1e other Side of the equation between Cod and Torah, however, is the
refusal of midrash to make the identiAcation of Torah and Cod literal. This side
can easily be seen if one compares the midrashic position with mystical, quasi
Cnostic conceptions of Torah as the name of Cod and of Scriptural exegesis as the
unfoldll1g of the essence of that name. The fuJI identification of Torah with Cod
becomes truly explicit only in the kabbalistic speculation of the later Middle Ages,
in fOnDulations that openly connect the inAnity of Cod's being with the InAnity of
meanings to be found in Torah, and in Scriptural exegesIs that "decodes [he Bible as
a mystICal biography of the infra-divine infinite processes and the regulations which
influence the function of those processes."3a Yet even in the Rabbinic period, there
are testimonies in contemporary mystical/Cnostic documen ts that literally identify
Cod and Torah: one hymn refers to the text of the Torah as being inscribed upon
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Dcscrlptions ot supernatural phenomena artending sages engaged in ScriplLll'allntcrpret;)[lon are not entirely lacking in Rabbinic literature, N But the act of
illtcrprdalion in Illldrash is Itself almo:.t completely severed from any Lonnection
"'irh pruphecy ,--Jr analoguu.,; types 01 revelatory expenence, One of the mo:.t tamous
sLoric,:- in all Rl/lbinlc Ilterature relates how une sage, RabbI Eliezcl ben Hyrkanus,
di~rutcd with ['1e entire academy 0/ sages at Yavneh over a matter concerning
the laws of PU!'ly. Retusing to concede his position, Rabbi Eliezer called upon
heaven tu com~ to hiS aid and testify on hIS behalf. Immediately, the stuI)' relates,
Rabbi Flieztr sL..:cesstully ordered a carob tree to uproot Itself and fly a hundred feet
! according to ,,<.. ne, four hundred feet); then, for a nearby stream to flow backward;
tinallv, lor a (!lv' 'Ie oracle to conllrrn his position, Nevertheless, the sages refused to
accept the dIVW: testimony, Citing as proof 01 their own posrtion~as deCIded by
maJorJty rulc- :'1e Deuteronomic verse, "It is not rn heaven" (Deut. 3: 12), which
Rahbi Ycrmiy'a~- mlerpreteJ as tallows: "Since the Torah has already been given
[r()m J\ lount Sin ~i, we do not pay attention to heavenly voices, for You have already
wnnen aL .I\.lour- Smai, 'alter the majority rncline' (Exod. 23:2)" Rabbi Yerrniyah
ettcLtlvcly invo -es Scripture against God. The story concludes by relating how
Cod, li'>te'1ing I heaven to this Rabhinic debate, laughed and said, "i\ty children
hei\'(: defe~lted 11".: my children have defeateu mel".W

Ill"t a~ nlldrash rejects the mystical idea of the literal infinity of meanings
ifl the Turah (and Us corollary, the Inlinity of Cod), so, too, does midrash avoid
lhe t,win corKL'ptions of the interpreter as a tran"ported, divinely Inspired being
Jnu 01 the au 01 interpretation as a mantIC, prophetIC activity oCLuring within
.,tale" 01 ecstacy, through paranormal spiritual experiences-angelic revelarions,
dJcmollJc encounters, oneinc messages, and so on. for the mystical conception of
illtl.'rpreL.1tlon such expenences are Virtually a "condition for the attainment of the
sul,llllle seLrets of l()rah -.'I3H As the distance between Cod and Torah disappears, the
dl<,rinctiun between Cod and man becomes equally blurred, so that the mystical
Jet 01 Illspired Interpretation itself becomes an OCl:a<,ion for Ullio mysflca

terms, ,:-peJk Cil SLTlptural interpretation a.. literal deSCription 01 Cod's body. This
notion 01 llJrah I" clearly ditterent from the one underlying ITlIdrash; indeed,
fllJdra<;h IIllght even he said to have denied this equation. A midrashic exegesis
alway" return" to the text, not to Cod

C()d~ "ljl11b~ " 1115: "arms" and .. leg.... 37 Other text .. , using simdarly anthropomorphic

The dlss OCi ilion of rnterpretation from prophecy also di"trngUishes midrashic
l"xege~is Irom C.'1eT types 01 Scriptural exegesis more contemporary with the
Rahhis A~ lo~e~-Il Hlenkinsopp has shown, the transition from prophecy to intnpretation dS a ,ource of rellgiOlls authonty was initially achieved by attributing
pr()plwtie illsplr':::don to Inrerpretatiun 41 This move can he witnessed as early as
In the ho()k ul ~Ianiel, but it is far more eVIdent In the most famous example
ot biblical l'xegC::---IS found at Qumran, the Pe'>her Cummentary on Habakkuk.
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This commentaIY not only attributes prophetic stature to Its interpreter-aulhor,
possibly the Teacher of Righteousness himself, it even cL:ums, as pan 01 It<, exegt"i"
of Habakkuk, that the prophet Habakkuk wrote down the propheCIes Cod had
revealed to him without knowing the meaning of what he wrote Indeed, Cod is
said to have l·oncealed that meanIng until the Teacher ot Righu.:ou\nt:<.,,, wa" born
and "Cod made known [to him] all the mysteries of the word.,; of His servant<, the
Prophets."42 This last claim is itself derived trom a phrase in Habakkuk, "that he
who reads may read It speedily" (Hab, 2:2) According to the pe"her interpretiltion
of this phrase, Cod in eHect foresees that the prophet-Interpreter will super<;ede
the prophet-writer in prophetic power and will usurp hi" position
Viewed against the backdrop of Qumranic exegesIs, it is pos,>,ble to <,ee ITl
midrash an attempt on the part of the Rabbis to dive<.;t exege<,i" ot both such
prophetic pretensions (and their potential subversion 01 Scripture's unIque .,;tatus)
and the more publicly dangerous charge of apocalyptic and sectarian politIC.. To
be sure, this act of repudiation--or neutralization, if you wl<.,h-also expressed an
agenda ot its own The destnlction of the Temple in 70 CI- and the catastrophes
that followed in subsequent centuries bred in the Rahhis a ctrtain despair with
history, as it dId in many of their contemporaries, but thal de<,palr dId not lead
them into either apocalyptic tantasy or Gnostic dualism, Rather, the estrangement
that the Rabbis felt had developed between Cod and the world, the disparity they
saw between the divine promise and its fultlllment in human reality, appears to have
turned their energies inward, into the construction of paradigms of holi ness wlthi n
their self-enclosed society Seemingly ohlivious to the larger historical arena III
which they hved, yet wary as well of theIr own dnire tor messianically insrired
political activism, they instead dIrected their imaginatIons toward the rext of the
Torah and Its Interpretation
The Rabbis' conceptIOn ot Torah as a figurative trope tor Cod-treating Cod
and Torah simultaneously as identical and not identical--expre".,es both their
sense 01 alienation and their attempt to overcome that alienatIOn intellectually
Following the destruction of the Temple, the text at the Torah hecame for the
Rabbis the primary sign of the continued existence ot the covenantal relationship
between God and Israel, and the activity of Torah study-nlldrash-lhus became
the foremost medium for preservtng and pursuing thar relatIonshIp. Understood
thl"; way, the object of midrash was not so much [0 lind the meanIng ot Scripture
as it wa.. literally to engage its text. I'v1idrash became J kind at conversation the
Rabbis Invented in order to enable Cod to speak to them trom between the 11l1es
0/ Scripture, in the textuallissures and discontinuities that ex~g~"i~ Ji"cnvcrs The
multiplication of interpretations in nlldrash was one way, as it were, to prolong
that conversation
To some extent, Rabbinic exegesis, like the interpretive Ideologies o! West·
ern culture, is motivated by an anxiety aboLlt the loss of llleaning or presence
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Part of this anxiety derived from the Rabbis' historical experience. Palestinian
Judaism in late antiquity consisted of a spectrum of competing religious sects
among them the Qumran sects, the JeWish Christians, the Rabbis themselves (or
their predecessors, like the Pharisees)-each of which claimed to be the sole and
authentIC heir of the biblical tradition. Among these groups, the Rabbis were
not always the most obViously successful (nor the least), but the destruction of
the Temple in 70 C.E. was exploited by some of their competitors (Christians,
for example) to prove that God had rejected the Jews and chosen others, like
themselves, as the true Israel. Yet even without such specillc provocations, the
Rabbis' anxiety over their election was in some sense inevitable. It was bound
to have arisen since, after all, Rabbinic Judaism, like other Jewish sects of the
period, WClS an extension of biblical religion, not identical with it, and it was not
the only such adumbration of that heritage or the only interpretation of the Bible's
contemporary relevance.

(an anxiety that has led Western thinkers to substitute for genuine presence a
metaphysics of presence or, as Derrida has argued, a covert theology )-hence the
ubiquitous concern of midrash to prove the relevance of Torah to every conceivable
circumstance, to make it embrace every aspect of life. But more t.han fearing that
the divine guarantee behind Scripture's meaning may have been lost, the Rabbis.
were haunted by the worry, the deeper fear, that Iheir tradition of interpretation,
the entire body of practice and exegesis expressed in the oral Torah, may 1101 have
represented the authoritative, the one and only divinely sanctioned heritage of the
biblical revelation.

The response the Rabbis made to these doubts about their ejection, about the
authority of their tradition, was to adopt an interpretive posture that represents
the very opposite of Harold Bloom's idea of the anxiety of inAuence. The Rabbis
consciously-ha ppily, we might say-assume the stance of belatedness. Precisely
what they seek to prove is that all the innovations and inventions of their tradition
can already be foun d in the text of the Bible, that nothing they say is original,. hence
the essential preoccupation of midrash with finding in the biblical text a source for
every law and belief In Rabbinic tradition, no matter how contrived the connection
may be. Thus, too, the Rabbis' overriding COncern with conllrming the chain of
tradition, a chain they claim began with Cod's revelation at Sinai and proceeded,
oral link by link, from Moses and the prophets down through the generations to
Ezra and finally to the sages themselves. And hnally, this same anxiety is doubtless
the source for (he virtual obsesSion in Rabbinic discourse with attribution, with
naming authors and tradenrs and traCIng the history of traditions. A student who
neglects to name the author of a tradition will forget all his learning one tradition
reports by way of warning. 43 Given all the special eXIgencies of their historical
situation, it is not difficult to understand the essential conservatism of the RabbiS,
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their upholding of tradition and refusal of prophecy as well as anything else that
might be construed as usurpation of Scripture's unique status.
Such contented belatedness was one way the Rabbis expressed their anxiety
over the claim to being the sole authentic heirs of the biblical traditIOn. Another
response, perhaps more pertinent to their interpretive actiVities, can be seen in
their treatment of mul ti pie interpretations. The question asked by Rabbi Eleazar's
student-"How can I study Torahl'-may also be understood as an expression
of anxiety. If the Rabbis disagree about every point of the law, if they cannot
even agree among themselves about its meaning, then how can they claim to be
its genuine interpreters, the owners of its truth? One response is given by Rabbi
Eleazar: even in the case of conflicts, the opinions of both sages-the one who
permits and the one who forbids-are the words of the living God.
From this perspective, the citation of multiple Interpretations in midrash is an
attempt to represent in textual terms an idealized academy of Rabbinic tradition
where all the opinions of the sages are recorded equally as part of a single dIvine
conversation. Opinions that inhuman discourse may appear contradictory or
mutually exclusive are raised ro the state of paradox once traced to their common
source in the speech of the divine author.
ThiS representation, however, is a literary artifact. Like much of Rabbinic
discourse, it attempts to capture or to imitate in writing the oral exchanges that
took place betwee n sages both informal debates in the academy and on less formal
occa,sions elsewhere. The phenomenon we witness in multiple interpretation, in
other words, is in actuality a Ii terary im pression, someth ing of an illUSIOn created
by the redaction of RabbiniC literature, the result of a common choice made by its
anonymous editors to preserve minority as well as majority opinions, the varieties
oftraditions rather tha n single versions. In making this choice, the Rabbinic editors
did not act wi thout precedent; indeed, they followed ina venerable tradition of
early Jewish Ii terature that included such other sacred "comprom ise texts" as the
Pentateuch, in which separate documentary sources are combined into a single
composition as though their agendas and ideologies were compatible (which they
eventually were made out to be), or the New Testament, in which the four Gospels,
each with a different Christology, stand Side by side.44 The difference between
these earlier texts and the Rabbinic midrashim is simply that in the latter editorial
pol icy was elevated to the order of exegetical ideology, that is, polysemy functIons
as a trait of sacred Scripture. Here, for the Ilrst time, editorial pluralism has become
a condition of meaning.
Polysemy in midrash, then, is to be understood as a claim to textual stability
rather than its opposite, an indeterminate state of endlessly deferred meanings
and unresolved conllcrs. In fact, midrashic polysemy suggests more than just
textual stability,. it points to a fantasy of social stability, of human community in
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complete harmony, where disagreement is either resolved agreeably or maintained
peacefully. Such a fantasy of inner oneness, beyond difference, would certainly
have counterbalanced the Rabbis' sense of their nation's position in the world at
large, a far more multitudinous, fragmented, and disagreeable world in which, as
Pliny once remarked, there were more gods than people.45
In reality, though, Rabbinic society, far from being 50 harmonious and unified,
was often rent by dissension and by acrimonious, prolonged disputes among sages.
Many individual Rabbis led schools with their private disciples. Moreover, the
collective body of sages in each generation appears to have composed a fiercely
argumentative and independent class that sometimes opposed the decisions of the
patriarch, the offiCially recognized leader of the Palestinian Jewish community and
the head of the main Rabbinic court. As we saw in the story about Rabbi Eliezer ben
Hyrkanus, such episodes of contention between individual sages and the patriarch
were not infrequent. 46 Especially during the first hundred years following the
destruction of the Temple in 70 C.E., the major task faced by the patria rch-flrst
Camlielll, later his son Simon ben Camliel-was to consolidate Palestinian Jewry
under the form of the specific religious vision tha t even tually came to be known
as RabbinicJudalsm. This task required the patriarch to unify a highly fragmented
society as well as a corpus of diverse beliefs and practices. The task of unification
was not accomplished easily; indeed, the endemic divisiveness that was a source
of trJgic factlonalism in Palest"lnian Judaism as well as a source of its individualism
and creativlry was never entirely eradicated. The patriarchs themselves at times
were arrogant and authoritarian, and their behavior exascerbated already tense
situations Precisely how strife-ridden the internal political situation of RabbiniC
Judaism actually was can be gauged by the fact that both Caml1el and his son Simon
faced attempts by other sages to depose them from their hereditary offices. The
storv of the deposition of Rabban Camliells one of the better-known incidents in
Rabhinic history.
That story is also directly relevant to the larger Tal mudic passage in Hagigah
~rom which the lengthy sermon of Rabbi Eleazar quoted earlier was taken; in fact, if
it IS read against the backdrop of the story of Camliel's deposition, Rabbi Eleazar's
sermon also takes on a somewhat different meaning. In concluding this chapter,
I want to explore this other reading and its implications For our larger concerns
about the relationship between mldrash and literary theory.
As the Talmud presents it, the attempted deposition followed upon a series
of three confrontations between the patriarch Camliel and one of the more
distinguished sages of the generation, Joshua ben Hananiah.47\n each confronta
tion, Joshua dared to teach halakhic rulings opposed to the patriarch's, Camliel
responded to what he considered Joshua's insubordination by publicly humiliating
him. The othersages, outraged by the patriarch's behavior, voted to depose Camliel
and to appoint another sage, Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah, to the patriarchate.
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RabbiS Yohanan ben Beroka and Eleazar H isma were two disci pies of Rabbi
Joshua ben Hananiah. On their way home from the central academy at Yavneh,
they sto pped at Pekiin to pay respects to their teacher, who was Irving, it seems hom

[Rabbi Joshua then] said to [hiS two disciples]: The generation in which
Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah lives is not an orphan.

[At this point the sermon on Eccles. )2: 1 ), quoted earlier, is cited. ]

Once Rabbi Yohanan ben Beroka and Rabbi Eleazar Hisma went to pay
their respects to Rabbi Joshua (ben Hananiah] al Pekiin. (Rabbi Joshua]
asked them: What new teaching was there at the house of study today?
They replied: We are your disciples, and we drink your waters. He said to
them: Even so, it IS impossible for a study session to pass without some
new teaching. Whose Sabbath was it? [They answered:] It was the Sabbath
of Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah. [He asked:] So what was the theme of his
sermon today! They responded. The biblical section that begins, "Assemble"
(Deut. 3) :.10-13). (Rabbi] oshua asked:] And how did he interpret it? (They
repl·led.) (Scripture says,] "Assemble the people, the men and the women
and the children." If the men came to learn and the women came to listen,
why did children have to come? In order to reward those that brought them.
[Rabbi ./oshua] said to them: That was a precious gem you held in your hands,
and you wished to deprive me of it?! fH is students conti nued: Rabbi Eleazar]
also expounded: "You have affirmed this day that the Lord is your Cod.
and the Lord has affirmed thiS day that you are His treasured people" (Deu!.
26: 17-18). The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Israel: You have made me a
unique object of your love in the world, and 1shall make you a unique object
of My love in the world. You have made me a unique object of your love,
as it is written, "Hear 0 Israel, the Lord our Cod, the Lord is One" (Oem.
6:4). And I will make you a unique object of My love, as it is said, "And who
is like Your people Israel, a unique nation on earth ... ?" (I ehron. 17:21).

After being deposed, however, Camliel was persuaded to apologize to Joshua, and
when the latter accepted his apology, Gamliel was allowed to reassume his former
position. At the same time, the sages, in deference to Rabbi Eleazar, created a new
office for him, president of the high court, and also granted Eleazar the privilege of
preaching the Sabbath sermon in the academy at Yavneh every third week That
Sabbath became known as "the Sabbath of Rabbi Eleazar."
The confrontation between Camliel and Joshua probably t~k place around
the years 100-110 C.E. Sometime after Camliel was reinstated as patriarch, the
event narrated in the following passage in Hagigah (B Haglgah 3a-b) IS supposed
to have taken place:
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the narrative, in some isolation from the other sages. When he asked his students
what they had learned in the main academy, they replied, "We are your disciples,
and we drink your waters." This answer can be read at least two ways. According to
traditional commentators, the disciples' response expresses their humility in their
teacher's presence. We are your students: they tell him. You teach uS i we do not
presume to instruct you 48 llle same statement, however, can be understood not
as showing the students' dutiful respect to their teacher but as party loyalty. We
are your students, they tell Joshua, and we do not study with other teachers-a
senti ment that would reAect the factionalism of the Yavneh generation. If that is the
meaning of their statement, Rabbi Joshua's response to them is a rebuke: Still, you
must have learned something at the academy. He then asks whose Sabbath it was,
and their reply, "the Sabbath of Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah," immediately recalls
the controversy over the patriarch Gamliel's authoritarian behavior, his abuse of
RabbI Joshua, o~r Rabbi Joshua, now living in Pekiin at a distance from the main
academy in Yavneh, whose intellectual exchange he clearly seems to miss, at least
enough to want to hear from his disciples what his fellow sages are teaching.
Chastened by their teacher's rebuke, Rabbis Yohanan and Eleazar proceed
to rehearse for Rabbi Joshua the three homilies they heard at the academy. At
the outset it should be stated that the collocation of these separate homilies in
a single literary comext is almost certainly an Invention of the Talmud's editor.
It is highly unlikely that Rabbi Eleazar actually delivered all three homilies on a
smgle occasion; moreover, the individual sermons are found separately elsewhere
in Rabbinic literature, a fact that probably attests to their original independence
from one another 49 Nonetheless, all three homilies raise issues that are relevant,
more or less directly, to the frame story and its background in the conniet between
Camllel and Joshua.
The Rrst of these homilies comments on Deut. 31: 10-13, a passage in which
Moses commands the priests to read the law before the entire nation on the holiday
of Tabernacles every eighth year. The fulfillment of this command was later assumed
by the king of Israel, an important fact since the patriarchal family claimed direct
descent from the royal House of David. On the one hand, the substance of the
homily stresses the unity ofthe Israelite communi ty and its shared activity of study,
thereby recaJli ng the social fantasy that the concept of polysemy Implies, as we have
seen. On the other hand, it is difficult to read the homily without remembering the
sto1)' of Eleazar's appointment to the patriarchate following Camliel's deposition,
the political contlicts behind that appointment, and all the social ramifications of
that incident. For Rabbi Eleazar, on "his" Sabbath, to preach a sermon on a biblical
text that itself might serve as an archetype for all subsequent patriarchal sermons
might almost be construed as a claim to the patriarchal throne. The entire homily,
then, may have a politically incendialY message.
The second small homily, in contrast, speaks of the relationship bet\Veen God
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and Israel, the uniqueness of each party in the other's estimation, and, perhaps most
imponant, Israel's difference from all other nations in God's eyes. This homily
returns us to the Rabbis' need to affirm their identity as God's elect nation, an
affirmation that I'or (he Rabbis was directly connected co the activity of midrash
and its ideology of interpretation 50
The third homily, as we have seen, presents an idealized picw.re of interpretive
pluralism 51 Yet the very idealism of that picture, the happy coexistence of oppo
sites envisioned within Its fantasy, is undercut by the troubling ambiguity of the velY
conclusion of the passage, that is, Rabbi Joshua's final statement to his diSCiples As
ostensible praise of his colleague, Joshua's declaration-'The generation In which
Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah [ives is not an orphan"-appears by virtue of its negative
form to suggest the very opposite of what it states: to imply, In ocher words. that his,
Joshua's, generation is indeed orphaned, that it lacks a leaderor proper leadership,
that it is defenseless as an orphan, equally protectorless, and likely to be oppressed
and victimized. That sentiment returns us again to the unhappy factionalism of
early Rabbinic Judaism. It also echoes another statement Rabbi Joshua IS reputed
once to have made, "Woe to the generation of which you are the leader!" This was
the rhetorical lament he addressed to GamJiel when the deposed patriarch came
to him to apologize 51
In its entirety, then, this passage presents two nearly contradictory impres
sions. The first of these, common to all the homilies but epitomized in the lengthy
third homily we analyzed in detail, conveys a nearly utopian vision of Rabbinic
society, a fantasy of harmonious opposition where conAict is literally fruitful, and
in which the words of Torah grow like plants and lead from death to life even if
they are also goads and sharp as nails. In this fantasy, difference exists (as surely
as do the differences among men, women, and children), but the resolution of
such difference is seen as an essentially benign process. Difference is ultimately
overcome and transcended through the shared participation of all lsraelites in
Torah study, in the relationship of divine election that Israel's occupation in Torah
study signifies. In contrast to this portrait of benign conHict resolution, however,
the fra~e for the homilies, the narrative context for their recitation, alludes to
a very different evaluation of connict and its adjudication, even over "matters of
Torah." This evaluation sees conAlCt as a malignant presence and its resolution as
the violent exercise of power, as indeed it sometimes was in Rabbinic society
The events to which the narrative frame alludes, though they may not be
entirely factual historically, represent what Edward Said has called the "worldly"
aspects of the text, the human and social conditions out of which the homilies in the
passage came into being B Yet these aspects, with their unhappy implications about
the nature of social reality, tend to undermine the idealized portrait of interpretive
pluralism portrayed in the homilies. The homdles, in turn, when viewed from the
perspective of the frame, appear almost as a kind of rhetorical denial of historical
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reality J reality that persists In making Its presence kit withIn the text even as it
being denied
Admittedly, such a reading 01 the text is nascently deconstructive, Yet it
provides u~ with a peculiarly bound and limited meaning for this text about
polysemy: It posits a hl~lorical condition and present~ the passage a~ a formation,
alheit a negative one, 01 that condltinn. What would the Rabbr~ themselves have
made of thl~ reading? It surely would not have been acceptable to them, but not,
I would propose, on accourll of its skepticism, its cynical suspicions about their
Ideology <lnd about the fantasies that may have motlvated that Ideology. Rather, I
belIeve that lhe RabbiS would have acknowledged that the concept of polysemy was
a lormation or product of something else. They would have located that effective
caLJ<;c not in theIr historical Situation but in the act ot Scriptural exegesis itself,
th.:lt i<; ro <;ay, in the very midrash of [ccles. 12: II that RabbI Eleazar presented
[n his homily They would have said, in other words, that divine Scnpture, If read
correctly, dietales its own polysemous reading
Now this View, the Rabbis' reading, may itself be contextualized and explained
historically, but for a theoretical reading of the passage, for understanding the
relationship between ITIldrash and theory, it has other implications, The most
srgndicant ut these IS that Scnptural exegesIs, midrash, is not identical with
literalY theory or simply redUCIble to it. What a theoretical reading of midrash
call contnhute is preCisely an understanding of the difference between mldrash
and theory, between (for one thing) the role midrash played for the Rabbis, which
was to maintain the presence of Scnpture (and thereby of God) In their Itves, and
the lunction that theory fulfills, which is to strengthen our acts of reading and to
deepen (sometimes by undermining) our understanding of rhem, The difference
sepdrating these conceptions is at least one sign of the distance that interpretation
hao;; traveled In the course of history
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Shimeon, the son of Rabbi UudahJ, prepared a lwedding I banquet tor hiS
son He went and invited all the sages, but he torgot to invite Hal' Kappara

For many students of literature, the Idea of midrash may most immediately
suggest the ways in which one text and Its meaning arc to be found in another, that
is, the very exegetical features buried Within works of fiction and poeu)'. In the study
of midrash itself, however, the nature of Its "literanness" becomes an issue no! at the
point where literature hecomes exegesis but where exegesis tums into literature,
where it comes to possess its own language and voice In the previous chapter, I
discussed the problematiC connectIOn between the hermeneutics oj midrash and
literary theory. In this chapter and in chapter 3, I wish to discuss mldrash as literary
discourse In its own right.
As we shall see, the literary forms of midrash are not Irrelevant to its
hermeneutics Yet (0 understand these forms, the first duty of a literary approach
to midrash, as paradoxical as it may seem, must be to suspend temporartly our
more immediate concerns with "Iiterature"-that is, our preconceptions as to
what comtltutes literature and what we are accustomed to consider Its tormal
properties-and to go over, as It were, to the other side rn order to describe the
specific language of midrash and the speCIal conditIons that created Its srngular
literary forms and modes of expression, ThiS is necessary whether those forms and
modes are the recognizable techniques of narrative or whether they constitute
the more unusual exegetical vehicles that are often far more typical 01 midrashic
discourse.
In this chapter, I want to discuss perhaps the most ckarly dChnahle torm
of narrative in midrash, the parable or mashal Yct as soon as the student of
midrash embarks upon the project of detJnrng a literary (orrn in rniJra::;h, he or
she encounters what is probably the most frustrating feature of Rabbinic literature
tn general, namely, its reticence~~lOw little i[ reveals of the story of its own makIng,
about the situations and circumstances in whICh its lexts origInated, let alone about
its more "theoretical" underpinnrngs. A partial exception to thio; gcnnal rule may
be the following rather amusing narrative from Vayikra Rabbah
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Why Are There Lawyers in Heaven?
Rabbinic Court Procedure in Halakha and Aggada
Richard Hidary
(Yeshiva University)
A lawyer dies and goes to Heaven, where he is brought before God. “A
lawyer, eh?” says God. “We've never had a lawyer in Heaven before.
Argue a point of the law for my edification.”
The lawyer goes into panic and says, “Oh, God, I cannot think of an
argument worthy of Your notice. But I'll tell you what, you argue a point
of the law and I'll refute You.”1

It has become a truism in the field of humor that there are no lawyers in heaven. The
Rabbis, however, describe the heavenly court as being suffused with lawyers. M. Avot 4:11
famously states:
ֵירה ַאחַת ָקנַה לֹו ָקטֵיגֹור
ָ שה ִמ ְצוָה ַאחַת קָ נָה ל ֹו פ ַָר ְקלֵיט אֶ חָד ְוהָעֹובֵר ֲעב
ֶ ר׳ ֱאלִי ֶעזֶר בֶן יַעֲק ֹב אֹו׳ הָעֹו
2
.ֶאחָד
R. Eliezer ben Yaakov says, One who performs one commandment acquires for
himself one advocate (paraklet)3 but one who transgresses one transgression
acquires for himself one prosecutor (kategor).4
Later midrashim provide great detail about the role of lawyers in heaven.5 Exodus Rabbah 18:5,
for example, teaches:
 גמר זה דבריו, זה מדבר וזה מדבר,א"ר יוסי למה מיכאל וסמאל דומין לסניגור וקטיגור עומדין בדין
 בקש אותו קטיגור,וזה דבריו ידע אותו הסניגור שנצח התחיל משבח את הדיין שיוציא איפופסין
 כך מיכאל וסמאל עומדים לפני השכינה והשטן,להוסיף דבר אמר לו הסניגור החרש ונשמע מן הדיין
...מקטרג ומיכאל מלמד זכותן של ישראל והשטן בא לדבר ומיכאל משתקו

1

Slightly modified from Marc Galanter, Lowering the Bar: Lawyer Jokes and Legal Culture (Madison, WI:
University of Wisconsin Press, 2005), 49.
2
Ms. Kaufman. Unless otherwise noted, all translations of rabbinic texts are my own.
3
Paraclete (παράκλητος) means a supporter or sponsor and, when used in legal contexts, refers to a defense
advocate. The term is found in Greek documents from classical Athens through the first centuries CE. See Kenneth
Grayston, “The Meaning of Parakletos,” Journal for the Study of the New Testament 13 (1981), 67-82.
4
Kategoros (κατήγορος) refers to the prosecutor in the Athenian court and continued to be used in the Greek East.
Kategoros is also used in the sense of a prosecutor in Josephus (Antiquities, 7.6) and in an inscription from Laconia
dated to 42CE; see Kaja Harter-Uibopuu, “The Trust Fund of Phaenia Aromation (IG V.1 1208) and Imperial
Gytheion,” Studia Humaniora Tartuensia 5 (2004), 1-17. See also Daniel Sperber, A Dictionary of Greek and Latin
Terms in Rabbinic Literature (Ramat-Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 1984), 126-30.
5
See also Y. Rosh Hashanah 1, 3 (57b) and the midrashim discussed below.
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R. Yose said, To what are Michael and Samael similar? To a defense advocate
(sanegor)6 and a prosecutor standing in a judgment. This one speaks and that one
speaks. Once this one finishes his oration and that one his, the defense advocate
knows that he has won and begins to praise the judge that he should issue a
verdict. The prosecutor tries to add something. The defense advocate says, “Be
quiet that we may hear the judge.” So do Michael and Samael stand before the
Shekhina. Satan prosecutes and Michael pleads innocence for Israel. Satan tries to
speak but Michael shuts him up…
The theme of advocates in heaven, found often throughout rabbinic literature, raises a
number of questions. We would expect that an omniscient and omnipotent God should be able to
judge perfectly well on his own. In fact, M. Avot 4:22 presents God in precisely these terms as a
sole Judge:
ש ֵאין ְל ָפנָיו ֹלא
ֶ ַבֹורא הּוא ַה ֵמבִין וְהּוא הַדַ ּי ָין הּוא עֵד הּוא ַבעַל דִ ין וְהּוא עָתִ יד לָדֹון
ֵ הּוא הַּיֹוצר וְהּוא ה
7
.שבֹון
ְ שהַכ ֹל ְב ֶח
ֶ שהַכ ֹל שֶּלֹו וְדַ ע
ֶ ש ְכחָה וְֹלא מַּׂשֹוא ָפנִים וְֹלא ַמ ַקח שֹחַד
ִ ַע ְולָה וְֹלא
He is God, He is the Maker, He is the Creator, He is Omniscient, He is the Judge,
He is the Witness, He is the Plaintiff, and He will judge in the future for there is
before Him no perversion, no forgetting, no showing favoritism, no taking of
bribes, for all is His and know that all will be accounted for.8
Furthermore, if we compare these aggadot to the Rabbis’ own halakha, we find that they
did not allow lawyers into their own earthly courts. Thus, Mekhilta d’Rabbi Yishmael, Masechta
d’Kaspa, Mishpatim, 20, states:
 שנ' עד האלהים יבא דבר,שלא יעמיד אצלו סניגורין...הרי זו אזהרה לדיין...מדבר שקר תרחק
.שניהם
“Keep far from a false matter” (Exod 23:7)…This is a warning to the judge…that
he should not place advocates (sanegorin) beside him, for the verse states, “the
claims of both parties shall come unto God” (Exod 22:8).

6

Synegoros (συνήγορος), a term that dates back to Athenian courts where it referred to a friend or relative of the
litigant who advocated in his defense in court. Lawyers were not permitted to be paid but relatives were allowed to
offer free counsel. See Demosthenes 46.26. Synegoros continued to be the term used for advocates in the Roman
East, when a professional class of paid lawyers arose. It is used interchangeable with paraclete in rabbinic literature.
Both synegoros and kategoros are used regularly by writers such as Lucian and Plutarch. See also Meira Kensky,
Trying Man, Trying God: The Divine Courtroom in Early Jewish and Christian Literature (Tübingen: Mohr
Siebeck, 2010), 306.
7
Ms. Kaufman.
8
Cf. Y. Sanhedrin 6,10 (24a).
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This Midrash forbids a judge to appoint defense advocates because this would cause a bias in his
judgment.9 He must be impartial and hear both sides. God in Exod 22:8 represents the judge and
the claims are to reach him directly and not through partial intermediaries. This source does not
explicitly prohibit the litigants from benefiting from the services of advocates but only that the
judge should not use one. A parallel midrash in Mekhilta d’R. Shimon bar Yohai, Mishpatim,
23:1 makes a broader prohibition:
.לא תשא שמע שוא שלא ידברו סניגורין לפניהן
“Do not carry false rumors” (Exod 23:1): [This teaches] that advocates ()סניגורין
should not speak before them [the judges].
This midrash seems to ban advocates from the courtroom altogether. Similarly, the first five
chapters of Mishnah Sanhedrin discuss the various aspects of rabbinic court procedure but make
no mention of advocates. In fact, M. Sanhedrin 3:6 explicitly assigns the role of examining the
witnesses to the judges, a task that would normally be performed by an advocate if one was
present. Significantly, the only mention of advocates in the entire Mishnah is in M. Avot 1:8 and
is a negative one: Yehudah ben Ṭabai says, “Do not make yourself as advocates () ְכע ְַרכֵי דַ ּי ָינִים.”10
While Yehudah ben Ṭabai statement is addressed only to judges, both the Yerushalmi and Bavli
expand the prohibition to bar anyone from giving legal advice to one party.11
The Rabbis’ ban on court advocates is all the more significant considering their
prominence in Roman court procedure. The formulary system, which was in effect during the

9

I disagree here with the commentary Zet Ra`anan cited approvingly by Yuval Sinai, The Judge and the Judicial
Process in Jewish Law (Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 2010) (Hebrew), 475, who says that the object of this
statement is the litigant. The context makes clear that the warning is to the judge. The parallel at B. Shevuot 30b also
addresses the judge explicitly. In this sense, this midrash is similar to M. Avot 1:8.
10
Lit. arrangers of the judges. Mss. London, Rome, and ten extant Geniza fragments read  כערכי, ערכיor  כעורכיwith
and `ayin. Ms. Parma and four Geniza fragments read  ארכיor  כארכיwith an ‘alef. Ms. Kaufman originally read ארכי
but was then changed to כערכי. For a full list of variants see Shimon Sharvit, Masechet Avot le-doroteha: mahadura
mada`it, mevo'ot ve-nispahim (Jerusalem: Mosad Bialik, 2004), 70-2; and see analysis of Yechezkel Kutscher,
Milim ve-toldotehen (Jerusalem: Kiryat Sefer, 1965), 89-91.
11
Y. Baba Batra 9, 4 (17a) = Y. Ketubot 4, 11 (29a), B. Ketubot 52b and 85b. See analysis at Zvi Aryeh Steinfeld,
“`Asinu `asmenu ke-orche ha-dayanin,” Te`udah 7 (1991): 111-32; and Sinai, Judge, 31-71.
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Tannaitic and early Amoraic periods, was highly adversarial. 12 Professional lawyers played a
prominent role in court procedure not only in the west of the Empire, where evidence abounds,
but even in the east. Dozens of papyri from Egypt preserve court documents that feature
advocates showing that their presence was “ubiquitous.”13
The Talmud seems to hold the adversarial system suspect because it does not promote
honesty or lead to justice. They view the Roman court system as corrupt and capricious to the
point that they can say: “Anyone who goes up to the gradus ()גרדום14 to be judged, if he has great
advocates ( )פרקליטיןhe is saved but if not he is not saved.”15 Once the trial is put in the hands of
hired lawyers, it becomes simply a debating contest and the most persuasive orator will win
regardless of truth or justice. It is therefore understandable why the rabbis, counter to their
surrounding culture, disallowed lawyers from their own courts. However, the prominence of
advocates in the heavenly court of Rabbinic Aggadah requires explanation.
I propose that the answer is partly historical and partly philosophical. That is, the Rabbis
continue a tradition already begun in the Bible and continued in Second Temple literature.
However, they also expand on that tradition and that expansion reveals an important
philosophical and theological stance about truth, law, and the nature of God. I will begin with an
overview of heavenly advocates in pre-rabbinic literature, both prosecutors and defenders.

12

Andrew Riggsby, Roman Law and the Legal World of the Romans (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2010), 115. Advocacy evolved from the patron-client system in the archaic period where the patronus would speak
on behalf of his client of lower status in court. By the late republic, patroni would make their services available to
anyone who asked, although in 204BCE, the lex Cincia prohibited advocates from taking fees for their services. This
law, however, was later relaxed and advocacy took on a more professional character. See J. A. Crook, Legal
Advocacy in the Roman World (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995), 37-46; Jonathan Powell and Jeremy
Paterson, Cicero the Advocate, vol. Oxford (Oxford University Press, 2004), 12-18; and Catherine Steel, Roman
Oratory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 29-30 and 55-56.
13
Crook, Legal Advocacy, 123.
14
This refers to a movable step on which the defendant sat in Roman trials. See Saul Lieberman, “Roman Legal
Institutions in Early Rabbinics and in the Acta Martyrum,” Jewish Quarterly Review 35, no. 1 (1944): 13-15; and
David Potter, "Performance, Power, and Justice in the High Empire," in Roman Theater and Society: E. Togo
Salmon Conference Papers I, ed. William Slater (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1996), 147
15
B. Shabbat 32a.
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Already the Bible places a prosecuting advocate in the heavenly court.16 Most famously,
the Prosecutor (satan) who is a member of the Divine council accuses Job of superficial piety
(Job 1:6-2:7). The Prosecutor also accuses Joshua the high priest but is in turn rebuked by God
(Zechariah 3:1-2).17 This character is developed in Second Temple literature. The role of Satan in
Job is developed in the book of Jubilees as the angel named Mastema.18 Mastema is the chief of
fallen angels (Jubilees 10:8-9) and it he who incites the offspring of Noah to sin (11:5). Like Job,
Mastema accuses Abraham of lacking faith and convinces God to test Abraham’s faith by
commanding him to sacrifice Isaac (17:16) and it is he who nearly kills Moses on his journey
(48:2). Rabbinic Aggadah similarly has Satan threaten Moses19 as well as accuse Abraham
before God.20
Scholars have traced the origin of Satan back to Ancient Near Eastern mythology as well
as the spy agency of the Persian Empire.21 However, this theme also fulfills an important need to
explain the existence of evil in a monotheistic belief system featuring an omnipotent and
benevolent God. Hints to primordial forces of evil already make appearances in Genesis and
some of the older Psalms.22 Therefore, it is easy to see why belief in an opposing, even if
16

A heavenly court is mentioned in 1Kings 22:19 and Daniel 7:26. Such a court is also hinted at in Gen 1:26, 3:22,
and 11:7.
17
Satan also appears without the definite article in 1 Chron 21:1 where it does not accuse but rather incites David to
sin. Other instances of satan in the Bible as a noun and verb also do not relate to a heavenly court. See further at
Victor Hamilton, "Satan," in The Anchor Bible Dictionary, ed. David Noel Freedman (1992), 985-89.
18
See Esther Eshel, “Mastema's Attempt on Moses' Life in the 'Pseudo-Jubilees' Text from Masada,” Dead Sea
Discoveries 10, no. 3 (2003), 359-64; and Devorah Dimant, "Between Qumran Sectarian and Non-sectarian Texts:
the Case of Belial and Mastema," in The Dead Sea Scrolls and Contemporary Culture, ed. Adolfo Roitman and
Lawrence Schiffman (Leiden: Brill, 2011), 235-56.
19
B. Nedarim 32a. Y. Nedarim 3, 9 does not say Satan but rather just angel and Exodus Rabbah 5, 8, identifies it as
an angel of mercy.
20
B. Sanhedrin 89b. In Genesis Rabbah 55, 4, instead of Satan it is God and the angels who accuse Abraham. Some
mss. variants have the nations of the world accusing Abraham; see Hanokh Albeck and Judah Theodor, Midrash
Bereshit Rabbah: Critical Edition with Notes and Commentary (Jerusalem: Shalem Books, 1996), p. 587. Cf.
Genesis Rabbah 56, 7-8 where Samael tries to stop Abraham and Isaac from going through with the sacrifice.
21
Marvin Pope, Job, The Anchor Bible (Garden City: Doubleday, 1965), 10-11; and Naphtali Tur-Sinai, H., The
Book of Job: A New Commentary (Jerusalem: Kiryat Sefer, 1957), 38-45.
22
Jon Levenson, Creation and the Persistence of Evil: The Jewish Drama of Divine Omnipotence (San Francisco:
Harper and Row, 1988).
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subordinate, power who seeks to prosecute humanity and bring chaos to the world, would have
caught on.
The origins and development of defense advocates in the heavenly court, on the other
hand, require further analysis and are the primary focus of this paper. An angelic defense council
is difficult to find in the Bible. Job calls upon the earth and the heavens to speak out for him, to
testify on his behalf and be his advocates ()מליצי.23 Elihu similarly says regarding someone
disciplined by God and on the verge of death: “If he has a representative ()מלאך, one advocate
()מליץ24 against a thousand to declare the man’s uprightness, then He has mercy on him” (Job
33:23-24). However, no such representative ever materializes. Daniel mentions the angel
Michael as being the prince of Israel, possibly representing and defending them in heaven; but,
again, there is no mention of a trial involving him.25 Besides the Jobian speeches, the Bible
makes no mention any angelic defenders.
Rather it is humans—and specifically prophets—who arise to fulfill that role: Abraham
(Gen 18:17-33), Moses (Exod 32-33; Num 14:13-19), Joshua (Josh 7:6-7), Amos (7:2, 5),
Jeremiah (Jer 14:7-9, 13), and Ezekiel (Ez 11:13), among others. The prophet’s primary role is to
bring God’s message, usually of rebuke, to the people. As the prophet submits before God’s
majesty he becomes “the instrument of divine severity, the attribute of divine justice.”26
However, as Yochanan Muffs points out:
The prophet has another function: He is also an independent advocate to the
heavenly court who attempts to rescind the evil decree by means of the only
instruments at his disposal, prayer and intercession. He is first the messenger of
23

Job 16:18-20. V. 20 calls upon God to arbitrate ( )ויוכחbetween Job and God Himself making God play a dual role
of prosecutor and judge. In Job 9:33, Job laments: “There is no arbiter ( )מוכיחbetween us,” which ascribes to God
only the role of prosecutor since God is not acting as a fair judge. Job 19:25 has Job call for a vindicator ()גאלי,
perhaps God Himself, to either defend Job or decide as judge to find him innocent.
24
LXX translates paraclete and the Targum translates the phrase: מלאכא חדא פרקליטא מן בני אלף קטיגוריא.
25
See Daniel 10:13, 21 and 12:1.
26
Yochanan Muffs, Love and Joy: Law, Language and Religion in Ancient Israel (New York: The Jewish
Theological Seminary of America, 1992), 9.
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the divine court to the defendant, but his mission boomerangs back to the sender.
Now, he is no longer the messenger of the court; he becomes the agent of the
defendant, attempting to mitigate the severity of the decree.27
Once the prophet attains an intimate relation with the Divine as a messenger, he is able to turn
back and challenge the very messages he was sent to deliver. When God becomes angry at
humanity’s wickedness, he sends a prophet to warn them of an impending punishment.
Hopefully, the sinners will repent and keep God’s wrath at bay. Even in the absence of
behavioral change, however, the right words from a righteous intercessor can pacify God’s rage
and convince Him to forego his threat and forgive the sin. In fact, God sometimes even invites
these advocates to help Him relieve His temper before He does something He will regret. This
can be the only reason why God informs Abraham of His plans for Sodom and why He
commands Moses, “Leave Me alone.”28
Suzanne Stone elaborates: “Prophetic intercession takes the form not simply of
demanding prayer but of argument and the lodging of a legal complaint or appeal from a decree.”
In that sense, the prophet is “the ideal lawyer/advocate.”29 Also expanding on Muffs, Yair
Lorberbaum encourages us to take the anthropomorphism, and especially the anthropopathism,
of the Bible seriously, even literally.30 God feels the full pallet of emotions found in a human
personality: jealousy, anger, regret, shame, mercy, love and joy. If man is created in God’s
image, then God must be at least as emotionally complex as a human being. Precisely because
God, unlike the mythological divinities of the Ancient Near East, is invested in human beings
and loves them, he becomes jealous and enraged at their infidelity and wickedness. In order that
27

Ibid.
Exod 32:10; Deut 9:14. See Moshe Shamah, Recalling the Covenant: A Contemporary Commentray on the Five
Books of the Torah (Jersey City: Ktav, 2011), 82-84; and Muffs, Love and Joy, 28.
29
Suzanne Last Stone, “Rabinnic Legal Magic: A New Look at Honi's Circle as the Construction of Legal Space,”
Yale Journal of Law and the Humanities 17 (2005), 109.
30
Yair Lorberbaum, “The Rainbow in the Cloud: An Anger-Management Device,” The Journal of Religion 89, no. 4
(2009), 498-540.
28
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God not destroy the world in these moments of anger, He puts in place mechanisms of selfcontrol, such as the rainbow, finding a scapegoat to receive the punishment vicariously, or
allowing an advocate to talk Him out of His wrath.
This understanding of God and the role of the advocate is amplified in Second Temple
and rabbinic literature. In the Book of Enoch, the fallen angels request Enoch to petition God for
forgiveness on their behalf (1 Enoch 13:4). God tells Enoch to rebuke them: “Go, say to the
Watchers of heaven, who have sent thee to intercede for them: ‘You should intercede for men,
and not men for you’” (1 Enoch 15:2). Enoch thus acts here both as an intercessor and as a
messenger. Furthermore, we see that God had in mind that the angels should act as intercessors
on behalf of humans.31
Similarly, the Rule of the Community of the Dead Sea Sect includes a curse of those
fated to Belial:
ולוא יהיה לכה שלום בפי כול אוחזי אבות
You shall not have someone who speaks kindly on your behalf among all the
intercessors.32
Muffs explains that the term ( אוחזי אבותlit. “one who assumes a fatherly attitude on behalf of
someone”) is borrowed from a similar term and concept in the Babylonian world. Reflected in
these texts is a shift from the human advocates in the Bible to a belief in angelic intercessors as
well.33

31

1 Enoch 9:1 also identifies Michael, Uriel, Raphael, and Gabriel, as well as “the souls of those who have died”
(9:10) as prosecutors before the gates of heaven.
32
1QS 2:9. Translation from Muffs, Love and Joy, 38.
33
See also Joseph Baumgarten, "The Heavenly Tribunal and the Personification of Ṣedeq in Jewish Apocalyptic," in
Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt, Vol 19.1 (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1979), 219-39, who discusses the role
of Melchizedek and the hypostatized Ṣedek in the heavenly court.
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This development is seen more clearly in Philo who lists various defense advocates on
behalf of humans in the heavenly court.34 He writes that those repentant Jews who return from
exile can obtain reconciliation with God through three intercessions (parakletois): (1) God’s
mercy and compassion; (2) the prayers of the patriarchs; (3) improvement of the repentant.35
Similarly, one who repents from injuring another and comes to the Temple with a sacrifice also
brings “with him an irreproachable mediator (parakleton), namely, that conviction of the soul
which has delivered him from incurable calamity, curing him of the disease which would cause
death, and wholly changing and bringing him to good health.”36 So far, these references to
paracletes can be read metaphorically: God’s mercy and man’s prayers and repentance help man
just like advocates would.
However, Philo goes further in his explanation of the high priest’s clothing as a symbol
for the Logos:37 “For it was indispensable that the man who was consecrated to the Father of the
world, should have as a paraclete, his son, the being most perfect in all virtue, to procure
forgiveness of sins, and a supply of unlimited blessings.”38 God’s son here refers to the Logos39
which acts as a paraclete to intercede and defend Israel’s sins before God. Philo elaborates with
striking beauty on the intercessory role of the Logos:
And the Father who created the universe has given to his archangelic and most
ancient Word a pre-eminent fit, to stand on the confines of both, and separated
34

Grayston, “The Meaning of Parakletos,” 73-74.
Philo, On Rewards and Punishments, 9:165-167. See further at Harry A. Wolfson, Philo (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1948), II, 412-13.
36
Philo, Special Laws I, 237. Translations from The Works of Philo, trans. C. D. Yonge (Hendrickson, 2008).
37
Philo speaks specifically of the logeum as “an emblem of that reason which holds together and regulates the
universe” (On the Life of Moses II, 133), a clear reference to the Logos (Wolfson, Philo, I, 339). He describes the
high priest’s other garments as symbols of the physical world. However, although Philo generally describes the
Logos as the mind whose object of thought is the intelligible world, since, as with Aristotle, the mind is identical
with its intelligible object, the Logos can refer also to the world itself. See idem, Philo, I, 246, citing On the
Creation, 6, 24. In other places, Philo describes the high priest himself as an allegorical reference to the Logos; see
Wolfson, Philo, I, 259-60, and Ronald Williamson, Jews in the Hellenistic World: Philo (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), 136-43.
38
Philo, On the Life of Moses II, 134.
39
For the Logos as God’s first-born son, see Philo, On Husbandry, 51. See also Wolfson, Philo, I, 234.
35
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that which had been created from the Creator. And this same Word is continually
a suppliant to the immortal God on behalf of the moral race, which is exposed to
affliction and misery; and is also the ambassador, sent by the Ruler of all, to the
subject race. And the Word rejoices in the gift, and, exulting in it, announces it
and boasts of it, saying, “And I stood in the midst, between the Lord and you”40
neither being uncreated as God, nor yet created as you, but being in the midst
between these two extremities, like a hostage, as it were, to both parties: a hostage
to the Creator, as a pledge and security that the whole race would never fly off
and revolt entirely, choosing disorder rather than order; and to the creature, to
lead it to entertain a confident hope that the merciful God would not overlook his
own work.41
The dual role of the Logos here as messenger and advocate parallels the dual role of the
prophet discussed above. This dual description continues in the Johannine writings. The Gospel
of John (14:16, 26; 15:26; 16:7) refers to the Holy Spirit as a paraclete in the sense of a teacher
or prophetic communication with humans, but not as an advocate on behalf of humans. 1 John, in
turn uses the term paraclete to refer to the Logos (identified with Jesus in 1:14), which acts as an
advocate for humanity: “If anyone does sin, we have an advocate (parakleton) with the Father,
Jesus Christ the righteous; and he is the atoning sacrifice for our sins” (1 John 2:1-2, NSRV).
The replacement of the role of the prophet with the heavenly Logos and angelic beings
may result from the cessation of advocate-prophets in the late Second Temple period. Although
there are some advocate-sages, such as Ḥoni the Circle-drawer,42 the need for heavenly mercy
was greater than the intercession that these figures could supply and so the role of advocacy was
transferred to the angelic realm.
The few hints of advocates in the Bible, meager as they are, grow in Second Temple
literature, but sprout forth a full-fledged heavenly court bureaucracy in rabbinic midrashim. The

40

Yonge gives the citation as Num 16:48 LXX (17:13 MT), but Deut 5:5 is a better fit.
Philo, Who is the Heir of Divine Things, 205-206.
42
See M. Taanit 3:8, and analysis at Suzanne Last Stone, “On the Interplay of Rules, 'Cases,' and Concepts in
Rabbinic Legal Literature : Another Look at the Aggadot on Honi the Circle-Drawer,” Dine Israel 24 (2007): 12555; and below p. 20.
41
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theme of having paracletes before God is paralleled in rabbinic literature.43 As cited above, M.
Avot 4:11 teaches that one acquires paracletes and prosecutors ( )קטיגורby fulfilling
commandments and sinning, respectively. T. Peah 4, 21 lists charity and kind deeds as being
great advocates ( )פרקליט גדולbetween Israel and their Father in heaven.44 Similarly in T. Peah 1,
1 a sin-offering is likened to “an advocate that enters to plead” ()לפרקליט שנכנס לרצות.45 Y. Taanit
2, 4 (65b) has Abraham requesting of God to find a defense for the nation ()מלמד עליהם סניגוריא
when calamity befalls them. Y. Taanit 1, 1 (63c) teaches that the four species, which grow on
water, act as advocates ( )פרקליטיןon behalf of water.46
If Philo and John transferred the roles of messenger and advocate from the prophet to the
Logos, the Rabbis transfer them again to Torah. Leviticus Rabbah 6 teaches:
 ברעך.)יב: ואתם עידי נאם י"י ואני אל (ישעיה מג, אילו ישראל,)כח:אל תהי עד חינם (משלי כד
 והפתית בשפתיך (משלי.)י: רעך ורע אביך אל תעזב (משלי כז, זה הקדוש ברוך הוא,)כח:(משלי כד
 לסוף,)ז: מאחר שפיתיתם אותי בסיני ואמרתם כל אשר דבר י"י נעשה ונשמע (שמות כד,)כח:כד
.)ד:ארבעים יום אמרתם לעגל אלה אלהיך ישראל (שמות לב
 אומרת לישראל אל תהי עד.אמר ר' אחא הדא רוח הקודש פי סניגוריא היא מלמדת זכות לכן ולכן
.)כט: ואומרת להקב"ה אל תאמר כאשר עשה לי כן אעשה לו (משלי כד.חינם ברעך
“Do not be a false witness” (Prov 24:28): this refers to Israel, “You are My
witnesses, declares the Lord, and I am God” (Isaiah 43:28). “Against your fellow”
(Prov 24:28): this refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, “Do not desert your
Friend and your father’s Friend” (Prov 27:10). “And seduce with your speech”
(Prov 24:28): as you seduced me at Sinai and said, “All that the Lord has spoken
we will do and obey” (Exod 24:7), but after forty days you said to the calf, “These
are your gods, O Israel” (Exod 32:4).
R. Aha said, this holy spirit is a mouth of defense (sanegoria). It argues merit for
this side and for that side. It says to Israel, “Do not be a false witness against your
Fellow.” And it says to the Holy One, blessed be He, “Do not say, ‘What he did to
Me, I will do to him” (Prov 24:28).47

43

See Kaufman Kohler, "Paraclete," in Jewish Encyclopedia (1906).
See parallel at B. Baba Batra 10a. B. Shabbat 32a similarly lists repentance and good deeds as a person’s
paracletes.
45
See parallel at Sifra, Meẓora', 3, 3. Y. Berachot 4, 1 (7b) similarly refers to the two daily burnt offerings as
paracletes.
46
Similarly, Ecclesiastes Rabbah 7 speaks of the holiday of Shemini Aseret as a paraclete for rain.
47
See parallel at Midrash haGadol to Deut 9:16 and Deut Rabbah 3:11.
44
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The holy spirit here is the prophetic voice of the Scriptures which turns against its Author and
becomes an independent intermediary. In this daring midrash, the Rabbis use a verse not only to
rebuke Israel for its unfaithfulness but also to warn God not to take revenge and deny His
covenant with Israel in return. Like Philo’s Logos, the midrash’s Scripture as holy spirit acts as a
heavenly advocates for (and against) both Israel and God. While scholars have pointed out that
the cosmological role of Philo’s Logos finds a parallel in the Torah as architect in Genesis
Rabbah 1:1,48 Daniel Boyarin notes that “the difference in the role between the Logos and the
Torah is of central importance: the Logos is an actual personified agent, while for the Rabbis,
Wisdom has been captured in a Book, and there is only one agent.”49 While Boyarin’s caution is
appropriate for Genesis Rabbah, this midrash from Leviticus Rabbah surely does personify
Scripture as an independent agent.50
The Torah also advocates in defense of Israel in Songs Rabbah 6:3:
 ר' עזריה ורבי אחא בשם ר' יוחנן אמרו בשעה ששמעו.)טו:] חכו ממתקים (שיר השירים ה1[
כב) אם יוספים אנחנו לשמוע הה"ד נפשי יצאה:ישראל בסיני אנכי פרחה נשמתן הה"ד (דברים ה
 חזר הדיבור לפני הקדוש ברוך הוא ואמר רבונו של עולם אתה חי וקיים.)כב:בדברו (שיר השירים ה
ותורתך חיה וקיימת ושלחתני אצל מתים כולם מתים באותה שעה חזר הקדוש ברוך הוא והמתיק
 אמר ר' חמא בר ר' חנינא קול ה' בכח.ד) קול ה' בכח קול ה' בהדר:להם את הדבור הה"ד (תהלים כט
. לתשישין, קול ה' בהדר,לבחורים
] תני ר' שמעון בן יוחאי תורה שנתן הקדוש ברוך הוא לישראל החזירה להם נפשותיהן הה"ד2[
.ח) תורת ה' תמימה משיבת נפש:(תהלים יט
 כיון שראה המלך כך, ונתירא ונשמטה נפשו ממנו, למלך שדיבר כנגד בנו,] ד"א חכו ממתקים3[
, ומפתהו ואומר לו מה לך לא בני יחידי אתה לא אני אביך, התחיל מגפף ומנשק אותו,שנשמטה נפשו
 כיון שמתו התחילו המלאכים מגפפין,כך כשדיבר הקדוש ברוך הוא אנכי ה' אלהיך מיד פרחה נשמתן
 והקב"ה ממתיק בחכן,ו מנשקין אותם ואומרין להם מה לכם אל תיראו בנים אתם לה' אלהיכם
 והתחיל מפתה אותן, חביבין אתם לפני, עמי אתם,הדיבור ואומר להם לא בני אתם אנכי ה' אלהיכם
, הוי חכו ממתקים,עד שחזרה נשמתן והתחילו מבקשין מלפניו
48

Wolfson, Philo, I, 243; Ephraim Urbach, The Sages: Their Concepts and Beliefts (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1975), 198-200 and references there; David Winston, Logos and Mystical Theology in Philo of Alexandria
(Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College Press, 1985), 25; and David Stern, Midrash and Theory: Ancient Jewish
Exegesis and Contemporary Literary Studies (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1996), 27-28. Note,
however, the differences between Philo and the Midrash discussed by Wolfson, Urbach and Stern.
49
Daniel Boyarin, “The Gospel of the Memra: Jewish Binitarianism and the Prologue to John,” Harvard
Theological Review 94, no. 3 (2001): 261 n. 66.
50
On the personified Scripture as Logos, see also Azzan Yadin, Scripture as Logos: Rabbi Ishmael and the Origins
of Midrash (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 2004), 168-75.
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] התחילה התורה מבקשת רחמים על ישראל מן הקדוש ב"ה אמרה לפניו רבש"ע יש מלך משיא4[
' מיד חזרה נשמתן הה"ד תורת ה, כל העולם כולו שמח בשבילי ובניך מתים,בתו והורג את בן ביתו
.תמימה משיבת נפש
[1] His mouth is sweet (Songs 5:16). R. Azariah and R. Aha said in the name of
R. Yoḥanan: At the moment when Israel at Sinai heard “I,” (Deut 5:6) their souls
flew out, as is written: “If we continue hearing [the voice of the Lord our God any
longer, we shall die]” (Deut 5:22), and as it is written, “My soul left upon His
speaking” (Songs 5:6). The Word (dibur) returned (ḥazar) to the Holy One,
blessed be He, and said: “Master of the Universe, You are alive and enduring and
your Torah is alive and enduring but you have sent me dead people, they are all
dead.” Thereupon, the Holy One, blessed be He, retracted (ḥazar) and sweetened
the Word for them, as is written, “The voice of the Lord in strength, the voice of
the Lord in splendor” (Psalms 29:4).
R. Ḥama bar R. Ḥanina said, “The voice of the Lord in strength,” for the young
people; “the voice of the Lord in splendor,” for the old people.
[2] R. Shimon bar Yoḥai taught: The Torah that the Holy One, blessed He, gave
to Israel returned their souls to them, as it is written, “The Torah of the Lord is
perfect, restoring souls” (Psalms 19:8).
[3] Another interpretation: “His mouth is sweet.” This is like [a parable of] a king
who spoke against his son and he [the son] became frightened and his soul left
him. Once the king saw that his soul left him, he began to hug and kiss him and to
persuade him and say to him, “What is with you? Are you not my only son? Am I
not your father?” So too, when the Holy One, blessed be He said, “I am the Lord
your God,” their souls immediately flew away. Once they died, the angels began
hugging and kissing them and saying to them, “What is with you? Do not fear,
you are children of the Lord your God.” And the Holy One, blessed be He,
sweetened the Word in their mouths and said to them, “Are you not My sons? I
am the Lord your God. You are My nation. You are beloved unto Me.” And He
began to persuade them until their souls returned and they began to entreat Him.
This is, “His mouth is sweet.”
[4] The Torah began requesting mercy for Israel from the Holy One, blessed be
He. It said before Him, “Master of the universe! Is there a king who marries off
his daughter but kills the members of his household? All of the world is happy for
me but your sons are dead.” Immediately, their souls returned, as it is written,
“The Torah of the Lord is perfect, restoring souls.”
As in the previous midrash, God’s prophetic word hypostatizes and takes upon itself the role of
an advocate before God on behalf of Israel. Here, however, the terminology used is not holy
spirit but dibbur, Word, Logos. In the continuation of the midrash ([2] and [4]), dibbur is
substituted with Torah and it is the Torah that acts as Israel’s advocate to request mercy before
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God.51 The parable in section [3] explains how God sweetens the Word such that, like the
biblical prophets, the Word does double duty, both persuading God to help Israel and assuaging
Israel’s mortal fear of God.52
The above should already suffice to show that the Rabbis not only inherit and transmit
but also expand upon the rich heritage of Second Temple interpretations that conceived of
advocates in the heavenly court. Some of these midrashim include curious and sometimes radical
innovations. One way in which the Rabbis expand on the prior traditions is by introducing the
terms sanegor and kategor, as well as importing other aspects of Roman courts such as the
clepsydra (see below).53 As Meira Kensky notes, the Rabbis not only use technical terms from
their surrounding Greco-Roman legal culture; the aggadic divine court also features the sense of
trial as agon where advocates unscrupulously battle to produce any winning argument they can,
regardless of truth or falsehood.54 This modeling of the divine court with the Hellenistic-Roman
court system is comparable to the tendency of the Rabbis to model God as a Roman Emperor in
their king meshalim.55 However, this only underscores the question: if the Rabbis rejected the
adversarial nature of the Roman legal system and the presence of lawyers in their own earthly
courts, why would they not only transmit these nearly heretical themes of Second Temple
literature but also expand upon them and freely include parallels to Roman courts?

51

A hypostatized Torah is also found in Lamentations Rabbah, petihta 24, where God calls upon the Torah and each
letter of the alphabet to testify against Israel, but Abraham convinces each of them to withhold their testimonies.
52
See further at Winston, Logos, 16.
53
Lieberman, “Roman Legal Institutions,” 27.
54
Kensky, Trying Man, Trying God, 313-14. Kensky analyzes a wonderful passage from Ecclesiastes Rabbah 4:1 in
which Elijah helps the children of the condemned vindicate their fathers. Like an Athenian logographer, Elijah
composes for them a defense (sanegoria) that they should present in the divine court. Kensky insightfully
comments: “When Elijah shows up, he does not instruct the children to pray, to appeal to God’s compassion, or to
concede anything. He teaches them to win, to mount an argument” (ibid., 314).
55
David Stern, Parables in Midrash: Narrative and Exegesis in Rabbinic Literature (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1991), 93-97.
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I would like to propose that the Rabbis pictured the heavenly court in terms of Romans
courts not despite the corruption of the latter but precisely because of it. They feared that a
heavenly court that followed strict justice and judged human actions according to the truth would
issue impossibly harsh, even if justifiable, verdicts. Consider the following text where Abraham
acts as defense lawyer on behalf of Sodom:

אולי יחסרון חמשים הצדיקים חמשה אמר ר' חייא
,בר אבא ביקש אברהם לירד לו מחמשים לחמשה
.אמר לו הקדוש ברוך הוא חזור בך למפרע
 כל זמן שהיא,אמר ר' לוי חלף סידרה מלאה מים
 פעמים שהדיין מבקש,מלאה מים הסניגור מלמד
.שילמד הסניגור והוא אומר הוסיפו בתוכה מים
“What if the fifty innocent should lack
five?” (Genesis 18:28). R. Hiyya bar Aba
said: Abraham wished to descend from
fifty to five. The Holy One, blessed be He,
said to him, “Turn backwards.”
R. Levi said: A clepsydra full of water, as
long as it is full the advocate (sanegor)
defends. Sometimes the judge wishes for
the advocate to defend [further] and he
says, “Add more water to it.”56
In ancient Athenian courts and again in Roman courts after Pompey, the speeches by each
advocate were timed using a clepsydra (literally, a water-thief). The clepsydra consisted of an
open bowl with a hole near the bottom which emptied into a similar bowl below it. The presiding
magistrate determined at the outset the amount of water, and time, allotted to each side.57 The
speaker would be able to tell that his time was running low when the stream weakened and its arc
shortened. While the clepsydra was intended to ensure fairness, apparently some advocates
attempted to cheat the system, perhaps by overfilling the top bowl. One clepsydra found at
Athens has an additional hole near the top rim that would ensure the bowl was filled to the same
56
57

Genesis Rabbah 49, 12.
William Forsyth, The History of Lawyers (Boston: Estes and lauriat, 1875), 105.
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level every time.58 In Athens, an official was elected by lot each morning to oversee the
clepsydra “in order that no mischief be done.”59
As noted above, God informs Abraham of His plans for Sodom not simply to keep him in
the loop but rather seems to be prodding Abraham to argue with Him. A previous midrash
provides a parable: “Like a king who had an advisor ( )סנקתדריןand he would not do anything
without his opinion. One time the king tried to do something without his opinion. The king said,
‘Did I not make him an advisor so that I would not do anything without his opinion?’ R. Yudan
said, so too the Holy One, blessed be He, said, ‘Did I not call him my advisor so that I would not
do anything without his opinion?’”60 God does not want to act alone but seeks Abraham’s
opinion. If a king tries to do something without his advisor’s permission, we can assume that the
reason is that the king suspects the advisor will disagree. Here too, God knows that Abraham will
not approve of God’s destructive plan and wants anyway for Abraham to argue his case.
The midrash of the klepsydra thus extends this theme of God’s prompting Abraham to
defend Sodom. When Abraham jumps from fifty to five, God senses that Abraham is not being
sufficiently persistent in his pleas and rushing through his defense when, with more time, he may
be able to save the city. God therefore steps out of His role as an unbiased judge and, violating
court protocol and against strict justice, allows the defense to take extra time to further argue for
acquittal.61 Rather than rely on His own omniscience and His role as “Judge of all the earth”
(Gen 18:22) to act alone as an impartial judge capable of achieving absolute Justice and Truth,

58

Suzanne Young, “An Athenian Clepsydra,” Hesperia: The Journal fo the American Scholl of Classical Studies at
Athens 8, no. 3 (1939), 274-84.
59
Aristotle, The Athenian Constitution, 62, 2.
60
Genesis Rabbah 49, 2.
61
Pliny the Younger, Letters, 2.11.14, relates that in his role as prosecutor against Marius Priscus, a corrupt
governor of Africa, “I spoke for nearly five hours, for, in addition to the twelve water-clocks -- the largest I could
get -- which had been assigned to me, I obtained four others.” This testimony reveals that an orator could receive
additional time during a trial (though it is not clear whether this was done so legally or through manipulation) and
that it was considered a great benefit towards winning one’s case.
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God instead invites a defense lawyer into His court and even gives him extra time on the waterclock. God would prefer to be persuaded towards mercy by a good lawyer, even at the expense
of justice.
If in the previous midrash God gives short-shrift to justice, in the following midrash, God
deceives Justice outright. Genesis Rabbah 8:4 to Gen. 1:26, “And God said, ‘Let us make man,’”
explains that when God conferred with his heavenly council about creating man, “He revealed to
the angels that the righteous would issue from Adam, but He did not reveal to them that the
wicked would issue forth as well. For if He had revealed to them that the wicked would issue
forth from him, the Attribute of Justice (middat hadin) would not have allowed him to be
created.” God here acts to withhold information from the prosecuting Attribute of Justice and
instead “joined with the Attribute of Mercy and created man.”62 A fair assessment of man’s fate
would not have allowed for the creation of human beings. God needed to hide the truth in order
to allow human life to begin. We thus see in this midrash two important points. One is the
hypostatization of Justice and Mercy, otherwise only aspects of God’s personality, but now a
separate being.63 Second, is the art of trickery, often imputed to the sophists, is here used by God
to rig the ballot.
The next scene in the midrash pits the angels against each other like prosecutors and
defense lawyers in a court room: “Kindness says, [God] should create [man] for he does acts of
kindness. Truth says, He should not create [man] for he is all lies. Righteousness says, He should
create [man] for he does acts of righteousness. Peace says, He should not create [man] for he is
all quarrel. What did the Holy One, blessed be He, do? He took Truth and threw it to the
62

Genesis Rabbah 8:3. Translation from Stern, Midrash and Theory, 88. Stern finds in this midrash another example
of Logos theology.
63
There are actually two versions of this aggadah cited in Genesis Rabbah 8:3. The first, by R. Berechiah has God
hide the ways of the wicked from before Himself and join with his own Attribute of Mercy. Only in the second, by
R. Hanina, do we see hypostatization wherein the Attribute of Justice is a separate angel.
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ground.”64 Humans can only exist if God subjugates Truth and discounts its vote in the heavenly
council in favor of Kindness and Righteousness. The council of angels reacts with indignity:
“Master of the Universe, how can you so disgrace Your Truth (אלטיכסייה, ἀλήθεια)?”65 God must
admit and give preference to defense lawyers in His heavenly court precisely in order to vitiate
the threat of Truth. Here God does not even bother to trick Truth but simply tramples over it. To
paraphrase the Quaker slogan, “God speaks power to Truth.”
Lamentations Rabbah 1:13 similarly describes a clash between God and middat hadin
where God is forced to give in. God commands an angel to take two coals and throw them onto
the earth to burn the Temple. The angel Gabriel is given the two coals but keeps them in his hand
for three years in the hope that Israel will repent. Finally, when they still do not repent, Gabriel is
about to hurl one down in fury when God stops him saying, “Gabriel! Gabriel! Easy, easy! Some
of them perform acts of charity for each other.” The midrash then cites a praise of God for
extending His anger “in the face of the Principle of Justice.”66 Thereupon, the principle of Justice
convinces God that it is better that He destroy the Temple rather than allow His enemies to do so
and so God sends down the fire. God is overruled by His own previous command to destroy and
the Principle of Justice. We see here God’s anguish in punishing, how He Himself argues in
Israel’s defense and attempts to overturn His own prior directive to punish.
While God in the midrash just discussed is eager to forgive and must be forced back by
the Principle of Justice, another section from Lamentations Rabbah (petihta 24) depicts God
being stubbornly unforgiving. This midrash poignantly reveals the need for lawyers to pull God
out of his anger. It opens with Abraham walking in the ruins of the Temple while crying, tearing
out his hair in mourning, and complaining about the disgrace that has befallen his progeny. The
64
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angels join in Abraham’s complaints and press God to respond. God replies, “Your children
sinned and transgressed the whole Torah and upon all twenty-two letters that are in it.” God
summons the Torah and all the letters to testify against Israel but Abraham convinces the Torah
and each letter, one by one, to withhold their testimonies. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Moses
then proceed to recount the devotion they had and sacrifices they suffered for God so that God
will have mercy on Israel on their account. But God remains unmoved. Finally, Rachel recalls to
God how she was not jealous of her sister but rather helped her to trick Jacob on their wedding
night to believe that Leah was Rachel in order not to cause Leah embarrassment; yet God is
jealous of worthless idols and destroys His nation because of them. The midrash ends,
“Immediately, the mercy of the Holy One, blessed be He, welled up and he said, “For you,
Rachel, I will return Israel to their place.”
God feels genuinely and justifiably angry at Israel for their disloyalty and even the
Patriarchs fail to pacify Him. Abraham succeeds in obstructing justice and diverting prosecuting
witnesses and thereby preventing God from laying further guilt on Israel; but that by no means
allays His anger. Rachel’s plea, however, is fundamentally different from those of the Patriarchs.
While the Patriarchs list all of the sacrifices they made for God, Rachel mentions a single
sacrifice that she made for her sister.67 That, combined with the shame she imputes to God for
His jealousy of hollow idols, succeeds in pulling on God’s heart strings. Her feminine
compassion melts away God’s masculine stubborn jealousy and God learns from Rachel how to
merciful.68
Note that all of these orators exclusively utilize pathos; there are no reasoned legal
arguments here or calls to authority. All of the advocates attempt to shame God into acquiescing.
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Rachel, however, proves to be the most successful lawyer. The summoning of all of the
Patriarchs and Rachel here to advocate on Israel’s behalf is reminiscent of the practice in Roman
courts for a defendant to show up with not one but a whole entourage of advocates and wellwishers to more effectively convince the court.69
One of the most forceful and controversial advocates in rabbinic literature is Ḥoni the
Circle-drawer, mentioned above.70 He prayed for rain by first drawing a circle around himself
and swearing in God’s name that he would not budge from that spot until God brought had
mercy on his children. This device is also used by the Roman general Popilius when he forces
Antiochus IV to abandon his campaign against Egypt. As Polybius reports: Popilius “drew a
circle around Antiochus and told him he must remain inside the circle until he gave his
decision.” Other midrashim have Moses and Habakkuk use the same technique. 71 Suzanne Stone
explains that the circle creates a legal space wherein God becomes not only the judge but also the
defendant and is compelled to respond to his petition.72 Once again, the Rabbis apply a bold legal
method of making an appeal to a sovereign, one known from a Roman source to be particularly
impudent, to the Divine court.
Sifre Deuteronomy 343 explicitly makes reference to Roman rhetors as the model for the
composition of orations before God:
 מגיד הכתוב שכשפתח משה לא פתח בצרכם של ישראל תחילה עד,ויאמר ה' מסיני בא וזרח משעיר
 משל ללוטייר שהיה עומד על הבמה ונשכר לאחד לדבר על ידיו ולא פתח.שפתח בשבחו של מקום
בצרכי אותו האיש תחילה עד שפתח בשבחו של מלך אשרי עולם ממלכו אשרי עולם מדיינו עלינו
זרחה חמה עלינו זרחה לבנה והיו אחרים מקלסים עמו ואחר כן פתח בצרכו של אותו האיש וחזר
.וחתם בשבחו של מלך
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He said: The Lord came from Sinai, He shone upon them from Seir” (Deut 33:2).
Scripture teaches that when Moses opened [his oration], he did not open with the
needs of Israel first until he opened with praise of God. A parable to a rhetor who
was standing on the platform (βῆμα)73 and was hired by one side to speak on his
behalf. He did not open with the need of his client until he opened with the praise
of the king: “Fortunate is the world for its king, fortunate is the world for its
judge. The sun shines upon us, the moon shines upon us. Others would also praise
together with him. Only then did he open with the needs of his client and then
again closes with praise of the king.
The midrash continues with examples of orations following this rhetorical format from Moses,
David, Solomon, and from the prayer of the Eighteen Blessings.74 The Rabbis apparently saw the
extensive flattery they witnessed of Roman judges by professional rhetors75 as an appropriate
and effective way of advocating before God as well.
Exodus Rabbah 43, expounding on Moses’ entreaty at Exod 32:11, presents an extended
analysis of Moses as an advocate. The midrash opens:
כב) ויאמר להשמידם לולי משה בחירו עמד: כך פתח ר' תנחומא בר אבא (תהלים קו,ויחל משה
. א"ר חמא בר חנינא הסניגור הטוב מסביר פנים בדין,בפרץ לפניו
משה אחד משני סניגורין שעמדו ללמוד סניגוריא על ישראל והעמידו פנים כביכול כנגד הקדוש ברוך
ג) ואתנה את: דניאל מנין שנא' (דניאל ט,' משה מנין שנאמר לולי משה בחירו וגו, משה ודניאל,הוא
 אלו שני בני אדם שנתנו פניהם לנגד מדת הדין לבקש רחמים על,'פני אל ה' האלהים לבקש וגו
ישראל
“Moses implored” (Exod 32:11). This is how R. Tanḥuma bar Abba opened [his
discourse]: “He would have destroyed them had not Moses His chosen one stood
(`amad) before (lefanav) Him in the breach [to avert His destructive wrath]” (Ps
106:23). R. Ḥama bar Ḥanina said: The good advocate (sanegor) gives the law a
bright countenance (masbir panim).
Moses is one of two advocates who stood up (`amdu) to argue in defense of Israel
and they, as it were, stood brazen-faced (he`emidu panim) before the Holy One,
blessed be He: Moses and Daniel. What is the source for Moses? As it is stated:
“Had not Moses His chosen…” What is the source for Daniel? “I tuned my face
(panai) to the Lord God, devoting myself to prayer…” (Dan 9:3). These are two
people who presented brazen faces (natnu penehem) before the Attribute of
Justice in order to request mercy upon Israel.
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Making reference to the usual activity of defense advocates in court, R. Ḥama says that normally
a sanegor presents the law in a positive light that the judge will find pleasing and favorable to the
defendant.76 Rather than appease the judge, however, Moses and Daniel, speak brazenly by
attacking, blaming, and antagonizing the Judge and showing anger towards His attribute of
Justice.77
The midrash continues with various parables describing the various antics performed by
Moses in order to save Israel from a guilty verdict. Moses is likened to an advocate who sees the
prosecutor winning and so pushes him out of the way and stands in his place. He is then likened
to a king’s associate (סנקתדרוס, συγκάθεδρος) who snatches the pen away from the Judge just as
he is about to write the guilty verdict. These two parables involve a king judging his son,
implying that Moses acted with the implicit will of God in preventing Him from punishing His
nation.
The same midrash at 43:3 adds:
 כמה,ר' נחמיה אומר מהו ויחל משה שהכניס לאלהים כמין דורון ואין הלשון הזה אלא לשון דורון
' וכן (מלאכי א) ועתה חלו נא פני אל וגו,'דאת אמר (תהלים מה) ובת צור במנחה פניך יחלו וגו
R. Nehemiah says: What does “Moshe implored” mean? That he brought to God a
kind of present for this language is none other than the language of a present, as
you say, “O Tyrian lass, the wealthiest people will court your favor (yehalu) with
gifts” (Ps 45:13). And similarly, “And now implore (halu-na) the favor of God”
(Malachai 1:9).
Moses here gives something like a gift to God.78 Saul Lieberman points to Roman texts where
defendants offered a sacrifice before their cases were heard in order to improve their chances of
acquittal and Exodus Rabbah 15:12 shows that the Rabbis considered this to be a common
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practice in Roman courts. Still, it would be surprising if such bribery could work before God; the
author of M. Avot 4:22 would be particularly offended. Yet, the midrash praises Moses for
saving Israel, no matter what method he uses. The Rabbis continue to explain that Moses
sweetened what was bitter and overturned God’s harsh decrees through argumentation. This is
reminiscent of the way Protagoras could “make the worse case seem the better.”79 A good
example of how Moses made the worse argument the better is provided in Exodus Rabbah 43:5:
אמר ריב"ל בשם רשב"י פתח של תשובה פתח לו הקדוש ברוך הוא (שמות כ) אנכי ה' אלהיך בסיני
 אמר לו אפשר, בש עה שעשו ישראל העגל היה משה מפייס את האלהים ולא היה שומע לו,למשה
' אמר משה רבון העולם כך אמרת בסיני אנכי ה,שלא נעשה בהם מדת הדין על שבטלו את הדיבור
 הוי ויחל,אלהיך אלהיכם לא נאמר לא לי אמרת שמא להם אמרת ואני בטלתי את הדבור אתמהא לי
.'משה וגו
R. Yehoshua ben Levi said in the name of R. Shimon bar Yoḥai: The Holy One,
blessed be He, provided him [Moses] with an opening of a response. [God said] to
Moses at Sinai: “I am the Lord thy God” (Exod 20:2). When Israel made the calf,
Moses appeased God but He did not pay attention to him. He [God] said, “Can it
be that we will not apply to them the attribute of justice for forsaking the
commandment?” Moses said: Master of the universe, at Sinai you said “I am the
Lord thy God (singular, elohecha). You did not say “your God” (plural,
elohechem). Did you not tell this to me? Did you say it to them [Israel]? Did I
forsake your command?” This is “Moses implored.”
The midrash continues to affirm that from this point on, the Torah always states, “I am the Lord
your God,” using the plural so that this loophole could not be used again. Certainly not the
intention of the original formulation, Moses takes advantage of a technicality to argue for Israel’s
acquittal. Moses here applied a typical method abused by lawyers ancient and modern. Cicero
explains that an orator derives the ability to argue for either side of a case using the same source,
“by showing that it contains some ambiguity; then on the basis of that ambiguity he may defend
the passage which helps his case.”80 Here too, Moses uses a grammatical ambiguity to turn the
very source of God’s accusation into a reason for acquittal. The midrash continues to note that
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from that point on, God stopped using the singular and always used the plural instead, as in Lev
19:2.
A good example of Moses presenting a brazen fact towards God follows in the next
paragraph of the midrash, 43:6:
ורבי נחמיה אמר בשעה שעשו ישראל אותו מעשה עמד לו משה מפייס את האלהים אמר רבון העולם
, העגל הזה שעשו יהיה מסייעך אתה מזריח את החמה והוא הלבנה,עשו לך סיוע ואתה כועס עליהם
 אתה מוריד גשמים והוא מגדל, אתה מוריד את הטל והוא משיב רוחות,אתה הכוכבים והוא המזלות
 אמר לו א"כ למה אתה, אמר הקדוש ברוך הוא משה אף אתה טועה כמותם והלא אין בו ממש,צמחים
.כועס על בניך הוי למה ה' יחרה אפך בעמך
R. Nehemiah said: When Israel did that deed [worshipped the golden calf], Moses
stood up and appeased God. He said, “Master of the universe, they have made for
you a helper and you are angry at them? Let this calf that they made help you.
You light up the sun and it will [light up] the moon. You [light up] the stars and it
will [light up] the constellations. You bring down the dew and it will make the
winds blow. You will bring down the rain and it will cause the plants to grow.”
The Holy One, blessed be He, said, “Moses, you are as mistaken as them [Israel]
for it has no substance.” He replied, “If so, why are You angry at Your children?”
This is, “Why, O Lord, do you let Your anger blaze forth against Your people?”
(Exod 32:11).
Again, like a talented lawyer, Moses backs God into a corner by making Him admit that the
object of His jealousy is not worthy of attention and therefore God has no reason to be angry.
Rather than defend Israel’s actions as the previous paragraph does, Moses here makes a brazen
attack on God’s jealousy, just as Rachel does in Eicha Rabbah cited above.
The Rabbis not only continue the themes of advocacy found in the Bible and Second
Temple literature, they expand them and provide their heavenly advocates with more tools to
sway God’s judgment. They transform the heavenly advocates into Roman lawyers and allow
them to use all the sophistic tricks of the trade that one would find in a typical Roman court. The
Patriarchs, Moses, Rachel, and even God Himself will do almost anything to obstruct the
Attribute of Justice: flatter and bribe the judge, conceal evidence, take extra time, convince
witnesses to withhold testimony, use grammatical loopholes to twist the law, and more. In their
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own earthly courts, the Rabbis recognize the corruption of the Roman adversarial system and the
dishonesty promoted by the rhetoricians. They therefore made a concerted effort to exclude
lawyers from their own courts as the best way to ensure truth and justice. When it comes to
God’s court, on the other hand, truth and justice become enemies for sinful humans who cannot
survive their high standards. The injustices of the adversarial system are therefore introduced
into the heavenly court, usually with God’s implicit consent, so that Mercy may triumph.
It is instructive to compare the rabbinic view to that of Plato. Plato also criticizes the
Athenian adversarial system and the Sophists who uphold it. In the Laws, his Athenian stranger
envisions a utopian city called Magnesia where the court system is inquisitorial81 and where
lawyers are to receive the death penalty.82 In the Gorgias, Plato’s Socrates similarly envisions a
heavenly court where rhetoric has no place and where the judges can see things as they really
are. Plato describes this post-mortem court in his myth of the naked souls. The myth relates that
under the reign of Cronus, the final judgment of people occurred just before their deaths and was
conducted by living judges. However, because the people were wearing clothes, they could
impress the judges by their external appearances—even if they were wicked underneath. The
judges too, because they were living and wearing clothes, were too impressionable and unable to
see the truth. As a result, the verdicts were often wrong. Zeus then instituted a reform that the
dead should judge the dead so that the disembodied soul of the judge could clearly perceive the
soul of the judged and justice would be based on the naked truth, free from the trappings of
rhetoric.83
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Earlier in the Gorgias, Plato divides argumentation between rhetoric, which is just a
knack for persuading audiences or jurors to agree with any given position—whether right or
wrong, and philosophy, which uses logic to analyze reality and find the truth. “Philosophy is
always true,” declares Socrates. Callicles, the sophist, charges that if Socrates were accused of a
crime in an Athenian court he would be incapable of defending himself without recourse to
rhetoric, thus leaving his “head spinning and mouth gaping” (486b). Socrates in turn charges that
Callicles will have no ability to defend himself in his heavenly post-mortem trial where rhetoric
has no force and he tells Callicles, “your head will spin and your mouth will gape there in that
world as much as mine would here” (527a).
The Rabbis likely never read Plato,84 but if they did, they would have been terrified at his
proposed heavenly court. In fact, M. Avot 4:22, which describes a lawyer-free court resembling
that of Plato, is meant precisely to instill a sense of trepidation in its audience and deter them
from sin. The vast majority of rabbinic literature, however, describes a heavenly court teeming
with advocates of all kinds: Patriarchs and Matriarchs, angels, the Logos, the Torah, the Holy
Spirit, the Attribute of Mercy, and even God Himself. Many of these sources even model the
heavenly court on Roman courts, with all their deceit, flattery, bribery, and corruption. The
Rabbis agreed with Plato’s assessment of lawyers and the rhetoric they use as a deterrent from
achieving Truth. They also agree with Plato that there is no place in earthly courts for hired
lawyers. However, taking inspiration from the great prophetic advocates in the Bible, they
appreciate that God, in His mercy, allows and even requests advocates in His court who can
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persuade Him out of His rage. Indeed, Callicles would do well to have himself sent to the
rabbinic heavenly court.
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